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Abstract

Hitler's Clean Slete: Everyday L i e in the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, 1941-1944

Ph.D. thesis, 1998
Karel Comelis Berkhoff
Dcpwment of History, University of Toronto. Adviser: Proftssor Paul Robert Magocsi

This is the fmt detailcd study of the impact of Nazi mle on the largest colony of Gcnnany's

Third Reich, the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. It shouid be of interest to students of the Soviet
Union, eastem Europe, Nazi Gcnnany, and the Holocaust. Although the majority populationUkrainians--ive

the rnost attention, this is intended as a territorial history and, therefore,

takes into account the expeciences and perceptions of non-ülcrainians as well. The focus is on
t h e aspects of everyâay life under civilian Nazi nile: (1) socio-cconomic conditions-worlr,

housing, food, and famine; (2) spintual life-religious and popular culture, ethnic identity, and
political loyaîties; and (3) speciai targets of the Nazis-prisoners of war, Jews, Roma/Gypsies,
ethnic Gennatis, and candidaîes for forccd labor in the Rcich-as well as the relation of these
people with the rest of the population.
This work is based on many published materials and in particular on a wide range of

primary sources that were previously not available to researchers. Gennan-language sources
include documents p d u c e d by the Nazi authorities, dealing with the Reichskommissariat
Ukraine, the Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Temtories, and the SS. Other sources are the

records of the auxiliary native administrations in the Kicv @on; records of Communist
underground activists and partisans; contemporary newspapers, magazines, brochures,
leaflets, and posters; folkloric matctials, diaries, and memoirs; and interviews conducted by
Soviet historians during the 1940s as well as by the author during the 1990s.
One of the contentions of the study is that Nazi d e , besides k i n g mortaîly âangerous
for the inhabitants, was a trcmendous disappointment for the vast majority of the population.
Nonetheless, throughout this pcriod p w a r mentditics continucd to have a tmncndous hold

over the native population. In particular, it is wry Qubtfid wbaher the Nazi expiencc

promptcd moie îhan a limitcd nostaigia fot Soviet ruk, and it is ais0 unükcly îhat Ulaainians
becarne mon conscious of theu ethnicity. In die final analysis, the NâP rcgime did little more

than kill peaple. It hardly had any impact on the Weltanschauung of those who suntived.
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Abbreviations

ark. = arkush = page
CHPWU = Commission on the History of the Patsiotic War in Ukraine
d. = de10 = file

DAKO = Denhavnyi arkhiv Kyïvs'koï oblasti = Statc Archive of the Kiev Oblast
Ereignismeùiung UdSSR = one issue h m the series EreignismeIdung U&SR
f. =fond = collection

lMFE = Instytut Mystetstvoznavstva, Fol'kloru ta Etnohrafiii im. M. T. Ry'slkoho, Viddil
rukopysnykh fondiv = M. T. Ryl'slryi Institue of Art Sadies, Folklore, and
Eîhnography, Manuscript Deparcment
1. = k t = page
Meldungen = one issue from the series MeIdmgen aus &n b e s e t z n Ostgebieten

od. zb. = odynytsia zberihannia = file

op. = opis' or (Ukr.) opys = inventory
Scholarly Refemnce Library = Naukovo-dovidkova biblioteka tsentrai'nykh denhavnykh
arkhiviv UkraS'ny = Scholarly Reference Library of the Central State Archives of

Ukraine
SD = Sicherheitsdienst = the Stcwity Service of the SS as represented by the Einsatzgnrppen
TsDAHOU = Tsentral'nyi denhavnyi arkhiv hromadslcykh obicdnan' Ukraïny = Centrai
State Archive of Civic Organizations of Ukraine

TsDAVOV = Tsentral'nyi denhavnyi arkhiv vyshchykh orhaniv vlaây ta upravlinnia Uicmïny

= Centrai State Archive of the Highest Organs of Authority and Govcmmnt of Ukraine
USNA = United States National Archives

Introduction

Already well before World War II, Adolf Hitler bclieved that as a people, Germans would
become extinct unless they acquired additional "living space" in eastem Europe. To him and his
followers, the temtones to the east of Poland held the promise of a rural Germanic lifestyle that
Nazi ideology glorified but that was disappearing h m Germany itself, the most industrially
developed country in Europe. In the east, perhaps most of al1 in the fertile lands of Ukraine, the
German "race" would regenerate itself. Moreover, the raw materials from these lands would
make the Third Reich econornically self-suficient. The fact that this kbemraum was alreaây
populated did not rnitigate the Nazi plans. On the contrary, the elimination of the native
peoples-with

the exception of the ethnic Germans-was

an integral part of Hitler's way of

providing Germans with a clean slate. As his virulent anti-Semitism made clear almady at the
time, the Jews would be top priority in the "cleansing" process.
In order to realize his vision, the Führer organized a war of the Third Reich against the
Soviet Union on 22 June 1941. As the German anned forces and their Hungarian, Italian,
Romanian, and Slovak allies oçcupied Ukraine, a military administration was installed. Soon
thereafter, civilian Nazi rule arriveci, in the forrn of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. This
entity, mled by a Reich Commissioner, grew steadily in size. By the fall of 1942, it was the
Reich's Iargest colony, although it did not exist long. By late 1943 the Red Army was back at
the Dnieper river, halfway across the Reichskornmissariat, and by March 1944 the German
armed forces lost al1 of its tenitory. But even though the Reichskommissariat Ukraine existed
only for a brief period, Hitler and his fellow-Nazis from the beginning made a frantic effort to
realize their racial and economic utopia there. The following study describes what everyday Life
in this "clean slate" was like for the native population-those who lived in the region when the
German arrned forces arrived.

What do we know already about the Reichskommissariat Ukraine? Not very much, as a survey
of the literature shows. Here 1 generally mention only those studies which proved to be most
useful to this dissertation. For more extensive bibliographical information about studies dealing

with German-mled Ukraine, 1refer to my bibliographical essay on the subjed
Almost al1 the Western studies deal pnmarily with German policy-making. These are
valuabk surveys of the way in which policies on nationalities, religion, the economy, and
culture were formulated at the highest levels. They describe the countless German agencies that
wanted to have a Say in the "east," and the numerous stniggles for power among them. Among
the best of them are the general surveys by Alexander Dallin,2 Timothy Mulligan,3and

Jonathan Steinberg.4 What remains unclear, however, is the role of the native-staffed
"auxiliary" administrations. The uitimate objective of the Nazi leadership for the "eastern"
temtories-the elimination of the native peoples-has become particularly clear through the
works of Ihor Karnenetskys and Rolf-Dieter Müller.6 These works show how Nazi bureaucrats

made detailed, long-term plans.

'Karel C. Berkhoff, "Ukraine under Nazi Rule (1941-1944): Sources and Finding Aids. Part II,"
Jahrbücherfir Geschichte Osteuropas, XLV,2 (Stuttgart, 1997), pp. 273-309.
ZAlexander Dallin, Gennan Rule in Russia. 1941-1945: A Study of Occupation Policies, 2nd rev.
ed. (Boulder, Colorado, 1981). Dallin writes himself that aithough his book dues not treat "in any
detail" the feelings and behavior of the non-Gennans, these were "at least partially cause and
effect of Gerrnan occupation policy." Ibid., p. v.
3Timothy Mulligan, The Politics of Illusion and Empire: German Occupation Policy in the Soviet
Union, 1942-1943 (New York, Westport, Conn., and London, 1988). especially chapter 5,
"Reform in Reichskommissariat Ukraine: Rosenberg vs. Koch," on pp. 61-75, and chapter 7,
"Agrarian Refom," on pp. 93-105.

4Jonathan Steinberg, "The Third Reich Reflected: German Civil Administration in the Occupied
Soviet Union, 1941-4," English Historical Review, C X , 437 (Oxford, June 1995), pp. 620-65 1.
%or Karnenetsky, Secret No* P h s for Eastern Europe: A S t d j of Lebensraum Policies (New
York, 1961). An earlier book, Ihor Kamenetsky, Hitler's Occupation of Ukraine, 1941-1944: A
Study of TotaLiturian Imperialism (Milwaukee, 1956). was essentially suprceded by Dallin's work,
and was not used in this dissertation research.
6Rolf-Dieter Müller, "Das 'Unternehmen Barbarossa' als wirtschaftlicher Raubkrie ,"in Gerd R.
Ueberschiir and Wolfram Wette. &S., "UnternehmenBarbarossa ":der deutsche berfall auf die
Sowjetunion 1941: Berichte, Analysen, Dokumente (Paderborn, l984), pp. 173-1 96.

d

There are several valuable studies of branches of the economy in Ukraine. Why and
how the collective farms were essentially preserved in the first year of German rule is shown in
some detail in Ralf Bartoleit's M.A. dissertation,' while an article by Christian Gerlach has
shown how a policy of refonn took shape and was impkmented in the "east? Both argue that

German actions were primarily driven by the Nazi ideology, and thus confinn the overall
interpretation first pmposed by Dallin and accepted by most scholars. Surveys of the state of
industry in Gerrnan-ruled Ukraine are essentially non-existent. To what extent were factories
reconstructed? And what did they produce? These questions still need to be answered. There is
only one survey by Matthias Riedel, which shows some of the German successes in mining.9

It does not show what it was like to work in these mines. In this regard, this survey is typical
for the existing historiography. Valuable as al1 these studies are, they are written almost
exclusively from a "top-down" perspective. Rarely does the siuation "on the ground," as the
native population in the Reichskommissariat Ukraine experienced it, corne to life.
This problem is less pronounced in studies of religious life. Several works provide
both facts about it and a sense of "what it was like." This is probably because these are serni-

memoirs-studies

which are difficult to distinguish from memoirs in the usual sense, because

the authors participated in or wimessed the events and included personal recollections.
Friedrich Heyer, a former soldier who met many hierarchs and priests in Ukraine, has
described events from a perspective sympathetic to those Orthodox clergy who wisheà to be

part of the Russian Orthodox church.I0 The work of Ivan Vlasovs'kyi, the secretary of the
'Ralf Bartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik in den besetzten Gebieten der Ukraine vom Sommer
1941 bis m m Sommer 1942 unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der Einführung der 'Neuen
Agrarordnung': eine Studie über die strukturelle Durchsetzung nationalsozialistischer
Programmatik" (M.A. thesis, Universiut Hamburg, 1987).

8Christian Gerlach, "Die deutsche Agrarreform und die Bevolkerungspolitik in den besetzten
sowjetischen Gebieten," in Christian Gerlach et. al., Besatzung d Bündnis: deutsche
Herrschaffsstrategienin Ost- und Südosteuropa. Beitriige zur nationalsozialistischen Gesundheitsund Sozialpolitik, Vol. 12 (Berlin and Gottingen, 1995). pp. 940.
gMatthias Riedel, "Bergbau und Eiscnhüttenindustrie in der Ukraine unter deutscher Besatzung
(1941-&944)," Vierteljahrshefie fur Zeitgeschicht, XXI, 3 (Munich, July 1973), pp. 245-284.
'OFriedrich Heyer, Die orthodoxe Kirche in der Ukmine von 1917 bis 1945 (Cologne and
Braunsfeld, 1953)- pp. 170-227.

leader of the Autocephalous Orthodox church, provides a contrary but equally lively a ~ c o u n t . ~ ~
Thete is still, however, no account which combines the information provided in these and other
sources.
Regarding secular popular culture, essentially nothing has been published. Instead,
there are studies of the perhaps more prestigious topic of nationalism. The 1955 classic

monograph by John A. Armstrong (third revised edition in 199û)12is still the standard survey
of Ukrainian nationalist activity during World War II. His conclusion that nationalism remained

a minority view, however, has been challengeci by Bohdan Krawchenko in a brief general
survey about "Soviet" Ukraine under German nile.13

The prisoners-of-war issue is treated at length in a monograph by Christian Streit.14
What is still lacking is an account of the fa& of these prisoners h m the perspective of the
prisoners themselves and the non-Gerrnan bystanders. Regarding the Holocaust of the Jews,
particulady valuable are the standard, "dl-European" account by Raul Hilberg ( 1985 edition), 1s
a description by Philip Friedman about eastem Galicia and western Volhynia,16 and a
monograph by Shmuel Spector about Volhynia.17 In addition, then are brief surveys dealing
with the Jewish Holocaust in the entire territory which had been part of the Soviet Union
l Ivan Vlasovs'ky i, Narys istoriï Ukraïns'koii Pravoshvnoï Tserkv, Vol. 9: (XX st.), part 2 (New
York, [South] Bound Brook, 1966)-pp. 177-271. Also 1. Vlasovs'kyi, "Iak buIo z obranniam na
kyïvs'ku katedru Arkhyiepyskopa Ilariona (Ohiienka) roku 1941,"Tserkva i narid ([Winnipeg],
April-May 1949), pp. 17-32.

12John A. Armstrong, Ukrainian Nationulism, 3rd rev. ed. (Englewood, Colorado, 1990).
13Bohdan Krawchenko, "Soviet Ukraine under Nazi ûccupation, 1941-4," in Yury Boshyk, ed.,
Ukraine during World War II: History and Aflermath: A Symposium (Edmonton, 1986)-pp. 15-

37.

I4Christian Streit, Die Wehrmacht und die sowjetischen Kriegsgefangenen 1941-1945 (Stuttgm,
1978); ibid., rev. 3rd ed. (Bonn, 1991).
ISRaul Hilberg, The Destruction of the Eumpean Jews, Vol. 1. rev. ed. (New York and London:
Holmes & Meier, 1985). Also Gerald Reitlinger, T k Finul Solution: Tlie Attempt to Errennirzate
the Jews of Europe, 1939-1945, 2nd rev. and exp. cd. (London, 1968). especially pp. 241-254
("The Ukrainen).
16PhilipFriedman, "Ukrainian-Jewish Relations during th N u i Occupation," YIVO Annml of

Jewish Social Science, XXI (New York, 195&1959), pp. 259-296.

17Shmuel Spector, 7'he Holocaust of Volhyniun Jews, 1911-1944 (Jerusalem, 1990).

before 193918 or even in early 1941-19 Al1 ther works discuss the non-Jewish population, but
only very briefly. As a result, the stance of the non-Jews on the Holocaust remains essentially
unclear and ~nexplained.2~

The state of scholarship on the Holocaust of the "Soviet" Roma (Gypsies) is even more
modest. There is only one brief study specifcally on îhis topic, by Wolfgang Wippermann.21
The ethnic Germans in the Reichskommissariat Ukraine have received attention in a study by
Ingeborg FleischhauerZZ Here, however, the reader still wonciers to what extent the nsponse
of these people to the Nazi exptrience was really mat difTerent from that of the non-Gemüuis.
Specifically on the recruitment and anest of ükrainians and other Slavs for work in Gemany,
the most upto-date work is by Rolf-Dieter Müller.=

18Wila Orbach, ''The Destruction of the Jews in the Nazi-Occupied Temtories of the USSR," Soviet
Jewish A#air, VI, 2 (London, 1976). pp. 14-51 (fmm p. 32 only iables); Mordechai Altshuler,
"The Unique Features of the Holocaust in the Soviet Union," in Yaacov Ro'i, ed., Jews and Jewish
Life in Russia and the Soviet Union (Ilford, Essex, 1995). pp. 171-188.
19Yitzhak Arad, "The Holocaust of Soviet Jewry in the Occupied Temtories of the Soviet Union,"
Yad Vashem Studies, XXI (Jenisalem, 1991), pp. 1-47.
2% this regard, a recent study dealing with the Holocaust in the Distrikt Galizien of the
Generalgouvemement is a great advance. Dieter Pohl, Nationalsozialistische Judenve#olgung in
Ostgalizien 1941-1944: Organisation und DurchfUhrung eines staatlichen Massenverbrechens
(Munich, 1 996).

*lWolfgang Wippermann, "Nur eine FuBnote? Die Verfolgung der sowjetischen Roma:
Historiographie, Motive, Verlauf," in Klaus Meyer and Wolfgang Wippermann, eds., Gegen dus
Vergessen: der Vernichtungskrieg gegen die Sowjetunion 1941-1945 (Frankfurt am Main, 1992).
pp. 75-90.
22Ingeborg Fleischhauer, Das Dritte Reich unà die Deutschen in der Sowjetunion (Stuttgart,
1983), in particular chapter six, "Die Deutschen der Sowjetunion unter deutscher Zivilvewaltung
- Das Reichskommissariat Ukraine," on pp. 151-192. This study was written after the equally
relevant third chapter in Benjamin Pinkus and Ingeborg Fleischhauer, Die Deutschen in der
Sowjetunion: Geschichte einer nationalen Minderheit im 20. Jahrhundert (Baden-Baden, 1987):
"Die nationalsozialistische Variante: Im "Menscheneinsatz Ost" 1941-45," pp. 207-302. There is
also Meir Buchsweilet, Volksdeutsche in der Ukraine am Vorubend und Beginn des Zweiten
Weltkriegs - ein Full doppelter Loyalitat? (Gerlingen, 1984).
23Rolf-Dieter Miiller, "Die Rekrutiemng sowjetischer Zwmgsarbeiter für die deuische
Knegswirtschaft," in Ulrich Herbert, ed., Europa und der "Reichseinsatz'? ~uslandische
Zivilarbeiter. Kriegsgefangene und KZ-Hafflingein Deutschland 19384945 (Essen, 1991), pp.
234-250. See also the brief discussions in Ulrich Herbert, Hitler's Foreign Workers: Enforced
Foreign b b o r in Germany under the Third Reich (Cambridge, 1997), pp. 167-171 and 278-282
and chapter twenty ("Ostarbeiter") in Dallin, Germun Rule in Russia, pp. 428-453.

In conclusion, the existing historiography docs not convey a sense of everyday life in
the ReichskommissanaC Ukraine. "Ordinary" Ukrainians and d e r civiiians-the silent
majority-have remained unstudied. There are various reasons for this lacuna, not the least of
which is the lack of access to Ukrainian and Russian archives until 1991. This gap in the
existing research applies to other Ukrainian temtories as well as to Russian temtories. In
contrast, everyday life in the WeiBruthenien Generalkommissariat, and Belanis as a whole, has
recently been studied by Bernhard Chiari.24
The voluminous literature published in the Soviet Union about the World War II era is
mostly based on Soviet-published documents and memoirs, which, as 1have argued
elsewhere, are heavily censored.25 Equally problematic is the lack of German proficiency on
which the Soviet studies are based. While it was rare for a scholar in Soviet Ukraine and in the
rest of the Soviet Union to study the Nazi period, it was even rater to find researchers able to
read Geman. T h e n is even reason to suspect that most references in Soviet publications to
German-lanpage archival holdings in Ukraine are based on a familiarity not with the orignal
documents, but rather with Russian translations prepareâ by others. The microfilms of Geman
documents purchased from the United States National Archives are known to have been mostly
translated in the late 1970s and 1980s. The reason was candidly admitted in Ukraine's leading
history journal: "not al1 researchers are sufficiently proficient in German."26 Even if Soviet
publications on World War II were reliable, they would nonetheless be of limited use for this
dissertation, since almost al1 deal only with the Communist underground and particularly the
Soviet partisans. After Ukraine achieved independence in 1991, the situation does not appear to
24Bemhard Chiari, "Deutsche Hemchaft in WeiBruBland 1941-1 9 4 4 (Ph.D. diss., EberhardKarls-Universirat zu Tübingen, 1997). See also his "Mythos und Alltag: Voraussetzungen und
Probleme eines westostlichen Dialogs zur Historiographie des Zweiten Weltkriegs,"
Militargeschichrliche Mitteilungen, LIV. 2 (Potsdam, 1995), pp. 535-563. A neglected but
pioneering study is Iaan Pennar. "Selbstverwa1tung in den wahrend des Zweiten Weltkrieges
besetzten Gebieten der Sowjetunion," Sowjetstudien, 12 (Munich. Auyst 1962). pp. 50-78.
2sBerkhoff, "Ukraine under Nazi Rule. Part II," pp. 274-276 and 288-290.
26A. 1. Shevchuk and L. V. Iakovlieva, "Kolektsiia mihfil'miv fashysts'koï okupatsiinoï
administratsiii i kornanduvannia vermakhtu v TsDAZhR URSR," Ukraïm 'kyi istorychnyi zhumal, 1
(Kiev, 1989). p. 156, quoted in Berkhoff, "Ukraine under Nazi Rule. Part 1." Jahrbücherfir
Geschichte Osteuropas, XLV, 1 (Stuttgart, 1997), p. 88.

have improved.27 Nevertheless, useful information was frequently obtained from the work of
Mykhailo V. Koval', the leading Ukrainian historian on Ukraine under Nazi ruleP Ali
information from Soviet studies cited in this dissertation can be verified, for 1only cited when
the study provided a reference to a specific archival record.

Among the sources for this dissertation are published documents, published diaries, and
published memoirs. Most of these sources are listed, dong with archival holdings relating to
Ukraine under Nazi rule, in my bibliographical essay.29 1have also consulted and cite here
German-language documents from the Reichskommissariat Ukraine and the Ministry for the
Occupied Eastern Temtories, located in the Central State Archive of the Highest Organs of
Authority and Govemment of Ukraine (TsDAVOV-Tsentral'ny

i derzhavnyi arkhiv

vyshchykh orhaniv vlady ta upravlinnia Ukraïny) in Kiev, the Central State Archive of Civic
Organizations of Ukraine (TsDAHOU-Tsentral'nyi

denhavnyi arkhiv hromads'kykh

obWiednan'Ukraïny) in Kiev, and various repons by Nazi intelligence (in particular the
Einsatrgruppen) which are conveniently available in microfilm copy from the United States
National Archives. Most of these extensive secret reports, which are generally considered to be
reliable, were mimeographed by the SS itself. Therefore, 1cite the mimeographs in fwtnotes

as publications for the sake of bmvity. Thus, one particular issue (x) from the series called
Ereignismeïdung UdSSR (June 1941 through April 1942) will be cited as "EreignisrneIdung
UdSSR, x (date)"; one from the successor series MeIdungen aus den besetzten Ostgebieten

27Amongthe best recent studies is M. V. Koval', "Dolia ukraïns'koï kul'tury za 'novoho poriadhi'
( 1941-1 944 m.)." UkraïnsJkyiistorychnyi zhurrual, 11-1 2 (Kiev. November-December 1993). pp.
15-38.

"Among the best Soviet studies are M. V. Koval', Bor'ba naseleniia Ukrainy protiv fashistskogo
rabstva (Kiev, 1979); M . V. Koval', "Za hratarny 'novoho poriadku'," Ukraiiis'kyi istoqchnyi
zhurnal, 5 (Kiev, M a y 1981). pp. 119-128; and M. M. Zagonii'ko and A. F. Iudenkov, Krakh
plana "Ol'denburg": (O sryve ekonomicheskikh planov f d i s t s k o i Gennanii na vremenno
okkupirovannoi territorii SSSR). 3rd exp. ed. (Moscow, 1980). There is dso a Polish,
Communist-influenced study: Wlodzimierz Bonusiak, Polityka ekonomicvra 111 Rzeszy na
okupowanych obszarach ZSRR (1941-1944) (Rzesztiw, 1981).
29Berkhoff, "Ukraine under Nazi Rule. Part 1" (archival holdings) and "Part II" (published
materials).

(which ended in June 1943) will be cited as simply "Mekifmgen,x (date)." The microfilms
from which they were taken are listed in the bibliography.
Other unpublished sources produccd during the Nazi period that are used here are in
Ukrainian or Russian. These include: (1) records of the "auxiliary" adminstrations of the city of
Kiev and raions and villages in the Kiev region (aimost entirely in Ukrainian), located in the
State Archive of the Kiev Oblast (DAK-Denhavnyi

Arkhiv Kyïvs'koï Oblasti); (2) records

of Communist underground activists, partisans, and offcials, produced either in the
Reichskommissanat or in the Soviet hinterland (generally in Russian), located in the
TsDAHOU; and (3) several diaries, also in the TsDAHOU. Also consulted are contemporary

newspapers, magazines, brochures, leafiets, and posters, mainly in Kiev in the branch library
(Filiia) of the V. 1. Vemads'kyi Central Scholarly Library of the National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine and in the Scholarly Reference Library of the Centrai State Archives of Ukraine.
Several issues of the newspaper Volyn' were held on microfilm at Robarts Library, University
of Toronto. Folkloric materials located at the M. T.Ryl's'kyi Institute of Art Science,
Folklore, and Ethnography in Kiev are studied as well.
Among the unpublished sources produced after the Germans and their allies were
driven out of Ukraine-some

of which produced while the war was still king fought-,

the

main ones employed are manuscripts of memoirs, mostly found in Kiev, and interviews. In
Soviet Ukraine, the Communist party briefly in the 1940s provided for a Commission on the
History of the Patriotic War in Ukraine. Among other activities, that commission conducted
interviews with people who had lived under the Germans. The stenographic records of these
interviews were typed out, and although the questions were deleted, they still are a valuable
source, also because the interviews took place shortly after the events. They were mong the
few relevant archival holdings in Ukraine that were previously accessible ta local historians
trusted by the Communist authorities. To my knowledge, they have not been used by Western

nsearchers before. Aside from employing these stenographic records, 1interviewcd eighteen
people myself, mainly in Kiev and in the Bohuslav raion of the Kiev oblast during the surnmer
of 1995. These interviews were taperecorâed.

The= are eleven chapters. The first chapter &scribes events in the temtory which later
became the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, h m the start of the Gennan invasion of the Soviet

Union (22 lune) thmugh the first few weeks after L!!Gennan amival. Chapter 2 surveys the
Geman administrative apparatus set up in the Reichskommissariat. Then follow th-

"saiio-

economic" chapters on life in the countryside and in the cities (3.4, S), three chapters about
spiritual life (6,7,8),and three chapters on special targets of the Nazis-prisoners
Jews,

of war (9).

Roma, and ethnic Gennans (IO), and candidates for forced labor in Germany (11).

Chapter 1I also briefly notes that the partisan zones, which emerged in the Reichskommissariat
in 1943, could not be studied in detail here, but need further attention. In particular, the
complicated events in western Volhynia, where the civilian population, and especially the
Polish population, was caught in a war between various partisans, need serious attention in the
future.
This dissertation was written on the prernise that, based on Our present state of
knowledge, the only workable framework for study are territones within borders as they
existed during World War II. This is not, however, the premise underlying the vast majority of
publications about Gerrnan-mled eastem Europe and Russia. Ukrainian authors often assume
that one can study collectively events during World War II in any temtory where Ukrainians
Iived. The unstated assumption is that one narrative-usuallyUkrainocentric_can combine
events in three temtories nikd by Germany (the ReichskommissariatUkraine, the military
zone, and the Distrikt Gdizien of the Generalgouvemement),three ruled by Romania (the
presentday oblast of Chernivtsi, the south of the present-day oblast of Odessa, and
Transnistria), and one ruled by Hungary (Subcarpathian Rus'). On the other hand, Western
and Russian authors usually assume that one can study col1ectively the wartime events in al1
temtories that had been part of the Soviet Union in mid-1939, or even in early 1941. The nsult
are titles such as "German Occupation Policy in the Soviet Union" or even "German Rule in

Russia." (In faimess, the Western studies tcnd to have separate discussions of Ukraine or other
temtories.) Polish authors often assume that one can study collectively events in 1939-1945

"in the Second Republic" or, somewhat more carefully, "on the temtory of the Second

Republic," even though then was no such republic after 1939 or 1945.
This snidy is suictly limited to events in the temtory which ultimately bec-

part of

the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. Even though events in other Nazi-mled temtories may have
been similar, integrating information about d e r territories into the narrative would likely
distort the picture. In fact, as the reader will find, the focus on one entity does actually uncover
some differences with events in the military zone. In the end, it is not possible, except
superficially, to compare events in the Reichskommissariat to events anywhere else in Europe
during World War II. If any cornparison is made hem, it will k with the pre-1941 situation in
Ukraine itself, the only one the natives knew.
1 researched and wrote the following study as much as possible in an inductive fashion,

without employing rnodels or theories. The aim was, as it were, first "to let the facts speak for
themselves," and only then draw conclusions. Hence, tenns like "collaboration" and
"collaborators," old favorites in studies of German-~ledEurope, are not used in this study at
al1 except when they appear in quotations from other authors. For eastem Europe of the midtwentieth century, with its frequent border changes, these words are of very lirnited use. If
anything people did under Nazi nile is to be understooà, the morally loaded term
"collaboration" must probably be discarded. Should such a term be used, it would have to be
followed by the tedious formulation "with the German authorities." Similarly, the word
"occupation" in this study refers only to a military action: the capturing of new temtories, in
this case by the German anny .
The dissertation studies what 1cal1 "natives" or the "native population." While it is

customary to consider as "native" only those people who are of the nationality after which the
state is narned, this is not done hem. Instead, "natives" are considered al1 those who lived in
Ukraine before the Gertnans arrived. In that regard, the experiena and perceptions of Jews,
Roma, Russians, and ethnic Germans are included as much as possible. Thus, this study aims
to be a territorial history, not the history of one patticular ethnic gmup. It is nevenheless
inevitable that the majority population-ukrainians-will

receive the most attention.

Al1 placenames are given in a modified Library of Con-

transliteration based on

present-day Ukrainian usage, also when quoting English-language sources. In the cases where
places presently have an entirely different name, the pnsent one is used, but at first mention the
former narne is added. For example, "Khmel'nyts'kyi, former Roshiriv, ..." The first time a
village is mentioned, it is followed by the name in pamnthers of the raion (Gennan: Rayon) in
the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. For example, "the village of Zarubyntsi (Pereiaslav)." A few
places are according to common English usage, such as Kiev, Brest-Litovsk, and Odessa. The

noun "Germans" identifies those who were officially Reich Germans (Reichsdeutsche) during
the war. "Nazi" as a noun deals only with members of the Nazi Party. For the use of the
adjectives "Nazi" and "German," no specific mle is employed.
The names of Ukrainian archives are provided in full when first rnentioned. Hereafter,

an abbreviation is used throughout the thesis. A list of these abbreviations is provided on page
vi. References to archival collections employ either Russian or Ukrainian, depending on the
usage on the collections themselves (most of them use Russian). A typical reference will use
abbreviation according to the generally accepted mode1 used in English-language Slavic smdies:
f. =fond = collection; op. = opis' = inventory (cf. Ukrainian: op. = opys); d. = del0 = file (cf.
Ukrainian: spr. = sprava, or: od. zb. = odynytsia zberihannia); and 1. = lisr = page (cf.
Ukrainian: ark. = arkush).
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CHAPTER 1

The Soviet Retreat

In order to understand why people in the Reichskomrnissariat Ukraine acted the way they did,
it is important to know what transpimd in the weeks or months before the Germans arrived.
This chapter will argue that during those months, the communist regime displayed its essential
features in a particularly stark way. These features were to k remembered by al1 former Soviet
citizens, whether in the countryside or in the cities, and were to serve as yardsticks to evaluate
the new regime.

On the eve of World War II, several States d e d Ukrainian-inhabited temtories.1 The largest of
these was the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic with its Russian-speaking capital Kiev
(Ukrainian: Kyïv; German: Kiew). Soviet Ukraine was an integral part of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, or Soviet Union, formed in 1922. By early 1939, Soviet Ukraine was
divided administratively into fifteen oblasts (districts) and the Moldavian Autonomous Soviet
Republic.2 The Crimean peninsula, which never was to be incorporated in the
Reichskommissariat Ukraine, was an autonomous republic within the largest of the nine Soviet
republics, the Russian Soviet Federal Socialist Republic.
The state with the second-largest number of ükrainians was Poland, which was
restond as an independent state after the conclusion of World War 1and fumier stmggle in the
revolutionary period. In Poland, Ukrainians were concentrated in the western part of histonc
Volhynia and in the eastem half of the former Habsburg province of Galicia. Western

'The folbwing account of pre-1941 Ukraine is mostly deriveâ from Paul Robert Magocsi, A
(Toronto, 1996), Part Nine.

History of Ukraine

Znie oblasts were Zhytomyr, Kiev (including a part which is now the Cherkasy oblast), Chemihiv.
KamWianets'-Podil's'kyi(the present-day Khmel'nyts'kyi oblast), Vinnytsia, Sumy, Poltava,
Kharkiv, Odessa, Mykolaïv, Kirovohrad, Dnipropetrovs'k, Zaporizhzhia, Voroshilovhrad (the
present-day Luhans'k oblast), and Stalino (the present-&y Donets'k oblast).

Volhynia, with its Polish-dominated towns of Luts'k (Polish: t u c k ; Gertnan: Luzk) and Rime
(Polish: R6wne; German: Rowno). had b.cn part of the Russian Empire before the revolution
of 1917. Now it was a palatinate centered in Luts'k. But despite its nam W m i , this palatinate
actually covered only western Volhynia, for eastem Volhynia was in Soviet Ukraine as the
oblast of Zhytomyr.
Eastern Galicia, with its predominantiy Ukrainian population, after the fall of the
shortlived West Ukrainian National Republic fell under Polish military rule according to the
Treaty of St Germainen-Laye of 1919. Its final status remained unsettled for several years.
Only in 1923 did the victors of the Great War relinquish their theoretical authority over the
territory and recognize Polish sovereignty. The main cities in the region were L'viv (Polish:
Lw6w; German: Lemberg), Ternopil' (Polish and German: Tamopol), and Ivano-Frankivs'k
(then called Stanyslaviv; Polish: Stanishw6w; German: Stanislau). These cities were capitals
of three palatinates narned after them. Most Galician Ukrainians belonged to the Greek Catholic
church. In contrast, the Ukrainians of westem Volhynia, like the Ukrainians in Soviet Ukraine,
were almost al1 Orthodox. Finally, besides Soviet Ukraine and Poland, there were also
Ukrainian-inhabited lands in Czechoslovakia and Romania, in particular Subcarpathian Rus'
and northem Bukovina.
All Ukrainian-inhabited territories in the 1920s and 1930s were alike in being
overwhelmingly agrarian, but othenivise there were significant differences between them.
Soviet Ukraine was nominally administrated by a system of soviets (Ukrainian: rady) or
councils. It existed at al1 levels: from the top, Soviet Ukraine's Supreme Soviet, downward to
the level of the oblast, raion (raion), city, town, and village. There was also a republican
government called the Council of People's Commissars. But real power resided in two other
organizations. One was the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine (CP(b)U), which was
itself a generally subordinate branch of the All-Russian Communist Party (Bolshevik), led by
Joseph Staiin. The other source of power was the secret police, more precirly the republican
branch of the successor of the Cheka, Lenin's weapon against mal or imagined enemies. Until
1934, it was called the OGPU and then, under direction of Stalin's close associates, the

People's Commissariat of Intemal Affairs, or NKVD.The OGPU and the NKVD were not
entirely "secret." Most agents of this large organization wore unifomis, and at every place of
wok in the cities it was generally k w w n to have its representaiives.
From a Ukrainian perspective, the= were some positive aspects of living in Soviet

Ukraine. These became evident dunng the period of Ukrainianization. Ubainians gradually
assumed positions of influence in the CP(b)U, previously dominated by Russians, Jews, and
other non-Ukrainians. The cities became more Ukrainian in composition and outlook. Several

prominent Ukrainians retumed from emigration, such as the historian and former president of
the Central Rada of the revolutionary period, Mykhailo Hnishevs1kyi.An extensive literacy

campaign achieved significant success, and by the late 19209, the status and presence in the
media of the Ukrainian language, as cornpared to that of the Russian language, had risen
significantly.
The overall standard of living in Soviet Ukraine was low, however, and was to decline
in the 1930s. A major uagedy that affectecl most people took place as a direct result of the

implementation of the First Five-Year Plan for the Soviet Union frorn 1928. The plan's main
purpose was the development of heavy industry. For Ukraine,this meant industrialization in
the Dnieper bend (Dnipropetrovs'k, Kryvyi Rih, and Zaporizhzhia) and in the eastem Donets'
Basin (Donbas). Nevertheless, Soviet Ukraine remained a generally nird society. Most of dl,
the Five-Year Plan to Ukraine meant the collectivization (nationalization)of agriculture. The
collectivization began in 1929 and was accompanied by the expulsion or deportation, assisted
by urban workers, of any peasant who resisted or seemed to resist. These pesants were
labeled kulaks (Ukrainian: kurkuli) who, as Stalin put it, had to be "liquidated as a clas." nius

party officiais assisted by poor pcasants and the Red A m y conducted a class war, confiscating
grain in the process. As a result, in the years 1932-1933, a Great Famine occurred which cost
the lives of at least 4.8 million people in the Ukrainian countryside, or 15 percent of the

population. Conditions were so bad that cannibalism became common. Soviet authonties
argued, however, that there was no famine. Although scholars still do not agree as to the caua
or causes, it is clear that the famine did not have to happen.

n i e famine was foliowed by extensive purges of the Comrnunist party and society as a
whole. Those who h d vigorously promoted the Ukrainian language were among the fim
victims of a seemingly random-and

still not hlly explained-campaign to anest "enemies."

In the years 1937 and 1938, most of Ukraine's leading Comrnunists were killed. On the other
hand. the purge opened up possibilities for people like Nikita Khrushchev, Stalin's emissary to

Ukraine in those years, who became the leader of the CP(b)U in 1938. But the purge mined or
ended the lives of even more "ordinary" people. In the Vinnytsia region alone, thousands of
poor, mostly male peasants were amsted, and they were rareiy seen again. Their relatives were
told that for anti-Soviet views they were performing forced labor somewhere, without the right
of correspondence. In fact, most were condemed to kath and shot. Among the casualties
were virtually al1 clergymen, so that church life was almost entirely rooted out. Thus,
altogether conditions in Soviet Ukraine were by the 1930s far worse than in any place to the
west.
Meanwhile, in neighboring Poland, the country's non-Polish inhabitants were
subjected to a concerted campaign to polonize what politicians cailed Poland's "eastem
borderlands" (kresy) mis did not rnean that Ukrainians living there could not advance their
status at all. This they did through their own cooperatives, political parties, schools, and the
Greek Catholic church. Nevertheless, dissatisfaction was such that an underground
Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) emerged. The OUN wanted to create an
independent Ukrainian state and emphaticaily stated that the end justified the means. Thus it
resorted to terrorism, particularly in its base in Galicia The Polish government responded with

a violent campaign of its own against Ukrainian villages, conducted in 1930. Several years
later it set up a concentration camp for arrested OUN activists. From 1935, an attempt at
noxmalization was made between the govemment and the largest legal Ukrainian Party, the
Ukrainian National Democratic Alliance, but it failed.
In the late 1930s new border changes took place in central and eastem Europ as a
nsult of the political demands of Adolf Hitler. Som afier becoming chancellor of Germany in
1933, the Austnan-bom Hitler became the undisputeâ dictator of the Third Reich. After

building up a strong, militaristic economy, he proceeded to expand the state. In early 1938,

Germany annexed Austria, in violation of the T~eatyof Versailles (1919). Then Hitler set his
eyes on Czechoslovakia, and in particular on its Gennan population in that state's so-called
Sudetenland. In September 1938, Hitler was able to obtain a settlement at Munich from Great
Britain and France, which transferred the Sudetenland to Germany.A federalist CzechoSlovakia remained, but it was a rump state. Several weeks later, Germany's ally Hungary
acquired the southem regions of the provinces of Slovakia and Subcarpathian Rus'. In the part
of Subcarpathian Rus' that Hungary did not annex, Ukrainians supported by local and Galician
members of the OUN created an autonomous entity called Carpatho-Ukraine. This was meant
to be the nucleus of an indepndent state incorporating al1 Ukrainian temtories. It existed only
briefly, however. On 15 March 1939, Germany annexed the test of Bohernia and Moravia,

Slovakia was allowed to proclaim independence as a Nazi client state, and Hungary annexed
Carpatho-Ukraine.
Hitler now set his sights on Poland. He was even able to secure help from his archenemy, the Soviet Union. Although Stalin had been issuing propaganda attacks against Nazi
Germany and fascism in general, he reaiized that his prospects for winning a possible war with
Germany were dim. This was not only because he knew that most of his own subjects hated
him and the system he represented, but also because in 1937 and 1938 he had "purged" the
Red Army of its best and bnghtest leaders. Thus, both Hitler and Stalin needed time to prepare

for their inevitable clash. In Aupst 1939. the Third Reich and the Soviet Union signed a non-

aggression treaty which became known as the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact. It included a trade
agreement and a secret clause which divided Poland into a Geman and a Soviet sphere in ihe
event of war.
That war came just days later, when on 1 September 1939, Germany invaded Poland.
Two days later, Britain and France declared war on Gcrmany. On 17 September, the Soviet
Union invaded from the east and annexed the eastem half of Poland, where it proclaimed the
"teunification"of "Western Ukraine" and "Western Belanis" with the Ukrainian and Belanisan

Soviet republics. Thus, western Volhynia and eastem Galicia becarne six oblasts of an enl~rged
Soviet Ukraine.
Within the course of the next year. Hitler conquered most of western Europe, while
Stalin started and lost a war with Finland and annexed the Baltic States, which he tumed into
Soviet republics. He also added the Ukrainian-inhabited parts of Romania--the northem part
of Bukovina and the southem part of Bessuabiit-so Soviet Ukraine. Ukraine's Moldavian
ASSR was raised to the status of a Soviet republic. The Sovietization imposed on the new

temtories included deportations eastward of hundreds of thousands of Poles, Ukrainians,
Belamsans, and Jews. While church life managed to survive, independent cultural and
economic life was destroyed. State-mn Ukrainian institutions appeared instead, such as a
branch of the Kiev-based Academy of Sciences of Soviet Ukraine.
Already by 1940, there were some Ukrainian-inhabited lands under Nazi German rule.
These included temtories to the West of the Nazi-Soviet border (dong the San and Buh rivers):
the Lemko region, the Chehn (Ukrainian: Kholm) region, and Podlachia. These fonnetly

Polish-~ledterritories were not formally annexed to the Reich, however, but rather to the
larger so-called Generalgouvemement for the Occupied Polish Temtories
(Generalgouvernement für die besetzten polnischen Gebiete), mled from Cracow by Hans
Frank. Ukrainians in that entity were supervised by a German-sponsored umbrella organization
based in Cracow called the Ukrainian Central Cornmittee (Ukraïns'kyi Tsentral'nyi Komitet or

Ukrainischer Hauptausschuss). Young OUN activists led by Stepan Bandera were released
from Polish jails. They did not, however, recognize the newly proclaimed leader of the OUN,
Andrii Mel'nyk, and in 1940 fonned their own organization called the OUNSD (OUN
Independentists Statists). The bittemess on both sides sumnding this issue persisteci and
would consistently prevent any cooperation between the two factions of the OUN.

Thus, by early 1941, Nazi Germany had a huge temtory under its control. What did the people
of the Soviet Union, and particularly Ukraine, think about this? Did they expect a war with
their new powertùl neighbor? The evidence is scanty and not conclusive. Some city dwellers,

particularly school children, felt by 1940 that there was a war scare, such as in messages on the
loudspeaker system saying, "If there's war t o m o m w , if the enemy attacks, if the black force
descendslIhe entire Soviet people will rise to a man for its free mothedand."3 But others, such

as some university students and members of the Komçomol (Communist Youth League) in
Kiev, who were "very apolitical," did not expect wu.* Certainly people did not consider
themselves to be already at war, although this was the case from a Baltic, Polish, and
Romanian perspective.

In any case, when more than three million Germans crossed the 1939 Nazi-Soviet
border in the early hours of Sunday, 22 June 1941, the citizens of the Soviet Union were
greatly surprised. They were told about it in a radio address later that day by premier
Viacheslav Molotov over the wire radios and loudspeaker system. Among other things,
Molotov mentioned that Kiev had been bombed. Many Communist Party members were
dismayed, and others were surprised, that the Soviet Union had not been the first to attack.5 At

this time, males aged 19 to 22 were already in the Red A m y . Now al1 non-"suspect" men aged

23 t o 36 (that is, those born between 1905 and 1918) were rnobilized, while males aged 16 to

18 in cities had to join the organization for civilian air defense, Osoaviakhim, and be on the
look-out for fires.6

3"Esli zavtra voinaJ esli vrag napadet/ esli chernaia sila nagrianetJ kak odin cheloveW ves' sovetskii
n a d za svobodnuiu rodinu vstanet. " Antonina Khelemendyk-Kokot, Kolhospne dytynstvo i
nirnets'ka nevolia: spohady (Toronto, 1989), p. 122. This woman, born in 1925, heard this in the
city of Berdians'k in 1940.
4Valentyna Pavlivna Kravchenko (Ukrainian born in 1922 in Kiev), author interview in Russian,
10 August 1995, Kiev, Ukraine, tape recording.

SF. Pihido-Pravoberezhny i, "Velyh Vifchyrnianuv i i ~ (Winnipeg,
"
1954), pp. 27-28; Hryts'ko
Hryts'kovych Salata (Ukrainian born in 1909 in Medvyn), author interview in Ukrainian, 17 July
1995, village of Medvyn, Bohuslav raion, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording; Mykola Pavlovych
Kostiuk (Ukrainian-Canadian, 1915 [present-day Dnipropetrovs'kl-1997), author interview in
Ukrainian, 1 March 1996, Downsview, Ontario, Canada, tape recording.
6Mordechai Altshuler, "Escape and Evacuation of Soviet Jews at the Time of the Nazi Invasion," in
Lucjan Dobroszycki and Jeffrey Gurock, eds., The Holucaust in the Soviet Union: Studies and
Sources on the Destruction of the Jews in the Nazi-Occupied Territories of the USSR, 1194-1945
(Armond, New York and London, England, 1993), p. 92; K. T. Turkalo, Tortury: (avtobiohrafiia
za bol 'shevyts'kykh chasiv) (New York, 1963). p. 182.

Nazi Gemany's war with Britain and France now became World War II. Hitler hoped
that the Blirrkrieg strategy which had been so successfully employed against Poland would
work against "Russia" as well. And indeed it did for most Ukrainian territories, which he
captured by November 1941. A m y Group South, assisted by Hungarian, Italian, Romanian,
and Slovak units, rapidly advanced through Ukraine. L'viv, the main eastem Galician city,
was taken on 30 June. The western Volhynian cities of Luts'k and Rivne fell on 25 and 29

June. Khmel'nyts'kyi, formerly Proskuriv, was the first major city in pre- 1939 Soviet Ukraine
to be capture& on 8 July. Next were Zhytomyr (9 July), Bila Tserkva (16 July), and Vinnytsia
(19 My). Next, while the defense of Kiev was reinforced, the Gerrnan advance was fastest in

southern Ukraine. After the battle for the central-western region near Uman' ended with an
encirclement in early August (capturing 103,000 Red A m y soldiers), the way was open to the
southern cities of Kirovohrad, Kryvyi Rih (both 14 August), Mykolaïv (16 August), and
Kherson (19 August), as well as to two cities on the Dnieper river, Cherkasy and
Dnipropetrovs'k (22 and 25 August).
The fate of central Ukraine was decided in mid-September, when the southwestern
front of the Red Amy, entrenched to the east of the Dnieper river, was fully encircled. In less
than two weeks, on 26 September, the enomous battle was over. About 665,000 Red Army
soldiers becarne prisoners of war. Meanwhile, on 19 September, the Gerrnans entered KievUkraine's capital, which Stalin had ordered to be kept whatever the price. In the middle of
October 1941, four months after the start of the German invasion, the entire temitory which
was to become part of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine was in Gennan hands. Melitopol',
close to the Sea of Azov, fell on 6 October. Al1 this was at the cost of a great many lives of Red
Anny soldiers.'
m e PûW figures for the Uman' and Kiev encirclernents corne from Alexander Dallin, German
Rule in Russia, 1941-1945: A Study of Occupation Policies, 2nd ed. (Boulder, Colorado, 1981),

p. 69nl. In battles in the Kiev region, from 7 July to 26 September an average of 8,543 Red

Army men were wounded or died every twenty-four hours. A total of 616,304 Soviet military
died. G. F. Krivosheev, ed., Grifsekremosti sniat: poteri vwruzhennykh sil SSSR v voinakh,
boevykh deisiviiukh i voennykh konftiktakh: statisticheskoe issledovanie (Moscow, 1993). p. 1%.
Among the casualties was Colonel-General M. P. Kyrponis, the commander of the Southwestern
Front, who died on 20 September. "O gibeli komanduiushchego voiskami lugo-Zapadnogo

fronta Geroia Sovietskogo Soiuza general-polkovnika M. P. Kirponos i drugikh generalov v

The question arises why the German amvd forces (Wehrmacht) were able to advance
so quickly. Stalin had not responded to countless warnings of an imminent attack. One

example of the resulting disarray was that the Red A m y in the western regions had hardly any
maps.8 Another frequent problem was a lack of arms. Much more important than lack of
preparation, howevcr, was desertion. Despite the threat of the death penalty at the hands of the
military commissars-whom

Stalin held personally accountable-desertion took on a massive

scale. Almost al1 Ukrainians from western Volhynia and eastem Galicia who had been drafted
deserted, and the remaining Red A m y soldiers, mainly members of the Communist Party and
the Komsornol from east-central Ukraine, while reüeating also had to face sniper fire from
10cals.~In central Ukraine, enormous numbers of reservists evaded mobilization. Fedir Pihido,

a Ukrainian native of the region and a d i a b l e observer, wmte six years later (when h e was
about sixty years of age): "1remember well the Russo-Japanese war, which is well-known to
have been very unpopular. 1 remember just as well the First World War. Having spent th=
years at the front, 1have a feeling for the mood of the soldiers. But never before had 1seen or
heard about anything like thi~."~O
The authorities tried to arrest deserters by blocking al1 the
roads,ll but it made little difference.

sentiabre 1941 g. na Poltavshchine. Iz spravki komissii Glavnogo upravleniia kadrov Narkomata
oborony SSSR,"in "Iz arkhivov partii." Izvestiia TsK KPSS. 11 (Moscow, November 1WO), pp.
192-194.
81n Kherson, a lieutenant on horseback did not know the way, and people wondered. "Doesn't he
have his map?" V. Ost [pseud.], Repatriiatsiia (Gemany, 1946)' pp. 54-55.
9S. Oleksenko, "Doklad O Kamenets-Podol'skikh partizanakh [1943?]," Tsentral'nyi denhavnyi
arkhiv hromads'kykh obWiednan'Ukraïny [hereaftter: TsDAHOU], Kiev, f. 1, op. 22, d. 10,l. 77;
Party Archive of the Rivne oblast, 1964 report about evacuation. TsDAHOU, f. 57, op. 4. 11. 23023 1; Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyutianu viina, " pp. 74-75.

'OPihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchymiana viino," p. 33. These memoirs were written in
1947.
On 16 July 1941, Stalin apparently issued a secret order which acknowledged that many Red
A m y members were "given to panic and even oriented toward the enemy," and "at the fint
pressure throw away their weapons.... and drag others dong with them," while "the number of
f i m and steady commanders and commissars is not very mat.' DaIlin. G e m n Rule, p. 64n2,
without reference to a source.
INicholas Prychodko. One of the F-n

Million (Toronto and Vancouver, 1952). p. 153.

Pihido saw a large group of Red Amy soldiers of various nationalities who were
capnid by the G e r m s in the Kiev encirclement. Because they were guarded by relatively
lenient Slovaks, they were able to taik to the locals. He himself thus "spoke with hundreds of
Red A m y soldiers. Al1 of them complained about the temble chaos which existed in the army.

The Red Army soldiers were always hungry and had to beg or steal. There was no underwear,

no soap, many had lice. Footwear was mostly broken, they had to fight barefoot, or with rags
wrapped around. There were no blankets. Most of them complained that the Red Army soldiers
were left to their own devices, that only sergeants and sornetimes lieutenants from the reserves
were with the soldiers, while the rest was somewhere in the rear. Neither Company
comrnanders nor battalion conunanders were ever fighting."l* Most important of d l , Pihido
and the villagers realized that "the Red A m y soldiers donetwant to fight":
They want us to die for the-no.
we are not as stupid as they think'... -They
sucked Our blood for twenty-five years, enough already !' They left our children
without bread, to starve to death, but force us to defend Stalin and his commissars...'
Thus it came from al1 sides....
'About two hundred of us got together,' one Siberian driver relateci. We decided to
force Our way back, at al1 cost, toward the Germans. We armed ourselves with submachine guns and grenades and moved toward the Dnieper. Twice we had to force Our
way through with grenades-the commissars tried to tum us back, to "our people"
["svoil~.
We killed them and moved on. That's how we reached the Dnieper. Here we
gave out weapons to the Germans and they moved us across, to the Right Bank.'J3

-

As can be seen €rom this quote, the draft dodging and voluntary sumnder did not mean that

these people lacked courage. Rather, as a popular song written down in Dnipropetrovs'k in
1944 put it succinctly, "We threw away Our rifles and fled to the GennandAnd expected a

better fate from them."'4 In the words of another observer, "Theewas nothing that they
wanted to defend." '5
As soon as the war with Gennany started, the NKVD ordered office workea to keep

pard against "German spies" around the clock, in groups of at l e s t two persons. The same
guard duty was demanded for factories, collective fanns (Ukr. sing. kolhosp), and state farms

(Ukr. sing. radhosp), where people had to stay in the fields to keep pard.16 S o m city
dwellers organized their own vigilantes in their neighborhoods against possible looters.17 After

an order from Stalin on 24 June, the NKVD also organized special "security" units in cities and
raions: "extermination battalions" (istrebitelhye batal 'ony).Each battalion had between one
hundred and two hundred carefully selected members, mainly from the Communist Party and
the Komsomol. Armed with machine-guns, rifles, revolvers, and other weapons, their task
was, among others, to catch parachutists and saboteurs. Around 650 of them existed in Soviet

Ukrainian temtory by early July.18
As before the German invasion, the NKVD-more precisely, the People's
Commissariat of State Secunty,or NKGB, which had been created from the NKVD in early
1941 but reunited with it in July 1941 while retaining its narne-ùevoted most of its attention to
what it considered to be "the unreliable element" (nenadezhnyi element). Such "unreliables"
14"Hvyntivkykydaly do nimtsiv tikalyl 1 krashchoï doli vid ikh ozhydaly." Instytut
Mystetstvoznavstva, Fol'klom ta Etnohrafi im. M. T.Ryl's'koho, National Academy Sciences of
Ukraine, Kiev, Viddil rukopysnykh fondiv [hereafter: IMFE], T. Krasyts'ka collection, f. 14-3,
od. zb. 20, ark. 173.
'SPrychodko, One of the Fijteen Milfion, p. 141.
16Arkadii Liubchenko, Shchodennyk: knyzhka persha (Toronto, Ontario, 1951), p. 150. editor's
note.
17D. Karov [Dmitrii Petrovich Kandaurov], "Organy samoupravleniia v okkupirovanykh
oblastiakh SSSR v goây vtoroi mirovoi voiny," Vestnik Instiruta po izuchenii istorii i kul'tury
SSSR, 5 (12) (Munich, September-October 1954), p. 73; Tatiana Fesenko, Povest' krivykh let
(New York, 1963), p. 68.
18PostanovleniePolitbiuro TsK VKP(b) No. 112, published in part in V. V. Checepanov, ed., "Shli
na front dobrovol'no. O narodnom opolchenii iazykom dokumentov," Voenno-istoricheskii
zhurnaf, 1 (Moscow, January-Febmary 1996), pp. 9-10, which cites RTsKhlDNI (Moscow), f. 17,
op. 3, d. 1041, 1. 115; Secretary of the Central Committee of the CP(b)U Khrushchev to Stalin, in
"Organizuetsia narodnoe opolchenie. Telegramma iz Kieva. 5 iiulia," Izvestiiu TsK KPSS, 7
(Moscow, July t 990), p. 198.

were not mobilized into the a m y or even the i n r g u l ~ "popular
r
levy" ( n a r h op~lchenie).~~
This very broad category of people-generally males whose relatives (such as piese) had

a stvnp

been persecuted, or simply people who had studied in Gennany yuus ago-nceived

in their passport designating them as "not liable for call-up," and received other tasks or at least
were ordered to stay pit.20 On 23 June, the head of the NKGB in Moscow, Vsevolod N.
Merkulov, instmcted his subordinates in Kiev and other cities in the western Soviet Union to
review the cases of al1 prisoners and to "compile lists of those whom You deem necessary to
shoot."*' He wanted the lists within a month, presumably to approve them, but there was not
enough time. For the entire territory of the 1941 Ukrainian S S R - t h u s including the eastern
Galician cities, where particularly large massacres took place-the NKVD's own records say
that "during the evacuation," 8,789 prisoners were "executed in the prisons."22 In al1
likelihood, in many places the extermination battalions cooperated in them.
The evidence on the massacres in the territory which would become the
Reichskommissariat Ukraine is most conclusive for western Volhynia, a region which had
been incorporated in the Soviet Union only two years earlier. Here the NKVD was naturally
the most pressed for time. While villagers near Luts'k were drafted into the =y,

the NKVD

IgOrganizing the latter proved to be difficult, as there were no weapons for them. "Organizuetsia
narodnoe opolchenie," p. 198. See also Fesenko, Povest ', p. 69.
20Kostiuk, author interview (this source received this stamp. k i n g the son of a piest and having
bad eyesight) and Klavdiia Xakovlivna Hrynevych (Ukrainian born in 1930 in Klyntsi
[Kirovohrad oblast]), author interview in Russian, 10 August 1995, Kiev, tape recording (her
father was the son of a pnest).
*'Photocopy of 1967 copy of the original document, in Petm Kulakovs'kyi, comp., "Rozstriliani
na pochatku viiny, " Z arkhiviv VUChK-HPU-NK VD-KHB: naukovo-publitsystychnyi rhumal, 1
(Kiev, 1994), p. 192. No archival reference is provided, but the document appears to be genuine.
22Polish translation of NKVD document dated January 1942 in Krzysztof Popibski, Aleksandr
Kokurin, and Aleksandr Gujanow, Drogi Jmierci: ewduacja wiqzen sowieckich z Kresbw
Wschodnich fi Rzeczypospolitej w czenucu i lipcu 1941 (Warsaw, 1995). pp. 144-145. The
document also lists the following other numbers for the Ukrainian SSR according to its May
1941 borders: 4,568 prisoners of the NKVD were "released during the evacuation" (probably
mainly criminals); 3,536 "remained in the prisons on occupied temtory"; 312 "died on the way";
270 were "released as a result of an attack by a gang"; 155 "fled from the convoyw; 123 were
"executed by the escort on the way dunng the suppression of upnsing and resistance"; 55 were
"unjustly executed on the way by an escort"; 48 were "killed while attempting to escape"; and 17
were "killed on the way during bombardments."

told the "unreliables" arnong them to go home but also to show up irnrnediately when told to do

so. In the first night of the war, it busied itself with those 120 prisoners condemned to death
earlier, and killed them with bayonets. On 22 June, a German bomb hit the prison. It w u the
signal for the thousands of remaining Ukrainian, Polish, and Jewish prisoners to stage a
revolt, and they were able to take control of the building. Still, they remained surmunded by
the NKVD trwps with tanks and what accounts cd1 a group of armed Komsomol membersthat is, a precursor of an extermination battalion. In the moming of 24 June, the day after
Merkulov's order, an NKVD lieutenant addressed the prisoners in clear Ukrainian. He read out
loud an order allegedly from Stalin which closed the cases of those accused of political
offenses ("article 54") and instead mobilized these people into the army. The prisoners tmk
what seemed to be a better chance to escape and lined up outside. Suddenly the tanks'machineguns started firing at them, and grenades fell on them from the windows. When the shwting
stopped, a cal1 went out in Russian: "Those still dive, get up! We won't shoot anymore!" (Kto

eshche zhivoi, vstavaite! M'she streliat' ne budem!) They numbered about 370, and they
spent the rest of the âay and the next day burying the hundreds of dead. The NKVD fled in the
afternoon of 25 June when a Geman advance unit arrived.23 Estimates of the number of
victims of this massacre range from 4,000 (survivor Prysiazhnyi), to 2,800 "Ukrainians" of a
total of 4,OOO prisoners (the SD and German military intelligence, both of which likely omitted
Jewish and Polish victims), to "some 1,500 Ukrainian political detainees" (the German Foreign
Office).24

23Mostly based on T. Prysiazhnyi, "Masovi vbyvstva v Luts'h," Litopys Volyni, 1, 1 (Winnipeg,
1953). pp. 65-70, which says the first killings were in the night of 21 to 22 June, which seems to
be a mistake, and on "S. D., Germany," in Uochyny komunistychnoï Moskvy v Ukraïni vliti 1941
roku. (New York, 1960). pp. 4 3 4 5 , which is a reprint from the newspaper Shliakh peremohy
(Munich), 5 June 1960. This last source renders the shout virtually the same: "Kto zhivoi,

padnimais'! Streliat' bol'she ne budem!" Sources by those who were not in the prison at the time of
the massacre are Panas Khurtovyna wykhailo Podvomiak], Pid nebom Volyni: (voienni spomyny
(who writes that some "unreliables"
khrystyianyna) (Winnipeg, 1952), pp. 83-85 and -92
obeyed an order to show up a few days later and were among those murdered) and Russian
Oppression in Ukraine: Reports and Documents (London, 1%2), p. 190.
24Prysiazhnyi,"Masovi vbyvstva," p. 69; Alfred M. De Zayas, The Wehrmacht War Crimes Bureau,
1939-1945 (Lincoln and London, 1989), p. 21 1; Ernst Klee and Willi Drekn, "Gort mit uns":
der deutsche Vernichrungskrieg im Osten 193% 3 945 (Franffirt l989), pp. 242-243n 13; and

There was an even hastier bloodbath in the three-story prison of Dubno, somewhat
more to the east, which was wel1 documented in accounts published by two survivorsValentyna Petrenko, whose Polish husband had been deported, and the teacher Oleltsü
Satsiuk-as

well as in conteporary German reports based on intemgations of at least four

named survivors, including Petrenko. In the evening of 24 June. the guards ordered al1 inmates
to go to sleep at the wall facing the door. Half an hour later, they started going h m ceIl to ceIl
to kill them. When cells had only men in hem, or simply a large number of inmates, the

NKVD guards did not enter, but shot from their pistols and sub-machine guns through the
window, or threw grenades. After the war, Petrenko recalled that "particularly startling were
the screams of children, of which there were many downstairs-those

screams one can never

..."(The presence of children is not confirmed elsewhere.) When the massacre had gone

forget

on for at least forty (Satsiuk) and possibly ninety (Petrenko) minutes, the NKVD men
apparently fled for a while. This was because a local who had dressed up as one of them ran
into the building shouting that the Germans were there. To enhance the effect, he was helped
by others who resounded shots nearby. The ensuing interlude did allow a number of prisoners

to escape, although many were nonetheless shot while climbing over a wall. The shooting
resumed in the early hours of the following m0rning.s Altogether around 550 detainees,
including about a hundreû women, were killed at the Dubno pnson.26

Shmuel Spector, The Holocaust of Volhynian Jews, 1941-1944 (Jerusalem, 1990), p. 75, citing
Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 24 (16 July 1941), p. 13.
""Bericht über das sowjetrussische Staatsgefangnis Dubno und über das Blutbad vom 24. und 25.
6. 1941," an SD regon of eight pages appended to Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 28 (20 July 1941) as
Anlage II, reproduced at United States National Archives [hereafter: USNA] microcopy T-175,
roll 233, fkames 2721604-6 11. The published mernoirs are Valia Petrenko [previously called
Lepieskiewicz]. "Trahediia Dubens'koï Tiurmy (Spomyn)," Samostiina U k r a ï i 1, 5-6 (Chicago,
June-July 1948), pp. 16-19 and Oleksii Satsiuk, Smertonostsi: opovidannia (na tli perezhytoho)
(Buenos Aires, 1947). The latter mernoir does not mention the actual location, Dubno, but that it
was that town is obvious, and is indeed confirrned in Ulas Sarnchuk, Na koni voronomrr: spomyny
i vrazhennia (Winnipeg, 1975), p. 31 1.
*6"Bericht aber das sowjetrussische Staatsgemingnis Dubno," p. 5; De Zayas, Wehrmacht, p. 21 1
(based on a report by a representative of the Gennan Foreign Office); Klee and Dreûen, "Gott mit
uns," pp. 242-243n13 (based on a report by German military intelligence). See also
Ereignismeldung UdSSR 28 (July 20. 1941), p. 8 and Zlochyny komunistychnoï Moskvy pp. 8386.

Information about other western localities is less detailed. In Volodymyr-Volyns'kyi,
close to the Gemian-Soviet border, the atrocities were committed on the very first day of the
war. That day, Hryhorii Stetsiuk, a young man who later became a member of the Mel'nyk

faction of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (hereafter, OUN-M) met in the street
Stepan Ianiuk, a Baptist who had been anesteci as a "kulak." This man told him about the
shootings in the prison that morning, which he had miraculously survived because two bodies
covered him. Stetsiuk later saw the bodies and estimated that perhaps twenty of the five
hundred prisoners had survived.27 In Samy in northem Volhynia, several hundred male and
female prisoners were shot,*8 while in the southem town of Kremenets' the toll was about 150
people. Some of the victims were found without skin, leading people to conclude that they had
been thrown into boiling water.Z9

In the central and eastem Ukrainian regions, the NKVD had more time to leave and
possibly evacuate its prisoners. Still it shot many people in the final days before leaving. For
example, in the town of Chyhyryn just West of the Dniepr, several days before the German
arrival, the NKVD arrested ten people (including a Gennan-language teacher and the son of a
piest), shot them in the back of the head, and buried them.30 In Kirovohrad, a woman who
had apparently worked in the local prison later told one author that the NKVD had released
criminais but had shot its "political" prisoners; other locals told a Ukrainian interpreter in the
German army that many prisoners had been shot recently.3' The prison of Uman' was the site

*'Hryhorii Stetsiuk, Nepostavlenyi pam"iatnyk: (spohady) ([Winnipeg], 1988), pp. 34-35. This
account is basically confirmed by T. Iakovkevych, " 1939-1943 na Volodymyrshchyni
(Spohady)," Litopys Volyni, III, 3 (Winnipeg, 1956). pp. 114-1 15.
Zayas, Wehrmacht, p. 2 11.

29EreignismeldungVdSSR, 28 (20 July 1941), pp. 7-8. Cf. Uochyny komunistychnoï Moskvy. p.
42.

3oMykhailoDemydenko (Ukrainian bom in 1928 in the village of Tmsivtsi near Chyhyryn),
author interview in Ukrainian, 18 July 1995, Bohuslav, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording.
3'Pavel Negretov, Vse dorogi vedut nu Vorkutu (Benson. Vermont. 1985). p. 48 and 0.
Horodys'kyi, "Iurii Klen - voiakom (Rodovzhennia)." Kyïv, IV, 3 (Philadelphia, May-June
1953), p. 150. From the latter: "Locals recounted that the retreating Bolsheviks shot many
prisoners. In the prison yard 1 saw the death wall, which was c o l o d red, and at the level of the
head the traces of many bullets were visible." According to Kulakovs'kyi, "Rozstriliani na

of hasty shootings of prisoners who earlier had k e n forced to w d k from the prison of
Chortkiv in Galicia.32 There are sirnilar accounts of murders in the prisons in Berdychiv and
Vinnytsia.33 Not everywhere, however, were prisoners killed by shooting. In Poltava, a
former prisoner of war "found out" that the prison and its 240 inmates had been bumeci." In
Khmel'nyts'kyi, twenty-two "political*' prisoners were simply abandoned in the prison and left
to starve to death.35 More people than in western Volhynia may have been aware of the danger
and have gone into hiding. Mykola Prykhod'ko, a former camp inmate, barely escaped arrest
in the town of " N on the lower Dnieper. He stayed in hiding until the Germans arriveci in
August. Had he been found by the Soviets, he undoubtedly would have received a bulkt in the
back of the neck, like the 148 unfortunates who were later found in the local prison.36

In Kiev, the first "unreliables" were arrested at night in early July, at which time the
Wehrmacht was still250 kilometers away. The climax was reached in the 1st two weeks
before the fall of the city.3' To be sure. these measures could not possibly hit every "suspect"
person. For example, a man in Kiev was not mobilized into the army because his father, an
Orthodox priest, had been shot in the 1930s, but he was also not arrested.38 The fate of those
who were amsted in Kiev is not entirely clear. Merkulov's order did allow for the possibility
of evacuating prisoners, but it seerns likely that most were shot, either in prison or at the pits
-

pochatku viiny," p. 191, fifteen prisoners were ~ h o in
t the city,
32Russian Oppression in Ukraine, pp. 188-1 89; Jan T.Gross, Revolution from Abroad: The
Soviet Conquest of Poland's Western Ukraine a d Western Belorussia (Rinceton, New Jersey,
pp. 83-86, Cf. Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi,
1988), pp. 297-298; Zlochyny komunistychnoï Mo"Velyka Vitchyzniana viina, " p. 117.
33Russian Oppression in Ukraine, pp. 188-189 and 1%; Zlochyny komunistychnoï Moskvy, pp.
23-26.
"Dmytro Chub. V lisakh pid Viaz'noiu: spohody pro Druhu svitovu viinu, exp. 2nd ed.
(Melbourne, 1983), p. 118.
35Ereignismeldung UdSSR. 38 (30 July 1941)- p. 10.
Vrychodko, One of the Fifieen Million, pp. 142-169.
37Fexnko. Pouest', pp. 65-67; Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyzniana viinu, p. 49;
My kola Velychkivs'kyi, "Sumni chasy nimets'koï okupatsiii (1941- 1944 roky)," Vyzvol'nyi
shliakh, XII, 1 (London, 1%5), p. 43.
"

38Hrynevych, author interview (about her fathet and grandfather).

near the hamlet of Bykivnia just east of the city. A man from L'viv who emigrated to North
America after the war heard shots while under arrest in Kiev.39 and many other authors-not
themselves survivors or eyewimesses-say atrocities were committed in the city? One of the
archivists of the Security Service of Ukraine, the successor to Soviet Ukraine's KGB, has said
that 524 pnsoners initialiy held in Kiev were shot in those days.41

Besides the elimination of "unreiiables," equally important to Stalin was matenal destructiona scorched earth. On 27 lune, he issued a secret order to the local authorities of regions that
were k i n g evacuated. He was outspoken about the results he desired: "Al1 valuable materials,
energy and agricultural stocks, and standing grain which cannot be taken away and can be used
by the enemy -,
fronts-diatemade
a

n

d

.
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in order to prevent such use-upon order of the Military Councils of the

..

c w l e t e l v worthless. t h a is. must be destiayed. w t e d ,

Two days later, on 29 June, he and Molotov issued a longer order dong the

sarne lines to al1 Communist Party and govemrnent oficials of the regions "near the front." in
case of a retreat, it said, cattle and grain had to be taken along, but added, "Al1 valuable
property that cannot be removed including non-ferrous metals, grain, and fuel, must absolutely
be destroyed." Partisan and sabotage groups should "create intolerable conditions for the

enemy and al1 his accomplices, pursue and destroy them at every step, disrupt al1 their

3901eksander Skotsen', Z futbolom u mit: spomyny (Toronto, 1985). p. 279.
40Sourcesfrom people who were in Kiev at the tirne are Velychkivs'kyi, "Sumni chasy." Vyzvol'nyi
shliakh, XII, 2 (London, 1%5), p. 152; Pihido-Ravoberezhnyi, "VefyhVitchyVtiana viina," p.
112; and Oleg Chekh, "Pravda O razrushenii Kieva," Novoe russkoe slovo, 30 January 1948, p. 2.
Cf. Nikolai Fevr, Solntse voskhodit na zapade (Buenos Aires, 1950), p. 141; De Zayas,
Wehrmacht, p. 225 (quoting a translation of an article by Borys Lewytzkyj in Kultura 1 [Paris,
19601, p. 174); John Kolasky, Two Years in Soviet Ukraine: A C a d i a n ' s Personal Account of
Russian Oppression and the Growing Opposition (Toronto, 1970). p. 231; and Marco Carynnyk,
"The Killing Fields of Kiev," Comrnentary, XC, 4 (New York, October 1990), p. 20.
41Kulakovs'kyi, "Rozstriliani na pochatku viiny," p. 191.
poriadke vyvoza i razmeshcheniia liudskikh kontingentov i tsennogo imushchestva.
Postanovlenie TsK VKP(b) i SNK SSSR.27 iiunia 1941 g.," in "Iz arkhivov partii," Itvestiia TsK
KPSS,6 (Moscow, June 1990), p. 208. Emphasis in the original.

42"O

mea~ures."~3
This order was supposed to apply only to regions near the front, but in practice
al1 party organizations ûelieved it appüed to them and started remving and destroying food
supplies. In his memoirs, the then second secretary of the pariy committee of the
Dnipropetrovs'k oblast correctly reproduces the thinking among the authorities of the time. "At
that time [29 June] the Dnipropetrovs'k oblast was not considered a frontline region, as the
front was still far away from us. But after reading such a critical and important document, it
was impossible to think formally."" The CP(b)U and the govemment of Soviet Ukraine

ordered party and govemment organizations to select people who would destroy grain, sugar,

and other valuables in case they could not be eva~uated.~s
Ordinary people found out about
Stalin's intentions when he finally addressed them on the radio on 3 July.
Stalin differed with Nikita Khrushchev, the first secretary of the CP(b)U, about the
extent of the destruction that was desirable. On 9 July, Khrushchev proposed to Stalin that
agricultural machines should be destroyed in a much larger temtory than Stalin had ordered,
narnely in a zone 100 to 150 kilometer to the east of the front. Pigs and birds would have to be
killed and then given to the army and the members of the collective and state farms. On the
other hand, he proposed to hand some collective farxn property-seed

grains and the like-out

to the fann workers46Stalin rejected this suggestion in a telegram back to Kiev the next day.
"Birds, small cattle, and other food-stuffs, which are necessary for the remaining population"
should not be killed, and destruction should only take place in a zone of seventy verst (about
74 kilometers) from the front, after "al1 adult males, working cattle, grain, tractors, and

43Translation in Robert V. Daniels, ed., A Documentary History of Communism in Russia: From
Lenin to Gorbachev (Hanover and London, 1993)- pp. 223-224, based on the first publication of
this order in Izvestiia TsK KPSS,6 (Moscow, 1991), pp. 2 18-220.
4%.

S. Gmshevoi, Togda, v sorok pervom ... (Moscow, 1972). p. 31.

45Accordingto G. A. Kumanev, "Sovetskaia ekonomika i evakuatsiia 1941 goda," Soviet
Union/ünion Soviétique, XVIII (Pittsburgh,l991), p. 166, this was on 4 July 1941. Kumanevs'
source reference, however, is not more specific than "Arkhiv TsK KPSS."
ponadke evakuatsii i unichtozheniia imushchestva. Telegramma TsK KP(b) Ukrainy. 9 iiulia
1941 g.," in "Iz arkhivov partii," Izvestiia TsK KPSS,7 (Moscow, July 1990), pp. 2&207.

""O

combines" had been taken awaye47But it is unlikely that mis made much difference to ordinary
people. Most likely Khmshchev was trying to justifi a situation which had already existed.

The impact of the cal1 for evacuation and destruction varied from West to east. In the
western Volhynian countryside, neither the NKM> nor other officiais had enough tirne to
undertake either a comprehensive evacuation or destruction. In fact, in many places the
collective farms were voluntarily disbanded while the Soviet authorities were still around. in
one village, the peasants took such action after they heard that a neighboring village had
decollectivized itself. Encouraged by the chairman of the f m ("It seems the Lord has pity on
us after al1... But please take only what is yours"), everyone took out his collectivized home,
plow, and cart. Hours later al1 that was left of the 1. V. Stalin Collective Farm were its records

and stacks of grain and hay, which were equally divided several days later.48

In the centrai-western region of Ukraine, known as the Right Bank, the destruction was
on a tirnited scale. A German army report from Ukraine, dated 17 July, stated that the
agricultural machines had been made useless because of the removal of parts, although the
. ~ ~ this removal of parts was not necessarily meant to destroy
fields had not been d a ~ n a g e d Even
them. There must have been many cases where people refused to demolish the machines and
merely hid their disambled partsY>Further to the east, many peasants ignored the govemrnent
order to harvest the fields both during the day and night.51 As with the demolition, it is very
47"0tvet na telegrammu iz Kieva. Telegramma Gosudarstvennogo Komiteta Oborony. 10 iiulia
1941 g.," in "Iz arkhivov partii," ibid., p. 207.
48Khurtovyna, Pid nebom Volyni, pp. 87 and 93.
49KlausSegbers, Die Sowjetunion im Zweiten Weltkrieg: die Mobilisiemng von Vemaltung.
Wirtschaft und Gesellschafi im "Gropen Vaterfandischen Krieg " 1941-1 943 (Munich, 1987). p.
111.

Wi'ha Mykolaïvna Kutsenko (Ukrainian bom in 1926 in the village of Poberezhka), author
interview in Ukrainian, 18 July 1995, Bohuslav, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording. She i s
refening to her father.
S1"KomunistyUkraïny v 1941 r.," Ukruïns'kyi istorychnyi zhuntol, 5 (Kiev, 1990). pp. 101-1 03,
regarding the Iakymiv raion in the Zaporizhzhia oblast, in mid-August 1941, where the Germans
arrived in the first week of October. M. M. Zagonil'ko and A. F. Iudenkov, Krakh plana
"Ol'denburg'.(O sryve ekonomicheskikh phnov fashistskoi Gennanii na vremenno
okkupirovannoi territorii SSSR), 3rd ed. (Moscow, 1980). p. 101, acknowledge that the harvest in
[central] Ukraine in 1941 started "much later" than usual, but ascribe it to the weather, to the fact

difficult to quantify the evacuations (of people, cattle, horses, grain, and tractors)." In fact,
much of the "evacuated caîtie was merely abandoned on either bar& of the Dnieper. Later
many villagers went out to catch hem?
The destruction of grain and cattie which cmld not k taken eastwafds mostly affected
villages located close to main roads. Here harvested grain was colkcted, caîtle were driven
across the Dnieper, and machines were taken away or &stroyed.s The destruction of the crops
was often done by chasing cows acmss the fields." But the villagen tried to Save the crops,

and, they were convinced, themselves from starvation. Near the river bank village of Staiky,
the villagers were too late to prevent the destruction of plows, harrows, and other equipment,
but when the head of the fann arrived with Kornsomol members and started to kill the pigs, the

alarmed villagers managed to Save most of them. The collective fann was dissolved in the
process. When three tractors came to destroy the fields, hundreds of women were on the scene
within half an hour. Som laid themselves down before the tractors, while others pulled the
drivers off the machines? Such resistance, or even complaining, c h e d great risks. The

that most people able to work were mobilized, and to the mobilization of many tractors, cars, and
horses for other purposes.
"As also argued in M. 1. Lavrynovych and V. 1. Tornek, "Do pytannia pro istoriohrafiiu
tmdovoho podvyhu kolhospnoho selianstva Ukraïny v period Velykoï Vitchyznianoï viiny
1941-1 945 rokiv," Naukovi pratsi z istoriï UPiW mizhvidomchyi zbirnyk, 42 (Kiev, 1970), pp.
66-67. Soviet historiography assened that a "at least 3.5 million citizens" were evacuated from
Ukraine, dong with, from July through October 1941, 1,667,400 tons of grain, over six million
pieces of cattle, and almost 550 large industrial enterprises. Ukrainskaia SSR v Velikoi
Otechestvennoi vaine Sovetskogo Soiuza 1941-1945 gg., Vol. 1 (Kiev, 1975), pp. 269, 271, 273,
and 275, imprecisely cited in Kumanev, "Sovetskaia ekonomika," p. 171. Cf. Zagorul'ko and
Iudenkov, Krakh plana "Ol'denburg," p. 101, which accepts figures provided by other scholats,
according to which 1.25 million tons of grain and other produce were taken from Ukraine from
1 August 1 through 23 September 1941.

S3Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 85 (16 September l94l), p. 11; Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyka
Vitchyzniana viina," pp. 4647; undated Iist of people from the village of Maksymovychy near
Polislke/Khabne in the north of the present-ciay Kiev oblast, who are crossing the Dnieper to
acquire horses, Denhavnyi arkhiv Kyïvs'koï oblasti [hereafter: DAKO], f. r-2209,op. 1, d. 2, 11.
28-29.
S4Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 47 (9 August 1941). pp. 1617.

5'Pihido-Pravoberezhny i, " Velyka Vitchyrnianu viinu," pp. 4 0 4 1, mfemng to the village of
KhalepWia(Obukhiv raion, Kiev oblast) on the bank of the Dnieper.

villagers of Ivanivka were chased into the fields and ordend to destroy the grain crops. On the
way, two carts loaded with bags of grain passeci them by. Two women, Mariia Savchenko
(bom Zhyvotivs'ka) and Khyma Raba. complained to the driver. who was also the head of the

village council, that he had forceci them to destroy the crops, but was now himself fleeing with
the grain. The next day they were amsted by huo officers (one of the NKM), another of the
rnilitia) and disappeared. Their fate becarne known only three months later, when Savchenko's
daughter and another villager recognited their bodies among several hundred others immured
in a hidden basement in the prison of Uman'."
In many other cases, it was the arriva1 of the Germans which served as the signal to
disband the collective farmsP In other cases, de-collectivization was completed after the

German army had passed through. In any case, in many villages in central Ukraine, already in
early July many collective farms were dissolved: grain, pigs, small cattle, birds, but d s o
horses and cows were taken out. Usudly the event was led by women.59 The decollectivization generally restored the pre- tg29 property relations. People felt they were taking
back their former property. No pesant had forgotten which horse had been his or hers, or of
his or her family.
In those villages and smdl towns whem there was enough food, there was time to
arrange a reception for the Germans. Vetenuis of World War 1assureci their fellow-villagers
that they had nothing to fear.GOIn villages in western Volhynia, the Gennans were treated to

571bid., pp. 117-1 18. 1 assume that Pihido's rendition, two times, of the unusual name "Khyma
Raba" is not a spelling error.
58"When we came, everyone [of the locals] immediately got himself a cow, a horse." Soldier's
letter, 17 July 1941. in Ortwin Buchbender and Reinhold Sterz, 4s.. Dus andere Gesicht des
Krieges: deursche Feldpostbriefe I9N-1945 (Munich, 1982). p. 45.
59Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi," Velyka Vitchyzniam viina," p. 45. Nazi intelligence mentioned a case
of a collective farm building in central Ukraine which the peasants had "plundered empty," but
called it atypical (nicht allgemeingüftig).Ercignismeldung UdSSR, 85 (16 September 1941). p.
13.

W o r example in Pochapintsi (Zarichanka sil'rada, Chemerivtsi raion, Khmel'nyts'kyi oblast).
Marliese Fuhrmann, Schneebruch: Geschichte einer Verschleppung (Landau, 1993). p. 48.

large dinners to thank them for chasing out the BolshevilcsP~Moreover, the peasants "cried
with joy" when seeing posters which announced that a UWnian state had been proclaimed,
and organized large parties celebrating "statehood." (These posters had bec" prepand by
activists of the Bandera faction of the OUN.)The Germans did not i n t e r f e d 2

In the villages and small towns of Dniepr Ukrüne, most people were also glad that the
Germans arrived. Garlands and other welcoming signs were placed across the main Street and
the Gennans were showered with flowers. In the small town of Makariv, 56 kilometers West

of Kiev, the garland had swastikas painted on it and a text in Gennan that nead: "We Greet the
German A m y as Liberators from Bolshevism, Heil Hitler!"" When the first German soldiers
anived in one Podolian village, "the whole village lined up dong the side of the dirt road. Girls
would offer the soldiers flowers, and people would offer bread and water, but not many
soldiers took anything. Hitler's army had better provisions than the village peasants could
offer. We were al1 so happy to see thern, they were going to Save us from the Communists
who had taken everything and starved

In the small, secluded village of Huta, the first

sign of the Gennans were leaflets dropped from the air. The people expected good things and
welcomed the Germans with flowers and bread. In the words of a local woman, "Everybody
was glad that the Germans had come. " (Het' usi radily, shcho nimtsi pryishly).65 A German
61UlasSamchuk, Na bilomu koni: spomyny i vrazhennia (Winnipeg. 1972). p. 146 (about his
native village, with the comment that such receptions took place "al1 over Ukraine"); Theodor
Oberliinder, Der Osten urui die Deutsche Wehrmacht: sechs Denkschrifien aus den Jahren 194143 gegen die NS-Koloniulthese (Asendorf, 1987), p. 52.
62Khurtovyna. Pid nebom Volyni, p. 97; Ivan Vlasovs'kyi, Narys istoriï Ukraïns'koi' Pravoslavnoï
Tserkvy, Vol. IX: (XX st.), part 2 (New York, [South] Bound Brook, 1966), p. 201.
63Picture and caption in Werner Haupt, Die Schhchte der Heeresgruppe Süd= aus der Sicht der
Divisionen (Friedberg, l985), p. 39. See also Walther Bienert, Russen und Deutsche: was fur
Menschen sind dus? Berichte, Bilder und Folgerungen aus dem Zweiten Weltkrieg (Stein am
Rhein, 1WO), p. 23 and Pihido-Pravoberezhny i, "Velyka Vitchyuriana viina," pp. 152-1 53.
64JuliaAlexandrow with Tommy French, Flightfiom Novaa Solow: Autobiography of a
Ukrainian Who Escaped Starvation in the 1930s Undcr the Russiatts and Then Sumred Nazi
Enslavement (Jefferson, North Carolina, and London, 1995), p. 56. This account almost cectainly
deals with the village of Nove Selo in the present-day Iziaslav raion of the Khmel'nyts'kyi oblast.
65MariiaOleksandrivna Vasylenko (ükrainian bom in 1931 in the village of Huta, Bohuslav
raion), author interview in Ukrainian, 22 July 1995. Mcdvyn, Bohuslav raion, Kiev oblast,
Ukraine, tape recording.

soldier wrote in his diary about the reception in the countryside to the east of Kiev, just across
the Dnieper, on September 20:
The population came toward us. They hesitated at first, but when they saw that we
were not beasts, they came closer with great joy and pointed the way to the east, where
the Bolsheviks had gone. Then they brought flowers. Wornen carried their children and
showed them to the Gennan soldiers....Al1 gave the general large bouquets. Elderly
people, who still remembered the time of the tsars, bowed deep and humbly. An old
woman, in tears and giving thanks, fell to her knees.66

Nobody expected the Germans to be crue1.67 Far to the east, however, the population
was initially resewed and sometimes quite fearful. The news of the murderous activities of the

Einsatzgruppen (Operational Groups) must have traveled fast. Here there were villages where
everyone stayed inside for a long tirne, fearing that the Germans would be hanging and
shooting people.68 Some parents ordered their young daughters to Wear their oldest dress and
not to go out to wash.69 But soon the traditional and thus mandatory hospitality t w k over.70
The limited industry in the towns of western Volhynia suffered little or no damage?'
The evacuation and destruction of industry and produce from oblasts such as Kam"ianets'Podil's'kyi, Zhytomyr, and Vinnytsia also appears to have been superficial. As a German
reported upon arrival, "In part, the destruction was not carried out professionally, so that the

66Russian translation entitled "Kiev. Kopiia," sent by the NKVD of the Ukrainian SSR to D. S.
Korotchenko, secretary of the Central Cornmittee of the CP(b)U, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 119,
11. 6 7 .
67Kutsenk0, author interview.
@Essay by a third-grade student in Bilytsia, Iampil' raion, Sumy oblast, in TsDAHOU,f. 166, op.
3, d. 255, 11. 38-39; "Shchodennyk Kushnira F. K. (S. Moisinets', Irklii'vs'koho mu [sic]
Poltavs'koï obl.)," TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 259,l. 9v.
69Wolfgang Scholer, "The soldiers showed the villagers their photos," in Johannes Steinhoff et al.,

eds., Voicesfiom the Third Reich: An Oral Hisrory (Washington, D. C., 1989), p. 136. East of the

former pre-1939 border, "the attitude of the population was one of wait-and-se," according to
Oberliinder, Der Osten, p. 52.
70Bienert, Russen und Deutsche, pp. 63 and 68.

71E.g., in present-day Lukiv, where the Germans arrived on 26 June. Mykhailo Lebid', "Chasy
nimets'koï okupatsïi v Matïivs'komu raioni na Volyni (Spohady kol. holovy raionovoï upravy),"
Litopys UPA, Vol. 5 (Toronto, 1985), p. 199.

[Geman] technical battalions could quickly restore this or that electrical or water station."R
Still, al1 food stacks in the city of piytomyr were destr0yed.n More to the east, the railway
bridges across the Dnieper in Cherkasy. Kremenchuk. Dnipropetrovs'k, and Zaporizhzhia
were blown up.74 While the Germans had only taken Berdychiv, from Kiev every evening fins
could be seen in the distance-buming factones.75
One memoinst, Ivan Zhyhadlo, has left a detailed description of the situation in the
town of Lubny in the Poltava region in the Left Bank. Almost imrnediately, spy-mania was
rampant and the streets were filled with extermination battalions. Citizens were ordered to
organize observation of the sky at night. School children, students, and the intelligentsia had to
dig trenches, "although there were in the city many military who did not have any work."
Some schools were evacuated. Leading party members and officiais drove off with women and
children and also fumiture and houseware, even plants. "Unreliables" were arrested and
buildings were blown up. When the Gennans finally arrived, on 13 September, this author did
not see people offering bread and salt, "but one could see that the population was not sad or
afraid, and scrutinized 'the German' very favorably...The Germans made themselves
cornfortable for dinner and were happy to treat the children and the most importunate adults
with heavy noodles and minced meat..."The Gennans merely laughed at the looting which
started that day.76

72Statement by a representative of the Foreign Ministry at the Amy Main Command. 24 July
1941. Segbers, Die Sowjetunion, p. 114.
73Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 27 (July 19, 1941), p. 5; ibid., 38 (My 30, 1941), p. 7.
74Zagonil'ko and Iudenkov, Krakh plana "Ol'àenburg," p. 108.
75B. Zhuk,

"Pozhary v Kieve v 1941 godu," Vestnik lnstituta po izucheniiu SSSR,2 (19) (Munich,

April-June 1956), p. 106.

76Pavlo Temivs'kyi [Ivan Zhyhadlo1, "Spohady emigmta," pp. 19-23. Autograph manuscript,
1945, Library and Museum, Ukrainian Cultural & Educational Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada. In Novi Sanzhary, which is dso in the Poltava region, retreating Red Amy soldiers
destroyed everything they could: the large mill; the transfer point and storehouse of the raion
consumer cooperative (raispozhyvspilka);bridges; and the archive of the raion administration
(raivykonkorn). Then looting started, which lasteci for three days, with Genman participation. H.
Sova [Hryhorii Kariak], Do istorii' bol 'shevyts'koi' diis'nosîy: (25 rokiv zhyttia uùraïns 'koho
hrornadianyna v SSSR) (Munich, 1955). p. 73.

In the Right-Bank city of Kryvyi Rih, after machines had been evacuated, an order
went out to the workers to blow up the factories. But its implementation was delayed, for
instead they started a sit-down strike. The s h a h in one mine could only be blown up by
bringing in engineea from elsewheren Often such explosions were without waming. In
Zaporizhzhia, one of the large industrial cities on the lower Dnieper, most of the factories were
blown up. One bread factory was blown up during the workday, causing the death of more
than three hundred male and female workers. The large adjacent bread store exploded at the
sarne time. Many people in the line-up in front of it were killed by flying parts. The population
started a rescue operation which managed to Save some.78
The dernolition of the Dnieper Hydro-Electric Station (Dniprohes), sorne ten kilometers
upstream from Zaporizhzhia, took piace on 17 August, while the Gennan army was still near
Kryvyi Rih, 135 kilometers away. (They entered Zaporizhzhia on 4 October.) Red Army units
were on the dam, retreating across the river, and in the lowlands. In the aftemwn, without
wming, the dam exploded. An immense water avalanche destroyed everything and everyone
in its path, including thousands of horses and cattle, dozens of ships, and the entire southern
district of the city of Zaporizhzhia. It was rumored that 20,000 soldiers had died. The
Communist leaders left the city, only to return the next week for one more month. They blamed
the premature destruction of the Dniprohes on "sabotage."79 It is probably tme that no specific
order had been given to blow up the dam as early as 17 August. At that time, however, a small
German advance unit apparently reached the Dnieper island of Khortytsia, only about three
kilometers from the dam.80 Konstantyn S. Hrushovyi, then second secretary of the oblast
7'Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 8 1 (September 12, 1941). pp. 8 and 10.
78Pihido-Pravoberezhny i, " Velyka Vitchyzniana viina," pp. 50-5 1;Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 143
(Deçember 8, 1941), pp. 5-6.
79Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi," Velyku Vitchyzniana viina," pp. 51-53; Heinrich H. Epp. "Khortitsa
1940-43." in N. J. Kroeker, [ed.], First Mennonite Villages in Russia, 1789-1943 (Vancouver,
B.C.,1981). pp. 121-123; Gerhard Lorenz, The Lost Generation und Other Stories (Steinbach,
Manitoba, 1982), p. 38.

BOAccordingto M. G. Pervukhin, the then vice-chairman of the Soviet Union's Evacuation
Council, it was a unit of paratmopers. This account claims that not Red A m y soldiers, but
Germans died from the explosion. Segbers, Die Sowjetunion, pp. 112-1 13, quoting M. G.

cornmittee of the Communist Party (who hirnself claims to have heard about the explosion only

after the fact), wrote later that the Germans "had managed to suddenly break through our
defenses at a narrow pari of the front. They threw motorized troops into the breach, in order to
capture the dam of the Dniprohes and, by using it as a bridge, to break though to Zaporizhzhia.
The German armored troop carriers were only noticed when thcy were already approaching the
dam." At that moment, the two military engineers at the dam, A. F. Petrovskii and B. A. Epov,
panicked, and, without authonuition, Epov tumed the switche88
The large city of Dnipropetrovs'k was also full of panic and spy-mania. Notices on
telegraph poles wamed that people hoarding food would be shot.82 Factories and other
buildings were blown up without warning. Looting started, for the people were tembly afraid
of famine. Many were workers.83 Ten militia men on horses amived at the canteen of the large
Petrovs'kyi Factory where women were looting, but they were chased away in a hail of

plate^.^ According to a member of the OUNSD who covertly arrived, "most of the population
went from store to store, together with the Germans, and took out whatever it needed. The
Gemans went by car and took valuables, especially radios. The population took food.
Children pulled out toys. Unlike in the western lands, nobody was interested in weapons and
amrn~nition."~s
Meanwhile, the city was still under Red Anny fire from the Left Bank. It
would continue to be for three months, and this caused many casualties.86
-

Pervukhin, "Perebazirovanie promyshlennosti," in P. N. Pospelov, ed.-in-chief, Sovetskii tyl v
Velikoi Otechestvennoi voine, Vol. 2 (Moscow, 1974). 19-21. Cf. the Mennonite second-hand
account in Lohrenz, Lost Generation, p. 38.
8IGmshevoi, Togda, p. 108, selectively quoted in Zagontl'ko and Iudenkov, Krakh plana
"O1'denburg," p. 105. Petrovskii apparently died from an illness in 1943. Epov continued serving
in the anny and received the Stalin Prize for work in military engineering. In the 1970s. he taught
explosive techniques at a military chair at "one of Moscow's institutes." Grushevoi, Togda, pp.
108-109. Pictures of both are in idem, p. [130].
a*Kostiuk, author interview. According to the then second party secretary of the Dnipropetrovs'k
oblast, food stacks, partly from evacuated regions, were put up for sale in this oblast at lower
prices, or given to the anny. He claims that the Communist party only ordered vodka and wine to
be flushed into the sewage system. Grushevoi, Togda, pp. 49-50.

84Kosti~k,author interview.
8sOrest Zovenko, Bezimenni: spohad u c h n y k a novitnikh vyzvol'nykh =han'

(n.p.. 1946). pp.

There was looting in every single city or town. Hundreds of women from the
countryside came to the cities of Zhytomyr and Berdychiv to look for their men. They used the
occasion to empty thomughly uninhabitecl apartments (cloths, food, tobacco, etc.), a large
number of which were probably owned by Jews and Comrnunist officials.~Kirovohrad
experienced one day without any authority. The large, unevacuated machine factory "Red
Star," where 13,000 people used to work, was completely destroyed by the time the Germans
arrived. Al1 of this was apparently caused by looting by the population.88 In the city's button

factory, leather straps were taken from the transmissions. The looting stopped after German
notices appeared with the announcement that "who loots will be shot" (Khto hrubuie, bude
rotstriIi~yi).89 In the southem city of Kherson, the lwting started while there were still Red
Army units in town. The bmad factory was buming, but Red Army soldiers prevented the
crowd from saving the flour that was inside.90 Other objects were no longer guarded, however.
An eyewitness describes the angry mood which ûccompanied the looting:

'Soviet citizens,' who up to then had been submissive, especially Jews of which very
many had remained, threw themselves at the 'socialist property .' They destroyed, k a t ,
burned, robbed ... Drunkards cried out and shook their fists at the other side of the
Dnieper. Women were eager to help them: Those scumbags, the blood-suckers, they
robbed us, exploited us, and now they also bumed everything. Why did they keep
those reserves, why didn't they give us anything?!' 'Neighbor, corne quickly to the
harbor, melted soap is strearning from a store which is still buming.' Those bastards,
those parasites, for how many years didn't they give us soap, and now they set fire to
it...' And off went the people, to get the soap, the preserves, and al1 kinds of things
which had b a n hidden in the stoms and for which those ragged and hungry people had
waited up to that day, when it was al1 destroyed ...Brawls, fighting, shouts2 1

86Kosti~k,author interview.
87Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 47 (9 August 1941). p. 10.
88Kumanev,"Sovetskaia ekonomika," p. 176. Nazi intelligence assumed that what it called the
"complete" destruction of the Red Star factory had been planned. Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 81
(12 September 1941), p. 8.
89Negretov, Vse dorogi, pp. 27-28.
%st, Repatriiutsiia, p. 55.

Because of its symbolic importance, Stalin ordered Kiev to be held at al1 cost. For the same
reason, there are many memoir accounts about the events in the capital of Ukraine. Thus it is
possible to describe in detail what transpired there before, dunng, and immediately after the

Gennan arriva1 on 19 September.
Black-outs became mandatory in Kiev following Molotov*~
radio address on 22 June.92
Imrnediately people started to hoard anything money could buy, standing in line-ups for days.

By 24 June, there were huge ones simply for bread.93 At the same tirne, a spy-mania erupted.
For exarnple, in the Lukmianivkadistrict, the authorities sent people to smear lime on the edges
of the sidewalks, in order to make it easier for people to move around in the dark. The fact that
this went unannounced caused people to surround a man who came to see his wife who was
working in the area. "There he is," they shouted "that spy who made signs to enemy planes
where to throw the bombs. Yes, it's him, in the blue shirt." At the district militia, the oftker on
duty exclaimed, "Again!", checked some documents, and released the man. Even then the
crowd remained unsatisfied, for '%anone really trust the militia chief. now spies are
everywhere." Only after the woman leading the group, a house custodian, had made several
phone calls, verifying whether a man who was also in the group was really a party member.
was the man released." Because of the same lack of trust, many girls who merely asked the
way spent several hours at the militia's prisons, as did apparently even "Gennanic"-looking
blond and blue-eyed males.9s
In late June and July, the small number of people who owned a wireless radio received

an order in the mail to hand them in "for temporary storage." Those not complying would be

91~rkalo.To~tury,p. 177. Cf. ffivchenko, author interview, according to which even the
electricity was disconnected.
93Fesenko. Povest', p. 67; Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyku Vitchyzniana viinu," p. 30.
9*Turkalo,Tonury, pp. 179-182. Turkalo was himslf this man, and he adds that there wen
"countless" such cases.
"Fesenko, Povest', p. 69. See also Ost. Reputriiatsiia, p. 53.

held "criminally responsible according to the laws of wartime.'*% Phone company workers
visited those few Kievans with a telephone and confirated the machines. This happened to
Pihido three times, and it was only his neighbors who talkeâ the phone company workers out
of ramming down his door.* Meanwhile, the wire radio (a radio receiver with only one
station) and the street loudspeakers started denouncing Ukrainian nationalist ernigrés who had

formed a govemment. This was a reference to the declaration of statehood made in L'viv by the
OUNSD on 30 June. These broadcasts also repeated until the very end that "Kiev was, is, and
will be Soviet."98 The city was buzzing with nimors.
From 2 July, the NKVD supervised the burning of official records up to 1940 and nonessential current records. The result was there for al1 to see: a "black snow" came down. "The
entire city was covered with ashes, which flew from al1 chimneys as bumeû shreds of paper
and landed on pedestrians and their clothes. If one were dressed in white clothes, one risked
dirtying them. The wind took up these ashes and blew them from street to street, like black
clouds. in short, it was like Pompeii-a

city under ashes."" Later, people themselves

destroyed records on their own initiative. For exarnple, the teachers of School No. 94 held the
1 s t lesson on 17 September and the next day destroyed the lis& of al1 the children's narnes and
addresses.

%Izweshchenie (notification) by "Nachal'nik Kievskogo Obl. Upravleniia Sviazi" Sviridov to M. 2.
Goshon of 30 Levashivs'ka Street, apt. 19, Photocopy provided by Miron Semenovich Petrovskii,
Kiev. See also Pihido-Pravoberezhn yi, " Velyka Vitchyznima viina," pp. 29-30.

97Pihido-Pravoberezhny i, "Velyka Vitchyznianu viina," p. 47.
98Velychkivs*kyi,"Sumni chasy," Vytvol'nyi shliakh, XII, 1 (London, 1965), p. 43; Fesenko,
Povest', p. 90; Kravchenko, author interview; Anatolii Kuznetsov (A. Anatolii), Babii iac romandokument (New York, 1986), p. 144; Halyna Lashchenko, "Povorot," Sumostiina Vkraiiia [XI],
15-17 [sic;=3-SI (1 11-1 13) (New York, Match-May 1958), p. 14.
99Fesenko, Povest', p. 67; Turkalo, Tortury, p. 179; Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyuriam
viina," p. 36 (the long quote). The same destruction of archival rnateriats took place in other
cities. T. M. Goriaeva and E. L. Lunacharskii, "Dokumental'nyi fond sovetskoi
radiozhumalistiki," Arkheograficheskii ethegodnik za 1987 (Moscow, 1988), p. 122.
'0001'ga Sergeevna Gudzenko-Tyshkova (Ukrainian bom in 1901), interview in Russian by the
Commission on the History of the Patriotic War in Ukraine [hereafter: CHPWU], 14 March 1944,
Kiev, stenographic report (signed on 5 June 1944). TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243, 1.44.

Stalin's radio address of 3 July galvanized Kiev's elite into frantic action. It
immediately took on the f o m of flight-from

the first days of July until a week k f o r e Kiev's

fdl. Many panicked, but not dl: "The commanders, with their chests well out, walked full of
themselves and assumed a heroic air. They gave orders with much a p l ~ m b . " ~Meanwhile,
~l
on
9 July, mobilization into the army started in the city.1m As the G e m a n s came closer to Kiev,

Soviet Red Cross wagons could be seen which brought wounded from the front. But "more
often one saw glimpses of other cars: lomes stacked to the hilt with goods. Sometimes,
between the spring mattresses, mirrored wardrobes, and tightly rolled carpets, one could see
rubber plants and palms."lo3
Thousands of writers, engineers, physicians, and agronomists were evacuated to the
east, whether or not they wanted to go. The sale of the evacuation of enterprises from Kiev is
difficult to determine. One estimate indicates a total of 197.104 It soon became apparent that
people who did not belong to the privileged elite had few possibilities to leave. A woman
whose husband, a communist, had been shot in the 1930s, thought of leaving, but an
acquaintance who worked in the NKVD strongly advised her not to try, "for you will die. You
don't have the means to be able to evacuate. Secondly, no devil is as bad as people describe
him, s o don't worry."105 Many lower-rank employees wanted to flee as well, but often waited
at the railway station in vain. For instance, the school directors were al1 party members, and
they sensed comftly that their lives were in great danger. They fled aîready in early July,

simply abandoning the teachers, many of whom were party membem as well.'"

l0'Evgeniia Dimer,

Ogliadivaias' nazad (New

Meanwhile,

York, 198î), pp. 22-23.

102Iurii Mikhailovich Markovskii (Ukninian bom in 1904). interview in Russian by the CHPWU,
12 March 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 244, 1. 13v.
Io3Fesenko, Povest ', p. 68.
~0qZagorui'koand Iudenkov, Krakh plano "Ol'denburg," p. 94.
105LiudmylaStanyslavivna Khmilevs'ka (Ukrainian bom in 1923 in Kiev), author interview in
Russian, 13 July 1995, Kiev, tape recording. The reference is to her mother.
106Gudzenko-Tyshkova, CHPWU interview, 1.44.

some piirty activists said openly that those who did not evacuate would die, because no<hing

would be left behind.107 There are also unconfirmed homr stones about the way children were
evacuated. According to a Kievan who later emigrated, thousands of schoolboys and almost ail
men were chased on foot eastward for many days, without any food or water. "The üip lasted

many days, and many,especially children, died and remained lying on the road next to cattle
which had faIlen from exhaustion. In the last night before the surrender of the city, when it
becarne clear that was impossible to lead them through the encirclement, several hundreds of
children wete chased over the mine field in the Pechers'k district beyond the Lavra [Caves
Monastery], 'in order not to hand them over to the enemy.'"l08 A Ukrainian woman who later
anived from the West says that "Kievans told us how the Bolsheviks had evacuated children.
They simply gathered them from the schools, disallowing them to Say goodbye to their
families. The children did not even know where they would be sent. Sorne of hem, fnghtened
by the perspective of the unexpected departure and separation from [their] parents, jumped out

of the school windows, in order to flee home."lm
At an early stage, thousands of bags of flour, sugar, and salt were thrown into the
Dnieper, apparently by sinking barges. Medicines and shoe leather were also thrown into the
river in large quantities. Other food stacks were spoiled by pouring fuel over hem, were
s or were flushed into the sewage system (liquor).llO On the other
pourrd into the s ~ t(oil),

lo7Qst,Repatriiatsiia, p.55.
l0Qhekh, "Pravda O rawushenii."
'@'HalynaLashchenko, 'Povomt," Samostii~Ukraüco, XI. 10 (118) (Chicago, October 1958). p.
13

"OFesenko, Povest', pp .76 and 79; Pihido-Pravobemzhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyrniana viina," p. 1 12;
Leontii Forostivs'kyi. Kyïv pid vorothynry ohpatsiiamy (Buenos Aires, 1952), p. 22; Ost,
Repatriiatsiiu, p. 55; Chekh, "Pravda." An unidentifid person told one author that the destruction
was premature-two months before the German arrival. Hereafter, new food was hastily imported
from Kharkiv. Elie Borschak, "Le m&meReich et l'Ukraine. 1939-1945," Bulletin de
f'rlssociation d%tudrs et d'informations Politiques Internationales. supplement to no. M (Paris,
1-15 July 195 l), p. 5. This may well be true.

hand, in mid-September suddenly flour, sugpr, and other producis were put on sale from
stocks.1"
For about a month, while the Red Army was being encircled to east of the city, the
German army waited to the West of it. There were few bomb shclters, so ordinary Kievans
started digging their own on their own initiative. The result gave the impression that huge
moles were living in the parks and gardens. (Soon before the Germans arrived, the Soviet
authorities covertly destroyed most of the real bomb and gas shelters and the gas filters.)l12 But
after the Germans dropped leaflets saying that Kiev would not be bombed, few people
considered it necessary to hide. One popular rumor explained the absence of a bornbardment by
stating that Hitler was a descendent of a Russian princess and loved Russian architecture.113
There were other tasks to be done, however, such as trench digging and joining the m y .
Militiamen rounded up people in movie theaters and from line-ups outside, while many men
tried to make themselves look too old for trench-digging by gmwing a beard.114 Self-mutilation
to escape the anny draft was not uncommon.lI5 In the 1 s t weeks of Soviet nile, extermination
battalions hunted for and shot "suspect" men in the streets.116 Finally, in the last days before
the fa11 of Kiev, d l men were ordered to 1eave.l l7 But by then many, including Young,

l2Forostivs'kyi. Kyïv, pp. 2&2 1;Fesenko, Povest ', p. 67; Chekh, "Pravda." On the absence of airraid shelters, see Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 140.
113Fesenko. Povesr', p. 68; Ievhen Onats'kyi, "Uluaïna ochyma italüs'kykh korespondentiv u
druhii svitovii viini," Sarnostiina Ukraiiia, XVIII, 1 (191) (New York, January 1%5), p. 33.
Onats'kyi writes that he replaceci every mention of "Russian" in the Italian reports with
"Ukrainian." In this case, however, people must have told the correspondent the word "Russian"
(russkaia).
l I4Fesenko, p.

Povest', p. 67.

l 16N. Iu. Pushkars'kyi, "Iak horiv Kyïv," Ukaïns'kyi zbirnyk, 5 (Munich, 1956). p. 164; Chekh,
"Pravda." That these were extermination battalions is not specifically stated but is obvious.

ii7Rishkars'kyi,"Iak horiv Kyïv," p. 165.

unanned members of the extermination banalions, were already in hiding in cellars and
wardrobes. 1lg
Late on 18 September-the day before Germans would enter the c i t y - h u g e explosions
were heard. Kiev's four Dnieper bridges. the new electric power station in the Podil district,

the cannery, the water tower (and thus the water supply) were blown up. Food stacks at the
train station were also dynamited.119 Because these places were considered military objects,
Kievans were not particularly angiy.

Few knew that a number of soldiers were still on the

Derev"ianyi Bridge when it was blown up.121 There was littie panic in the city that day. hyna
Oleksandnvna Khoroshunova, then a young woman sympathetic to the Soviet system, wrote

in her diary. Even on that &y, she apparently believeâ that Kiev would not fall. She recorded
that people looked "anxious" and "serious," partly because they were afdd of assaults by
crirninals. (Crirninals were widely believed to have been released several ùays before.) But she
also saw "many happy, smiling faces."'22 That àay looting starteci. The objects of looting were
primarily the buildings which had k e n blown up, for there was food there,l*3 but also stores
and offices. Here the s hop-w indows were smashed and everything was removed, including

things like dishes and furnit~re.12~
Just one event was later described by an eyewitness.

llgFesenko, Povest', pp. 69 and 72; Turkalo, Torrury, p. 191.
Kyïv," p. 164;Hrynevych, author interview; Ereignismeldung UdSSR,
183 (Match 20, 1942), p. 10.

l 19Pushkar'skyi,"Iak horiv

120Pushkars'kyi,"Iak horiv Kyïv," p. 164.
12JDimer,Ogliadivaias' nazad, p. 23; Fesenko, Povest', p. 71; Turkalo, Tortury, p. f 92; Chekh,
"Pravda."

1221.A. Khoroshunova, "Kievskie zapiski. 1941-1944," [photocopy of selected pages of typed
manuscript], in Erhard Roy Wiehn, comp., Die Schotih von Babij Jac &s Massaker deutscher
Sonderkommandos an der jüùischen Bevolkerung von Kiew 1941fünFig Jahre danach zum
Gedenken (Konstanz, 1991), pp. 268 and 271. She calls herself Ukrainian in a letter to the
compiler in ibid., p. 38. On the issue of release of criminals and attacks by hem, see also Dimer,
Ogliadivaias' nazad, p. 23 and Chekh, "Pravda." Cf. Velychkivs'kyi, "Sumni chasy," Vytvol'nyi
shliakh, XII, 1 (London, 1965). p. 45, which says incorrectly that there was order in the city and
"no banditry at al1 was visible."

124Rishkars'kyi,"Iak horiv Kyïv," p. 166; Kravchenko, author interview.

1was going in the streetcar down Bul'vam~Kudnavs'kaStreet, which is now
Vorovs'kyi Street, when it stopped at the corner of the Iewish Market, right in front of
the bakery. 1thought that it would stop for just a while and waited for it to move on.
Then 1noticed that a crowd had burst into the bakery. People were coming out,
completely dirtied with flour. with bags full of flour. Passions rose high. One pushes
the other, that one pushes a third. One person falls down somewhere, another is hurled
to the ground. Bags are ripped apart, flour spills on the Street. The= was shouting,
noise, and coarse language.125

In the morning of 19 September, German soldiers entered the city, and at noon the
swastika was raised above the citadel. 126 The Kievans reacted in various ways. Some balconies
were decorated with flowers.127 Nazi intelligence (the Sicherheitsdienst or SD. that is, the

Einsatzgruppen) even reported that the Germans were given "a happy reception."l28 More
accurate, however, is what a German soldier noted in his diary: "The surprised population is in

the streets. They still don't know how to behave. Here and there are a few timid greetings.
Whenever Gennan soldiers halt, they are immediately sumounded by a large crowd prepared to
give fnendly assistance and help." Somewhat later he added, "ln the first days we still noticed
several times just how much the Ukrainians fear[ed] a retum of the Bolsheviks and therefore
@cept] their distance from us."l*9
That most city residents came out to watch and filled the streets, but did little more, is
confirmed by most accounts from Kievans who Iater emigrated. One report stresses how much

125VladimirMikhailovich Artobolevskii (Russian bom in 1874). interview in Russian by the
CHPWU, 22 and 25 Febmary 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243,l.
16. The start of the looting on that day is confirmed by Khoroshunova, "Kievskie zapiski," p.
272. Cf. Forostivs'kyi, Kyïv, p. 23, which asseris that the looting was initiateci by young Soviet
activists and took place according to a plan. This seems unlikely.
1*6Generaloûerst [Franz] Halder. Kriegstagebuch. Vol. 3. Ham-Adolf Jacobsen, ed. (Stuttgart,
1964), p. 240.
127Chepumoi,zam. zav. orinstruktorskim otdelom TsK KP(b)U. "Infomatsiia O sostoianii nboty
kievskoi podpol'noi organizatsii KP(b)U," Starobil's'k [Lu hans'k obiast], 26 March 1943,
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 11, 1. 10.
~28Ereignismetd~ng
UdSSR,106 (7 October 1941). p. 9 ("einen freudigen Empfang').
129"Kiev. Kopiia," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 119, 11. 3, 5.

the Kievans were curious, having been cut off from the outside world for so long.lmAnother
comments specifically about the Khreshchatyk, Kiev's main Street: The soldiers tried to strike
up conversations and exchangejokes with the public which was standing in rows on the
sidewalk. Almost al1 the onlookers were sullenly silent while looking at the victors. 1felt that

my spiritual state was merging with the general somber and reticent, depressed mood of the
crowd. One spectator shouted in broken [Geman]: 'Long live the victorious German m y ! '
People looked at him with bewilderment and shmgged their shoulders."131Likewise,
Khoroshunova wrote in her diary that she saw by the telegraph office (near Hotel Red Kiev)
how Kievans and Germans simply looked at each other. She found that no one particular mood
prevailed.132 A man who had been pmecuted as a fonner member of the Central Rada of the
Ukrainian National Republic recalls his mmndous relief. "The devil's @me [vloda sutany]
was gone and 1had kcome a human king. 1thought to myself, how fatally tragic it is for a

citizen to wish the defeat in war of his own state."l33 But such feelings were not necessarily
visible to others.
To be sure, in certain streets the mood was openly upbeat, with some people dancing,
embracing, and drinking. But even here most adults were apparently sitting inside.134
According to one Kievan, who also writes that hundreds of draft-age males came out of hiding,
even the Khreshchatyk was "filled with thousands of Kievans in festive clothes. Many women
were holding bouquets of flowers, which they were throwing at the soldiers and officers
passing by. It was a rare case in history when the defeated rejoiced about the victors'
arri~al."~35
Among those who offered bread and salt were also Jewish artisans. (The issue of
130Fesenko,Povest*,pp. 7 1-72.
13ICkekt1,"Pravda."
~~2Khoroshunova.
"Kievskie zapiski," pp. 273 and 277.

134Hrynevych,author interview.
135F. P. Bogatyrchuk, Moi zhimennyi pur' k Vlasovu i Prazhkomu manfestu (San Francisco.
1978), p. 127. The sudden appearance of the draft-dodgers is also mention4 in Fesenko, Povest*,

Jewish expectations will be discussed separately in chapter 1 0 ) P Anatoüi Kuznetsov, then a
twelve-year-old living in the Kurenivka district, writes in his d i a b l e mernoir that the mood in
those days was happy, partly because of the sunny weather. He was amazed that the Germans
who arrived in Frunze Street were smiling and laughing and that their infantry did not waik but
was king driven in trucks.

The pavements were quicWy filling up with people mshing in from al1 sides. Like us,
they first looked at this armada in amazernent, then began to srnile at the Germans in
reply and to try and start up conversations with them. As for the Germans, practically
al1 of them had little conversation-books which they were quickly looking through and
called out to the girls on the pavement:
'Hey girl, miss ...! Bolshevik-finish. Ukraina!'
'Ukrayéena,' the girls corrected them with a laugh.
'Ja,ja. U-kray-&na! Go walk, spazieren, bitte!'
The girls giggied and blushed, and ai1 the people around were laughing and smiling.

A group of elderly men and women wanted to offer these Gemans bread and salt, but arrived
too late on the scene.137

Many people were actually t w busy looting to receive the Gennans. In the Podil
district, for example, the streets, full of broken glas, were packed with people carrying and
moving things. Gennans joined in, and neither group paid much attention to each other.138
When it was clear that the Germans were minding their own business, another night and
rnoming of looting followed, this time of the Khreshchatyk. At first the Germans tried to c h a s
the looters away with threats and beatings, but then they simply joined in.139

P m of the reason why Gennan soldiers were smiling was that there were no battles
inside the city. The barricades and obstacks which had been placed in al1 the streets (sand bags

136Kravchenko,author interview.
Anatoli (K~znetsov),Babi Yac A Document in the Fonn of a Novel (London, 1970), pp.

28-29.

138Kuznetsov,Babii iar, p. 68. Cf. Ereignismeldwg UclSSR, 106 (7 Octokr 1941), p. 10, which
says that after the Germans secured main buildings and factories, "significant [in grosserem
Masse] plunder by Wehrmacht members and populace has not taken place."
'39Kuznestov, Babii iar, p. 78.

and barbed wire) were not used. Moreover, while the long encirclement battîe near Kiev had
caused much darnage in ihe countryside and in the suburbs, the Germans caused almost no
darnage in Kiev itself.1" They were soon to bc surpriscd and enraged, however. Already on 19
September, there were fires in several houses, stores, and stacks, extinguished by
neighbors.141 On 20 September the first Germans died in Kiev. as a mine exploded in the
citadel, where a Geman artillery staff was quarte& killing al1 officers and soldien inside.142
It was also about this tirne that the first Jews were arrested in the streets. This was done by
Germans who checked people's passports. The Soviet entry on "nationality" proved to be a
great liability.143 Meanwhik, rumors started blaming the Jews for the defeat of the Red Amy.
Perhaps these were started by Germans, as Khoroshunova believed.Iu
On 24 September, thousands of people were standing patiently in line-ups dong the
Khreshchatyk.145 They were obeying orders to register at the Feldkornmandantur in a former
hotel at 1 Prorizna Street (then still called Sverdlov Street), and to hand in hunting rifles, gas
masks, and radios (many of which they had actually removed from the NKVD stacks the day
before) across the Street, at a former toystore ("Detskii Mir," 2 Prorizna Street). Around 2:00
p.m., a mine exploded on the first floor at the latter location,l46 followed moments later by an
140EreignismeldungUdSSR, 106 (7 October 194l), p. 9; Turkalo, Torrury, p. 190. On casualties
in a suburb, see Turkalo, Tortury, p. 192.
141"Kiev.Kopiia," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 119, 11. 3 4 ; Pushkars'kyi, "Iak horiv Kyïv," pp.

165-1 66; Chekh, "Pravda."

142Warned by Kievans, Germans sappers had earlier searched the place for mines, but had not
found any. Ereignismeldung UdSSR,97 (28 September 1941), p. 23; ibid., 106 (7 October
1941), p. 11; "Kiev. Kopiia," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 119,l. 7.
143Kuznetsov, Babii iar, pp. 73-74.
144Khoroshunova,"Kievskie zapiski," pp. 277-278.
J45Mymain sources for the following paragraphs are the generally reliable Pushkars'kyi, "Iak
horiv Kyïv" and Oleg Chekh, "Pravda O rawushenii Kieva," Novoe russkoe slovo, 30 Januacy 1948,
2 and 31 January 1948, 2. Additional sources are indicated where used. A much shorter account,
based on fewer sources. is Titus D. Hewryk, The Lost Architecture of Kiev (New York, 1982), pp.
38-39.

I46This was perhaps as a result of bombs which Soviet agents had hidden in radios which they had
handed in. This interpretation also became a nimor. See K. Radzevych [Osyp Vynnyts'kyi], "U
sorokarichchia Kyïvs'koï pokhidnoï hrupy OUN,"Kalendar-al'manakh Novoho Shliakhu 1982

even louder blast from the third flwr. The second explosion blasted Gemans from the vehicles
in which they were passing by, made the entire top of the building fall on the people waiting
below, and started a large fire.147 There were both Gecman and Kievan casualties, also because
a panic ensued in which people were trampled to deaih. About fifteen minutes later, another.
even louder blast destmyed the Grand Hotel, the site of the German Main S M , the Gemans
inside were killed. Moments later, the Arcade (Pasazh) blew up, and still more explosions were
heard in Hotel Continental in Karl Marx Street (which ends on the Khreshchatyk). Besides
casualties, the explosions also brought freedom for more than three hundred Jews, mostly
gray-bearded men, who were held in a movie theater on the Khreshchatyk. They had expected
to be killed, but now their guards had fledP8
Ail evening and night, and also the next &y, with intervals of several minutes, more

explosions followed at 2 Rorizna Street and the Khreshchatyk .What emerged was a detailed
plan by the NKVD to destroy the entire city center. Short- and long-tenn mines had k e n
skillfully laid. Some apartments had easily detected fake mines, while real ones were behind a
new layer of wallpaper and were triggered by things such as the light switch. Moreover,
underground agents spread the fires by throwing bottles of fuel ("Molotov cocktails").L49
Extinguishing the fires proved difficult, for there was still no water supply. On the third
day, however, a large fire-hose arrived from Warsaw or Breslau/Wrociaw. It started pumping
water from the Dnieper. Soon this too was sabotaged, however, when about five young people
(Toronto, [n.d.]), p. 75 and Fesenko, Povest', p. 73.
147ProfessorN. A. Shepelevskii, "Prebyvanie nemtsev v Kieve," Typewritten document, signed,
Tsentral'nyi denhavnyi arkhiv vyshchykh orhaniv vlady ta upravlinnia Ukraïny [hereafter:
TsDAVOV], f. 4620, op. 3, d. 243a, 1. 53.
148"Kiev,Babi Yar," in Ilya Ehrenburg and Vasily Grossman, eds., The Black Book: The Ruthless
Murder of Jews by German-Fascist Invaders throughout the Temporarily-Occupied Regions of
the Soviet Union and in the Death Camps of Poland during the War of 1941-1945 (New York,
1981), p. 4.
149Pushkars'kyi,"Iak horiv Kyïv," p. 165; Fesenko. Povest', p. 73; Zhuk. "Pozhary," p. 107; and
Paul Werner, Ein Schweizer Journalist sieht Ru$Zland..auf den Spuren der deutschen Annee
zwischen San und Dnjepr (Olton, 1942), pp. 99-100. During the war, and again briefly in the
1960s, Soviet publications took pnde in the destruction. See Yuri Shedth [Iurii Shevelov], "Why
Did You Not Want to See Me, Mr. Steinbeck?," Ukrainian Quorterly. IV, 4 (New York, 1948). p.
322 and Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 86.

were caught ripping it open. These people were shot and kft lying for two d a y s P A special
emergency train was requested but could not arrive.151 On the fourth day of the fires, the
Kievan fire brigade retumed from its evacuation and joined the extinguishing effort152 in which
already many Kievans were mobilized.153 In order to check the spreading fire, the Germans
shot the inhabitants of houscs adjacent to those where mines exploded,Iw and also eventually
themselves blew up apartments, but neither had much effect.
The fire affected an area of about two square kilometers. The Khreshchatyk was
cordoned off. Through loudspeakers from cars and Gemans mnning door to door. people
living in adjacent streets were ordend to leave their homes. Altogether, about 25,ûûû people
became homeless. They spent about a week on the streets, squares. and in the park on
Volodymyr Hill. Many of the elderly did not survive. After sorne time. those whose apartment
were checked-and

thoroughly emptied-were allowed to move back in.155 The center burned

for over a week. The fire was so large that nighttime n o longer seemed to exist in the
neighboring streets and streetlights were not necessary. If people at home slept at all, they kept
their clothes on, in order to be able to flee quickly. On Street corners, people could be seen
holding icons and praying.156
lSOFesenko,Povest', p. 73. Cf. Zhuk, "Pozhary." p. 106.
lSIHalder.Kriegstagebuch, Vol. 3, p. 252.
i52Werner. Ein Schweizer, pp. 101-102; Shepelevskii. "Prebyvanie nemtsev." 1. 55.

153Pihido-Pravobererhnyi,
"Vel-vh Vitchyzniana viina." p. 1OS.
1S4Lashchenko,
"Povorot," Samostiina UkraLa. XI. 6 (1 14) (New York. June 1958). p. 19.
UdSSR. 1O6 (7 October 1941), pp. 12-1 3; Hamy Mielert, Russische Erde:
~~5Ereignismeldung
Kriegsbriefe aus Ruflland (Stuttgart, 1950), p. 19 ("Alte Leute sterben, und zahlreiche Leichen
triigt man fort"); Chepumoi, "Informatsiia." 1. 2; Kuznetsov. Babii iar. p. 82. Hans Koch reported
that the fire raged until 29 September and made about 50,000 people homeless. He wrote on 5
October that these people were "provisionally housed in abandoned apartmentsn-i.e., the former
homes of the Jews. Document 053-PS, partly published in Trial of the Major War Criminuls
befon the International Military Tribunal [TMWq, Vol. 25 (Nuremûerg, 1949). p. LOO.

YZhuk, "Pozhary," pp.109-110; Iaroslav Haivas, 'V roky nadii i bemadïi (Zustrichi i mzmovy z
O. Ol'zhychem v tokakh 1939-1944)." K a l e n & r - a l ' Novoho Shliaùhu 1977 (Toronto,
[n.d.]), p. 111; Khoroshunova, "Kievskie zapiski," p. 289; Kravchenko, author interview. For six
weeks, a large black cloud continued to hang over the city, according to Markovskii, CHPWU
interview, 1. 22i.

Both the population and the Germans were outraged. A l d y on 24 Septembcr a crowd
started looking for perpetrators. In the process, many innocents were handed over to the
Germans and shot. Kievans eagerly helped find NKM) agents and bombs. Thus bombs were
found in the Lenin Museum before they could be detonated.1" A released prisoner of war came
forward and made himself known as an engineer who had been forced to place mines in tweive
buildings, including "Red Army Home."1s8 Altogether, according to the SD, the Germans
discovered and removed 670 mines. On their own, they found them for example in the Opera
(one ton of explosives), the €orner building of the Central Rada of the revolutionary years (the
present-day Teachers' Building; three tons), the Bank, the Centrai Cornmittee of the CP(b)U,
and the NKVD headqua~ters.~~~
The Slavist Dr Hans Koch wrote generally objective reports
about Ukraine for German military intelligence (the Abwehr), but he probably exaggerated

when he reported (and also told foreign joumalists who visited Kiev in Octoôer) that over ten
thousQItdmines had been rendered hmless. At least seven thousand of these, he said, wsre

without any tactical justification, as they were located in places such as churches, museurns,
private apartrnents, and office desks. Koch also reported that 100,000tons of explosives had
been found under the thirteenth-century Donnition Cathedrai (Uspens'kyi Sobor) of the Kievan
Caves M o n a ~ t e r y .Perhaps
'~~
surprisingly, the Tsarist Palace and Kiev's most prestigious
district Lypky were not mined.l6I Despite the searches, even in late October the former Duma

157These were to supposed to have k e n detonated via short-wave radio signals. Ereignismeldung
UdSSR, 106 (7 October 1941). pp. 11 and 14; "Zerstomng von Kulturgütem durch die
Bolschewiken und Wiederherstellung durch die Deutschen," TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 1, d. 27, 11.
280-282.

158Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 1 19 (20 October 1941). p. 10.

159Forostivs'kyi,Kyïv, p. 2 1
l@TMWC, Vol. 25, p. 101; Onats'kyi, "Ukràina[...]," Somostiitua Clkraïnu, XVIII, 5 (195) (New
York, 1965). p. 27. For a list of destroyed streets, see Chekh, " h v d a , " Novoe rauskoe slovo, 31
January 1948, p. 2.

I6lTMWC, Vol. 25, p. 101;Forostivs'kyi, Ky&, p. 31.

building and the Suprew Soviet building exploded (through long-terni devices). The Gemians
prevented the fire department from extinpishing the f i n in the 1atter.la
As s w n as the fires had started, house searches for Jews began as well, and hundreds
of thern w e n amsted, dong with the NKVD agents, political commissars, and partisans.163
Rumors spread that Jews were to blame for the destruction of îhe city center, in pariicular that a
Jew had delivered a radio which was a bornb.164 This ominous atmosphen reached its climax
on Sunday, 28 September. That day, large announcements with text in Russian, Ukrainian,
and Geman appeared al1 over Kiev. As Einsatzgruppe C later reported, they were posted "by
the members of the appointeci Ukrainian militia."l65 The p e r s said in large letters that al1 the

Jews "of the city of Kiev and its vicinity" had to appear on Monday, 29 September, before
8:00 am.,"at the corner of Mel'nykov and Dokterivs'ka Streets (near the cemeteries). They

must take with them documents, money, and valuables, and also warm ciothing, underwear,
etc." The latter Street did not actually exist-what

was meant was Dehtiarivs'ka Street. T h e

largest, Russian text described the Jews as zhidy (kikes). The n s t of the Russian text was as
follows: "Those kikes who will not follow this order and will be found elsewhere will be shot.
Those citizens who will enter apartments abandoned by Jews and appropi-iate things will be
shot." 166
i62Pushkars'kyi. "Iak horiv Kyïv," p. 172. The fire in the Supreme Soviet building broke out on
31 October. The next day, the head of the fire department wrote to Mayor Bahazii that the
Germans had prevented four fire brigades from extinguishing it. M. V. Koval', "Dolia ukraïns'koï
kul'tury za 'novoho poriadku' (1941-1944 n.)," Ukraïns'kyi istorychnyi zhurnol, 11-1 2 (Kiev,
November-December 1993), p. 24.
163Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 97 (28 September 1941)- p. 24.

1 a h sh kars'kyi. "Iak horiv Kyïv." p. 170; Pihido-Ravokrezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyzniana viinn," p.
107; Dina Mironovna Pronicheva (Jew bom in Chemihiv in 191 1). interview in Russian by the
CHPWU, 24 A p d 1946, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 245,l. 116;
Khoroshunova, "Kievskie zapiski," p. 282.
165Ereignisrneldung UdSSR, 106 (7 October 1%l), p. 15 ("Diese Aufrufe wurden durch die
Angehorigen der aufgestellten ukrainischen Miliz in der ganzen Stadt angeschlagen.") For a
fascimile copy of this passage, see John Mendelsohn, ed., The Holocaust: Selected Documents,
Vol. 10 ("The Einsatzgruppen or Murder Commandos") (New York and London, 1982), p. 58.
**A reduced photocopy is in Wiehn, Die Schoah, p. 144. My quotations are from the Russian
text. The Ukrainian text spoke of "Mei'nyk [sic] and Dokterivs'ka [sic] Streets." Worthy of
mention is the absence in the order of a threat against non-Jews for helping Jews escape.

Al1 Kievans, Jews and non-Jews alike, agreed on one thing: this order was provoked
by the explosions and fires. One Mr. Raizman, a friend of Pihido's. told him, 'This is the
work of those tramps [bosiaki-a

pun on bol'shevikfl. They decided to play on us Jews a final

trick. Without these terrible explosions, the Germans would have left us al0ne."1~~
Now the
SD, and probably the "Ukrainian militia," spread the mmor that the Jews would be

concentrated in a ghetto and put to work there. Many Jews may have thought that they would

be sent to Germany, because the chosen location was close not only to the Jewish and
Orthodox cemeteries, but also to a cargo train station.168 Another mmor said that the Jews
would be exchanged for German prisoners of w a r P But there were already on the 28th and
29th many Jews who took fate into their own hands and committed suicide.170 Others
suspected that death awaited them. A Ukrainian woman recalled years later that she heard how
her Jewish neighbors talked before leaving: "Khaim,why are you taking that pillow, for we

are going to our death?" "1am going to sit on it."171 Karaite men were later mmored to have
prayed al1 night in their synagogue and to have told everybody the next moming to get ready to
die.1'2 Whatever the sentiments which predominated among the Jews of Kiev, it will probably
never be known.
What did the non-Jewish Kievans think when the anti-Jewish posters appemd?
According to Pihido, "nobody expressed thoughts about the possibility of that which happened
[at Babyn Iar]." Fedir Bohatyrchuk, another Ukrainian from Kiev, wrote later that "few

'"Pi hido-Pravoberezhny i, " Velykri Vitchyzniana viîna, * pp. 106- 107.
168~rei~nismeldung
UdSSR, 106 (7 October 1941). p. 13; letter by M. A. Prakhov. quoted in
Ukrainian translation in "Babyn Iar (veresen' 1941 - veresen' 1943 m.). Ukraïns 'kyi istorychnyi
zhurnal, 12 (Kiev, 1991), p. 53.
169A Russian woman who h d a Jewish husband in the Red Army believeû this. She went to Babyn
Iar and pretended to be Jewish, in the hope of rejoining him. She was taken out at the last minute
by an ethnic Gennan. "Kiev, Babi Yar," in Black Book,p. 8.
~70Khoroshunova,
"Kievskie zapiski." p. 292.
1711evheniiaMakarivna Moskovs'ka (Ukrainian bom in Stari Bezradychy [Obukhiv raion] in
1930). author interview in Ulcrainian, 29 July 1995, Kiev, tape iccording.

considered the possibility of the tembk tnith: mass murder."l73 Indeed, many, if not most nonJewish Kievans appacently believed that the k w s would "merely" k deported. Kuznetsov
describes how his Russian-speaking Ukrainian grandfather reacted that day: "I've great news
for you!

...From tomorrow there won't be a single kike left in Kiev.It seems it's true what

ihey said about them setting tire to the Khreshchatyk. Thank the Lord for that! That'll pay them

back for getting rich at Our expense, the bastardS. Now they c m go off to their blessed
Palestine, or at any rate the Germans'll deal with 'em. They're being deported!" Kuznetsov
himself, who had a good Jewish friend, thought that the Jews would be sent to Palestine and
that this was for the b e ~ t . 1 ~ ~
Al1 of Monday, 29 September, Jews-men, women, and small children-dong

with

their non-Jewish husbands, wives, other relatives, and even fnends, walked to the designated
street corner in Kiev's LukWianivkadistrict (west of the city center). There are several
testimonies about the exodus. The Russian middle-aged teacher L. Nartova wrote in her diary
about what she saw from her balcony: "People are moving in an endless row, overflowing the
entire street and sidewalks. Women and men are walking. young girls, children, old people,

and entire families. Many carry their belonging on wheelbarrows, but most of them are
carrying things on their backs. They walk in silence, quietly. How awful .... It went on like
this for very long, the entire day and only in the evening did the crowd of people become

smaller."She even adds, which is not confirmed elsewhere. but may be true: "And they were
walking the next day and so it went on for several days. . Y s Pihido was on Artem Street, then
called L'viv Street, around 1 1 a.m. that Monday, and writes:

173~ihido-Pravoberezhnyi,"Vefyku Vitchymiana viina," pp. 1-

107; Bogatymhuk, Moi put', p.

130.

174Anatoli(Kuznetsov), Babi Yar, pp. 90 and 92.1 replaceû the translator's "Yid" with %ken and
"put paid to themwwith "pay them back for." Cf. Ereignismeldung UâSSR, 106 (7 October 1941),
p. 15, which States: "The 'resettlement measun' implemented against the k w s h a generally found
agreement [hat durchus die Zusrimmung der Bevt3Ikenrng gefunden]. That the Jews were
actually liquidated has hardly become known so far."
I75"l2 dnevnika uchitel'nitsy gor. Kieva L. Nartovoi," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 347.1. 1. The
note is under the incorrect heading "28 September 1941."

Many thousands of people, mainly old ones, -but middle-aged people were dso not
lacking, - were moving toward Babyn Iar. And the chilchen...My God, the= were so
many children! Al1 this was moving, burdened with luggage and children. Hem and
there old and sick people who had no strength to move by themselves were k i n g
carried, probably by sons or daughters, without assistance on carts. Some cry, others
console. Most are moving self-absorbed, silently, with a doomed look. It was a temble
sight...176

Bohatyrchuk describes the exodus as follows:
On the morning of 30 [sic?] September 1could not yet know about what had
happened and met on the way to work a large number of Jews who were walking to the
cemetery with stony faces, paralyzed with fright. They already instinctively foresaw
what was going to happen to them. Only the children had no suspicions and ran
business-like, with bags in their hands or knapsacks on their shoulders. 1 remember a
group of Jews who carried on a stretcher a gray-haired old man, apparently a rabbi, and
sang a sad Song. 177

Al1 these witnesses were clearly shaken by the experience. Another observer, a female factory
engineer, generdized later when talking to the Commission on the Patriotic War in Ukraine,
"When they walked, it was such a weight on the hearts of all."~7*However true this may have
been for her and her acquaintances, by no means al1 observers were sad. Bohatyrchuk writes
that "unfortunately and to my shame, 1have to Say that 1saw quite a few of my CU-religionists
who observed this exodus with happy faces [s radosfnymi litsami). These short-sighted
people, blinded by hatred, simply did not realize what was going on."179 Kuznetsov saw the
exodus of the mostly poor Jews fiom the Kurenivka district and writes:
Deeply affected by what I saw, 1went from one group of [onlooking] people to the
next, listening to what they were saying; and the closer 1got to the Podil the more
people 1 found out on the streets. They were standing in the gateways and porches,
some of them watching and sighing, others jecring and hurling insults at the Jews. At
1T6Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, " Velyka

Vitchytniano viina," p.

108.

177Bogatyrch~k.Moi put', p. 131. The date is in doubt because he writes incomctly that the
poster appeared on the 29th. Md., p. 130.
'"Nadezhda Petrovna Konashko (Ukrainian barn in 1913). interview in Russian by the CHPWU,
22 Febmary 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 244,l. 2.
179Bogatyrchuk,Moi put', p. 13 1.

one point a wicked-looking old womm in a dirty head-scarf rui out on to the rodway.
snatched a case from an elderly Jewess and nished b d c inside the courtyard. The
Jewess screarned [at] her, but some tough charriers stood in the gateway and stoppd
her getting in. She sobbed and cursed and complained, but nobody would take her part,
and the crowd went on [its] way, [with] eyes averted. 1peeped through a crack and
saw a whole pile of stolen things lying in the yard. 1aiso overhead someone say that in
one place a cabby who had been specially hired to transport the luggage belonging to
several families simply whipped up his home and dashed off down a side-street, and
they never saw him again.180

He also saw later dong the deserted streets a few latecomers who walked fast, "to the
accompaniment of whistles and shouts h m the doonvays."181 Among the onlookers were also
many Germans. On Artem Street, they called out to Jewish girls, "Corne do my laundry!"

(Komm waschen!).l82 The remaining non-Jewish population was to find out about what
happened next only on 30 September and 1 October. (How they reacted to the news will be
discussed in chapter 10.)At the same time, "certain suspect people" tried to sel1 fur and jewelry
in the streets.183 Many of the Jews' apartments were eventually occupied by those who had
become homeless because of the fires.184
Once the Jews and those who accompanied them anived at the designated corner of
Mel'nykov and Dehtiarivs'ka Streets, they continued to walk further West. One Jewish girl, G.
Ia, Batasheva, came there with her family relatively late, around 10 a.m. She saw how about

fifteen trucks with heaps of clothes on them passed them by in the opposite direction.
Nevertheless, people kept saying that they would be deporteci by train. The point of no return
was at the intersection of Mel'nykov and Puhachova Streets. From then on, they were guarded

180Anatoli(Kuznetsov), Babi Yar, p. 94. 1 replaceci the translater's "Podol" with "the Podil" and
made some other changes, indicated by the brackets.

182Kuznetsov,Babii iar, p. 101, based on his long interview with D. M. Ronicheva (see note 187).
183Fesenko. Povest', p. 75. Bohatyrchuk writes that he and others found out the tmth "only afier
several days" because the SS had conceaied the operation carefully. Bogatyrchuk, Moi put', p.
130.

184EreignismeldungUdSSR, 106 (7 October 1941). p. 13.

by Geman soldiers and the all-Gerrnan Police Battalion 303.185 Many non-Jews were sent
away at this stage. There w e n also Germans standing d o n g both sides of the s e t , who
orderrd the k w s to drop their bags and suitcases. The Jews w e n chased toward the entrance

of a ravine, known to d l Kievans as Babii Iar (in Ukrainian: Babyn Iar), located between
Luk"ianivka and two other districts (Kurenivka and Syrets'). Suddenly semi-automatic gunfire
could be heard. The procession took a left (southward) mm into Siml"i Khokhlovykh Street,
then called Kahatna Street, which had the Jewish cemetery on its right (west). Then it tmk a
right (westward) turn into Dorohozhyts'ka Street, which was between that cemetery and the

Luk" ianivka cemetery.
The record of Batasheva's testimony says that "both sides of Dorohozhyts'ka Street
were densely planted with young trees, and between them stood Hitlerites armed with

automatics and sticks. Many had dogs. At the end of the cemetery terrain the people were
chased to the right, d o n g Babyn Iar, where, as it were, a living corridor of sub-machinegunners [avtomatchikil had been formed. It led [downward] t o a large even ground. Those
who tried to move aside [in the comidor] were beaten severely with sticks and attacked by
dogs. People were also beaten without any reason."l86 Another survivor, Dina Mironovna
Pronicheva (born Vasserrnan in 19 11 in Chernihiv), who arrived relatively early at the site, told
the Commission on the History of the Patriotic War in Ukraine in 1946 that the point of no
return was at "the gate of the Jewish cemetery" (Le., not already at Puhachova Street), where

185G. Ia. Batasheva, questioning (by Soviet investigators]. 15 July 1980, (Kiev?]. reproduced in
Bogdan A. MM inenko, "Triagediia Bab'ego Iara: rassekrechennye dokurnenty svidetel'stvuiut," in
Wiehn, Die Schocih, pp. 364-366. That the Jews believed up to the last moment that they would
be taken to another place is also stated in Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 128 (3 November 1941), p. 3,
published in Nortbert Müller [et. ab], ed.. Die faschistische Okkupationspolitik in den zeitweilig
besetzten Gebieten der Sowjetunion (1941-1 944) (Berlin, 1991), p. 2 10. A Gerrnan policeman
who guarded at Babyn Iar testified in 1965 that "the Jews were g u d e d by Wehrmacht units and
by a Hamburg Police Battalion, which, as far as 1 can remember, carried the number 303." Peter
Longerich, ed., Die Ermordung der europàischen Judcn: Eine wnfùssende Dokumentation des
Holocaust 1941-1945 (Munich and Zurich, 1989), p. 123.
"6Batasheva questioning in Wiehn. Die Schodh. pp. 165-166. She and another girl told a
German there that they were not Jewish. He took them to a group of car drivers. One driver drove
them to Mel'nykov Street and let them go. 1 have concluded that this record means the Jewish
cemetery when referring to the "military" cemetery.

"at the entrance were standing Germans and poliuai [native policemen 1." Nobody was let out,
"except for interpreters." She continues:

1left my relatives at the gate of the cernetery and walked on my own to see what was
going on further on. Opposite the Jewish cemetery is a long fence which tums to the
left, 1went straight to see where the people were taken, why they are walking that way.
1thought there would be a train standing there, but 1saw that the Germans were
immediately taking off and seizing fur clothes, they took food and put it in one place,
the clothes in another, while the people walked on. The Gemans took out a large
number of people, stopped those walking for some time, and took people out again.
When it was my turn, 1wanted at first to get out, but they did not let me. 1retumed to
my parents and did not tell them anything, in order not to upset them, and went with
them ....
[In the corridor,] if somebody fell, a dog was let loose which ripped things and the
body, the person just had to get up and run downward, and there fa11 into the hands of
politsai, who undressed people completely, and while doing so beat them tembly,
wherever and however they could: with their han& feet, some of the politsai had
knuckledusters. The people went to execution covered with blood.187
1*7Pronicheva,CHPWU interview, II. 1 1 6 118 (full reference in note 164). This text has been
published in Feliks Levitas and Mark Shimanovskii, Babii iar: stranitsy tragedii (Kiev, 1991). pp.
22-32 (the quotations provided so far in my account are in ibid, pp. 23-24) and also in a
Ukrainian translation in "Babyn Iar (veresen' 1941 - veresen' 1943 m.)," Ukraïns'kyi istorychnyi
zhurnal, 9 (Kiev, 1991), pp. 80-86. Both publications are based on a second copy of the report
which is located at TsDAVOV, f. 4620, op. 3, d. 281, 11. 1-21.
There are three other records based on statements by Pronicheva. All confinn the
presence of Ukrainian policemen. (1) On 9 February 1967, she testified at a Soviet trial. A
German translation of this testimony is in Longerich, Die Ennordmg, pp. 124-127 and Wiehn,
Die Schodh, pp. 175-177.
(2) Anatolii Kuznetsov interviewed Pronicheva for several days in a year which he does
not mention. His record, which he vows is correct, says that at the entrance of the Jewish cemetery
stood Germans and "Ukrainian policemen in black unifoms with grey cuffs." There instruction
were given by "a very striking figure, a tall, energetic man in a Ukrainian embroidered shirt, with
a long Cossack moustache.... Everyone called him 'Mr Shevchenko,' like the Ukrainian poet.
Maybe that was his proper name, or maybe somebody had dubbed him that because of his
moustache, but it sounded rather frighthil, like 'Mr Pushkin' or 'Mr Dostoyevsky'." Anatoli
(Kuznetsov), Babi Yar, pp. 101 and 104; Kuznetsov, Babi iar, pp. 101 and 104. Kuznetsov's text
speaks of western Ukrainian accents. It also says that the orders to undress were given by the
Ukrainian policemen, who, if people hesitated, "tore off the clothes by force, kicked them and
beat them with knuckledusters and clubs, drunk with fury, in some sadistic rage." Babii iar, p.
106. It is worth noting that the published translation by David Floyd mistakingly adds "by the
Germans." See Babi Yar, p. 106. The Russian original clearly refers to the Ukrainian policemen.
Kuznetsov's text also has this quote: "Demidenko! Davai prikidai!" Here, as on several other pages
in his book, Kuznetsov translated from Ukrainian into Russian without indicating that he did so.
(3) The final and least d i a b l e text is Shimon Kipnis, "Zhivoi privet iz ada," in Iosif
[Joseph] Vinokurov, Shimon Kipnis, and Nora Levin, eds., Kniga pamioti psviushchena
zhemarn Bab'ego Iara (Philadelphia, 1983). pp. 21-33, with an English translation on pp. 108118. Kipnis was a wtiter who emigrated from the Soviet Union to the United States. He wmte this
account on the basis of two days of conversation with Pronicheva. He does not Say when or where
this was. He does Say that she fell il1 on the third &y, was taken to a hospital, and died there. This
text mentions politsai-ukraintsy, one of whom supposedly told a German, "Don't believe her, she
is a Jewess. We know her..."(p. 22). This is contradicted by al1 three eadier records, which speak
of a Ukrainian policeman who believed that Pronicheva was Ukrainian and wanted to release her.
Viktor Nekrasov, a Russian writer from Kiev, has written that his mother begged her many
Jewish fkiends in vain not to go, and even offered to hide them at her place. She, and many others

For the presence of Ukrainians ai that site there is also a Gemum source. A former rnember of
the main murder team, Sonderkommando 4a of Einsatzgruppe C, years later testified to

German prosecutors that the Jews were received, undressed, pushed, and kicked "by the
Ukrainians."'"

1s is likely that most of these UlvPinians were rnembers of the socalleci

Bukovinian Battalion, an unofficial unit led by the OUN-Mwhich comprised hundreds of

OUN members and sympathizers from Galicia as well as Bukovina.1"
who accompanied the Jews, were chased away somewhere near the Jewish cemetary by what
Nekcasov calls "robust German soldiers with rolled up sleeves and politsai in black uniforms with
grey cuffs. Somewhere further, ahead, shooting was audible, but mother did not understand a
thing t hen.. ." Viktor Nekrasov, "Zapiski zevaki," Kontinent: literatumyi. obshchestvennopoliticheskii i religioznyi zhurnal, IV ([Paris?), 1975), p. 73, cited in Yaroslav Bilinsky,
"Methodological Problems and Philosophical Issues in the Study of Jewish-Ukrainian Relations
during the Second World War," in Howard Aster and Peter 1. Potichnyj, eds., Ukrainian-Jewish
Relations in Historical Perspective (Edmonton, i WO), p. 380. Another second-band mention of
the politsaï is in Levitas and Shimanovskii, Babii iar, p. 20.
The record of the questioning of Batasheva speaks only of "Hitlerites" and "fascists."
Another survivor who crawled out, Elena Efimovna Knysh, only mentioned "German soldiers."
Black Book, pp. 9-10. For another account by this survivor, see Levitas and Shimanovskii, Babii
iar, pp. 18-19.
188Hofer of Sonderkommando 4a, testimony, 27 August 1959, Germany, reproduced in Emst
Klee et. al., cornps., "Schone Zeiten'? Judenmord aus der Sicht der Tater und Gafer (Frankiùrt
am Main, 1988), p. 67, and translateci in Emst Klee et. al., comps., 'Those Were the Days? The
Holocausr through the Eyes of the Perpetrators and Bystanders (London, 1991), p. 63.
189A recent "official" history prepared by veterans of the Bukovinian Battalion indicates that
members of the battalion were present in Kiev from the time of the fires in the center and were
functioning as part of the Ukrainian police. After mentioning the encirclement of the Red A m y
near Kiev and the date of the German anival in Kiev, the account says: "Less than a week after
these events, the Bukovinian Battalion, which at that time had 700 to 800 members, arrived in
Kiev." The history adds that several members took jobs in the city administration or created
police units in Vasyl'kiv, Bila Tserkva, and other places in the Kiev region. Then follows a history
of the Ukrainian police in Kiev, which starts as follows: "With the remaining members of the
Battalion, a military course was held. They participated in rescue efforts, helping the inhabitants
of Kiev to extinguish the fires and to liquidate the consequences of the massive explosions."
Andrii Duda and Volodymyr Staryk, Bykovyns'kyi Kurin*: v boiakh za ukraihs'ku denhavnist,
1918, 1941. 1944 (Chernivtsi, 1995), pp. 84 and 86.
Two emigré publications from the 1950s also state that the Bukovinian Battalion arrived
in Kiev soon after the Germans. According to an officia1 OLJN-Mpublication, it arrived "shortly
after its liberation from the Bolsheviks" and "the largest part joined the Ukrainian police." A man
who volunteered in L'viv for police work in Kiev -te
in 1957 that he arrived on 9 November
1941 as part of a group of 280 similar volunteers, al1 people who were "thirsting for revenge."
They were accompanied by Captain (sotnyk) Petto Voinovskyi, the leader of the original
Bukovinian Battalion and officially, since 1940, the leader of the Regional Executive of the
OülU[-Ml in Bukovina and Bessarabia. At the police station in Korolenko Street, these Galicians
met "a group of about 350 volunteers; the sons of Green Bukovina and Transcarpathia who a b o
had volunteered for active stmggle against the Muscovite occupiers. That gn>up had advanced
right behind the front line." Vasyl' Shypyns'kyi, "Ukraiinslyi natsionalizm na Bukovyni," in
Orhanizatsiia Ukraïns'kykh Natsionalistiv, I9ZW954: zbirnyk stattei u 25-litlia OUN ([Paris],
1955). p. 220; Iu. Pasichnyk, "Ukraïns'ki 115 i 118 kureni v borot'bi z soviets'koiu dyversiiciu

According to Batashaeva, "at the brink of the ground were elevations [vozvysheniia],
and between them n m w aisles leading into the ravines." The ravine was about 150 meters
long, thirty meters wide, and fifteen meters deep.lm Ronicheva f i e r the corridor was able to
convince a politsai in Ukrainian that she was a Ukrainian. He iold her, "Sit, wait until the
evening, when we shot al1 the Jews, we will let you go." She sat and saw how "babies were
taken from their mothers and thrown upward through some kind of sandy wail lpeschanaia
stena]. All the naked people were lined up two or three at a time and led to some kind of height,
to the sandy wall, which had cuts [prorezy] in it. The people went there and did not retum....

In the evening a car drove up and the German officer sitting in it ordered al1 of us to be shot,
with the argument that if just one person got out of here and talked in the city about what [s/lhe
had seen here, not a single Jew would show up the next day....After getting out of the socalled door, that cut [razrez],on the left was a small ledge [nebol'shoi vystup], where al1
people were placed and from the opposite side, from machine-guns they were shot." She
jumped and pretended to be dead. Later she was covered with sand by men, one of whom
The murderers kept count: at the end
spoke Ukrainian ("Demydenko. davai siudy. zasypai").~9~
of two days 33,771 Jews had k e n slaughtered.192 This figure may not include the non-Jewish
spouses and other relatives who shared their fate.

The weeks or months before the Gennan arriva1 tevealed most of al1 that the regime which was

retreating did not trust or care about those citizens who were slipping out under its control.
(Uryvky iz shchodennyka z 1941-1944 K.)," Visti Bratstva kol. Voiakiv 1 UD UNA, Vm,7-10
(78-81 [sic; = 81-84]) (Munich, November 1957), p. 9.
lgOBatashevaquestioning in Wiehn, Die Schodh. p. 366; Hofer testimony in "Schone Zeiten," p.
63.

19Pronicheva. CHPWU interview, 11. 118-120: Levitas and Shimanovskii, Babii iar, pp. 24-25.
The text in the book by Levitas and Shimanovskii translates the quote into Russian: "Demidenko,
davai siuda, zasypai." This kind of editing causes confusion.
192"DasSonderkommando 4a hat in Zusammenarbeit mit Gmppenstab und zwei Kommandos des
Polizei-Regiments Süd am 29. und 30.9.41 in Kiew 33.771 Juden exekutiert." Einsatzgruppe C in
Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 101 (2 October 1941), p. 2. The staternent that only Jews were shot on
this occasion reappears in ibid., 128 (3 Novembet 1941), p. 3, published in Müller, Die
faschistische Okkuparionspolitik, p. 210: t'ausschlieBlich Juden mit ihrer gesamten Familie."

From the very beginning, Stalin and his associates gave first priority to making life in the
German-held temtories impossible. They deceived the population about the true state of affairs
at the front, comrnitted atmcities against "unreliables," and pursued a scorched-earth policy.
Meanwhile, there was an often panicky flight by an elite who was in the know and had access
to transportation. By "Western" standards, al1 of this suggested that the Soviet authonties were
not a native government, but a conqueror k i n g forced out. The scorched-earth policy was not
a Communist invention, but essentially a return to tsarist warfare. This applies even to the
destruction of major cities; after Napoleon entered Moscow, he soon found hirnself in a
completely leveled city unfit for habitation. Indeed, had Moscow been taken by the Germans in
1941, there is little doubt that Stalin would have had it destmyed in much the same way as
Kiev. lg3

On the other hand, the way the population of Ukraine (and other Soviet temtories)
responded to the change of authonties may well be unprecedented in the history of European
warfare. The spy-mania in the cities was probably greater than in other countries k i n g invaded
by the Germans. But most striking was that the vast rnajority of drafted soldiers did not want to
fight. In 194 1, they felt there was nothing worth fighting for. Having been cordoned off from
the outside world for twenty-five years and constantly deceived by the state-run media, they
did not expect that their lives would be at stake.

The looting was not, as many intellectuals concluded, a sign of lack of civilization of
the "mob" (chem'), but logical behavior during the collapse of an economy with hardly any
private property. To be sure, many people, especially city dwellers, felt that looting was
necessary to aven death by starvation. More important, however, was their sense, whether
they lived in the cities or in the countryside, that they had the moral right to loot. These people
who had been exploited and owned virtually nothing felt that they were not stealing, but merely

'930n 15 October 1941, Stalin ordered the evacuation of govemment and other offices from
Moscow, dong with, upon the appearance of the Germans at the outskins, the blowing up of
enterprises, stacks, offices, and the power suppty to the subway. The water supply and the sewers
were apparently excluded from this order. Kumanev, "Sovetskaia ekonomika," p. 177. The
cornparison with Napoleon's arrival in Moscow is from Lashchenko, "Povorot," Sumostii~
Ukraïna, XI, 7 (1 15) (New York, July 1958). p. 9.

were taking back their "share."As they shouted in Kiev in response to a question why they
were looting: "They took enough of us! We're taking from them whatever we can! It's ours
anyway, Our blood and sweat!"lw
In the case of Kiev, it is remarkable how the Germans were caught off guard. They had
started amsting Jews immediately after their arrivai. Stalin's destruction of the city center was
imrnediately followed by the total "deportation" of the Jewish men, women, and children of
Kiev, which was welcomed by a significant number of the other Kievans. It was
unthinkable-as

it is still today-that al1 of them were systematically massacred. Ukraine's

capital had never seen such tragedy as in those days in the fa11 of 1941. We now know that the
massacre would have taken place anyway. But at the tirne, to the vast majority of Kievans,
Jews and non-Jews alike, the poster was provoked by the destruction of the city center.

IWhekh, "Pravda' (the quote); Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 8 1 (1 2 September 1941). p. 16.

CHAPTER 2

The Administration of the ReichsRommissuriat Ukraine

As early as 16July 1941, Hitler appointed the fervent Nazi Ench Koch (18 9 6 1986) as The
Reich Commissioner for the Ukraine (Der Reichskommissarfi die Ukraine).' Koch, a man in
his mid-forties, had a radically left-wing past. He actually admitteci once that had he not met
Hitler, he would have become a convinced Communist. Even while a member of the Nazi party
he published a book in praise of the Soviet Union, Construction in the Ear?(Aufbauim Osten,

1934).2Perhaps in order to prove thaî he had oveniorne his earlier proSoviet attitude,3 Koch
was an extremely and proudly brutal Reichskommissar. He is said to have remarked once, "If 1
find a Ukrainian who is worthy of sitting at the same table with me, 1must have him shot."4 In
Konigsberg, present-&y Kaliningrad, an admirer heard him deliver a speech once and found it
to be "not talking, but beating? Koch's brutality showed in his very first public
announcement, "To the Population of Ukraine!", which he actually made only on 25 December
1941, after he had been Reichskommissar for over five months. Although Soviet power would

never return, Koch's announcement said, the war went on, for England, the cause of the w u ,
had not yet k e n defeated. For Ukraine's population-there was no word of "Ukrainians" or
other nationalities-this

meant one thing-working.

Twaddle and talk are of no use now; only the willingness of each to put al1 his force at
[our] disposal. Now there is no place for loafers and gossipmongers. Al1 forces of the

'Alexander Dallin, Gerrnan Rule in Ricssia, 1941-1945: A Stuày of Occupation Policies, 2nd ed.
(Boulder, Colorado, 198l), p. 84. Erich Koch was bom in Wuppertal on 19 June 18%. He died
in the Polish prison of Barczewo on 14 November 1986.
Gerald Reitlinger, "Last of the War Criminals: The Mystev of Ench Koch." Commentary, XXVII,
1 (New York, January 1959)-p. 32; Dallin, Gennan Rule, p. 125.
'Dailin, Gennan Rule, pp. 126-127, is convinced that his pro-Soviet past was the main m o n .
4Alfred Frauenfeld, Denkschrift, 10 Febmary 1944, quoted in Dallin, Gemian Rule, 167.

SKua Nestler, "Die Ukraine, wie ich sie sehe." TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 71.1. 127.
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land beiong to the stmggle against the enemies of mankind well-king, and happiness!
We will judge everyone only by the extent to which he actually helps the xeconsûuction
of this land. Each of You wül have the possibility to live according to your faith and
views and to be happy. Only by industry ind hbw,by the M g k t
production and achievement, by the best working of the land, and by
exemplary breeding of your cattle live-stock will you prove that you are
willing to build a new happy time.

AnyMy who resisted would be hit by the "implacable seventy of the law." "We will punish
every idler and violator of the peace.'I6
Koch's policy, and that of his like-rninded and influential deputy, Regienurgsprasident
Paul Dargel, the chief of the Political Division, remained consistent until the end. It led to
protests from Koch's forma1 superior, the Reich Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Temtories
(Reichsministeriumfür die besetzten Ostgebiete, or Ostministerium for short) and its head,
Reichsminister Alfred Rosenberg (1893- 1946). In response, Koch banned the widespread

flogging of people (18 April 1942).7 But this had no eff't on his subrdinates, who were well
aware of his real opinion, and he himself continued to propagate a hard line. In late August
1942, just back from a visit to Hitler, with whom he got dong very well, he told a conference

of officiais in Ukraine that "the very last must be extracted from the civilian population without
regard for their welfare," and prohibited any socializing with the Ukrainians, who were
"inferior in every respect." "If this people works ten hours daily, it will have to work eight
hours for us. There must be no acts of sentimentality. This people must be governed by iron
force, so as to help us to win the war now. We have not liberated it to bring blessings on the
Ukraine but to secure for Germany the necessary living space [Lebensram]and a source of

food."*Even after the German defeat at Stalingrad in February 1943, Koch instructed his

6Translation from the Okrainian version as rendered in Volyn*: chsopys dlia Volyni, 25
December 1941, p. 1 . Emphasis in the original. A photo-reproduction of the Gennan text is in
Ernst Klee and Willi Drekn, "Gott mit uns'*: der deutsche Vernichtungskrieg im Osten 19391945 (Frankfurt, 1989)-p. 217.
'DaIlin, Germun Rule, p. 140111(does not provide a source). A copy of the order is USNA
microcopy T-120,roll 2533, frame E292728.
*DaIlin, German Rule, p. 143.

subordinates not to k any less "harsh." In fact, "on the ~ontrary."~
He also told a Nazi party
conference in Kiev on 5 March 1943, "We are a master race that must rernember that the
lowliest German worker is racially and biologically a thousand times more valuable than the
population here." Io
The Reichskommissariat Ukraine (RKU)was activated six weeks after Koch's
appointment as commissioner, on 1 September 1941. It bordered on the Reich province of East
Pnissia (Ostpreukn), of which Koch was the Nazi administrator (Gauleiter). In this
capacity-which

he clearly preferred, as he spent most of his time in Konigsberg-he was

accountable to the head of the Chancellery of the Nazi party, his close friend Martin
Bonnann.11 On 20 ûctober and on 15 Novemkr, parts between the Southem Buh and Dnieper
riven were added to the Reichskommissariat, so that formally Koch ruled a territory stretching
from the Baltic to the Black S e a The last expansion of the Reichskommissariat took place as
late as 1 September 1942, when the Left-Bank parts of the pre- 1941 oblasts of Kiev, Poltava,
Dnipropetrovs'k, Zaporizhzhia. and Mykolaïv were added. (These parts are presently in the
oblasts of Kiev, Cherkasy, Poltava, Dnipropetrovs'k, Zaporizhzhia, and Kherson).l2 At its
greatest size, the Reichskommissariat Ukraine compriscd a little under 340,000 square
kilometers.lVt included a swampy forest region which had been part of the Belanisan SSR,
m e order was dated 20 Febmary 1943. Ibid., p. 156.
10Ibid., p. 156 and Timothy Mulligan. The Politics of Illusion and Empire: Gemtan Occupation
Policy in the Soviet Union, 1942-1 943 (New York, Westport, Conn., and London, 1988), p. 68.
"DaIlin, German Rule, p. 85. Even in the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, Koch demanded that he
be acidressed as Gauleiter. Ibid. Gerald Reitlinger estimates that as Reichskommissar Koch spent at
most six months in Ukraine. Reitlinger. " k t of the War Criminals," p. 35.
I*Dallin, Gemtnn Rule, pp. 85 and 127;order by Hitler, 12 August 1942. accompanied by a map,
USNA microcopy T- 120, roll 2533, frames E292759-760. The order even speaks of "the former
Soviet administrative districts (oblasts) Cherson, Saporoshje, Dnjepropetrowsk, Poltava, and Kiew
east of the Dnieper," although the oblast of Kherson was only created in March 1944 (out of the
oblasts of Mykolaïv and Zaporizhzhia). The e m r must have originated from the map he was
shown. Cf. John A. Armstrong. Wkrainian Nationulism, 3rd ed. (Englewood, Colorado. 1990). p.
82n44,which fails to mention the Lefi-Bank parts of the pn-1941 oblasts of Kiev and Mykolaiiv.
13To be precir, 339,275.83 square kilometers. The sizes of the GenerafbeUnte(GB) at their
greatest extent (in square kilometers and in decreasing order of size) were 80,507.99 for the
Volhynia-Podolia GB; 71,790.10 for the Kiev GB; 64,800.1 1 for the Zhytomyr GB; 52,397.63
for the Dnipropetrovs'k GB;46,880 for the Mykolaïv GB;and 22,900 for the Crimea GB.

that is, as the south of that republic's oblasts of Brest and Homel, including the cities of BrestLitovsk, Pinsk, and Mazyr. The most densely populated pan of Koch's U M n i a n domain was
the northem part of the Right Bank.14

Nazi plans foresaw a ReichskommissariatUkraine that would extend al1 the way to the
Caucasus, but even several regions of pre- 1939 Soviet Ukraine never becarne part of it. These
included the former oblasts of Chernihiv, Sumy, and Kharkiv in the northeast and the
industrial Donbas in the east, which remained undcr Geman military administration. Likewise,
the Cnmea remained under the Germany military. The military zone was officially called A m y
Rear Area 103 (rückwartiges Heeresgebiet 103), dthough it was also referred to as A m y Rear
Area South (rückwartiges Heeresgebiet Süd). Ukrainian-inhabited eastem Galicia remained
outside the Reichskommissariat as well. This former part of the pre-1918 Habsburg Empire
was joined as the Distrikt Galizien to what since 1940 had been called simply the
Generalgouvernement. Finally, Germany's ally Romania received back northem Bukovina and
southem Bessarabia that the Soviet Union annexed in 19N. Romania was also granted control
over Ukrainian lands up to the Southem Buh river, the present-day equivalent to most of the
Odessa oblast, the south of the Vinnytsia oblast, and a western strip of the Mykolaïv oblast.
This new acquisition was called Tramnistria, but it never was îùlly integrated into the
Romanian state.

The Reichskommissariat Ukraine consisted of six Generalbezirke (general districts)
headed by Generalkommissare: Volhynia-Podolia (Woihynien und Podolien, under SAObergruppenführer Heinrich Schone, in Luts'k); Zhytomyr (Shitomir, under
Regierungsprüsident Kurt Klemm, in Zhytomyr); Kiev (Kiew. under Gauamtsleiter Waldemar

Magunia, who arrived in Kiev only in mid-Febniary 194213; Mykolaïv (Nikolajew, under
"Uebersicht über die Venrvaltungseinteilung des Reichskommissariats Ukraine nach dem Stand
vom 1. Januar 1943," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 231, 1.45. m i s indispensible list is also at the
Bundesarchiv Berlin (Bestand R 6, file 70, fols. 108-114). A map based on it is in Norbert Müller
[et al.], ed., Die faschistische Okkupationspofitikin den zeitweilig besetzten Gebieten der
Sowjetunion (1941-1944) (Berlin, 1 Wl), pp. 6 1 6 6 17. Although good, this map fails to indicate
the Heniches'k district (Gebiet Genitschek).
I8Soviet report, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 597, 1. 70.
'SPosfednienovosti, 16 Febniary 1942, p. 1. Before then, Lundrat Dr. Ackmann, the leader of the

NSFK-Obergruppenflhrer Ewaid Oppemann, in Mykoloïv); Dnipropetrovs'k
@njepropetmwsk, under Oberbcfehkchuber &r NSDAP Claus Selmer, in Dnipropetmdk);
and Crimea (Krirn, under Gauleiter Alfred Frauenfeld, in Melitopol'). The Crimea
Generalbezirk was actually never more than a Taurida Partial District (Teübezirk Taurien), for
the Crimea proper never actually fell under civilian nile.16
In turn, the Generalbezirke consisted of districts, called Gebietskommissariate or
simply Gebiete (Ukr.sing. okruha), each mled by a Gebietskornmissar. In the abovementioned Generafbezirke there were respectively, 25,26,24, 13, 15, and 5 districts. The
Reichskommissariat's largest five cities were ruled apart from the districts and were called
Stadtkommissariate or Stadtgebiete ruled by a Stadtkommissar. The five cities were Kiev
(Kiew-Stadt17) and-in

declining order of size, al1 in the Dnipropetrovs'k Generalbezirk-

Dnipropetrovs'k (Dnjepropetrowsk-Stadt), Kryvyi Rih (Kriwoi Rog-Stadt), Zaporizhzhia
(Saporoshje-Stadt), and Dniprodzerzhyns'k (Kamenskoje-Stadt). 18
At Koch's headquarters in RivndRowno (i.e., not in Kiev) there were about eight
hundred Gennans in 1942. From mid-1942,

Koch dismissed many of hem, so that by March

1943 only 252 remained. The office of a Generalkommissar apparently had on1y about a
Generalkommisar's Hauptabteilung I, was acting Generalkommissar, following by one Quitzrau,
the leader of Hauptabteilung III. Letter by Quitzrau to Koch, Kiev, 21 January 1942, TsDAVOV,
f. 3206, op. 1, d. 78, 1. 6.
Waul Hilberg, The Destruction of the Eutopean Jews. Vol. 1, rev. ed. (New York and London,
1985), p. 348; Hitler, appointments of Generalkommissare, 30 September 1941, Bundesarchiv
Berlin, Bestand R 6, file 15, fols. 1-5 (a microcopy borrowed from Dr Erich Haberer);
"Uebersicht über die Verwaltungseinteilung," 11. 45-50v.
l"T'hus,Stadtkommissariat Kiew-Stadt was not part of the Kiev district (Gebiet Kiew-Land). The
latter district consisted of the fout raions Borodianka, Byshiv, Kiev (Kiew-Land, i.e., the
Sviatoshyn region), and Makariv. Kiew-Land's Gebietskommissar was a man cailed Handke. In
May 1943 he was replaced by a certain Behrens. Clipping h m Deutsche Ukraine-Zeitung, 11
May 1943, USNA microcopy T-84, roll 120, frame 419709.
18"Uebersichtüber die Venvaltungseinteilung." Initiai appointments, never realized, dso called
smaller cities such as Poltava, Kremenchuk, Zhytomyr, Vinnytsia, and Brest-Litovsk
Stadtkommissariate. Bundesarchiv Berlin, Bestand R 6, file 15, fols. 6-43.
Because the official "Uebersicht" speaks of Gebiete and Stadtgebiete, and not of
Gebietskommissariate or Stadtkommissariate, the former terms are used in this study. The
alternative terms did not entirely disappear from use, however, even after the publication of the
"Uebersicht."
n i e leaders of the Stadtkommissariate initially called themselves "mayor" or "supreme
mayor" (Bürgenneister, Oberbürgemeisfer), but this soon became Der Stuàtkommissar.

hundred Germans, while most Gebietskommissare (according to a cornplaint by Koch) had
only two or th= Gennan aides.19 The small n u m k r of German civilian officials was felt al1
the more because of bad communications. For example, Koch never ever had a phone
connection with his Generalkommissare in Mykolaïv, Dnipropetrovs'k, and Melitopol'.20
A Gebiet or district consisted of between two and twelve Ruyons/raiony, which in fact

were the sarne raions as in the Soviet penod. The raions, cities, towns, and villages were the
only level of administration where the local population was dlowed to govem. They were
called the "Ukrainian auxiliary administration" (irkrainische HiIfmerwaltung). Their specific
names were Rayonvenvclltung or raionova uprava (raion administration); Stadtverwaltung or

rnis'ka uprava (city or town council); and Do@memtalrung or sil's'ka uprava (village council,
also known as starostut). These administrations were headed, respectively, by a Rayonchef or

shef raionu (raion chief); a HilfsbürgemeisterlBürgenneisteror holova mista (mayor); and a
Do~altester/Do~morsteher/Do~schulze
or starosta (elder). The latter was sometimes also

called burhomistr (mayor), from the German Bürgemeister. The main authorized sources of
income to keep these administrations running were taxes on trade and charges for services.*' If
the population did not obey Gerrnan orders passed on by a raion chief or a mayor of a large
city, the latter were authorized to impose a fine of 200 roubles (20 Reichsmarks) or two weeks
of forced labor or incarceration, without right of appeal for those involved. For this, they were
supposeci to employ the native police (discussed below).u

I9Koch to Rosenberg, 16 March 1943, in Trial of the Major War Criminals before the
International Military Tribunal [TMWCJ, 25 (Nuremberg, 1949). p. 257, cited in Mulligan,
Politics of illusion, p. 23. According to Hilberg, Destruction, Vol. 1, p. 348, the average
Gebietskommissar had about six German staff members.
20TMWC, Vol. 25, p. 257.

2lwLageberichtRlr die Zeit vom 1.015. Oh. 1941," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15.1. 203: Iaan
Pennar, "Selbstverwaltung in den wahrend des Zweiten Welekneges besetzten Gebieten der
Sowjetunion," Sowjetstudien, XII (Munich, August 1%2), p. 64.
=Von Wedelstadt in Koch's name to al1 Generalkommissare, Rivne, 5 December 1941, TsDAVOV,
f. 3206, op. 1, d. 111, 1. 36. This is confirmed in a note by the Gebietskommissar to al1 raion
chiefs in the Polis'ke district (Gebiet Chabnoje), DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 21. 1. 82.

Legally, the raion chief had only juridiction over forest exploitation, w d delivery,
and financial taxes. For this, he passed on orders from the Gebietskommissar to the villages.
He was not allowed to handle agricultural mattefs, for these were supposed to be hlly
controlled at al1 levels by Geman agrkultural leaders with officer ranks. At the village level,
these were called L a n d w i r t s c h a t r e r or simply fu-Fiihrer or hndwirte. Each raion had one
Kreislandwirt (Kraislandvirt), while the district had a Gebietslandwi~.The latter's superior
was the Be~irkslandwirtin the capital of the Generalbezink, who in tum was responsible to a
Wirtschafrskommando (Economic Commando) in a large nearby city such as Kiev or
Dnipropetrovs'k.23 The task of the Landwirte, who moved about in light carriages, was
immense. In central Ukraine, the average Kreislandwirt was in charge of no less than 108
collective farms, each with an average size of 1,020 hectares.24 Almost al1 Lundwirte were
convinced that collective agriculture was more productive than private agriculture, and put the
presumed needs of Gemany and themselves above those of the peasants.25
Al1 German agricultural officiais employed native agronomists, whose skills made a
favorable impression on ~ h e mTheir
. ~ ~ salaries were much above the average for the rest of the
natives. For example, the office of the Gebietslandwirt in Polis'ke, formerly Khabne
(Ukrainisches Landwirtschaftsbüro Gebiet Chabnoje) employed in 1942 thirty-two locals,
including a "chief agronomist" (Oberagronom or holovnyi ahronom) who earned 950 Marks,

23Ralf Bartoleit, "Die deutsche Agarpolitik in den besetzten Gegieten der Ukraine vom Sommer
1941 bis mm Sommer 1942 unter besonderer Be~cksichtigungder Einfïihrung der 'Neuen
Agrarordnung': eine Studie über die stmkturelle Durchsetzung nationalsozialistischer
Programmatik" (M.A. thesis, Univemitat Harnburg, 1987). p. 56 and appendices Sa and Sb;
TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 11, 11. 8-9; Mulligan, Politics of Illusion, p. 28.
24Bartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik," p. 55.
=&id, p. 85; Siegfried Vegesack, Als Dolmetscher im Osten: ein Erlebnisbericht aus den Jahren
194243, mit 12 Bildern nach Aufiahmen des Verjiossers (Hannover-Dohren, 1965), p. 120.
26Rolf-DieterMüller, ed., Die deutsche Wirtschafispolitik in den besetzten sowjetischen Gebieten
1941-1943: der Abschlu#bericht des Wirtschfisstabes Os! und A ufkeichnungen eines
Angehorigen des Wirtschaf)skommandos Kiew (Boppard am Rhein, 1991), p. 133;
Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 52 (14 August 1941), pp. 13-14.

several other agronomists who each eamed 7 0 Marks,and ten sectional (uchtkovi)
agronomists who each surveyed five villages and eamed 600 Marks.2?
The Landwirte and the rnembers of the WirtschafiskontntandOswere employees of a
military organization called Wirtschaftsinspektion Sud (WiInSüd-Economic

Inspection

South). Besides the agriculturai section, this WiInSüd also had four other departments, for
industry, w o p requirements, forestry, and labor. It was the southem (Amiy Rear Area South)
branch of the Berlin-based Wirtschaftsstab Ost (Economic Staff East), an organization with illdefined and f ~ q w n t l yaltered limits of a~thority.2~
In regions where civilian mle was
introduced (and, as noted, this t m k some time in regions more to the east), the names of its
subdivisions were officidly changed. Thus the WiInSüd becarne Rüstungsinspektion Süd (of
the Wirtschaftsrüstungsamt) and Wirtschafiskommandosbecame Rüs?ungskornmandos. The

name WiStabOst was never changed, however.
WiStabOst had representatives of Germany's Four-Year Plan, the Suprerne Cornmand

of the A m y . and three ministries-the Ostministerium, the Ministry for Food and Agriculture,
and the Ministry of Economics. WiStabOst was the main agency in charge of the "eastem"
economy, even though it was formally subordinate to an Economic Command Staff East

(WirtschaftsfühningsstabOst) chaired by Reichsmarschall Goring, the Minister of Economy
and Commissioner of the Four-Year Plan.29 In addition, much of the "eastem" economy was
led by independent, private G e m corporations which employed thousands of non-Gennans.
27Document on wages. DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 85, 1.99.
28It was led by General Wilhelm Schubert and, from July 1942, General Otto Staph.
2The day-to-day management of the WiFüStabOst and the Four-Year Plan was in the hands of
Paul Komer, who also headed Koch's Main Section Food and Agriculture (Hauptabteilung
Emahrung und Landwirtschaft beim Reichskommissar für die Ukraine). Mulligan, Politics of
Illusion, p. 28; Dallin, German Rule, pp. 314-316; Reinhard Rürup, ed., Der Krieg gegen die
Sowjetunion 1941-1 945: eine Dokumentation (Berlin, 199 1), p. 93 (includes a portrait).
For a schedule of the structure of WiFüStabOst and WiStabOst, see Rolf-Dieter Müller,
"Das 'Untemehmen Barbarossa' als wirtschaftiicher Raubkrieg," in Gerd R. Ueberschiir and
Wolfgang Wette. eds., "UntemehmenIlrirbarossu": der deutsche Ubetfiall ouf die Sowjetunion
1941: Berichte, Analysen, Dokumente (Paderborn, l984), p. 181.
Food collection for the Gennan anny in Ukraine-rather than for civilian Gerrnans-was
the task of still another organization, with the confusingly similar narne Rüstungsinspektion
Ukraine (RüInUkraine), called up to October 194 1 Wirtschaftsinspektion Ukraine (WiInUkraine).
Bartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik," p. 57.

In agriculture, this was the Central Trade Corporation East (ZHO-ZenePUiandelsgescll~~hafi
Ost). In indusüy, private corporations oprated as "trustees" (Treuhander)).Thus the Mining
and Metallurgical Corporation East (Berg- und Hü~enwerksgesellschaftOst m. B. H.) headed
by Goring's industry manager Pleiger controlled al1 the mines and production factories in the

Dnieper bend (including Kryvyi Rih) and the Donbas.30
Policing, or more precirly. temw duties were at first mainly performed by the Nazi
intelligence agency RSHA (Reichssicherheitshauptamt).These were the Einsatzgmppen
(Operational Groups), divided into Einsahkommandos of the SS, or more precisely of the
Security Police (Sipo-Sicherheitspolizei) and the Security Service (SD-Sicherheiisdienst).
In northem and central Ukraine, this was Einsatzgmppe C, and in the south this was
Einsatzgmppe D. These men immediately started open-air massacres of Jews, Roma
(Gypsies), "partisans," and what were described as "suspect" persons. By early 1942, the
Einsarzgruppen in Ukraine (like elsewhere in the "east") were no longer mobile, but stationary
and led from Kiev by SS-Gnrppenführer Dr Max Thomas, a man who got dong well with
Koch.31 In this study, these Germans will be referred to as "Nazi intelligence" or the SD.
"Policing" authority was also executed by another organization, however. When
German civilian nile was introduced, the local militias, which the local population and also
OUN activists had organized, were purged and integrated into a larger police organization, the
Schutzmannschaft (police), or Schuma for short. This organization also consisted of Germans.
Its leader in Kiev was entitled The Higher SS and Police Chief WSSPF] at the Reich

Commissioner for the Ukraine (Der Hohere SS- und Polizei-Führer beim Reichskollunissarfür
die Ukraine). Initially, until 1 1 December 1941, the post was held by Obergruppenfuhrer
Friedrich Jeckeln (1895-1946). He was succeeded for the rest of the war by

joMulligan. Politics of Illusion, p. 29; Matthias Riedel, "Bergbau und Eisenhüttenhdustrie in der
Ukraine unter deutscher Besatzung (1941-1 944," Vierteljahrshefe für Zcitgeschichte, XXI, 3
(Munich, July 1973), pp. 251 and 267-278. A list of mining finns in fonnerly Soviet territories
as of late Match 1943 is in Müller, Die faschistische Okkuputionspolitik, pp. 404-406.
31Mulligan,Politics of Illusion, p. 66.

Obergruppenführer and General der Polizei Hans Adolf Rützmann (1901-l945).3* kckeln
and Prützmann also niled temtory to the east of the RKU,the Army Rear Area South.33
Prüttzmann mled over six SS and Police Chiefs (SS- und Polizeiführer) in the
Reichskommissariat, who iùnctioned alongside the Generalkollultissare. (Although one was
based in Simferopol' instead of Melitopol'.) F o d l y . this police answered not only to

R e i c w h r e r SS Heinrich Himmler in Berlin, but also to Koch and his Generalkommissare.
The reality was otherwise, however. Until the very end, Prützmann and Koch smiggled for
power.34 Alongside the Stadtkommirsore, there were even SS-Polizeistandortjùhrer,despite

the fact that the order to create them was rescinded after protests from Koch and Rosenberg?
The non-Gennan policemen usually had no uniform, but merely a yellow and blue
amband with the word Schufzmunn.%There were four categories: (1) stationary
(Einzeldienst); (2) "closed units" (Geschlossene Einheit); (3) "auxiliary"
(Hilfsschutzmmnschaft); and (4) firemen (Feuerschutzmannschaft).n In June 1942, there were

32Ruth Bettina Bim, Die Hoheren SS- und Polizeiführer: Himmlers Vertreter im Reich und in den
besetzten Gebieten (Düsseldorf, 1986), pp. 74, 337, and 342; Martin C. Dean, "The Geman
Gendarmerie, the Ukrainian Schutunannschaft and the 'Second Wave' of Jewish Killings in
Occupied Ukraine: German Policing at the Local Level in the Zhitomir Region, 1941-1944,"
German History, X N , 2 (London, 1996), p. 178; Hilberg, Destruction, Vol. 1, pp. 2 S 2 9 7 .
3% late October 1943, PNtzmann's title became "The Highest SS and Police Chief in the
Reichskommissariat Ukraine," along with the usual title of "HSSPF Russia-South." At the same
tirne, a new HSSPF was appointed for the Black Sea region, based in Mykolaïv. This was Ludolf
von Alvensleben (served from 29 Oçtober 1943 to 25 December 1943), who was succeeded by
Richard Hildebrandt (served from 25 December 1943 to 25 September 1944). Bim, Die Hoheren,
p. 74.

34The HSSPF also had four other SS- und Polizeifuhrer based in Kharkiv, Donets'k, Chemihiv,
and the Russian city of Rostov. Md., pp. 220-221, 223, and 231.
3SIbid.,pp. 222-224.
36Dean, "German Gendarmerie," p. 178; DAKO. f. r-2160, op. 1, d. 1, 11. 52-53 (about Bila
Tserkva); Savchenko, VRIO NKVD USSR, to N. S. Khmshchev, "Razvesvodka No. 32/67. O
deiatel'nosti ukrainskikh natsionalistov na okkupirovannoi nernetsko-fashistskimi zakhvatchikami
temtorii USSR. Po sostoianiiu 1.9. 42g." 19 September 1942, Engel's [Saratov oblast],
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 115.1. 18; "Lagebericht fiir Januar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1,
d. 78, 11. 39-40.
37Bim,Die Hoheren, p. 225n2.

thirty-six battaiions of native policemen in the Reichskommissariat.38 The S c h u ~ e were
r
mostly Ukrainians, but Poles, ethnic Gennans, and Russians were also represented. They
received a political training full of slogans such as, "The Jew must be destroyed," and were
armed with clubs and t ~ n c h e o n s . ~ ~

The Schuma had different narnes depending on their location. In the cities, they were
called "protective policeW-Sc
hutzpolizei (Ukr. : okhomnna politsiia). In the countryside, they
were called Gendarmerie (Ukr.: zhandarmeriia).40 On 25 November 1942, there were in the
Reichskommissariat a total of 8,669 native Schutzpolizei members (along with 2,799 German
colleagues).*l On the same date, there wen 42,579 native Gendarmerie rnembers (along with
merely 3,734 German colleag~es).~*
With these figures it needs to be realized that those
enrolled for the Crirnea Generalbezirk were not only station4 in the Taurida Partial District,
but a1so in the Crimea, which was not actually part of the Reichskornmissariat. Besides the
Schutzmannschaft (Schutzpolizei and Gendarmerie), there were also Police Battalions, which

38Seven in the Volhynia-Podolia Generalbezirk (battalions 101 through 107); three in the
Zhytomyr G B (battalions 108 through 1 10); ten in the Kiev GB (battalions 112 through 121);
three in the Mykolaïv GB (battalions 122 through 124); three in the Dnipropetrovs'k GB
(battalions 129 through 131); and ten in the Crimea GB (battalions 147 through 156). Georg
Tessin, "Die Stabe und Tmppeneinheiten der Ordnungspolizei," in Ham-Joachim Neufeldt,
Jürgen Huck, and Georg Tessin, Zur Ceschichte der Ordnungspolizei 19361945 (Koblenz,
I957), pp. 66-67 and 104-106.
Tessin's total of 30,000 Schutzmannschaft members for the Reichskommissariat Ukraine
in June 1942 is incorrect, for it includes too many temtories. Tessin accepts his source's view that
temtones identifieci as "Tschemigow," "Charkow," "Staline," and "Rostow" were part of the
Reichskommissariat. The mistake has been repeated in subsequent studies that used Tessin's
valuable survey .

39Dean, "German Gendarmerie," p. 178; Jonathan Steinberg, "The Third Reich Reflected: German
Civil Administration in the Occupied Soviet Union, 59414," English Historical Review, CX, 437
(Oxford, June 1995), p. 637.
40Dean, "German Gendarmerie," p. 178.
"Native Schutzpolizei members in the Volhynia-Podolia Generalbezirk: 2.3 17; in the Zhytomyr
GB: 538; in the Kiev GB: 3,552; in the Mykolaïv GB:700; in the Dnipropetrovs'k GB:886; and
in the Crimea GB: 676. Tessin, "Die Stabe," p. 65. The numbers of their German colleagues were,
respectively, 453. 310, 694, 371, 623, and 348. The same comment as the one in note 38
regarding Tessin's calculation applies.
421n the Volhynia-Podolia GB: 9,553; in the Zhytomyr GB:5,144; in the Kiev GB:9,464; in the
Mykolaïv GB:4,946; in the Dnipmpetrovsl GB:7,000; and in the Crimea GB: 6,468. Ibid. The
numbers of their Gennan colleagues were, respectively, 954, 772, 689, 410, 488, and 421. The
same comment as the one in note 38 rcgarûing Tessin's calculation applies.

were staffed exclusively by Gerrnans. The two categories together constituted the Oder Police

(Ordnungspolizei).
Not surprisingly, ordinary people did not use al1 the various names. When refemng to
Germans whose job it was to amst people, they simply spoke of "the Gestapo" (Gestapo).43
The most neutral name used for the nonGerman policemen was the adopted German word for
police-politsai

(e-g., etot politsai and tsipolitsai).

Aîongside the temr apparatus, there also developed a judicial system for the native
population. On 8 May 1942, al1 (male)junsts were summoned and ordered to handle civilian
and criminal cases on the basis of a printed directive. Hereafter, most raions received one judge
for civilian cases, the so-called Schlichterlshlikhter(rnediator). He was essent id1y a

reincarnation of the pre-revolutionary Justice of the Peace (mirovoi sud'ia). He had a superior
at the district center, the also non-German Oberschlichter. Criminal cases-and
wood "theft" and unauthorized cattle slaughter-were
also called Strafscht5fle <riminal

these included

handled by a socalled Sch@e (juror,

juror), which became in Ukrainian shefen (and in the

unofficial Russian language sheflen). Often, even at the district level, one judge had both jobs
and titles. The Schbre were officially employed by the German Courts (kutsche Gerichte), of
which there was one in each Generalbezirkcapital, and which handled civilian cases against
Germans and ethnic Germans. The Gebietskommissare also handled cases. Some examples of
the way this unstudied judicial system operated will be provided in the discussion on the
countryside in the next chapter. But of course natives could also be fomally prosecuted by the
SS and police: in court-martials (Standgedchte) or the more fixed SS and Police Courts (SS-

und Poli~eigerichte).4~
43Already in September 1941, "there [was] generally the notion that it [was] the same as the
NKVD." Ereignismefdung UdSSR, 81 (12 September 194L),p. 20. The word "Gestapo" shows up
in almost al1 the interviews and memoirs that were used for this study.

8 May 1942 order has apparently not becn preserved. "Auszug aus dem Lagebericht des
44K~h's
Generalkommissars, Kiew, den 1.9.42.," USNA microcopy T-84,roll 120, frames 4 19189-190;
M. Broszat, "Tatigkeit der früh e m Deutschen Gerichte in der Ukraine," Gutachten des Instituts
fit Zeitgeschichte. Vol. 2 (Stuttgart, 1%6), pp. 332-334; Nikolas Laskovsky, "Practicing Law in
the Occupied Ukraine," The Arnerican Slavic and Eust Eutopean Review, X, 2 (NewYork, 1952),
pp. 123-1 37; V. Boldyrev, "Mestnye sudy na Ukraine v period nemetslcoi okkupatsii." Vestnik
Instituts po izucheniiu SSSR,4 (21) (Munich, October-December 1956), pp. 66-72. The latter

The relationship between Koch and Rosenberg was macked by conflict. As one student of their
differences has argued, Koch stood for "immediate gains üuough intensive exploitation," while
Rosenberg favored "a long-tenn policy of indirect control and more popular c ~ p e r a t i o n . " ~ ~
Rosenberg, a Baltic German intellectual who spoke Russian without accent, wanted to destroy
the Soviet Union and perpetuate Gexman rule in eastem Europe by creating a wall amund
"Muscovy" of de-mssified satellite States. These were to be Greater Finland, the Baltic region,
Greater White Ruthenia, "Idel-Ural," Turkestan, Siberia, and especially Greater Ukraine.46 In
order to achieve this goal, he considered it necessary to win popu1ar support among the nonRussian populations (except for Jews and Roma). This was not because of any sympathy he
may have had for them.47 Thus he issued proposais for a Ukrainian satellite state, education for
the Ukrainians including a university, and even a Ukrainian political Party.
Hitler consistently prefemd Koch's approach, however. In fact, in 1941 he deceived
Rosenberg into believing that he had nothing against his proposais for Ukraine. On the day
before Kiev's capture, Hitler and Koch agreed in conversation that none of them would be

realized48Rosenberg never had a chance for success, for Hitler considered him useless.
"Incapable of intrigue, yet also incapable of straightforward outspokenness to the Führer,"
Rosenberg was soon "ignored, circumvented, [and] forgotten" by most Nazis.49
--

two sources are memoirs by former judges.
45Mulligan. Politics of Illusion, p. 7 1.
46Dallin. G e m n Rule, pp. 107- 111. On Rosenberg's Russian, see H. Sova [Hryhorii Kariak], Do
istoriï bol'shevyts'koi' diis'nosty: (25 rokiv thynia ukraïns'koho hromadianyna v SSSR) (Munich,
1955), p. 99.
47Like the other Nazi leaders, Rosenberg wanted to presewe the collective fanns, to facilitate the
collection of food and later settlement by German colonists, and insisted that Ukraine should be
exploited as a "military colony." Moreover, both before and after the invasion, his ministry issued
orders to prevent emigrés from returning or moving east out of the Generalgouvernement. Only
in the summer of 1942 were those who were considered diable and had German citizenship
allowed to be used in the "east." Dallin, German Rule, pp. 54, 112-1 13, and 668; Bartoleit,
"Die deutsche Agrarpolitik," pp. 38-39 and 73-74.
aDiiuy of Dr. Werner Koeppen. Hitler's pnvate secretary, 19 September 1941. describing 18
September, USNA microcopy T-84,roll 387, frame 770.
49Dallin, German Rule, p. 26.

In 1942, the conflict between Rosenberg and Koch centered around the issue of
education. Initially there was no problem: on 21 January, Rosenberg ordered dl instihitions of
higher leaming in the Reichskommissariai to be closed, except for medical, vetennary,
agrjcultural, forestry, and technical faculties, and Koch repeated the order on 4 February-rnOn
2 February, Koch banned the teaching of the German language, which was also in accordance

with the wishes of the Ostministerium, although not of Rosenberg himself? The real problem
between the two men started in the fall. On 24 October 1942, Koch ordered al1 educational
institutions other than the (four-year) primary schmls closed, including the craft and vocational
schools in agriculture and forestry. On 21 November 1942, Rosenberg ordered him to
withdraw the decree. Koch refused, and the next montb dropped in unexpectedly at
Rosenberg's office to harangue him about interference.52 After another shouting match in
March 1943, Rosenberg asked Hitler to dismiss Koch (26 March 1943). On 19 May 1943,
Hitler finally explicitly backed Koch,while reducing Rosenberg's ta& to the issuing of general
guidelines.53
Besides Rosenberg, there were others who called for policy refonns in the eastem
temtories. Among the earliest was the army. In February 1942, Field Marshall Walther von
Reichenau, the commander of the Sixth A m y based in Ukraine, called for a land reform, food
relief, and political autonorny. In mid-December 1942, army representatives at a conference
made even more radical proposais.Y Other calls for changes came from the anny intelligence
officer Dr. Theodor Oberliinder, Dr. Otto Brautigam (the deputy head of the political section of
the Ostministerium, the ministry's representative at Army High Command, and a former consul

soIbid., p. 463.
slIbid., pp. 467468.
SzIbid., p. 465; Mulligan, Politics of lllusion, pp. 65-66.
53Mulligan,Politics of Illusion, pp. 68-70; Bim, Die Hotreren, pp. 230-23 1.
S4Mulligan, Politics, pp. 13-14 and 50.

in Ukraine), and certain circles in the SD.55 Even one of Koch's own Generalkonvnissare,
Alfred Frauenfeld in Melitopol', a c o n v i n d Nazi, considered him too ngid vis-à-vis the nonJewish population and criticized him in mem0randa.M But Rosenberg lost these potential allies,
for he remainecl tw inflexible in his hatred of Russians to be able to come to an agreement with
the army, and, most importantly, failed to secure the support of Hitler or Himmler?

Koch's victory over Rosenberg meant that no "Ukrainian" political life could develop.
Probably in Rivne, a Ukrainian Council of Trust in Volhynia (Ukrainischer Vertrauensrat in
Wolhynien, Ukraïns'ka Rada Dovir"ia na Volyni) was created on 31 August 1941. Its head
Stepan Skrypnyk wrote in a letter to Koch on 11 September that the creation of "the Ukrainian
state" would have to wait until "after Germany's complete victory."58 In his response via the
Generalkommissar (then still in Brest-Litovsk) on 20 September, Koch allowed the council to
engage in culturai activities, but emphatically rejected its demand for the right to appoint
Ukrainian administrators and judges and to run cooperatives.n Not even a branch of the
Ukiainian Central Cornmittee based in the neighboring Generalgouvernement was dlowed to

be established in the Reichskomrnissariat.
Ukrainian activists nevertheless tried to create their own institutions in Kiev. S o m after
the Gemans arrived, activists of the Mel'nyk faction of the OUN created a city administration,

eventually known as Mis'ka Uprava m. Kyieva (City Administration of the City of Kiev). The
local histonan Oleksander Ohloblyn gave way to their pressure and became mayor. The
appointment was made in a school in the Podil district in the presence of Germans, probably
ssbid., pp. 4748, 53, 55, 64-5. and 69; Dallin, German Rule, pp. 146-175 and 513-514.
SMulligan, Politics, p. 94; Dallin, Germun Rule, pp. 264-266 and 546n2. See also Alfred E.
Frauenfeld, Und trage keine Reu': vom Wiener Gauleiter zwn Generalkommissar der Krim:
Erinnerungen und Aufieichnungen (Leoni am Sarnbetger See, 1978).
The views and policies of the individual Gebietskommissare rernain to be studied. One
Ostministenum official said in August 1942 that 80 percent of those in the Reichskommissariat
Ukraine disagreeâ with Koch's policies. Mulligan, Politics, p. 64.
S7Mulligan, Politics, pp. 50 and 55-56.
58"Abschrift.Satzung des Ukrainischen Vertrauensrats in Wolhynien," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d.

41, 11. 4245; letter by Skrypnyk to Erich Koch, 11 September 1941, ibid., 11. 3841.

sTsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 41, 11. 23-25.

rveral days after the start of the fins. Another Kievan, Volodymyr Bahazii, was much m o n
willing to take the p s t , but the OUN-Mfeared that he rnight be a Soviet agent and insisted
upon Ohloblyn." Bahazii became deputy mayor, but soon he so imprrssed the Gemans that
he could take over as mayor on 29 October.61 He was apparently sympathetic to the OUN-M,
telling for example foreign joumalists that "al1 Ukrainians praise Mel'nyk."62
On 4 or most likely 5 October 1941, in a small building near a school in the Podil
district, OUN-Mactivists led by Oleh Kandyba (pseud. Ol'zhych) created what they hoped
would be the nucleus of a Ukrainian govemment, the Ukrainian National Council (Ukraïns'ka
Natsionai'na Rada). They persuaded Mykola Velychkivs'kyi, a local university teacher
(dotsent) who had

been imprisoned by the NKVD in 1938-1939, to chair it. The council

apparently declareci openly that its goal was an indtpendent Ukrainian state. After several days,
the council rnoved to the city center, to a room in the building of the presidium of the Academy

of Sciences. Although the council had many members who were not OUN activists, it was
essentially a fiont organization for the Mel'nyk faction of the OUN. To be sure, some members
accepted the strong advice of Hans Koch,the German military intelligence agent, to change its

OUN-Mactivist who entered the city on 19 September as an interpreter in Gerrnan army
service (perhaps with Sondetkommando 4a of Einsatzgmppe C, which was attached to the army),
says that this was on 22 or 23 September. Stepan Suliatyts'kyi, "Pershi dni v okupovanomu
nimtsiarny Kyievi," in Kost' Mel'nyk, Oleh Lashchenko, and Vasyt' Veryha, eds., Na zov Kyieva:
ukraïns'kyi natsionalivn u II Svitovii Viini: zbirnyk stattei. spohadiv i dokumentiv (Toronto and
New York, 1985). p. 162. According to an author who says he arrived four weeks after the
Germans, it was within days after the German amival. Ia. Shumelda, "Pokhid OUN na skhid," in
Orhanitatsiia Ukraïns'kykh Natsionalistiv, 19294954: zbimyk stattei u 25-littia OUN ([Paris],
1955), p. 262.
Kost' Pan'kivs'kyi writes that when he arrived in Kiev on 28 September 1941 (also as an
interpreter), there was already an administration and a mayor. Kost' Pan'kivs'kyi, Vid denhavy do
komitetu (New York and Toronto, 1957). pp. 105-1 06. Iaroslav Haivas merely places the
formation of the administration some time after 20 September. Iaroslav Haivas, "V roky nadii i
beznadiï (Zustrichi i rozmovy z O. Ol'zhychem v rokakh 1939-1944)," Kalendar-al'mcrnakh
Novoho Shliakhu 1977 (Toronto, [n.d.]), pp. 1 11-1 12. Another OUN-M member even speaks of
"sometime in the second half of October." K. Radzevych [Osyp Vynnyts'kyi], "U sorokarichchia
Kyïvs'koï pokhidnoï hmpy OUN," Kalendar-al'manakh Novoho Shliakhu 1982 (Toronto, [n.d.]),
p. 76.
*An

6lThe order from Berlin with Bahazii's appointment was dated a few days earlier. Dmytro
Kyslytsia, Svite iasnyi: spohady: vid r. Vovchi z Ndniprianshchyny d o r. Sv. hvrentiia na
Ottavshchyni (Ottawa, 1987). pp. 182-1 83.
62Iehen Onats'kyi, " M i n a ochyma italiis'kykh korespondentiv u dmhii svitovii viini,"
Samostiina Ukralna, XVIII, 3 (193) (New York, 1965). p. 40. On Bahazii, sec aiso Armstrong,
Ukrainian Nationalism, pp. 74 and 83.

name into "Civic Ukrainian Council" (Suspil'na Ukraïns'ka R d a ) . But the OUN-M and
Velychkivs'kyi protested and reinstalled the original name.63 On 7 October the leader of the
Bukovinian Battalion marched with a honor guard and the battalion's banner to the top f l m r of
the Academy building, and swore in the name of his subordinates to "fpithfblly serve the Lord

and the Ukrainian people and the Ukrainian National Council."a

In November 1941, the Ukrainian National Council issued a declaration entitled
"Ukrainian People!" It stated that "Russian-Jewish-Bolshevikmle in Ukraine and ovet the
Ukrainian people is gone once and for ail." Now the first task was to help the Germans in their
anti-Bolshevik struggle, particuiarly in the fight against pmisans and saboteurs.65 But it is
doubtful whether many Kievans even knew of the declaration o r even of the council's
existence, since nothing ever appeared in the press about it. Velychkivs'kyi and his secretary,
the Volhynian agronomist Antin Baranivs'kyi. also wrote a letter to Erich Koch. Hem they
expresseci the hope that the council's activities would bring about "both the final victory over
Communo-Bolshevism and the USSR as well the final victory and reconstruction of Our
country, which has k e n niined by Jews and Russians."66 That same month, however, the
council, which had never been formally registered, was banned, probably by the SD.67 In the
same month, a regional organ was disbanded by the Germans, the Kievan Oblast

63Mykola Velychkivs'ky i, "Sumni chasy nimets'koï okupatsiï ( 1941-1 944 roky)," Vyzvol'nyi
shliakh, Xn, 1 (London, 1965). pp. 4 2 4 3 and passim; Haivas, "V rcky nadii i beznadiï," pp.
1 13-1 14; Iaroslav Haivas, Koly kinchalasia epokha (n-p., 1964), pp. 67-68. That the date was 5
October 194 1 is the conclusion of Zenon Horodys'ky i, Ukraïns'ka Natsional'na Ruda: istorychnyi
narys (Kiev, 1993). pp. 26-27, and it is also mentioned in Halyna Lashchenko, "Povorot,"
Samostiina Ukraïna, XI, 11 ( 119) (Chicago, November 1958). p. 11.
%enon Horodys'kyi, "National'no-denhavnyts'ke znachennia marshu Bukovyns'koho Kurenia
do Kyieva 1941 r. (istorychno-politychnyi ohliad)," Ka1endar'-al 'manakh Novoho Shliakhu 1996
(Toronto, [n.d.]), p. 55; Horodys'ky i, Ukraiirs'ka Natsional 'na Ruda,p. 35.
65"Ukrainisches Volk!," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 77, Il. 6-8.
66"An Seine Excellenz den H e m Reichskommissar flir die Uluaine Erich Koch," typed, undated.
and unsigned letter, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 77, 1. 14. A typed, unsigned, and undated
"Denkschnft des Ukrainischen Nationalrates in Kiew" is on ibid., 11.9-13. The letter to Koch has
been published, fmm another archival copy, in Riimp, Der Krieg, p. 141.
67Armstrong, Ukrainian Nationalism, p. 78.

Administration (Kyïvs'ka Oblasna Uprava), which anyway existed mostly on ~ a p e rSuch
.~
regional bodies were also disbanded in other citiesP

These actions were part of a growing, unannounad Gennan assault on the Ukrainian
nationalist activists. In late November, the first OUN-Mactivists were executed, in the town of

Bazar (where a large nationalist cornmernoration had been h d d ) and in Piytomyr. More
executions of OUN-Mmembers and sympathizers t w k place in Kiev some time later, in

February 1942. Mayor Bahazii, accused by the SD of a host of flaws, also fell in this wave."
The method and location of the executions is unknown, but the bodies were probably dumped
at Babyn Iar. Even earlier, in early September 1941, the first activists of the Bandera faction of
the OUN were shot. From 29 October 1941, the officiai policy of the Einsatzgruppen was to
shoot them al1 secretly as "plunderers."'l

The presence o f Ukrainian nationalist activists, whether locals, former emigrés, or
people from Galicia, did not only make itself felt in short-lived organization, however. There
was also the issue of national symbols, and here they were more successful. Already on 19
September, an OUN-Mactivist hoisted a yellow and blue flag to top of the S t Sophia Cathedra1
in Kiev.The rival OUNSD two times managed to tum it around, with the blue on top, until the

OUN-Mplaced a guard. By the end of the year, it had lost its colors because of the weather, so
that the Gennans never bothered to remove it (presumably a Red A m y soldier ciid)? In
aShumelda, "Pokhid OUN na skhid," p. 264; letter by Quitzrau to Erich Koch. Kiev, 21 January
1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 78,l. 8. The council was headed by the lawyer M.
Bahrynivs'kyi, who openly declared he that was a supporter of the UNR (Ukrainian National
Repubtic) emigrés. Lashchenko, "Povorot," Smostiina Ukraïm, XI, 11 (1 19) (Chicago,
November 1958), p. 12.
69"Lagebericht" for December 1941, TsDAVOV,f. 3206, op. 2, d. 27, 1. 11.
70Apparently. the only announced execution was that of the editor-inshief of the newspaper
Ukraïns'ke slovo, the Carpathian-barn Ivan Rohach. Armstrong, Ukrainian Nationalism, pp. 77
and 83-84; Elie Borschak, "Le mème Reich et l'Ukraine, 1939-1945," Bulletin de l'Association
d%tudes et d'fnfomirrtions Politiques internationales. Supplernent to no. 50 (Paris. 1-15 July
1951), p. 7.
71Armstrong. Ukrainian Nationalism, p. 69; Bartoleit. "Der deutsche Agrarpolitik," pp. 51 and
141n90. The date, provided by Bartoleit, differs from the one mentioned by other scholars (25
November 1941).
72Haivas, Koly kinchulash epowicl, p. 61; M. Mykhalevych, "Sorok rokiv tomu ...," in Mel'nyk, Na

November 1941 the yellow and blue flag could be seen in many places and on streetcars in
Kiev, alongside the German flag? They were removed in early 1942, d o n g with tridents and
portraits of Symon Peliura, Ievhen Konovalets', and Mel'nyk. This was not the end of the
issue, however. In Iune 1942, the uprava convened a cornmittee of nine people (headed by
Ohloblyn) to decide which emblems were appropriate-for

what, remained unclear. It

recommended, among others, the trident, but the exercise was fi1tile.7~In other cities and
towns, Ukrainian nationalist symbols stayed in place much longer. In Polissia (also known as
the Pripet Marshes), tridents and yellow and blue flags were still displayed in the spring of

1942? Not al1 upravy where stamps with tridents on them had been prepared appear to have
replaced thern.76 In the Poltava region, portraits of Petliura and Konovalets', yellow and blue
flags, and tridents were still displayed in offices and restaurants in the summer of 1942. When
the region was incorporateci into the Reichskommissariat they were al1 removed,to the s u p i s e

of many locaW7 In contrast, Russian national symbols were absent in the Reichkommissariat.

Later, the one exception were people wearing unifonns with the letters ROA on their sleeve,

zov Kyieva, p. 2 13; Pan'kivs'kyi, Vid derthavy, p. 106; Arkadii Liubchenko, Shchodennyk:
knyzhka persha (Toronto, 1951), p. 121.
7 3 ~ Ho
. (Fedir

Haiovych), "Kyïv u zhovtni 1941 [r.]," in Mel'nyk, Na zov Kyieva, p. 164; A.
Kabaida, "1941," Kalendar-al'manakh Novoho Shliakhu 1991 (Toronto, [n.d.]), p. 50; Anatolij
Kuznetsov (A. Anatolii), Babii iar: roman-dokument (New York, 1986), p. 69.

%or Verba, "Sproby vidnovlennia Ukraïns'koï Akademii' Nauk u Kyievi (Kinets' 1941 seredyna 1942 m.)," Ukraïns'kyi istoryk, XXXII, 1-4 (1 24-1 27) (New York, 1995). p. 97.
75Maksym Skorups'kyi, U nastupakh i vidstupakh: spohaây (Chicago, 1961), p. 50, regarding
observations in Kamin'-Kashyrs'kyi.
76In January 1943, the administration of Bohuslav used such a stamp. DAKO, f. r-2097, op. 1, d.
9, 1. 1.

77Ulas Samchuk, Na koni voronomu: spomyny i vrazhennia (Winnipeg, 1975). p. 220 (in a
restaurant in Kremenchuk); Sova, Do istoriï, p. 85 (at the administration of the Novi Sanzhary
raion); Pavlo Ternivs'kyi [Ivan Zhyhadlo], "Spohady emigranta." Autograph manuscript, 1945,
pp. 25-26 (in Lubny). At the offices of the city administration and newspaper in Vinnytsia, in
mid-1943 the trident was still-or perhaps again, as in late 1 9 4 1 4 n display, according to
Mykhai Io Seleshko, Vinnytsia: spomyny perekladacha Komisii' doslidiv zlochyniv NKVD v 19371938 (New York, Toronto, London, and Sydney, 1991). p. 138.

which stwd for the Geman-sponsored, largely fictional Russian Libration Amy led by
General Vlasov-78
Meanwhile, Communist street names were not changed thomughly. In the town of
Tarashcha, for exarnple, New Soviet Street and Komsomol Sireet continued to exist until late
1942.79 Kiev, however, received many new street names such as WotanstraBe and
Nibelungestrak. The Khreshchatyk was renamed Eichhomstrak. As before the war, when
the avenue had briefly been renamed Vorovs'kyi Street, Kievans continued to cal1 it in Russian
the Kreshchatik?

Now that the administrative system has been discussed two additional issues need to be
addressed. One concerns the expectations people had about the duration of the German

presence; the other is the pervasiveness of violence and temr.
German propagandists hamrnered away that Stalin had been beaten and even that they
had captured Moscow. A poster proclairneci, "Moscow, the nest of Bolshevism, is in German

hands," and even in the spring of 1942, composite photographs showed Hitler taking a parade
on Red Square.81 In many villages in the Kiev and Poltava regions, portraits of Molotov and
General Timoshenko and sometimes Voroshilov were deliberately not bumed by the Gemans,
as part of a strategy to present them as proGeman leaders who had turned against Stalin.

78PavelNegretov, Vse dorogi vedut na Vorkutu (Benson, Vermont, 1985), p. 51. He knew a
Russian from Yugoslavia who used to visit the office of the Kirovohrad newspaper dressed this
way .
79At that stage, the Gebietskommissar orderrd them to k renamed Kotsiubyns'kyi Street and Ivan
Franko Street. Vidrodzhennia, 1 November 1942, p. 4.
80ShevchenkoBoulevard became RownosuaBe in late 1942. Kunetsov, Bcibii iar, p. 332; Ivan
Maistrenko, lstoriia moho pokolinniu: spohady uchasnyka revoliutsiinykh podii v Ukraïni
(Edmonton, 1985). p. 338; Arkadii Liubchenko, "Shchodennyk," Novi dni, ïïï, 30 (Toronto, July
1952), p. 3.
8~Naukovo-dovidkovabiblioteka tsentrai'nykh derzhavnykh arkhiviv Ukraïny, Kiev [here-:
Scholarly Reference Library), collection "Afishy ta plakaty okupatsiinoho periodu," item 30 sp;
Mikhail Mikh. Skirda [et. al.], "Otchet O podpoi'noi partiinoi rabote i pmizanskoi bor'be v
Kirovogradskoi oblasti (avgust 1941 goda rnart 1944 goda)," n.d., typewritten document,
signed, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391, 1.9.

-

Such an impression was reinforced by spreading rumors via the village e l & r s . In cities like
Kiev. other planted rumors said that Staiin and Kaganovich were on their own, thaî Stalin had
shot himself, that he had been shot by Vomshilov. or even that he had fled to Washington.83
But despite this vigorous pmpaganda, doubts (or hopes, dejmding on one's
perspctive) remained. In early August 1941 the SD found that in the Uktainian territories east
of the pre-1939 border, "large numbers are not yet fully convinced of the final victory of the
Germans over the Bolsheviks."~In western Volhynia, these doubts were probably much less
pervasive. From Kiev, the SD even reported in early October 1941 that its population "by no
means consider[ed] it possible that the Bolsheviks could nzturn."85 In general, however, it is
fair to Say that throughout most of the Nazi pend, most Ukrainians, Russians, and other nonGermans in the Reichskommissariat were not convinced that the Germans would stay. (There
will be a longer discussion of the doubts about the duration of the German presence in chapter

The Reichskommissariat Ukraine was Nazi Germany's largest colony. As Jonathan
Steinberg has argued, it displayed central features of Nazism which remained somewhat muted

in the Reich proper. One was administrative chaos. The other was de facto supreme authority
by the SS. The Reichskommissariat Ukraine, iike the Reichskommissariat Ostland, but unlike
the Reich, was a full-blown police or SS state, where the SS faced no serious German
competitors for power. Altogether, the administrative system of the Reichskommissariat was
"Anatolii Sergeevich Koziura and Vol'demar Rechevich Drolle. "Kopiia: Zam. nachal'niku e g o
Otdela NKVD USSR maioru tov. Kniazevu," n-p., 12 November 1941, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d.
117, 1. 33; Balashev, "Dokladnaia zapiska. Zam. narkoma vnutrennykh del USSR maioru
gosbezopasnosti tov. Ratushnomu," n.p., 9 November 1941, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 117, 1. 25.
831. A. Khoroshunova, "Kievskie zapiski. 1941-1944," [photocopy of selected pages of typed
manuscript], in Erhard Roy Wiehn, comp., Die S c h d h von Babij Jac dus Masmker deutscher
Sonderkommandos an der jiùiischen Bevolkcrung von Kim, 1941fünfiig Jahre &nach zum
Gedenken (Konstanz, 1991), pp. 277-278. In Dnipropetrovs'k, a German officer told a local
Ukrainian that Voroshilov had fled to Germany. Mykola Pavlovych Kostiuk (UkrainianCanadian, 1915 [present-day Dnipropetrovs'kl-l997), author interview in Ukrainian, 1 March
1996. Downsview, Ontario, Canada, tape recording.

84Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 47 (9 Aupst 1941), p. 15.
85Eleignismeldung UdSSR, 1O6 (7 October 1941), p. 14 ("...keineswegs damit rechnet, dass etwa
die Bolschewiken mrückkehren würden.")

very much like Hitler hirnself: "violent, brutal, pedantic, insecure, half-educated, and
aggressively male in tone."86
It should be stressed, however, that violence was widespread from the start, well
before the introduction of civilian rule. Of the largest scale were murders of Jews and Roma, to

be discussed in chapter 10. Moreover, as part of anti-partisan warfare, the army leadership
insisted upon nithlessness. Already on 25 July 1941, the anny ordered large-scale executions
of locals in case those dinctly responsible for sabotage or partisan activity were not found.87 In
mid-bptember 1941, GeneraIfeldmarscholI Wilhelm Keitel of the Armed Forces demanded the
public execution of between fifty and a hundred "communists" for any Gennan killed by
"communist insurgents. "8' On 10 October 194 1, Lieutenant General Karl Kitzinger, the
commander of the armed forces in the Reichskommissariat Ukraine (Wehmchtsbefehkhaber

Ukraine), ordered that at least half of al1 hostages had to be Jews.89 But a study of such
"reprisais" in the military zone to the east of the Reichskommissariat (Army Rear Area South)
has concluded that most of the victims were in fact Ukrainians.go

The risk for the Dnieper Ukrainians was increased by the simple fact that they were
dressed very poorly. As has been fkquently been the case in the history of humanity, this fact

86Steinberg,"Third Reich Reflected," pp. 632 and 649.
87Müller, Die faschistische Okkupationspolitik, p. 170.
88Christian Streit, Keine Kameraden: die Wehrmacht und die sowjetischen Kriegsgefangenen
1941-1945 (Stuttgart, 1978), p. 34înlS8, quoting Ham-Adolf Jacobsen, "Kommissarbefehl und
Massenexekutionen sowjetischer Kriegsgefangener," in Hans Buchheim et al., eds., Anatomie des
SS-Staates, Vol. 2 (Olten and Freiburg im Breisgau, 1965). p. 216.
Similady, General Field Marshall Von Reichenau of the Sixth Army, who had already
demanded "radical action" against the Jews of Kiev (Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 97 (28 September
1941). instmcted his soldiers on 9 November 1941 to be merciless against the partisans, whom he
called "murdetous animals" (Mordbestien). They should hang in public al1 "partisans of both
sexes in uniform or civilian clothes.... Al1 villages and fatmsteads which hosted or took care of
partisans are to be punished by confiscation of food, buming of houses, shooting of hostages,
and hanging of accomplices whenever it is not absolutely clear that the population has defended
itself against the partisans and has endured casualties in this." R ü ~ pDer
, Krieg, pp. 129-1 30. By
early December 1941, Amy Group South reported that it had executed "several thousandswand
spoke of a "total success." ïbid., p. 130.
"Shmuel Spector, The Holocaust of Volhyniun Jews, 1941-1914 (Jerusalem, 1990). p. 157.
WTruman Oliver Anderson III, "The Conduct of Reprisais by the ûerman Army of Occupation in
the Southeni USSR, 1941-1943" (Ph.D.diss.. University of Chicago, 1995), pp. 164-165.

alone was one reason why they were treated badly.91 To this were added people's "rough" or
"un-European" public manners. Ham Koch described these manners in some detail. It is
notable that even this man. who sympathid with Ukrainians. wrote in a rather condescending
tone.
The clothing. also of the educated, is not only objectively ragged, but also deliberately
neglected. Shaving, persona1 hygiene. shirt collam. polished boots, clean finger nails
until now were apparently considered bcurceois prejudices. People spit and blow their
nose here right on the floor. Body d o r s of people are not regulated hem, tooth
cleaning is rare, and because everybody smokes only the strongest tobacco (dried beech
leaves rolled into thick newsprint), sessions even with leamed and high-placed bodies
can become an ordeal for a Western European. Similar are gatherings of peasants, even
when they are in the open air.

In personal conversation, each former Soviet citizen lacks the manner and courtesy
which is customary arnong us. Hands in the pocket, the stinking smoking butt in the
corner of the mouth, very close to the body of the petson one is talking to (but on1y
rarely looking him in the face)-thaî is the customary way of contact. also arnong the
better and indisputably loyal circles. Even the returning or forcibly transporteci
prisoners of war only take the cigarette out of their mouth for Gennan officers when
shouted at.92

While this observer merely was taken aback by such "proletarian" manners, most Gerrnans
became furîous. For example, while arriving for a meeting in the village of Kuntseve (Novi

Sanzhary), the local teacher did not take off his cap while approaching the local German
commandant. The latter threw it off and then forced him, for al1 to see, to return and p e t him
while holding his cap in his hands.93 A boy in Chyhyryn saw how Gerrnans shouted "Jude!"
or "Lenin!" at people who stood with their han& in their pockets, and beat them in the face.94
Einsatzgruppe D reported that it ordered people to take their hands out of their pockets.95
glAlison Lurie, The Languuge of Clothes (New York, 1981), p. 14.

."

92Hptm. [HauptmannJ Prof. Ham Koch. "Der Sowjet-Nachlass in der Ukraine. Stimmungs- und
Erfahrungsbericht. Abgeschlossen 30. 9. 1941 TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 26, 11. 6-7. This
author even compared looters to termites, which shows how much even this Ukrainophile had
been influenced by Nazi racism. Ibid., 1. 5. The subjectivity of Koch's statements about rnanners
is shown by the fact that another observer, a Russian emigré, reporteci seeing bad manners, but
also "well-raised youngsters who had not finished the ten-year school who gallantly kissed the
hands of ladies." Nikolai Fevr, Solnm voskhoàit na zupuàe (Buenos Aires, 1950). p. 163.
%ova, Do isroriï, p. 80.

94MykhailoDemydenko (Ukrainian bom in 1928 in the village of Tmsivtsi near Chyhyryn),

In addition, natives were at risk fmm their own kind. The Soviet period had left behind
bittemess, hatred, and the desin among many to denounce their enemies.% Now those who
had been inforxnants for the NKVD or officiais of the Communist regime as a whole were
living in permanent feu, for others often knew about their past. For example, Mykhailo
Podvomiak was a Ukrainian Baptist in the Vyshnivets' region in western Volhynia who had
k e n forced to sign a promise of cooperation before k i n g released by the NKVD.After the

German arrival, he feared for his life. Fortunately for him, his name was discovered on an

NKVD list of "unreliable elements."97 Others were not so lucky, however, and, according to
Soviet practice, were often denounced to the authorities. Unless a native authority such as the
raion chief vouched for such people, the Germans often shot such "Bolsheviks"-for

exarnple

unpopular village Soviet or collective farm heads. Execution had not necessarily been the
intention of the d e n o u n c e r ~It
. ~was
~ especially likely to happen if the denunciation was made
to a unit of the Einsatzgmppen, who in any case were shooting Jews, Roma, and al1 non-locals
who could not identify themselves?

author interview in Ukrainian, 18 July 1995, Bohuslav, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording.
9SEreignismeldung UdSSR, 108 (9 October 1941), p. 23.
%Already in the 1930s, the atmosphere in villages in the Soviet Union was one of "free-floating
malice," according to Sheila Fitzpatrick, Stolin's Peusants: Resistance and Sumival in the Russian
Village afier Collectivization (New York and Oxford, 1994), p. 233. Although this study focuses
on the RSFSR, it is safe to assume that the conclusion holds for the Ukrainian SSR as well.
g7Panas Khurtovyna mykhailo Podvorniak] , Pid nebom Volyni: (voienni spomyny
khrystyianyna) (Winnipeg, 1952), p. 92. The geographical indicator cornes from M. P. WykhaiIo
Podvomiak], "Vid smerty do zhyttia (Spohad)," titopys Volyni, 7 (Winnipeg, 1964), p. 91.
9 8 T ~examples
o
are the former head of the village Soviet of Rudnia and a collective farm head in
the Novi Sanzhary region. Mykhailo Lebid', "Chasy nimets'koï okupatsiï v Matïivs'kim raioni na
Volyni (Spohady kol. holovy rainovoï upravy)," Litopys UPA,Vol. 5 (Toronto, 1984), pp. 201203; Sova, Do istoriï, p. 94. Cf. Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 86 ( t 7 September 1941), p. 12. In the
villages of Poberezhka, Huta, and Stari Bezradychy, the Comrnunists were shot immediately,
according to Ol'ha Mykolaïvna Kutsenko (Ukrainian boni in 1926 in the village of Poberezhka),
author interview in Ukrainian. 18 July 1995, Bohuslav, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording;
Mariia Oleksandrivna Vasylenko (Ukrainian born in 1931 in the village of Huta), author
interview in Ukrainian, 22 July 1993, Medvyn, Bohuslav raion, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape
recording; Ievheniia Makarivna Moskovs'ka (Ukrainian bom in Stari Bezradychy [Obukhiv
raion] in 1930), author interview in Ukrainian, 29 July 1995, Kiev, tape recording.
99Ereignismeidung UdSSR, 47 (9 August 1941), p. 8. On the alleged secrecy of these shootings
of Communists, see Ereignisrneldung UdSSR, 81 (12 September 1941), pp. 2&21. At that stage,
the SD consided not al1 Communist party members "dangerous." Ibid., p. 15.

In many villages, the Germans gave the local Cornrnunist Party m m b e r s - o f which

there were few in the villages-a

chance to remain and merely kept a close watch on them."JO

The hatred which the pmvious regime had installed was such, however, that many acted on
their own. In the westem Volhynian countryside, a wave of lynchings (samosudy) of
unpopular heads of farms and village Soviets appears to have broken out. In the Krernenets'
region, one NKM) informant managed to hide in a village for a month, but then women whose
husbands were gone and who had been harassed by him found him. They beat him with sticks
for so long that he died at the end of the day.101 Later there were also anonymous murders. Not
surprisingly, information about them is scarce. For example, in the small Volhynian town of
Torchyn, an estimated forty-five former Soviet activists are said to have been killed in secret in
1942.102 In a village in the Novi Sanzhary raion in the Left Bank, the native Gendarmerie
started murdering Communists on its own initiative. IO3
Jews proved to be particularly vulnerable in western Volhynia. In at least twenty-seven
townlets and villages there, Jewish propexty was lwted in pogroms by "many, including

peasants from surrounding villages," during which a small number of the lwters murdered
Jews.lw In larger towns, the discovery of the bodies of prisoners killed by the NKVD was met
with outrage and immediately, through rumors, turned into a "Jewish" issue. There was talk
among the Ukrainian (and presumably also Polish) population about murderers "known"to
have been Jews. In Dubno, people talked about the exploits of an NKVD major called
ImFitzpatrick, Stalin's Peasants, p. 177; Nina Serhïivna Zozulia (Ukrainian bom in 1929 in
Oksavenvka [Vasyltkiv raion, Kiev oblast]), author interview in Ukrainian, 21 July 1995,
Bohuslav, tape recording; Seleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 55; 2. Serâiuk, Sekretar Kyïvs'koho obkomu
KP(b)U, "Politinformatsïi Po Kyïvs'koï oblasti na 10.MI-1943 roku," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d.
433.11. 24-25. In a village near Kirovohrad in August or September 1941, a woman aged about
sixty gave the local Gennan commandant the narnes of fourteen members of the Komsomol. He
told her she should be ashamed of herself. 1. Kuzenkos [sic?] (Ukrainian bom in 1916). interview
in Ukrainian by the CHPWU, 29 October 1946, Kiev, stenographic teport, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op.
3, d. 244,l. 62.
lo1A.. "2 starykh lystiv," Liropys Volyni, 3 (Winnipeg. 1956), pp. 104-105.
'@Leonid D-s'kyi,

"Pokhoron u Luts'ku." Liropys Volyni, 1 (Winnipeg, 1953). p. 72.

lo3Sova,Do istoriï, p. 78.

Io4Spector,Holocaust, pp. 64-65, 67, and 71.

Vinokur, said to have been the prison chief. He was said to have fled to the local castle and to
have shot still more people there. Then he shot his driver and femak assistant and moved on,
until finally he was killed himself. He was f i d y believed to have been a Jew from
Kremenets'.los Oleksii Satsiuk, a survivor of the NKVD massacre in h b n o , reproduced his
conversation with a man who had just retumed from the hospital, where he had talked to other
survivors.
'What are they saying? Who murdered the prisoners?'
'Al1 Say that they were NKVD agents, prison guards, and some kind of civilians
[pmbably an extermination battalion]. Al1 saw Vinokur. He shot with a revolver, the
civilians [shot] with semi-automatic guns. Among them was also a woman, a real
vampire. She also shot people.'
'A woman? Really?'

'It's a fact! Hanna Berenstein. You rnay remember her: black hair, portly, she
wore an NKVD unifom? She was a guard in the prison.'
'Oh yes, 1 remember now.'
They Say that during her work she treated the women in a beastly manner, and that
temble night made one victim aftcr the next. She did it with great pleasure. She was the
first to run to the women's cells, where she grabbed one by one by the braid and shot
them in the forehead roaring with laughter.'
'The sadist!'l06
Such was the poisonous atmosphere which served as the prelude to the anti-Jewish pogroms
which are reported to have taken place in the towns of Dubno, Kremenets', and three other
western Volhynian towns (Korets', Shums'k, and T u ~ h y n )The
. ~ ~largest was apparently in
Kremenets', a town captured by the Gennans on 3 July. Here several hundred Jews were
arrested-by a Ukrainian militia according to Jewish witnesses. by Germans according to one

losVaiia Petrenko, "Traheûiia Dubens'koï Tiunny (Spomyn)," Sumostiinu Ukraïira, 1, 5-6

(Chicago, June-July 1948). pp. 18-1 9.

10601eksii Satsiuk, Smertonostsi: opoviàannia: (na tli perezhytoho) (Buenos Aires, 1947). p. 122.
lMAndnej Zbikowski, "Local Anti-Jewish Pogroms in the Occupied Temtories of Eastern Poland,
June-July 1941," in Lucjan Dobroszycki and Jefftey Gutock, eds., The Hofocausr in the Soviet
Union: Studies and Sources on the Destruction of the Jews in the Nazi-Occupied Territories of the
USSR, 1941-1945 (Armonk, N.Y. and London, 1993), p. 177.

Ukrainian witness. In the local prison, they were forced to dig up the victims of the NKVD,
and then, according to an SD report, their Ukrainian guards clubbed 130 of h e m to death.
Hereafter the Gerrnan army command put an end to the violence.la At the cwrent state of
research, it is unknown whether or not such acts also took place in temtories more to the
east.109 (The generd issue of the perception and treatment of Jews by the Ukrainian and other
non-Jewish populations will be discussed in chapter 10.)
Heinrich Himmler stepped up the t e m r in 1942, as part of his desire to exterminate dl
remaining Jews and to provide a clean slate for Gerrnan settlement, as also propagated in the
"General Plan East" which he had c o m m i s ~ i o n e dIn
. ~1945,
~ ~ the former chief of the
Schutzpolizei and Gendarmerie for Kiev and surroundings, Lieutenant-general Paul Albert
Scheer, told Soviet interrogators how he and about 120 other SS and police leaders from
Ukraine were ordered in June 1942 to attend a meeting with Himmler in his headquarters in a
forest near Zhytomyr. Among those present were also Thomas and Prützmann. Himmler
apparently held a long speech, of which he did not ailow a record to be made. The interrogation

report-as

customary not a literal rendition, but a summary prepared by the interrogator-

continues:
Himmler said that it was our task, that is, the task of the punitive organs, to clean the
tenitory of Ukraine for the hiture settlement of Germans. For those purposes, we had
to pursue the massive extermination [massovoe istreblenie] of the Soviet citizens, the
Ukrainians. The civilian Ukrainian population, Himmler said, in the occupied territory
must be brought to a minimum. [Mimoe ukrainskoe naselenie, govod Gimmfer.na
okkupirovmoi territorii nuthno svesti do minimuma.J Amst and destroy as many as
possible under the cover of stmggle with the anti-German movement. Be sure to
destroy any about whom there is the slightest suspicion of fighting the Germans or
resisting our order.

108Ereignismeldung VdSSR, 28 (20 luly 1941). pp. 7-8 ("Die ükrainer hakn im Wege der
Selbsthilfe als Vergeltung 130 Juden mit Knüppel totgeschlagen"); A., "2starykh lystiv," p. 104;
Spector, Holocaust, p. 68.

logAccordingto Mel'nyk's secretary Mykhailo Seleshko (who never went to the countryside), a
number of peasants in the Right Bank took to lynching after hearing the OUN-SD slogan
"Ukraine for the Ukrainians." Seleshko, Vinnytsia, pp. 141-1 42.
IOSteinberg, "Third Reich Reflected," p. 629. For a list of publications regarding "Generalplan
Ost," see Karel C. Berkhoff, "Ukraine under Nazi Rule (1941-1944): Sources and Finding Aids.
Part II," Jahrbücherflr Geschichte Osteuropas, XLV, 2 (Stuttgart, 1997), p. 27311108.

M i l e giving this directive, Himmler wamed al1 the leaders of the German punitive
services to implernent his instructions and orciers without questioning. In particular, he
noted that at one time he had issued the order to exterminate in full the entire Jewish
population in the occupied temtory, but, in Himmler's view, this order of his had not
been carried out with the necessaq thoroughness. In this connection, he ordered [us] to
cany that matter to the end immediately after returning. Al1 Jews had to be destroyed
imrnediately, for he could no longer stand the situation where there were Jews in the
place where Germans lived. Al1 the measures about which Himmler talked at the
conference were presented as the immediate tasks of the punitive organs.1'1

The result was what is known in scholarship as the "second sweep" against the Jewish
population, together with a more slow-paced assault on the Ukrainians. The memoirs of the
former chief of the Novi Sanzhary raion, then still under military rule, suggest that this antiUkrainian sweep took place under the cover of "anti-Bolshevism." This was one of the most
loyal raions, apparently without any partisans. (It also had no kwish population.) Already in

the early summer of 1942, four (former) Communists (three from a village) and the former
investigator of the raion prosecutor's office were arrested by the Schutzpolizei and shot. Then,
in July, a group of "Gestapo agenW-probably officers of the military Secret Field Police
(Geheime Feldpo1izei)-unexpectedly

arrived in Novi Sanzhary. These twenty men,including

a Russian emigré who translateci, started to investigate the men aged 18 to 55 in town-al1

five

thousand of t h e m u r i n g an entire month. Al1 these males had to show their papers. Because
membership in the Communist Party was indicated in hem, the unit could arrest on the spot
thirty-five long-tem members. At the same time,the investigators invited cornplaints about
them from the population. This cal1 received a massive response, which also implicated others.
Thirty-two of the arrested were shot. Altogether, even if one excludes the victims who di&
during the Gerrnan retreat in September 1943. during the entire Nazi period up to two hundred
people were killed in this raion alone.112

l IlRussian-language protocol of his interrogation on 20 December 1945, quotcd in Bogdan A.
Martinenko, "Tragediia Bab'ego Iara: rassekrechennye dokurnenty svidetel'stvuiut," in Wiehn, Die

Schodh, pp. 370-371.
112Sova,Do îstorii; pp. 93-96.

In the Vinnytsia region, the last surviving registereâ Communist Party members were
shot already in May 1942.113 In the village of Medvyn (Bohuslav), almost al1 Communist Party

members were shot in 1943.114 Such assaults could also hit the family members of
Communists: in July 1943, seventy-five of them were shot in the Kiev region village of
Manuil's'ko-Lytokovo alone.

l5

In the Vasyl'kiv district, many "prominent " peasants and

intelligene are said to have been shot.116 Also at high risk were those unable to work. In the

village of Stari Bezradychy (Obukhiv), a veteran of the Civil War, aged about fifty, showed his
wooden arm to a German, in order to explain why he was not scything like the others. By way
of response he was shot to death on the spot.117 By rnid-1942at the latest, such acts of tenor
were common everywhere.

~l%avchenko,Zam. NKVD USSR. to D. R. Korniets. "Spets. soob. O polozhenii v g. Vinnitsa i
Vinnitskoi oblasti." 26 January 1943, Borisogkbsk. TsDAHOU, f. 1. op. 23, d. 685. 1. 32.
Il4Nikolai wykola] Salata (Ukrainian born in 1914 in Medvyn), author interview in Ukninian.
17 July 1995. village of Medvyn, Bohuslav raion, Kiev oblast, Ukraine. tape ncording; Hrytslko
Hrytslkovych Salata (Ukrainian bom in 1909 in Medvyn), author interview in Ukrainian, 17 July
1995, Medvyn, tape recording.
15Serdiuk. "Politinformatsiï [...1," TsDAHOU, f. 1. op. 23. d. 633.1. 13.
116F. Pihido-Ravoberezhny i, "Velyh

~l'Moskovs'ka, author interview.

Vitchyrniana viino " (Winnipeg, 1954). p. 162.

CHAPTER 3

Work and Food in the Countryside

What was it like to work as a peasant under the Germans, and how difficult or easy was it for

peasants to obtain food? These will be the main questions in the discussion below. It will be
argued that on the one hand, the Germans were able to make the collective f m system
significantly more efficient. On the other hand, however, a large number of peasants had on
average more food at their disposai in the two to three years under the Germans than they used
to have in the preceding decade.
As noted in chapter 1. the peasants, who called themselves Wtliboroby.welcomed the

Germans and their allies as liberators. Food and lodgings were shared, Gerrnan wounded
received treatment, and in most places a cordial relationship was established, only harnpered by
the almost total lack of comprehension of each other's language. The words used most often by

the Germans were "jajko"(eggs), "mutka"(mother), and "Russekaputt" (Death to the

Russian). When the front-line soldiers, many of whnm were raiher Young, stayed a bit longer,
something resembling family life developeû.1 To k sure, the Ukrainian peasants had no choice
but to help them, if only because hospitality to visitors was traditional.
Despite this, there were from the beginning s p o d i c shootings of local peasants. For
example, in the village of Semenivka in the Poltava region, a woman ran crying after a Geman
who took her flour. When the other peasants gathered to find out what was going on, the
German took out his revolver and killed the woman on the spot.* This was an exceptional
incident, because most of these early shootings concemed capnired partisans or saboteurs. For
example, in the village of Staiky, a twenty-two-yearold member of the Komsomol who was
'Wilhelm Tieke, E h ruheloser Marsch war wucr Leben: kriegsfieiwillig 194lL194.5(Osnabrück,
1977). p. 52; Walther Bienert. Russen und Deutsche: wasfüt Menschen sind &s? Benchte, Bilder
und Folgerungen aus dem Zweiten Weltkrieg (Stein am Rhein, 1990), p. 24.
2Mikh. Stepanovich Kolesikin, "0b"ipgnenie." 25 Novemkr 1941, TsDAHOU, f. 1. op. 22, d. 177.
1. 92.
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caught cutting the Gennan phone wire was shot.3 Often such executions were preceded by
extrerne cruelty. On 11 September 1941. the Germans gatheRd the entire population of the
village of Pidhaine, formerly Khaniv. to show them how they dealt with a captureci Soviet
partisan and the chaiman of the collective farm (not a paity member). The two were beaten,
their ears and noses were cut off, and then they were shot.4 In September or October 1941,
twenty-seven members of the Communist Party and the Komsomol were shot by a German
unit in the village of Obolon'. Among them was a sixteen-year-old Komsomol mernber,
Mykola Hladun. who was first hombly tortured in front of his mother.5
Nevertheless, for most villagers, these early shootings did not s p i 1 their generally
positive rnood, if only because arrests and shootings were hardly new to them. Fedir Pihido, a
native of Staiky, recalled several years later that "relations between the population and the
German troops immediately becarne benevolent, even friendly. The German soldier was a
welcome guest everywhere. At various family occasions and feasts, German soldiers were
treated as good friends? Meanwhile, there were villages where the people did not even
designate a herdsman, for "the authorities" did not order them to do so.7
The peasants hardly ever believed what Soviet media had told them about Nazi
Germany and thus unambiguously supported what they assumed was a war against Stalin and

3F.Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyzniana viina " (Winnipeg, 1954), pp. 121-1 22.
4Pidhaine was then in the Rozvazhiv raion; presently it is in the Ivankiv raion. Evtikhii
Alekseevich Sidorenko, "Kopiia. Nachal'niku politicheskogo otdela 21 armii," 13 December
1941, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 118, 1. 65.
5"Akt," 3 October 1943, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 599.1. 29.
6Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, " Velyka Vitchyzniana viina," p. 122. Similarly, about the Kremenets'
region: "When the Gerrnan anny entered Our land, they acted as real people: they treated our
people well and calmly. But this was when the first anny units came. Later, when the Gestapo
acrived and started to install its power and order, [these Germans] turneci out to be completely
different." A. "2starykh lystiv," titopys Volyni, 3 (Winnipeg, 1956), p. 105.
'Hptrn. [Hauptmann] Prof. Hans Koch. "Der Sowjet-Nrhlass in der Ukraine. Stimmungs- und
Erfahrungsbericht. Abgeschlossen 30. 9. 1941,"TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2. d. 26, 1.9. A
colleague of Koch's also found that east of the former 1939 border of Ukraine "the attitude of the
population was one of wait-and-see [abwartend." Theodor Oberlhder, Der Osten und die
Deutsche Wehrmacht: sechs Denkschrijlen aus den Jahren 194143 gegen die Kolonialthese
(Asendorf, 1987), p. 52.

his system. Hans Koch, who was bom in L'viv and spoke fluent Ukrainian, had much
sympathy for the Ukrainians (if a sometimes condescendhg one). After spending much time in
the Ukrainian countryside, he concluded on 30 September 11941:
The vast majority of the population of the Ukraine has tumed out to k anti-Bolshevik.
Almost al1 of them see their political future on the side of the Axis powers, first of dl,
the Greater German Reich. In countless gatherings, people speak spontaneously about
'Adolf Hitler,' Our greatest leader and liberator. Mothers instmct their children to
address the German soldiers as 'uncle.' Every day, peasant men and women put fresh
flowers on the graves of German soldiers on their own initiative!

Hans Koch and other observers were also struck by the extreme poverty of the peasants
of central Ukraine. This started with their huts, which looked very poor and lacked fences
around the gardens.9 A typical hut, according to a native of Kiev, was "a very low building,

seerning to grow out of the ground, with tiny little windows peenng out beneath the thatch,
which had holes in it where it had rotted. Inside it was like a cave, with an uneven earth floor
on which lay some old rags and dolls made of suaw, and children and kittens were crawling
about. In the middIe stood a stove built of plain bricks, and next to it a sort of wooden shelf,
with some old rags thrown down on it, known as the 'floor' on which they al1 skpt side by
side. " l0

Koch met about six hundred village elders (staroszy)within two months in 1941, none
of whom were dressed better than the poorest vagrant in Germany. Most wore rags, and those
lucky enough to possess shoes still tended to go barefoot in order to Save them for the fa11 and
winter. In contrast, in fonnerly Polish-ruled western Volhynia the peasants were dressed well

aKoch, "Sowjet-Nachlass," 1. 1v.
9Mykhailo Harty miv. "Zemleiu ukraïns'koiu.. .," Kost' Mel'nyk, Oleh Lashchenko, and V ~ s y l '
Veryha, eds.. Na zov Kyieva: ukraïns'kyi natsionaliun u II Svitovii Viini: zbirnyk stattei. spohadiv i
dokumentiv (Toronto and New York, 1985). p. 119; Ia. Shumelda, "Pokhid OUN na skhid," in
Orhanizatsiia Ukraïns'kykh Natsionalistiv. 1929-1 954: zbirnyk stattei u 25-littia OUN ([Paris],
1955). p. 259.

l0A. Anatoli (Kuznetsov) [Anatolii Kuznetsov]. B d i Yar: A Document in the Fom of a Novel
(London, 1970), p. 191, regarding the village of Lytvynivka in the Kiev region.

and had shoes." In general, the "Soviet" pasants owned almost nothing. "Again and again,"
wrote Koch, "the impoverished population visits the battle fields to look for a piece of bclt, a
discarded ammunition holder, a piece of cloth. The houses of Jews who fled [or were
murdered] are ransacked for remaining goods or clothes as if by termites. Every single
worthless scrap or utensil is rare here. When once in a peasant house 1lit my kerosene lamp
(which 1had carefblly taken with me), the peasant woman whispered to her full-fledged
daughter, '1 haven't seen such a lamp since my wedding."'I* Indeed, peasants rarely had
kerosene lamps and used what they called "Stalin's lightning": an exploded artillery shell filled
with a piece of linen and any kind of tÙel.13
The peasants lived on a very meager diet and, again according to Koch, were "badly
fed." At one location, a heap of salt was left at a train station. Soon from miles around carne
countiess peasants to fight for a share. "At gatherings of village elders and teachers, where 1
was present, the only food (as a matter of course taken from home by way of precaution) of

dl-and

1 mean dl-participants

consisted of a piece of brown bread, garlic, and gherkins. 1

stayed the night at [the homes of) collective farm chairmen or elders who could not [even] offer
me a mug [Topfiof milk. Either there was no milk, or literally no mug."l4
Already well before the war, most villagers were female.15This situation did not
change. Most men had been mobilized, but many deserters and escaped or released former
soldiers retumed. Many male peasants who had fled to the city during and after the
collectivization of agriculture retumed to their native villages as well. On 1 May 1942, the

Koch, "Der Sowjet-Nachlass," 1. 4; Ivan Maistrenko, Istoriia moho pokolinnia: spohaày
uchasnyka revoliutsiinykh podii v Ukraïni (Edmonton, 1985), pp. 343-344. Anatolii Kuznetsov
(A. Anatolii), Babii iac roman-dokument (New York, 1986), p. 89, confirms that peasants near
Kiev before 1941 always wore "some kind of rags."
I2Koch,"Der Sowjet-Nachlass." 1.5.
I3Fedor Belov, The History of a Soviet Collective Fann (London. 1956). p. 168-169.
I4Koch, "Der Sowjet-Nachlass," 11.4-5.
lSSheilaFitzpatrick, Stolin's Peasants: Resisiance and Survival in the Russian Village afier
Collectivization (New York and Oxford, 1994), p. 218.

typical village of Romashky (Rokytne, Bila Tserkva district) had 1,333 inhabitants, of whom
828 were female and only 505 male. It also had many children: 397 below the age of fourteen.

There were 862 persons aged 14 to 65 (572 of whom were female) and 72 p e m n s 6 5 or older
(55 of whom female).l6 Romashky's basic age structure did not change, so that by February

1943,792 persons out of 1,301 were female and 509 were male.''

In an unidentifd village in

the Berdychiv district, on the three collective famis worked on 1 January 1943 twice as many

females (aged 14 to 55) against 190 males (aged 14 to 65). Besides

women as men-399

working the fields, women also took care of the children (in this particular village, 256 under
the age of 14)? Many villages had twenty-year-old mothers with three or four children.19 The
lack of Ukrainian men obviously increased the danger for women and there were cases of rape
by German, Romanian, and Hungarian soldiers and by German officials.20 Few women in the
countryside strove for a physical relationship with the Germans, which was in contrast to the
situation in the cities (moreon that in the next chapter).zi
Despite k i n g in the minority, men held al1 positions of authority in the village. Not
only was this the n o m accepted by both sexes,2* it was also the policy of the Germans, who
16"0blik naselennia S. Romashki 1942 r.," DAKO,f. r-2294, op. 1, d. 1, 1. 1.
17"OblikNaselennia
d. 1. 1. 57.

S.

Romashok na stanom na 20 liutoho 1943 roku." DAKO. f. r-2294,op. 1,

18"Suchasne ukraïns'ke se10 (Vid vlasnoho kocespondenta)." Ukraïns'kyi visnyk (Berlin), 4 April
1943, pp. 6 7 . The dispanty was somewhat less at the "Shevchenko" farrn in southem Ukraine.
Here, on a territory of twelve square kilometers, 112 women and 80 men were working in 1942
and 1943, along with 38 boys and girls. Siegfried von Vegesack, Als Dolmetscher im Osten: ein
Erlebnisbericht aus den Jahren 1942-43 (Hannover and Dohren, 1965). p. 109.
19Ereignisnteldung UdSSR, 40 (1 August 1941). p. 18.

roRegarding Germans: Alexander Wenh, Russia ut War. 1941-1945 (New York, 1965). p. 722;
Klavdiia Iakovlivna Hrynevych (Ukrainian bom in 1930 in Klyntsi [Kirovohrad oblast]), author
interview in Russian, 10 August 1995, Kiev, tape recording (mentions night-time rapes by soldiers
in the village of Klyntsi in 1942); Maistrenko, Istoriia moho pokolinnia, p. 337. Regarding
Hungarians and Romanians, see Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 8 1 (12 September 1941). pp. 18-19
and ibid., 133 (14 November 1941). p. 32.
21Countrywomen "don't and did not have physical celationships" with the Germans, according to
Petr Timofeevich Berdnik, "Kharaktetistika polozhenii na okkupirovannoi territorii," n-p., n.d.,
typewritten document, signed, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123, 1. 74.
22Fitzpatrick, Stalin 's Peasants, p. 182.

appointeci them at village meetings (sing. sWod). The pre-1941 hinction of chaimisn of the
village Soviet now becarne the srnrosta (elder), a titie from the tsarist period. He had a male
secretary and perhaps other assistants. The name elder did not mean that he was actually very
old. In the Rokytne raion in the Bila Tserkva district, the average age of elders in mid-1942
was forty-one. Elders seem to have been replaced quite regularly. In this particular raion, for
exarnpk, nine w e n replaced by the end of the year and another six by the end of 1943.a The
elder received a monthly state salary which depended on the size of the village and (officially,
at least) ranged from fifty to sixty German marks, or-the official equivalent-500

to 600

Reichskommissariat karbo~antsi.2~
Elders conducted censuses in their villages and supplied such data to the raion center,
which in tum passed them on to the Gebietskommissar. In his records that were aiways
handwritten and in Ukrainian, the elder was supposed to indicote who was able to work and
how reliable each villager was. Officially, the worst category were Jewish villagers. A close
second were the "most unreliables," that is, members and candidate-members of the
Communist Party, former Soviet officiais, and teachers. Those with relatives in the Red Army
were "merely" "unreliable," whereas only those with relatives who had been persecuted
("repressed") by the NKVD were unambiguously "reliable."25 The elder also was supposed to

23List of elders and their year of birth of the "37" (actually, only data for 35 are provided)
villages, 1 July 1942. DAKO, f. 1-2292, op. 1, d. 4,11. 1 4 The raion was called in Gennan
RakitndBila Zerkwa, probabty to avoid confusion with the Rokytne raion (Rokitno) in western
Volhynia.
24H. Sova [Hryhorii Kariau, Do istoriï bol'shevyts'koï diis'nostty: (25 rokiv thyrtia ukrai:nsPk&o
hromadianyna v SSSR) (Munich, 1955), p. 89.
2sIvan Levkovych Tubolets' (Ukrainian bom in 1942), interview in Ukrainian by the CHPWU, 10
August 1946, village of Lukavytsia pereiaslav-Khmel'nyts'kyi raion, Kiev oblast], stenographic
report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 249, 26v. Four examples of such lists are: "Vidomist' pro
represirovannoho [sic] hromadianyna S. Petrivs'koho [Petrivs'ke (Rakitno/Bila Zerkwa] orhanamy
NKVD Sovits'koi' vlady 18/III42 r.," by elder Iakiv David Zifennan (b. 1904) and his secretary,
DAKO, f. r-2292, op. 1, d. 4, 1. 5; "Spysok politychnykh zaslantsiv S. Romashky,
Rokytnians'koho raionu, Ky'ivs'koi' oblasti, areshtovanykh orhanamy NKVD. Skladeno 23m-42
r., by elder Fedir Oleksandmvych Slobodianyk, his secretary, and a representative of the
Ukrainian Red Cross, DAKO, f. r-2292, op. 1, d. 4.1. 8; "Spysok politychnykh zaslantsiv (i -ilch
sem'ïv) po S. Zhytni-Horakh [Zhytni-Hory], Rokytnians'koho raionu," by Ukrainian Red Cross
representative M. H. Byba, 8 Febmary 1942. DAKO, f. r-2292, op. 1, d. 4,11. 1&1!; and "Spysok
selu Romashkakh Rokytnians'koho r-nu rozkurkulenykh," n.d., DAKO, f. r-2292, op. 1, d. 3, 1. 9.

vansrnit Oemian and raion orders to the population. He received these orders himself in typed
notes from the raion and the Landwirt26 or at the occasional general meeting (naruda)of elders
at the raion chief s office.
All villagers still had identification papers h m the Soviet period, with a Ge-

starnp

in it, until the spring of 1942. when passes in the German and Ukrainian languages w e n
distributed to those 18 years and older. Persons not from Ukraine and Communists officially
could only receive a midence permit, but payment to a German official of an adequate amount
of chickens and eggs would be enough to get a real pass.27 For brief trips out of the village,

permission from the elder was requind, as had been the case with the chainnan of the former
village Soviet. For longer trips, however, a special permit (Sonder-Ausweis)had to be
obtained from the Gennan~.2~
AI1 villages had a curfew, which often started at 9:00 Pm.,although the time varied
depending on the season and the raion's general "rrliability." Trespassers could be shot by the
Gendarmerie without waming. Taking in ovemight guests without permission was strictly
forbidden.29 In more "reliable" villages people still went about as necessary."

It was not

uncommon for ordinary peasants to keep guard themselves at night.31 A strong motivation was
%For example, on 17 December 1941, al1 elders in the Polis'ke raion (Rayon Chabnoje) received
a note from P. Okhrimenko, the raion chief, which said that the Gebietskommissar wanted them to
"prodaim to the entire population that those guilty of hiding Jews and partisans will be punished
severely according to the laws of wartime." DAKO, f. r-2210, op. 1, d. 3, 1. 55.
*'Sova, Do istoriï,p. 9 1;Savchenko, Zam. NKVD USSR, to D. R. Korniets, "Spets. soob. O
polozhenii v g. Vinnitsa i Vinnitskoi oblasti," 26 January 1943, Borisoglebsk, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op.
23, d. 685, 1. 30.
28For an example of a special permit, see TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 139.1. 16.
2q',DAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. l24,ll. 29-30; Ukraïns'kyi holos (Khmei'nyts'kyi), 15 October 1942,
p. 1; ibid., 7 January 1943, p. 4; Nina Serhii'vna Zozulia (Ukrainian born in 1929 in Oksaverivka
[Vasyl'kiv raion, Kiev oblast]), author interview in Ukrainian, 21 July 1995. Bohuslav, tape
recording; Ievheniia Makarivna Moskovs'ka (Ukrainian boni in Stari Bezradychy [Obukhiv
raion] in 1930), author interview in Ukrainian, 29 July 1995, Kiev, tape recording.
3Qksana Sarapuka (Ukrainian born in 1927 in Medvyn). author interview in Ukrainian, 17 July
1995, Medvyn, Bohuslav raion, Kiev oblast Ukraine, tape recording; Mariia Prylipko (Ukrainian
boni in 1913 in Medvyn), author interview in Ukrainian, 17 July 1995, Medvyn, Bohuslav raion,
Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording.
3iMariia Khtodosiïvna Hohulia (Ukrainian born in 1927 in Medvyn), author interview in

the German principle of collective responsibility. In the summer of 1942, Koch's deputy
Dargel issued a public waming that delikratcly causing damage to the "food economy" would
be penalized by fines, confiscation of property, imprisonment, or even death. As his order

made clear, it was easy to commit that crime: "The food economy is damaged by a persai who

(1) does not follow orders; (2) obstructs work which serves the food economy; (3) does not
prevent apparent damages and does not report them; [or] (4) conriously gives false data about
the number of cattle, vegetables, and other matters which are important for the food economy."

In cases where guilty persons could not be identifid, punishment would be inflicted upon "the
entire community or the responsible leaders and members able to proteet fagainst diunage)."3*

Every reliable source indicates that the overwhelming majority of the peasants wanted the
collective fann system to be disbanded and private farming to be sanctioned.33 Peasants who
had fled to the city in the 1930s had high hopes when the Germans amved, and they started
returning to their rural places af birth. From Zhytomyr, over 1,500 of an estimated five

thousand former peasants went to the countryside at once with permission.34 Every village
made plans for the expected privatization, and, as noted in chapter 1, in many villages the
collective farms were at least initially disbanded.
The peasants, who were generally in a good mood, themselves never spoke of
"privatization." They always considered their former land that was part of the collective f m
Ukrainian, 22 July 1995, Medvyn, Bohuslav raion, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording; uprava of
Maksymovychy (Chabmoje), "Protokol n. 4," 14 September 1941, DAKO, f. r-215, op. 1, d. 1, 1.
5.
32"Rozporiadzhennia dlia zakhystu sil's'kohospodars'ky kh produktiv," 30 July 1942, Filiia,
Tsentral'na naukova biblioteka im V. 1. Vemads'koho, Natsional'na akademiia nauk Ukraiiny,
Kiev. Viddil starodmkiv, item no. 912.
33Ralf Bartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik in den besetzten Gebieten der Ukraine vom Sommer
1941 bis m m Sommer 1942 unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der Einfühmng der 'Neuen
Agrarordnung': eine Studie über die suukturelle Durchsetzung nationalsozialistischer
Programmatik" (M.A. thesis, Universitiit Hamburg, 1987), pp. 62-64 and 8 M 1 (based on
documents of WiStabOst); 1943 report, TsDAVOV, f. 3676,l. 48,l. 55; Ereignismeldung VdSSR,
100 (1 October 1941), p. 2; ibid., 191 (10 April 19421, p. 22; Meldungen, 7 (12 June 1942), p.
10.

34Ereignismeldung VdSSR, 87 (1 8 September 1941)- p. 9. Cf. Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyka
Vitchyzniana viina, " p. 39.

(kolhosp) still their property. All that was necessary was to "dissolve the kolhosp" or "diviâe
the land."35 In places where this was done. pnvate landholding patterns were indced restored.~
To be sure, arnong younger peasants, who did not know the pre-1929 lifestyle, there were
doubts.37 In the Right Bank (near Chyhyryn, Kammianka,and Oleksandrivka), according to a
comrnunist agent, "many" peasants "simply feared being left without means after a division of
the land, and therefore wanted some kind of [collective] fann." He observed this "even" arnong
mothers whose husbands were in the Red A m y . For exampie, they might have caught an
"evacuated" horse, but "did not know what they would do with it."38
The general desire for land is not contradicted by reports about peasants who awaited
German orders to start harvesting or who "calmed down" about the issue after the Gerrnans
ordered them to preserve or restore the c o k t i v e famis.39 The first such order, with the threat

of severe punishment, came from the Ostministerium on 15 August 1941,40 but soon a leaflet
distributed by the German army about the order rai& hopes again. The leaflet said that

Gemany had only pnvate agriculture and that "this is how it should be with you" as we11.41
Thus it became necessary to repeat the ban on dividing land, cattle, equipment, buildings, or

35Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 191 (10 April 1942), p. 22; administration of the village of
Maksymovychy (Chabnoje), "Protokol n. 3," 12 September 1941 and "Protokol n. 4," 14
September 1941. DAKO, f. r-215, op. 1, d. 1, 11. 3 4 ; Kost' Pan'kivs'kyi, Vid derzhavy do komitetu
(New York and Toronto, 1957). pp. 69-70 and 104.
36Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 107 (8 October 1941). p. 14.

370ne of the people to observe this was Otto Schiller, a high-plaoed German adherent of
privatization, who had worked on German agricultural estates in the Soviet Union in the 1920s,
and was now back in the "east." Bartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik," p. 81. For a denial of a
generational difference in this regard, see Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 52 (14 August 1941), p. 7.
38Berdnik, "Kharakteristika polozhenii [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1. op. 22, d. 123, 1. 65.
39Bartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik," pp. 65 and 72-73.
miôid., p. 68. Bartoleit notes that Alexander Dallin mistakingly says the order was issued on 19
August. Ibid., 1451151.
411bid., pp. 74-75.

other property.42 Even hereafter, there were villages which put parts of the fann buildings up
for ~aIe.~3

In 1941, the harvest started later than usualP4 In most villages, it appears to have
started after instructions were given, not on private initiative. In Pihido's native region. it

starteci upon a Soviet order and continued during and after the Gennan arrival. Harvesters were
covered in black to be less visible to Soviet planes who attacked the f i e l d s . In some places,
the peasants started to harvest after k i n g wamed by itinerant OUNSD activists from Galicia
that the Germans would retain the collective f m system.6 But in many other regions, the

harvest only started after a German order to this effe~t.~7
As the SD found in the Zhytomyr
region. the peasants were "generally willing to work, but await[ed] directives."48

The peasants worked hard that fall.49 The harvest was taken in fastest in western
Volhynia, where agriculture did not depend on tractors. More to the east, there was a severe
lack of equiprnent and pulling power, so that almost everything had to be done by hand, with
sickles." The peasants were motivated by a fear of farnine.sl Another reason was that the
42Fot example, "NAKAZ no. [...] Do raioniv Kyïvs'koï Oknihy," 24 October 1941, DAKO, f. r2160. op. 1, d. 1, 2.
43"Vytiah z protokolu n 26. Zasidannia Sil's'koï Upravy S. Buda-Radyns'ka," September 1942,
DAKO. f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 49, 11. 4 4 v ; "Protokol," administration of Steshchyna, 19 July 1942.
DAKO. f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 17, 11. 74-77. Both Buda and Steshchyna were in the Polis'ke raion.
%ne schotar has ascribed this to the weather, which in his view was unusually humid and cold,
and thus delayed the ripening of the grain. M. 2. Daniliuk, "Trudovoi podvig kolkhoznogo
krest'ianstva Ukraïny v gody Velikoi Otechestvennoi voiny," Voprosy istorii, 6 (Moscow, June
1959), p. 5. But it is more likely that the peasants had deliberately delayed harvesting as much as
possible, until they found themselves on the German side of the ffont.

45Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi. "Velyka Vitchyzniana viina. " pp. 56 and 77-79.
W r e s t Zovenko, Bezimenni: spohad uchasnyka niviînykh vyzvol'nyW unohan ' (n.p., 1946). p.
66; Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 52 (14 August 1941). p. 10; ibid., 107 (8 October 1941), p. 12-13;
ibid., 129 (5 November 1941). p. 15.
47Sarapuka, author interview; Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 40 (1 August 1941)- p. 19; ibid., 47 (9
August 1941), p. 8; ibid., 107 (8 October 1941). p. 11; ibid., 128 (3 November 1941), p. 2.
48Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 26 (18 July 1941). p. 6.
491bid., 112 (13 October 1941). p. 6.
SoPan'kivs'kyi, Vid derzhavy, p. 104; Hohulia, author inteview.

Germans paid well. In the village of Medvyn, about thirty kilometers from the town of
Bohuslav, the unripened grain had k e n flattened by the ntreating Red Amiy. It was r a i d
again by the population after the passing of the h n t . One in three sheaves was p r o ~ s c dand
given to the harvesters.Sz In places when no niles were announced, peasants c o n s t d y asked
how the harvest would be divided. In some places they were to be deceived and the entire
harvest was taken away.53 The final reason for the hard work was an expectation of
pnvatization, caused also because in some places the harvest a ~ t u d l ytook place on individually
designated strips.54 The threshing of the harvest, equally hampered by a lack of equipment,

lasted until the end of the yeat, when a severe winter started in which temperatures dropped to
minus 30 degrees Celsius.55 "In the daytime you could hear the sound of chains clanking: the
old men and women, the girls, and the children were busy threshing the wheat. Then they
would grind the grain between two big Stones and pass the flour through a hand sieve."s in
places where threshing was done collectively, upon German order, motivation dropped
significantly.9
Despite al1 the obstacles, the 1941 harvest was very g d . In late October, the village of
Lytvynivka, forty-five kilometers north of Kiev, still had no German authorities. Everybody
had selected a piece of former collective fatmland and harvested from it. People "ate their fill"

to an extent which even old people could not recall. "They laid in stores for yeafs ahead; the

SlEreignismeldung UdSSR, 107 (8 October 1941). p. 12.

52Hohulia,author interview; Zozulia, author interview: Moskovs'ka, author interview; Sarapuka,
author interview; Ereignismeldung UàSSR, 85 (16 September 1941). p. 13; PihidoPravoberezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyviiana viina," p. 120.
""Kopiia: %m. nach. 4-go otdela NKVD USSR Maiom tov. Kniazevu. ot sekretaria Kievskogo
RK LKSMU Kievskoi oblasti USSR, Kovlera M. A. Ob"iasnitelmnaiazapiska," n.p., 5 December
1941, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 118, 1. 47.

54Belov,History of a Soviet Collective Fann, p. 20.

55Hohulia,author interview; Sova Do istoriï, p. 95.
S ~ n a t o l(Kuznetsov).
i
Babi Yar. p. 193.
57Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 85 (16 September 1%l), pp. 12-1 3.

cellars were bursting with vegetables, the attics w e n piled hi& with apples and pears, and
strings of dried fruits hung under the eaves."s8 An author who traveled on foot from the Left
Bank to the countryside of the Right Bank in December 1941, found the situation in the latter
quite different, for there "the villages were satisfied."s9 In the Left Bank he had just lefi,
destruction or evacuation of the crop had been more extensive, fear of famine persisted, and
peasants continued to work hard on the winter sowing. In the f m s in the Novi Sanzhary
raion, which remained under military administration until September 1942, "a harmonious
work started which is only possible when one's life is on the line."a This did not apply
everywhere, however. In the northern village of Maksymovychy, there were cases of illegal
(individual) sowing. As for the collective sowing, the local elder complained to the men in
October that "everybody is working at half power."6'
On 27 Febniary 1942, a new propaganda campaign started. It was aimed at preserving
the collective farm system whiIe convincing the peasants that Hitler-special

portraits of whom

were supplied for the occasion-had decided to do away with it. The village population was
ordered to assemble for special fifteen-minute radio broadcasts at 12: 15 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.

The slogan was: "The hard-working peasant gets land of his own!" (Robotiashchomu
selianynovi -svuia zemlia!). The next day, on 28 Febniary, every collective farm in the
Reichskommissariat Ukraine (as well as in the regions administered by A m y Group South)
was renamed a "communal farm"-hromhosp,

i.e. hromads'ke hospodczrstvo, or

Gemeinwirtschafi (sometimes also referred to as sil's'kohospodars'ke tovarystvo).
Starting on 3 March, German propagandists, in cooperation with the Lanmvirte
addressed the peasants in meetings62 and told them that a "New Land Order" (Novyi Zcmel'nyi
58~natoli
(Kuznetsov), Babi Yar, p. 192; Kuznetsov, Babii iar, pp. 192-193.
S9Maistrenko, Istoriia moho pokolinnia, p. 337.
aSova, Do istoriï, p. 77.
6iAdministration of Maksymovychy, "Pmtokol n. 11." [early W o k r 19411. DAKO, f. r-215, op.
1, d. 1, 1. 16.
620rtwin Buchbender, Dos tonenâe En: deutsche Propaganda gegen die Roten Annee im Zweiten

had been introduced by the "Ministry for the Liberated [sic] Eastern Temtories." They

said that eventually, the "communal fan" would be changed into an "agricultural cwperative"
(kliborobs'ka spiika or krndbau-Genossenschafl).In such a cooperative, the fields would still
be cultivated collectively (hurtom), but other work, including the huvesting, would take place

on individudly designated strips (sing. n d l ) . Cwperatives which operated eniciently rnight
even be allowed to become individual farms (odnoosibni seiiam'ki hospodarstwa). Meanwhile,
w o r d i n g to the "temporary"communal fam statutes, every single €armer in the village had to
become a member (with German sanction). Thus, many peasants who had not even been
members of the former Soviet kolhosp were now forced to join the German hromhosp. This
indeed occurred.63 For the peasants, the whole campaign was al1 too similar to Soviet
propaganda, and they were disappointed or at the very least suspicious.64 Al1 the same, they
did not pass by the oppominity t o celebrate."
It is not clear how many peasants were allowed to cultivate a plot on their own, as part

of the "New Land Order"or perhaps even ôefote this decree. In any case, these peasants
worked hard. But at harvest time in 1942, they were bitterly disappointed, for, according to a
cornmunist report, "the Germans t w k the fiuits of their labor....These individual facmers
Weltkrieg (Stuttgart, 1978), pp. 134 and 136; Katrin Boeckh, "Die deutsche Propaganda im
'Reichskommissariat Ukraine'," Stdien ru deutsch-ukrainischen Beziehungen, 2 (Munich, 19%).
pp. 16-18.
63Dr.Shiller [Otto Schiller], Nadzvychaina komisiia dlia poriadkuvannia zemel'noho pytannia v
Ukraïni, "Do ostatochnoho uporiadkuvannia ustaliuiet'sia taki napriarnni [sic] shcho do [sic]
ustroiu i zahospodariuvannia hromads'kykh hospodarstv (tymchasovi postanovy pro pratsiu),"
translation from German, n.d., n.p., TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 601, 1. 114. Excluded from the
communal fann were people whose "personal or political behavior" made them "unworthy" of
membership, as were children of members younger than 16. On entry into the collective fanns in
the Nazi period, see also Mykhailo Seleshko, Vinnytsia: spomyny perekladacha Komisil doslidiv
zlochyniv NKVD v 1937-1938 (New York, Toronto, London, and Sydney, 1991), pp. 99 and 104.
In Gennan, the term was actually not "New Land Oràerwbut "New Agrarian Orderw(Neue AgrarOrdnung).

"B~noleit, "Die deutsche Agraipolitik," pp. 99-100; Meldungen, 7 (12 June 1942). p. 6; Benin&,
"Kharakteristika polozhenii [...],"TsDAHOU, f. 1. op. 22, d. 123. 1.67. For a misjudgement, see
"Teilbericht Politik über die Bereisung des Reichskommissariats mit Prof. v. Grünberg in der Zeit
vom 13.8. bis 3.9.1942" (Rivne, 20 September 1942). TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26, 11. 33 and
38, which speaks of "in general a success" and "great satisfaction."
6%
for example in Kremenchuk, where the announcement by the Gebietslandwirt attracted
between 2,000 and 2,500 peasants. Meldungen, 7 (12 June 1942). p. 9. They were interested in
the cooperatives. Ibid., p. 10.

sometimes [started to] hate the Gennans more than those who [were] still 'obtaining the right'
to land."G6
In the communal fums, as planned by the Nazis,little seemed to change. The system
of brigades and teams (sing. lanka; Russian: m n o ) was preserved, although these units were
renarned "labor units" (hurtkypratsi). As in the 1930s, the tearns could be formed on a family
basis.67 In conversations arnong thernselves and in documents that were not meant for the
general population, the Germans did not mince words and spoke frankly of Kolchosen.68 In
certain places, even their communist narnes ("The Path to World Revolution," "Rosa
Luxemburg," "The Commune of Paris," etc.) were rtiained." The main differences-beside
the new organization in charge of îhe crop-were the above-mentioned demand that d l
villagers become communal farm members, and the requirement that al1 such members actudly
work in it. ouring the Soviet period, there had been many members who did not contribute.70)
A final change concemed the increase in manual labor. By 1942, work on many farms

was done with tools (ploughs, harrows, cultivators, etc.) made by the peasants themselves or
by released prisoners of war.'' In most places, farm work remained manual labor and tractors
were rarely used. Although Ukraine's nine hundred Machine-Tractor Stations (MTS)were
p r e s e r ~ e dthey
, ~ ~ were often idle because of lack of fuel. Before the war, the tractor drivers had

aBerdnik, "Kharakteristika polozhenii [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123, 1. 67. Pihido, writing
about the Kiev region, notd a leap in motivation among "the people who had gotten rid of the
yoke of the collective fann."It is unclear whom he means and which period he describes. PihidoPravoberezhnyi, " Velyka Vitchyzniana viina, " pp. 158-1 59.
67Shiller, "Do ostatochnoho uporiadkuvannia [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 601. 1. 115.
E.g., Order (nakaz) by a Kreislandwirr to the Chief Agronomist (Hauptagronom) for the
Polis'ke raion, 25 July 1942, DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 85, 1. 28; Vegesack, Ais Dolmetscher im
Osten, p. 108; Der Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des Sd in Kiew to Befehlshaber [...],
Kiev, 14 December 1942, USNA microcopy T-84,roll 120, frame 418930.

69Vegesack,Als Dolmetscher im Osten, p. 108.
70Fitzpatrick,Stalin's Peasants, p. 172.
71Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi,"Velyka Vitchyzniana viina," p. t 59.
72Timothy Mulligan, The Politics of ilîusion unà Empire: Gennan Occupation Policy in the
Soviet Union, 1942-1943 (New York, Westport, Conn., and London, 1988). p. 94.

been an elite group in the Soviet countryside. Under the Germans they retained their status. For
example, in the Polissian village of Tarasy (Polis'ke, then Khabne raion) the local tractor driver
did not work for two days until the populace agreed to pay him 1.5 pood per ploughed
hectare? In many villages in the Vinnytsia region, where the repaired tractors could not be
used because of a lack of fuel, the peasants did the digging themselves with spades. Together
with a lack of seed material, such manual labor resulted in only a small area sown by the spring
of 1942. In the village of Hanshchyna, for example, it was only 150 of 600 hectares?
Everywhere, pesants were very reluctant to use cows as pulling power, even though Gerrnan
posters urged them to do so, "as has been done for a long time in Germany." Many thought
that cows were unable to plow and even might overstrain and die?
Altogether, fmm the Nazi perspective the first year of the "new" agricultural system
was a great success. Both the m y and the Reich were fed from Ukraine in amounts which
had been calculated befotie the invasion.76

Onicially. the working week in the Reichskornmissariat was fifty-four h0urs.n From 1 May
1942. every peasant between the ages 18 and 60 had to work five days per week. Exceptions
could be made for the chmnicaily ill, disabled persons, and women two months before or after

73Polis'ke raion administration to the director of the MTS, 13 May 1942. DAKO, f. r-2209. op. 1.
d. 22, 1. 307; Fitzpatrick, Stalin's Peasants, pp. 1 6 1 4 1 .
74Savchenko,W O NKVD USSR to Khmshchev. "Razvedsvodka No. Il: O polozhenii v
okkupirovannoi protivnikom Vinnitsoi oblast po sostoianiiu na 30. 9. 42g." 16 October 1942,
Engel's, TsDAHOU. f. 1, op. 23, d. 124.1. 16; Savchenko to Komiets, "Spets. soob. [...],"
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 685, 1. 31.
75Vegesack,AIS Dolmetschcr im Osren, pp. 114 and 119 (at the "Shevchenko" fm in southem
Ukraine). See also Der Kommandeur der Sicherheitsdienst und des SD in Kiew to Befehlshaber
der Sicherheitsdienst und des SD für die Uluaine in Kiew, Kiev, 28 September 1942, USNA
microcopy T-84,roll 120, frame 418946; and the poster, "Zslpriahaite Vashykh koriv," Filiia,
Tsentd'na naukova biblioteka im V. 1. Vemads'koho, Natsional'na ikademiia nauk W i n y ,
Kiev. Viddil starodmkiv, item no. 1495.
76Bartoleit. "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik," pp. 111 and 122.
77TsDAVOV,f. 3206, op. 5 1, d. 15,l. 492.

childbirth.78 Impatient local Germans transgressed these d e s , however. In the Podolian
district of h s k u r i v , during the spnng sowing campaign in 1942 every &y was officially a
working day, including Sundays and other religious days. Working hours were from 6:00
a.m. to 7:ûûp.m., with only one ninety-minute break for the main meal of the day.79 Despite
such regulation, however, absenteeism and lateness were very common. Many peasants spent
their time petitioning the raion authonties for "petty"affairs or merely partying (what people
called huiianka).80 For this reason, newspapers and posters regularly called upon them as
follows: "Peasants, you must also provide food for your brothers in the cities!", "If you won't
sow you will go hungry," and "Don't be lazy! The Fatherland calls you to work!"81
The official punishment for work evasion (Arbeitsverweigerung) was a 200 rouble fine
or-more

often applied-two weeks of labor camp.** By al1 accounts, however, the most

widely used punishment for lateness or absenteeism was beating. When a peasant did not show
up, he or she was ordered to the elder's office and publicly beaten. If a German did the
beating, it was usually with a whip. If the elder or € a m chairman did the job, it was with a
birch or stick, or simply their hands. One fann chaiman even used an old Russian m y rifle?
The Landwirte were firm believers in the beatings. Quite typical was a Gebietslanmvirt
in the south. There this taIl man, with a very short haircut and renowned among other Germans

as "the Khan of the Nogai Steppe." told a visitor: **Thefellows here undetstand only one
language: this one!." as he raised his hand. "Personally," he added, "1prefer not to beat, but
78Shiller, "Do ostatochnoho uporiadbvannia [...]."TsDAHOU, f. 1. op. 23, d. 601. 1. LIS.
79Ukrairns'kyi holos, 12 April 1942, p. 1.
*ONote by the chief of the Polis'ke raion to al1 elders. DAKO. f. r-2209, op. 1. d. 13. 1. 21.
Ukraïns'kyi holos. 26 April 1942. p. 3; ibid.. 30 April 1942, p. 3; "Ne kdariui! ",Scholarly
Reference Library. collection "Afishy ta plskaty ohipatsiinoho periodu," item 147sp.
8Thief of the Polis*keraion, 21 Apnl 1942. DAKO. f. r-2209. op. 1. d. 13. 1. 14. For an example
of the punishment with two weeks forced labor. see the verdict (Strafiemgwtg) by a
Gebietskommissar in the Kiev Generalkzidc, 14 August 1942. DAKO. f. r-2209. op. 1. d. 22.1.
402.
83GerhardLohrenz. The Lasr Generation and Other Stories (Steinbach. Manitoba, 1982). p. 56;
Savchenko to Khmshchev. "Ranedsvodka No. I l : O polozhenii [...]."TsDAHOU, f. 1. op. 23. d.
124, 1. 16.

one cannot function here without it. You wouldn't believe how such a slap in the face

[Backpfei$e] works wonders! ""
Peasants could be beaten up by Germans for the smallest things, such as for not saying
a proper greeting," not greeting fast enough, or having one's hands in one's pockets. Some
Kreislamfwirte, especially in regions where paftisans were active, k a t up ten or even twenty
peasants in their raion per

da^.^ Peasants often complained about the abuse in letters to

relatives working in Germany as Ostarbeiter ("eastem workers"). Reports by German censors
about letters they opened contained typical passages. One of 136 verified letters sent from
Ukraine in July and August 1942 reported: "Life is bad here, the Germans beat us with batons
if we come late for work. And every day we are chased to work."87 AmOng 582 such letters
from Ukraine shidied later (between 1 1 September and 10 November 1942), the censors
considered the following statement typical enough to be quoted: "They chase us to work with
anything they can beat with, batons or sticks. Yes, these people are really civilized, literate,
they are cultured.... This is how we live: we are beaten and are not allowed to cry. The good
thing is that we are free. Al1 desire to live and work has been taken away from us. When there
is work, we work. Otherwise we stay home. Then the Germans come during the day and beat
us hard."sg

The longer the Germans stayed, the more vicious the beatings seem to have become.
Once the entire village of Chewonyi Iar (Kirovohrad) was punished for going out to work late.
Wegesack, Als Dolmetscher im Osten, pp. 108 and 114-1 15.
8SMikhail Mikh. Skirda [et. al.], "Otchet O podpol'noi partiinoi rabote i partizanskoi bor'be v
Kirovogradskoi oblasti (avgust 1941 goda mart 1944 goda)," n.d., typewritten document,
signed, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391, 1. 14.

-

86For exarnple, Alfred Krauze and Peter Fleker in the village of Tsybul'ove in the Kirovohrad
region. Skirda, "Otchet [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391, 11. 15-16.
*7"Stimmungsberichtnby the Auslandsbriefprlifstelle, Berlin, 11 September 1942, USNA
microcopy T-120,roll 2533, frame E292556.
by Auslandbriefprüfstelle, Berlin, 11 November 1942. in Norbert Müller
[et al.], ed., Die faschistische Okkupationspolirik in den zeitweilig besetzten Gebieten der
Sowjetunion (1941-1944) (Berlin, 1991). p. 361. Müller does not provide the entire report; it can
be found on USNA microcopy T-120, roll 2533, frames E292549/12-18. Anothet tcstimony that
peasants were chased to work in the morning is Hrynevych, author interview.
88"stimmungsbericht"

Afier half of its 130 inhabitants were beaten with whips, the others tried to flee, but dogs
hunted h e m down.89 Peasants beaten by the village elder sometims filed a complaint with the
regional Schlichter (mediator). At trial, elders usually said that they had been beaten themselves
by Gennans, and been ordered to do the same to the peasants to get them to work. Had they
not complied, the work would not have k e n done and they would have been beaten to death.
After such explanations, elders were usually acquitted or given only a small fine.90
Rumors about the beatings in the counûyside also quickly reached the cities.91 The

Landwirte believed that the former Soviet citizens would recall Soviet practices and would
appreciate k i n g released with only a beating instead of being placed under arrest.92 In actual
fact, in the Soviet period agricultural officiais had also meted out beatings.93 Those beatings
had been sporadic, however. Most important of d l , the German-sponsored beatings were
meted out for al1 to see and thus much more humiliating. The overall result was hatred of the
Germans.g4 A new folklore also àeveloped around the beatings. Among the many new sayings

and rhymes were: "Unable to work and you*refleeced with leather for it" (Zanevminnia derut'
reminniam); "We thought the Geman would give us land, instead he flogs with a whip"
(Dumaly, shcho nimets' dast' pole, a vin nahaikoiu pore); and "You can't live with German
laws: It's rubber on your back and a rest in the grave" (Nimets'ki zakony thyttiu perepony:/

Rezyna na horbu, vidpochynok v hrobu)?5
g9Skirda, "Otchet [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391. 1. 32.
Wikolas Laskovsky, "Practicing Law in the Occupied Ukraine," The American Slavic and East
European Review, X,2 (New York, 1952), pp. 133-134.
dnevnika uchitel'nitsy gor. Kieva L. Nartovoi [Nartova diary]" TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d.
347, 1. 4, entry for 14 February 1942.

9%

92Laskovsky, "Practicing Law," p. 134.
93Fitzpatnck, Stalin 's Peasants, pp. 180 and 302.
%üso the view in Alexander Dallin. G e m n Rule in Russia 1941-1945: A Study of Occupation

Policies, 2nd ed. (Boulder, Colorado, 1981). p. l47nl.

9SIMFE. Krasyts'ka collection, f. 14-3. od. zb. 20, ark. 46 ("1942") and 222 (also at ark. 39 under
"1943"); "Fol'klor Velykoï Vitchyznianoï viiny," typed manuscript (Kiev: IMFE Akademïi nauk
Ukraïns'koï RSR, 1945), edited by M. T. Ryl's'kyi, IMFE,f. 14-3, od. zb. 56, ark. 488 (under
"1943"), originally from IMFE,Ie. 1. Prytula collection, f. 14-3, od. zb. 24, ark. 71.

But beatings were not the only danger. In October 1942, the Gebietskonunissar in
Tarashcha ordered al1 offices to apply "the most r v e r e measures"against those who showed

up for work only at 8:00 a-m. or not at dl.% This could mean the death penalty. Even without
announcements, people's Iives were at risk. For example, in the spring of 1942, peasants from
the village of Tahancha (Kaniv) were once fceding horses instead of working in the field when
the Landwirt showed up. Immediately he started firing shots at them.97 In the village of
Medvyn worked a young peasant from another village. Because he came late, the local
Gendarmerie beat him to death.98
Among the victims of such terror were certainly many women. In the summer of 1941,
as Ham Koch found, they had generally been more anti-Communist and more eager to own
property than men? Nothing in their situation impmved, however, because the collective
f a m s continued to fùnction or were restored. It was still not unusual for them to be working
under a male "brigade leader," who urged them on with a whistle.1" In general, the women
seem to have been busier than the men, probably because they felt the most responsibk for the
fate of their children. Once the editor of a regional newspaper noted that Germans thought that
women worked the hardest and noted himself, "They can be seen at work in the garden or in
the field, they repair houses and paint them white." It was the women who went to the market.
Meanwhile, "our man likes to ride on his cart, to stand in the street doing nothing, or to lay
around and smoke cigarettes." Io' Quickly the wornen became at least as anti-Geman as the
men. At first they were very assertive vis-%-visthe Germans, o h with tragic results. n i e

%Vidrodzhennia (Tarashcha), 1 October 1942, p. 4.
97"Dokladpribyvshego iz tyla protivnika CHEREVIK Sergeia Maksimovicha," 25 March 1943,
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 22, 1. 24.
98Prylipko,author interview.
*Koch, "Der Sowjet-Nachlass," 1. 7.
lMVegesack,Als Dolmetscher im Osten, p. 110.
l*livankivs'ki visti, 28 January 1943, pp. 1-2. That German opinion is indced expmssed in
"Teilbericht Politik [...],"TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26,l. 39.

(male) author of a communist repofl found that women in early 1942 "openly, to their face,
insult[ed] the Germans. At the butter factory of Oleksandrivka, women rioted about the need to
hand over 100 percent of the milk yield. When the supervisor. a [native] policeman, reminded
them that there was no Bolshevik ngime now, the crowd shouted, We will kiss the
Bolsheviks, the sooner they come back the better.' The crowd was dispersed by the Germans
who, apparently misunderstanding what it was al1 about, k a t up the policeman. In Chyhyryn,
one woman gave a German officer the finger [dulia, a vulgar gesture] instead of the butter he
demanded and called him a devil, for which, of course, she was immediately hanged from the
acacia tree near her hut."lm
When the Gendarmerie executed villagers in public, it was on gallows which eventually
were plafed in the center of every village. In Medvyn, young men had stolen or sabotaged
something. An eyewitness recalls:
We are ail at work. Then the alarm rings in the village: Everyboày is off to a meeting at
the school. We al1 go, because if not, we'll be beaten tembly. W e al1 gather. And there
were these gallows, for hangings. The Gemans...no, the Germans are just standing
there-our volunteers read out loud who has done what wrong. Then they bring them
up one by one and hang them. Everybody sees how they are punished.103

The hangings and general terror installed a well-founded and intense fear. A woman who was
in her early twenties at the time still remembers it vividly more than fifty years later.

Every day we had to work in the fields. 1remember, once 1stayed at home. 1wanted to
pull out the weeds in the garden. As s w n as 1went to the garden to start weeding, the
village chief came walking by. 1saw al1 these people and [gasps for airl-the Gennan
[Nimets' ide]. 1looked and died of fear [merla].I thought I had died. We had those
plum-trees, 1ran there and hid in the bushes. And they came closer and walked under
the pear-tree, but didn't find me. And al1 the time I thought: They will kill me, they will
kill me [Mene ub"iut', mene ub"iut'J.1~
lmBerdnik. "Khaiakteristika polozhenii [...], TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123. 1. 74. This source
deals mainly with the (fonner) Kiev and Kirovobrad oblasts since early 1942, that is., since the
introduction of civilian rule there.
103Hohulia, author interview.
'Wksana Iatsenko (Ukrainian bom in 1919 in the village of Mysailivka), author interview in
Ukrainian, 21 July 1995, Mysailivka, Bohuslav raion, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording.

In certain regions, people worked hard even in the communal fanns.10s In generd,
however, despite the threats, once the peasants got to the fields they worked as slowly and as
little as possible.lO6 At the fann in Bordianka, the workday lasted from 8:ûû am.to 6.0or

7:O p.m. The (maie) brigade leaders told their fellow-villagers to work normally when the

Landwirt arrived, but otherwise slowly. There were risks involved, as one woman from this

farm a a l l s : "Once we were sitting and did not see him [the Landwirt] coming. We were taking
a break But he came, and it was terrible how he started shouting at us. The interpreter said, 'If

you remain seated, he will kill y~u."'~*Because of the slow pace of work,less then twothirds (63 percent) of arable land was sown in the farms in the spring of 1942.109

The main reason for the lack of peasant motivation was that the Germans confiscated al1
they could take. Initially, during the 194 1 harvest, the Gemans paid much better than the
Soviet authorities. But then the "labor-days" (tdodnr')were reinstated, that is, the Soviet
system of payments which took into account the tirne worked, the ski11 involved, and the size
of the harvest, and which effectively ensured that the peasant received very little.l(J9 in the
communal farms in the Kiev region, one labor-day entitled one to 100 to 200 grams of millet or

105This view is in Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, " Velyka Vitchyzniana viina," p. 159.
Io6Asalso noted in "Teilbericht Politik [...]," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26, 1. 32.
107Tetiana Ivanivna Pyskovets' (Ukrainian), interview in Ukrainian by the CHPWU, 22 January
1946, village of Borodianka, Kiev oblast, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 245, 1.
71.

1oaBartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik," p. 108, dealing with both the Reichskommissariat
Ukraine and the temtory administrated by Wirtschaftsinspektion Süd. As Bartoleit notes, while the
area cultivated was less than in other former Soviet territories, the difference with these temtories
was perhaps outweighed by the fact that partisan activity started later than there. Nazi intelligence
called the fall 1942 harvest satisfactory; see Meldungen, 32 (4 December 1942), p. 8, regarding
the Volhynia-Podolia and Kiev Generalbezirke.

'*In the Soviet periad, a hard-working collective f m worker received-or at least was supposed
to receive-in the fall for a year's work, per laborday 0.70 to 1.50 roubles (for most peasants, the
came to a total of about 400 roubles); 1 to 1.5 kg. grain; and 3 kg. potatoes. Often, depending on
the harvest, it was even les. A hard-working fann worker eamed per year between 300 and 325
labordays. (Meanwhile, a pair of leather high b o t s cost 400 roubles.). The average kolkhomik
earned less then 200 labordays in 1937, which meant 438 for the average household, al1 paid in
kind. Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 28 (20 July 1941). p. 10; ibid., 45 (7 August 1941), p. 4;
Fitzpatrick, Stalin's Peasants, pp. 145, 192, and 197.

some lefiover other grain.110 In the Bomdianka raion, the paper n o m by Mamh 1943 was
payment in kind according to labor-days earned each month and a standard 12 kg. grain per
month.lll But reality was probably more like the village of Borodianka, where work was not
paid for at dl. "They said that labordays were wntten down, but we did not receive anything
for the entire period of work." I l 2
On paper there was one German innovation in the payment system. This was advance
payment, of at most 500 g. of grain per day worked (and for those with large families even 750
g.)"3 Part of this payment was to be given directly from the arable potato or beet fields, from a
separate section (ai most 12 percent of the total area) subdivided by household aftcr sowing.1'4
It is unclear to what extent this innovation was actually introduced. If it was, it could explain
why Pihido found that many peasants in villages to the south of Kiev received three times more
per labor-day than during the Soviet period, namely 3 to 4 kg. grain, and why a peasant from

Medvyn remembered later that the Germans "paid we11."115 In the small village of Lukovytsia,
payment in kind was made regardless of the number of labor-days; 300 g. per day (and 100g.
per child).ll6 Altogether, the situation seerns to have varied from district to district.

The most extensive food confiscation campaign t w k place in July 1942. The goal of this
"threshing and confiscation action" (Drusch- und E@assmgsuktîon) was twofold: to force

llOZ. Serdiuk, Sekretar Kyïvs'koho obkomu KP(b)U, "Politinformatsïi Po Kyïvs'koï oblasti na
10.XII-1943 roku," n.p., n.d., TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 633, 1. 14 (uses the tenn cholovikoden 7.
lllAs follows: 1 to 10 labordays-150 g. for each; I l to 20 labordays-300 g. for each; and 21
to 31 labordays-450 g. for each. Chief of the Borodianka raion to the elder of N. Buda, 5
March 1943, DAKO, f. r-2160, op. 1, d. 4, 1. 8. This also applied to workers at state farms.
l Wyskovets',

CHPWU interview, 1.7 1.

ll%hiller, "Do ostatochnoho uporiadkuvannia [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 601, 1. 117.

lSPihido-Pravoberezhnyi." Velyka Vitchyzniana viinu, pp. 158-1 59; Hryts'ko Hryts'kovych
Saiata (Ukrainian bom in 1909 in Medvyn), author interview in Ukrainian, 17 July 1995, village
of Medvyn, Bohuslav raion, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recorâing.
"

1'dTuôolets',

CHPWü interview, 1.26~.

people to thresh the grain which had nmained from the 1941 harvest and to confiscate al1grain

from storage facilities and people's homes. In each Generalbezirk, the campaign was led by a
special emissary (Sonderbeaujtragter) from the Reichskommissariat*~
food and agriculture
department in Rime. It was implemented by the Gebietskommissare, the Landwirte, and the
Gendarmerie. The latter searched the peasant homes, yards, and gardens, and also mills and
markets. The grain was taken away on guarded carts. In the process, many people were robbed
of their cows as well, by way of punishment for not providing the requested arnounts. That
month, in the Kiev Generalbezirk 26,570 tons of grain were confiscated. (38,470 tons had
already been taken in June.). The final 7,%0 tons of the Gerrnan target were obtained in early
August. m e r persona11y making random checks, the agent for the Kiev Generalbezirk,
Kriegwenvaltungsrat Schumann, concluded, in the words of the SD, that "fi0more m i q
ch can be confiscatea are in the possession of the producers."~~7
The large deliveries (postavky or konfynhenty) were in keeping with the belief of Koch
and other Nazis that "the delivery target [Ablieferungssolfl of the Ukrainian population in
agricultural produce must be fulfilled whatever the circumstances, including a disregarding of
its own food situation." This was in accord with Reichmarschall Goring's principle, "If there is
famine is Europe, it will not be in Germany."1l8 Meanwhile, Geman propaganda explaineci the

high rate of grain requisition by the needs of war. Some peasants may have accepted this

l17Der Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD, Kiev, to Befehlshaber der
Sicherheitspolizei und des SD fur die Ukraine, Kiev, 10 August 1942, USNA microcopy T-84,
roll 120, frames 418845-849, emphasis in the original. On confiscation of cows, see also
Auslandbriefprüfstelle, 1 1 September 1942, T-120, roll 2533, frame E292557. The house
searches for grain are also rnentioned in "Teilbencht Politik [...]," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d.
26, 1. 30. In the village of Lytvynivka in 1942, the entire harvest (from the previous year) was
confiscated, and people had to work harder than before 1941 to pay d l the taxes. Kuznetsov,
Babii iar, p. 273. See also, on the village of Rykun*,ibid., p. 270. Other evidence for the total
requisition of grain is provided in Laskovsky, "Practicing Law," p. 123; Sova, Do istorti, p. 86;
and ""Teilbericht Politik [...]," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26, 1. 3 1v.
Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, " Velyka Vitchyznicura viina," p. 160 and Mulligan, Politics of Illusion, p.
96 also note that not everywhere the delivery quotas in kind were less than in the Soviet period.
Note also this statement from a Ukrainian woman: "We handed in everything, the Germans took
it." Zonilia, author interview.
"%etter by Erich Koch to the Generalkommissar in Dnipmpetrovs'k, 17 November 1942,
TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 1, d. 232, 11.9-10.

explanation.1l9 h any case, peasants came to the conclusion thai their life was as bad or even
worse than before 1941. In July and August 1942. peasant lettea contained complaints like the
following: "It's going to be just like under the Bolsheviks, for we have to hand in everything.
It's rnirry." Letters often complained that "everything" was gone-while

actually supplying

evidence to the contrary: "There is little bread, it was al1 taken away." Some even ventured?
"Our life used to be bad, but now..."120 By the end of 1942, peasants in the Tarashcha region
were saying, "There is no difference whatsoever: we gave a lot under the Soviets and we are
giving a lot now."l*l Letters sent at that tirne contained many complaints from pearants about
the lack of food, that the 1942 harvest was bad, and expectations of famine during the coming
winter and spring. "It's harvest time, and yet we have no bread. The guys gather halms. and
we mil1 them on the hand mill, to make some bread. This is how we Iive up to now, and we
dont know what will be next."ln
Before 1941, the peasants had sumived by taking ("stealing," if that is the right word),
bit by bit, produce from the collective fanns field for themrlves. For grain, they used the so-

called "kolhosp pocket" (kolhospne kyshenia): a pocket sown on the inside of a person's
clothes specifically for this purpose. Cucumbers, potatoes, tomatoes, onions, and beets were
taken in the buckets, rnilk jars, and in other utensils used during work. These methods were
still practiced under the Gemans.123 Some peasants in Volhynia used still another method.
They secretly threshed the harvested grain, set fire to what had become useless sheaves, and

119Seleshko,Vinnyrsia, p. 104, regarding peasants in the Nemyriv raion, based on a conversation
with the raion chief.

120Auslandbriefpnifstelle,I l September 1942, USNA micmcopy T-120, roll 2533, frame
E292557.
121Vidrodzhennia,

12 November 1942. p. 3 (reporter's phrase, summarizing popular opinion).

122Auslandbridp~fstelle
Berlin, 11 November 1942, in Müller, Die faschistische
Okkupationspolitik, pp. 359 and 361. In the Zhytomyr region, peasants already in Octoôer 1942
were expecting a famine as bad as the one of 1933. Meldungen, 24 (9 October 1942). p. 9.
123Ukraïns'kyivisnyk, 4 April 1943, pp. 6 7 .

nported that fi= had destmyed the harvest. This trick was eventually uncovered.la Indad, a
major deterioration of the living conditions of the peasants. from their point of view, was that it

became more difficult to "steal."l~Events like the following occurred everywhere. In Medvyn,
several villagers w e n caught in the act of "stealing" grain by the Lunàwirt (popularly known
by his first narne as Emma,or simply as "the comrnandant"&mendant).

On the same

occasion, the Landwirt also discovered samohon, home-brewed vodka. Through his
interpreter. he demanded to know who owned the bottles. When no answer came, he started
lashing everybody at random with his whip. Then he left, but that evening several suspected
thieves were arrested by the Gendarmerie and beaten d l night.126
Very cornmon was wood "theft," as were attempts to combat it. How these cases were
handled is illustrated by the following example. On 11 November 1942, a forester near
Iakovetse(Polis'ke) caught a peasant in the act of cutting wood. This man, Hryts'ko
Sarnoilenko (b. 1923). showed a statement h m the elder of the village of Maksymovychy
giving him permission to coHect wood, but it tumed out to be forged. He and the real author of
the document, Demyd Dubodil' (b. 1908, arrested on 3 December), were interrogated by the

Schutzmannschaft (which also called itself Ukraïns'ka Politsiia) in Polis'ke, who then (on 5
December) sent a report about the case to the SS und Polizeigebiet@hrer of the Polis'ke
district, Scheider. The men were released, but then summoned to appear at trial at the Court
[Kamera] of the raion Schofle. The criminal case on "theft" and fraud (shukhraistvo,
Schwindlerei) was heard by S c w e (dso Schlichter) M. Ivanov on 19 December at 10:OO

a.m. The "thief" Sarnoilenko w u fined 600 karbovuntsi or, in case of non-payment. two
months confinement; the forger DubodiI' was fined 400 karbovuntsi or six weeks confinement.

i24Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 133 (14 November 194l), p. 34.
l2-at theft was combated severely is noted by Hryts'ko Salata, author interview, and Rylipko,
authot interview.
i26Sarapuka, author interview; Hohulia, author interview.

Both also h d to pay the cost of the trial, LOO karbovuntsi. A Aman translation of the verdict
went to Schneider.'"
The sentence followed the guidelines set by Koch in M a y 1942: payment of the
supposed value of the wood or confinement. Often in cases like this, however, the German
authorities-the German police or the Gebietskomniissar-thought the verdict too lenient and
broke the mles. For example, the Gebietskommissar would return the case for a retrial by

anoîher Schbie, accompanied by a threatening note that the punishrnent should be made more
severe.128

Besides "theft," there were also several other factors that could make the Nazi system
of exploitation more bearable. One was lack of transport facilities, which could prevent the
export of the cmp. Isolated villages in the Umm' region lost al1 grain in the fall, but in the
summer there was no transport for the perishaôle fruit and vegetables; thus they were left to the
peasants.129 In rare cases, the bmvin was a ruwnable man. In the village of Zambyntsi
(Pereiaslav), the f m could operate according to the "desiatky"principle (more on this below)
and, according to a villager, the Germans "took very little. This was because the German

agronomist was not very severe. The peasants would show him the hilly and steep fields, he
took a look around and did not demand much grain."iM
Best situated to cope with the high delivery quotas w u the village elite. The Geagrarian authorities simply could not check them often. During the entire pericd, each Landwirt
could speak to each hromhosp head (kerivnyk) at most once a week. 13' As before 1941,the
head and the brigade leaders did not work in the fields themselves and eamed substantially

Iz7The outcome of the case is not known. DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 19, 11. 1-20.
12*V. Boldyrev, "Mestnye sudy na Ukraine v period nemetskoi ohpatsii," Vestnik Instituts po
izucheniiu SSSR, 4 (21) (Munich, October-December 1956). p. 70.

129Werth. Russia ar War, p. 727.
13%erhii Romovych Rudenko (UkrPinian bom in 190). interview in Ukrainian by the

CHPWU, 9 August 1946. village of Zarubyntsi, stenographic rrpott, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d.
249, 11. 2S20v. Rudenko was secretary of the elder.

'31Bartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik," p. 55.

more labordays,l32 partly by concerted illegal action. (They were related to each other or at least
good friends.) Most importantly, when these people caught ordinary peasants "stealing," the
goods still did not end up in German hands: "They thresh the grain with the threshing machine
and with flails, take it to the [fann] store, and then it starts: the store-keeper does not weigh it,
the accountant does not record it, the brigade leader does not see it, the collective farm head
keeps quiet, and the elder pretends to see n ~ t h i n g . " ' ~ ~
Even better off were the Ukrainian (morerarely Russian) officiais who worked at the
raion level. They had some leeway because bad road conditions during the mud season in
central and northern Ukraine (late March to late April) and during the winter made it difficult

for the Gebietskommissar to keep a close watch on themF4 T o be sure, agricultural
deliveries-fmm the farms as well as from the peasants' gardens-were

not supposed to be

handled by the raion administrations, but by the Ukrainian agronomist subject to the

Kreislanhvirt of each raion. This agronomist, whose office was called the raitemviddil, was
supposeci to mediate between the Kreislunàwirt and the communal and state farms (more on the
latter below). During the harvest, the agronomist had to work every day and submit a report to
the Kreisladwirt every week. This formal mangement greatly displeased the raion chiefs. '3
But in actuai fact the German control over the confiscation was far fmm complete.
Some raion chiefs are reported to have managed to shift most of the quota on to people they
disliked, for example people of another nationality, while others even increased the quota.'" In
many raions, peasants had resurrected cwperatives, and here agricultural delivenes went via
the union of consumer cooperatives (raispozhyvspilka). Natturally, the raion authorities could

13TTubolets'. CHPWU interview, 1.26~.
133Ukraïnstkyi visnyk, 4 April 1943, pp. 6 7 .
1~"Lageberichtw
for December W41, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 27.1. 10.
135DAK0, f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 21.1. 209; Order from the Kreislandwirz to the Chief Agronomist in
the Polis'ke raion, 25 July 1942, DAKO,f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 85, Il. 28-29.
1 3 6 K ~toh the Generalkommissar in Dnipropetrovs'k, 17 November 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3676,
op. 1, d. 232, 11. 9-10.

exeri influence on i t '37 In the Novi Sanzhary raion, inhabited by some 60,000people, the
nion chief, the chief agronomist, and îhe head of a separaie Raion Land Administration
(raizemupruva) that dated back to the year of miliiary d e , managed to hide the na1 size of the
harvest in 1942 and f 943 from the Germans. (The 1942 harvest was mainly corn and
sunfîowers). Had the German n o m s been followed, then each peasant would have received
only 120 kg. of second-rate grain for a whok year. But the troika convinced the hundreds of
Ukrainian officiais in the raion-elders, farm heads, and accountants-to prepare two records:
one real, another fake. In his proud account about this episode, the former raion chief
(Hryhorii Kariak) writes that in this way the peasants were paid more grain than they had ever
received in the Soviet period.138
Not only did most peasants receive merely a below-subsistence wage in kind from the

€am,they were also-as before 1941-çharged with financial taxes. They as well were
charged a tax in kind on their gardens (discussed below). The first tax was for the use of land

in 1941 @ozenel 'nyi podutok), at 80 roubles per hectare.139 There were also personal
(podushni) taxes, a one-time tax (oànorazovyi zbir) which supposedly benefited the
development of the countryside (100 roubles, in May 1942), and taxes on cows, horses,
houses, and even dogs. The dog tax was annually 150 roubles (payable in Soviet currency) in
late 1942 per d o g Y
At fifst the Nazi authorities tried to raise these financial taxes directly from the f m .
Apparently this created so much chaos that they were in effcct charged to households or

137Sova, Do istoriï, p. 88; Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyzniana viina," p. 160; DAKO, f.
r-2209, op. 1, d. 21. 1. 131.
Wova, Do istoriï, p. 86. Sova is the pseudonym of Hryhorii Kariak, according to "Konkurs na
spohady Osedku Ukraïns'koï Kul'tury i Osvity u Vynnypehu dlia ukraïntsiv na skytal'shchyni v
Evropi, 1947-1948, Spysok mkopysiv," p. 8. Typewritten document, Libtary and Museum,
Ukrainian Cultural & Educational Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
139Decree by the chief of the Ivankiv raion, Ivankiv, 19 December 1941, DAKO, f. r-2457,op. 1,

d. 16, 1. 3.

"Wotes from the etder of Liuten'ka (Hadiach), September 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d.
139,ll. 2-3; Serdiuk, "Politinfonnatsïi [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 633, 1. 14.

individuals.i4i Each raion had an official taxation commission, coqxising a tax inspector, the
h e d of the raion financial department (rai@hviddl),and an agronornist. This commission
surveyed statements about taxes from elders or "citizens" (hrollUlLiiane,i.e., peasants).
Peasants, or the elder writing for them, would ask to be freed from a certain tax ôecause they
were unable to pay. By way of explanation, the elder could characterize the person as
"disabled," "old," "ill," or, sometimes, "insane," and he couid also point out that it concemed a

a single person unable to work, a teacher, or farnily without an adult male. Still others the elder
could characterize as k i n g very poor (ne maie nicbho), or as "very poor, husband is in the
[Red] army."l4* The Geman law allowed for exceptions for old age,'" so these were often

grantecl. One peasant had rcturned to thc village of Mar"ianivka near Polis'ke in late September
1941, when the harvest was alteady in full swing. Therefore in 1942 he was allowed to pay
less of the land tax (100 roubles). For the elder, however, it meant that he had to obtain the rest
of the money from other villagers.144 In cases of doubt, the tax inspector paid a visit to the

person(s) in question. However these taxes were levied, clearly the chaotic system allowed for
influence by the elders and raion officiais.

Can we now answer the question whether the material situation of the peasants, as compared to
the situation before 1941, worsened, stayed the sarne, o r improved? What has been said so far
actually does not allow us to draw any definitive conclusions. First several other aspects of the
14' One raion chief tried to persuade the Gebietskommissar to adopt individual taxation by
claiming-falsely--that the collective fanns no longer existed. Raion chief of the Polis'ke raion to
the financial inspector of the Gebietskommissar, 15 March 1942, DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 21, 1.
93. That the one collective farm in Maksymovychy was restored is indicated by the record of an
uprava meeting, which "resolved: al1 citizens must hand in what they took from common
property." "Protokol n. 20," 30 December 1941, DAICOI f. r-215, op. 1, d. 5, 1. 3.

142List, compiled by the elder of Blidcha, of thirteen people unable to pay the persona1 tax. 12
August 1942, DAKO, f. r-2457, op. 1, d. 16, 11. 11-12; note by the elder of Dybenets' (Bohuslav),
freeing people from the one-time tax, 6 June 1942, DAKO, f. r-2107, op. 1, d. 12, 1. 9; notes by
the elder of Vil'khovets' (Bohuslav), on the same matter, 25 M a y and 5 June 1942, DAKO, f. r2107, OP. 1, d. 13, 11. 2-3v and 6 7 ~ .
143Shiller,"Do ostatochnoho uporiadkuvannia [...ln"
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23. d. 601,1. 116.
~u"ZasidanniaRaiopodatkovoi komisii' Khabens'koho raionu pry Raifinviddili, 16 Febmary
1942, DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 18, 1. 9v.

peasantst living conditions must k considered in some detail. These are: (1) the garden: (2)
private cattle; and (3) barter with city dwellers.
During the Soviet period, the garden (hor+which

was not private pmperty-had

been the peasant's main source of subsistence, even though quotas of its yield (and of any
cattle on it) had to be sumndered to the state. (This did no<apply to the plots of city workers.)
The size of the peasant gardens varied between 15 s o t w t h a t is. 1.5 hectares-and 60 sotky

(4 hectares), but ten&d to be close to the former, especially in 1939 and 1940, when they were
aggressively cut down to size. (At that time the collective farms had to provide more grain in an
apparent attempt to secure a steady supply to Genany.)145

On 15 August 1941, Wirtschaftsstab Ost (Econornic StafT East), on the condition that
work on the farm would not be impaired, decided to double the size of the gardens (officially
called Ho,-

Ukrainian: prysndybna zemlia) and to fhe them h m taxation. Immediately,

the measure was sabotaged by a significant number of Landwirte, however. Koch had

promised them that they would eventually own the famu and thus it was in their interest to
keep them as large as possible.146 Indeed, many Landwirte seem to have started living already
as de facto landlords. In the Bobrynets' district, a certain Schiffer stole cattie and fowl from the
peasants and consumed it. At one time he possessed six horses, two cows, five pigs, five
sheep, fifteen geese, eight beehives, three foxes, and one marten-al1

stolen from the peasants.

Moreover, he forced peasants to work for him on "his" plot as well as elsewhere.147 Because
of such obstxuction by the Lanmvirte, WiStabOst felt compelled to repeat its order (14 Jmuary

1942).148
145Fitzpatri~k.
Stalin's Peasmts, pp. 135-136 and 149. On the impact of the Nazi-Soviet pact, x e
Belov, History of a Soviet Collective Fann, p. 19. On the average size, see Ereignismeldung
UdSSR, 45 (7 august 1941). p. 4. A letter by the chief of the Polis'kc raion to the
Gebietskommissar of 12 June 1942 says that the size varied between 30 and 60 sotky. DAKO, f. r2209, op. 1, d. 21, 1. 141
l*Baxtoleit. "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik." pp. 72 and 115; Dallin, GerrnM Rule, pp. 327 and 339.
Dallin has as the date 18 August 1941 and says that the plots were at the sarne time declared
private property. This is not confinned by Bartoleit or elsewhere, however.
I4'Letter from a young Ukrainian to Gennans, quoted in Dallin, Gennan Rule, p. 346.
14*Bartoleit,"Die deutsche Agrarpolitik," p. 91.

It is Iîkely that the first time that most peasants heard about the decision to increase the
garden size was dunng the propaganda campaign related to the "New Land Order"of Febniary
1942. That campaign stated unambiguously, 'The prysadybnu zemlia which You, as member
of the communal fam, have in use. is Your private property, fkee hwn taxes" [TV& pryvaîna,

vil 'na vid podatkiv, vlasnist 7.'49 The privatizaiion program was well meiveci. lso
If the "New Land Order" propaganda was to be believed, peasants did not need to meet
any specific condition in order to increase the size of their garden, excep "that You cultivate [it]

as needed with your own personal means without any impact on the work in the communal
f m . " In fact, as was aIso mentioned in the German-language booklet about the "new agrarian
ordef' (which was longer), there was more to it. The request for enlargement should be made
at the farm, which should then make a plan and have it confirmed beforehand by the raion

administration. Moreover, priority should be given to those pesants who had ùeen working
hard and were strong enough.lS1 Reichskornmissariat officiais allowed the lease (arenda)of
fdlow land within the village to individual peasants, but also wanted to enlarge the gardens in
only one in ten villages-those

which had supplied the Germans with the most produce.152

This general caution regarding garden enlargement was in accordance with statements made by
Hitler soon after the proclamation of the land reform.153
Thus, what actually came of the enlargement and tax-free status of the gardens?
Increases took place on a wide scale, in many if not most cases during the spring of 1942. In

many "reliable" villages, it appears to have taken place very soon afkr the German &val,

149Brochure,Seliany!, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 34, 11. 1-2v.
IMwTeilberichtPolitik [...]," TsDAVOV, f. 32û6, op. 1, d. 26.1. 32 ("eine gewisse Befriedigung";
regarding the Oleksandriia region): Meldungen, 7 (12 June 1942), p. 10 (regarding the Poltava
region).
lSIBartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik," appendix 18, which is a photocopy of the brochure, Die
neue Agar-Ordnung, from the original in the Bundesiuchiv.
152"Lagebericht fiir Mihz 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15, 1. 337.
u3This was in early March 1942. Biutoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik," pp. 112-1 13. But it does
not follow, as Bartoleit States, that from then on, the increase was largely dependent upon the
conversion into cooperatives.

before any Lanhvirte had arriveci. This was the case in Medvyn, where the most literate local
man was charged early on with enlarging ail of the ganlens up to one hectare, an average
increase of 40 sorky.1~Increases appear to have been most common in regions which were the
longest under military d e . For exemple, in the Zin'kiv raion north of Poltava 1,502 hectares
in total were added to al1 gardens; in the Hadiach raion even more-S,772 hectares.lss
Meanwhile, in a village in the district of Berdychiv in the Right Bank, the gardens were still
only on average 0.60 hectares by early 1943.1% In some Right-Bank regions, there were cases
where peasants actually declined to accept more garden land. As a ~ s u lof
t the deporiations to

Gerrnany, these families did not have people to cultivate a larger plot.'"

The privatization of

the gardens may have had a side effect which the Germans had not anticipateci. In the Soviet

period, one of the motivations for going out to work in the fann had been the danger of being
punished by loss of the right to use the garden if one did not.1a This threat was now gone, so
that the new situation may have led to increased slacking in the communal farms.
Sometimes peasants encroached upon each other's garden and a dispute arose.
Formally, such disputes were not brought to court. All the Schlichter was supposed to do was
to make a proposal to the Gebietskommissar, based on the situation which had existed at the
start of the Nazi-Soviet war. In reality, however, Schlichter took on cornplaints about land use

as full suit actions and resolved them, unbeknownst to the German authorities. In fact, land

lS4Hryts'ko Salata, author interview. That the increase took place at an early stage is c o n f i d by
Iakiv Nesterovych Vasylenko (Ukrainian born in 1924 in Medvyn), interview in Ukrainian by
author, 22 July 1995, Medvyn, Bohuslav raion, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording.
~~"Sil's'ke
hospodarstvo," Soviet report, no author indicated, not older than 12 October 1943,
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 601,l. 49. ln the Dnipropetrovs'k region, the enlargement was up to
one hectare. "Teilbericht Potitik [...]," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26, 1. 33.
'SUkraïns'kyi visnyk, 4 April 1943, pp. &7.

lS"ïhis was the case in the former oblasts of Zhytomyr, KamUianets'-Podils'kyi(the present-day
Khmel'nyts'kyi oblast), and Vinnytsia, according to Burchenko, Komissar soedineniia, report, 31
August 1943, TsDAHOU,f. 1, op. 22, d. 10,11. 1-3. This author was the second secretary of the
Communist party committee for the Vinnytsia oblast.
15gBelov,History of a Soviet Coffective Farm, p. 176.

disputes were a major part of their work load, despite the fact mat they were not supposed to
handle "criminal" cases. 159

In contrast to the piewar period, the gar&ns ais0 cultivated wheat and rye. Most
peasants had at frst more cattie than before the Soviet retreat: one cow, one pig, and several
chickens. These had often been taken from the collective farm or simply found abandoned after
the "evacuation." While al1 this was positive, the gardens continued to be taxed-despite the
propaganda but in accordance with the h r o d o s p regulations.l60 The peasants had to supply
rnilk, milk products, eggs, meat, potatoes, and grain. Aïthough there were official n o m s for
such household delivenes, they were ofien exceeded.161 For example, in the Vasyl'kiv raion
each household was to supply 180eggs annuaily from its garden. In actual fact hundreds more
were taken.162 Non-fulfillment of the delivery quotas was punished by the native or German
authonties with fines,l63 confiscation of the cow or C O W S , ' ~a~ beating, or confinement in a
labor camp.16s In regions where delivery quotas were not met, the Gebietskornmissar might
simply ban any private sales until the quotas were fulfilled.Ia

The deliveries went according to

the price-list and system of the Soviet p e n d (via the zahoîskot, raimoloko, etc.). Later, the

159Laskovsky,"Practicing Law,"p. 136; Boldyrev, "Mestnye sudy," pp. 70-71.
160Shiller,"Do ostatochnoho uporiadkuvannia [...],"TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 601 1. 116;
Meldungen, 7 (12 June 1942), p. 10.
~6~0fficially,
per year per household in the Novi Sanzhary raion by late 1942, the norms were
one sheepskin per sheep; one of every two pigs; 360 eggs; and 4 chickens or 5 kg chicken. Sova,
Do isroriï, p. 88.
I6*Serdiuk, "Poiitinformatsiï [J," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 633, 11. 14-15.
163Resolution from the administration of the Khorol raion, ordering the elder of Pavlivka to
collect within three days 200 roubles from each of six named villagers (four female, two male),
for "non-fulfillment of the milk delivery plan for 1942," 13 Febmary 1943, TsDAVOV, f. 3206,
op. 2, d. 17, 1. 6.
lMResolutionh m the administration of the Khorol raion. ordering the elder of PIvlivka to
confiscate the cows of two male villagers and to deliver them, for non-fulfillment of the milk
delivery plan for 1942, 15 January 1943, ibid.. 1. 4.
165Skirda,"Otchet [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391.1. 15; Serdiuk. "Politinfomtsïi [...],"

TsDAHOU,f. 1, op. 23, d. 633,1. 15.

166Announcementin Vidrodzhennia, 20 September 1942, p. 4.

Gennans supposedly rewarded deliveries by premium "points." Such "points" meant littk to
the peasants, however, so that in the Novi Sanzhary raion, for example, the premium actually
consisted of frtory-made vodka. 16'
The mandatory garden delivenes caused many peasants without adequate pulling power
to seed only a part of the garden, small enough to ensure a quick harvest and hiding of the
crop. For example, in the small village of Shatryshche (Korosten*),only 3 0 or the total of
720 hectares arable land was under cultivation, despite the fact that the gardens had been

expanded to one hectare and much land had been leased.1a Much seems to have depended on
the presence of partisans. In the Umm' region. which had no partisans. about 80 percent of the
pre- 1941 area was under cultivation.la
Horned cattle had to be given once in a while by the entire village, whether h m
gardens or the fann. This much resented measure was most severe in the months before the
German retreat, but in many places the last cow was confiscated long before.170 There were
several ways in which the villagers tried to cope with these seizures. In the village of
Zambyntsi, the villagers exchanged the fam cows for private cows of lower qudity and sent
those off to town.171 Cattle were also hidden in the wood if possible. In Medvyn, one family
had a cow while two others each had a heifer. When the heifers were taken by the Gennans
(who were more fond of pork than the Ulcrainians were). the three shared the cow, passing it

on to each other once a week.'" But the most common reflex was illegal slaughter of the cattle.

167Sova,Do istoriï, p. 88.
"j8DD.
S. Korotchenko to N. S. Khrushchev, "O sostoianii partizanskogo dvizheniia na
pravoberezhnoi Ukraine," 22 July 1943. n.p.. TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 6, 11. 26-28. This source
speaks of the village of "Shatritsa" in the Korosten' raion, which must be Shatryshche.

WWerth, Russia ar War, p. 728.
'70Sova Do istoriï, p. 88; Meldungen, 32 (4 Deamber 1942). p. 23; ibid.. 43 (26 Febniary 1943),
p. 10 (on the Mykolaïv Generalbezirk and the Kryvyi Rih district). In the Uman' region. the
confiscations of livestock apparently started only about two months ôefore the German retreat.
Werth, Russia ut War,p. 728.
l7'Rudenko, CHPWU interview, 1.20.
172Sarapuka,author interview.

nie slaughters became especially massive in the Kiev Generalbezirk during the fmt months of
1943.173
There were waves of cattle slaughter even withwt an immediate or mal threat of
confiscation. For example, in the Polis'ke region pigs wexe slaughtered on a large scale in
November 1941, as a result of a rumor that they would be marlted and confiscatedF
Slaughter could also take place on the occasion of a wedding. For any slaughter, peasants were
supposed to get permission from the Kreislanhvirt and then give up half of the meat. As in the
case of wocxi "thefi,"illegal slaughter was not a criminal case. The penalty varied. The raion
chief in Polis'ke in December 1941 announced the penalty to be two months arrest and
confiscation of the meat.175 That same month, the penalty announced-and

perhaps imposed-

in the Borodianka raion was simply death.176 In the Uytomyr Generalbezirk in early 1943,
Gennan courts handed out sentences of two or three years in prison.'"

If a case was brought

before the SchZsfle, he followed the general directive from Koch and the abstract from the

German criminal code with which he had k e n supplied, and imposed one year. This, and
particularly their apparently frequent decision to release the accuscd h m police confinement
before the trial, caused conflict with the Gebietskommissare, who consistentiy insisted on at
l e s t one year of jail or even "the utmost punishment," while threatening uncooperative Scb#e
with arrest and deportation to Germany as Ostarbeiter.178

173Meldungen,43 (26 Febmary 1943), pp. 8-9. Still, the SD noted later that there was more canle
in the districts of Vasyl'kiv, Bila Tserkva, Tarashcha, and Korsun' on 1 M a y 1943 than in the year
1942. Der Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD in Kiew, to Befehbhaber (...), Kiev, 7
August 1943, on USNA microcopy T-84,roll 120, frarne 418933.
174Raionchief P. Okhrimenko to the elders, 2 December 1941, DAKO,f. r-22 10, op. 1, d. 3, 1.
23. Cf. Ukraïns'kyi holos, 17 M a y 1942, p. 4, on the slaughter of cows in the
Khmel'nyts'kyi/Proskuriv district.
175Raion chief Okhrirnenko to the elders, 2 December 1941, DAKO, f. r-2210, op. 1, d. 3, 1. 23.
i7%etter by chief Tyshchenko of the Borodianka raion and the Gecommander (Komendant
raionu) to al1 elders, 19 December 1941, DAKO,f. r-2 145, op. 1, d. 1.1. 15.
177Laskovsky,"Racticing Law," p. 131. Prison tenns were usually served in Germany, according
to Boldyrev, "Mestnye sudy," p. 69, but this is not confinned elsewhere.
'78Boldyrev, "Mestnye sudy," p. 69.

The very extensive barter with townspeople (to k discussed in p a t e r detail in the next
chapter) provided the peasants with clothes, shoes, and watches in exchange for bread, salt,
birds, honey, and other food.179 But their acquisition of non-food items should not be
exaggerated. Nikolai Fevr, a veteran of the Russian Civil War who traveled in Ukraine as a
joumalist for the Berlin-based Russian newspaper, Novoe S~OVO,spent several days during the
fa11 of 1942 in about a dozen villages between Kiev and Bila Tserkva. The peasants told him
that they had more clothes as a remlt of the war. because many Red A m y soldiers had sold
their uniforms for bread or potatoes. Al1 the sarne, Fevr was shocked by how badly they were
dressed. 180 GeneraIkommissar Magunia also reporteci around that time from Kiev that there
was great scarcity in the countryside of goods, in particular shoes, clothes, kitchen ware,
house ware, and tools.18' Many peasants in the Reichskommissariat continued to walk around
barefwt and in rags in mid-1943, as noted in reports about the countryside between Koziatyn
and Shepetivka and indeed the entire Right Bank.182 The barter with townspeople also certainly
did not mean that the peasants had much food to give away. Guests received food, but fading
them was demanded by tradition. It was not a sign that the peasants had a lot to give.
We still have some other sources about the food situation of the peasant population.
These reveal that the situation varied considerably from region io region as well as from
household to household. In April 1942, before the above-mentioned July 1942 campaign, the

SD found the "food situation" (Verpflegungslage) for the population in the Kiev Generaîbezirk
to be "significantly worse" (wesentlich schlechter) than in the Soviet period. This
generalization included the starving city of Kiev. At the same time, the SD thought that in the
Volhynia-Podolia Generalbezirk, "the food possibilities in the countryside can be considered

17%

hido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyka Virchyuiiana viinu," pp. 159- 160.

180iVikolaiFevr, Solntse voskhodit na zupuàe (Buenos Aires, 1950), p. 166.
181"Auszugaus dem Lagebencht des Generalkommissars, Kiew, den 1.9.1942.." USNA
microcopy T-84. roll 120, frame 419196. An exception were "certain goods, such as clay pots,
wooden gods, and basket items, which are produced locally [in den Gebieten]."
182Seleshk0, Vinnytsiu, pp. 21-22 and 24; Kocotchcnko to Khnishchev, "O sostoianii [...],"
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 6.11. 2628.

suficient. In Podolia this question is today solved better than in the time of the Bolsheviks."l83
Baptists visiting nonhem Podolia later that year found a population which was "starving"
(holoduvulo).l" In the Kirovohrad region, Soviet partisans heard by 1943 sayings such as,
"The German says, 'Give grain9/Butwhen cm one get itlIhey stripped us like an O&

tree/We're going to die"; "Lookhow we became rich under the Gennans: The Gexmans
liberated everything, only the cat is in the hut"; and "Hitler came with a cross [i.e., swastika]
and ate the cow including its tai1."18s Especially in the less fertile Polissia region there were

peasants who lived close to famine.186Particularly vulnerable were widows, orphans, families
with many small children, and persons who had no cow or pig, or who for some reason did
not cultivate a garden.187 We also saw the effects of the July 1942 confiscation campaign.
Nevertheless, because they cultivated a larger garden and had more cattle, many-and
probably most-peasants of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine had more food at their disposal

than before the German arrival. Some peasants from Medvyn told this author that they "ate
well" and that "there was something to eat, we were not hungry."l88 In Klyntsi near
Kirovohrad, the villagers "lived a nomal life" because "there was everything."i89 At the market
in Pervomais'k on the Southem Buh river in August 1942, "one could obtain for little money

183EreignismeldungUdSSR, 191 (10 April 1942), pp. 24 and 29.
184Bohdan Liubomyrenko, Z Khrystom v Ukraini: zapysky viruiuchoho za roky 1941-1 943
(Winnipeg and Toronto, 1973), p. 42.
'85"Nimets' kazhe 'khliba daim/A de ioho vziaty/ Obiddy iak dubokJ Ryidets'sia [sic] vmyraty."
"Podyvit'sia iak my stalyl Pry nimtsiakh 'bahati'/ Nimtsi vse 'vyzvolialyi/ Kit odyn u khati."
"Pryishov Hitler z khrestoml ZWïvkorovu z khvostom." M. M. Skirda, "Otchet [...]," TsDAHOU, f.
1, op. 22, d. 391 et. al., Otchet, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391, 1. 15.
186For example, by mid-March 1942, in the forty villages of the Polis'ke raion, 1,767 people (of
whom 873 younger than 14) requested grain aid from the raion center, and 1,285 askd potatoe
aid. List compiled by the chief of the Polis'ke raion, 18 March 1942, DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 1, d.
21, 1. 99.
187Prylipko,author interview; Ukraïns'kyi visnyk, 4 April 1943, pp. 6 7 .
188Hohulia, author interview; Iakiv Vasylenko, author interview. Vasylenko was a member of a
family of former "kulaks" who did not join the kolkhoz after their return to Medvyn in 1941.
1891rynevych,author interview.

vegetables, h i t , milk products, and even chickens."lgOIJIthe countryside near Zsporizhzhia,
the peasants had enough surplus food to enable them to feed the city. "In the fall of 1943,
when the Germans started retreating, the markets were so full of agricultural produce that they
"~~~
to the raion chief in Novi
brought to mind the years of NEP [in the 1 9 2 O ~ J . According
Sanzhary who deceived the Germans about the hawest, the peasants in neighboring raions
were "half-hungry,"l9*but aaounts by others from that Left-Bankregion show this to be
hyperbole. In the Pyriatyn raion, for example, "there was no need to organite the food supply.
The locals had done away with d l large stocks, and al1 had their own vegetables, a cow, or
pigs. There were no food shortages."l93 In the Velyka Bahachka raion, "the people lived as
they had not lived for a long time, perhaps since the revolution."lw According to a former

Schlkhter from the Zhytomyr Generalbezirk. because of the increwe in size of the gardens,
@*the
standard of living seemed to rise for the majority of the peasants," even though the
collective famis were more "feucial" than ever.195 Pihido, who traveled a lot in the countryside,
"often heard from peasants in the Kiev and Dnipropetrovs'k regions that they drank more
vodka and ate more lard and fowl in the two y e m of Gcmuui occupation than in the twentyfive years of Soviet rule." To be sure, he adds that the situation was very bad in sorne regions,
especially those where partisans were active. Nevertheless, as far as food was concemed, "in
1942 and 1943 the main mass of the peasantry lived rather well, especially considering the fact
that there was a war going on, and indisputably, imrneasurably better [betperechno.nemirno

l%iarbara Baraîz, Flucht vor dem Schicksal.. Holocaust-Erinnenurgen a u s der Ukraine 19411944 (Darmstadt, 1984), p. 106.

191Unpublishedmemoir by O. Nazhyvanenko, quoted in Iaan Pennar, "Selbstverwaliong in den
wahrend des Zweiten Weltkrieges besetzten Gebieten der Sowjetunion," Sowjetstdien, 12
(Munich, August 1962). p. 64.
19*Sova,Do istoriï, p. 86.
193Unpublishedmemoir by Ivan Senko, quoted in Pennar, "Selbsttverwaltung," p. 68.
1g"OleksanderBykovets', "Case History LH33," in James E. Mace and Leonid Hem, cds., Oral
History Project of the Commission on the Ukraine Famine, Vol. 1 (Washington, 1990), p. 410.
Ig5Laskovsky,"Practicing Law," p. 123.

krashche] than in the time of Soviet p~wer."~%
Considering the near-starvation rates of the late
1 9 3 0 this
~ ~ is not al1 that surpnsing.

When the kollosp became a hrornhap, the fonnation of a new cooperative had been made
conditional upon several factors: the proper technical conditions, hard work, and especially the
peasants' hilfillment of the delivery demands. Nobody told them that the leading Nazis wanted
only five percent of al1 Ukrainian f m s to make the transition. This low number-compare the
twenty percent allowed for the regions controlled by A m y Groups North and Center-was

in

keeping with Hitler's conviction that "1n e 4 the Ukraine, so that we cannot be starved into
submission again, as in the last war."19' Eventually, however, the secret five percent limit was
exceeded. Of the 16,193 farms (probably excluding state fanns) in the Reichskommissariat
Ukraine, 1,318 or 8.1 percent were cwperatives by 1 December 1942, and 370 of the
remaining communal farms were rneasured in preparation for a transition.198 By 25 May 1943,

thm were slightly more coopenitives, 1,688. Over the remainder of the year 1943, their
number increased rapidly, as even Koch and his associates finally agreed to have twenty
percent of all farms changed into cooperatives in 1943. By 10 August 1943, the
Reichskommissariat had 2,780 cooperatives-16.8

percent of its then total of farms.199

nie transition of a farm into a cooperative was marked by ceremonies and parties, at
which native raion and village authorities and o€ten hundceds of ordinary peasants were
present. Present would be also the Gebietskommissar and the Gebietsfandwirt. At the first
conversions in the Zhytomyr and Kiev Generafbezirke in earîy October 1942 (in the
'%Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyuriana viina. " pp. 157-1 58.
Ig7Statementto a representative of the League of Nations, August 1939. Bartoleit, "Die deutsche
Agrarpolitik," pp. 24, 7 1, and 92.
'98Bartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik." appendix 17b. As in many contemporary Gennan
documentation, the distinction of geographic units is imprecise. The WiStabOst document
reproduced in this appendix speaks of the following "provinces" (Provinzen) as part of the
Reichskommissariat Ukraine: "Podolien," "ShitomirMrinniza," "hltawa," "Saporoshje," "Taurien,"
and "Kirowograd," "Kiew," "Dnjepropetrowsk," and "Nikolajew." Only the last three actually
existed-not as "provinces," of course, but as Generalbezirke.
'%ulligan,

Politics of Illusion, p. 97.

Korostyshiv and Boryspil' regions, rrspectively), even the depity Generalbmmissar was
present.2* The Gebietslandwirfand other Getman authorities gave a speech, accompanied by a
translation into Ukrainian o r Russian.201 According to the prepared mode1 text, such a s p h
started by blaming the Bolsheviks for the fact ihat the collective fanns could yet not be
dissolved. Then it continued with a condescending note that "in those isolated cases when

peasants divided up the land arnong themselves without permission, this only led to chaos and
dissatisfaction and soon they came to us and asked us to restore order." Moreover, "if we
would give everyone the freedom to do what he likes, many a person among you, after the
many years of Bolshevik oppression and collective work, would prefer to work just for
himself, not taking into account whether you would produce much or little." In the cooperative,
the peasants were told, there would k individual strips, but these should not be given
permanent markers, for ther would "only lead to the spnading of weeds." The harvest would
be collected individually, but most work, factoring in local conditions (particularly the amount

of twls), would still be c0llective.~O2
After the speeches, the Germans handed out documents (hramofy)about the
conversion, accompanied by handshakes. At the first conversion in the Zhytomyr
Generalbezirk, young peasant women first presented the Germans with gifts, and the ceremony
was followed by a large party which included folk dances and concerts.203 Such large parties

taok place at almost d l conversions.204
200Vidrodzhennia, 4 October 1942, p. 4 (on Stryzhivka, Korostyshiv district, Zhytomyr
Generalbezirk); ibid., 11 October 1942, p. 4 (on Kodaky, Vasyl'kiv district, Kiev Generalbezirk);
ibid., 1 October 1942, p. 3 (on the Shepetivka district, Volhynia-Podolia Generalbezirk).
"Zrazok promovy do selian pry zasnuvanni khliborobs'koï spilky," 14 August 1942, Kiev,

DAKO,f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 85, 11. 38-40. A Russian text, delivered in Polis'ke, is fil& at ibid., Il.

41-43.

202The Special Staff for the Agrarian Order allowed collective harvesting, but only if the peasants
initiated it. Dr. Miller, note, Russian translation, n.d., n.p., DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 85.11. 143145. According to this note, cooperative members who harvested 35 centners (3,500 kg.) could
keep 11 kg. for themselves, while those who hawested 28 centners (2,800 kg.) could keep 4 kg.
2°3Vidrodzhennia, 4 October 1942, p. 4, regarding events in Stryzbivka.
204Some ceremonies were more modest and, if held indoors, excluded ordinary peasants. This was
the case with the one in the Tarashcha district, conducteci in Tarashcha's movie theater,

The question remains whether or not most "cooperatives" actually differed h m the
communal farms.205 Some Germans made it clear from the start that they really wanted no
change. Thus, the Gebiefslanàwirt of the Vasyl'kiv district declared at the ceremony that even
the harvest should be gathered collectively.206 The peasants used the ceremonies as a rare
opportunity to party, but were and remained very skeptical. On 2 and 3 December 1942.
agricultural off~cials(Referenten)of the Reichskommissariat held a conference in Kiev and
concluded that "the foundation of agricultural cooperatives is generally not welcorned, for the

fixed pria for agricultural produce is so low that the prmeds are by no means sufficient to
live on."2* In August 1943, the SD reported that the population of four districts to the south of
Kiev mistrustecl the conversion and "consider[ed] the agricultural cooperatives as veiled
collective farms, because field cultivation and harvest must be retained as [they were]
before."*O8

In any case, many of the "cooperatives" that came about appear to have been reformed
in 1943. Pihido appears to refcï to this when he says that in many raions in the Kiev region,
peasants did not work in collective farrns, but merely practiced "cornmon cultivation."
Although the peasants cultivated the land together, they themselves supplied seeds. Then the
harvest was again divided at the rwts, that is, it was gathered individudly from individual
pieces of land. According to Pihido, people worked hard here, because they "knew that
everything which would grow there would be theirs."*@That such a (covert?) system caused
--

----

-

-

deliberately on the anniversary of the Bolshevik revolution (7 November 1942). The Ukrainian
agronomist at the district level, one Boinivs'kyi, was allowed to address the audience.
Vidrodzhennia, 12 November 1942, p. 3.
205Asalso noted by Bartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik," p. 121.
206Vidrodzhennia,1 1 October 1942, p. 4.
Zo7DerKommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD in Kiew to Befehlshabez [...], Kiev, 14
December 1942, USNA microcopy T-84, roll 120, frames 4 18928-93 1 (quote from 418930).
Z08These were the Vasyl'kiv, Bila Tserkva, Tarashcha, and Korsun' districts. The report adds that
because of the parties, the Gebietskommissare believed that the creation of the cooperatives were
very popular. This shows how little the latter understood the peasants. Der Kommandeur der
Sicherheitspolizei und des SD in Kiew to Befehlshaber [...], Kiev, 7 August 1943, USNA
microcopy T-84, roll 120, frames 418932-935 (quotes from 418934).

2osPihido-Pravoberezhnyi."Velyko Vitchyuiiuna viim," pp. 157 and 159.

peasants to wo& harder appeam to be confinnecl by a report by Reichskomrnisseriat officiais
from the spring of 1943.21°
Besides cooperatives, thm was a h the system of desiatyktky, reported to have
b a n practiced, apparently covertiy, within numerous famis, for example in several raions in

the Kiev Generalbezirk.21l In al1 likelihood, these "ten-households" were the same groups of
households that banded together as separate economic units within the farm and of which
WiStabOst became aware in Ukraine in June 1942.212 In the territory of the former Mykolaïv
oblast that was part of the Reichskommissariat (namely east of the Southem Buh river), the
"ten-households" were created to replace the collective farm, as a first step toward individual
cultivation, slated for the spring of 1944.2'3 In the already mentioned village of Zarubyntsi, the
farm was divided-not

dissolved-into

desiatky. Each desùztku received part of the equipment

and pulling power (oxen) and was headed by one person, who received instructions from the
head of the f m . Three or four households workd on one parcel. People's wages depended
on the individual desiatka head. One peasant who worked there said the peasants received only
barley, while al1 the winter grain went to the Germans.214
At the time of the German amival, there were 1,875 state farms (radhospy, in Russian:

sovkhoty) in Ukraine, popu1arly known as rabhospy, "slave farms." During the entire German
presence they were retained under a slightly àifferent narne as "state pmperties" (Staatsgüter, in
Ukrainian: derthami maietky). Unlike the communal or "cooperative" fann, each state farm
210''The agricultural cooperatives which were created last year (ca. 10 96 of al1 fanns) are starting
to work according to the new system [?]. The diligence of the peasants in the agricultural
cooperatives is positive. It is essential that the gathering of the harvest be executed in a way which
gives the peasants a stake in the height of their yields." "Lagebericht füt die Monate Miin und
April 1943." Rivne, 14 May 1943, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15,l. 652.
21 These raions were Baryshivka, Berezan', Boryspil', and Dymer. Serdiuk, "Politinformatsiï [...],"
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 633,I. 12.

212Dallin, Gennan Rule, p. 354.
213Filippov,Upolnomochennyi TsK KP(b)U po Nikolaevskoi oblasti, "Dokladnaia zapiska,"
[December 19431, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 552, 11. 99-100.
214Roman ObernianivShevchenko (Ukrainian), interview in ükrainian by the CHPWU,7 August
1946, village of Zarubyntsi, Kiev oblast, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 249, 11.
4i-S.

was headed by a Gennan, called Betn'ebs-LanhvirtschqP-FWrcror &tBobslanhvirt.215 At the
state fams in Irpin' and Stoianka, just west of Kiev, the laborers were both Kievans and local

peasants. They worked with linle or no tools from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., with a thirty-minute
break. Twice a day they received a watery soup, up to half a liter of distilled milk, and 150

gram5 of bread. The monthly wage was twenty roubles (which immediately was spent on more
food).216 L i e the communal farms, most state farms did not have enough money to pay the
official wages.2'7 On the state f-s

in western Volhynia, which had not been part of the

Soviet Union before 1939, payment differed from those fanns more to the east. Here wages

appear to have been only in the form of pmduce and to have left m m for private initiative.2'8
Work in both the communal and state farms lasted from the early spring to the late fall.
It should be stressed, however, that many peasants were forced to d o non-agricultural work as
well. Men could be put to work in a quarry, to provide bricks for road constr~ction.2~~
During
the winters of 1941-1942 and 1942-1943, thousands of people, including women and
children, who were guarded by soldiers, Gendarmerie, or the Gennan infrastructure
organization Todt,were forced day and night to shovel snow from the roads.220 People could

also be ordered to complete other tasks, and they were always under threat of severe
punishment. For instance, in August 1942, the raion chief in Polis'ke asked the
Gebietskommissar to condemn eleven people who refused to work in the woods to seven years

215Bartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolitik," p. 62; Mulligan, Politics of illusion, p. 94; Anatol' Halan,
Budni soviets'koho zhurnalista (Buenos Aires, 1956). pp. 37-38 (on the nickname, as existing in
the 1920s).

2Wera Filippovna Kai'nitskaia ([Russian?]), interview in Russian by the CHPWU, [no date],
[Kiev?], stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 244, Il. 82-83. This woman, a "tekhnik-

konstruktor" from Kiev, describes conditions from June to October 1942.

*17Der Kornmandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD in Kiew to Befehlshaber [...], Kiev, 14
December 1942, USNA microcopy T-84,roll 120, frame 418930.
218"Lagebericht für Februar t 942," TsDAVOV,f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15,l. 267.
219E.g., in the village of Vovkun. Vidrodzhennia, 1 October 1942, p. 4.
220"Lagebericht für Febmar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5. d. 15,l. 300; Arkadii Liubchenko,
"Shchodennyk," Novi dni, III, 33 (Toronto, October 1952), p. 3 (near Vinnytsia in March 1943).

labor camp.=' In June 1943, Stepan Oleksiienkoof the village of Stanovyshche in this same
raion was sentenced to one month in a labot camp by the chef himself for refusing to work at a
bridge construction site in Polis'ke and for disobeying al1 orders from the village e1der.m

S m n after the German amival, former "kulaks" and other victims of prewar persecution in the
countryside started to ntum by the thousands fmm the cities and industrial centers (such as the
Donbas) to where they had fled. The German authorities, who wanred to depopulate the cities
anyway, did not block this de-urbanization. Before the introduction of the "New Land Order, "
former peasants who retumed to their former village or went to another village could be
registered as residents if the Kreislanhvirt gave his permission. After February 1942, even
permission to leave the city was rcquired.223 The authorities also issued a number of
complicated dectees, the t h s t of which was that property taken away h m "dekulakized"
peasants should be retumed to them as soon as possible.224 In rare cases, nobody else had
taken possession of the houses of the "dekulakized" in their prewar place of residence. Then
the other villagers had nothing to worry about and could be heard saying, "They were good

farmers, with Goà's help they will retum some tim."2= But usually others had taken
possession of the houses of the "repressed" peasants. There were cases where the potential
problem was senled amicably without any outside involvement. For example, the daughter and
granddaughter of a pnest who had fled the village of Klyntsi near Kirovohrad retumed in 1942
and found other people in their house. These (poor) people immediately ailowed them to move
into one of the rooms, while they started building their own house next to it.226 A former

='Raion chief, 6 August 1942, DAKO, f. r-2209. op. 1, d. 21, 1. 202.
222Raionchief Halushko, 25 June 1943, DAKO, f. r-22 15, op. 1, d. 15, 1. 54.
*2%hiller, "Do ostatochnoho uporiadkuvannia [...],"TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23. d. 601, 1. 113.
%ova, Do istoriï, p. 91.
2zsFevr, Solntse, p. 167.
2*6Hrynevych,author interview.

"hlak" who retumed to Mcdvyn easily received the land he and his ancestors had cultivatcd
back. When he refused to join the collective fann nobody bothemi him.n7

But often the issue of retuming "kulaks" led to a renewed "class struggle." During the
"dekulakization" campaign that began in 1929, the village Soviet had legally sold the houses of
the "kulaks" at a bargain rate to Comrnunists and other Soviet activists. During the ten years or
so since then, the new owners had made extensive renovations and additions.28 According to

German law, al1 victims of Communist persecution should be helped by the raion
administration, but in many villages the authorities were the same p e m n s as before the war.
Not only did they not help the "repressed," they even demanded more state deliveries and taxes

from them than from others. The retuming "hilaks" also often received very small gardens.PQ
To be sure, there were also elders and raion officiais who imrnediately helped the retumees by
evicting the current 0ccupants.23~In either case, the aggrieved party often filed a suit with the

Schlichter.

In the Novi Sanzhary raion, where there were about a thousand houses of
"dekulakized" peasants, a special commission, consisting of three members of the
raizemuprava, was created. With the agreement of the Kreisladwirt, it decreed that no cumnt
occupant of a "kulak house should be made homeless. The former "kulaks" got angry and
went to German offices asking for help, while denouncing the raion administrators as

u71akiv Vasylenko, author interview (referring to his father).
228Problemsafter a retum of "kulaks" had k e n anticipated by the village population already
before the war, according to Fitzpatrick, Stalin's Peasants, p. 239.
Usin one village, the garden they received was only 0.15 hectare. and not on their former plot.
Seleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 99. Cf. Ukruihs'bi v h y k , 4 April 1943, pp. 6-7. According to Berdnik,
"Kharakteristika polozhenii [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123, 1. 66, former "kulaks" received
their houses back only in a few cases, depending on "the personality of the German
Kommandant."
U02askovsky, "Practicing Law," p. 135. Sorne contemporary sources documcnting such
support-though not indicating if people were evicted-are: Eldcr and sccretary of
Cheremoshnia, tetters to the administration of the Polisrie raion, 5 December 1941 and 30
January 1942, DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 22,11. 212-213; and administration of Maksymovychy,
"Pmtokol n. 19," 17 June 1942, DAKO,f. r-215, op. 1, d. 5.1. 31.

communists. The Germans interfered by issuing orders to the raion chief to solve such cases
within days.23'
Some time in 1943, Koch changed somewhat the German policy on the former
"kulaks." Those who had inhabited a house at the time of the Gennan invasion should be
considered the legal owners (that is, for the duration of the war), provided they could
demonstrate that they had acquired it in a legal way. In subsequent court cases involving the
"class struggle," the Schlichter, according to the memoir of one of them, generally interpreted
the order to mean that acquisition at a bargain rate, as shown in the contract, was not fair, and
ordered that the house be retumed to the "repressed"person or family.u2
After the battle of Stalingrad, there were from the perspective of the peasants changes

both for the better and for the worse in Gerrnan policy. Improvement, if only on a small scale,
concerned: (1) pnvatization of land; (2) aid societies; and (3) niles on their treatment by
Gennans.
Despite opposition by the Nazi Party, privatization had early on been allowed in the
Russian and Belanisan regions controlled by Economic Inspection Center
(Wirtschaftsinspektion Mitte), and it had brought about a great increase in yields.233 On 3 June
1943, the Nazi leadership at last gave the go-ahead for total privatization of agriculture in al1 the
"eastem temtories." Despite Hitler's support for the measure, Koch appears to have been
hesitant to distribute the announcement. Rosenberg's decree said that Ukrainian peasants
would still have to supply produce to the Germans, but any surplus would be theirs. Those
peasants who had already received land for their individual use now received the right to cal1 it
their "private property." Even peasants who were in the Red Army or in the Soviet hinterland,
the decree said, could daim land.234

232Laskovsky,"hcticing Law," p. 135.
233Bartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrarpolite" pp. 18-79; Vegesack, Als DoIrnetscher im Ostn. p. 215.
2HAnnouncernent poster, "V imeny Nimets'koho Uriadu. Raikhsminister ROZENBERH,
'Dekliaratsiia Nimets'koho Uriadu pro pryvatnu vlasnist' selian na zemliu v zvil'nenykh

Historians have concluded that the masure was not enacted (Mulligan) or had a
negligible impo~t(Dallin).*Wthough mom research is needed, it is already clear that the
=nid statc of flairs was more complicated. In f a t , the= seerns to have been a sizable number

of farms which were disbanded with local Gennan permission even before June 1943, at least
in the Poltava region. There is some detailed evidence on the Novi Satlzhary region. Here, the

Kreislanàwirt already after the 1942 harvest starteci to divide up the fami land. The pmcess
lasted an entire year, but by the end of the summer of 1943, al1 of the 97 communal famis in
the raion had k e n abolished. In those farrns where land measurers were deployed, each former

farm rnember received the same amount of land. In order to rneet the great demand for land, in
early 1943 the peasants were officially allowed to divide the land themselves-not

per former

fann member, but per person able to work. Everywhere in this raion, the land division was
celebrateâ with food and vodka, with the participation of the Kreislundwirt. The 1943 harvest
was goal, and the peasants gave the Otmans about three hundred kg. (three centnea) of grain
per hectare.236
It is possible that privatization was more w i d e s p d in the Poltava region because it

remaineci relatively long under the somewhat less strict rnilitaxy authorities. Several farrns were
also disbanded in the region's raions of Hadiach, Lokhvytsia, and Veiyka Bahachka, and one
was divided in the Zin'kiv raion. Each household received six to seven hectares, while a

leftover was kept as a fund.s7 Privatization apparently went slower in the rest of the Kiev
Generalbezirk and in the Dnipropetmvs'k region. One place where it is known to have
occurred is the Vasyl'kiv raion?
oblastiakh.'" TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 44.1. 1.
235Mulligan,Politics of Illusion pp. 9û-101; Dallin, Gennan Rule, p. 361. Even before the
declaration there were namors about it, at least in the Umm' region. Meldungen, 54 (14 May
1943). p. 12.
*6Sova, Do istoriï, p. 97. He claims "his" raion was given a chance kfause it was particularly
productive. Ibid., pp. 96-97.
237"Sil's'ke hospodarstvo" [Soviet document], TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 601.1.49; Bykovets',
"Case History LH 33," p. 409.
23aReport, 1943, TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 4, d. 161, 1. 52; Pihido-Ravoberezhnyi, "Velyka
Vitchyzniana viirur," p. 157; Serdiuk, "Politinformatsïi [...]," TsDAHOU,f. 1, op. 23, d. 633.1. 12.

As with the earlier announcernents, the occasion was cause for a party. On Sunday, 22

August 1943. a large celebration was held in the viilage of Vil'na Tarasivka
(Velykopolovets'ke) to mark the disbandment of its two famis and two e r s in two
neighboring villages. Even the deputy Generaikommissar was present. He thanked the locals
for the traditional bread-and-salt greeting, blamed the Jews for the collectivization of
agriculture, and announced the replacement of "the collective farm system" by individual
cultivation on pnvate land. He shook bands and handed out documents. Then a meal followed,
after which there was long-lasting "massive merry-making of the peasants with the
participation of a brass band. "239

The peasants realized that the reform was introduced because the Germans were
retreating at the front. As one saying had it, "For the third time the Gennans issue land lawd
That's a sure sign that they're taking to their heels" (Vzhe nimfsi tretii rm takony pro zemliu
vypuskaiutï Tse vimyi mak, shcho p"iatamy mukhaiut').2& S o m pasants therefore refused
to accept land. Had the situation at the font been otherwise. they might have accepted it. Many
peasants, however, do appear to have eagerly accepted land whenever it was offered.241
A more important obstacle to privatization was a lack of people or equipment for full-

tirne individual cultivation. This problem could be solved by voluntary cooperation among
households, however. In ethnic German villages such as Liebenau near the D n i e p r bend.

peasants in 1943 dealt with the lack of fann implemnts and animais by dividing up the few
that were available among groups of about four households. Each group worked this way for
the rest of the year.Z42 In the places in the Berdychiv raion where the famis were disbanded by

239Rcsently the village is in the Bila Tserkva raion. L. N.. "Khliborobs'ke sviato." D a i n voli (Bila
Tserkva), 29 August 1943, p. 4. An apparent picture of one such celebration-a table with food
with German officiais and ükrainians-is in Ukraïns'Cyi holos. 12 August 1943, p. 3.
2401MFE,Ie. 1. Prytula collection. f. 14-3, od. zb. 24. ark. 81 (recordsd h m V. A. Kazminik in
Berdychiv in 1943).
z41E.g., written requests to the administration of the Polis'ke raion in July 1943 to be registered as
peasant (khliborob)-and thus included in the land division. DAKO. f. r-2209.op. 1. d. 91. 11.
30-37. Cf. Sova, Do istoriï, p. 97, on refusal.

242Lohrenz, The tost Generation. p. 58.

August 1943, there was also a lack of implements. Therefore, the peasants worked in groups
of ten households. According to a probably exaggerated Gerrnan report, al1 were "extremely
satisfied" and were working "better than ever."243
All humanitarian aid, including the Red Cross, had b a n banned in early 1942.tU Later
in 1942, some Gebietskomissare ordcred the formation of regional "self-heIp" cornmittees.
(Koch first mentioned this after he had held office as Reichskommissar for one year.245) For
example, the Gebietskonmissar in Polis'ke released som rnoney for the formation of a
ükrainian Aid Society, headed by the raion chief, who proceeded to demand that al1 village
councils create local cornmittees which should gather money and food.246 Many of these
societies appear to have existed mostly on paper,*47 but others were real-especially after 25
June 1943, when Koch allowed al1 raion administrations to raise their own taxes for
administrative purp0ses.2~A mutual aid cornmittee in Bohuslav (Bohuslav'skyi raionovyi
komytet Vzaiemodopomohy) reportedly served 56 meals to 378 refugees and other needy from
early 1943to mid-August 1943.249
A final improvement concemed the judicial system. On the one hand, punishment for
illegal cattk slaughter was made l e s seven. The official penalty became three months in
prison.2s0 Moreover, in the rniddle of 1943 a circular went out to al1 German officiais

U3Der Sonderôeauftragte f.d. Aibeitskrane sus den besetzten Ostgebieten. "Betnfft: vertrauliche
Aussagen von in ihre Heimat auf Urlaub entsandter ukrainischer Propagandisten," Berlin, 30
November 1943, TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 4, d. 161,l. 50.

244E.g.,
in Novi Sanzhary. Sova, Do istoriï, p. 82.
245"Aktual'ni pytannia ukraïns'koï polityky. Svidchennia Raikhskomisar Erikha Kokha," Dzvin
voli, 30 August 1942, p. 3.
2eRaion chief Halushko to al1 elders, letter. 6 July 1943. DAKO, f. r-2215, op. 1, d. 15.1. 55. The
statutes are on ibid., 1. 56.
*47E.g., Pecheniuk, "Pikluvannia pro liudei," Ukraïi'kyi MOS,
22 November 1942, p. 4.
248"Samofinansuvanniaraionnykh upravlin'." Ukraiins'kyi holos, 25 Augwt 1943, p. 4.
249Note from the adminstration of the Bohuslav d o n , 16 August 1943. DAKO, f. r-2107, op. 1,

d. 35. 1. 20.

2%askovsky, "Practicing Law," p. 131.

forbidding them to beat the population. As in the case of many other decrees, the numemus
interpreters working for the Gemans found out about the decree and told the native population
about i t P
Besides changes which were perceiveci as irnprovements, the year 1943 also saw a
significant deterioration in peasant living conditions. In many raions. the peasants were
required to Wear a tag with a personal identification number and the name of their village of
residence. Those without such a tag were considered partisans and subject to k i n g hanged.22
In the Bila Tserkva district, beginning in April 1943, every house had to have on the inside of
the main entrance a list of d l its inhabitants, of which the elder (or town mayor) was supposed
to have a copy.m3 In many raions, the Kreisiundwirt system was supplemented with a system

based on the Stütz,punkt (in Ukrainian: shtutspunùt or kushch).This was a supervisory unit
formed on a former Machine-Tractor Station. Each "point" was subject to the Kreislanhvit
and superviseci about ten fanns or cooperatives. Its Gennan or native Stützpmkrleiter forced
peasants to work the fields even on important holidays.254
Another worsening was the dificulty of working after many relatives had been
deported to Gemany or had become partisans. As a result*children in their early teens could

be put to work. The scale of the phenornenon-which

had a l d y existcd (illegally) in some

252Skirda,"Otchet [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391, 1. 41 (on three raions in the Kirovohrad
region).
*~3GebietskommissarDr. Stelzer [Stel'tser], Bila Tseikva, 12 April 1943, DAKO, f. r-2292, op. 1,
d. 3. 1. 51.
2Whristian Gerlach. "Die deutsche Agiamform und die Bevtilkemngspolitik in den b e ~ a u m
sowjetischen Gebieten," in Christian Gerlach et. al., Besatzung d Bünùnis: deutsche
Herrschujtsstrategien in Ost- und Südosfeuropu. Beitage mr nationalsozialistischen Gesundheitsund Sozialpolitik, Vol. 12 (Berlin and Gottingen, 1995), p. 32; Pihido-Pravobewzhnyi. " Velyka
Vitchyzniunu viina." p. 162; Skirda. "Otchet [...]." TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391. 1. 41; "Die neue
Agrar-Ordnung," photocopy of original in Bartoleit, "Die deutsche Agrsipolitik,' appendix 18,
section C.2. See also the letter by the chief of the Borodianka raion to the hromhosp and
Stützpunkt heads in the raion. on 26 November 1942. threatening to fine those Srünpunktleiter
who do not immediately hand in financial and other reports, at DAKO,f. r-2160, op. 1, d. 4 1 .
38.

regions during the Soviet period-remains unclear.35 The children affected were usualiy
legally too old to go to school, but old enough to be deported to ûermany.w In îhe
Zaporizhzhia region, where massive deportations to G e m w y twk place, c h i l k n on some
famis were forced to pull plows.m7 It is conceivable that their parents prefemd this option to
having their children deported.

In the countryside the collective fann system was changeâ-more specifically perfected-into
full-blown serfdom. One reason why the system became more efficient was that more villagers
then ever had to work on the collective fann fields. Moreover, "theft" was more difficult than
before 1941. The peasants had always referred to collective agriculture as the second serfdom,
the cow& without a ~ h i p . NOW
2 ~ ~the whip, abolished in 1861 dong with tsarist serfdom,
returned with a vengeance. Hence there was a good basis for the initial rumors that the former
landlords, chased away after the revolution, would be allowed to take their former property
back?

Moreover, because of the ever-increasing terror, by mid- 1942 most peasants feared

for theit lives whenever a Gennan was around.
We have also seen, however, that a large number of peasants had on the average more
food at their disposal in the two to three years under German nile than they used to have under
the Comrnunists. This was mainly because of their hard work in their gardens, and a measure
of the extreme poverty they had lived under before 1941.

SSProkuror SSSR A. la. Vyshinskii to Stalin and V. M. Molotov, secret report, 23 March 1939,
published in V. P. Popov, comp., "'MeIochi' kolkhoznoi zhizni," Otechestvennye arkhivy, 4
(Moscow, 1995), p. 83.

*SnLageberichtRir die Monate M h und April 1943," TsDAVOV. f. 3206, op. 5. d. 15. 1. 656v.

SBFitzpatrick,Stalins' Peasants, pp. 6769.
*S9Ukraïns'kyiholos, 26 March 1942, p. 2, nfemng to Deutsche Ukraine-Zcitung; Buchbender,
Dus tonende Erz, p. 309.

CHAPTER 4

The Famine in Kiev

The Nazi Gennan regime implemented a ruthless starvation policy vis-&-visthe population of

Kiev that achieved significant success. Until now, the= have been only few and brief
references to the starvation of Gennan-mled cities in the so-called "eastemtemtones." The
lirnited histonography which appeared in the Soviet Union, Communist Poland, and East
Gemany about life in the *'eastem"citiesunder Nazi mle focused on the planning for famine.
These publications stresscd that for various reasons-mainly

resistance dincted by the

Communist Party- these plans, like any plan for aonomic exploitation for that matter, were
doomed (as the seemingly mandatory buzzword had it) to "crash" (kraWr).' It was very rare to
find any admission of an actual famine in Kiev, and even the Ukrainian historian Mykhailo V.
Koval' underestimated it. He stated that the "real famine" started only in the winter of 19421943.2

In the West, Alexander Dallin, John A. Armstrong, and Ihor Kamenetsky devoted
somewhat more attention to the issue. Dallin (1955) spoke of plans for "de-industrialization,"
but not of a desire to starve people. He simply mentioned that "industrial labor as a social force
scarcely figured in German calculations." Dallin seemed unsure about the extent of famine,
speaking both of "the starving cities in the East" and the "rvere material hardship and near-

'M.M. Zagomi'ko and A. F. Iudenkov, Krakh plana "Ol'àenburg": (O sryve ekonomicheskikh
planov fashistskoi Germanii na vremenno okkupirovannoi territorii SSSR), 3rd exp. ed. (Moscow,
1980), pp. 60-61 and 174-175 (does mention the famine in Kharkiv); W)odzimien Bonusiak,
Polityka ekonomicrna 111Rzeszy na okupowanych obszarach ZSRR (1941-1944) (Rzeszow,
1981). p. 124; Norbert Müller, Wehmcht und Okkupution 1941-1944: zur Rolle der
Wehrmacht und ihrer Führungsorgane im Okkupationsregime des faschistischen deutschen
Imperialismus auf sowjetischem Territorium (Berlin, 197 1 ), pp. 101-1 03; Dietrich Eichholtz,
Geschichte der deutschen Kriegswirtschafi lW%I945, Vol. 2: 1941- 1943 (Berlin, 1985). pp.
453-457.

2M. V. Kaval', "Za hratamy 'novoho poriadhi'," Ukraïm'kyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 5 (Kiev, May
1981), p. 123.
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starvation, especially during the first winter."3 Armstrong, who did not study social and
economic issues as such, briefly focused on the actual state of flairs. He stated that the large
cities of Ukraine suffered-faminein "the winter and spnrg of 1942." This was caused by
several German "failures." Among these was the decision "to make practically no provision for
feeding the city dwellers." The "most valuable materials left in the cities were requisitioned by
the Gennans." Moreover, "the peasants in tum had little to sell," partly because of
"unauthorized confiscation by Geman soldiers. Amistmng did not, however, raise the
possibility that the Germans might have actively planned to starve the ~ i t i e sOnly
. ~ the
Ukrainian-Arnerican historian Ihor Kamenetsky stressed on several pages in his pioneering

book, Secret Nazi Plansfor Eastern Europe (1961). both the planning for famine and its
devastating results.5
Several decades later, the matter has still received little attention. Timothy Mulligan, in
his 1988 study of German policy in the "east" in the years 1942 and 1943, mentioned
starvation in Ukraine's cities "in the late winter of 1942" and believed it was caused by

"wartimedislocations, priority requisitions by the Wehrmacht, and a lack of German
planning.**6
The major study of the planning for famine was an article by the West German
historian Rolf-Dieter Müller on "'Operation Barbarossa*as an Economic War of Conquest*'
(1984).7 He spoke of a deliberate "famine policy" (Hungerpolitik) vis-&-visthe fonnerly Soviet
civilian population. Its aim was genocide (Volkennord). Nevertheless, Müller, like Dallin,
3Alexander Dallin, G e m n Rule in Russia, 1941-1945: A Study of Occupation Policies, 2nd ed.
(Boulder, Colorado, 1981), pp. 370, 377, and 395. My italics.
4John A. Armstrong, Ukrainian Nationalism, 3rd ed. (Engkwood, Colorado, 1990). pp. 87-88.
%or Kamenetsky, Secret Nazi P h s for Eastern Europe: A Stuày of kbensrawn Policies (New
York, 1961), pp. 145-148.
qimothy Mulligan, nie Politics of lllusion a d Empire: Germon Occupation Policy in the Soviet
Union, 1942-1943 (New York, Westport, Conn., and London, 1988)-p. 63.
7Rolf-DieterMüller, "Das'Untemehmen Barbarossa' als wirtschaftlicher Raubkrie ,"in Gerd R.
Ueberschiir and Wolfram Wette, eàs., "Untemehmen Barbarossa? der deutsche be@all auf die
Sowjetunion 1941: Berichte, Analysen, Dokumente (Paderborn, 1984), pp. 186189. There is
aiso the virtually unedited Nicholas G.Bohatiuk, "The Economy of Kiev under Foreign
Conquerom, 1941-1 944: A Socio-Economic Survey," Ukrainian Quarterly, XLII, 1-2 (New
Yotk, 1986). pp. 35-58.
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seemed unsure about the extent of famine arnong the civilians, which he argued "did not break
out in the anticipateci extent, even though there were locally famines and countless deaths."
Available sources deal almost exclusively with Kiev. Until evidence to support the
contrary is found, 1am convinced that the events in Kiev were not essentially different fiom
those in the other major cities of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine (Dnipropetrovs'k,
Zaporizhzhia, etc.) or indeed from those in other "eastern" cities to the north and east of the
Reichskommissariat.
Any discussion of this topic must start with Hitler. The Führer engaged in "table talk"
at his wartime headquarters, "Wolfsschanze" in East Pmssia and "Werwolf' fifteen kilometers
h m Vinnytsia. He was in the latter from mid-July to October 1942 (and again in February and
March 1943). His comments were written down and thus became known to many other Nazis,
but the interpretation of his statements is not an easy matter! 1argue that much of what he said
about the cities in the "east" did serve as a general guideline and was at least partiaily
implemented, with the famine as a result.
Hitler seems to have tempered his contempt for the Ukrainian people in the early
summer of 1942, when he flew to the Poltava region to visit A m y Group South and saw
Ukrainian women with blond hair and blue e y e ~But
. ~ he never stopped hating the "Russian"
cities and their inhabitants. (He does not appear to have entered any of them while he had the
chance.) Under no circumstances should the Germans actually live in these cities, which he
argued had b a n entirely emptied of things of cultural value by the Bolsheviks. Even living in
barracks was preferable. During the initial advance, Hitler insisted that the large cities-Kiev,

Thnstopher Browning, "The Decision Conceming the Final Solution." in his Fatefil Months:
Essays on the Emergence of the Final Solution (New York and London, 1985). p. 14. An
exarnple of easily misinterpreted words is Hitler's August 1939 statement that he had ordered "al1
men, women, and children of the Polish race or language" be killed. Ibid, "Introduction," p. 5.
9Henry Picker, Hitlers Tischgesprache im Führerhauptquartier 39414942, 2nd ed. (Stuttgart,
1963), pp. 381 and 470 (2 June and 22 July 1942); Adolf Hitler, Monologe im
Führerhauptquartier 1941-1944: die Aufieichnungen Heinrich Heims herausgegeben von
Werner Jochmann (Hamburg. 1980). pp. 331 and 334 (6 August 1942). This was not the first
time Hitler sat foot on ükrainian soil, for in late August 1941 he and Mussolini anived by plane
at Uman', to visit A m y Group South. B. N. Petrov, "Kak delili Uluainu Gitler i Mussolini,"
Voenno-istoricheskii zhurnal, 8 (Moscow, 1993). p. 14.

St Petersburg, Moscow-should

be razed to the ground. On 8 July 1941. Chief of General

Staff Franz Halder recorded in his diary that Hitler wanted to flatten St Petersburg and Moscow
with the air force, "to prevent from staying the= people whom we will have to feed in the
winter." Halder reported that Hitler predicted a "national catastrophe, which will rob both
Bolshevism and Muscovy [dus Moskowitettum] of its centers."l*
Hitler first ordered masures directed specifically against the city of Kiev one month
later. On 12 August 1941, his Headquarters issued a "supplement to directive 34" (Ergünzzmg
der Weiswig 34), signed by Chief of Army GeneraIfeldmarschaIIWilhelm Keitel. The attack
on Kiev should be halted. for "it is proposed to destroy the city by incendiary bombs and

gunfire as soon as the supply positions allows."~~
On 18 Aupst*Generaloberst Halder. the
chief of the General Staff of Army Command, noted in his war diary, "'Reduce to rubble' ['in
Schutt und Asche'--i.e.,

Hitler's words]: Half of the job must be done by the Air Force."l2

Apparently because of a lack of bombs for such a large operation, Kiev in actual fact was not

bombed in a significant way.13 The German amy eventually entered a virtually intact city on 19
Scptember. Hitler was furious and later recalled his anger. On the evening of 8 August 1942 at
"Werwolf," he insisted once again that Petersburg "must be razed to the ground," and then
"1was so enraged back then when the Air Force did not want to let Kiev have it. Saoner

or later we must do it after dl, for the inhabitants are corning back and want to govem from
there." l4
Werd R. Ueberschk, comp., "Ausgewahlte Dokumente," in Ueberschiir and Wette, "Untemehrnen
Barbarossa,",pp. 332-333, citing Generaloberst [Franz] Halder, Kriegstagebuch, Vol. 3, HansAdolf Jacobsen, ed. (Stuttgart, 1964), p. 53. On plans for the destruction of "Russian" cities in
general, see also the documents in "Unternehmen Barbarossa," pp. 332-336 and 363.

'

1Walther Hubatsch, ed., Hitlers Weisungen für die Kriegsfhrung 1939-1 945: Dokumente des
Oberkomrnandos der Wehrmacht (Frankfurt am Main, 1962), p. 148. The English cornes from H.
R. Trevor-Roper, ed., Hitler's War Directives I93!WWS.- Textsfiom Walter Hubatsch, Hitlers
Weisungen für die Kriegsfühmng 1939-1945 (London, 1964), p. 94.

l*Halder, Kriegstagebuch, Vol. 3, p. 186; also in Ueberschb, "Ausgewahlte Dokurnente." p. 333.
'This is the opinion of Christian Streit, Die Wehrmacht und die su wjetischen Kriegsgefangenen

1941-1945 (Stuttgart, 1978). p. 36911199.

Witler, Monologe im Führerhauptquartier, p. 334. Note that the translation in Hitler's Table Talk

19414: His Private Conversations (London, 1973), p. 622, is incorrect. It gives the false

Because neither Kiev nor any other major city in the "east" was ever r a d to the
ground, a second option regarding the city dwellem-starvatioii-quickly

gained prominence.

In this regard, it is important to bear in mind thai Hitler himself never discarded his desire for
destniction.~~
Plans for starvation werie fonnulated before the attack on the Soviet Union. On 2
May 194 1. a meeting of state secretaries (Slootsekretare)noted that "doubtkss x millions

[nveifelloszig Millionen] will starve when what we need is taken out of the country."l6 One of
these men had persuadeci Hitler that Uktainian agriculture could solve al1 of Germany's food
problems. This was state secretary Herbert Backe of the Reich Ministry for Food and
Agriculture (Reichsministerium für Emahrung und Landwirischaft), a longtirne Nazi and

agrarian expert who was bom in the Russian Empire (in Batumi on the Black Sea). On 23
May, this man sent guidelines to the Group Agriculture (Gcuppe Landwirtschaft) of
Wirtschaftsstab Ost which almost equally bluntly foresaw "a dying off of industry." Backe's
scheme divided the to be conquered Soviet temtory into a "deficit region" (2hchuJgebiet)îhe forest zone, mainly presentday B e l m s - a n d a "surplus region" (t%ers~h@~ebiet)-the

black soi1 zone. "The population of the forest zone will, especially in the cities, have to suffer
great famine."17 A longer version of this document says something else: "Many tens of millions

impression that Hitler was referring not to Kiev, but to St Petersburg: "1 was furious when the Air
Force were reluctant to attack the place from their bases in Kiev." The original German is "Ich
habe eine solche Wut gehabt, daB die Luftwaffe damals über Kiew nicht hat drüber wollen."
The next day Hitler made his comment about the preferability of barracks to the cities,
referred to at the beginning of this chapter: "A living of Germans in Ukrainian cities should be
prevented under al1 circumstances. Even accomodation in barracks of the Germans outside the
Ukrainian cities is better than their accomodation inside these cities and similar ones. The Russian
or Ukrainian cities must, however, not in any way be organized or even cteaned. For it is not out
job to raise the native population to a higher level." Picker, Hitlers Tischgesprache, p. 470.
15RegPrdingLeningradISt Rtersburg, Hitler's two options remained intricately connected. On 10
September 1941, still before Kiev's capture, Hitler personal secretary, SA-Standartenfuhrer Dr.
Werner Koeppen, noted that "the Führer does not want Street fights, which will lead to many
casualties on our side. n i e city is only going CObe surroundcd, shot to pieces, and starved out."
Koeppen reports, USNA microcopy, T-û4,roll 387, frame 767.
16Ueberschiir. "Ausgewahlte Dokumente," p. 377.
17Iùid., p. 378; Rolf-Dieter MLlller, "Das "Untemehmcn Barbarossa", pp. 180-1 82. Backe was
boni in 1896 and committed suicide in prison in 1947. From May 1942, he headed the Reich

Ministry for Food and Agriculture. For more biographical data about him and a pictuce, see
Reinhard Rürup, ed., Der Krieg gegen die Sowjetunion i 9 4 l - l W eine Dokumentation (Berlin,
1991). p. 93.

of p o p l e become supeffluous in this region and will have to die or migrate to Siberia."i8 Both
versions continue as follows: "Attempts to Save the population from s w i n g to death by
bringing in surpluses from the black soi1 zone would corn at the expense of Europ's
sustenance and would limit Gennany's staying power and blockade strength in the war. There
must be absolute clarity about this."lg Most relevant here is what Backe said about the blackearth zone, which included most Ukrainian temtones. Here the peasants and others working in
the collective and state f

m could be "granted livable conditions." But only they, nobody

else.20
Several months later, on 4 September 1941, Wirtschaftsstab Ost dutihilly issued a
special regulation regarding food and city-dwellers, Besondere Anordnung Nr. 31. The next
&y, Wirtschaftsinspektion Süd's Chief Group Agriculture (Chefgruppe Landwirtschaft)
released it as a topsecret regulation to its WirtschaJ,skommandos.The regulation posited that
the "allocation" (Zuteilung) of food to civiiian city dwellers should be "limited to the
essentiais," for the German armed forces had priority. It should be paid for, tightly supervised,

and essentially limited to those in direct service of the German authorities. It specified several
maximum rates per food item; for example, a maximum of 300 g. bread per person per day.21
Three days before Kiev's capture, on 16 September, Goring, the Minister of Economy,
held a moming conference with Backe, by then acting Minister of Food and Agriculture (actual
rninister from May 1%Z), that also included MinisterùaIdirektor Ham-Joachim Riecke,22
I8Trial of the Major War Criminuls before the International Military Tribunal [TMWC),
Vol. 36
(Nuremberg, 1949). p. 145.
WJebersçhiir, "Ausgewiihlte Dokumente,", p. 378; slightly different text in TMWC, Vol. 36
(Nuremberg, 1949). p. 145. A different translation is in Dallin, German Rule, p. 31 1.
**Uekrschiir, "Ausgewahlte Dokumente," p. 379; slightly different text in TMWC,Vol. 36, p. 146.
Wirtschaftsinspektion Süd.
21Gez. [Helmut] Komer, KVVCh [Kriegwem>o1twtg~~icechefl.
Chefgruppe Landwirtschaft Tgb.-Nr. La IïI 329/4l. 0. P., den 5.9.1941. "An die
Wirtschaftskommandos. Betr.: Lebensmittelzuteilung an die stadtischen Zivilbev6lkemng,"
TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1. d. 9, 11. 14-16v. That the author's first name was Helmut was deduced
from ibid., 1. 32.

22Riecke held three jobs, at the Wirtschaftsstab Ost, the Four-Year Plan, and the Ostministerium.
Sec Müller, Wehrmacht wrd Okkupution, p. 95 and "Stellcnbesctzungsplan Law(undated),
TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 119.1. 26. As late as March 1943, Riecke rcjectcd an army proposal

Generalmajor Nagel of the WirtschaftsrüstungsAmt(the name for WirischPftsstab Ost in
civilian-mled temtories), and other army representatives. Oonng restated what had essentidly
been decided in May. Captured food supplies should by no mans be allowed to be "devoured
by the Gypsy-like population."23 "In the oocupied territones, as a matter of principle only those

who work for us must be a s s u d of the appropriate food. Even if one wanted to feed al1 the
inhabitants, one would be

to do so in the newly conquered territory."24 As for the

"Bolshevik" prisoners of war, they should be fcd according to their ''pductivity."~For major
cities, it was not necessary to change Hitler's general view that, in Gonngs' words, "from
economic considerations, the occupation of large cities is not desireci. It is more economical to
close them off."26
On 18 September 1941, the day before Kiev's capture, Erich Koch visited Hitler at the
"Wolfsschanze." Hitler made it clear that he wanted the eastem colonies to be ruled Iike the
Englishmen were supposedly ruling India. Therefore, the Slavs should not be allowed any
education, which they did not even want. Teaching the Oktainians how to read would merely
create "semi-educated" people, who consequent1y would be dissatisfied and anarchistic. Thus
Kiev should have no university. A report by Hitler's secretary Koeppen shows that Koch

readily agreed: "In any case, hardly anything of the city of Kiev is to remain standing. The
Führer's tendency. which considers the destruction of the major Russian cities as a prerequisite
for the permanence of our power in Russia, was made stronger by the Reichskommissar, who

- --

to reserve sorne food and consumer goods for the civilian population in the "east," and in July
1943 he insisted that the Reich had to remain "thecenter of gravity" of European agricultural
output. Mulligan, Politics of Illusion, p. 130; Dallin, German Rule, p. 361n2.
% k i t , Wehrmacht, p. 145, baseâ on one of two sources that exist about this meeting: a
document by Goring's Referent, Ministerùalrat Dr hg. Gomert, located in the Bundesarchiv.

document by Nagel, Chief of the "VcrbindungsstabOKWMriRU Amt beim Reichsmarshall,"
TMWC, Vol. 36 (1949), p. 107, also quoted in RUNP, Der K r k g , p. 84.

wants, if possible, to smash Ukninian industry and to drive the proletariai back to the
country."2'
The leadets (Referenten) of the ceneal office of the Reichskommissariat first met on 3
Oaober 1941. Al1 agreeâ that no-one(excep of course Gemuuis and ethnic Gemuuis) should

be able to consume weekiy more than 1 kg. bread and 10 to 50 gram of meat.28 On the sarne
&y, SS chief Heinrich Himmler was in Kiev as part of a fast tour of five cities in central and
southem Ukraine.29 After his return, he came to Hitler's headquarters. Koeppen's record of the
conversation over dinner on 5 October does not indicate whether they mentioned the Babyn Iar
massacre of the week before, but it does show that Himmler, having seen the poorly dressed
Kievan population for himself, had intemalized Hitkr's goal that the Kievan population should
somehow disappar. Himmler "gave his impression about Kiev. Only one district has bumed
down completely, but the number of Kiev's inhabitants is still very high. These inhabitants
generally made a bad, proletarian impression, so that one %aneasily do without 80 to 90
percent of them' !"30
Koeppen's report does not Say how Hitler responded. Less then two weeks later,
however, the Führer dispelled any doubts about his intentions. This was the evening of 17
October 1941, one month after the Gerrnans had captured Kiev. Hitler was pontificating to

*'Hitler, Monologe im Führerhauptquartier, pp. 62-63; Koeppen, report of 19 September 1941,
USNA micmcopy T-84, roll 387, frame 770. An imprecise translation is in Mulligan, Politics of
Illusion, p. 1 1. On this occasion, Koch also claimed falsely that General Eichhom, the Gennan
leader of the Ukrainian satellite state in 1918, had been assassinated by Ukrainian nationalists.
Z8"Bericht über die Referentenbesprechung," 3 October 1941, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15, 1.
157.
29Himmler travelled in Ukraine h m 2 to 4 October 1941 and visited Berdychiv, Zhytomyr, Kiev
(arriving in the evening of 2 October and flying off in the next evening), Kryvyi Rih, and
Mykolaïv. Meir Buchsweiler, Volksdeutsche in der Ukraine am Vorubend und Beginn des Zweiten
Weltkriegs - ein Full doppelter Loyalitat? (Gerlingen 1984). pp. 321n99 and 374.

% the original: "Diese Bewohner rnachten durchweg einen schlechten, proletarischen Eindmck,
so daB man 'gut 80-90 % von ihnen entbehmn konne'!" Koeppen, te rt of 6 October 1941,
USNA microcopy T-84,roll 387, frarne 797. On the sarne day, SS-O ergruppenjiihrer Friedrich
Jeckeln wrote in a private letter that Kiev's population was "racially very bad" (rassisch sehr mies).
Hans-Heinrich Wilhelm, Rassenpolitik und KriegEihrrrng: Sicherheitspolizei und Wehrmacht in
Polen und in der Sowjetunion 1939-1942 (Passau, 1991). p. 341, quoting from a private
collection.

go

Reichsminister Dr. Fritz Todt,Gauleiter Fritz Sauckel, and Ministeriairat Bottcher from
M n g ' s office about the importance of constnicting highways. Kcteppen: "No Geman should
enter the Russian cities, including large ones, in as far they would even survive [Üherdauem]
the war. Petersburg and Moscow should not in any case. They must vegetate further in their
shit dong the highways!" (Sie soiien abseits der gro&n Stra&n weiter in ihrem Dreck
vegetieren!).3i

Another record of Hitler's statements on this occasion is even more specific.

"We are not going to enter the Russian cities, they must die off [sie müssen vollstandig

ersterben.] We donethave to feel any remorse hem." After d l , "we are also eating Canadian
wheat without thinking about the Indians."3*
These plans seem to have bmught about the decision not to make Kiev the capital of the

Reichskommissariat. The main reason for this Gerrnan decision was not the destruction of
Kiev's center or, as has been assumed, the city's national prestige. Hitler was still undecided

as late as 18 October 1941, concemed "that in the large city in the winter there might easily
arise food problems and, as a result, disturbances [Unruhen]."33

The army leadership actively supported the starvation policy. The Supreme Commander
of the Sixth Amy, GeneraIfeIdmarschall von Reichenau, issued a secret note about the
"Conduct of the Troops in the Eastern Space" of 10 October 1941, which Hitler reportedly
called "excellent." Besides k i n g hi11 of anti-Semitism and other hatred (not suiprising
considering Reichenau's cooperation in the Babyn Iar massacre), the note banned the release of
food from field kitchens to the population and prisoners of war, even when it "originate[d]
from the 100t."~Rank-and-file soldiers were prepared for such a policy through the army

31Koeppen, report of 18 October 1941, USNA micmopy T-84,roll 387, frames 809410.
32Hitler,Monologe im FIilirerhauptquurtier, pp. 90-91. In the eary hours of the next moming he
added, "The people over the= are something totally strange. Anything resembling culture has
been removed by the Bolsheviks, and 1 feel nothing when 1 raze Kiev, Moscow, and Petersburg to
the ground." Ibid., p. 93.
3% the original: "...das Bedenken, da6 in dieser p B e n Stadt im Winter leicht
Emahxungsstockungen und infolgedessen Unruhen auftreten ktinnten." FHQ., den 18. Oktober
1941, USNA microcopy, T-120.roll 2533, fiame E292711.

u"Vertultcn der Truppe im Ostraum," in TMWC, Vol. 35 (Nuremberg, 1949). p. 85.

newspapers. These blarned the Soviet regime, which had evacuated or destroyed food
supplies, for any possible problerns and underlined the need to both live off the land as well as
supply food to the Reich. Such amiy pmpaganâa made fully clear the Nazi view that if locals
were allowed to eat this was tantamount to thefi.
Each gram of bread or other food which I give to the population in the occupied
territories out of good-heartedness, 1 am withdrawing from the German people and thus
my farnily ....Thus, the German soldier must stay hard in the face of hungry women
and children. If he does not, he endangers the nourishment of our people. The enemy is
now experiencing the fate which he had planned for us. But he is also aione respnsible
for the world and history.35

On 4 November 194 1, Wirtschaftsstab Ost issued "Special Order No. 44" (Besondere
Anordnungen Nr. 44) regarding food. which annulled the 4 September order with its daily

limit per person of 300 grarns of bread. The new rules applied to the occupied eastern
territories (except for the Baltic region). As before, no rules were set for people in the
countryside, who were supposedly "generally able to fe+d themselves." WiStabOst granted that
one of its tasks was "to assure the fccding of the population, as far as this is possible without
influencing the German interests,"~but stressed that great problems were inevitable: "The
ruthless plundering and destruction of the Bolsheviks have very severely shaken the econornic
and trade life in the occupied temitones. Need and rnisery an the unavoidable result for the
native population, particularly in the major cities. The responsibility for this lies exclusively
with the Soviet rulers, who gave the order for senseless destruction."37 Its general policy was

The rations [suppliecl to city dwellers] are to be kept as low as possible in the first
period, to force the population to consume its own hoardcd supplies and to prevent any
influencing of the neeck of the Armed Forces, which cm often only be met with
diniculty because of the transport situation. Meat and fat are not to k given at ail for

3%reit,

Wehrmucht, p. 162 (does not provide a date).

%Norbert Muller [et al.]. ed.. Die fcschistische Okkuptiotaspolitik in den zeitweifig besetaen
Gebieten der Sowjetunion ( 1941-1944) (Berlin, 1991). p. 2 12.

now. Potatoes are to be rcplaced as far as possible with tumips bects, and carrots, and
bread with buckwheat and millet. The rations can then graduatly be raiseci to the
planned maximums.38

"A real emergency situation" would supposedly "generally Mse only later."39 The food caps,

to which the rations were allowed to be "gradually" raised, were as follows:

Maximum weekly amowts of food allowed to be supplied to city-dwellers, in gram
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Category (a) only applied to people employed by fims that were "in the Gerrnan interest." At
most twenty percent of the population could ever teceive the maximum amounts of @).a

hpaganda. it said, should blame the "food difficulties" (EmtUinuigsschwierigkeiten)entirely
on the Soviet destruction and dumping of stocks and means of production.41 It needs to be
rernembed that these rates wert not actual targets, but maximum rates allowed in some
undefined future.
The commander of Army Rear Area South (east of the Reichskornmissariat Ukraine, of
which Kiev was not yet part), von Roques, as well as his staff seem to have been concemed
with the food regulations. Just two days after the order was issued, staff members led by von
Roque's deputy, General der Infanterie Friderici, met with representatives of
Wirtschaftsinspektion Süd. They said that they were in charge of legislation and orders

regarding the economy. Friderici also insisted that "the nourishment of the population must be
insured to a certain level, as we must enlist them for work. He who should work for us in
industry and commerce must not absolutely starve [daanicht absolut verhungern].This is not

a humanitarian matter, but an entirely expedient masure in the Gennan interest."4* But the
chief of Wirtschafsinspektion Süd, General Stieler von Heydekampf, i nsisted that his mandate
was actually quite large. Moreover, he said that "after the increased demands of the Fiïhrer and
upon urging of State Secretary Backe, Generalfekrschall von Rundstedt [Supreme
Commander of A m y Group South] has issued a document which authorizes WiInSüd to
proceed radically to fulfill the increased rate, also regarding the troops."43 He insisted that "the
demanded delivery can only be reduced by an order from the Führer. It is the population which

4"ïhis section of the document is not reproduced by Norbert Müller. I found it in the original: I.
A. gez. Dr. Musset. Abschrift. Wi Stab Ost. FXa. Za. B. Nr. 6730141. Besondere Anordnungen
Nr. 44, 0. U., den 4.1 1.l94l, Bundesarchiv Berlin, Bestand R 6, file 13, fol. 76. I thank Dr Erich
Haberet for showing me his photocopy of this document.
42Partialtext in Norbert Müller, ed., Okkupation. Raub. Vemichtung: Dokaimnte zur
Besatzungspolitik der faschistischen Wehrmacht ouf sowjetischem Territorium 1941-1944, 2nd
ed. (Berlin [El, 1980), p. 193. A different translation is in Truman Oliver Anderson Iïï, "The
Conduct of Reprisals by the Gerrnan Army of Occupation in the Southem USSR, 1941-1943"
(Ph.D. dissertation, Department of History, University of Chicago, Chicago, illinois, June 1995),
p. 209.
43Müller. Okkupation, Raub. Vemichtung, pp. 192-1 93.

is going to suffer. Those who work will be taken care o f - t o be sure o d y with small
supplies-,

but not the families and non-workers."u Thus, Friderici achieved nothing.

There were also other German military who complained about taik "that in Russia easily
several millions can starve." The sharpest criticism was to corne at the end of 1941 fmrn
Lieutenant General Hans Leykauf, the head of the organization in charge of food collection for
the army (rather than for civilian Gerxnans) in the Reichskornmissariat, Riistungsinspektion
Ukraine. He passed on in full agreement a 29 November 1941 report about the
Reichskornmissariat which had been prepared by a high-placed military observer, Professor
Peter-Heinz Seraphim. Besides mentioning the Einsuzzgruppen shootings of k w s , this report

also stated that a policy was being implernented which it describeci as "extermination
[Aumeruuig] of superfiuous consumers (Jews, the population of the Ukrainian large cities,
which like Kiev d o not receive any food)." Seraphim also reported "utrnost reduction of the

ratios provideci to the Ukrainians of the other cities."" Together with objections, however,
there is also a statement issued on 20 November by the chief of staff of the Army Group
South, von Manstein, about what he called "the enemy cities":
The food situation of the fatherland maices it necessary that the troops largely feed
themselves fiom the land and that in addition as great amounts as possible be put at the
disposal of the fatherland. Especially in the enemy cities a large part of the population
will have to go hungry [wird hungem miissert]. In spite of this, none of the goods
which the fatherland supplies [sic!] at the cost of great privation may, out of
wrongheaded humaneness. be distributed to prisoners and [to the] population, as long
as they are not in the service of the Gennan Anned Forces.46

Meanwhile, Gonng kept pushing for starvation. He met at his Reich Aviation Ministry
on 8 November 1941 with Rosenberg, Erich Koch,and other high-placed officiais to explain
what WiStabOst was doing. Goring stated that wages and prices had to be stabilized at al1 cost,

4sRolf-Dieter MUller, "Untemehmen Baibiuossa," 186-187; TMWC, Vol. 32 (Nuremberg, 1949),
p. 74. This report was written on 29 November 1941, according to Jonathan Steinberg, "The
Third Reich Reflected: German Civil Administration in the Occupied Soviet Union, 1941 4 , "
Engtish Historical Review, CX, 437 (Oxford, June 1995), p. 636114.
* S a i t Wehrmucht, pp. 161-162, citing TMWC, Vol. 34 (Nuremberg, 1949). p. 130.

and was reported to have said: 'The fate of the large cities, especially Leningrad is entirely
alien to [me]. This war will witness the grratest starvation since the Thirty-Years' WW.''~~
Another and longer record of this meeting. from Goring's own office, notes his other
demands: "Anysupply of highquality consumer goods to the population is out of the question.
Rather, al1 tendencies for increasing the general standard of living [are] in advance to be faced
with the sharpest means."48 He singled out several cities as the prime targets: "The city
population can receive only very small amounts of food. With regard to large cities (Moscow,
Leningrad, Kiev), for the moment nothing can be done. The resulting consequences are severe,
but unavoidable. People who work in the direct German interest are to be fed by food supplies
at their workplace so that their ability to work is somewhat preserved."49Regarding harvesting,
a large number of German observers should be present. "Its task is (1) to prevent that the grain
stored on the land is consumed by the city population; (2) to make it possible in emergencies to

make a violent confiscation (Erjiùssung); [and] (3) to secure the transport itself."50
HeFeafter it was inevitable that the Army Rear Area South finally, on 15 November
issued itself, as Anordnung Nr. 26, WiStabOst's order of 4 NovemberY All agrarian
specialists such as Backe fully agreed. As Otto Bdiutigarn, the deputy head of the Main
Department of Politics (Hauptabteilung Politik) of the Ostministerium, writes in his memoirs:

47Documentfrom the Chief of Staff of WiStabOst, 13 November 1941, in Ueberschiir,
"Ausgewahlte Dokumente," pp. 385-386. The author is unknown, for the signature is illegible.
4BDocumentsigned by Dr. Bergmannn, 18 November 1941, in Ueberschiir, "Ausgewahlte
Dokumente," p. 387, and also in Müller, Die farchistische Okkupationspolitik, p. 217.
49Uebersch&,"Ausgewahlte Dokumemte," p. 389; Miilkr, Die farehistische Okkupationspolitik, p.
219.

~Uebetschiir,"Ausgewahlte Dohmente." p. 388; MUllcr, Die faschistische Okkupationspolitik, p.
218. Later that month, at a conference from 24 to 27 November, Goring told the Italian Foreign
Minister Galeazzo Ciano: "This year between twenty and thirty million persons will die in Russia
of hunger. Perhaps it is well that it should be so, for certain nations must be decimated. But even
if were not, nothing can be done about it. It is obvious that if humanity is condemned to die of
hunger, the last to die will be out two [German and Italian] peoples." Dallin, Gennan Rule, p. 123.
"Anderson, "Conduct of Reprisais," pp. 210-21 1.

"'Kiev must starve' [Kiew nt@ verhungem] was a saying which Our agronomists put fonuard
during conferences in cold blood.""

Let us look more canfully at specific events in Kiev. On 1 July 1941, before the evacuation
and mobilization and before the Babyn Iar massacre,Kiev had just under 850,000
inhabitants.53 By October of the same year there were an estimated 600,000 people in the
city.w Ukrainian memoirs published in the West basically agree that beginning in October "the
Gestapo," that is, members of Einsatzgruppe C, barred people at the city outskirts who did not
live in Kiev from entenng and confiscated food imports. Iaroslav Haivas arrived early on in
Kiev illegally as a leader of the OUN-M.He writes that he and his fellow-activists appointed
people who should avert a famine in the city. These people then a p p m h e d "emnomic circles,
fmt of al1 former cooperators," and as a result products starteâ to trickle into the city. "Many

collective famis gave up products without any paymnt," he wntes, "and only with a note that
payment would follow. When it seemed that things would start to work, the German military
cornrnand closed [zamknulo] the city and blocked the entrance not only of cars, but also of
individu al^."^^ Nina Mykhalevych, a rnember of the OUN-M,wntes that in late 1941 transport

520tto Brautigam, So hat es sich zugetragen...:ein Leben ais Soldat und Diplomat (Würzburg,
1968). p. 401; no date provided. He writes that bringing food to Kiev was banned and that it was
"often" confiscated. He says that he objected, but this must be taken with a grain of salt. After d l ,
Bautigarn also claimed not to have been involved in the Jewish Holocaust, which is false as shown
by an 18 December 1941 letter that he signed. See the photoreptoduction in Rürup, Der Krieg, p.
91.
"See the appendix, "Official population figures for selected cities and towns." Einsatzgmppe C
estimated Kiev's pre-1941 population to have been "about 850,000 people." Ereignismelàung
UdSSR, 106 (7 October 1941), p. 13.

"The estirnate is mine. A Ukrainian who arrived in Kiev in Gennan army service, perhaps as
interpreter for the advance unit (Vorkommando) of Sonderkommando 4a of Einsatzgmppe C
which arrived with the army on 19 September, says Kievans told him that at least forty percent of
the pre-1941 population had evacuated. In his words, "almost d l rich citydwellers, mainly of
Jewish descent, had fled." This would mean over 338,500 people. which would leave, even before
the Babyn Iar massacre. less than 507,800 inhabitants. This figure appears to be t w low. Stepan
Suliatyts'kyi, "Pershi dni v okupovanomu nimtsiamy Kyievi," in Kost' Mel'nyk, OIeh Lashchenko,
and Vasyl' Veryha, eds., Na zov Kyieva: ukraïm'kyi ~ t s i o n a l i v nu II Svitovii Viini: zbimyk stattei,
spohuàiv i dokumentiv (T'oronto and New York, 1985). p. 160.
~sIaroslavHaivas, Koly kinchalasia epokha (n.p., 1964). pp. 64-65.

of food to Kiev was blocked by -01s

on the bridges: "Milk for Lesia [her little daughter] was

brought by a woman from Darnytsia across the fiozen Dnieper. She had to sneak it in,
masterfully hidden under a large plaid on her shwlders so ihat the German would not see it.

On the bridges the Germans had placed guards who interceptecl any people bringing the
Kievans food from the countryside and îhey confiscated everything!"s Halyna Lashchenko, a
woman who returned to her native Kiev at her own initiative and was close to the OUN-M,
writes more vaguely that the Germans "somewhat obstniccted'' the food supply of Kievans. She
noted that the city administration sent cars into the countryside and tried to get food there, but
"did not always succeed.*'S7
Both Lashchenko and Haivas describe a large convoy of food which arrived in Kiev on
9 October 1941. Peasants from the Tarashcha region 120 kilometers away brought a "present"

to the city, apparently after an appeal by the Ukrainian Red Cross (discussed below), which
consisted of 128 carts with forty-five tons of meai, ten thousand eggs, poultry, lard, butter.
and apples. The vice-head of the administration and his secretary met the delegation and
expressed their gratitude. According to Lashchenko, the leader of the transport said, "We know
that these [foodstuffs] won't be consumed by the commissars, as under the Soviets, but by the
Ukrainian population." Haivas writes that "the German comrnand let it in on the condition that
the food would be used for il1 people and hospitals, and so for a short time the Germans had

been forced to lift the 'blockade."'S8
Dmytro Kyslytsia, a Kievan close to Mayor Bahazii, writes with admiration about the
mayor's efforts to prevent and alleviate the famine. "Kiev was condemned to forced starvation
of its population, for the Germans banned any delivery of food to the stores." Bahazii protested

%Nina Mykhalevych. *DoKyieva! Fragment zi spohadu." in Mel'nyk et. al., Na zov Kyieva, p.
225.

"Halyna Lashchenko, "Povorot," Samustiina Ukraïno, XI, 11 ( 1 19) (Chicago, November 1958).
p. 12.

%id.; Haivas, Koly kinchalasia epokhu, p. 65. A semi-official OUN-M publication mentions a
transport of more than a hundred carts into Kiev in just the month of November 1941. In al1
likelihood, this is the transport of 9 Oçtober. OUN u viini 1939 1945 ([n.p., n.d.1). p. 61.

once against the fact that "the Gestapo police in a suburb of Kiev trie[d] to confiscate or destmy

food which with diffculty h d been obtained in villages for the hospitals, [and] food which
had been delivered in a convoy of peasant caris."" When this did not work, "Bahazii ordered
Medianyk, the leader of the Supply Department [Viddil postachannia] at the city administration,
to open the stacks with supplies and to Save the hungry Kievans." He even brought food with
his own driver to old scholars and "deserving" cultural and civil activists.60 A contemporary
SD report confirms that he tned to save people by handing out food.61

In early December 1941, Dr. von Franke, a German historian who had recently anived
in Kiev as part of Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg (an organization which looted the
libraries), called representatives of al1 scientific institutes to his office. Von Franke told his
guests bluntly that "Kiev cannot support its population"; the latter, including the scientists,
should disperse into the countryside. His Einsatzstab would be happy to take their scientific

books and equiprnent for safekeeping. But what, he askeâ, had the city administration done so
far to bring about the eviction of Kievans? Mykola Andmsiak, the Galician vice-head of the
administration's Culture and Education Department (Viddil Kul'tury i Osvity), acknowledged
that the Gennans were not responsible for feeding the population, but asked Von Franke at
least to put an end to the German confiscation of food irnports. Then, the political officer of the
Gebietskommissariat,Reinhardt, who was also present, said angnly that "the Germans have
not taken anything from the Ukrainians" and that anyway the only person deciding their fate
was Hitler9
s9Dmytm Kyslytsia, Svite iasnyi: spohady: vid r. Vovchi s Naddniprianshchyny do r. Sv.
Lavrentiia na Ottcrvshchyni (Ottawa, 1987). p. 193.

6lEreignismeldung UdSSR. 191 (10 April 1942). pp. 39-40. Unlikely. however, is what Osyp
Boidunyk, an OUN-M member who was one of the sectetaries of the Ukrainian National Council,
has written. According to his niemoirs, the Ukrainian police not only "brought food from the
countryside for itself," but also "from tirne to time" shared it with the population of Kiev. In fact,
as will be argued below, more likely the opposite was the case; certainly by 1942. Osyp
Boidunyk, Na perelomi: (uryvky spohadiv) (Paris, 1967). pp. 104-105.

62NykonNemyron wykola Andmsiak]. "U zbudzhenii v ohni stolytsi Ukraïny (Slavnii pamWiati
muchenykiv za Ukraïnu v Kyievi v 1941-42 m.)," in Mykhailo H. Marunchak, ed., V borot'bi zu
ukraïhs'ku derzhavu: eseï, spohaày, svidchenniia, litopysannia dokumenty Druhoï mitovoï viiny

The famine started quickly .On 9 Octoôer 1941, the first canteens (hronradr'ki M'ni)
opened, where people could buy f

d for roubles. Almost immediately long line-ups appeared

and fights broke out at the entrance to the canteens.63 Particularly vulnerable were m m b e r s of
the intelligentsia, since most had not looted during the Soviet retreat or after the departure of the
Jews,a and the elderly. In one Home for the Disabled located in Kiev's outskirts, "in the fa11

and winter people started to die in large numbers. There were many days when five people
died." Al1 were buried in one mass grave.65 There are several descriptions of the famine in
Kiev in late 1941. A former officia1 of the Kiev Cornrnunist party cornmittee made an
intelligence trip to the city. After his ntum, he provided the following description of its sîreea
in the rniddle of a November day:
Kiev was a dead city. Besides Germans and policemen, one rarely met a passer-by in
the Street. Those whom 1happened to see were al1 mainly disabled old men and
women. Emaciated or swollen from hunger, they roam the streets, going from house to
house, searching for charity. Kiev has become a city of beggm....Walking on
Kirov Street, 1saw wom and dirty men, women, and children. They begged anyone
getting closer to them for charity, but did not receive it. There 1also came across people
who were lying and sitting; they were so emaciated that they were unable to move?6
-

-

(Winnipeg, 1990), p. 805. He writes about the vice-head of the Culture and Education
Department in the third person, but it is clear that he is refemng to himself. That Andrusiak held
this p s t is confinned in a letter by the archpriest Mykhailo Ivaskiv, of 4 January 1942, to Dr.
Boss, Kiev's "Personalchef' and "Oberbürgermeister" (sic). German translation of Russian original.
TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 1, d. 50,l. 3. Osyp Boidunyk probably attended this meeting as well; see
his Na perelomi, p. 104.
63A. Khoroshunova, "Kievskie zapiski. 1941-1 944" [photocopy of selected pages of typed
manuscript], in Erhard Roy Wiehn. comp., Die S c M h von Babij Jar: dus Massaker deutscher
Sonderkommïuuios an der jüdischen Bevolkenrng von Kiew 1941fWtFig Jahre &nach zum
Gedenken (Konstanz, 1991). p. 300.
bQTatlianaFesenko, Povest' krivykh let (New York, 1%3), p. 78; Klavdiia Iakovlivna Hrynevych
(Ukrainian born in 1930 in KIyntsi [Kirovohrad oblast]), author interview in Russian, 10 August
1995, Kiev, tape recording; Iurii Mikhailovich Markovskii (Ukrainian bom in 1904). interview in
Russian by the CHPWU, 12 March 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d.
244, 1. 41v.
65"Kopiia. Gospodinu Golove Gorodskoi Upravy g. Kiev. Ot invalidov, nakhodiashikhsia na
izhdevenii v Dome InvaIidov, Kiev, khutor Kitaevo, 2 M 1942 goda," DAKO, f. r-2356,op. 8, d.
7, 11, 92-95v. This letter aiso says that the staff in early 1942 fed itself first. Coffins were hard to
obtain and burials were costly: the rate was 3,000 roubles in April 1942, according to "Iz
dnevnika uchitel'nitsy gor. Kieva L. Nartovoi FJartova diary]," TsDAHOU,f. 1, op. 22, d. 347,l.
9.
66Mikhail Iakovlevich Gerenrot. quoted in Chepurnoi, "Informatsiia O sostoianii raboty kievskoi
podpol'noi organizatsii KPibiU," Starobil's'k, 26 March 1943, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 11.1. 3.

Kirov Street, today's Mykhailo Hnishevs'kyi Street, was renamed by the Germans Dr. Todt
Street in honor of Germany's main roadbuilder, although ironicaily Todr in Gemw means
death.67 Anaîolii Kuznetsov described years later the same "city of beggars"as it was in

I hopped off [the streetcar] in the Podil and walked down Andnivs'lcyi Uzviz
m d r e w ' s Hill], which was lincd with beggars al1 the way. Some of them were
whining and begging openly for money, others exposed their amputated limbs in
silence. There were other, quiet, intelligent-looking elderly men and wornen, some with
spectacles and pince-nez, standing there; they were professors and teachers of various
kinds, like our math teacher who had died. In the case of some of them who sat there
you couldn't tell whether they were dive or dead. There had dways been plenty of
beggars about even before the war, but now there were so many it was simply
frightful. They wandered d l over the place, knocking on people's doors, some of them
people who had lost their homes through fire, sorne with babies, sorne of them on the
run, and some swollen with hunger. It was bitterly cold and the people walked down
the streets with grim expressions on their faces, hunching themselves up from the
wind, womed, in ragged clothes, in d l sorts of strange fwtwear and threadbare coats.
It was indeed a city of beggm.68

The unemployed teacher L. Nartova wrote in her diary:
Today is Boxing Day. The Germans are celebrating. They d l walk full and content, al1
have lights in Christmas trees. But d l of us move about like shadows, there is total
famine. People are buying food by the cup and boil a watery soup, which they eat
without bread, because bread is given out only two times per week, 200 gram. And this
diet is the best-case scenario. Those who have things exchange them in the countryside,
but those who have nothing swell up from hunger, they are already dying. Many
people have typhus.69

67Anatolii Kuznetsov (A. Anatolii), Babii iac roman-dokument (New York, 1986), p. 332; USNA
microçopy T-84, roll 120, frame 4 18722. 1 replaced the translator's "Podol" with "the Podil."
6 8 ~ Anatoli
.

(Kuznetsov) [Anatolii Kuznetsov], Babi Yac A Document in the Fonn of a Nowf
(London, 1970), pp. 221-222; Kuznetsov, Babii iar, pp. 222-223.

69Nartova diary, 11. 3-4, note from 26 December 1941. Meanwhile, the loudspeaker system
broadcast Gennan music, according to [O. P. Sharandachenko], Reiestrarorka zahsu: (iz
shchodennyka kyianky) (Kiev 1960). p. 44. Sharandachenko's little-known book, based on a
diary, is remarkably diable. It is doubtfiil, however, that it was originally wtitten in Ukrainian
and not Russian, considering the fact that almost al1 Kievans spoke Russian. Biographical data
about the author, a woman bom in Kiev in 1910 "in a worker's family," are on p. 362. but her
nationality is not revealed. Thete exists also a Russian-language "translation from Ukrainian,"
which is not used here: A. Sharandachenko, Registratorsha zagsa: (iz dnevnika kievfianki)
(Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1964).

Contemporary Gennan reports displayed an awarcness of the famine and of the fact that
it had k e n brought about deliberately. On 27 November 1941, WiStabOst prepared its ~ p o i t
for the second half of October. It noted that urban residents did not receive "the maximum rates
established for the cities" and that Kiev had since its capture "officially not received any grain
from the outside." It is somewhat surprising to find one report stating that the "food situation"
in the cities in the regions of A m y Groups South and Center gave "cause for serious
concems." The report also noted that the peasants, who were supposedly hoarding food, had
been urged to help prevent starvation.70 On 23 February 1942, the Wirtschaftsrüstungsarnt
inspecter for the South, Generalmajor von Nostitz-Wallwitz, actually argued that "something

must be done for the maintenance of the civilian population, as it cannot go on in the present
form if one does not want to lose al1 labor forces and achievements."71 But such "serious
concems" went unheeded at the higher level. Reports by the Einsangruppen strongly
suggested there was a big famine, but lied about its causes? The starvation policy remained in
place. That sarne month of February 1942. the Reichskommissariat produceci definitive
guidelines regarding the cities.'J These were very similar to the previous guidelines, as shown

by the following table.

70Streit, Wehrmacht, pp. 154 and 362n102.
7'Document about a 23 February 1942 meeting, in Müller, Die faschistische Okkupaticmspolitik,
p. 254. The meeting was led by General der Infanterie George Thomas (1890-1946), the head of
the Wehrwirtschafts- und Rüstungsarnt from 1939 to November 1942. About him, see Müller,
"Untemehmen," pp. 182-183 and Rurüp, Der Krieg, p. 93.
72Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 191 (10 April 1942)- pp. 24 and 30. This report States that grain,
vegetables, and cattle are available in the south of the Kiev Generalbezirk, but "cannot not be
brought [to Kiev] because of the transportation situation, in particular the occupancy of the roads,
situation" in Kiev "very bad," but falsely
fuel shortages, and sirnilar difficulties." It calls the "fd
blames it on "the premature winter, the long period of cold, and the large arnounts of snowfall."
Kamenetsky, Secret Nazi Plons, pp. 147-148. discusses the first comment, but mentions the
wrong month.
71. A. gez. Dr. [Friedrich] Ackermann KVACh [KriegsverwaltungsabteilungschefJ.Der
Reichskommissar für die Ukraine, Hauptabteilung m,Abteilung Emahning u. Landwirtschaft,
Rundschreiben La Nt. 16/42 (Abschrift!), Rivne, 20 Ftbniary 1942, "Betnfft: Versorgung der
sWtischen Zivilbevolkerung mit Lebensmitteln," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 65, 11. 17-18v.
The author's first name was deduced from ibid., 1. 36.
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Comments:
(a) "Meat and mat products generally cannot be pmvided to these populaîion grnips in the
current food situation."
(b) "Instead of bread, foodstuffs (buckwheat, millet, etc.) can be given out."
(c) "In cities where there are meat factories, special attention should be paid to the preparation
of blood sausage etc. and the purposeful application of entrails. As long as local circumstances
dictate, up to a third of the meat ration can be given out as fat. The supply of butter for the
civilian populaîion is, as long as the need of the Wehrmacht has not been fblly met, out of the
question."
(d) "As long as it is necessary as a result of the local circumstances, bread and foodstufb can
be interchanged during the distribution."
(e) "Whensugar is not available bread can bt distributed instead of sugar."

Group III actually excluded a whole host of employees, including those in army institutions,
food enterprises (sugar factories, mills, bread factories, abattoirs, dairy famis, grain offices,
etc.), sawrnills, consumer goods factories (Ieaürr factories, soap factories, tanneries), and
utilities. As before, real ration cards were banned. In small towns no food supply was
organized at d l .
To what extent were Kievans able to organize themselves? At first, the Ukrainian Red
Cross operated.74 Founded in early October 194 1, it had a starting capital of 10,000 roubles,
supplied by the city administration. (I? is unclear where it got the money; one wonders if it
included money stolen from Jews.) OUN-M activists asked the riuiiologist Dr Fedir
Parfeniiovych Bohatyrchuk (1 892-19&0 to take charge of the organization.75 At that stage, the

Studtkommissar did not ban its work, which was mainly concemed with prisoners of war.
Most of the Red Cross staff were women. The food it obtained came from dorations from

peasants and was mainly gathered by a steadily growing number of envoys (120 by the time of
the abolition of the Cross). Located at 30 Pushkin Street,76the Red Cross ran a dining room
(elsewhere) to which many needy had access? The primary beneficiaties of the meals (200

74The four main sources on the Red Cross used for this paragraph are F. P. Bogatyrchuk, Moi
zhivtennyi put' k Vlasovu i Prazhskomu manifestu (San Francisco, 1978). pp. 128 and 132-1 33;
Liudmyla Ivchenko, "Wins'kyi Chervonyi Khrest u Kyievi (1941-1942)," in Modest Ripeckyj,
ed., Medychna opika v UPA = Liropys UPA,Vol. 23 (Toronto and L'viv, 1992), pp. 37-50;
[Nenadkevych?], "Dopovidna Zapy ska pro robotu Komiteta [sic] Vzaiemodopomohy/kol.
Chervonyi KhrestL" 15 March 1942, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 15, d. 21.11. 1-2v; and Markovskii,
CHPWU interview, Il. 14i-15.
7sMykola Velychkivs'kyi says that the Ukrainia National Council organized the Ukrainian Red
Cross, and chose as its leader Dr. Orest' Levyts'kyi. Because Levyts'kyi had heart problems and
did not live in Kiev, Bohatyrchuk becarne the "temporary" choice, and Dr Dmytro Lepkyi becarne
his deputy. When Levyts'kyi showed up in Kiev fkom Bohuslav, Bohatyrchuk, still according to
Velychkivs'kyi, refused to step down and convincd the Germans to replace the Red Cross with
the Aid Committee (to be mentioned below). None of this is confinned by other sources. Mykola
Velychkivs'kyi, "Sumni chasy nimets'koï okupatsii' (1941-1944 roky), Vyzvol'nyi shliakh, XII, 1
(London, 1965), p. 51 and ibid., 2 (1965)' p. 161. Bohatyrchuk's own mernoirs do not even
mention the Aid Committee.
76Letterhead, dated 20 March 1942, in DAKO, f. r-2356,op. 15, d. 22, 1. 8. Cf. Ivchenko,
"Ukrai'ns'kyi Chervonyi Khrest," p. 41, which says incorrectly that it was 40 Pushkin Street.
nBogatyrchuk, Moi zhiurennyi put', p. 133, says it was open to dl, but anothcr petson who was in
Kiev at the time says access to the Red Cross dining room at 5 Tarasivs'ka Street was "for a limited

free or cheap ones per &y) were elderly people, those caisidered to k "eminent people"
(vyulachni diiochî) and iheir families, as well

as initially even employees of the city

administration.78 Every day, a total of between 3,000 and 5,000 roubles in financial aid was
given out, and per month 350 rations? Then was also a kindergarten, a childmn's home, and

a sewing workshop for wives of "repressed" or evacuated men. In late 1941, the first public
canteens for children up to the age 13 opened, and others for old people.80
On 18 December 1941, Stadtkommissar Rogausch (who also called himself "supreme

mayor"4berbürgenneister)ordered the Kiev administration to close al1 kindergartens and
schools. As Kiev's srnallest children received m a l s there, this was a direct threat to their very
survival.*~Fortunately, other cities also had their own Red Cross organizations, which acted
independently from the one in Kiev.82 In late December 1941, a Kievan delegation led by

Bohatyrchuk came to Rivne to ask for help. "Several trucks with food" were sent which
apparently reached their destination?
-

-

-

-

-

number of people." M. Mykhalevych, "Sorok rokiv tomu ...," in Mel'nyk et. al., Na zov Kyieva, p.
217. According to Ivchenko, "Ukraiins'kyi Chervonyi Khrest," p. 41, it was located at Shevchenko
Boulevard, near the corner with Pushkin Street, but according to "Dopovidna Zapyskq" 1. I v, it
was at 9 Tarasivka Street.

7SLashchenk0, "Povorot," Samostiina Ukraïna, M.1I (1 19) (Chicago, November l958), p. 9. The
civilian aid section was headed by Lesia Rybachuk, while Olena Chelchivs'ka headed the section
for aid to former political prisoners.
79According to Markovskii, CHPWU interview, eventually there were days when 60,000 roubles
were handed out. This seems unlikely, however.
80Kuznetsov, Babii iar, pp. 163 and 2 12.
81Nemyron, "U zbudzhenii v ohni stolytsi Uluaïny," pp. 809-810. He does not give the date, but
writes that it was "on the very day before St Nicholas day." St Nicholas day is on both 19
December and 22 May.
82'ïhe Red Cross in Poltava had a section, led by Ms. Kushnir-Butko, for victims of Soviet
repression-that is, those directly affected and their widows and orphaned children. Haiyna V'iun,
Pid viakom Chervonoho Khresta v Poltavi 194142 rr.: spohad-svit dlia istorii' (Neu-Ulm, 1973),
p. 31. In Khmel'nyts'kyi in December 1941, the Ukrainian Red Cross collected money, clothes,
and food for repcessed people, wounded people, and Ukrainian POWs. Ukraïns'kyi holos, 8
December 1941 and 11 December 1941.
83Ulas Samchuk, Na koni voronomu: spomyny i vrazhennia (Winnipeg, 1975), p. 113. In
Febniary 1942, the Ukrainian Mutual Aid Cornmittee thanked Rivne's Red Cross for supplying
food which had allowed it to feed "11 families of Ukrainian civic activists, 12 actors [arlysty], 4
artists, and 26 scientific workers." Pozhars'ka, "Lyst-podiaka z Kyieva," Volyn', 22 Febniary 1942,
p. 3.

By 1942, the Nazi authonties wanted to do away with the Red Cross as such, mainly
because of its work on behalf of prisoners of war (more on this in chapter 9). A narne change

some tim in January 1942 to the Ukrainian Mutual Aid Cornmittee (Ukraïns'kyi Komitet
Vzaiemodopomohy (Kol. Ukraïns'kyi Chervonyi Khrest)) could not Save it." In early
Febniary 1942, the SD bnefly arrested its main organizers and dismissed most others.85
Stadtkonunissur Rogausch placed a man called Hulianytslkyi, a lecturer (dotsent) who had
worked in the administration's Medical Department, at its head under a German supervisor. By
March the organization was fûlly "denationalized" and was simply called "Kievan"
(Kyïvs'kyi).w Despite this interference, however, it is important to note that the original
organization's core activities were not banned. It continued to run a dining-room, workshop,
children's home,daycare center, dormitory, and several polyclinics and hospitals.87 In
Febmary 1942, about ten children's canteens were reopened in the city.88 By October 1942,
Kiev had 26 children's canteens with 7,490 children, six children's homes with 540 children,
and one boarding house (internat) with two hundred children.89 These were very important, as
they allowed single parents to hold a job.
Unemployed scientists received for a while social assistance from the city
administration. It was called the "pension" @ensiia), a payment which in the Soviet period had
84ProfessorBohatyrchuk to the Gebietskommissar in Polis'ke, letter in German, 16 January 1942,
DAKO,f. r-2209,op. 1. d. 22, 1. 132.
8sIvchenk0, "Ukraïns'kyi Chervony i Khrest," p. 49; Bogatyrchuk, Moi zhiznennyi pur ', pp. 137141; "Dopovidna Zapyska," 1. 2.
wln German: Ukrainisches [ffiewer] Hilfswerk (Ehem. Ukrainisches Rotes Kreuz). Letterhead,
dated 20 March 1942, in DAKO,f. r-2356, op. 15, d. 22, 1. 8.
87DAK0, f. r-2356, op. 15, d. 21, 11. û-9.
88Nartova diary, 1. 4. From Apcil 1942, Nartova wodced as a waitress in one of these canteens. She
received a daily meal and each montb 3 kg. bread and 150 ~ b i e s Ibid.,
.
1. 7.
89Solodovnyk,Kerivnyk viddilu kul'tury i osvity, 12 October 1942, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 2, d. 20,
II. 6-6v. The canteens are also rnentioned in [Sharandachenko), Reiestratonka zahsu, p. 157.
According to Der Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD, Kiew, den 30. Juli 1942,
USNA rnicrocopy T-84, roll 120, frame 418938, every day "about 15,000" children received a
mid-day soup and 100 g. bread (in addition to the gcnetal ration of 100 g. bread) at schools and
daycare centers. n i e same applied to "disablcd, old il1 people, etc." The report noted that the
meals were by no means sufficient to serve al1 who needed them and contained almost no fat.

b n given even to people who were still working. For its distribution, the Department of
W e l f m (Viddil Suspil'noï Opiky; German: Flirsorgeabteilung) established a Commission of
Ukrainian Civic and Cultural Leaders (Komisiia Ukraïns'kykh Hromads'kykh i Kul'himykh
Diiachiv) c h a i d by S. Iu. Haievs'lcyi, which met regularly in early 1942 (until at least midMarch). It allotted the financial aid on a petson-by-person basis (also to Russians).m The actual
arnounts w e n usually lower than those promised. For example, Professor Borys Bukreiev,
who at the age 82 was the oldest university professor in Kiev, had received neither a wage nor

a pension since 1 Novemkr 1941. He was promiscd 800 roubles, dthough in fact he received
only 560.9i In several city districts, corruption was so widespread that no financial aid to the
disabled or to pensioners was distributeci at dl.* S w n it no longer mattered. for on 16 March

1942,the Stadtkumrnissar forbade the further distribution of any money, whether pensions,
rent [renty],or personal aid.93 It appears, however, that the ban was actudly disobeyed.w
There was also the House of Scientists (Budynok vchenykh, Russian: Dom uchenykh),
located in the former building of the Writers' Union, which had a dining mm.95 The House
was first headed by Professor Leontovych and then by the lecturer M. Vovk. Vovk helped old
scholars as much as he could, visiting them and offering them whatever food he could find.%

90DAK0, f. r-2356, op. 8, d. 7, passim.
%etter by Bukreiev to vice-mayor Volkanovych, 30 March 1942, DAKO,f. r-2356, op. 8, d. 7,
11. 57-58.
m i s was revealed by an audit on 15 May 1942. DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 8, d. 7,l. 99.
93DAK0, f. r-2356, op. 8, d. 7, 1. 48. For example, hereafter the seventy-year-old philologist
Mykola K. Hmn'skyi, who had been assigned 1,000 roubles and had in actual fact received only
700, did not receive anything. Mykola Kuzmych Hruns'kyi to Mayor Forostivs'yi, Kiev, 22 April
1942, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 8, d. 7, 1. 76; Nikolai Kuz'mich Grun'skii [sic] (Ukrainian born in
l872), interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 19 February 1944, Kiev, stenographic report,
TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243,ll. 1-Sv.

"In May 1942, Kiev's Department of Welfare officially paid %id"to 5,582 people, at an average
of about 47 roubles per person. The total was 263,558 roubles. Nenadkevych and Pension
Inspecter Cheres to vice-mayor Volkanovych, 17 June 1942, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 8, d. 7.1. 97.
9SArkadii Liubchenko, Shchodennyk: knyzhka persha (Toronto, 195 1), p. 109.
%For example, he visited the Russian director of the Zoological Museum and offend him millet.
Vladimir Mikhailovich Artobolevskii (Russiam bom in 1874), interview in Russian by the

The House also sometimes gave out rations.* But al1 this could not possibly suffice. Many
teachers and scientists visited colleagues at home, in p p s specially organized for this
purpose. It was rurnored that they could do littie m o n than ease the dying.98 There were
apparently many suicides arnong the intelligentsia*
On 31 August 1942, the Stadtkommissar ordered Mayor Leontii Forostivs'ky i to
subject the Kievan Aid Cornmittee to the administration's Department of Welfare. Mykhailo V.
Nenadkevych, the head of the latter, now also became head of the fonner.100 At about the sarne

time, Rogausch ordered the Welfare Department to lirnit access to the one remaining civiljan

canteen and the canteen for members of the House of Scientists to those who were really
unemployed and to scientists who really needed it.10' It is instructive to make a cornparison
with the situation of scientists in regions which were still under military nile. They suffered as
well, but before Poltava became part of the Reichskommissariat, its local newspaper issued a
supplement, Science and Art, rneant to support scientists and scholars who had fled the
starving city of Kharkiv.i02 Nothing of the kind was ever allowed in the Reichskommissariat.

CHPWU,22 and 25 Febmary 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243,lI.
35-36.

wGruns'kii, CHPWU interview, 1.3.
98Nartova diary, 1. 9, note of 15 April 1942.
99Accordingto Nartova diary, 1. 20, which mentions one case: the wife of the Polish doctor
Tsukennan, December 1942.
i%tter,

DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 15, d. 20, 1. 5.

I01Letter from the vice-head of the Trade and Food Department (viddil torhivli i kharchuvannia),
27 August 1942, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 8, d. 9.1. 90. A small number of elderly Academy of
Sciences members were fortunate to have the Stuàtbmmissar order the Aid Cornmittee to give
them free meals and a one-tirne financial donation. This was just before the cumncy exchange,
however, so the money must have helped little. Lctters dated 16 and 26 June 1942 regarding the
72-year-old Volodymyr Sapozhnilcov and his wife, who received 3,000 nibles, and the 65-yearotd Mykhailo P. Valkovych, who teceiveci 2,400 roubles. DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 15, d. 22, 11. 25
and 41. Cf. the case of the 75-year-old widow of the chemist K. 1. Ivanov: the Studtkommissar
ordered that she be given the one-tirne amount of 900 roubles. Letter, 16 July 1942, DAKO, f. r2356, op. 8, d. 9, 1. 58.
IOZNauku i Mystetstvo, supplement of Holos Poltavshchyny. It includes articles about geology,
plants, Chekhov, and the Germans in nineteenth-century Poltava.

Food was also obtained thrwgh cooperatives and commission shops. In Kiev (and
Dnipropetrovslr). a consumer cooperative helped out somewhat. In its special stores one could
buy certain f

d items (such as bread and eggs) bclow the market pnce, with an additional

reduction if one had previously paid a membership fee.103 Cooperatives appear to have
developed more extensively in western Volhynialw
Commission shops, of which there were many. sold second-hand but often first-rate
ware for their former owners. Once, in eariy April 1942, the German authorities confiscated
the items on sale in al1 these stores and apparently sent everything to Gerrnany.105 In the late
summer of 1942, these stores sold things such as a clergymen's vestments, Caucasian felt
cloaks, paintings, coins from the time of Peter 1, snuff-boxes from the time of Catherine II,
and al1 kinds of books and even manuscripts from the early seventeenth century. A Russian
joumalist from Berlin, Nikolai Fevr, found nothing produced in the Soviet period on sale other

than deluxe editions of Kazak poetry about Stalin.lm The writer Arkadii Liubchenko in
December 1942 received 2,000 karbovantsi for a Gobelin in such a store.Io7 After Stalingrad,

~03Meldungen,13 (24 July 1942), p. 11 give the following examples, without specifying which
city from where they were taken. A kg. bread cost 70 to 80 roubles for non-members and 50
roubles for members, while the market price was 100 to 110. Ten eggs cost 70 roubles for nonmembers and 25 roubles for members, while the market price was 130.
In addition, there were initially in Kiev sixteen cooperative stores which sold things like
toys, besoms, and records. Most of them closed soon, apparently because of a lack of products to
sell. See Strokach and Martynov, "Dokladnaia lapiska 'O torgovle na okkupirovannoi territorii
Ukrainy' Po sostoianiiu na 29 ianvaria 1943 g.," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 685, 11. 71-72 and
Savchenko, VRIO NKVD USSR, to N. S. Khrushchev, "Razvesvodka No. 32/67. O deiatel'nosti
ukrainskikh natsionalistov na okkupirovannoi nemetsko-fashistskimi zakhvatchikami temtorii
USSR. Po sostoianiiu 1. 9.42g." 19 September 1942, Engel's, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 115,lI.
58-61.
1@%ïmchuk,Na koni voronomu, p. 7 1.
105Nartova diary, 1. 9; [Sharandachenko], Reiestratorka tahsu, p. 104.
106Nikolai Fevr, Solntse voskhodit na zupaàe (Buenos Aires, 1950), pp. 134-1 35. The stores are
also mentioned in A. Kabaida, "1941," Kalemhr-al'mu~khNovoho Shliukhu 1991 (Toronto,
[n.d.]), p. 50; Samchuk, Na koni voronomu, p. 84; and [Sharandachenko], Reiestratorka zuhsu, p.
40. By mid-Apnl 1942, they were apparently closed, and everything inside was shipped to
Gennany. [Sharandachenko], Reiestratorka zahsu, p. 104. R-1917 books were still on sale in
Kiev in the winter of 1942-1943, according to Bohdan Liubomyrenko, Z Khtysrom v Ukrahi:
zapysky viruiuchoho ra roky 1941-1943 (Winnipeg and Toronto, 1973). p. 94.

~ ~ A r k a dLiubchenko,
ii
"Shchodennyk," Novi dni, m.30 (Toronto, July 1952), p. 3.

according to one memoir, "the most lively trade was in the commission stores, which were
opening in various corners of the city, but mostly on Vasyl'kivs'ka Street. Al1 who had
something took it to those stores (privaîe and of the city administration), where most of it was
sold for virtuaily nothing, and the store owner made a good profit, selling items to German or
Hungarian soldiers and officiais, who fquently visited these stores."ia
Most important for survival, however, was the market. As mon as the Gennans
arrived, a very lively trade started. Every &y was market &y, as gceat numbers of peasants
took food on their carts to the cities, and the markets were overflowing. Above we noted that
Wirischaftsinspektion Süd ordered the WirtschofkullYnandoson 5 September 1941 to limit
the food supply in cities to "the essentials." This also meant action against the abundance of

markets. Al1 commandos were instructed to allow market only two days a week and, if
necessary, on Sunday.i@ Kiev's three main markets were the Bessarabka (Bessarabian
Covered Market) at the end of the b u m e b u t Khreshchatyk; the Haymarket (Sinnyi Bazar,

also cailed Grain [Uytnii] Market) in the Podil; and the Galician Market (Halyts'kyi Bazar) at
the western head of Shevchenko Boulevard (presently Victory Square), the largest market,
which continued to be known as the Ev-Baz (Ukr. Iev-Baz [levreis'kyi Bazar];the Jewish

Market).
Initially, the markets appear to have been subdued flairs, as people were mostly silent
and hesitant to talk to strangers. This was because it was forbidden for more than three people
to stand together at any one time.lI0 Gennan, Hungarian, and other soldiers and authorities as

'OBPavlo Temivs'kyi [Ivan Zhyhadlo], "Spohady ernigranta,I( p. 53. Autograph manuscript, 1945,
Library and Museum, Ukrainian Cultural & Educational Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
IOgVasiliiIvanovich Iablonskii (Ukrainian born in 1908). interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 22
February 1944, [Kiev], stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op.3, d. 246, 1. 3; TsDAVOV, f.
3206, op. 4, d. 9, 1. 29.
lioKabaida, "1941," p. 50; Mykhailo Hartymiv, "Zemleiu ulnains'koiu ...,"in Mel'nyk et. al., Na
pp. 123-125. On 1 September 1942, an Italian correspondent published a description
of a market in a city to the east of the Dnieper which he did not mention by name. He found that
nobody shouted. Ievhen Onats'kyi, "ükraïna ochyma italiis'kykh korespondentiv u dmhii svitovii
viini," Samostiina Ukraiii, XVIII, 6 (196).(New York, June 1%5), pp. 23-24, 7 (197) (1965).
pp. 27-28, and 8 (198) (1965). pp. 21-22.
zov Kyieva,

well as the Ukrainian police also frequented the markets. They either paid a price which seerned
right to them or simply confiscated the item they wantedi

l

Among the things k i n g traded were bread, homebrewed vodka (samohon), lard (salo),
eggs, pastry, oil, garlic, matches, candles, cigarettes, clothes, dishes, books, and sometimes
bread, dried carp, soap, and strawberries. The saiespeople were called in Russian torgovki.u2
Cows and pigs were sold at the lively Haymarket.113 Fmm 1942, some of the food (lard,
sugar, flour, etc.) which was put up for sale originated from Gennans who collected it in trips
to distant regions and sold it for money to traders, generally known as "speculators." These
Germans spent the money obtained this way on non-perishable goods.~l4

The streets also were teerning with business. Peasants sold pasties (Russian: piro&ki)
or other food.Il5 Young teenagers hawked matches, seeds, saccharine, sweets, cold water
and-after

buying h e m for money from Gemans or Hungarians--cigarettes.l

l6

Lower-rank

Gennan soldiers sold flint for cigarette lighters, cigarettes, bread, liquor, and saccharine.117
The markets continued to exist in 1942, despite the new danger represented by round-

ups for f o n d labor in Gemany. The civilian German authorities continued their attempts to
"regulate" trade by imposing pnce ceilings (amounting to significant price dccreases) and
banning barter. Following such decrees, the markets vimially d i s a p p e w only to reappar

lllEreignismeldung VdSSR, 107 (8 October 1941), p. 16; Solomon Abramovich Peker (Jew bom
in 1884), interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 1 March 1944, Kiev, stenographic repon,
TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 245, 1. 6.
l 12Mykhalevych,"Do

Kyieva!," p. 225.

113Kumetsov,Babii iar, p. 344.
fi4ProfessorN. A. Shepelevskii, "Fkebyvanie nemtsev v Kieve." typewritten document, signed,
TsDAVOV, f. 4620, op. 3, d. 243a,, 1.60.
HsIevheniia Makarivna Moskovs*ka(Ukrainian bom in Stari Bezradychy [Obukhiv raion] in
1930), author interview in Ukrainian, 29 July 1995, Kiev, tape rccording.
116Nartovadiary. 1. 9; Kumetsov, Babii iar, pp. 170, 252, and 255; [Sharandnchenko],
Reiestratorka zahsu, p. 104. In early September 1942, Kiev's mayor b a n d any sale from the
ground or hand. Nove ukraïi'ke slovo. 5 September 1942, p. 4. Cf. Kumtsov, Babii iar, p. 279.
H7Shepelevski,"Prebyvanie," TsDAVOV, f. 4620, op. 3, d. 243a 1.60.

aftcr the price ceilings were lifud.118 In the rneantime, the trade (barter or sale) continued
underground119 or moved to adjacent streets.1m Harassrnent was par(icu1ariy strong during
visits by high-placed officials. "On those days, the market was simply closed completely.
ICn<rainian] police detachmenu at dawn made sure that there was not a single person at the
market place. This was especially notable dunng Rosenberg's visit [in June 1942]."121 (The
same trends occurred in the other large cities.lz)
Until mid- 1942, the Soviet rouble officially remained legai tender, with a value of one

R e i c h r k . Salespeople preferred the Gerrnan Mark, which they hoarded, or Reich Credit
Certificates (Reichskredirkassenscheine).Soon, however, they refused to take any money
altogether and insisted on barter.lu By late October 1941, it was very difficult to obtain any
food for money at Kiev's markets. A Kievan could acquire, for example, 10 kg potatoes for a
padlock or for a box of shoe polish, twice as many potatoes for a piece of linen (0.70 x 2.00
cm.), and two poods of (millet or buley) flour for a pair of used shoes.124 City dwellers were
shocked that the peasants at first demanded vimially new things. Some considemd the peasants

"8Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 187 (30 March 1942), pp. 12-13.
l19For example, in the Kiev Generalbezirk except for the city of Kiev, starting in 1942 Thursday
was declared the official market day. In the Polis'ke raion (Rayon Chabnoje), it was to be only
allowed in Polis'ke. Several weeks latet, al1 trade went underground. In retaliation, the raion chief
declared every village elder personally responsible for arresting those involvecl and sending them
to him. Announcement poster, 25 December 1941, DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 2, d. 130, 1. 2v; note
from raion chief to al1 village elders, 16 Febmary 1942, DAKO, f. r-2210, op. 1, d. 3, 1. 106.
i20[~harandachen
ko] , Reiestrutorka tahsu, p. 175.
121Shepelevski,"Prebyvanie," TsDAVOV, f. 4620, op. 3, d. 243% 1. 60.
'22 For example, from March 1942, markets in Kirovohrad were only allowed on Sunday and, as
Stadtkornrnissar Markus wamed, could only self "frcsh vegetables and goat milk from goats from
private farms of peasants who live near the city." In addition, he categorically banned transport of
vegetables by carts. Mikhail Mikh. Skirda [et. al.], "Otchet O podpol'noi partiinoi rabote i
partizanskoi bor'be v Kirovogradskoi oblasti (avgust 1941 goda mart 1944 goda)," n.d.,
typewritten document, signed, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391, 1. 18.

-

123EreignismeldungUdSSR, 74 (5 September 1941), p. 7 (on the Uman*region); ibid., 107 (8
October 1941), p. 16; ibid., 135 (19 November 1941). p. 15; ibid., 191 (10 April 1942). p. 29;
"Lageberïcht für M m 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15,L 343; Hrynevych, author
interview. The Gebietskommissar in Khmel'nyts'kyi a n n o u d in December 1941 that anybody
who refused money could be fine. 100 roubles. Ukraïns'kyi holos, 2 1 December 1941, p. 1.
i24Ereignismeldung UdSSR,125 (26 October 1941). p. 6.

to be avenging themselves on the city for their suffering during the Great Famine of 1933F
'Ihroughout 1942, despite frequent official bans, barter prcvailed over cumncy use at the
markets. 126
In early 1942, the price of food continued to increase rapidly. Put another way, the
rouble continued to lose its value. For example, a kg. bread which had cost 45 roubles in late

January cost 160 roubles by early May.127 In early July 1942, it was suddenly announced that
from the 6th through 25th of that very month, the currency would be changed. The stated
reason was that the Bolsheviks had been f l d i n g the markets of the Reichskommissariat with
large arnounts of roubles imported from the Soviet hinterland.l28 Bills of 5 or 10 roubles had to

be exchanged for the equal number in bills of 5, 10,20,50,100, and 500 karbovantsi (sing.
karbovanets8,Genn.Karbowanez), a new currency designed specifically for the
Reichskommissariat Ukraine and officially worth ten times less than the German Reichsmark.

l*sFesenko, Povest', p. 78. Cf. Khoroshunova, "Kievskie zapiski," pp. 303 and 305, notes of 11
and 17 October 1941.
126[Der Kommandeur...] III DISt 1.12.42. "Die Geldentwertung im Generalbezirk Kiew," USNA
microcopy T-84,roll 120, frames 419074478 (includes examples of prices). In Dnipropetrovs'k
and the surrounding countryside in early 1942, a quilted jersey was worth 25 kg. course-ground
wheat ftour; new leather boots were worth 10 poods [163.80 kg.] flour; and a bar of soap was
worth a cup of tobacco. Savchenko, VIUO NKVD USSR to N. S. Khnishchev, "Razvedsvodka no.
33/68 O polozhenii v okkupirovannom protivnikom g. Dnepropetrovske. Po sostoianiiu na 20.
10.42g.,*' 21 October 1942, Engel's, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 1 24.11. 89-90.
Another report confirrns that market trade at Kiev's markets in September 1942 was
actually barter: Strokach, nach. UShPD, rnaior gos. bezopasnosti and Martynov, nach.
Razvedotdela UkrShPD, kapitan gosbezopasnosti to Korniets of the Central Cornmittee of the
CP(b)U, "O torgovle na okkupirovannoi temtorii Ukrainy," Moscow, 29 January 1943,
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 685, 11- 73-74. Cf. Müller, Die faschistische Okkupationspolitik, p. 255
and Rurüp, Der Krieg, p. 124.
Average market prices for various products at Kiev's markets in every month of 1942 are
in L. Maliuzhenko, "Kyïv za 1942 r.," Nashe mynule, 1 (6) (Kiev, 1993), pp. 177-178. Note that
in the translation of this table in Bohatiuk, "Ecomony of Kiev under Foreign Conquerors," p. 57,
some figures vary from those in Maliuzhenko. Prices in roubles are also in Kuznetsov, Babii iar,
pp. 21 1 and 334; and in Samchuk, Na ùoni voronornu, pp. 43 and 60.
127Meldungen,13 (24 July 1W2), pp. 10-1 1.
128This was also the belief of Nazi intelligence, which noted an increase in the circulation of
roubles. Meldungen, 13 (24 July 1942), p. 11. Considering the date of this report, the increase
rnay also have been a reaction to the announcement of the cumncy change.
This teport also notes that forged roubles art circulating in Kiev and especially the
countryside near Uman', Bila Tserkva, and Tarashcha. According to 1. H. Viettov, "Finansova
viina' tret'oho reikhu na okupovanii terytoriï ükraïny v 1941-1944 m.," Ukraïns'kyi istorychnyi
rhumal, 3 (Kiev, May-June 1995)-p. 98, the Gennans h a . themselves been printing false roubles,
but this is doubthl. Vietrov's article refers to a source that 1 was unable to obtain.

The bills did not mention any territory but only that they had been issued by the
"Zentralnotenbank Ukraine." They also contained a waming in Ukrainian and Gerrnan that
"counterfeiting is punished by long imprisonment [tiazhkoiu tiunnoiu]."1~For higher bills,
people received for the moment receipts. Bilb of 1 and 200 appeared in the fail.im
Because the announcement came so late (even though the bills said thernselves that the
decision had been talcen already on 5 March), those who still had many roubles panicked and
were unable to exchange them dl. In any case, the masure was not trusted. People often
changed their mincis about changing their larger bills when they heard that they would only
receive promissory notes. Those who had accumulated money in the Soviet period, especially
Communist party members, now lost it. Among workers. who had never had much money,

there was s o m malicious delight about this.131 In March 1943. there was a "clear flight" back
to the rouble and away from the karbovanets'.~32(Meanwhik, in western Volhynia, the black
market was apparently less intensted in either roubles or hrbovuntsi than in tsarist money.133)
The most severe rneasures against the markets of Kiev were taken in July 1942, at the
height of the "threshing and confiscation action" (Drusch-und E&zssungsaktion) in the
countryside. These two decrees (Verordnungen). issued on 15 July 1942. have apparently not
been preserved, but their essence c m be deduced fiom other sources. particularly a letter which

129Leaflet, "Uvaha ukraïntsi! Obminiuite vashi hmshi!." TsDAVOV. f. 3206, op. 1, d. 35, 1. 2. The
bills-coins were not issued-are reproduced in Mykola Hnatyshak, Derzhavni hroshi Ukraïny
1917-1 920 rokiv: iliustrovanyi istorychno-ikonohmfichnyi ~ r y (Cleveland.
s
Ohio. 1973). pp.
147-150. The Ostrninisterium ensuted that the currency was called karbovanets' instead of rouble
and that the bills had no Russian words on them. Initially it also demanded Ukrainian national
figures on the bills, instead of the &man professions. but it dropped this demand by Iate 1941.
Prof. Dr. von GrUnberg, Konigsberg, 2 Febmiuy 1942, "Vermerk für den Gauleiter und
Reichskommissar kir.Geldwesen in der Ukraine," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1. d. 78, 11. 13-16.
1mVidrodzhennia. 8 October 1942, p. 4; ibid.. 11 October 1942. p. 3.
nlLiubchenko. Shchodennyk, p. 80; Meldungen. 21 (18 September 1%2), p. 19; ibid., 24 (9
October 1942), p. 10 (about workers); Kuznetsov, Babii iar. p. 337; "Teilberïcht Politik über die
Bereisung des Reichskommissariats mit Rof. v. Griinberg in der Zeit vom 13.8. bis 3.9.1942,"
Rivne, 10 September 1942, Il. 27 and 30.
')*[Der Generakommissar]. Kiev. 4 March 1943. USNA microcopy T-84, ml 1 120. framc
41 9259.
133Samchuk, Na koni voronomu, p. 1%.

Der KoIllltlCUl(leur &r Sicherheitspolizeiund &s SD of the Kiev Generalbezirk sent to
Generalkommissar Magunia many months later.'%

In this letter, dated 24 February 1943, the

unidentified SS-OberstunnbQnnfuhrer und KommMdeur, "in agreement with the
Stadtkommissar and the [military] Stadtkoimmandant of Kiev," proposed to Magunia to repeal
the two orders. This strongly suggests that Magunia had issued them and had asked the
Schutzpolizei to e n f o m them. Such an impression is reinforced by a statement in one of
Magunia's own reports in 1942 that "in the countryside [im Gebiet], the Gennan Gendarmerie,

as fat as it is at the disposal of the Gebietskommissare for the price control, has been ordered to
take severe action against the black market and to confiscate al1 goods it seizes."I35
The first July 1942decree dealt with "the supply of and trade with foodstuffs in the city
of Kiev." It effectively banned unsuperviscd trade in food at the markets (and set slightly
different maximum food rates for the population).ls The other decree dealt with "street
controls in the area s m u n d i n g Kiev." It led to the placement of official roadblocks manned by

members of the Schutzpolizei in the outer districts of Kiev (and other cities of the Kiev
Generalbezirk). The policemen at these roadblocks had orders to check everyone entering or
leaving and to confiscate anything above a basic "one-day" arnount-one bird, ten eggs, 1 liter

milk, 10 kg. potatoes, 1 basket of vegetables, and 1 kg. breaâ-and

pass it on to the relevant

Gebiet~kommissar.'3~
As an unidentifid SS-Snrnnbannmrer of the Sicherheitspolizeiand the
SD of the Kiev Generalbezirk wrote to his superior, SS-Gruppenführer Thomas: "In order to
stop the illegal black supply of grain to Kiev, the population was only ailowed to use the public
134DerKommandeur der Sicherheitspolizeiund des SD of GB Kiew, Kiew, den 24.2.43, an den
Generalkommissar für den Generalbezirk Kiew, Pg. Magunia, Kiew. Betr: Lebensmittellage der
einheimischen Bevolkerung von Kiew, USNA microcopy T-84, roll 120, frames 418941-943.
The same document-that is, the original in the Bundesarchiv-is used in Bohatiuk, "The
Economy of Kiev." The reference is imprecise, however: "R 7W1, p. 1."

13sAusnigaus dem Lagebericht des Generalkommissars, Kiew, den 1.9.1942. USNA rnicrocopy
T-84, roll 120, frame 419196.
W h e new maximum rates are in the 5 August 1942 copy from the Sipo and SD,
"Versorgungsh6chstsatzeje Kopf und Wochc in Gramrn." USNA rnicrocopy T-84, roll 120, frame
418936.
13'Nove ukraïi'ke s h , 2 August 1942, p. 4; "Povidomknnia," Varyl'kivs'ki visti, 6 August 1942.
p. 4.

streets and roads for entering and kaving the city. In addition, on the main transport roads
controls for transported food stuffs were madc by police forces."138
As we saw above, the police had been robbing people before. The teacher Oleksandra
Sharandachenko wrote in her diary on 17 May 1942 that the police "confiscate everything but
potatoes, and are cruel to b o t when someone had been able to barter fat."'" Still, slipping
through haâ not been that difficult. In early June 1942. Sharandachenko successfully passed a

Gennan guard after a visit to the markets in the srnall towns of Demydiv and Dymer to the
north of the city.I4O After the 15 July decrees, however, this became much more dificult.
Clearly refemng to the month of July, Kuznetsov writes that a littîe house was built dong the
Dymer highway leading to Kiev. It had at least three policemen in it. He knew that their orders
were to stop any transport of more products than those "necessary for one day's sustenance,"
but saw them actually confiscate everything, accompanied by a cynical, "See you later" (do
pobachennia).~4iSome time later, Kuznetsov and his grandfather walked for half a day to
Pushcha-Vodytsia, north of Kiev. On the way, distraught people who came from the opposite
direction wamed ?hemthat they had been robbed of al1 food near the children's TBC

sanitarium. Indeed, there they saw three policemen next to a pile of bags and cans. "Al1 the
roads to Kiev were blocked, it was sheer legalized robbery." Nevertheless they went on and
with some difficulty were able to barter two bags of corn, beans, and flour. They got a ride
home from a German, so that al1 that remained was a three-minute walk.
We no longer had any feeling in our fcet or shoulders, and we staggered dong like
long-distance runners at the finishing line. At that point we were stopped by two
policemen. 'Been carrying it far? asked one of them ironically. We stood there in
silence, because it was just unbelievable: it just couldnDthappen like that. 'nit it down,'

13WSNA microcopy T-84, roll 120, frame 418846.

'%id., p. 129. On 22 Febmary 1942*a colleague brought "a column of carts and driversu into
Kiev. Ibid., p. 85.
141Kumetsov, Babii iar, p. 268. Earlier, he had been able to bring bags of food into Kiev without
a problem. bid., p. 194.

said the other one and ptoceeded briskly to help Grandpa remove his sack. 'Listen,
friends,' said Grandpa, quite dumbfounded, in a whisper. 'Listen ...'
'On your way, now, on your way,' said the first policeman. 'But friends, listen
My grandfather was ready to faIl on his knees. The police paid no attention to him, but
simply took our sacks and put them down by the p s t where there were several others
lying already. They appeared to have set up a new checkpoint hem, on the approach to
the market. 1dragged Grandpa dong by the sleeve, because he was quite beside
himself and couldn't believe it had happened.142

...'

The roadblocks remained in place until at least late February 1943. Arkadii Liubchenko wrote
in his diary in mid-September 1942: "NearKiev there are thick police pickets who do not let
anyone pass with food. they confiscate it and make arrests."i43 In early August 1942. Kiev's
Schutzpolizei complained in the Kiev newspaper, Novc ukraïns'ke slovo, about the reproaches
and insults it received. They were rnerely carrying out orders, and "rumors that the Ukrainian
protective police uses [the confiscated food products] are malicious slander." 144
Around smaller cities. such as Vasyllciv, and in the countryside, there were the sarne
Schutzpolizei guards with the s a m instxuctions.

But here at least people ofien had a garden

from which they could survive,'& and their markets, though just as frequently "regulated" as in
the large cities. continued to have a reasonable supply.147 The markets in Kiev, however,
initially emptied dramatically. Potatoes. lard, beets. and soml disappeared altogether and what

l4*Iôid.. pp. 283-287; the long quotation is from Anatoli (Kuznetsov). Babi Yar, p. 284.
143Liuôchenko,Shchodennyk, p. 123; confinneci in D. S. Komtchenko to N. S. Khrushchev. "O
sostoianii panizanskogo dvizheniia na pravoberezhnoi Ultraine." 22 July 1943, n.p., TsDAHOU,
f. 1, op. 22, d. 6. LI. 25-26. and in Velychkivslryi. "Sumni chasy," Vymol'nyi shliakh. Xn. 3
(London, 1965). p. 303.
IUNove ukraïns'ke slovo. 2 August 1942, p. 4. The German authorities had it easier: they could
simply ban the population h m complaining to them or even entering their premises altogether,
as did the Srodtkommissar. Nove ukraïm'ke slovo, 30 August 1942, p. 4.
14~"Povidomlennia,"VasyI'kivs'&i visti, 6 August 1942, p. 4.
be sure. vegetable gardens in Kiev also existed. [Sharandachenko], Reiestratorh zahsu, pp.
106. 127, 179, and 237.

147One exarnple of such "regulation": in October 1942, the Gebietskornmissar in Khmel'nyts'kyi
banned any market sale of cattle. mut. grain, birds, milk, dairy products. eggs, fruit, vegetables.
oil, oil products, and onions. Ukraïns'kyi holos, 22 October 1942, p. 4.

remaineci was very expensive.'u 'ïhey now became totdly dependent upon supply by the
"speculators," for most pesants stoppd coming rather than risking having their wares
confiscated.149
The SD never seems to have liked the orders. In an intemal memorandum on 30 July
1942, the agency noted "that the closing off of the city [die Abspemutg àer S t d t ] has

economically no essential knefits. Apari from the seinire of grain, which is presently
necessary for special reasons, one cannot see what use cm be derived from the confiscation of
fresh rnilk, vegetables. and fruL"1m Moreover, infamants told the agency that for various
reasons, the closure was not total. One was the sheer size of Kiev and the Dnieper shore.
Another reason was the behavior of the nonGerman police: "From al1 sides, it is pointed out
that the Ukrainian Schutpnannschqftencompletely fail at the implementation of the control.

While in sorne cases they are much too severe, in others they are said to be abstaining h m
regular control out of carelessness. Moreover, they are said to be participating to a great extent

in shady deals." In other words, they could be bribed. Finally, the closure was also
"inadequate" because the population had seen it al1 before:

Already in Soviet times, according to sources, such closures were carried out. Then,
however, it was done with a far greater âepioyrnent of controlling organs.
Nevertheless, they wem never able to achieve a full closure. N o w the population has
experience in evading such measures. Particularly the speculators have the relevant
experience at their disposal and thus are the pnmary beneficiaries of the decree.151
laLiubchenko, Shchodennyk, pp. 87.92, 95, and 105; DAKO,f. r-2356, op. 8, d. 7.1. 112;
Nariova diary, 1. 13. In early Septernber 1942, Kiev's mayor said d e t sale was allowed on
Wednesday and Saturday, but only from a shelf and with a permit. Nove ukraïns'ke slovo, 5
September 1942, p. 4.
149Unsignedreport reprducing findings of "a source who has returned frwi a business trip to
the Ukraine," sent by the Foreign Office to the representative of the Foreign Office at the Reich
Comrnissioner for the Ukraine (Der Vermeter des Auswartigen Amts beim Reichskommissar für
die Ukraine), von Saucken, in Konigsberg, Berlin, 31 December 1942, USNA microcopy T-120,
roll 2533, frame E292536. The sarne is reported about Dniptopetrovs'k in rnid-1943 in Jacob
Gerstenfeld-Maltiel, My Private Wac One Man's Stmggle to Survive the Soviets and the Nais
(London, 1993), p. 215.
1-r
Komrnandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD. Kiew, den 30. Juli 1942, Aktenvermek.
Betr.: Anordnung über die Versorgung und den Verkehr mit Lebensmitteln in der Stadt Kiew
vom 15.7.1942, USNA microcopy T-84,roll 120, frame 4 18940.

niis was a reference to the mevuces taken during the Great Famine of 1933 to prevent the
starving peasants from entering the cities. Actually, the SD wrote, "despite the closing off of

the city the market is nchly supplied as before, according to sources even better than before.
This is ascribed to the fact that goods werr held back by the spculatots irnrnediately after the

decree became known, in order to bring them now to the market at higher prkes."ln

In September, Magunia himself notai that there wen not enough policemen availabk
for the "pnce controls" (Preisüberwachung)to eliminate "the undesirable conditions on the
rnarkets."153 Periods of allowing the markets in Kiev altemated with their dispersal.1- On 1
December 1942 the SD of the Kiev Generalbezirk reporteci that because of "theban on trade in
foodstuffs on the open markets," people could supplement their rations only in the black trade,

where prices were high.15*
Already in late 1941, city dwellers had been fleeing to the cwntryside, either to barter
(as did those who had managed to get their hands on oil or kemsene) or simply to beg or

steal.ls They also flooded the markets of smaller towns such as Bila Tserkva.1" Train travel to
such towns was banned and those found at the station without a special permit could be-as
trilingual announcement boards wamed-arrested

or, if found on the platfonn or track, shot on

's2Ibid., frame 418938.

ls3Auszug aus dem Lagebencht des Generalkommissars, Kiew, den 1.9.1942, USNA microcopy
T-84, roll 120, frame 419196.
'%tatement from an informant, late 1942, in USNA microcopy T-120, roll 2533, fiame
E292536.
155[Der Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizeiund des SD], ïïï DlSt., 1.12.42, "Die Geldentwemng
im Generalbezirk Kiew," USNA microcopy T-û4,ml1 120, frame 419076.
l~EreignismeldungUàSSR. 191 (10 April 1942). p. 24; Velychkivs'kyi, "Sumni chasy,"
Vytvol'nyi shliakh, XII, 3 (London, 1965). p. 303; Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 284; Savchenko, VEIO
NKVD USSR to Khcushchev, "Razvedsvodka No. 11: O polozhenii v okkupirovannoi
protivnikom Vinnitsoi oblast po sostoianiiu na 30. 9. 42g.," 16 October 1942, Engel's,
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. l24,l. 21 (about the fact that the city population is "starving"
(golodaet) and often begs in the countryside).
IS'Mcldungen, 2 1 (18 September 1942). p. 11.

the spot.'- Nevertheless, by mid-1942 bah passenger and cargo trains were packed with
people.ls9 This was probably made easier because of the fact that these trains were apparendy
driven by natives, at l e s t until the approach of the Red Anny.1a An example of the risks and
courage involved is provided by Vasyl' Iablons'kyi. a factory worker bom in 1908 in Kiev.
He once took clothes, Cotton textiles, and sheets to the countryside to barter them. He went by
train, despite the threatening ban. "You won't scare people like us [ ~ s brai].
h We hopped on
[tseplalisl and went. What's the difference how you're done for, you gotta eat." Near Uman'

the Gendarmerie robbed him and told hirn to go home.161 While retuming, it was wise to bring

sorne vodka to bribe the police. Once close to the city, people would use special paths to evade
the police. 16* Other smuggling tricks included putting butter in a non-transparent jar and
pouring rnilk on top, or fîlling a footwanner with oil and binding it on to one's body.1"

What, in the end, did Kievans actually eat? The staple diet was bread. Through December
1941, Kiev's residents received at a fixed price upon order of the Stadtkommissar only 200
grams per week (!) if they had no job, and an additional 600 gram of bread per week if they

worked. Other than that, they received nothing.

The sale of the bread started on 10 October

1941, when primitive bread car& (khlibni kariky), prepared by city-dwellers themselves the
&y before, were distributed. The cards were given out monthly on the basis of lists of names

158Dzvin voli, 6 November 1942, p. 4.
IsgIbid.; Fevr, Solntse, p. 172.
16°1ablonskii, CHPWU interview, 1.2~.
I6lIbid, Il. 2-2v. On civilians and train travel, see also Liubomymiko, Z Khrystom v Ukraïni, pp.
82-84 and 9 1.
162Hrynevych,author interview.
I63[Sharandachenko]. Reiesrrutorh zahsu, p. 165.
1~Letterby Mayor Bahazii to Stadtkommissar Muss, pointing out thai "cases of swelling because
of famine have started to become more muent." Wiehn, Die Schodh, p. 492, citing a document
from the State Archive of the Russian Fcderation (GARF) as repmduced in a Soviet publication. 1
have not been able to see the original document. The document is also known to be at DAKO,f.
r-2356, op. 1, d. 60, 11. 3-3v.

compiled by a local "inspector."i6s Each store was supposed to serve about eleven sûeets
beginning at 6:00a.m. After spending hwrs waiting in lines, one still was not a s s u d of
obtaining anything. This was because the car& were not ration cards, which were not alloweà.
Halyna Lashchenko in 1941 sometimes got up at 5:00 a.m. and quickl y walked to the store,
which was not far away. Always she found a line-up already waiting, and sometimes the bread
ran out before her tum. Kuznetsov used to go to the Bessarabka with the four cards (for
himself, his mother, and his grandparents). Afîer fighting a crowd of about two thousand
people, he went home with the official loot-half a I d of bread." From January 1942, those
with jobs picked up their additional bnad in a line-up at the Stadkommissar'soffice in the
Pechers'k district ( 1,2ûû grams every two weeks). 167

By A p d 1942, Kievans had the right to receive a bit more: 400 gram of bread per
week, whereas people with work received at their place of work an additionai loaf per week or
two weeks, as well as small arnounts of flour, barley, grouts, and even "sometimes a bit of

meat." As h o r Kamenetsky has noted, this total was below that in besieged Leningrad (St
Petersburg) at that tirne.168 By 30 July 1942, the official rate was set s'till higher: 600 gram per
week (narnely, " 100 g bread per day") and, if working, an additional daily 120 grams plus
"some flour, millet, and vegetables, depending on what is availabk, and sometimes a midday
s o ~ p . " But
l ~ ~it is unlikely that these rates were ever actually met.

16S[Sharandachenko],Reiestratorh zahsu. pp. 198, 220, and 231. She did so herself in late 1942
and early 1943. It is noteworthy that her information about the first period differs from other
sources. She writes that she had still not seen bread on 7 November 1941 (ibid., p. 21); that as a
teacher, she received 600 g. per week in late November 1941 and mid-January 1942 (ibid., pp.
3 1 and 64); and that in early December 1941, the non-working population received only 200 g.
per month (ibid., p. 33).
'"Lashchenko, "Povorot," Samostiina Ukraïna, XI, 11 (1 19) (Chicago, November 1958). p. 9;
Khoroshunova, "Kievskie zapiski," p. 300; Kuznetsov, Bubii iar, p. 228; Mykhalevych, "Do
Kyieva!," p. 225. Khoroshunova and Kuznetsov confinn that the amount was 200 grams.
167[Sharandachenko] , Reiestratorh zahsu, p. 64.
'68Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 191 (10 Apnl 1942). p. 30; Karnenetsky, Secret Nazi P h ,pp. 147
and 229n27.
169Der Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD, Aktenvermerk, Kiev, 30 July 1942,
USNA microcopy T-84,roll 120, frame 418938.

It should be noted that the so-called "bread" was actually a sumgate. In southem cities,
it was made of corn; in others, such as Kiev, of millet. Adults nicknamed it "brick" or, because
Childmi called it "golden b d . " At first clay-like, the
of its yellow shine, ''emery" (MW).
milkt bread cmmbled after one &y. It could only be taken home in a newspaper or a basket.,
and it feu apart when one tried to cut it. Additives such as lupine and chestnut gave it a bitter
taste. The bread caused a lot of people stomach illness, but children Iiked it and most adults got
used to it.170 Kuznetsov describes it as "very crumbly and dry, with a cmst like carciboard
covered with millet husks. It was baked from some flour substitute made from maize tops,
millet husks, barley and horsechestnuts. It was gritty to eat and had a bitter-sweet taste."171 By
August 1942, thirty percent of the bread consisted of grouts.172 By January 1943, the "bread"
was no longer made primarily from millet but from husks,

and "in the evening it [shone] like a

pearl in the light of the kahanets', and its cmst [was] totally emerald."l73

On the occasion of Hitler's birthday in 1942, the Studtkommissur promised in the
newspaper that each person could collect on 19 or 20 April 1942 with their bread car& Sûû
g r a m of actual wheat flour. Kuznetsov showed up early in the moming and found a crowd of
1,500 people, already unmly even though it was far from opening tirne. "Near the doors
people were already fighting, and a sweating, red-faced policeman barely contained the
crowd." When by 4 o'clock in the afternoon supplies were running out, actual fighting
enxpted. n4

170Hrynevych, author interview; Fesenko, Povest', p. 82; Gmns'kii, CHPWU interview, 1. Sv;
Nadezhda Petrovna Konashko (Ukrainian bom in 1913). interview in Russian by the CHPWU,22
Febmary 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 244, 1. 2v; Liubchenko,
Shchodennyk, p. 125; [Shatandachenko], Reiestratorka zahsu, pp. 65 and 174.
in Melitopol', the bread was made of corn. Evgeniia Dosifeevna Ponizovskaia ([Russian] born in
1899). interview in Russian by the CHPWU,[date and place unknown], stenographic report
(signed by her on 19 January 1946). TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 245,1. 29.
17lAnatoli (Kuznetsov), Babi Yur. p. 227; Kuznetsov, Bubii jar, p. 228.
172iII DIST., "VersorgungshMsts&e je Kopf und Woche in Gmnm,' USNA microcopy T-û4,
roll 120, frame 418936.

"4Kuznetsov, Babii iar, pp. 25û-25 1 and 255.

Potatoes were eaten with the peels. In f a , many Kievans simply boughi potato peels,
washed them, put them through a meat mincer, and fiied them with sorne flour into little
pancalces, or first boiled and then m i n a d them and added som flour and vinegar. T o hungry
children, the taste was "unbelievably nice." 175 nie newspaper Nove ukraïürr 'ke sfovo wrote
several times about the alleged benefits of chestnuts and printed orders from Mayor
Forostivs'kyi about their distribution: 500 g. per week from the stores. Kuznetsov ate nothing
else for days on endY6
Because of the hunger, there were also less socially accepted and even criminal ways in

which people obtained something to eat. One female stuâent at the Medical Institute caught and
ate catsY In the first days of 1943, there was a widespread rumor about cannibalism. in some

versions, a gang of cannibals had been uncovered in the Podil who murdered people and sold
the meat. Other versions said one man had been arrested after a piece of a finger was found in
the sausages he had been selling for a yearJ78 The press said it was just one man in his early

fifties, who had eaten at least one sixteen-year-old girl. The man (named Korniienko) was
hanged on 27 January at the end of Shevchenko Boulevard, near the Khreshchatyk.179

Many people survived through theft (for lack of a neutral tenn), both on and off the
job. It was dangerous. The already mentioned factory worker Iablons'kyi once went stealing
with a fnend. They were caught stealing three poods of salt from a train wagon, beaten up, and
thrown into jail. The next day, his family came to the prison. One German guard spoke of

1751vanMaistrenko, lstoriia moho pokolinnia: spohady uchasnyka revoiiutsiinykh podii v Ukraïni
(Edmonton, 1985), pp. 338-339; Fesenko, Povest', p. 79; Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 163;
[Sharandachenko], Reiestratorka uzhsu, p. 43; Valentyna Pavlivna Kravchenko (Ukrainian bom
in 1922 in Kiev), author interview in Russian, 10 August 1995, Kiev, Ukraine, tape recording;
Hrynevych, author interview (the quotation). In the fall of 1942, many Kievans ate pumpkins.
Nartova diary, 1. 18.
176[Sharandachenko], Reiestratorka zahsu, pp. 174-1 75; Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 162.

177Markovskii,CHPWU interview, II. 15-1 Si.
178Nartova diary, 1. 20; Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 352. Kuznetsov worked himself for a man who
made sausages from hone m a t . The man told him that there had been for a while a gang which,
in collaboration with a grave digger, dug up bodies and fed thcm to pigs.
i7%iubchenko, "Shchodennyk," Novi dni, III, 31 (Toronto, August 1952). pp. 12 and 31.

scnding them to the camps, but another. elderly pard let the two prisonen goalw,Ol&r
teenagers were also involved. One group once huntcd for bed sheets by simply pulling them
from under the wounded and escaping through the window.'81 For this they could have been
shot on the spot. in little more than the first thme months of 1942 alone, the Einsafzgruppen in
Ukraine executed 1,009 "plunderers," that is, on average eleven every day. (Tobe sure,
among them must also have been OüNSD activists, who wem also shot as "plunderers.")l"
Many burglars took their children dong by way of protection, because ihe Gennans rarely hit
or shot at young children who were not Jewish or Romani.183
Much of the robbery was accompanied by murder. The SD received news about one
murder in the city per day. Part of the reason for the high rate was that the Gennans rarely
investigated them if no Gennan was involved.1~In September 1942, Generalkomrnissar
Magunia explained most of the crime in his Generdbezirk as the result of "the poverty (Nor]
which is still prevalent at the moment. Remarkably great is the number of killings of children
by mothers [!], as well as the ever-increasing number of petty and greater thefts among

Ukrainians. if possible, the public prosecutor [Staatsunwalt]passes these cases on to the

Strafschb#e for further processing. Not inconsiderable is the number of serious bloody deeds
among ükrainians (murder, mansiaughter, wounding causing death). "185

18qablonskii. CHPWU interview.
181Hrynevych,author interview (refemng to older children).
182Along with 121 "saboteurs" and 185 "political officiais." Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 190 (8 April
1942). p. 29.
183Artobolevskii, CHPWU interview, 1. 25. For the same reason, young children in Kiev could
collect leftovers near trains which transponed coal and vegetables. While keeping adults at bay,
the German guards let the children pass. Hrynevych, author interview.
184Ereignismeldung U&SR, 191 (10 April 1942), p. 24. Two examples: In December 1941, the
composer Dmytro Revuts'kyi and his wife werc murdered, and in July 1942, a shoemaker was
robbed and killed. Kabaida, * 1941,"p. 57; Liubchenko, Shchodennyk, pp. %Ml.
185"Auszugaus dem Lagebericht des Generaîkommissars, KKw. den 1.9.42.." USNA microcopy
T-84, roll 120, frame 419191.

For women, there was one other option to dirninish the specter of death fmm famine
(or possible deportation to Germany). This was to find a German boyfriend.186 There are many
sources-all wriaen by men-which

say that this phenornenon was widespread in Kiev and

the other major cities. Regarding Kiev, one man recalls that women "imrnediately" found

Geman friends; two others recall that the vast majority of young women had one.187 In
Kirovohrad, "it was not shameful for a girl to have a German admirer. Not al1 of them walked
with the Germans, but there were girls and young women who said openly that they preferred
the Germans to our boys, for ours were employed in dirty work. " las In 1941, a German
soldier and devout Christian found the moral standards regarding pre-marital sex in the city to

be the opposite of those in the countryside. That sarne year in Zaporizhzhia he "often met
German soldiers with Russian girls."1a9Hans Koch, wnting about both the cities and the

countryside, found that "many a vimie has w a v e d for a loaf of bread, preserves, or a g d
piece of linen."lm
Officially. German military and administrative personnel were not allowed to have "any
d a t i o n with the local population," allegedly because women and girls had been found to work
for Soviet partisans ("gangs"). Clearly this ban was widely violated.19i Ulas Samchuk, a writer

and nationalist from western Volhynia, visited Poltava in August 1942 (that is, just before its
1861have no information about female relations with Hungarian, Italian, Romanian, or Slovak
military.
187Shepelevski,"Prebyvanie," TsDAVOV, f. 4620, op. 3, d. 243a, 1. 62; Iablonskii, CHeWU
interview, 1. 3; Aleksei Mikhailovich Bashkulat (Ukrainian bom in 1909). interview in Russian by
the CHPWU, 28 Febniary 1944, Kiev. stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243,l.
40v; Liubchenko, Shchodennyk, pp. 83-84. Shepelevskii, a medical doctor, adds that there was in
Kiev a s p i a l organization which searched for women who "spread" sexually transmitted diseases.
Those caught were kept "behind bars like detainoes." He adds that it was rumoreü that they were
shot if they had syphilis.
lS8PavelN e p t o v , Vse dorogi vedut na Vorkutu (Benson, Vermont, 1985). p. 50.
18sWaltherBienert, Russen u d Deutsche: was pir Menschen sind &? Berichte. Biiüer und
Folgerungen aus dem Zweiten Weftkrieg(Stein am Rhein, 1990). p. 38.
'Wptm. [Hauptmann] Rof. Hans Koch, "Der Sowjet-Nachlass in der Ukraine. Stimmungs- und
Erfahmngsbericht. Abgeschlossen 30. 9. 1941," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 26, 11. 10-1 1. He
added that he found no "commercial or even organized" prostitution.
lglBan, 3 December 1941, in TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1. d. 99.1.20.

incorporation into the Reichskommissariat) on the holiday of Spasa He found many young
girls in the sunny main s t . t 'They walk in pain and groups, sometimes band-in-hand with
boys, sometimes with [German] soldiers. 1Iisten to their loud talking. Not a word of
Ukrainian anywhere. They talk about dancing, courtship, and about the Germans in the sense
of soldiers." He concluded that the Germans were "by no means shunned."l92 Girls also had
Gennan boyfriends in smaller towns such as Chyhyryn.193 In early 1943, the SD reported that
what it called "secret prostitution" had increased (since when, it did not say) in cities such as
Kiev and Rivne. "Often native women [in the cities] try to establish relations with Gennans or
allies, in order to obtain some kind of food."

This apparently changed after the German

defeat at Stalingrad. In Vinnytsia in mid- 1943, Mykhailo Seleshko found that most women
avoided the Germans. He even says that young Germans complained that they were much
harder to approach than those in other countries. By that time, there were also many Russianlanguage compositions (chustushki)about women who slept with Germans, such as: "Don't
yell at me mothed For bombing Kiev flaîi My wife was sleeping with a Gennan/ 1merely woke
her up." 195
At al1 times, there was a widespread conviction, also among women. that most young
women who had relatively good jobs, such as interpreting and translating documents, were
having sexual relations with a Gemuui. In one word, they were "tart-G+mansl'-shliuMdoiche.196 Men and women despised such women anyway, believing them to be incomptent

lg*Samchuk, Na koni voronomu, p. 255.
193MykhailoDemydenko (Ulurinian bom in 1928 in the village of Tmsivtsi near Chyhyryn),
author interview in Ukrainian, 18 July 1995, Bohuslav, Kiev oblat, Ukraine, tape tecording.

195MykhailoSeleshko, Vinnytsia: spomyny peretlnAncha Komisiï doslidiv zlochyniv NKVD v
1937-1938 (New York, Toronto. London, and Sydney, 1991). pp. 94 and 152. In the original:
"Ne mgai menia mamashd Chto ia Kiev razbombiY Moia zhena s nemtsem spald Ia ce tolko

razbudil."

l%Nartova diary, 1. 10 (the pu.); Fesenko, Povest', pp. 81-82. In other jobs, women were
apparently beaten like the men. Rof. Paul W. Thomson, 19 October 1942, Document 303-PS,
TMWC, Vol. 25 (Nuremberg, 1949). p. 344.

or to abuse their alleged power.197 In western Volhynia, Ukninian nationalists were d l the
more enraged because many of the local office workers were P ~ l i s h . ~ ~ *
Not surprisingly, there were also women who actually became full-tirne prostitutes. In
Kiev, some Street prostitutes earned as little as three mandarin oranges. In October 1942, the
city administration conducted a carnpaign to register al1 prostitutes. The building at 72
Saksahans'ka Street and the Deutsches Haus (the former Pioneer Palace) were well-known
brothels.199
The question arises what Kievans actually thought of the famine. Throughout 1941, the
SD found that they tended to blame their rnisery on "speculators." white wondcring why so

little action was undenvay to curb prices and import food.200 By the end of the year,
Einsatzgnippe C reporteci that they were disappointeâ. primarily because the economic situation
had worsened. Kievans also wondered whether their treatment as inferior people was a passing
or permanent phenomenon. A rumor that marriages with Germans were not allowed caused

By early 1942, after the first winter of starvation, the great majority had seen
con~ternation.~~~
the light and concluded that the famine was artificial. Nartova wrote in her diaiy in April 1942,
"Again a ban on trade [Le., barter] at the markets. What can one do, how to live? They
probably want to give us a slow death. Obviously it is inconvenient to shwt everybody."2m At
that time there were many who believed that the main purpose of the aititifial famine was to
force them to go to Germany as Ostarbeire.203 This was the case with Liubchenko, who had

I97H. Sova [Hryhoni Kariak], Do istoriï bol 'shevyts'ko88 diis'nosty: (25 rokiv thyttia ukraïns 'hho
hromodianyna v SSSR) (Munich, 1955), p. 76.
198Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 191 (1 0 April 1942). p. 23; Ulas Sarneuk, Na bilomu &uni: spomyny

i vrazhennia (Winnipeg, 1972), p. 203.

lw~umtsov,Babii iar, p. 340; [Sharandachenko], Reiestratonto rohsu, pp. lW-l%.
2mErcignismefdungUdSSR, 135 ( 19 November 1941). p. 15; ibid., 142 (5 December 1941). p. 2.
2011bid., 142 (5 Decemkr 1941). pp. 2-3.
2mNartova diary, 1. 11, note of 25 April 1942. In the original: "Vemiatno oni khotiat umont' nas
medlennoi smert'iu. Ochevidno neudobno vsekh postreliat'."
203[Sharandachenko), Reiestmtorku a u , p. 155. note of 22 July 1942.

been very pro-Gennan. In the summer of 1942, he ncorded in his diary, with sorne sur@%,
that the famine in Kiev "borders on indifference and... criminality."2~
In the fa11 of 1942, the conversations of people in Kiev and the rest of the
Reichskomrnissariat centered around the famine and the deportations; they taiked little about
politics or developments at the front. Both Nartova and the SD in September and October 1942
picked up comments in line-ups and elsewhere such as, "They finished off the mes [zhùiy]
first, but they =off at us for a whole year, exterminate us every day by the dozens, destroy us
in a slow death"; "We are supposed to die of starvation, to make place for the Germans"; and
"It'sbetter to revolt than to starve slowly."*~SmaIl children referred to the famine as an

animate object-"him"

(on); that is, a bony, yellow, and tenifying old man with a cane and a

bag who took people away.*06
Every hungry person was reminded each &y that the German men and women in Kiev
were living comfortably. Liubchenko's diary contains one such scene. It was in late October
1942, near a German-only store on the corner of Fundukliïvka and Nesteriv'ska Streets.

They [Germans] are pushing a large cart with white bread. The smell is ail over the
Street. Passers-by stop, and so d o 1. There are far more of us, it is a large crowd
already. One can think that something special has happeneâ hem: somebody has been
arrested, somebody is fighting, there has been an accident... No! This huge crowd is
eagedy dnnking the smell of f n s h white bmad, this crowd is hungry and emaciated. It
stands silently and is looking gloomily. The Germans carry the bread and glance at the
crowd with suspicion and somewhat humeâly. like thieves. But the crowd keeps
getting bigger and stands gloomily. Behind this reticence boils a deep rage and fury.
Here people understand one another without words. Any minute, it seems, they will
lash out, seize that bread, smash the car?, and trash the store.207

When the Battle of Stalingrad was drawing to an end, the Aid Cornmittee was
apparently dlowed to increase the scope of its work, o r so it would appear h m press reports.

2OSNartova diacy, 1. 17 (the first quote); Mefdunge~,21 (18 September 1942). pp. 12 and 14. The
SD reports never speak of "faminewbut of probkms in the "food situation" (Emiïhrungstge).
2w[S harandachenko], Reiestratorka zohsu, p. 47.

2%iubchenko. Shchodennyk, p. 147, note of 29 October 1942.

At that time it employed some 640 p e o p l e . It reportedly provided in its dining moms f

d to

16,000 people per &y. The city administration npoitcdly fread disabled, old people
(pensionery), and poor people in several districts h m payment of cent, water, and guards
(vartovr').It also introduced taxes for the benefit of the commi#ec; for example, five
karbovantsi were due for (re)registering as a resident.20J Committee chaiman Nenadkevych

and Mayor Forostivs'kyi also called on the population to support its work with gifts.*1° By
September 1943, what was then called the "All-Uluainian Aid Cornmittee" in Kiev supposedly
provided meals for 36,000 pesons per day.2" Although d l this may have happened, it should
be noted that the memoir literature-already

rare for events in Kiev in 1943-does not confimi

this.2'2

On 9 Febmary, when the Gennans announced their defeat at Stalingrad, food prices

soared. Within two weeks, breaâ at the market in Kiev was ten times more expensive and milk
five times.213 The salespeople at the markets openly asked for roubles and started refusing the
karbovanets'.*l4 The inflation was also caused by Ukrainian refugees who h v e d fmm the

208Maliuzhenko,"Kyïv za 1942 r.," p. 179, provides the figure of 621 for 1 December 1942 and
643 for 1 January 1943.
*09Noveukraïns'ke slovo, 26 January 1943, p. 4; ibid., 29 January 1943. p. 4.
*'OIbid., 27 January 1943, p. 4. The authors added the usual phrase that people should realize that
the Germans and their allies "are carrying heavy casudties and are shedding their blood for the
destruction of world plutocracy and Jewish Bolshevism and for the provision of a new, better life
for al1 the workers in the New Europe."
2llArmstrong, Ukrainian Nationalism, p. 168, citing Nove ukraïi 'ke slovo, 19 September 1943.
212Similar events are reported about other cities, and are equally unsubstantiateâ. For example, in
Bila Tserkva a Committee of Ukrainian Self-Aid (Komitet Wins'koï Sarnodopomohy)
supposedly collected 8,000 karbovantsi, 9 ton potatoes, 3 tons of millet flour. clothes, and
houseware, and fed 300 babies and children and 43 disabled and elderly. Dzvin voli, 4 March
1943, p. 4.
213Liubchenko,"Shchodennyk," Novi d'ni, III, 33 (Toronto, October 1952). p. 2. Also Meldungen,
43 (26 Febmary 1943), p. 8. Not surprisingly, the German Reichsmark lost much of its value. In
mid-February, one bread in Kiev could only be bought for 45 RM;a glass of salt only for 15
RM;and a home cost up to 4,000 RM. [Der Kommandeur...], "Allgemeine politische
Angelegenheiten," Kiev, 1 March 1943, USNA microcopy T-84,roll 120, hune 419253.
214Meldungen, 47 (26 March 1943). pp. 14 and 21 ; Liubchcnko, "Shchodennyk," Novi dni, III.
32 (Toronto, September 1952), p. 4; Korotchenko to Khrushchev, "O sostoianii [...]," TsDAHOU,
f. 1, op. 22, ci. 6, 11. 25-26.

Lcfi Bank and brought many roubles with them.215 The markets were now lively affairs, in
marked contrast to their earlier silence, and sold virtually every kind of food or ware.
Ivan Zhyhadlo arrived as a refugee in Kiev in early 1943and found that the only food
on sale in stores was millet, millet bread, and sugar. Meanwhile, the markets were v e r -lively,
with high but fluctuating prices. "The most agile women baked and took to the market buns,
piemgies. potato pancakes, frittea. even ice cream and pastry, and they were selling al1 this
ranly for less than 10roubles [hbovuntsi] a piece. Still others carried kerchiefs
[khustochb], dresses, underwear, trousers, etc. to the market, hastily sowed fmm painted
fabrics; their little tables were the prototype of clothes stores." The stretts were also busy, with
"many people selling cigarettes and matches, fmit and vegetables, self-made sweets, and some
kind of household cornmodities and toys."216
There were still many hungry people in the city . Zhyhadlo saw "a large number of
beggars, among whom a large percentage were the so-called 'intelligentsia,' or, in old
terminotogy, the 'noble' [blahormhflpeople. in the streets which led to the markets, as well as
on the markets themselves, stood 'former people' [Bolshevik term for disenfranchised nobles
and others from a despised background] who asked for charity, without any shame: either
money, a pickle, or a cucumber. Many were sick and emaciated; their 'requests' saved them
from death by starvation. But there were also young and healthy people. who appiuently did
not want [sic] to work."217
Although Kiev's markets may have been lively by that time, they remained under
threat. Sometimes the Germans for some nason banned the markets or conducted round-ups
and searches, "from which the speculators fled and those captured bought themselves off."zI*

In this regard, Kiev's markets differed fmm the markets in most other cities. Those markets
215Seleshko,Vinnytsia. pp. 106 and 139, regarding Vinnytsia in mid-1943. He says Soviet
airplanes had dropped these roubles, but no other source confinns this.
2lqernivs'kyi, "Spohady emigranta," pp. 53-54 (quotes from 54).
2171bid., pp. 53-54.
218Ibid.. p. 53.

were by then much more extensive operations, in which îhe Gennans were themselves much
more involveci. At those markets, Germans bartered household commodities and clothes from
Germany for eggs, butter, mat, liquor, and fun. Germans leaving or retuming from holidays
in the Reich transported the items or food or used the mail. High-placed officials briôed train
employas and used entire wagons for transports of items to and from Ukraine. To the
Germans. Ukraine had becorne "the flea market of the Reich."219
We have some detailed information about one of those cities, Vinnytsia, in the surnmer
and fa11 of 1943. Here peasants were allowed to supply their produce for sale via carts. They

even sold bread from wheat after bribing the local Gennan in charge. There were also
"desperate peasant women who conducted a bnsk trade in home-brew." It was "intoxicating"
for refugees from Kiev to see the "dozens of carts with quacking ducks and bnstled up hens,
sieves of eggs, fatty cottage cheese [tvorog],mat lumps of lard, and magnificent onion
wreaths. The long stands with freshly baked, ' r d bread, so unlike the Kievan mixtum... The
rows and rows of tall pitchers with fennented baked milk [ ~ z h e n k a ]with
, tasty rosy crusts

mixed in ...And everywhere, wherever one looked-on rows, on shawls spread out on the
ground, in buckets, baskets, and boxes-apples."

Round-ups for Osrorkiter were no

longer held at this market. German soldiers paid with things like mirrors, nails, and needles.

To be sure, even here the prices were very high and virhially out of the reach of nonGermans.22' Indeed, there were hungry people, including peasants: there were permanent lineups in front of the office of the Gebietskommissar for written permission to buy food in the

2JTragment from an Auslandbriefprüfstelle report, probably fmm July 1943, in Müller, Die
faschistîsche Okkuptionspolitik, pp. 453455; dso cited in Mulligan, Polîtics of Illusion. p. 31.
ZOFesenko, Povest', pp. % and 98.
*iSeleshko. Vinnytsia, pp. 47, 83-84, and 13û-139. Some examples of prices: shoes-50 RM;
250 g. of cheese-2.5 RM; 1 litcr gas (benzyna; the salesmen had bought it from Germans)-o
RM; 1 kg mat-150 karbovantsi. Higher-placecl Gerrnans also illcgally sent food to Gennanynot by mail, but by train. Seleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 48.
222People with other requests were often simply beaten up and thrown out. Seleshko, Vinnytsia, p.
75. The best stores and restaurants remaineci "Only for Gerrnans (Nurjiïr Deutsche). Ibid, pp. 4445.

By 1 April 1942, well after the first winter of famine, Kiev had officially 352,139 inhabitants
(including a probably too low figure of 2.797 Germans). On 1 July 1943-over four months
before the G e m a n departure and the arriva1 of the Red Amy-Kiev

had officially 295,639

inhabitants.223 The drop from the estimated 600,000 of October 1941 to less than 300,000
cannot be exclusively ascribed to the famine, but it seems to have been the most significant
cause.

The famine was clearly artificial. We know that peasants were very eager to visit the
cities and barter with the proceeds of the rich harvest. But roadblocks, manned by native
policemen, were installed which by mid- 1942 had the express purpose of confiscating
"surplus" food. Although not a complete blockade, such cordoning off cost many lives. The
situation was a reversal of the one which had existed in 1933. At that time, starving peasants
tried to enter the cities to get some food and were arrested. Now it was the peasants who were
in a "privileged" position. This undoubtedly caused resentment among some city-dwellers who
attributed the high cost of bartering at the markets and in the countryside to a peasant desire to
take "revenge. "224 Besides starvation, other consequences of the famine were de-

urbanization-large-scale migration into the countryside,2" just as Hitler and Koch wantedand a fierce hatred of the Germans.

223See

the appendix, "Official population figures for selected cities and towns."

*4This point of view can be found in Fesenko. Povest ', p. 78.
a5According to Rolf-Dieter Müller, "Das 'Untemehmen Barbarossa'," p. 188, these migrations
ultimately "benefitted the partisan warw because they "destabilized" (verunsichtern)the
countryside. Moreover, they supposedly made it dificult to get the harvest in. 1 have found no
evidence to support either of these statements.

CHAPïER 5
Working Conditions in the Cities

This chapter dcals with two aspects of the everyday experience of city dwellers. First their
housing conditions are discussed. The second and longer part describes work: what kind of
work did city dwellers do, and what was that like? Unlike in the previous chapter, German
policies will receive no systematic attention. This is partly because there does not appear to
have been a systematic policy, but mainly because the source base that has been preserved
leaves much to be desired. The emphasis will be on living and working conditions in Kiev, but
information about other major cities, such as Dnipropetrovs'k, is included as much as possible.
Along the way, we also discuss several d e r aspects of city life: the curfew, dangers in the
Street, and clothing.
As soon as the Gennans arrived, people in Kiev and other cities had to deal with very

real dangers and problems. One was the German practice of hostage-taking for acts considered
sabotage. If a fire broke out, or some mishap took place, the inhabitants of the house or houses
involved, and even entire streets could be held collectively responsible. This applied in
particular to men. In November 1941, arson, wirccutting, and other cases of sabotage and
violence were still going on in Kiev. For that reason, many prudent Kievans had a full suitcase
ready and slept in their daytime clothes. In those first months, they wished that there were
more policemen patrolling their srnets. They even organized vigilantes to protect themselves
against saboteurs and criminals. Regarding the former, they were convinced that they did not
c m if hostages were taken and shot. From the latter, they feared burglaiy or worse. Many

doorbells had been out of order for years, so that a note on doors indicated the times one had to

knock to see each particular person or family. After knocking, visitors also had to answer the
question, from behind the still-closeci door, "Who's there?" (Kto?).Only after an answer had

bem provided might the inhabitant remove the bolts and chahs from the d w r and eventually

open it-l
Another change in the living conditions was the usurpation of power by the house
c u s t o d i ~ (sing.
s
Ukninian: kerbud; Russian: upravàbrn or domuprav; Geman:

Huumerwalter).In the Soviet period. such custodians had reported any "suspicious" behavior
of the tenants to the NKVD. During the r m a t of the Red Army, the NKVD replaced many of
them by more productive agents. At that stage, the custodians provided help in the hunt for
deserters, for example by entenng rooms while people were out of the house. After the

Gennan arriva], many of these feared and hated people declared themselves the owners of the
building. The new "landlords" raised the rent and told those unable to pay the new rates to
move out within days.2 Under the Gemans, they also resumed their role as informants, this
time for Nazi intelligence. Eventually many were still dismissed and replaced by ethnic
Germans.3
Thousands of Kievans had to move as a result of the fires in the center. To assist
anybody who might be looking for them, they wrote extensive directions on the walls of their
former houses.4 Many of them were able to move to a more spacious place, vacated by others
who had left before the German arriva1 or, in the case of Jews, who had been murdered.5 But
quickly it becarne again difficult to move, as the city administration twk control, that is, each

tEreignismeldung UdSSR, 135 (19 November 1941), p. 18; "Iz dnevnika uchitel'nitsy gor. Kieva
L. Nartovoi [Nartova diary]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 347.1. 3; Nikolai Fevr, Solntse voskhodit
na zapade (Buenos Aires, 1950), p. 145 (the quote). Another, less diable source for the presence
of vigilantes is D. Karov [Dmitrii Petrovich Kandaurov], "Organy samoupravleniia v
okkupirovannykh oblastiakh SSSR v gody vtoroi mirovoi voiny," Vesmik lnstituta po Izucheniiu
istorii i kul'tury SSSR, 5 (12) (Munich, September-October 1954), p. 78.
*Ereignismeldung UdSSR,125 (26 October 1941). pp. 7 4 . On their role in Soviet-mled Kiev,
York, 1%3), pp.
184-185.

see K. T. Turkalo, Tortury: (avtobiohrafiia za bol'shevyts'kykh chasiv) (New

3"Drarnatychna storinka istoriï chekists'koho pidpillia v Kyievi (1941-1942 m.): Stenohrama
besidy z Hruzdovoiu M. 1. v UShPR, 6 travnia 1943 r.," Ukraiins'kyi istorychnyi rlrurnal, 5 (Kiev,
1991), p. 126.
*Fevr, Solntse, p. 144.
STat'ianaFesenko, Povest' krivykh kt (NewYork, 1963), p. 83.

district's Housing Department (Urytloviddil, Wohnungsumt).The new city bureaucrats
clairned the right to distribute houses according to people's background. Particularly those with
a history of persecution by the Soviet authonties were likely to be successful in this regard?
As a result, most people in Kiev, and those in d e r cities, continued to live in the sarne

house, and according to the same communal systern as had existed before 1941. The Berlinbased journalist Nikolai Fevr spent two months in Kiev at the end of the summer of 1942. He
delivered letters from Gemany to many people and thus was able to see d o m s of apartrnents.
The first apartment he saw was actually the house which he, as a young White Russian soldier,
had left in 1919. Now it was a kommunalka or communal apartment.
Al1 adjacent dwrs in the rooms were either brickeâ up or crammed with plywood
partitions. The bathroom had been turned into a living nwnn, and hem lived the old
woman 1mentioned. This way, the apaxtment consisted of six cages. Four of them
were inhabited by four families, of two to four rnembers each. The fifth cage was for
the old woman. In the sixth one (a servant's m m ) was a student.

In the cornmon kitchen, the inhabitants of the place h d no way of controlling the
expenses for finwood. Thecefore the stove h d not k e n buming for years. On it were
six very old primus stoves. on which dinners and suppers were prepared. A corner in
the kitchen w u fenced off by a blanket. Here the inhabitants changed clothes when
they had guests. The kitchen was also the place where they washed. straight from the
tap above the sink. Because the kitchen was unheatcd, in the wintertime a mal skatingrink fonned on the floor. Then the people wore felt boots when preparing mealsl

Al1 the other apartrnents Fevr saw were essentially like this, and the inhabitants told him that
they had not changed for years. In Dnipropetrovs'k. workers either lived in communal
apartments or in the outskirts in shacks or barracks. They prefemd to live in the outskirts, for
there it was possible to hold chickens or geese. (This was illegal in the Soviet p e n d ) Those

Yvan Maistrenko. Istoriia moho pokoünnia: spohuày uchasnyka revoliutsiinykh podii v Ukruïni
(Edmonton, 1985). p. 338.

."

'Fevr, Solntse, p. 118; A. Kabaida " 1941 Kalendar-al 'manakh Novoho Shliakhu 1991 (Toronto.
[n.d.]). pp. 49-50.

workers who w e e bestsff had one m m and a kitchen for a family of four, or two rooms and
a kitchen for a family of five to six.8
A minority of citydwellers lived relatively spaciously. They faoed a real danger of

being evicted, however. Notices might even order them to get out within days. In the last
quarter of 1942, many Kievans in the center received such notices. They had to make space for

German civilian administrators and for ethnic Gerrnans, whom the Stadtkomrnisar wished to
concentrate in the center.9 The new apartrnents these Kievans were assigned were either too
small or entirely unfit for habitation. If they wished something else, they could buy one
illegally from the custodian-landlords. Some families were even evicted several times.
Officially one could not move into apartments in the Pechers'k, St Sophia, and Bohdaniv
districts, and from late October 1942, any move had to take place within one's current district.
Wherever it went, the move itself was expensive, as renting a cart and driver cost around 200
Reichsmarks. Not surprisingly, the SD at that time reported "il1 feeling and nervousness"
arnong Kievans about the housing situation.'O Undoubtedly, simiiar situations existed in other
major cities. In Vinnytsia, people were not only evicted from the best quarter, but it was
completely, except for large buildings, deliberately demolished, as part of a stated plan to
gerrnanize the city . l
Heat and light were scarce comrnodities. New houses had a system of central heating,
but this was not operating. Thus the inhabitants spent much of the winters in the kitchen,
heating it with wooden sheds, fences, and anything else that would bum. The sarne was

8Fevr, Solntse, p. 190. He saw at ieast twenty workers' apartments in Dnipropetrovs'k during two
weeks in the faIl of t 942.
9"Misst&nde und Schwierigkeiten in der Wohnungsfrage in Kiew. Lagebericht Material," USNA
microcopy T-84, roll 120, frarnes 419079484; Ptofessor Svitozar Mykhailovych Drahornanov
to Mayor Fomstivs'kyi, letter, 20 October 1942, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 1, d. 108. Il. 14-14v;
Arkadii Liubchenko, Shchodennyk: knyzhka persha (Toronto, 1951), pp. 127, 137, and 146 (on
the eviction of the writers from the "Rolit" building).
lo"Misstande und Schwierigkeiten" (see preceding note).
IlMikhail Ivanovich Sokolov, interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 20 January 1946 [Vinnytsia?],
stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 246, 11. 39-40.

customary in private single-farnily apartments.12 Fuel was consistently on people's mind, for it
was important to hoard it well before the very cold winters actually arrivedl3 Ekctricity

retumed to Kiev two weeks after îhe German anival, when the sabotaged power station was
restored.14 (The water supply was restored several days later, on 6 0Ctober.ls) Only Germans,
ethnic Gerrnans, and high-placed officiais nxeived electricity, however. The latter were told to
use it sparingly.16 Thus virtually al1 houses in Kiev were mostly dark at night. The exception
was the Lypky district, the most prestigious part of Kiev, which had not been destroyed and

where the Gemans lived. As for ordinary Kievans, they used oil-lamps, candles. long wooden

chips, and especially the kuhunets', a gas-fucled night-lamp, in order to create light The
darkness imposed a way of life: most Kievans got up around 6:00 a-m. and went to bed around

12Kabaida," 1941," p. 49; Savchenko, VRIO NKVD USSR, to N. S. Khmshchev, "Razvedsvodka
No 33/68 O polozhenii v okkupirovannom protivnikom g. Dnepmpetrovske. Po sostoianiiu na
20. 10. 42g.," 21 October 1942, Engel's, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 124, 1. 89; Jacob GerstenfeldMaltiel, My Private Wac One Man's Struggle to Survive the Soviets and the Nazis (London,
1993), p. 219; 0. Dniprova, "O. Ol'zhych u Kyievi: Spohad," in Kost' Mel'nyk, Oleh Lashchenko,
and Vasyl' Veryha, eds., Na zov Kyieva: ukraiirs'kyi natsionalizm u II Svitovii Viini: zbirnyk stattei,
spohaùiv i dokumentiv (Toronto and New York, 1985). p. 166. When it was less cold, people
might prepare rneals on open fires in the yatd. Hptm. [Hauptmann] Prof. Hans Koch, "Der
Sowjet-Nachlass in der Ukraine. Stimmungs- und Erfahmngsbencht. Abgeschlossen 30. 9.
1941," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 26, 11. 3-4.

'W. Zhdanovych, "Na mv Kyieva," in Mel'nyk et. al., N a zov Kyieva, p. 183; Halyna Lashchenko,
"Povorot," Samostiina Ukraïna, XI, 11 (1 19) (Chicago, November 1958), p. 1 1.
'SA. Khomshunova, "Kievskie zapiski. 1941-1944" [photocopy of selected pages of typed
manuscript], in Erhard Roy Wiehn, comp., Die Schdh von Babij J a r d m Massaker deutscher
Sonderkommandos an der jiùiischen BevOlkenutg von Kicw 1941 fwfiig Jahre danach zum
Gedenken (Konstanz, 199 1), p. 295.
16Ulas Samchuk, N a h n i voronomu: spomyny i vrazhennia (Winnipeg, 1975). p. 16; F. P.
Bogatyrchuk. Moi rhiznennyi put' k V h o v u i Prathkomu manifstu (San Francisco, 1978), p.
136.

9:00 p.m.1'

In the midde of 1943, electricity in Kiev becatm available again for at least sorne

of them.I8

In other cities, the situation was essentially the same, although there were local
variations. In Vinnytsia, al1 inhabitants appsrently received electricity by mid-1943.19

In

Dnipropetrovs'k, however, only Germans had electricity as late as 1943. Som locals could
afford carbiâe larnps, which stank but gave a bright light. Most common, though still hard to
afford, was what Russian speakers called the koptilka-a

small bottle of kerosene and a

burning wick that provided "a gray wispy trembling flarne. which barely shed its light two feet
around it. The ceiling was left in profound darkness."2O

The authorities ordered the city populations to register at the Labor Office (Arbeitsarnt,
Ubainian: Binha pratsi; ceferred to by Russian speakers as the Binha tnida). This instiiution,
invariably headed by a Reich German or ethnic Gerrnan, was directly subject to the

Sradtkommissar or Gebietskommissar. In Dnipropetrovs'k, people were lured to register with
the false promise of a bread boddet.2' Comrnunists who registered were given special
conditions: they were ordered to register again at regular intervals, sometirnes every week. in
Dnipropetrovs'k, they also had to Wear a white or (in the case of Komsomol members) yellow
armband with their nurnber on it.2

17Nataliia Vasylenko-Polons'ka, "Storinky spohadiv: Ukmïns'kyi Vil'nyi Universytet," Ukrahs'kyi
istoryk, II, 3 4 (7-8) (New York, 1965). p. 40; Anatolii Kuznetsov (A. Anatolii), Bubii iac
roman-dokument (New York, 1986), p. 160, Liubchcnko, Shchodennyk, pp. 104 and 109; Nina
Mykhalevych, "Do Kyieva! Fragment zi spohadu," in Mel'nyk et. al., Na zov Kyieva, p. 224;
Kabaida, "1941," p. 49; Maistrenko, Istoriia moho pokolinnia, p. 333; Samchuk, Na koni
voronomu, p. 5.
18Fesenko,Povest ', p. 87.
19Savchenko. Zam. NKVD USSR, to D. R. Komiets, "Spets.soob. O polozhenii v g. Vinnitsa i
Vinnitskoi oblasti," 26 January 1943, Borisoglebsk, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 685.1. 30.
2oGerstenfeld-Maltiel, My Private War, p. 220.
2lMykola Pavbvyc h Kostiuk (Ukrainian-Canadian, 1915 [ resent-day Dnipropetrovs'k]-l997),
author interview in Ukrainian, 1 March 1996, Downsview, tario, Canada, tape recording.

g,
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Savchenko to Khmshchev, "Razvedsvodka No 33/68." TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 124,1.

Anybody who lived in a city, like anybody who lived in the countryside. was supposed

to have wotk. At first, ethnic Ukrainians w e n thought to be given preferential treatment in jobplacement. "Everybody grabbed their p5tssports and many people discovend incomprehensible
things," a Kievan woman wrote in her diary on 25 September 1W 1. "In one and the same
family, brothers and sisters were Russian and Ukrainian. For none of us had given any
rneaning to nationality. And many were glad to find that because of circumsiances or by
chance, they nuned out to be Ukrainian."U They were glad, because having a job seemed
essential for survival. For the same reason, al1 Kievans and other city dwellers tried to register

as k i n g Ukrainian. They often succeeded, which explains the very high number of
"Ukrainians" in the subsequent city cen~uses.2~
Because hirings were often unregulated, Reichskommissar Koch tightened the system
in March 1942. He announced that employers who h i n d (or dismissed) a person without the
permission of the Labor Office would be fined or impnsoned, unless the job involved lasted
just for one week or (in the case of dismissal) four weeks. Employers had to certiQ every
week that their employees were actually working for hem, by way of the "labor card" ( t d o v a

kartka; Gerrnan: Arbeitskurte).aCitydwellers who did not register at al1 were labeled
saboteurs and could be killed. In mid-July 1942, a verification took place in Kiev: al1 card
holders were checked, and those people without a card got a final chance to register in a new
census.26

23Khoroshunova,"Kievskie zapiski," p. 275.
*'Wga Sergeevna Gudzenko-Tyshkova (Ukrainian born in 1901). interview in Russian by the
CHPWU, 14 March 1944, Kiev, stenographic report (signed on 5 June 1944). TsDAHOU, f. 166,
op. 3, d. 243, 1 . 4 4 ~ Fesenko,
;
Povesrn,p. 76.

SnRozporiadzhenniaPro vvedennia tnidovoï kanky," Kiev, 13 Febmary 1942, Filiia, Tsentral'na
naukova biblioteka im V. 1. Vernadslcoho, Natsional'na akademiia nauk Ukraïny. Kiev. Viddil
staroâmkiv, item no. 919; note h m the administration of the Polis'ke raion, August 1943,
DAKO, f. r-2210, op. 1, d. 14,l. IO.
*6Newspaper clipping contahing an 8 h l y 1942 onler from Mayor Fomstivslkyi, DAKO, f. r2356, op. 17, d. 7,l. 1. n i e verification is confvmed by Liubchenko, Shchodennyk, p. 81 and [O.
P. Sharanâachenko], Reiestratorka zahsu: (iz shchodennyka kyianky) (Kiev, 1 %O), p. 155.

Actually getting a job was not easy; on the contrary. In fact, Kiev's Labor Offce was
"besieged by hungry [unemployed] pople."*7 At first, more than twice as many Kievans with
work were female than were male.28 For various reasons, including the arrival of fonner Red
A m y soldiers, this situation was reversed. On 1 April 1942, of Kiev's 352,139 cegistered
inhabitants (including ai least some 2,800 Gerrnans), 101,490 were oficidly employed. Of
these "employed" (samoùiiarl'ni, a terni in the statistics that apparently included people working
in Geman offices), 64,3 16 were male and 37,174 were fernale? In munded numbers, of the
50,000 employed "Uktainian" men in the city, over half (about 26,000) were employed as

"workers" (robitnyk>)).Meanwhile, of the 27,500 female employed "Ukrainians," over 12,000
had office jobs (sluzhbovtsi). The next-most common registered "Ukrainian" occupations were
handicrafts (kwari) in the case of males (2.80). and "various kinds of day-labor" (rimi

pdenni roboty) and agriculture in the case of females (3,800 and 2,000).30
Getting to work posed special problems. In Kiev, the streetcar which ran dong the
Dnieper retumed to service on 11 October 1941.31 Initially Kievans were allowed to use the

streetcars, but only if they got on at the back.32 The cars circulated very imgularly. Moreover,
beginning in early 1942, they were genedly reserved for transport of woocl and for garbage
collection, and no nonGerman was allowed on. Some Iüevans could ride illegally, if the
driver accepted their money. They could also simply hop on, although this carried the risk of a

z7Nartova diary. 1. 4, note of 26 December 1941.
2aIn October 1941, of the 65,900 Kievans officially employed, 20,700 were mate and 45,200 were
female. "Lagebericht tür die Zeit vom 1.-15. Okt. 1 9 4,"TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15, 1. 212.
z9L. Maliuzhenko, "Kyïv za 1942 r.," Nashe mynule, 1 (6) (Kiev, 1993), p. 165.

3*Khoroshunova,"Kievskie zapiski," p. 301. The first Gennan report that the streetcar was back in
use is Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 135 (19 November 1941), p. 16. Cf. Ulas Samchuk, Na bilomu
koni: spomyny i vrazhennia (Winnipeg, 1972). p. 235.
32Nartova diary, 1. 2; Kuznetsov, Babii iar, pp. 225 and 227; [Sharandachenko], Reiestratorku
zahsu, p. 40.

whipping.33 The employees of many enterprises or f i m , such Kiev's bread factory, were
taken to and from their work on specially nserved streetcars. In the morning, they were
transported between 5:00 and 8:00 am." The streetcar was a h operating in Vinnytsia?
Private carts driven by two horses serveci as taxis in Kiev by at least the middle of 1942.36
There was apparently no bus transport within any city.
Given such conditions, city-dwellers spent much of each working day walking. Some
walked th-

kilometers. others fifteen,j7 on streets that were generally kept clean.38 In smaller

cities and towns, which of'ten looked more like villages, this was not the case. even though
Gerrnans ordered locals to remove weeds and snow. For instance, Bila Tserkva continued to
look as it had for decades. Some of its long and wide streets were unpaved. and in the
summertim they were "covered with an ankie-thick layer of dust [with] the imprints of bgir
feet. boots, and intricate crosses from chickens' feet."39

33Kuznetsov.Babii iar, pp. 173, 222, and 350. A "sourcewreported about Kiev in late 1942 that
"neither the electricity nor the streetcar are working." USNA microcopy T-120. roll 2533, frame
E292536.

information regarding early 1942: Dmytro Kyslytsia Svite iasnyi: spohndy: vid r. Vovchi z
Naddniprianshchyny do r. Sv. Lovrentiia na Otfavshchyni (Ottawa, 1987). p. 201; Mykhalevych.
"Do Kyieva!." p. 229; Liubchenko, Shchodennyk. p. 75; Nartova diary. 1.9. About the subsequent
period: Liubchenko. Shchodrnnyk. pp. 87 and IOelOS; Ukraïns'kyi holos. 28 F e b ~ a i y1943. p.
4; Mikhail Nikolaevich Sviridovskii (boni in 1908). interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 3 March
1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU. f. 166. op. 3, d. 246,ll. 9-14; [Sharandachenko],
Reiestratorka zahsu, p. 233.
35Savchenko to Korniets. "Spets. soob.." TsDAHOU. f. 1. op. 23. d. 685. 1. 30. In Dnipropetrovs'k.
only three streetcar wagons were operating, according to Savchenko to Khrushchev,
"Razvedsovdka No 33/68," TsDAHOU, f. 1. op. 23, d. 124.1. 89.
MKuznetsov. Babii iar. p. 343. For emergencies. fvst aid workers used rickshaws. Othemise, they
employed stretchers on bicycle whees or, in the winter. sledges. Iu. N. Kvitnitskii-Ryzhov, "Iz
istorii zdravookhraneniia v Kieve vo vremia Velikoi Otechestvennoi voiny 194-1945," Sovetskoe
zdravookhranenie. 5 (Moscow. [May] 1990). p. 64.
"Mykola Velychkivs'kyi. "Sumni chasy nimets'koï ohpatsii' (1941-1944 roky)," Vyzvol'nyi
shliakh. XW, 2 (London. 1%5). p. 154 and ibid., 3 (1962). p. 303; Meldungen. 43 (26 Febniary
1943), p. 20 (on female workers in the Dnipropetrovs'k region).
38MykhailoSeleshko. Vinnytsia: sponiyny perekladacha Komisiï doslidiv zlochyniv NKVD v
1937-1938 (New York, Toronto. London. and Sydney. 1991). p. 82; Liubchenko, Shchodennyk.
p. 56; Gerstenfeld-Maitiel. My Private War. p. 212.
39Fem. Solntse. pp. 171-172.

Every city, whether large or small, had a curfew. It stacted ai varying times, depending
on the season, the city, and the mood of the local German authority.40 Posted announcements
warned that anybody caught violating the curfew would be shot on the spot. To deter people
even more from venturing outside, the native Schutzpolizei, if carrying firearms, periodically
fired shots into the air.41 Other than this sound, most city streets were quiet during the curfew,

especially when it was cold outside." Observing the curkw required some planning, for few
people had watches. A person who wanted to be sure but lacked a worlcing dock might first
ask a neighbor for the time, or wait for a pas~er-by.~3
Of the major cities, Kiev apparently had
the harshest curfew regime. In the fa11 of 1941, it was changed to start as early as 6:00 p.m.

and to 1 s t until5:OO a.m. The poster announcing the change was put up very late-on the very
day it came into effect. Consequently, the next morning the streets were littered with corpses,
apparently mainly former Red Army soldiers*
Corpses in the street were a permanent feature of Kiev in the entire period.45 In addition

to shot curfew violators, hanged "saboteurs" or "Jews" were a frequent sight. These victims

%e

indicated time was always in "German tirne," for the d o c k in Ukraine had been equalized to

centrai European time. Jews, if still alive, had to be inside much eariier. For exarnple, while the
city of Pervornais'k on the Southem Buh River had a general curfew from 9:ûû p.m. to 6:00 a.m.,
Jews could not show themselves for fifteen hours, between 6:00 p.m. and 9:00 a.m. Vera
Vasil'evna Ponomareva, interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 20 January 1946, [Pervomaislt?],
stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 245, 1. 57.

41Seleshlco, Vinnytsia, pp. 31, 33, and 46 (mentions the 10:ûû p.m. curfew in Vinnytsia in mid1943); Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 154; Samchuk, Na koni voronomu, p. 60; Lashchenko, "Povorot,"
Samostiina Ukraïna, XI, 6 (1 14) (New York, June 1958)- p. 18.
42[Sharandachenko], Reiestratorka zahsu. p. 221 ; Bohdan Liubomyrenko, Z Khrystom v Ukraïni:
zapysky viruiuchoho la roky 1941-1943 (Winnipeg and Toronto, 1973)- p. 80 (in
Starokostiantyniv).
43Kumetsov, Babii iar, p. 220.

f. 1, op. 23, d. 121, 1. 6; Velychkivs'kyi, "Sumni chasy [...],"
~ A n n o u n a m e n t TsDAHOU,
,
Vyzvof'nyi shliakh, XII, 2 (London, 1%5), p. 160. Cf. Samchuk,Na koni voronomu, p. 81, who
says it started in Kiev in late November 1941 at 5:00 p,m,
45Nikolai Kuz'mich Grun'skii [sic] (Ukrainian bom in 1872). interview in Russian by the CHPWU,
19 Febmary 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243, 1. 5v;
Velychkivs'kyi, "Sumni chasy [...]," Vyzwol'nyi shliakh, Xn, 1 (London, 1%5), p. 47.

were kft suspended from balconies or public gallows for days.6 Initially, such "reprisais"
were announced. This is how we know that a hundred people were shot in Kiev on 22 October

1941;three hundred more on 2 November, and four hundred men on 29 November 1941.
Among these victims were those caught in a random round-up on the central boulevard,
Khreshchatyk, afkr the former Duma building on Kalinin Square bumed down as the result of

an explosion.47 From then on, the number of publicly or secretly executed Kievans was no
longer announced. During the month of December 1941, "the machine-gun in the ravine [of
Babyn Iar] banged away every

da^."^^ People talked a great deal about the executions, about

how the victims had been arrested, and what could have caused the Gerrnans to arrest them.
Additional dangers in the cities were arrests on suspicion of being Red A m y deserters (in the
case of young males) or, from early 1942. m s t s as candidates for forced labor in Germany.

As if this was not enough, Kievans also had to endure the sight of gas vans (actuaily, one van
stationed in the city) speeding by. They called the mobile gas-chamber a dushehubka-the
destroyer of the soul.49
The situation in other cities was similar. In Dnipropetrovs'k, a particularly cruel roundup took place in Febmary 1943, when the Gennan authonties were devastated by the news of
their m e n t defeat at Stalingrad. On 17 February 1943, al1 Gennans fled Dnipropetrovs'k,

46"Lagebericht fur Februar 1942." TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15,I. 260 (says the first public
hanging in Kiev was in Febmary 1942); Poslednie novosti, 30 hdarch 1942, p. 1; Nartova diary, 1.
6; Iaroslav Haivas, "V roky nadii i beznadii' (Zusûichi i mzrnovy z 0,Ol'zhychem v rokakh
1939-1944)," Kalenààr-al'manaW, Novoho Shliakhu 1977 (Toronto, [n.d.]), p. 119;
Liubomyrenko, Z Khrystom v Ukraïni, p. 80.
47Kuznetsov,Babii iar, p. 152; Samchuk, Na àoni voronomu, p. 60.
48Kuznetsov, Babii iar. p. 220.
49Klavdiia Iakovlivna Hrynevych (Ukrainian born in 1930 in Klyntsi [Kirovohrad oblast]), author
interview in Russian, 10 August 1995, Kiev, tape recoding. The permanent presence of a gas van
in Kiev from late 1941 is confirmeci in Eugen Kogon, Hermann Langbein, and Adalbert Rückerl,
eds., Nazi M a s Murdec A Documentary History of the Use of Poison Gus (New Haven and
London, 1993). p. 62.
Unconfirmed word of mouth has it that the mobile gas van was invented by the NKVD in
the 1930s. See Petro G. Grigorenko, Memoirs (New York and London, 1982). p. 209. Whether
this is mie or not, certainly incorrect is the notion that the German authorities in Kiev got the idea
from an NKVD agent who had voluntarily started to work for them. Cf. Kyslytsia, Svite iasnyi. p.
200.

convinced that the Red A m y was on the verge of capturing the city. When this did not happen,
several days later they retumed and put up posters ordering any civilians in the possession of
weapons-the ntreating Italians had probably sold many of them; see below, chapter û - t o
hand them in by 9 a.m. on Sunday, 21 February. The standard threat of death for noncornpliance made no impact, however. When the deadline had passed, dozens of men and
women were randomly roundcd up and put on trucks. These trucks stopped at lamp posts,
fastened ropes on them fastened the other ends on the necks of the captives, and drove away.
"About sixty Street larnps in the busiest places in town were decorated in this fashion, to
celebrate the retum of the Gennan authorities," a witness wrote later. "hiring the night the
Germans wrapped the heads of the corpses in cloth-it

seems the sight was too monstrous

even for them. "sO
Al1 these dangers caused people to stay inside whenever possible, and to ttavel to work
with caution and as quickly as possible. A woman who lived in Kiev recalls: "If 1went out or
my mother left the house, we always said goodbye, for there were no guarantees that we
would retum.... Whenever we saw a group of Germans, we would hide immediately,
somewhere on the side or under a gate [v podvorotniu]."51 City dwellets bchaved this way
even though many Germans actually refused to "sec" them. Such deliberne German neglect
was felt to be very insulting. Since they did not "see" the locals, some of these German men

seemed to have no shame. For exarnple, when waiting for a streetcar in the Company of Iocals,
they, "as if alone, indifferently let their pants down, picked their nose, blew with two fingers,
and urinated openly."5* There was also an increasing number of German women, brought to
Ukraine by their husbands to Save them from the Allied bombardments in Germany. The

Wrstenfeld-Maltiel, My Private War,pp. 226227. On subsequent indiscriminate round-ups by
policemen in the city, for the purpose of trench digging (the so-called Sondcreinsatz 'Iwan'), see
Meldungen, 54 (14 M a y 1943), pp. 19-20.
JlLiudmyla Stanyslavivna Khmilevs'ka (Ukrainian boni in 1923 in Kiev), author interview in
Russian, 13 July 1995, Kiev, tape recording.
s2Kuznetsov, h b i i iar, p. 225 (the quotation); Nartova diary, 1. 23; Vasilii Ivanovich Iablonskii
(üicrainian bom in 1908). interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 22 Fcbniary 1944, [Kiev?],
stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 246.1. 2.

women were often seen walking with dogs.53 The only Gemians who always rknowledged
the locals were children. Anatolii Kwnetsov once saw a streetcar pass him by which was
decorated with Hitler's portrait and swastika flags. The German (and presumably ethnic
Geman) boys and girls inside spat ai him. "with a particularly cold contempt and hatred in

their eyes.""
Published eyewitness accounts about actual interaction in public between adult
Gennans and locals are rare. One such glimpse is provided by Jacob Gerstenfeld-Maltiel, a
Jew who escaped from the L'viv ghetto, assumed a Polish identity, and was able to reach
Dnipropetrovs'k in early 1943. Despite al1 his experiences as a Jew in the
Generalgouvernement, he was still shocked by the Germans' behavior toward Russian
speakers who he thought wem Russians, but were mostly Ukrainians. The situation in the
Reichskommissariat Ukraine was for him "so abysmal that we, who came from the West,
simply could not adjust to it."
Here the Germans could really feel like the Herrenvolk. The Russians m n i a n s ]
were put on the same level as cattle. It was inconceivable that a Gerrnan would walk
shoulder to shoulder with a Russian. If it happened that a German was obliged to walk
with a Russian, he always strode a few paces behind M m or in front. G m a n s sitting
down with the locals in a cafe or a restaurant? The very idea was ridiculous! A German
did not stand in line, whatever his rank was. He woutd commandeer the barber's chair
even if ten people were waiting for a haircut. He had a free ride in the trams and always
had the right to a seat. The exarnples could be multiplied a hundred-fold, and though
these were minor irritations, they humiliated the Russian population paintùlly and
unceasingly.55

For most of the Nazi period, people in the Street looked more or less the same. Not
wanting to stand out, Ukrainians who anived in Kiev from the "West" brought very modest
clothes with them. Still the newcomers inevitably stood out. As one of h e m recalls: "The men

"Kuznetsov. Babii iar, p. 228; Nartova diary, 11. 14 and 20. Even a s d l t o m such a Lubny in

the Poltava region had many Gennan women; sce Pavlo Ternivs'kyi [Ivan Uyhadlo], "Spohady
emigranta," p. 38. Autograph manuscript, 1945, Library and Museum, Ukrainian Cultural &
Educationai Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

-This was in April 1942. Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 254.
SSGerstenfeld-Maltiel, My Private Wur,pp. 2 18-2 19.

were recognized by their raincoats, the different style and quaiity of the jackets, and their
shoes, for under the Soviets men wore canvas shoes or boots. The women who arrived were
recognized by the shape of their costumes and coats, by their short dresses which were then
fashionable (under the Soviets, until the German occupation, the women wore rather long
dresses), by different hair styles, and by thin stockings."" By the late summer of 1942, males
in Kiev, according to Fevr, wore "shabby shirts belted by laces, tumed double-breasted
jackets, frayed ordinary trousers, and canvas shoes on bare feet, or black book On their head
[they] sometimes [wore] a very old. flabby hat, more often a cloth cap or tiubeteika
[embroidered Central-Asian scull-cap], or stiH more often, nothing." The women wore "sorne

kind of bag-shaped, faded dresses, patched coats with peasant scarves on top, black, coarse
stockings or no stockings at all, and worn-out shoes and often men's book On their heads
[they wore] in rare cases a yellowed straw hat. More cornmonly, a short beret or sorne kind of
self-made little cap from fustian. Still more often, an ordinary white shawl."s7 in the
wintertime, women wrapped their face, leaving only space for their eyes.58 A particular
category included local males who worked at the city administrations. They tended to look
"patriotic" because of their Ukrainian embroidered shirts and long mustaches.S9

%Lashchenko, "Povorot." Samstiina Ukruïm, XI, 10 (1 18) (Chicago, OCtober 1958), p. 9.
Regading cosmetics, she adds that local wornen generally did not use it because of the bad Soviet
quality. There is no scholarly description of clothing in Soviet Ukraine in the 1930s. In Lubny
before 1941, "everybody" is said to have wdked "in ragged and dirty clothes, especially the
peasants."Temivs'kyi, "Spohady emigranta," p. 16.
For a description of the "extremely poor" clothing and footware of Kievans in October
1941, see Ievhen Onats'kyi, "Ukraïna ochyma italiis'kykh korespondentiv u dmhii svitovii viini,"
Samostiinu Ukraïna, XVIII, 3 (193) (New York, March 1965) p. 37, which is a translation of a
newspaper article by an Italian correspondent that was published on 3 1 October 1941.

-Fevr, Solntse, p. 123. According to the head of the OUNSD underground in Kiev. by March
1942 Kievans were better dressed in public, but this seems doubtful. Zena Matviichuk, "Dmytro
Myron-Orlyk v lystakh pro Kyïv ta revoliutsiinu borot'bu," in Mykhailo H. Mamnchak, ed., V
borot'bi ta ukraïm'ku denlrcrvu: esci; spohady, midchennia, litopysannia. dokumenty Druhoï
mirovoi: viiny (Winnipeg, 1990), p. 844.
58MykhailoHawmiv, "Zemleiu ukraïns'koiu

...," in Mei'nyk et. al., Na tov Kyieva, p. 122.

59Lashchenko, "Povorot," Samstiim Ukraïha, M. 11 (1 19) (Chicago, November 1958). p. 12;
Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 287.

About Vinnytsia in mid-1943, it is reportcd that many locals went barefoot and in rags,
that men were often unshaven, and that even people who had better clothes were reluctant to
Wear them. This was a precaution which dated back from the Soviet period and was meant to
avoid standing out from the crowd? By 1943, a certain "fashion" had actually developed in
many cities. Most city-dwellers made their own clothes h m brightly-àyed potato sacks or
military blankets. Also popular were Gerrnan army clothes, traded with soldiers in return for
homebrew. Women in a suburb of Kryvyi Rih are said to have camied themselves in their self-

made clothes "with the dignity and grace of big city models."61 Men made shoes by cutting up
mbber tires and stitching up the ~ p e n i n g s . ~ ~

When rnilitary mle was replaced by civilian Nazi mle, the rngulations on k i n g late for
work and for being absent actually becarne more lenient. This paradox came about because the
Geman militvy authorities had preserved the Soviet regulations, which were quite harsh. A
Soviet law of lune 1940 held that a pemn with a regular job at a state firm who quit without
permission could be sentenced to two or even four months' imprisonment. Moreover, merely
missing al1 or part of a day at work. for example by aniving more than twenty minutes late,
carried a sentence of one to six months of "comctive" labor and a salary nduction of up to 25
percent.63 The relaxation of the rules brought about by the transition to civilian Nazi mie did
not last long, however. After some time, the penalties for lateness and absenteeism became
quite harsh-but

whether the Germans could always impose them must be doubted. In the

60Seleshk0, Vinnytsia, p. 83.
61Ajzensztadt, Endurance. p. 61 (the quote, regarding the suburb of DovhyntsevelDolgintsevo);
Gerstenfeld-Maltiel, M y Private War, pp. 269-270 (in Dnipropetrovs'k).
62Ajzensztadt, Endurance, p. 62.
"Peter H. Solomon, Ir.. Soviet Crimiml Justice d e r Stalin (Cambridge. 19%). p. 301. Cf.
Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 81 (12 September 1941), pp. 9-10; F. Pihido-Ravoôerezhnyi. "Velyk
Vitchyznia~viina " Winnipeg, 1954). p. 14; and N. Polons'ka-Vasylenko, Ukraiirs'ka Akademiia
Nuuk: (narys istoriï), Vol. 2: (1 931-1941) (Munich, 1958). p. 88.

major cities this was likely the case, but in the s d l towns (as in the villages) this was difficult
because of the lack of German s u p e ~ i m . ~
Wages were paid in roubles, and from July 1942 in karbovuntsi. Erich Koch and his
associates wanted the salaries to be about ten percent higher than in the Soviet period.65 This
was hardly an improvement, since the Soviet salaries had aiready k e n below subsistence
levels. In actual fact, salaries ofien remained the same or were even lower than the Soviet rate.
The latter was particularly likely to happen in enterprises in small localities. where al1 salaries
came directly from the treasury of the raion administration.66
Female employees, wherever they workeâ, were initially discriminateci against and paid

20 percent less then males. If they were not married, the rate was 28 percent less. Such
discrepancies were new to Soviet c i t i ~ n salthough
,
they were in accordance with the situation
in the Reich. At some stage, however, a new law for the "East" made their wages equal to

men's wages.67 Employees had no health insurance until late 1942, when small percentages
started to be deducted from their wages9

WTwo journalists from the town-like village (selyshche) Tarashcha checked the situation in
officies and factories on 27 November 1942. Nowhem was there a registration system, and
lateness was widespread, even among bosses. Vidroàzhennia, 3 December 1942, p. 4. That people
hurried to work in the town of Lubny in the 1930s is rnentioned in Temivs'kyi, "Spohady
emigranta," p. 10.
65"Berichtüber die Referentenbesprechung," Rime, 3 October 1941, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d.
15, 1. 157.
example was the butter factory in Bobtivka in the Potis'ke raion, which employed seven
people. Its director complaineâ to the Gebietskommissar in January 1942 that the raion chief had
lowered the wages of the director from 850 to 500 roubles, those of the main accountant h m
650 to 400, and those of the two guards from 200 to 150. Before 1941, the factory employed
forty-one people, including as many as seven accountants and ten (!) guards. DAKO, f. r-2209,
op. 1, d. 22, 1. 31.

66An

67Ukraïns'kyi holos, 5 November 1941, p. 4; Mariia Alekseevna Novitskaia (Ukrainian bom in
18%), interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 22 February 1944, Kiev, stenographic report,
TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 244, 11. 8-1 lv.

68There were apparently regional variations. Mayor Maikivs'kyi of Bila Tserkva ordered 3 percent
of people's wages to be set aside, while saying that this was in rcsponse to a general
Reichskommissariat order of 18 June 1942 and an order from the Gebietskommissar of 14
November 1942. Dzvin voli, 29 November 1942, p. 4. The Stadtkommissar of Kherson allowed
sick pay amounting to 75 percent of people's wages, for a pend of up to three months. In the
first half of 1942, 585,000 karbovantsi wece paid out this way. TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 76, 1.
53v.

remain&r of this chapter will discuss various kinds of people at their places of work: (1)
employees in Geman offices; (2) employees in the "auxiliary" administrations; (3) workers
employed in various industries and elsewhere; (4) the pnvate -or;

and (5) rientisis and

scholars.
People who worked in Gennan offices had the best salary and working conditions of
d l the city-dwellers lucky enough to have a job. The main nason were the meals to which such
employees gained access. For instance, while a cleaning woman at the Railroad
Administration, based in famine-ravaged Kiev, earned a sub-subsistence salary, she also
received a daily meal (millet soup and millet kasha).a At an office in the same city w h e ~
rnedicinal herbs were proceseci, people frequently received payment in kind such as pumpkin
seeds, and also "luxunous" daily meals of dried mushrooms, bemes, and millet pomdge with

chemes. Perhaps as important was the fact that such places of work were heated in the
winter.70 A minority, always working in German-run offices, e a m d salaries that were far
above the average for city-dwellers. A specialist at the film studio in Kiev (in Ukrainian:
UkrFil'm) received not only a regular ration (puiok), but aiso 2,000 karbovantsi.
Meanwhile, German supervisors and colleagues at such institutions were still far better
off. Even an ordinary technician at the studio just mentioncd received, simply for being
Gerrnan, 22,000 karbovantsi, besides a much higher ration, and of course had access to al1
"Gennans-only" restaurants? From 1942 on, the= was an unknown number of Polish "guest
workers" from the Generalgouvemement in the Reichslcomrnissariat. Two accounts testify that
their salaries and rations weE, rather surpnsingly, at the German level. Thus they could pick

"Valentyna Pavlima Kravchenko (Ukrainian bom in 1922 in Kiev), author interview in Russian,
10 August 1995, Kiev, Ukraine, tape rccording.
70Fesenk0, Povest', p. 86.
"Liubchenko, Shchodennyk, p. 121.

up every week food and even ciganttes and tobacco? Such incentives must have attracted
them to the jobs in the "east."
Another relatively pnvileged category were women who deaned in Gennan homes.
n i t i r oniciai income was low, but again it could be supplcmcnted with a more important
meal.73 Wherever men and women worked, if there was close Gcnnan supervision, the former

were always treated worst. For women, it was rare to -ive

death threats from their Geman

bosses. but for men they were not uncomrnon. Eyewitness accounts are rare, but one shows
how intirnidating such threats must have been. Mykola Kostiuk wzs a handy middle-aged
electrician in Dnipropetrovs'k. Once his German supervisors asked him to prepare a new key.

They said, 'Youcan make keys, so make one.' They had lost many of them or did not
have a lot of them. 1 asked, 'Will 1get a second salary?' He said, 'Yes.' So 1thought
that was true. But when payment day came, they paid me only for the electric work, not
for this. 1 told [the German], '1 was told that there would be a second salary.' He said,
'Another? Isn't this enough? 1said, '1 was told, 1didn't insist on it.' 'Follow me.'
And we went. He said, Zook at that switch.' I looked at it. 'Look at me!' 1looked and
he was pointing a gun at me. 'Here's your second salary! Do you want it? Then 1got
scared.74

The editors of the newspapers were scarcely treated any better than the rest of the
population. Kiev's Ukrainian and Russian newspapers, Nove ukraïns'ke slow and Poslednie
novosti, were located in the same building as the Deutsche Ukraine-Zeitwrg. An announcement
said that only Germans and ethnic Gerrnans were allowed access to the front entrance, forcing
72Poles working for German firms in "Russia" had "master" status dong with the Germans,
according to Gerstenfeld-Maltiel. As a "Polish" person, who pretended to be employed by a
German finn, he received the full German ration (the so-called Verpflegung)at train stops.
Gerstenfeld-Maltiel, My Private War, p. 249. Another Jewish Holocaust survivor h m the
Generalgouvemernent writes thai the salaries of native workers in Dnipropetrovs'k could be raised
simply by Polonizing their names-that is, by adding ski or wicz. While natives oficially eanied
about 15 karbovantsi per day, "theimportcd Poles were paid 150 karbowantzy a day." Moreover,
"the Poles and al1 the other importecl foreigners were given Gennan military rations including six
Gennan cigarettes per day, while the locais were given a cheaper type of food and kolkhoz-grown
makhorka tobacco." Amnon Ajzensztadt, Endurance: Chronicles of lewish Resistance (Oakville,
New York, and London, 1987), pp. 55 and 63. A gtoup of Polish workers arriving in eastem
Ukraine is rnentioned in Barbara Baratz, Flucht vor dem Schicksal: Holocaust-Erinnerungen aus
der Ukraine 1941-1944 (Darmstadt, 1984). p. 123.
73Khmilev'ska, author interview (refemng to her sister).
74Kosti~k,authot interview.

the Uluainian and Russian joumalists to use the back.'5 The editors had very little m m for
initiative. Konstantyn Shtepa, who became editor of Nove ukra1ns'ke slovo under threat of
hath, appanntly did little more than sign articles p r o v i M by German p t ~ p a g a n d i s t sUlas
.~~

Samchuk, the first editor of the Rivne newspaper Voiyn', for a while printed editorials which
were widely regardeci as coven criticism of Gennan policy. Nazi intelligence came to suspect
(wmngly) that he was the leader of the OUN-Min the Volhynia-Podolia Generalbezirk and
kept him under m n for several months?

In major cities, the "auxiliary" administrations were the biggest employer. Kiev had not
only a central Administration of the City of Kiev (Uprava m. Kyieva). but also eleven district
(Rayon, raion) administrations, which also included the Lefr-Bank region of Damytsia and
even several villages in the south and southwest. Under Kiev's second Germancontrolled
mayor, Volodymyr Bahazii, the city's upruvu employed some 20,000 people.78 It should be
noted that among these thousands were also teachers and many factory workers. By 1 January

1943, the Kiev administration still employed 18,734 people?
Higher-placed officials were under constant stress. They were constantly supervised
and frequendy questioned by the Nazi intelligence service. Many officials had to pay regular
visits to intelligence offices to talk about their colleagues' thoughts and deeds.80 Even Bahazii's
'SAccording to a "source," in USNA microcopy T-120,mil 2533, frame E292537.
Welychkivs'kyi, "Sumni chasy [...]," Vyzvol'nyi shliakh, XII, 3 (London, 1965). p. 298; Nykon
Nemymn [Mykola Andnisiak], "U zbudzhenii v ohni stolytsi ükraïny (Slavnii pamWiati
muchenykiv za Ukraïnu v Kyievi v 194142 m.)," in Mamnchak, V borot'bi ta ukraïhs'ku
denhavu, p. 809; John A. Armstrong, Ukrainian Nationalism, 3rd ed. (Englewood, Colorado,
1990), p. 80. Earlier, Shtepa was for a while the head of the city administration's Section of
Culture and Education (Viddil kul'tury i osvity).

"He was arrested in Febmary 1942 and was deascd in an arnnesty on 20 April 1942, Hitler's
birthday. Sarnchuk, Na koni voronomu. pp. 113, 140, 149455, and 177; Ereignismeldung
UdSSR, 191 (10 April 1942), p. 36.

78Amstrong, Ukrainian Nationalism, 165.
79Maliuzhenk0, "Kyïv za 1942 r.." pp. 17û-181. According to the sarne source. 19,732 people
were employed by the Kiev administration on 1 December 1942.
T o r example, Kiev's deputy mayor. Vsevolod Demydovych Volkanovych, who was one of the
few who were teleased after the purge of Mayor Bahazii and his staff in Febmary 1942. Kyslytsia,
Svite iasnyi, p. 203; editorial note in Liubchenko, Shchodennyk, pp. 14û-149.

obedient successor as mayor, Leontii Forostivs'kyi, was haras&. In the night of 5 November
1942, he was arrested dong with his entire farnily. n i e y were al1 released the next &y,
supposedly because there had been a misunderstanding.*l

Each city administration had its own dining room or rooms and controlled much of the
food supply to locals in the entire city. In this regard, there was no difference with the Soviet

period. The only difference was thai dunng the war years most of these bureaucrats. or
uprcrvtsy as Russian speakers might cal1 hem, went hungry. In the fail of 1941, those in Kiev
felt the impact of the famine, as "now and then" they received no breakfasts or warm meals at
aI1.82 A woman who worked in the administration of Vinnytsia told a Ukrainian employee of

Nazi intelligence in 1943 how she tried to make ends meet. She worked eleven hours per day
and received a monthly salary of 400 karbovantsi. She also received food cards, for which she
could buy 200 grams of bread per day and a little more than 500 g r a m of grouts per week.
Effectively, this meant she ate only once a day. Moreover, she had her old mother to feed.83
Such cases were typical. An employee named Oleksandra Sharandachenko worked as registrar
(reiesîrator) at the registry office (Biuro metryk, the former Soviet Zags) in one of Kiev's
districts in early 1942. She worked until5 p-m. for 400 roubles per month and received a
ration (apparently monthly) of 10 kg. of sugar beets, 4 kg. of jarn, 100 g. of sausage, and 100
g. jellied mat. The vice-head of that district (Kurenivka) earned 1,200 roubles. At the district
canteen, uprava employees and teachea received a soup devoid of fat, and sorne nameless
substance consisting of beets, camots, or potatoes-although the latter might nin out before

81ArkadiiLiubchenko, "Shchodennyk," Novi h i , DI,26 (Toronto, March 1952), p. 18; ibid., IV,

39 (April 1953), p. 3.

82Lashchenko. "Povomt,' Samostiina Ukraïiuz, XI, 11 (1 19) (Chicago, November 1958). pp. 1213. The tenn upravtsy is in [Sharandachenkol, Reiestratorka zahsu, p. 173.
*%eleshko, Vinnytsia, pp. 84-85. The woman was a tacher before 1941. She had been disrnissed
from her job at a German office after a false accusation of Ukrainian nationalism. That city
administration employees were "permanently hungry" is c o n f i d by an OUN-M member who
worked in the Kiev city administration until late Febmary 1942: M. Mykhalevych, "Sorok rokiv
tomu...,"in Mel'nyk et. al., Na zov Kyieva, p. 2 17. The average uprava official (sluzhbovets') in
Kiev earned 700 to 800 karbovantsi pet month, according to Liubchenko, Shchodennyk, p. 105,
note of 6 August 1942.

one's tum." By the end of 1942, rnost official salaries paid by the Kievan uptava were below
500 karbovantsi.~s

At first, Kievan ypruwu employees Mght nceive on an inegular basis slips which
authorized them to pick up potatoes or other vegetables--not in the city, but in the countryside.
The following scenario was not atypical. Oleksandra Sharandachenko heard in mid-November
1941 that she and her fellow-teachm could pick up a "potato warrant" (MM
nu kurîopliu)at
the city's Department of Supplies (Viddil postachannia). Just finding out where and how
actually to obtain it proved to be a hassle. Eventually, on 9 December, she picked up coupons
for her "collective" of teachers from the deputy head of the district administration. On 28
December, she had them authonzed at the Studtkommissariat. On 27 January 1942, she went to
the Department of Supplies. and after showing the documents. including a statement proving

that it was for teachers, she obtained a signature. Only then was she allowed to get the
potatoes, which were relatively nearby, in a village 18 kilometers away.s On 15 February
1942, it was announced that d l such "warrants" given out by Ukrainian offices were
annulled.87
The meager salaries and rations of rnost uprmta employees led them to demand various
forms of "tribute."88 The Kiev administration employed about ten price inspectors, who were
supposeci to ensure that market p k e s remained at a "reasonable" level. They worked in pairs.

Ivan Maistrenko held this job for a while in early 1942. His experienced partner, an architect
by profession, showed him how he "lowered prices" in restaurants: "He started out in a

a[Sharandachenko], Reiestratorka zahsu, pp. 38, 71.76, and 87-88, describing the situation in
December 194 1.
*5Maliuzhenko, "Kyïv za 1942 r.," pp. 178-181, gives an average for the city administration of
494 karbovantsi and, for the district administrations, 444 karbovantsi.
w[Sharandachenko], Reiestratorku zahsu, pp. 23, 37,41,48, and 74.

*8Theapt word "tribute" cornes from Nikolas Laskovsky, "Racticing Law in the Occupied
üïuaine," The American Slavic a d East Eumpean Review, X, 2 (New York, 1952)- p. 124. Nazi
intelligence was well aware of the phenornenon; see Ercignismeldung UrlSSR, 163 (2 February
t942), p. 9.

monotonous voice, like a sacristan in the church: Will you lower the prices? The prices must
be lowered. The prices should not k high.' 'Sure, sure, we're lowering them,' the restaurant

owner said. He seated us at a table and gave each of us a plate of food."89
Those who had been teachers before 1941 were generally employed. At first these
people (generally women) were scceened in interviews. Those who were holders of a Soviet
prize or whose parents were members of the Communist Party posed a problem. Those who
were themselves members of the Communist Party or its youth organization (the Komsomol)
were, in accordance with a German order, automatically excluded h m teaching. Hence, in
Dnipropetrovs'k, no teachers were allowed to work in their profession, unless they had been
educated before 1922 and knew the Ukrainian language and literature. Teachers' salaries, like
those of others paid by the city administrations, varied from place to place. In Kiev, male
teachers received 400 karbovantsi for every 24 hours of teaching, and female teachers 20
percent less. Both groups also received bonuses, depending on ovenwork or performance. At
the Sixth School in Kiev, they also received the fotlowing weekly ration: 500 g. of millet, 2
kg. bread, and an unusual200 g. of meat.90 In November 1941 al1 schools were ordered

closed, but the mling from the Reichskomrnissariat allowed the teachers to receive temporarily

75 percent of their regular wage. These payments were likely suspended in early 1942.91 At
that stage, the uprava or the Germans assigned the teachers other tasks, such as collecting food
or clothes or assisting in the process of cegistering people for work in Germany?

89Maistrenko,Istoriia moho pokolinnia, p. 339.
Wudzenko-Tyshkova, CHPWU interview, 1.47 (on the school at "25a 1 B. Podvai'naia Street");
Savchenko to Khrushchev, "Razvedsovdka No 33/68," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 124.1.92.
Salaries must have vacied over tirne, and the female salaries were probably eventually raised to the
male level.
the city of Kherson, the payment was continuai until late 1942, when an auditor from Rivne
banned the practice. This case was pmbably exceptional. Der Reichskommissar fuer die Ukraine
to the Generalkomrnissar in Mykolaïv, Rime, 27 Novemôer 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d.
26, 1.50.
9%

%udzenko-Tyshkova, CHPWU interview, 1.47; Bokii, administmtor of the Railroad district of
Kiev, to Mayor Forostivs'kyi, letter, 12 April 1942. DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 1, d. 107, 1. 23.

The workersg3 wanted to get to work again as soon as possible in order to make a new
and hopefully better living. Most workers in heavy industries were unskilled, since the skilled
ones had usually b a n evacuated. Those who nmained ùehind had been unabk or unwilling to
join them. Many, if not most, of those who had ban offered the chance to evacuate fell into the
latter category: they had run off." At the sites of the i m industry in the D n i e p r bend, up to
eighty percent of the unskilled workers who had worked there bcfore 1941 were available,
while in the case of skilled workers and engineers, the percentage w u only t h i r t ~As
. ~ will
~ be
recalled fmm chapter 1, the workers in Kryvyi Rih, the center of the entire Soviet iron
industry, had tried to prevent the destruction of the factories. T h e r worken and engineers
restored and reopened the plants without any German assistance." What Einsatzgruppe C
reported about them in September 1941 held true for al1 workem-they were "very loyal"

(denkbar loyal) and wanted nothing but "to find work again as saon as possible and to get a
higher wage."97
Workers were taken on slowly, however. Anybody who hired a worker had to

guarantee that the person was d i a b l e and at the very least not a member of the Communist
Party or Komsomol. In practice, party or Komsomol membership was often concealed.
Moreover, many Germans slowly came to realize that many such memben had not joined out
of a real conviction. The SD estimated that only 2 to 4 percent of the workers had been "really

93Todefine "workers" would be difficult. Eventually, many employees at the "Lenkuznia" (Lenin
Forge) were young people who wished to evade deportation to Germany, or accountants and
other members of the intelligentia. Vladimir Grigoreevich Koniushevskii ([Pole?] boni in 1907).
interview in Russian by the CHPWU,22 Febmary 1944, [Kiev), stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f.
166, op. 3, d. 244, 1. 6v.

Vihido-Pravobemzhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyurianu v i i ~ , "p. 37 (on Kiev); Fevr, Solntse, 1% (on
Dnipropetrovs'k).
9sMatthias Riedel, "Bergbau und EisenhUttenindustrie in der Ukraine unter dnitscher Besatzung
(194 1-1 944)," Vierteljahrshefiefur Zcitgeschichte, XXI, 3 (Munich, July 1973). p. 252.
%Alexander Dallin, Gerrnan Rule in Russia, 1941-1945: A Stdy of Occupation Policies, 2nd ed.
(Boulder, Colorado, 1981), p. 377n2.
g7Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 81 (12 September 1941), p. 10.

active" mmbcrs.98 Thus. Gemans in that initial stage often aimeâ a blind eye to a person's
communist pst, especially if the man involved had valuable skills. For example, in the city of
Dnipropetrovs'k Communists had to Wear annbands, but it was possible for one Communist to
becorne the main engineer of the H. Petrovs'kyi Metailurgical Factory." The wodcers at that
factory were "very diligent, reliable, and absalutely loyai to the enterprise."100 Even more
important than a Communist past was one's ethnicity. In one unidentified factory in Kiev,
Russians had to Wear the letter R and were treated worse that those registered as Ukrainians.loi
The destruction by the retreating Soviet authorities posed a problem. In Kirovohrad, for
example, the large agriculnual machine factory "Red Star," which had employed 13,000
workers, was entirely destroyed. Only ten factories in the city were able to start hnctioning
imrnediately, and they employed only 1,200 people. lo2 Even more important than physical
darnage w u the successful Soviet evacuation of machines from factories close to the Dnieper
k n d . A German engineer found that in some factories where no explosions haà taken place,
most or even ail machines had been cemoved. He estimatexi that only 20 percent of the electnc
motors (Elcktromotoren)had remained. Even in Kryvyi Rih, which is more to the West, only

fifty of an estimated two thousand motors were present.103
On 15 October 1942, a total of 13,258 people were employed in the mining industry in
the Dnipropetrovs'k Generalbezirk. This Generalbezirk included almost al1 cities in the

981bid., p. 9 (estimates also that 10 to 15 percent of the workers had been members);
Koniushevskii, CHPWU interview.
"His name was Mykola Stepanovych Orlenko; kfore 1941. he was a leading mechanic.
Savchenko to Khmshchev. "Razvedsovdka No 33/68," TsDAHOU. f. 1, op. 23, d. 124.1. 80.
100Ereignismeldwg UdSSR. 118 (19 October 1941). p. 3. The prisoners of war then were also
working "very well." this report adds. Meanwhile, Gennan engineers were less satisfied. Rieâel,
"Bergbau- und Eisenhüttenindustrie," p. 252.
lo1DinaMironovna Ronicheva (Jew born in Chernihiv in 191l), interview in Russian by the
CHPWU, 24 April 1946, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166. op. 3. d. 245.1. 127.
i~EreignismeldungUdSSR, 8 1 (12 September 1941). p. 8.
lo3Report, November 1941, partially ublishcd in Norbert Müller [et al.]. eh., Die faschistische
Okkupationspoliitik in den zeitweifig esetsen Gebieten der Sowjetunion (1941-1944) (Berlin,
1991). pp. 234-235.

i

Reichskommissariat with heavy industry-Dnipmpetrovs'k,

Dniprodzenhyns'k, Kryvyi Wh,

Nikopol*,and Pavlohrad. (The other cities were Kiev and Kirovohrad.) Of these native
workew, 1,202 were miners and 7,009 were (male) workers doing other tasks (of which

2,626 skilled). The others were wornen with unknown tasks, probably loading and cleaning
(2,300), and prisoners of war (3,346). who likely did the same work as the minerdm

In Kryvyi Rih,there was not rnuch rnining during the fint year, because most heavy
machines had been evacuated and the s h a h , conveyors, and electric installations had been
blown up. The few machines that did remah were r e p a i d and transported, dong with many
workers, to Nikopol'. That city on the Dnieper had been the center of the manganese industry
in the prewar Soviet Union. Damage there was equally extensive.105 In Kryvyi Rih itself, some
iron mining started in late 1942,106 employing l e s than five thousand natives.107

Yet another major handicap in the reconstniction effort was the sabotage of the
Dniprohes dam. But because initially the Nazi leadership was convinced that Ukraine should be

reserved for agriculture, there was little interest in repairing the dam. Hence, it was not until

January 1943 that it was restored. From then on it supplied electricity to area on both sides of
the Dnieper bend, as well as to the Donbas in the rnilitary zone.1œ Besides the darnage, the

lwMeldungen, 43 (26 Febmary 1943). p. 17. The calculation in this report must contain a
mistake somewhere, for when al1 categories are added. the total is 13,257, not 13,258.
IOSRiedel, "Bergbau- und Eisenhüttenindustrie," p. 253.
lo6DiettichEichholtz, Geschichte der deutschen Kriegswirtschafi 1939-1 945, Vol. 1: 1941-1 943
(Berlin, 1985), p. 470. He mentions a total of 203,000 ton. Cf. Riedel, "Bergbau- und
Eisenhüttenindustrie," p. 272, which says imn extraction started earlier, and arrives at a higher
figure-347,000 by late 1942.
lo7Me1dungen,43 (26 Febmary 1943), p. 17 (provides the number of 4,485). At that stage, the
192 who worked underground still did nothing but cleaning and preparing.
lrnRiedel, "Bergbau- und Eisenhüttenindustrie," p. 273; Eichholtz, Geschichte der deutschen
Kriegswirtschaf, Vol. 1, p. 472; Dallin, German Rule, p. 379; Timothy Multigan, The Politics of
Illusion and Empire: German Occupation Policy in the Soviet Union, 19424943 (New York,
Westport, Conn., and London, 1988). p. 109. Similady, because of a lack of electricity,
ferromanganese mining in Dniprodzerzhyns'k came to a halt after only one month. Riedel,
"Bergbau- und Eisenhilttenindustrie," p. 258. Cod could have been used to crcate electricity, but
it was hardly extracted: only about 150 ton per day in the entire Dnipropetrovst Generalbezirk.
Meldungen, 43 (26 Febmary 1943). p. 10.

Soviet evacuation, and the initial lack of interest in "Russian" industry, another reason for the
delays were the round-ups of people for work in Gemiany.lm

The Germans concentraieci their efforts on mangancse extraction in Nikopol'. People
werr simply nwided up fmm the countrysick for work. Meanwhik. the region was apparently
declareci off-limits for worker round-ups destined for Germany.ilo Many laborem escaped but
were caught again. On 15 November 1942, the Nikopol' site formally employed 7,738 miners

(2,32 1 underground and 5,417 above ground). According to Nazi intelligence, one in five was
ill, mainly because they received little food and lacked proper shoes.111 By late December
1942, these laborers had extracted about half of the annual peacetirne Soviet production. In the
last half of that year alone, they extracted well over Germany's total needs.112
Work in the rnetallurgical plants was not substantive in nature. At Dnipropetrovs'k's
Petrovs'kyi Factory, civilian worlcers and prisoners of war initially were preoccupied with
gathering leftover metal and equipment, much of which was then sent to the Reich. By early

1942, they were repairïng caterpillar tracton and tanks.113 At the Comintem Metailurgical
Factory in the sarne city, leftovers were tumed into tinplate. '14 In several places, ammunition

lWeldungen. 32 (4 December 1942)- p. 24; ibid., 43 (26 Febmary 1943). p. 17.
llWiedel, "Bergbau- und Eisenhüttenindustrie," p. 266.
lilMeldungen, 43 (26 February 1943). pp. 18 and 20. According to "Lagebericht für die Monate
Januar und Februar 1943," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15. 1. 640, there was among the workers
"general complaining because of bad footware and bad clothing."
This report also notes "a high number of breaches of discipline, breaking of labor
contracts, and flights." That was no major change, however. The civilian Nazi administrators
complained from the very beginning that the population of Ukraine. both workers and peasants,
was not very eager to work. See the reports at TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15.11. 191,204,212,
and 236.
112Namely. 128.6 percent. Riedel, "Bergbau- und Eisenhünenindustrie," p. 272; Eichholtz,
Geschichte der deutschen Kriegswirtschaft, Vol. 1, p. 470. Although both sources speak of the
exuaction of half of the annual Soviet production, the numbers they provide differ. According to
Riedel, 642,000 ton was extracted by late December 1942; according to Eichholtz. only 125,700
ton. Cf. Mulligan, Politics of Illusion, p. 109, which gives the percentage of 126.6 for the second
half of 1942, as compared to LU) percent for the period July through December 1941, and 112.7
percent for the period January through June 1943.
H3Savchenkoto Khrushchev, "Razvedsovdka No 33/68," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 124.1.81.

industry was developed, after Hitler ordered the start of this soc-

Iwan-Progrmm in April

1942. The Gerrnan fim Dynamit Nobel AG, for example, was co-owner of the Metallurgicai
Plant in Zaporizhzhia Apparently even more than in construction and in the metal industry,

many of the workers were w o r n e n . ~ ~ ~
Kiev had several large rnetal-pmssing factories. Initially, the seventeen largest were
controlled by the Generalkomissar, but by early 1942 at the latest the Stadtkommissar
supervised them. Arnong them were several that retained their old name: the "Bolshevik"
factory, the "Lmkuznia" (Lenin Forge), and the "Sport" factory. Only a few shops in each
factory operated.lfi6Most seem to have done repairs; train wagons at the "Bolshevik."~~7
The
"Lcnkuznia," among other things, repaired anti-aircraft guns and produced funriture for its

German director.

18

Industrial wages in the Soviet p e n d had been very low. For example, a metal w o h r
in Dniproptrovs'k reported that he used to earn 3 0 roubles per month, claiming that was not
even enough for a pair of boots. Such workers assumed that under the Germans life could only
get better. Older workers especially remembered that before the Bolshevik revolution a metal
worker's salary bought him three pairs of b o ~ t s . But
~ i ~the hopes were quickly dashed. The

llSRiedel,'Bergbau- und Eisenhüttenindustrie," pp. 271-272; Eichholt~,Geschichte der
deutschen Kriegswirtschaft, Vol. 1, p. 468; Meldungen, 43 (26 February 1943), p. 20.
1~6"Untemehmungender Metallkarbeitungs-Sein der Abteilung für Industrie," USNA
microcopy T-84, roll 120. frames 418563-564 (data compiled no later than January 1942); D. S.
Korotchenko to N. S. Khmshchev, "O sostoianii partizanskogo dvizheniia na pravoberezhnoi
Ukraine," 22 July 1943, n.p., TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22. d. 6, 11. 25-26.
~~7"Untemehmungen"
(see preceding note); "Razvedovat. [sic] svodka n. 29 po sostoianiiu na
1 6 m . 42 g.," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123, 1. 29.
lI8Before 1941. the "Lenkumia" used to make steamboats, steam-engines. and boilers for the river
fleet. Under the Gennans. it made castings for railroads and did repairs simifar to those at the
"Bolshevik," until May 1942. when it became part of the Vienna-based firm "Usma," together with
two other Kievan factories and the shipyard. From then on, the "Lenkuzniawproduced cast-iron
ovens, tumed cars into gas generators, and repaired anti-aircraft guns. Nadezhda Petrovna
Konashko (Ulcrainian bom in 1913). interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 22 February 1944,
Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 244, 11. 2-3; Burdeniuk, Seluetar'
Kyïvs'koho obkomu KPMü, "Politinformatsiia na IO hmdnia 1943 roku," 15 December 1943,
TsDAHOU, f. 1, OP. 23, d. 633,ll. 32-33.
1ivevr, Solntse, pp.

191-1 92.

hourly wage officiaily ranged from 0.70 iwble, for unschooled workers aged 17 or less, to

2.50 roubles, for master workers. The Reichskommissariat rules allowed for bonuses and
substractions depending on performance.
Moreover, the food the workers received at the workplace was inadequate. At first the
rations were good enough, to attract enough workers for heavy physical tasks such as loading.
But that soon changed. A biler-maker ai the "Ganebek"finn in Kiev eamed per &y 2
Reichsmarks (20 karbovantsi), plus tweIve tirnes per month 200 g. bread. The meal was a
watery soup (hl&)

with a sausage.121 In the "Lenkuznia," a trained engineer was degraded

to a position in the foundry's laboratory simply because she was a woman. She earned per
month 700 karbovantsi, a millet ration (4 kg.), and sometimes sugar. The two meals consisted
of millet (for dinner [obea) and millet porridge (for supper).gu
In 1942, the salary and food situation improved somewhat. In Dnipropetrovs'k, at
least, the factory directors at some stage tried to ease the situation by organizing barter with
peasants. Cars and b a t s , in the case of the Molotov Factory, were sent out into the
countryside to purchase food for consumer goods such as nails. spare parts for carts, cutlery,
cooking pots, shovels, and hooks.la
What was these people's work on the shop floor like? It should be stressed that some
things remained the sarne as before 1941. Mutual spying and denunciation wert not daily
phenornena, but remained widespread. Workers denounced for example former members of

120Der Reichskommissar für die Ukraine, IIWcü41, "Anordnung mr Regelung der Lohn- und
Arbeitsbedingungen gewerblicher Arbeitskrafte," Rivne, 1 December 1941, TsDAVOV, f. 3206,
op. 1, d. 111, 11. 28-29v. There are virtually no diable data to allow any cornparison with the
pre-1941 wages. Before 1941, a metallurgical workcr in Ukraine apparently earned 500 to 600
roubles per month, before the substraction of taxes and "voluntary" state bonds and memberships.
Stephen Protsiuk, "Labor Conditions in the Metallurgical Industry of Ukraine," Ukrainian
Quarterly, VI, 1 (New York, 1950). p. 41. Sec also V. Ost [pseud.], Repcrtriiustiia (Gennany,
1946), pp. 62-65.
1211ablonskii,CHPWU interview, 1. 1.
122Konashko,CHPWU interview, 11.2-3.
lBRiedel, "Bergbau- und Eisenhüttenindustrie," pp. 265-266.

the NKVD-controlled extermination battalions.1~The threat of harsh penalties for various
offenses also remained. The "knkuznia"had a dttention m m where people could be kept for

24 hours, as well as a fiftecnth shop in the Luk"ianivs'ka prison where offenders were
penalized with mystenous and pmbably gruemm t a ~ k s . ~ ~
At the same tirne, it was in the discipline and general atmosphere that the biggest
changes occumd. For one. the arnount of directives on how to mske things, and of which
quality, was much less than in the Soviet period. to the workers' great surprise.126 Most
importantly, there was now the official threat of corponil punishment. As at other kinds of
workplaces. it was applied fiequently. even for simple matters such as not understanding an
0rdet.1~~
The German director of the "Lenkuznia""often beat the workers," a woman worker
recdled in 1944. "He often threw them on the floor and started to trample and batter them.
These people could not get away. He would corne, find somebody who was sitting and not
working, and start beating."l28
Sornetimes the beatings deliberately were tumed into spectacles. First an announcement
would be made, telling people to assemble. In the "LRnkuznia," this was done two or three
times during the entire period of German nile. Som after taking control, its general director (a

man called Rentel) ordered al1 employees to gather in the mechanical shop to watch a beating.

The victim was a skilled worker in his fifties who had been caught stealing gasoline. He was
undressed and beaten. The ten blows-twenty had been announced-with

a stick were

dispensed by a fonner Communist party mmber, a man called Muzyra. Interestingly, no

1*4Koniushevskii,CHPWU interview, 1.6. This worlcer, a former extermination battalion member,

was himself subjected to denunciations.

1*%id., Il. 7-7v. He told the person(s) interviewing him. "1am not going to tell you what kind of
shop this was. If any of the wotkers committed an offense, Rentel or his deputy sentenced them to
that fifteenth shop."
1*6Konashko.CHPWU interview, 1 . 2 ~ .
Iz7As reporteci about Kiev by a "source" in USNA micmcopy T-120, roll 2533, frames E292537538.

128Konashko,CHPWU interview, 1. 2v. The man was called Schmidt.

Gerxnan was present On another occasion, this seme Muzyra and a guard piblicly beat up four
teenagers for undisciplineci khavior.1~
Every shop master and shop head had the right to beat
worlcers. At this factory they apparently did not exercise it,lM but at Kiev's "Ganebek f m at
least one shop head did. 13'
Unpleasant as these beatings were, for many industrial workers in Kiev there was
altogether less supervision than before 1941. In this regard, these workers were exceptional,
for supervision was intense at the sites of the mining and maments indusüy (even though
those too had no German worken). In the "Lenkuznia," few Germans were actually sbtioned

in the factory and those who were present riuely came out of their ofices. "In this regard, we
felt free," recalled engineer Nadiia Petrivna Konashko in 1944 to the Commission on the
History of the Patriotic War in Ukraine. Her colleague Vladimir Koniushevskii agreed: "To
work in Our factory was a blessing [blagodat'J,bezause these were al1 Our own people [mor),
Russians. Almost everybody who worked in the 'Usma' administration [a Viennese firm
which controlled the place from May 19421 had worked there before. They mled as they
wanted."I32 The absence of Germans meant that people could work slowly without being
incited to work harder, that they had the chance to steal (aluminum parts, coal, or melias), and
that it was easy to just leave. In the "Lenkuznia,"work was officially from 6:00 am. to 400
p.m., but Germans generally visited only between 9:00 and t l:00a.m. As a result, the only
thing keeping the worker on the job was the mid-day rneal. "As won as the workers had eaten,
they took off [smyvulis~."recalled Koniushevskii. "No matter how many guards they placed,
no matter how they searched for how the workers got out, they found nothing." He even says

'*%id.; Koniushevskii, CHPWU interview, 1.7.
130Konashko.CHPWU interview, 1.2~.
fi31Iablonskii.CHPWU interview, 1.3. The shop bead was a local cobbler.
132Konashko.CHPWU interview, 11.2-3; Koniushevskii, CHPWU interview, 1.7~.

that of the two hundred foundry workers, usually only about eighty were on the job. although
this likely describes only the situation from the middle of 1942.133
The situation was similar in the "Ganebek fim, where there were no skilled Gemans
either. Although the work lasted officially from 6:00 a.m to 6:00 p.m. (end later 8 : O p.m.),
people le& and were not vrcsted for this. A biler-maker n

d Vasyl' Iablons'kyi recalled in

1944 how "the absentee policy was such that one could still live a life."IYThe "Sport" factory,
which before 1941 produced sports equipment and beds, by early 1943 ntained very few
workers. As Kuznetsov noticed, they tended to exchange gossip in a corner. "while one of
them hammered on a piece of iron to let the boss know what effort they were putting into their
jobs. They would tinker with al1 sorts of junk, rnending some things, breaking others.
Everybody was working for himself and went away with cigarette-lighters, buckets and pans
to use in barter."l3s At the "Artem"factory in Kiev were Dutchmen, who treated female
drawers they supervised well, and even several marriages came about. Here work lasted from
8:ûû am. to 5:00 or 6:00 p.rnPj

The situation in what may be broadly termeci the light industry of central Ukraine
starteci off rather differently. "While the rom of the battles had not yet faded, as soon as the
Gennans showed up, the workers and employees of the factones crept out of the holes where
they had been hiding €rom the Bolsheviks, as deserters, and gathered for the reconstruction of
their factories. The German commissars watched and wondered, where is al1 this coming
from?"l37 This is how Fedir Pihido describes the situation at the sugar refineries. Many of
these were actually in town-like villages. Many had been destroyed, but most were

133Koniushevskii,
CHPWU interview, II. 4-7v. The SD was well aware of the thefts in Kiev's
factones; see Ereignismelàung UdSSR,163 (2 Febmary 1942), pp. 9-10.
134Iablonskii, CHPWU interview, 1.2~.
135A.Anatoli (Kuznetsov) [Anatolii Kuznetsov], Babi Y u : A Documenr in the Fonn of a Novel
(London, 1970), 363; Kuznetsov, Babii iar. p. 368. Kuznetsov's mother, a tcacher by profession,
was a cieaner and messager there.

136Khmilevsïca. author interview.
13Wihido-Pravoberezhnyi," Velyka Vitchyzniana viina," pp. 153-1 54.

rcconsinrted within months. with only partial German assistance. This was passible bexause
many employees had hidden machines and machine parts (possibiy following Soviet ordm),
which they now uncovered from wells, ponds, among scrap-iron, or from cases buried in the
ground. The same seems to have occumd with other light industrial sites.
New professional associations were created about which little is known. A new
association of engineers (J'ovarystvo Inzheneriv) in Kiev and surroundings received a ten-year
lease of the cement factories, the cerarnics factory, and about ten brick-roof factories in the
countryside. Most operated normally by 1942, without any German involvement. Association
member Pihido directed three brick-roof fxtories on the Dnieper bank.138
Thirty-three "metalworking" factories were functioning in Kiev under the supervision
of the city administration. The city also boasted fourteen "metalworking" cooperatives, and
seven other factories or units which were in various hands, such as the Polytechnical Instinite
(discussed below) and an apparently major cooperative called "Kievsoiuz." Ail these nativesupervised factories made things like spoons, nails, plows, instruments, and pocket knives.139
Kiev and other cities had many cooperatives, but it remains unclear in which activities
they were involved. The major cooperative in the Reichskommissariat with semi-legal statu+
that is, existing in al1 but its initial name-was

the All-Ukrainian Cooperative Society

(Vukwpspilka). Its main activity appears to have been that of a mediator in the barter between

peasants (supplying produce) and Germans (supplying objects such as tools). According to the
Ostministerium official, Otto Briiutigarn, "the arnount of agricultural produce seized by the
Cooperative Society for the Germans in 1943was very significant."'~
The city adMnistration also supervised most working food-production factories. By
late 1941, thirty-two were reporteûly making bred, wine, sausages, plant oil, and also a host

'3*Ibid., pp. 143- 144 and 155. The factories were in Staiky (Kaharlyk), KhalepUia(Obukhiv),
and Rzhyshchiv (Rzhyshchiv) in the present-day Kiev oblast.
'39"Unternehmungen der Metallbearùeitungs-Sektion der Abteilung für Industrie," USNA
microcopy T-84,roll 120, frames 418565-570.
I~Annstrong.Ukrainian Nationalism, p. 169; Oîto Brilutigam, &erblick über die besetzten
Ostgebiete w d h d &s 2. Weltkrieges (Tiibingen. 1954), pp. 4 1 4 3 (quotation from p. 43).

of other wares such as cigarettes. At the time, twenty-four &ers were not operatng, including
five of Kiev's six bread factones. Of the other working food factories, two were headed by the
"Mukornol" company (flour production), one by "Vlasna pomich" (Self-help, an iceproduction company), seven by the cooperative "Vii'na Ukraïna" (Free Ukraine; pasties,
kvass, and mineral water), and one by a cooperative of disabled people (sausages, nonalcoholic beverages, wine, cakes, and pastries).141
As to the working conditions in these places, a &y in the life of Anatolii Kuznetsov
was not untypical. He was responsible for loading pumpkins at the canning factory in Kiev.
The work started at 7:00 a.m. and lasted officially twelve hours, with a break for a meal in the
canteen, and a search at the exit. Once the foreman (master)caught Kuznetsov stealing. "He
beat me so viciously, with such a professional touch, holding me fimly by the shoulder,
punching me in my ribs and my back, that my Little head nearly came off."'** Otherwise,
nothing is known about these food factories, and one wonders if they even continued to exist
after 1941.
Indeed, major obstacles to such light industry appeared. There was always the risk of

German intervention, with tragic results. In one case, the director of a sugar factory sent
molasses to the black market. Nazi intelligence officers, convinced that he sabotaged the sugar
and was anti-German, hanged him in the factory yard.143 Moreover, Germans began

themselves to expropriate the raw materials they were supposed to process and sent them to

Germany. As a result, textile, soap, leather, and wool factories had to stop production
a l t ~ g e t h e rThe
. ~ ~German Amy often took conhol of the reconstnicted enterprises, if only

14"Vntemehmungender Nahmittel-Sektion," USNA micmcopy T-84,roll 120, frarnes 4 1857658 1.
142Anatoli(Kuznetsov), Bubi Yar, p. 288; Kumetsov, Bobii iar, p. 290.
143Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 183 (20 March 1942). p. 10. The report gives the place as
"Korowinze," in the Zhytomyr Commander Unit (Kommandeutbeteich Shitornir), but 1 was
unable to cstablish its location.
"%id., 107 (8 October 1941). p. 15. To some extent this explains the virtual absence of light
industry in the Rime region, but the main muon was the Jewish Holocaust. V. A. Begrna et ai.,
report to Khnishchev and Strokach, 25 May 1943, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 16.1.27.

because many Germans were convinced that the Ukninians lacked the qualifications to lead
any of thern.l45Eventually, by early 1943 al1 light industry had corn under direct Gefman
contrat. in Staiky, for example, most enterprises then werr supervised by a brutish SS officia1
who forced peasants to work. As Pihido recalls, "His baton and heavy fist became renowned
in the entire region."l46
Aside from heavy and light industry, there were other places where people did manual
labor. Police round-ups for the reconstmction of Dnieper bridges and other damaged open-air
sites in Kiev took place regulariy €rom at least mid-November 194 1.fi47 In January 1942 some
1,600 natives worked on the reconstruction of a car bridge, alongside 2,440 Germans.
Meanwhile, 1,840men worked at the railroad bridge, and 132 women at the construction of an
anti-ice dam dong the railroad track.148 The railroad was consistently one of the biggest
German employers, but few workers seemeâ to have appreciated working for it. In Pechanivka
@zenhynslk raion, then called Romaniv), in early 1942, railroad workers rarely showed up
for work, but this must have changed after Germans hanged two of them as a warning on 12

M a r ~ h .By
l ~ ~January 1943, at least 300,000 natives (pmbably including prisoners of war)
were employed by the railroad. Most positions involved manual labor, not the least of which
was adjusting the railroad track to the central and western European-narrower-width.

They

received littie or no food and earned a pittance, in some places no more than 200
karbovantsi.'9

14sChtwinBuchwender, DUStonende Er=: deutsche Propaganda gegen die Roten Annee ini
Zweiten Weltkrieg (Stuttgart 1978), p. 3 18; Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 107 (8 October 1Ml), p.

14. The 1 s t source says that experirnents, apparently held in Berdychiv, where natives were
allowed to direct enterprises were "a total failure."

1"6Pihido-Ravoberezhnyi,"Velyka Vitchymiana viina," p. 163. The man's name was Pianowski.

147[Sharandachenko], Reiestratorkn uihsu, pp. 14, 24, and 43.
fi48"Lageberichtfiir Januar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 78,l. 36. The repons adds that
the people received soup, bread, and coffee and, on an individual basis, bonus rations.
~49EreignismeldungUdSSR, 183 (20 Match 1942). p. 10.

tSoSavchenkoto Khnishchev, "Razvedsovdka No 33/68,". TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 124.1. 85;
Savchenko, VIIO NKVD USSR, to Khnishchev, "Razvedsvodka No 11: O polozhenii v
okkupirovannoi protivnikom Vinnitskoi oblasti po sostoianiiu na 30. 9. 42g.," 16 October 1942,

n i r r e waf also a legal and semi-legd private sector in many urban a - .A good exampk were
the private h a i r d r e ~ s m There
. ~ ~ ~ were also private bars (bu&), which sold spirits and lard,
and restaurants, although the best of the latter were invariably only for Gennans.'a The bars
and teahouses were often in cellars. A visitor from the Generalgouvernement described those in
Dnipropetrovs'k as "filthy" and what passed for tea as "coloured water to which somê suspect
ingredients had been added."'" Restaurant owners in Kiev were often Ukrainian or from the
Caucasus region. Because of the high prices they were able to charge-in

April 1942, a m a l

there cost 30 roubles-these owners apparently became wealthy.154 It seerns al1 restaurants
were closed in September 1942,~~Wthough
probably not for long.
Other than the stores where only Gerrnans could buy, there werc also several pnvate
stores. They sold things such as icons, crosses, paint, door knobs, glass jars. and t o y s P One
store in Kiev offered Ukrainian embroidered shirts, rather popular among Gennans, which
were made by women who received cloth and threads to sow at home. For one finished shirt,
such women received money worth the equivalent of several cups of millet and ten potatoes. lS7
There were also many second-hand book stores.
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 124-1. 21. The number of employees cornes from "Lagebericht für die
Monate Januar und Febmar 1943," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15, 1. 640.
lS1Savchenkoto Khnishchev, "Razveûsovdka No 33/68," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 124,l. 89.
'52Savchenko to Khnishchev, "Razvedsvodka no. 11," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 124.11.21-22;
Seleshko, Vinnytsia, pp. 44-95.
153Gerstenfeld-Maltiel,My Private War, p. 212. In Kiev in November 1941, a western Volhynian
visitor saw an Armenian-owned bar in a basement. Its "coffee" only vaguely resembled the real
thing, while the food "tasted like sugar beets." Samchuk, Na koni voronomu, p. 43.
154Maistrenko,Istoriia moho pokolinnia, p. 339.
'"Kabaida, " 1941,"p. 50; Nartova diary. 1. 9: Liubchenko, Shchodennyk, p. 121. One source says
that restaurants and bars did not operate in early 1942, but does not say what the situation was
before then: Savchenko to Khmshchev, "Razvedsovdka No 33/68," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d.
124, 1. 89.
isStrokach and Martynov, "Dokladnaia zapiska *O torgovle na oWNpirovannoi tcmtorii ükrainy'
Po sostoianiiu na 29 ianvaria 1943 g.," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 685, 11. 72-73 (on Kiev and
Zaporizhzhia); Seleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 44.

Artisans and photographers were officially regulated, but in reality their work was
virtually privatized. Unlike al1 other manual Iaborers, Germans gave them favorable
attention,ln or to be more prccise, did not obstnict them from working. Even Jews were
initially not prevented from running a s t o r r P Restrictions gradually increaseû, however. In
Vinnytsia in mid-1943, a shoemaker officially nccded written permission from the
Gebietskommissar to accept any task. l a In reality, artisans only worked for payment in
kind.161 A A who processed films in Kiev for a German clientele xecalled later that "the
artisans did not have it d l that bad-the barbers, shoemakers, and so on. Those without a
gesheft [Le., Geschafi, Gennan for business] of their own lived badly."l62

De facto privatization also took place in the medical profession. Patients had to pay for
virtually everything. The former Soviet socialized health care system, which had already been
compt before the war, became virtually indistinguishable from "real" private doctors, of which
thete were many.163 Particularly well-off were the specialists, who also trtatted Germans. One
doctor in Kiev told Soviet historians the following rates for "non-private" health care. For a
visit to a polyclinic, a patient paid 3 karbovantsi; for transport to a hospita150 karb.; for a stay
of one day in the hospital fiam 5 (in a raion hospital) to 15 or 25 karb. (in a city hospital).
Most expensive was the actual work of the doctor or specialist, 1,200 and 1,600 karbovantsi,
respectively. In reality, these rates may well have been much higher. Patients, moreover, had
to bring basically everything with hem-sheets,

medicine (perhaps obtained from the German

t58Dallin,G e m n Rule, pp. 397-398.
1590n 9 March 1942, the A m y Commander Ukraine (Wehnnachtsbefehlshaber Ukraine, i.e.,
Lieutenant General Ham Kitzinger) noted that many Gennan soldiers bought things in these
Jewish stores, and ordered them to stop doing so. "Besondere Anordnungen Nr.47," TsDAVOV,
f. 3206, op. 1, d. 72,l. 24.
160Seleshk0, Vinnytsia, p. 76.
~6Wkrai:ns'kyiholos, 28 March 1943, p. 4.
162Aleksei Mühailovich Bashkulat (Ukrainian bom in 1909). interview in Russian by the CHPWU,
28 Febmary 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243-1.43.
'63Kravchenk0, author interview. Cf. Iu. N. Kvitnitskii-Ryzhov, "Iz istorii zdravookhraneniia v
Kieve," pp. 6344,which denies, implausably, that pnvate practise existed, after an effort by two
surgeons in the fdl of 1941 failed.

pharma~ywith the help of ethnic German acquaintances), bandages, Cotton wdding, ether for
~ ~ situation was particularly
anesthesia, food, and in the winter even a heating d e v i ~ e . 'The
difficult for city-dwellers, who had little access to food. In KKv. it was not uncommon to see
"rows of people in dressing gowns, with their hands out, asking passers-by for food."i65
Although most scientists and scholars had been evacuated from Kiev during the Soviet
retreat, a good number remaineci. Of the middle- and lower-ranking staff of the institutes and
the university, basically al1 stayed behind.166 Before 1941, the ~ i e n t i s t and
s scholars had been
among the privileged elements in Soviet society. Yet even they found it dificult to make ends
meet. After overtime pay, a forty-percent deduction for taxes, compulsory state bonds,
"voluntary" membership dues of associations, rent, heating, and light were al1 taken into
account, a scientist was left with only 770 roubles to live on for a month. Meanwhile, for a
"specialist" after such deductions only 534 roubles remained. How little this was can be
understood when Soviet food and consumer prices are taken into account. For exarnple, a kg.
of meat cost 10 roubles; a kg. butter-28

roubles, a kg. sugar-5

roubles, men's shoes-120

r0ubles.16~Thus, with the German arrival, scientists and scholars hoped that their standard of
living would rise.
i6%.
Iu. Kramarenko, "Politika nemetskikh okkupantov na Ukraine - v Kieve v obtasti
zdravookhraneniia," TsDAVOV, f. 4620, op. 3, d. 243% 11.92-94, which is a copy of the original
in the State Archive of the Russian Federation (GARF) in Moscow, where it is held at f. 7021, op.
65, d. 5, 11. 77-78; Liubchenko, "Shchodennyk," Novi h i , IiI, 26 (March 1952), p. 17; ibid., DI,
27 (April 1952)' p. 3. For two othet descriptions of the health system in Kiev, see Kuznetsov,
Babii iar, pp. 229-230 and Professor N. A. Shepelevskii, "Prebyvanie nemtsev v Kieve,"
typewritten document, signed, TsDAVOV,f. 4620, op. 3, d. 243a. 11.57-58.
The city of Kherson appears to have been an exception, for it oficially only charged
money (20 karbovantsi daily) to those not living in that city. TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 76, 1.
52v.

165Shepelevski,"Prebyvanie," TsDAVOV, f. 4620, op. 3, d. 243% 1. 57.
166Fornames regarding Kiev, see Ihor Verba, "Sproby vidnovlennia üiwaïns'koï Akademiï Nauk
u Kyievi (kinets' 1941 - seredyna 1942 K.)," Ukraiits'kyi istoryk, XXXII, 1-4 (124-127) (New
York, 1995), pp. 88-89. Although the author does not say so, almost the entire text of this article
was published earlier as 1. Verba, "Storinky istoriï Ukraïns'koï Akademiï Nauk v nimets'kii
okupatsiï (kinets' 1941 - pochatok 1942 K.)," Rozbuàova derthavy, 3 (34) (Kiev, March 1995),
pp. 45-50.
'6V. S., "Working Conditions of Scientists and S ~ i a l i s t in
s Soviet Ukraine," Ukrainian
Qrrarterly, V, 3 (New York, 1949), pp. 261-271. This study is based on a survey conducted
among "displaceci personsu in 1946 and 1947 by the author, a former professor of econornics in

Such hopes were quickiy disappointed. In fact, the new Gemuui authonties seemed
intent on obstructing the work of these people in every possible way. Hitler f d l y a@,

for he

was against "founding [sic!] a university in KievY" At that university, n o classes were ever
allowed and in Febniary 1942. the institution was officidly liquidated and its buildings
looted.169 The closure was in accordance with a decree passed for the entire
Reichskomrnissariat that closed al1 institutes of higher education, while reorganizing some of
their departments for the teaching of "practical" subjects-medical

science, veterinary

meàicine, fonstry, applied physics. and agricultural and technical subjects.l70 In the spnng of

1942, a group of medical professors in Kiev obtained permission to reopen the Medical

Faculty, but it is unclea. what that actually mcant in practice.171
The situation in Dnipropetrovs'k was similar. Initially, the military authorities allowed
the staxt of the academic year at the university, which now incorporated Medical, Agricultural,

and Veterinary Institutes. But when Einsaîzgruppe C amived, it banned al1 lectures and thus
virtudly strangled university life. Nevertheless, activities apparently did not grind to a halt.172
Soviet Ukraine. On the standard of living of off~ceworkers (sluzhbovtsi) in the 1930s, see PihidoPravoberezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyuriama viina," pp. 13-1 8.
168AdolfHitler, Monologe im Führerhauptquartier 1941-1944: die Aufieichnungen Heinrich
Heims herausgegeben von Werner Jochmann (Hamburg, 1980). pp. 3 11-3 12, statements of 3
March 1942.
169ActingGeneralkommissor Quitzrau to Koch, letter, Kiev. 21 January 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 32û6,
op. 1, d. 78, 1.8; Grun'skii, CHPWU interview, 11. 1-2. Konstantyn Shtepa was ptesident (rektor)
of the university according to two sources: Vladimir Mikhailovich Artobobvskii (Russian bom in
1874), interview in Russian by the CHPWU,22 and 25 Febmary 1944, Kiev, stenographic report,
TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243,l. 34; and Nemyron, "U zbudzhenii v ohni stolytsi ükraïny," in
Marunchak, V borot'bi ta ukraïns'ku derzhavu, p. 808. Cf. Grun'skii, CHPWU interview, according
to which the first university president was one Hruzyns'kyi ("Gruzinskii"), who was succeeded by
a professor of Russian linguistics called Holub.
I7@I'he 4 Febniary 1942 decree was preceeded by an Ostministerium order for the
Reichskommissariat Ukraine of 21 January 1942 to the same effect. Ostrninisterium to Erich
Koch, copy of letter, Berlin, 21 January 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2. d. 23,lI. 6-7.
171Bogatyrchuk. Moi rhitnennyi put', pp. 135 and 141. Another source says that a medical
institute was functioning. with intervals. Artobolevskii, CHPWU interview, 1. 34.
172Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 132 (12 November 1941). pp. 12-13; Bdutigam. Oberblick über die
besetzten Ostgebiete, p. 74. Briiutigam based bis account on "the report of a Ukrainian professor
h m Dnipropetrovs'k." Incorrect is the statement in one semi-official O U N M source that this
university operated with seven faculties and instructcd ovcr 3,200 students. OUN u viini 1939
1945 ([n.p., n.d.)), pp. 86-87.

Apart from the universities, Soviet Ukraine had an academy of sciences that was lvgely

devastated dunng the 19309 by the NKM) t e m Under the Germans, at some time in late

Ml, the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences was rienewed. The initiative apparently came from
Mayor Bahazii and a self-proclaimed Residium headed by the chernist and pre- 1941 ukademik

V. O. Plotnikov.173 The academy faced the problem how to obtain actual metnbers. The
Germans recognized as full rnembers only those who had been elected as such in the Soviet
Union. Only three were left, however; Plotnikov, Shaposhnikov and Lysenko. Therefore the

academy organizers tried to hold secret new elections, but the secret was quickly disclosed,l74
after which the Gennans must have annulled them.
The staff at the various institutes of the Academy nxeived a salary, rations in the
distribution m m of the city u p m , and products from a cooperative run by the city
administration.17s This relatively tolerable situation was quickly eradicated by the civiiian Nazi
authorities in the person of the acting Generabmmissar, S. A. Brigade-Führer 1. Quitzrau. In
late January 1942, he declared the Academy closed ("conserved" was the official formulation),
briefly arrested its Ukrainian nationalist secretary Chudinov (a doctor of mathematics), and
proclaimed that he wanted 75 percent of the staff to go to Germany and study there. 174 The
scientists received the sarne message that month in letters from a certain von Franke, who was
Stodkommissar Rogausch's political "expert" (Referent). The only sientific institutes von

Franke wanted in Kiev were institutes of practical military importance. The uprava's Culture
and Education Department pointed out that the staff of the institutes worked for free and that the

173Verba, "Sproby vidnovlennia," p. 90;Grun'skii, CHPWU interview, 11. 1-3.
1741uniMikhailovich Markovskii (ükrainian bom in 1904). interview in Russian by the CHPWU.
12 March 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 244, 11. 16-16v.
17SAstestifid by Mykola Kuz'mych Hruns'kyi. a newly elected akrrdcmik who headed the
"Historical-Philological Department" of the academy fiom 15 November 1941, while retaining his
pre-1941 position as professor at the Chair of Ukrainian Philology at Kiev University. Hruns'kyi
to Mayor Forostivs'kyi, letter, Kiev, 22 Apnl 1942, DAKO, f. r-2356,op. 8, d. 7, 1. 76.
176Quiu;rau to Koch,Kiev, 21 January 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1. d. 78, 1. 8; Polons'kaVasylenko, Ukraïns'ka Akadcmiia Nuuk, Vol. 2, p. 64; Markovskii, CHPWU interview, 1. 16v. The
real Generalkommissar. Waldemar Magunia, arrived only on 13 February 1942. Poslednie
novosti, 16 Febmary 1942, 1.

city administration could take care of the buildings, but these arguments wece in vain.ln The
rientists were apparendy not deponed and many kept showing up for work, although they
received no more rations or food from the uprava, and were basically on their own.17*
Kiev's large Polytechnical Institute shared this fate. This was a large institution apart

h m b t h the university and the academy. Under the Gerrnans it initially had eight faculties,
two hundred professors, six hundred senior lecturers (dorsenty) and assistants, and also many
laboratory workers. Former dotsent, now professor, Mykola Velychkivs'kyi was the rektor.

(He also headed the Institute of Economics, Statistics, and Geography of the Academy of
Sciences, and, as noted in chapter 2, the Uktainian National Council.) None of these people
received a salary. Sorne money was acquired by selling salt at the market. The institute was
officially closed in February 1942, but well before then its activities were obstructed. For
instance, early one moming in late 1941, Germans amiveû in several cars at the laboratories of
the chernical faculty and proceded to destroy everything inside. When an assistant protested,
one of the Germans grabbed her by the neck and threatened her with a revolver. He also
shouted that none of the onlookers could ever demand anything fiom a Geman officer.179
Dnipropetrovs'k also still had a Polytechnical ïnstitute. This was the place where al1 the

staff members of seven institutes of higher education and rescarch institutes in the city who had
not been deported or evacuated by the Soviet authonties gathered. ïnitially, it had about 260
people on its staff, including twelve professors and eight lecturers. When civilian Nazi mle
arrived, the staff was officially decreased to just over a hundred people. ruled by a curator. For
about three months, lectures were given, but then they were banned. The instmctors then
resorted to holding seminars, which subsequently were banned as well. Then individual

177Nemyron."U zbudzhenii v ohni stolytsi UhPïny," pp. 812-813.
17*Hruns@kyito Forostivs'kyi. letter. Kiev. 22 April 1942, DAKO. f. r-2356, op. 8. d. 7.1.76.
i7Welychkivs'kyi."Sumni chpry [...]," Vyrvol'nyi shliakh, W . 2 (London, 1965). pp. 153-154
and ibid., Xa, 3, pp. 299-301.

~ t o r i n gstarteci until it too was banneà. From then on, the only activity at this Polytechnical
Institute was technical work.1"
The Medical Institute in Kiev was allowed to tcopen and accept students in early 1942.
More than 2,000 enrolled. In the summer of that year, however, most of them were sent to
work in the countryside. 181 Its director, Rofessor Oleksii Savych Lazorenko, et some stage
was killed by the SD.182 The Pedagogical Institute incorporatecl upon German order some of

the former staff of the university and the Ukrainian Scientific Research institute of Pedagogy

(UNDIP). Its director spent the winter of 1941-1942 in the secretary's room. where buming
classics of Marxism-kninism provided some warmth.183 The institute was closeci on 18
September 1942. The Germans who came to announce the closure simply ordered everybody
to clear out within fifteen minutes.Ig4
The only scientists who retained a place to work were those who could show they were
economically useful. Rimary among them were the agronomists. They worked mostly in the
centers of the districts and raions, but also at the Generalbezirk level in Kiev, at the
Reichskommissariat's Ukrainian Agricultural Office (ükrainisches Landwirtschaftliches Büro;
Ukraïns'ke sil's'ko-hospodars'ke bi~ro).~*S
By mid- 1943, Kiev housed seventeen research
institutes relating to cultivation, exploitation, and animal husbanâry. Among them were a
Regional Institute for Economic Research and Regional Studies (Landesinstitut nir
IaoBriiutigarn. Oberblick über die besemn Ostgebiete. pp. 74-75, based on "the report of a
Ukrainian professor from Dnipropetrovs'k. "
i8lThere will be more about this institute and the students' subsequent fate in chapter 11.
182Leontii Forostivs'kyi, Kyïv pid vorozhymy okupatsiiomy (Buenos Aires, 1952). p. 76; Kyslytsia,
Svite iasnyi, pp. 184 and 202.
183Kyslytsia, Svite iasnyi, p. 197. The director was Vayl' P. Zavitnevych. Mayor Bahazii had been
a doctoral candidate (aspirant) at this institute (besides a lecturer at Kiev University). Grun'skii,
CHPWU interview, 1.4.
luLiukhenko, Shchodennyk. p. 126. The institue existed until 1 September 1942, accoding to
a report by the city administration's Department of Schools (Sektsiia shkil), Kiev, 10 November
1942, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 2, d. 20, 11. 18-21.
18% was led by SS-Unterszunnfuhrer August Klockow and was locateâ at 6 Khnshchatyk. Note
h m manager (Geschafisfhrer) Kyrylov, DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 85, 11.77-78; USNA

microcopy T-84, roll 120, frames 419656 and 1418807.

Wirtxhafbfo~chungund Lan&shuide), a Regional Institute for Chemistry and Chexnical
Technology, and a Geological hstitute. In addition, thece were ten d e r institutes in

The working conditions were
Dnipropetmvs'k, Iakymivka, Kherson, Sarny, and Urnan1.l~
apparently v e r -dificult, with much German obstruction and deliberate d e ~ t m c t i o n . ~ ~
The academic, medical, and technical libraries in Kiev were al1 looted and the books
that remained were united at one location. Initially, the Germans had been surpriseci to find
women in Ukraine doing traditional male, physical work, but they quickly accepied it. As a
result, the librarians, who were usually women, had to do the moving of the books. They
"either camied the books in parcels themselves or carried them on wheelbarrows."~88
Finally, among the city-dwellers were scholars in the humanities. Considering the
Nazis's generally negative view of Slavs, it is not suqrising that these scholars were rarely
employed in their profession. (Writers and artists will be briefly discussed in chapter 7.) Some
of them prepared reports for the German authorities, mainly Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg
(to be precise, its "Special Staff on Science," Sonderstab Wissenschaft). These reports dealt
with themes such as, "Ukraine as Germany's Ancestral Homeland" (by Mykhailo

lE6Seethe list by Koch's deputy Dargel in Blanka Jerabek, Dus Schulwesen und die Schulpolitik
im Reichskummissariat Ukraine 1941-1 944: im Lichte deutscher Dokumente (Munich, 1991 ). pp.
108-109. The economist Svitozar M. Drahomanov, a son of the famous historian Mykhailo
Drahomanov, worked at the institute for economic research and regional studies, which he called
the "Institute of Regional Studies and Economic Research of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine."
Letter to Mayor Forostivs'kyi, 20 October 1942, DAKO,f. r-2356, op. 1, d. 108, II. 14-14v.
According to this letter, Drahomanov also wrde articles for Ukrainian newspapers in Berlin.
There was apparently also an Institute of Experimental Medicine, organized by native
scientists, which experimented on animals and was heiuîed by Dr Fefir P. Bohatyrchuk. See
Bogatyrchuk, Moi zhizhnennyi put', p. 141. On events at the former Institutc of Hydrobiology, see
Markovskii, CHPWU interview, II. 17-17v and 18v.
187Somemore examples: the carefully preserved materials at the Mining Institute in
Dnipropetmvs'k were destroyed. Prof. Paul W. Thomson, 19 October 1942, in Triol of the Major
War Criminals, Vol. 25 (Nuremberg, 1949). p. 344. The Physiological Laboratory of the
University of Kiev was destroyed. Shepelevski, "Prebyvanie," TsDAVOV, f. 4620, op. 3, d. 243a, 1.
61. Books were thrown out of the former cesidence of the presidium of the Academy of Sciences
when the German police occupied it. Khoroshunova, "Kicvskie zapiski," p. 302. Germans
occupying part of the Humanities building of the academy threw books and .manuscripts out the
window. Grun'skii, CHPWü interview.
~88Artobolevskii,CHPWU interview, 11. 16-1 8 and 21 (quotation h m 21); Novitskaia, CHPWU
interview, II. 8-1 1v.

Slobodianiuk)l89 and "The Bolshevization of the Hurnanities of the USSR as Related to the

General Development of Soviet Policy" (by Kontantyn S h t e p a ) P The historian and short-tem
mayor of Kiev, Oleksander Ohloblyn, wmte about "How the Bolsheviks Ruined Ukminian
Historical Science" and "The German Influence on Industry in Ukraine."l9'

Most working citydwellers were glad they had a job. Being employed made them legal
=sidents, provided a meager salary and meal, and was an opportunity to feel some solidarity
by sharing experiences with others. But most of them probably disliked their work. This was
because they could not, or only barely, make ends meet, and because having a job involved
hazards that began with the commute to the workplace, where a G e m a n or native supervisor
might point a gun to their heads or give them a beating, for no particular reason.
There were some major differences between the jobs. Those working in German
offices and homes were relatively well off, working in heated places and with relative job
security. Moreover, such jobs offered a measure of power, which enabled those who had hem
to demand significant "tributes"from other natives. Workers in the city administration and in
heavy industry were frequently unemployed on the job, and frequentiy supervised by their
prewar bosses and colleagues. This made it possible for sorne major factories in Kiev to
become places where it was easy to do nothing but steal and to l a v e after the meal. It is very
unlikely that similar conditions prevailed at indusvial sites which the Germans took more
seriously, particularly in cities like Kryvyi Rih and Dnipropetrovs'k.
Conditions in light industry remain virtually unknown and will hopefully become clear
after further study. The worst kind of job was held by those nwnded up for temporary tasks

189Korotchenko to Khrushchev, "O sostoianii [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 6,11. 36-37.
1gOGennan text, copy, TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 1, d. 197, 11. 50-145.
lglStudent Zahn, "Wochenbcricht v. 4.10.-10.10.42," TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 1, d. 226, 1. 121;
Liubomyr Vynar, "Oleksander Petmvych Ohloblyn (3899-1992): Komtkyi biohrafichnyi narys,"
Ukraim'kyi istoryk, XXX, 1-4 (1 16-1 19) (New York, 1993). p. 33n61; Patricia Kennedy
Grimsttd, "The Fate of Ukrainian Cultural Treasures During World War II: The Plunder of
Archives, Libraries, and Museum under the Third Reich," JahrbücherfZirGeschichte Osteuropas,
XXXIX, 1 (Stuttgari, 1991). p. 67.

such as bridge reconstruction. The fate of scholars engaged in îhose sciences and stuâies which
the German authorities considered useless was bleak as well. These people were unemployed

and were left to their own devices, which meant famine.
Finally, the= was a small but pmbably gmwing upper layer of city-dwellers who ran a
private or semi-private business. To hem, the hazards on the job felt by the others barely
existed. These were the new restaurant owners, the new artisans, and the prewar medical
specialists. These people-presumably mostly rnen-eamed more, or at least had more food at
their disposal, than before 1941. To some of the other working city-dwellers, working
conditions may altogether have been less stressful as well-those who had hated the earlier,
pervasive NKVD supervision and now worked in a barely operating factory such as Kiev's

"Lenkuznia" To be sure, a thorough cornparison of a subjective matttr such as job satisfaction
under and before the Germans would be premature, considering the absence of studies of the
pre- 1941conditions. But if there is such a thing as objective working conditions, it seems fair
to Say that for most city-dwellers they became worse.

CHAPTER 6
Religion

The concem in this chapter is rcligious life. It will decribe the religious revival and will evaluate
its r a l e . Any study of popular religiosity must start, however, with an outline of the basics of
Soviet and Gennan policies toward religion as well as the competition among the leaders of
what eventually became two Orthodox churches, an Autonornous Orthodox church and an
Autocephalous Orthodox church.

The revolutionary period that started in 1917 brought p a t changes to church life. Ukraine's
Russian Orthodox church received a certain autonomy fkom Russia, but also lost ground
against new cornpetitors. By the 1920s, there were officially in Soviet Ukraine three Orthodox

churches. The largest was the Russian Orthoàox church, also called the Patriarchal church.
Since 1918, the Ukraine-bascd part of the Patriarchal church had autonomous status as an
exarchate, and in 1921 it received its first Exarch. A new, independent Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox church appeared on the scene in 1920. After one year, it ordained its
own metropolitan, Vasyl' Lypkivs'kyi. The consecration was not done in accordance with
Orthodox canon law, but in the fonn of the supposedly ancient, but contmversial ritual of a
"laying on of hands." A third Orthodox tendency was called Renovationism. From 1925, its
representative in Ukraine was the ûrthodox Autocephalous Synodal church, also with its own
metropolitan. 1

In 1927, the rnilitantly atheist Soviet authorities recognizeâ that the Russian Orthoâox
Patriarchal church had a right to exist. From then on, its two Orthodox rivals went into decline.
Although this pnmss was aided by the fact that the vast majonty of faithfiil preferred the

'Earlier this body was called the Living church (1922). then the Uluainian Orthodox church
(1923-1925). Bohdan R. Bociurkiw, "The Renovationist Church in the Soviet Ukraine, 19221939," Annals of the Ukrainian Acdemy of Arts and Sciences in the U.S., M, 1-2 (27-28) (New
York, 1961). pp. 52 and 62-67.

Russian Orthodox church, the decline of the oîhers was significantly hasteneci by the statc. In
1930 the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthuûox church was forccd to declare at a synod that it no

longer existed, and an estimated half of its clergy were amestcd thercafter. Another synod later
that year declad that the mrnnants of the church bt renamed the Ukrainian Orthodox church.

It functioned until the mid-193ûs, whcn its metropolitan was amstcd, possibly shot, and its
parishes were closed down.2 Meanwhile, in 1936, the metropolitan of the Synodal church
(Renovationists) was banned h m holding church offices and one year later arrcsted as well.

Al1 Synodal bishops were forccd to resign. In other words, the Autocephalous and Synodal
(Renovationist) hierarchies wem eliminated and only the Russian Orthodox (Parriarchal) chwch
remained.3
The Russian Orthodox church in Ukraine (Patnarchal Exarchate) suffercd as much as
its rivals, however. In 1935 and 1936 two of its bishops were amsted, and in 1937 it was the
tum of its exarch, who was pmbably shot. nie remaining Russian Orthodox hierarchs soon

shared this fat^.^ The assaults on the church were also felt at the pivish level. For exampk, in
early 1938 ail priests in the border region of Piytomyr wexe depoxted. By the end of the
decade, there werie only about a hundred pricsts left in Ukraine, none of whom were allowed to

hold sermons, bcsides a numbcr of "underground" pnests.5 The campaign against Orthodoxy
was more extensive than in Soviet Russia, where hierarchies of the Synodal church and of the
Russian Orthodox church, while âepleted, neverthelcss continued to exist.6

2Bohd.n R. Bociurkiw, "The Soviet Destruction of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church, 1929-1936,"
Journal of Ukrainian Studies, Xa, 1 (Edmonton, Summer 1987). pp. 5-12 and 14.
3Friedrich Heyer. Die orthodoxe Kirche in der Ukraine von 1917 bis 1945 (Colognt and
Braunsfeld, 1953). p. 114.
%id., pp. 115-116, 11û-120, and 125.
%id., p. 126. On the smaïl number of priests pFtSent immddiately Pfter the Oeimm arrival, sec
ibid., p. 207 and the letter by Bishop Nikanor (Abramovych) in Os Zinkevych and Olcksandtr
Vol. 1: Vkra~ns'h
Vomnyn, eds., Martymlohiia Ukrei'm'Aykh t s e h u chotyr'oùh t
pravoslavna îserkva (Toronto and Baltimore, 1987). p. 711.

3,

6Heyer. Orthodoxe Kirck, p. 126; Bociurkiw, "Rcnovdo~stChurch," p. 72.

Meanwhile,

existcd an Orthodox church in neighbonng Poland, rcco@d

since

1924 as autocephdous by the Ecumenical Patriarch in Istanbul. When G e m w y and the Soviet

Union destroyed Poland in 1939, in the Gcrman-rulecl Genedgouvernment this c h m h was
rrnamed the Holy Orthodox Autocephalous church in the Omralgouvernement, Ied by
Metroplitan Dionysii (Valedyns'kyi), archbishop of Wanaw.7 In Soviet-niled western
Vohynia and eastem Galicia, most Orthodox bishops plcdged allegiance to the Russian
Orthodox Patriarchal Locum Tenens, Metropolitan Sergii (Starogorodskii) of Moscow and

Kolomna AIthough they did this under durcss, it is conceivable that arnong them were those
who were pleased to be rid of their "Polish" auto~cphdy.Barely had this new situation corne
about, however, when Germany invaded the Soviet Union.
As the Germans occupied Ukraine, they put up posters which announceci: "The Time of

Stalinist Atheism 1s Gone. The German Authorities Give You the Opportunity to R a y in
Freedom Again."a In fact, in variaus ways, represcntatives of the German Army were deeper
involved. S o m cornmanciers issued orders for the re-opcning of the churches, and many

German soldiers and officers helpcd clean and reston church buildings? Ukrainians who
worked as anny interpreters apparently told Orthodox priests that their services should ôe in the
Ukrainian language. if they did not know it, Church Slavonic might be used, althougft it
should be pronounced with a Ukrainian ircent.10

'Heyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 144. Dionysii's offical name in ükrainian was "Arldryiepyskop
Varshavs'kyi i Mytropolyt Sviatoï Avtokefal'noï Ptavoslavnoï Tserkvy v Henetal-Hubematontvi,"
and in German, "Erzbischof von Warschau und Metroplit der Heiligen Orthodoxen
Autokephalen K k h e im Generalgouvcmemcnt." Letter by Dionysii, Warsaw, 13 November 1941,
DAKO,f. r-2412,op. 2, d. 199.1. 75.
*"Doba stalinskoho kzbozhnytstva mynula," Scholdy Reference Library, collection "Afishy ta
plakaty ohpatsiinoho periodu," item 764sp.
Weyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 171; Harvey Finsi&, Icon and Swastika: ï î w Russian Orthorlox
Church under Nmi a d Soviet Contmf (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 197 1). p. 118.

W .Iaroslavslcyi [Lev Chaikovs'kyi?], "Vid Siam po Dinets' (2spohadiv penkldacha)," Visti
Bratstva M. Voiakiv I UD UNA, VLI, 7-8 (69-70) (Munich, July-August 1956). p. 21. Cf. Osyp
Zhaloba [Osyp Zdes'kyi], "U sorokalittia Idiodu na skhid' (Spomyny pereldadacha),"
Kafedar-al'manclkhNovoho ShliaAhu 19 2 (Toronto, [n.d.]), pp. 92-93.

F

There werc, however, instances in which the Gennans actcd wiîh caution or even with
o the local
disdain. In the southem city of Kherson, the regional W i m c ~ s k o m m a n dgave
Orthodox clergy 3û,000 mubles for the restoration of the church building in exchange for a

promise to conduct services in Church Slavonic, a writtcn statement of loyalty to the Gmnans,
and a vow to "rrjcctali efforts to makc the church a political t d of Ukrainian nationaiists."ll
Then were also cases when soldiers tumed just nstoaed churches into stables.12
Al1 these various kinds of German involvement displeaseâ the German High

Cornrnand, and it banned any furthcr interference of Germans in church life.13 From then on,
the army at most playcd a mediating d e . For exarnple, in Boryspii' east of Kiev in November
1% 1, the local commander ordered a rcferendum on language use. When the pollsters

disagreed about the outcorne of theiu poll, hc orâcreci the church building to altemate between

k i n g an "Old Slavonic church" and a "Ukrainian church."i4
When civilian Nazi d e replaad military d e , a more elaborate system of control over
religious life was implemented. Al1 "Ukrainianorganizations of a non-productive and noneconomic character" had to regista with the city mayor or raion chicf, &d were obliged to

*

l"ErWaning des onhodoxen Kirchenrates von Cherson, abgegeben am 21.10.4 1 auf
Veranlassung des K r e i s l a n d w i r t s c h ~ r s Sonderfiihrcr
,
Lime," TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 1, d.
50, 1. 27, signeci by twenty-two clergymen and church el&rs. In early 1942, these Orthodox
clergymen a s k d for mission to send one of them to Grecce, Romania, or Bulgaria, to be
consecrated bishop.
s tequest provcd unnecessary, for Bishop Serafym (Kushnemk) arrived.
"Abschnft. Eingabe der prawoslawischcn Gcistîichcn der Stadt Cherson," TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op.
1, d. 50, 1. 25; Russian-language original at ibid., 11. 2626v.

fi

1fMyWailo Hartymiv,"Zemleiu uluaiinslroiu...," in Kost' Mel'nyk, Oleh hhchenko. and Vasyl'
Veryha, eds, Na zov Kyicva: ukruïii'kyi notsionaliun u II Svitovii Viini: tbimyk stattci, spoitadiv i
dokumentiv (Toronto and New York. 1985). p. 146, on a case in Apostolove, a city -th
of
Kryvyi Rih.

.

13Fiiside, Icon unà Swastika
118; Waither Biencrt, Rwsuc und Deu~schr:was pir Menschen
s i d t h ? Benchte, B i b u n f ~ o l ~ c r u n ~
our
e ndm Zweiten Weltkn'cg (Stein am Rbcin, 1990),

p. 92.

14Mykola Rybachuk, 'Vidrodzhennia tserkovna-relihiinoho zhyttia v zvil'nomu nimets'kym
viis'kom Zolotoverkhnomu Kyievi i oblasty,' n.d., n.p., l'@cwiincn manuscript, DAKO, f. r-2412,
op. 2, d. 199,ll. 19-20, which is an account basd on original documents quotcd in ibid., 11. 121122 and 124-125.

infonn them once a month about changes in theu structure or prsonntl.15 The civilian G c r m ~ n
authorities also placed more emphasis on the sepadon of church and s e . In late 1942, Koch
wamed that any transgrcssing mayors or raion chiefs would be disrnissed.16 The official ban

on religious instruction at schools arnountcd to a radical change for western Vohynia, where
such instruction had existed under Poland and even dwing the brief period of Soviet mle.47

Aside h m the above measmes, the Nazis interferd in several odier ways in church
life. Church charity was nevcr allowed.1~Ncithcr were serninaries,lg with the exception of one
Autonomous seminary in Kremenets' that was smctioned and created in 1943.20 nicm were

also ad hoc decisions aimed at preventing the emrgence of a unitcd Orthodox church, and an
almost total ban on newspaper items about church life.21 From mid-1942, Koch and his
associates starteci to support what had becorne the Autonomous Orthodox church.22

lsDAKO, f. r-2292, op. 1, d. 2, 1. 23v, ngarding a 16 January 1942 order to this eflect issued by
Generalkommissar Magunia.
16Heyer, Orthodoxe Kirche. p. 189.
171bid., pp. 199-2ûû; Ivan Vlasovs'lcyi, Narys istoriï Ukraiii'koï Pravoslrivrwï Tse*.

sr.), part 2 (New York, [South] Bound Brook, 1966). p. 239.
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18Wasovs'kyi,Narys istoriï, Vol. 9, part 2, p. 235; Heyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 205.
1churches triecl to alleviate tbe pmblem by pmvidin six-month pastoral courses; they
existed in some Generalbezinkc, particularly in the town O Poltava. Vlasovs'kyi, Natys istodi, Vol.
9, part 2, p. 236; Heyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, pp. 197-199; A. Dublians'kyi. Ternystym shliaùhom:
zhyttia Mytropolyta Nikanor Abramovycha: do 20-linio arkhypastyrs'koho sfuzhinnia, 19421962 (London, 1962). p. 40.

f

w e y e r , Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 197.
2lFor example, a priest could defend the 1921 Synod of the UAOC in the Bohuslav newspaper:
Zvil'nenu Ukraïhu, 22 October 1941. The same issue announcd services in the local church to
mark the twentieth anniversay of that Synod. In early 1942, a wcekly ublishad in LutsZ carried
a staternent h m the Autonomous bishops to the clergy of "the Orth!to ox Chutch" which said,
"We still do not have such a c h m h authority which would release us h m the canonical tie with
the Russian Church [Tserkva Rosiis'h], fiam which we arc cut off." Ukraïns'kyi holos, 2 January
1942, quoted in 1. Vlasovs'kyi, 'ïak bu10 z obranniam na kyïvslai katedn Adchyiepyskopa
nations (Ohiienh) mhi 1941,"T s e h a i norid ([Winnipeg], April-May 1949). p. 21.

The Church Council in Kiev (discussed below in note 99) was never mentioncd in the
press, and neither was the f m t Autocephalous service in the St Andrew Catbedral. Also rcfusad
was an article by Konstantyn Shtc which proposcd to creatc a i u w church h i e m h y on the

k"

basis of the old monk and former ishop Antonii (Abashidze), who had survived the Soviet
period in the Monastery of the Caves. (This man headed the seminary in Georgia when Stalin

Most dinicult to ascertain is the role of the Gebùtskommissare. Much of their policies

vis-&-vis church life appear to have &pen&d on a peftonal agenda? S o m used the gemral
ban on public gatherings as an excuse to do away with locai church c o u n c i l s ~or to ban

celebrations.~During the harvest, rnany GebietskommWsare and h d v i r t e banncdchurch

services at certain times. As for the SS, it closely m o n i t o d the clergy, banning and destmying
any publications issued by the Orthodox churches." Until the summer of 1942, the agency
rarely intervend in disputes. When it di& however, it tcnded to support the Autocephalists.~

--

-

--

studied there.) Rybachuk, "Vidrodzhennia," 11. 6-7 and 16; Heyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, pp. 127 and
172.
22John A. Armstrong, Ukrainian Natio~lism,3rd cd. (Englewood, Colorado, IWO), p. 155;
Heyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, pp. 212-2 13 and 2 17-2 18. One exception was that Generalkommissar
Magunia continued to give "support" of some ltind to a congregation somewhere in the Kiev
Genedbezirk (with some adherents in Kiev) that was neither Autonomous nor Autocephalous,
but mognized the Berlin-based Orthodox Bishop Serafim. "Teilbericht Politilc über die
Bereisung des Reichskomrnissafiats mit Rof. v. GrUnberg in der Zeit vom 13.8. bis 3.9.1942,"
R h e , 10 September 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26.1.29~.
UPmfessor Ham Koch, interview AD G-20 by the Harvard University Refugee Interview Pmject
[HURIP], 1 June 1941, Salzburg, Austria, p. 9. T
transcript in English, Archives, Hoover
Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, Stanfo University, Stanford, California, Alexander
Dallin collection, box 2, folder 14. The first page of the 12-page transcript is not in this folder
but at ibid., box 7, folder 6, p. 9.

P

Uorder of Gebietskommisstzr Miller of Kremencts', 22 January 1942, quoted in Vlasovs'kyi, Narys
istoriï, Vol. 9, part 2, pp. 227-228.
=For example, in the lziaslav district [Gebiet Saslaw] in western Volhynia, which comprised over
two hundred villages, Gebietskommissar Knochenhauet banned al1 gatherings for the first three
weeks of 1942, su psedly to stop the sprcad of typhus. This was just before the holy day of the
Water Blessing.
en he found out that people werc saying that the Gerrnans were perhaps not so
different from the Bolsheviks, he agrad to rnake an exception, but told a delegation of clergy
and laypeople that thcy would bc amsted if a sin le new case of typhus should comc to his
attention. The celebration took place without prob ems. At dawn, near wells and rivers, ice altars
and crosses were prepared and placd near the river, which symbolized the Jordan River. S.
Haiuk, "Vodokhricshchi," Litopys Volyni, 1, 1 (Winnipeg, 1953). pp. 85-86.

&

f

=For exarnple, in Kiev the SS seized and b u d the entire edition of a book printed then by the
Autocephalous church calted Vechirnia ta Rannia. That church did manage to print illcgally
some liturgies, prayer books, psalm books, and New Testaments (Ievanheliia) in Lutsl and Kiev.
It also published some materials legally in Poltava, bcfore the introduction of civilian Nazi d e
there. hiblians'kyi, Temystym shli4khom, p. 40,Vlasovs'lryi, Narys istorii', Vol. 9, part 2, pp. 2 3 6
237.
2 l h i s is the finding of Hans-Heinrich WiUielm, "Dct SD und die Kirchen in den besetzten
Ost ebieten 1941142." MiIitrïrgeschichtliclic Mitteilugen, LV, 1 (Freiburg, 1981). p. 86. Cf. Heyer,
Ort oxe Kirche, pp. 217-21 8, who writes inconectly that Reichskommissariat officiais f m t
gave prefcrcncc to the Autocephalists.

!Li

In the middlc of 1941, s m n Russian ûthodox bishaps found themsclves in Germpnmlcd western Ukraine? On 18 August 1941,Archbishop Aleksii (Hromadskyi, 1882-1943)
of Voîhynia calleû a Regional Synod (Oblamyi Sotwr) in the monastery of Podiaïv in far
southwestern Volhynia, n w the Rcichskommissaciat's border with the Gencmlgouvernement.

Aleksii oôtained the provisional titk of Regiond Metropolitan (Obhmyi M y t n , p l ' ) , but the
bishops in attendance still felt canonidly band to the Russian Orthodox church.29 They d e d

their church by various names (the Ukrainisa Orthodox church, the Orthodox Ulrninian
church, the Orthodox church in Ukraine, or the Orthodox Autonomous church in Ukraine), but
it was gcnerally refemd to as the Autonomous church.30 The leaders aJso a p c d in pinciple to
r a p t the Synodnlists (Renovationists) into their ranks, an offer which was aocepted.31
Another synod of the Autonomous church was held on 8 Decembcr 1941, and it

established that the bcst candidatc for the vacant but important Archcparchy of Kiev and
Pereiaslav was a respected Ukrainian patriot based in the Generalgouvernement, Archbishop
ilarion (Ohiienko) of C h e h and Podlachia. It was dccided to ask Darion's agreement to îhe
transfer, which he gave22 and-more

i m p o r t a n t l y 4 a t of his supcrior, Dionysii of Warsaw.

The plan was to convene in Kiev, with Gennan approval, a special synod where bishops,

28These were (1) Archbishop Aleksii (Hromads'kyi) in Krcmtnets'; (2) his first vicar, Bishop
Polikarp (Sikors'kyi) in Lutslr; (3) Aleksii's second vicar, Bishop Antonii (Martsenko) in Kamin'Kashyrs'kyi; (4) Aleksii's thid vicar, Bishop Symon (Ivanovs'kyi) in Ostroh; (5) Archbishop
Oleksander (Inozemtsev) of Pinsk and Polissia; (6) Bisho Veniiamyn (Novytslryi), also in Pinsk;
and (7) Bishop Damaskyn (Maliuta) of Chemivtsi in nortiem Bukovina. A. 1. Kishkovskii,
untitled rcview of an article by W. Alexeev, Vestnik Instituts po izuchcniiu SSSR,2 (27) (Munich,
May-August 1958). pp. 130-131.
m e Synod also dccided that only Akksii was obliged to mention Metroplitan Sergii of
Moscow and Kolomna in prayer. Zinkevych and Voronyn, Martyrolohiia, Vol 1, pp. 677-679;
Heyer, Orthodoxe Kircire, pp. 175-176.

m e Aupst 1941 Synod spoke of the "Ortbodox Church in Utnine" (Ravosiavna Tserkva na
Ukraïni) and the "Ukdnian Orthadox Church" (ükraïns'ka Ravoslavna Tserkva). In Octobcr
1942, three bishops who disagrced with Aleksii over policy vis-&-visthe Autocephalous church
spoke of the "Orthodox Church in ükrainc," the "Orthodox Autonomous Church in ükraine"
(Pravoslavna Avtonomna Tsedcva na Ukta'ini), and the "Orthodox Ukrainian Church"
(Ravoslavna Ukraïns'ka Tserkva). Zinkcvych and Voronyn, Martyrolohiia, Vol. 1, pp. 677478
and 731.

3 2 V l ~ v s ' k y i "Iak
,
bulo," p. 21.

priesa and layptrsons would elevatc Ilarion of Kiev to the position of Metropditan of Kiev
and Al1 Ukraine?

Two hierarchs based in Ukraine did not participate in either of these synods, however:
Bishop Polikarp (SikorsIcyi, 1875-1953) of Zhytomyr and Archbishop Oleksander
(Inozemtsev) of Pinsk and Polissia Like Akksii and his associates, these two men did not
want to submit to the "Polish" Autocephalous Orthodox chmh in the Generalgouvemment,
but they did not wish t o obey the Russian Orthodox Patriarchal Locum Tenens in Moscow
either. Under Soviet rule, they had not recognjzcd the Moscow Patriarchate as f d l y as the other
hierarchs.u Polü<aip made it clear from the start that he w i s M to revive the ULrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox chuich." Laypersons in Rime urged him t o sever al1 ties with the
Autonornists under A1eksii.M They w m particularly startled when the latter starîed calling

33The document is nproduced in ibid., pp. 18-19 and in Vlasovs'kyi, Narys istoriï, Vol. 9,part 2,
pp. 21 1-212. The text says: "Signed: Archbishop Oletrsii [and] members: Bishop Damaslryn,
Bishop Panteleimon, Bishop Leontii, Bishop Ioann, and Bishop and secretary Veniiamyn." But
despite Panteleimon's "signature," the text says clsewhere that Panteleimon is in Kiev at the tirne.
Cf. Zinkevych and Vomnyn, Martyrolohiia, Vol 1, p. 703. Clearly mistaken is A. Nestercnko,
Mytropolyt Ilarion: sluzhytel' Bohovi i narodovi: biohrafichna monoh~fiia(Winnipeg, 1958), p.
78, which says that eight bishops were prcsent-that is, al1 Orthodox bishops in western Volhynia
except for Polilrarp. Nesterenko's book contains no detailcd teferences to sources.
1939 or 1940, Polikarp held a service in Luts'k with Archbishop Nykolai (Borys
larushevych), a man appointeci by Sergii of Moscow to handle affairs with the Orthodox cletgy
of Western Ukraine. In this service, Polilsarp and Nykolai consecrateci Veniiamyn (Novyts'kyi) as
Bishop of Pinsk. But Polikarp nevet acknowledged either Nykolai or Sergii in writing. On this
consecration, see Mykola Velychkivs'kyi, "Sumni chasy nimets'koï okupatsiï (1941-1 944 roky),"
Vyzvol'nyi shliakh, XII, 5 (London, 1965). pp. 52&521. Nykolai left Ukraine for Moscow one
week before the German invasion and was thcrcforc proclairneci dismissed by the Orthodox
hierarchs who held the first synod in Pochaïv in August 1941. Nykolai admitted in 1942 that
Polikarp never put down in writing that he was canonically subject to the Moscow Patriarchate.
See his 28 March 1942 letter to the Orthodox ckrgy and parishioners of the Kievan and "other
Ukrainian" eparchies, printed in Russkaicr pmvoslavnaùa fserkov' i Vefikrria Otechestvennaia
voina: sbornik tserkovnykh dokwnentov (Moscow, [1943]), p. 67.
3%

"As noted in a resolution adopted by the Ulnalliian Council of Trust in Volhynia, of which
Polikarp was a member. "Pershe zasidannia Ukraïns'koï Rady DovirWiana Volyni," Volyn', 7
September 1941, p. 2.

Wniese I a y p p l e constiaited the Volhynian Cbuich Caneil (Volyns'ka Tserkovna Rdr).It met
for the last time on 23 August 1942 and dissolved itself when Generalhmmissar Sch6nt
demanded a Iist of its members. Ylasovslcyi, Narys isfonY, Vol. 9, part 2, p. 210 and 228;
interview with Mstyslav (Skrypnyk) in Zinkevych and Voronyn, Martyr0 ohiia, Vol 1, p. 737.

'l

himsdf Examh of Ukraine and Mcbopolitan of Volhynia and P i y t o m y r , ~and thcy d s i d c d to

"ncognize"Polürarp as a so-caüed Aciininistraior of the Orthodox church in Ukraine? At that
stage, Dionysii, hcretoforc shunned ôecausc he was in Warsaw anâ "of forcign b l d (namely
Russian), was aliowed to be involved, apparently because he had becorne a Ukrainian patriot.

Afkr he was informed of the state of sffairs, he dea&d on 24 Dccembcr 1941 that Polwas 'Temporary Adrninistrator of the Orthodox Autacephalous Chwch in the liberated lands of

Ukraine."B A . rsome time, without a specific decision, the adjective ."temporaryVsimply

disappeared.40

The emergence of a rival ûrthodox church was complete when, in Febniary 1942, three
new bishops were consccrpted, two of whom at a synod in Pinsk. That synod also decided to
accept any surviving pnests of the original Ukrainian Autocephalous O r t h d o x Church without

37Vlasovskyi, "Iak bulo," pp. 21 aml2425. Aleksii never seems to have callcd hirnself "Exarch
of AU Ukraine" (my italics; EkzunWi vsiiei' Ukraïny), although this was his full title, at least
according to three Autonomous bishops who eventually o p p s d him in October 1942.
38Letter by Ivan Vlasovs'lcyi, Ivan F. Kamoulch, and B. M. Kombs'kyi, ii Vlasovslryi, "Mcbulo."
pp. 25-26.

ükrainian: "Tymchwvyi Administrator Pravoslavnoï AvtokefdnoY Tserkvy na zvil'nenykh
zemliaîch ükraïny." Wasovs'kyi, "Iak bulo." p. 26; Heyer, Orfhodoxe Kirche, p. 174. That being
"of foreign blood" was a problem had b e n notai a the first (31 August 1941) meeting of the
ükrainian Council of Trust in Volhynia. "Pershc zasidannia Uluaiiis'koï Rady DovirWiana
in an
Volyni," Volyn', 7 September 1941, p. 2. nie initial antipathy to Dionysii is conintelligence report by one Matsiulr to Gmnan intelligence: "in Volhynia there is grcat confusion
regarding the chuifh question. Poli*
has b e n against ilarion for a long timc. Skrypnyk now
follows a new line, protecting Polikarp. Aleksii supports Chdm [that is, Ilarion]. The mood in
Voihynia is gcncrally anti-Warsaw." "Aus dem S c k i k n des H e m Matzjuk," copy, n.d., n.p.,
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 41.11.4747~.
39in

, which PoIikatp calied bimsclf
sOg,e can see the sîut of this in a published i n t c ~ e w in
"Administrator," even while stating tbaî the administration he headed was "temporacy"and would
be disbanded aftcr the election of the new "head of the church." Fedir Dudko, "1nttrv"iu z
vladykoiu Polikarpom (vid vlasnoho korcspondenta)." Volyn', 26 P e b v 1942, p. 3.

a second consecration.41 The new church functioned un&r varying names, but most "official"
was the Holy Orthodor Autoccphrlous Chuch in the L i b e d Lands of Ukrainene42

Both the Autonomists and the AutOccphalists agriced that narion was the k t candidate
to lead Orthodox church life in ükrainc, so a failurc to unite into one Orthodox church,
recognized by the Moscow Patrïarchate or not, was not inevitablc.43 The Reichskommissariat
leadership, however, refiscd to grant narion a travel

The Nazis, who alreody felt that

they were genemus in allowing church life in centrai Ukraine to resurrect itsclf, w a c

adarnantly opposed to Ukrainians arriving from the Gencralgouvernement and speading up the
process. This obstruction was damaging cnough. but in May 1942, Koch decided to bccome

deeper involved. Orthodox chu& repfesentatives were summoned to Rivne and were
notified-not by Koch, who never met any such peop1e-that the Nazis acknowltdged the
existence of two Orthodox churchcs in the Reichskornmissariat, an Autonomous church led by
Aleksii and an Autocephabus church led by Polikarp. They were also toid to put an end to any
polemical exchanges.45 Soon hereafter, the five Autocephalous church hierarchs found out that

4*"IedynaPravoslavna Tserkva v Uluailii," Volyn', 19 Febmary 1942, p. 1. n i e bishops
consecrated at the synod were Nilurnor (Abnunovych) of Chyhyryn and h o r (Huba) of Uman'.
The consecrations wem perfocmeâ by Polijarp. Oleksancler, and probably Bishop Iurii
(Korenistov) of Brest, who was himself consecrated on 8 February by Poliltarp and Oleksander.
The less-then-perfect circumstances of these consecrations-traditionally,three bishops were
required-xplain
why no member or sympathizet of the wartimc Autocephalous church has ever
published the names of those who performtd thern.
Ukrainian: "Sviata hvoslavna Avtokefal'na Tscrkva na vyzvolenykh zemliakh Ukraïny."
Document from the May 1942 Synod in Kiev. 17 May 1942, DAKO, f. r-2412, op. 2, d. 199, 1.
68; Vlasovs'kyi, Narys istoràï, Vol. 9, piut 2. p. 177 (speaks of zvil'nenykh instead of vyzvolenykh).
The May 1942 Synod also spokt of the "ükrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church." In a letter
to Hitler in June 1942, hierarchs spoke of the "Ukrainian Orthodox Autoce halous Church." In a
unification agreement with Metroplitan Feofil (Buldovs'kyi) of Kharkiv O 27 July 1942,
hierarchs spoke of the "Orthodox Autocephalous Ukrainian Church," while a "Temporary Statute"
dated 28 July 1942 spoke of virtudy the same, namely the "Holy Orthodox Autocephalous
Ukrainian Church." Letter to Hitler, Kiev, 22 June 1942, unsigned copy, DAKO, f. r-2412, op. 2.
d. 199,l. 74; Vlasovs'kyi, Narys kforiï, Vol. 9, part 2, pp. 226 and 229-230.
4%

/'

430n the support of the candidry by the Volbynian Church Council, sec Wasovs'kyi. "I& hlo,"
p. 23 and Nestcmnko, Mytropolyt Ilarion, p. 78.
UAleksü requcsted it according to "Lagekricht Rlr Januar 1942," Rime, 14 Fcbruary 1942,
TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 78.1.34.

4Ynie meeting was on 4 May. Vlasovslcyi, Narys istonl; Vol. 9, part 2, p. 221. This author was
Polikarp's secxetary and was pmsent at the meeting.

c o n ~ ~ ~ r a t iof
o nbishops
s
wwld be banned. In rcsponsc, they quickly conserrated six more
bishops. On 26 May, it was indeed announced thaî bishop constcrations werc not allowed
unless Koch a g n d to them in advance.& (He was to ban them altogether in Sepember
1942.49

Koch's most radical intexvention occurred several days later, on 1 June. A "Regulation
of the Legal Position of Religious Organizations" poelallned fieedom of worship, but actuaüy
constrained church life. Henctforth, a Generalkommissur could dismiss the leaâers of religious
organizations if he had "objections of a general political naturc" against them. New
denominations needed to be licensed by Koch,and he reserved the right to disband any
denomination deemed a threatto "order and security" or simply involved in more than
"religious tasks."" Koch also decided that he did not want any autocephaiists in Kiev. His
officiais ordered Polikarp to remove bishops Nikanor and Mstyslav (Skrypnyk) from there and

to send the latter east of the Reichskommissariat. Mstyslav, the former head of the Ukrainian
Council of Trust in Volhynia and despiscd by Koch,was "not allowcd to be in territory with a
population which is rnostly Uluainian." Both bishops actually stayed put"

On 29 June 1942, Aleksii asked Pol-

on his own initiative for a meeting to obtain

"some End of concorci."" When in October the next Autocephalous synod convened, it @

ahid., p. 222. The consecrations, by Bishop Nikanor (Abrarnovych) and Bishop Ihor (Huba),
took pih m 9 to 17 May in Kiev in the small church near St Andrew Cathedral. The new
bishops were Fotii (Tymoshchuk) of Podolia; Hryhorii (Ohiichulc) of Zhytomyr; Mstyslav
(Stepan Skrypnyk) of Pereiaslav; Syl'vestr (Haievs'kyi) of Lubny; Manuil (Tamavs'kyi) of Bila
Tserkva; and Mykhail (Khoroshyi) of Ielysavethrad [Kirovohraâ].
Also consecrated this month-pmbably in the same place-was Hennadii
(Shyprykevych) of Sicheslav. Additional consecrations of bishops, at unknown locations,
involved Volodymyr (Malets') of ChetLssy (23 June) snd Serldiii (Okhotenko) of Melitopol' (at
an unknown date).

Wkrainian t u t in Z i e v y c h and Vomnyn, M a ~ r o l o h i i uVol
, 1. pp. 747-748. Cf. Ukraïw'kyi
holos, 28 June 1942, p. 4.
4~Vlasovs'kyi.Narys istorj; Vol. 9, part 2 .238: Armstrong, Ukrainian Nutio~lism,p. 155.
h t c r that ycar, Mstyslav was again otder&o leavc Kiev. Ukxainian translation of an oidcr by
Generalkommissar Magunia, Zhkevych and Voronyn, Martyrolohiia, Vol 1, p. 750.
%etter of 29 Junc 1942, quoted in Vlasovs'kyi, Narys istorir, Vol. 9, part 2, pp. 242-243.

to start negotations for a unif1cationI1 (The synod was described as "unofficial," for on 1
Oaober Koch's deputy Dargel directcd the GcneraJkommissareto ban al1 synods. When the
bishops received the news, thcy werc already one their way to Luts'k.52) The msult w u the
proclamation, on 8 O*ober 1942, of a single Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox church, led
not by Aleksii or Polikarp, but by Dionysii of Warsaw.n The German authorities opposeci the
act of union, however, and forbade any mention of it in the press? There was also opposition

against the union within the Autonomous church. Thne of its hieriuchs demanded that Aleksii
remove his signature and relinquish his title of exarch.55 Aleksii could not comply with their
demand for a synod and eventually disavowed the union (15 Deamber), while holding on to
his title?
Along with the attempt at unification, the fa11 of 1942 dso saw the emergence of an
outright destructive Nazi line vis-&-visthe Orthodox hienuchies. Representatives of al1 six

SiThe Synod (2-9 October 1942) also a s k d Poand Oleksander to take on the title of
Metropolitan (4 October), which they did. Meanwhile, N i o r started calling himself
Archbishop. Dccisions on both title changes apparently had becn made at the May 1942 Synod
in Kiev. Vlasovs'kyi, Narys istoriï, Vol. 9, part 2, p. 241.
"Armstrong, Ukrainian Nationalism, pp. 154 and 154n42.
53Ttne document was

signed by Aleksii. Nikanor, and Mstyslav. See the text in tinkevych and
Voronyn, Martyrolohiia, Vol 1, pp. 729-73 1; Vlasovs'kyi, Narys istorii, Vol. 9, part 2, pp. 242243; and Dublians'kyi, Temystym shliakhom, pp. 4647. I found no evidence to c o n f m
Armstrong's view that Aleksii acceptai the tenns of the unification because of the strcngth of the
Autocephalous church. Armstrong, Ukrainian Natio~fism,p. 155.

Wlasovs'kyi, Narys istod, Vol. 9, part 2, p. 243. When Mstyslav, in a conversation with Koch's
deputy Dargel in Rivm, refuscd to retract his signature from the agreement, he was arrested and
transportecl to prisons east of the Reichskommissariat. He was rcleased at the end of the year, with
o&rs to report ngularly and to refrain from conciucting church services. Typically, Polikarp was
not informed about the arrest. In early Match 1943, Mstyslav was rearre!stai and placed on death
row in Kiev. Then the Gennan Amy t w k charge and rclcased him. According to Mstyslav, bis
life was probably savcd by an interprcter in Kiev who was the sister of Georg Leibrandt. (nie
latter was the head of the political de
nt of the Ostministerium and a veteran of the
Uicrainian anny during the struggle or independence in the tevolutionary period.) Ibid., p. 248;
interview with Mstyslav in Zinlrevych and Voronyn, Martyrolohiia, Vol. 1, pp. 742-743.

P"""

55The hierafchs werc Symon (Ivanovs'kyi) of Chernihiv, Panteleimon (Petro Rudyk) of Kiev, and
Veniiamyn (Novyts'kyi) of Pinsk. Zinkevych and Voronyn, Mattyrolohiia, Vol 1, pp. 731-733.
%leksii added in his announcement that German off~cialsin Rivne agriad with him that the
church should no longer bc called Autonomous, but the Exarchate Orthodox UIuainian Churich
(Ekzarsha Pravoslam- ükraïns'ka Tscrkva). Ibid.. p. 735; W a s o v s ~ iNarys
,
istoriï, Vol. 9, part 2,
p. 246.

Generalkonvnissare told church lcders that neither Orthadax orientation should have lines of
authority across the borders of any GeneralbeWJr. Morwver, u f h Generdkommisar

appmpriated the leadership of the chwches louted in his Generalbezidc fiom Polikarp, Aleksii,
and al1 other hierarchs. Bishops who did na live in the Genetalbezirk -pitel had to m v e
there." From now on, each GmemaIkonunissar also insistcd that he had the authority to select
one leading bishop per church. Synods werc allowed, but only of bishops h m one
Generaibezirk. Pexmission was needcd for bishop c o d o n s , while the Gebirtsbmmissare
had to be consulted before the appointments of priests. The GeneraIkommissar could dismiss
any priest. Thus, in fact the Autoccphalous and Autonomous churchees were each divided into
six jurisdictions, so that the Rnchskommissiuiat Ukraine had now twelve Orthodox
churches.58
The new situation imvitably causcd abuses, most sCrikingly in the Zhytomyr
Generalbezirk, which was by then led by SS-BrigadejWrer Ernst k y y . For muons that
remain unclear, Leyser insisted on retaining two bishops who were obviously Soviet spies.

The fmt concemed the Autocephalous Bishop Fotii (Tymoshchuk) of the Podolian Eparchy. In
August 1942, it came to Light that the Polish state had conviaed him as a Soviet agent and that
he had been stripped of the priesthood. Polikarp àeclared hirn dismissed and expelleci hirn h m

the church, but Fotii stayed put in Vinnytsia He said the act of unification amounteû to
reconciliation with "Moscow," so that he was compeîltd to create "myown Ukrainian church."

%Wanor received the news from Generalkommissar Magunia on 25 Septembet 1942.
Dublians'kyi, Ternysiym s h l ~ mp., 43; Vlasovs'kyi, Norys istoni. Vol. 9, part 2, p. 249. Most or
al1 other bishops were notified in Octoôer 1942. nie order to move to the Generalbezirk capital
mostly affecteci the Autocephalous bishop Mykhafl (Khomshyi), who had to move h m
Kirovohtad to Mykolaïv. Archbishop Mykhaïî, "Moï astrichi 2 Ivanom VlasovsZym," in F.
Kukhyns'kyi and Mykhailo Mukha, eds., Ivan Vlasovs'kyi: proprun"iutna k n y h (Toronto,
1974). p. 95.
Polücarp and Aleksii werc told about these changes at the office of GeneralAomissar
Schone on 11 and 12 January 1943. Record @ro!okol), 11 January 1943, by arch riest M.
Maliuzhyns'kyi and statement by Polhrp, in Zinkevych and Vofonyu, Martyr010 iia, Vol. 1, pp.
751-752; Vlasovs'kyi, Narys istoni Vol. 9, part 2, pp. 252-253. (Polikarp had alrcsdy sent a
letter of protest to Koch by then. As usual when hiemchs wrote to Koch or a Generalkommissar,
it rcceived no answer. Vlasovslyi, Narys istoni Vol. 9, part 2, p. 252.)

!

S~Vlasovs'kyi,Narys iszorii, Vol. 9, part 2, pp. 252-253; Zinkevych and Vomnyn, Murtyrolohiia,
Vol 1, pp. 751-754.

The Generaikommissar had a strsnge sympathy for him and "oppointad" him in e u l y
Novembr 1942 as "the highest nprcsentative of the Autoaphalous Chthodox church." Fotii's
one potential contender, Bishop Hryhorii (Ohiichuk) of Piytomyr, manwhile was undcr
arrest. He was released afkr Polikarp wrat a letter to Koch about the issue, but not earlier than
mid-Maich 1943. Only at mat stage did Fotii disappear, never to be seen again.s9
This scandai was bamly over when it was the hm of the Autonomous church. In early
1943, a Russian mived in Kiev h m the Caucasus Mountains with retreating German soldiers

anâ claimed to be Bishop Nikolai (Avtonomov) of Piatigorsk in Russia. Bishop Panteleimon
(Rudyk) appointed him as a priest, but instead the man went to sec Aleksii, who even created a
new eparchy for him, in Mazyr in Belanisan Polissia. Soon rumors st-

circulating that

"Nikolai" was an i m p t o r , fanned by his demeanor during mass and at German parties.

German military intelligence confirmeci that he was a spy for the Soviet Union. Still
GenemlkoMntiSsat Leyser kept "Nikolain in office until the very end?
Besides Orthodox Christians, there were also Protestants and Catholics. A cornparison
of their status with that of the Orthodox hierarchs reveals that they were treated much
differently-either significantly better (in the case of the Protestants) or much worse (in the
case of the Catholics). The SD considered the pacifist Baptists and Evangelical Christians,
collectively known as Stundites (Shtwrdysty), to be hannless. Therefore it dccrecd that they be

treated with "magnanimity."6~Thc civilian Gennan authorities took the same line, and l i M

bans on Evangelical Christian activity that some "auxiliary" authorities had imposed.62 As a
result, this denornination flourished. Evangelist missionaries even stealthily traveled about
991eyer. Ontrodo~cKirche, pp. 213-216; Viasovs'kyi, Natys istoriii, Vol. 9, part 2, pp. 230 and
250-252.
60Heyer, Onhmbxc Kirche, pp. 216-217. Accordin to Heyer. "Niolai" rctrcated with the
Gennans, after the Gerrnan surrcnder was appinm
f Metroplitan for al1 German-based "Russian"
Grcek Catholics by the Pope, and in early 1948 was m t c d as a Soviet agent by the Amencan
secret service.
6&1I~evychand Vomnyn, Manyrolohiia. Vol 1, p . 745-746. "ftIC mainly ethnic Gcrman
Mennonites and Luthcrans arc not discussed hem. e Mennonitts are discussed in chapter 10.

&

UOac case is mcntiond in Panas Khurtovyna [Mykhailo Podvomiak]. Pid nebom Volyni:
(voienni spmyny khrystyhyna) (Winnipeg, 19%). pp. 102- 104.

M e p c r Ukraine, prcaching and distributhg litcraîurc at great risk of denunciation and p m ~ t . ~ ~
In Kiev and most other cities, Evangtlical comrnunities wexe aesiod or X'WXWW&
and the one
in Zhytomyr even managed to get a W e t piMiJhedunit Islamic faith was also ailowed.

Kiev's approximatcly seven h u n M Muslims had a mos~uein the Podil district s i n a Oaober
1941.65

In contrast, Greek and Roman Catholic pricsts werc pefsecuted. The SD consiàered the
Greek Catholic church, led by Metroplitan Andrei Sheptytskyi in the Generalgouvemment,

an "outpost" of the Vatican in the Reichskomrnissariat, and therefore banned it. Whenever

Greek Catholic priests h m Gaiicia tried to move into the Reichskomrnissariat, they were
tumed back.M In the case of the Roman Catholics, Nazi hostility to the Vatican was combined

with hostility to the Polts, who in Ukraine constituted the vast majority of these Christians.

Thus the Roman Cathdics wcrt refused places for worship, existing churches were closeû,
and in some cases priests were shot.67 Even the Roman Caîholic church in Mykolaïv, where

63Bohdan Liubomyrenko, Z Khrystom v Ukmïni: zapysky viruiuchoho za roky 1941-1943
(Winnipeg and Toronto, 1973), p. 76 and passim.
%id., pp. 81,90, and 101-102; 1. Komvyts'kyi, "Vidrodzhennia Tserkvy v UkraLni ta Kyievi,"
Kiev, 22 July 1942, DAKO, f. r-2412, op. 2, d. 199.1.64.
65Korovyts'kyi, "Vidrodzhennia tsetfrvy," 1. W. L.Maliuzhenko, "Kyïv za 1942 r.," Narhe mynule,
1 (6) (Kiev, 1993). pp. 163-164. The 1942 Kiev city census rcgistered 714 Muslims, including
four with Ukrainian, two with Russian, and two with Polish nationality.
~Zinkevychand Vomnyn. Martyrofohiiu, Vol 1, pp. 745-746, Heyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 179.
the refusal of church buildings to Roman Catholics in the Oleksandnvka district of the
Mykolaïv Generalbezirk (affccting 37 Poles) and in the Dnipropetrovs'k Generalbezirk (afftcting
one about two thousand people, of whom about 1,500 Poles), see "Teifbericht Politik [...],"
TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26.11.30~and 33v-34. in the fail of 1942, the Roman Catholic
church in Polis'ke was closed and its Jesuit priest was m t e d , according.to "Ausatg aus dem
Lagebericht des Generalkomrnissan," Kiev, 1 Septerriber 1942, USNA microcopy T-84,roll 120,
framc 419181. In Zhytomyr, the closure was prec&d by a service in October 1941 in which the
congregation sang a Polish song. Tbe SD killed ail or somc of the priests involved. (Its report said
they were "sent awayw(ausgewiesen), which is an obvious euphemism.) in May 1942, the
Generulkommissar in Zhytomyr reportcd that hc had banned a Roman Catholic priest from
practising . Ercignismeldung WdSSR, 128 (3 Novembcr 1941). pp. 5-6; Ingeborg Fleischhauer,
Dar Dritte Reich und ùie Deutschen in &r Sowjetunion (Sîutîgarî, 1983), p. 164. On SD hostility
toward Polish priesis in Volhynia in 1942, sa Meklungen, 5 (29 May 1942), p. 12; ibid., 11 (10
July 1942). p. 2; and Armstrong, Ukmhian Natimalism, p. 153.
67011

rnost members of the congregatim w a e ethnic Gamsns, was closed.~An exccptian was the
Vinnyisia district, w

b the GebietsRommissar aüowed the one Roman Catholic church (in

Hnivan') to function, appartntly because moat of the six thousand prishioners w a e registered
as Ukrainians.69
Clearly, the oficial G e m w treatment of churchcs varicd considerably, depending on
the denomination and the length of the Gennan prescnce. As the war went on, Nazi policies

became harsh and even destructive. Now that this has been establishcd, it is possible to deal
what the question of the d e , if any, that the churches and religion played in "ordinary"
people's lives.

After the German arrival, there w e n many signs of popular picty and religious life was quickly
resumcted. Peasantr again c i a d to cross themselves in public, and *me even âid so upon
seeing the fvst German tanks,which had white crosses painted on them.70 Peasant women and
c h i l h o started to Wear crosses, sometims even before the German arrival.71 Old peasants

frequently participateci in Gennan field services? The clearest sign of the religious revival was
the restoration of churches. In villages and small towns, it was ran for a local not to participate
in the process. The buildings were painted white and church bells-improvised h m iron
rails-were

instailed. Often ordinary buildings were uscd, whenever the original church h d

been âemolished before the war. People who had been hiding icons, communion cloths
(mtyminsy), church books, utensils, towels. and giuments now brought them to the surface.

68Teilbericht Politik [...]," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26, 1. 37.
691bid., 1. 28. Apparently, therc wefe by rnid-1943 a h services in the Polish church in V i ~ y t s i a .
Many of those attendin werc German soldiers. Mykhailo Seleshko, Vinnytsia: spomyny
pere-ha
Kornisa!t osliàiv z k h y n i v NKYD v 1937-1938 (New York, Toronto, London, and
Sydney, 1991). p. 137.

71Diaryof F. K. Kushnir. TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 259.1.9~. about the village of
Rydniprovs'ke. thcn caîled Moisritsi, in the present-clay Chornobai raion of the Checkasy oblist
Almost every house had an icon ui a designated CO-;
sec Bienert, Russen wid Deutsche, p. 95
and Maksym Skomps'kyi, U nastupakir i vidrtupkh: (spohrrdy) (Chicago 1%1), p. 187.

In the t o m of Vasylivka south of Zaporizhzhia, a magnificent iconostasis was put bpck
together from parts saved by various people.73

The f m t s c ~ c c were
s
held within &YS, or at m a t wœks, and in some places even
before any Gcrmans h v d . Thcre wem not enough prksts, JO villages were forccd to invite
visiting priests h m elsewhere.74 In the village whem Fedir Pihido stayed, "the women
prayed. all the time wiping away the tears which w a e trickling h m their chceks in small

drops. The people grecteci each other as if it were Eastcr. Fnnn both sicies of the church, which
was in an ordinary building, one could hear the refrain, 'Christ has risen!' and The Lord
wished [spodobyd us to live to see this happy d a ~ . ' ~ 7 5
Soon thcre was a flood of people of various ages who wished to be baptized, often in

large crowds. In accordance with Eastern Orthodox Éradition, which prcscribes immersion,
these baptisrns were frcquently held in rivers. Many people also got themselves iiemarried by a

priest. Baptisms and rdigious marriagcs were to remain a constant feanire dunng the Nazi

peri~d.'~
Initially there were dso reburials, with or without a prkst, in which cofftns were
opened and a cross or icon was placed inside. This phenornenon became more rare after
October 1941, however, when the SD startecl banning it.n Particularly noteworthy burials

73Bienert. Russen wid Deutsche, p. 93, including a picture macle in May 4942. Other evidence
that materials resurfaced from hiding places is in Ereignismcldung UrlSSR,8 1 (12 September
1941). p. 15; F. Pihido-Pravobe~zhnyi,"Velyka Vitchyzniana viina" (Winnipeg, 1954). p. 120;
Oleksander Bykovets*,"Case History LH33, " in James E. Mace and Leonid Heretz, eds., Oral
History Projeet of the Commission on the Ukraine Famine, Vol. 1 (Washington, 1990), p. 410;
Osyp Zhaloba, "U sorokalittia 'pokhodu na sithid'," p. 93; Nina Mykhalevych, "Do Kyieva!
Fragmeat zi spohadu," in Mel'nyk et. al., Na zov Kyiewa, pp. 225-226; Vlasovs'kyi, Narys istorii,
Vol. 9, part 2, pp. 232-233; and Heyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 172.
74Heyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, pp. 170-171;Pihido-Ravoberezhnyi. "Velyka Vitchyzniama viina," p.
149.
75Pihido-Pravo~zhnyi."Velykz Vitchyznli4M v i i ~ , "p. 120. describing events in the village of
Staiky in the Kiev region. Cf. Khurtovyna, Pid nebom Volyni, p. 88.
76Kost' Pan'kivskyi, Vid derriurvy do komiteîu (New YorL and Toronto, 1957). p. 104; Ukraïns'kyi
holos, 12 March 1942, p. 4; Vlavsovskyi, Narys istoni Vol. 9, part 2, pp. 232-233; interview with
Mstystav in Zinkevych and Voronyn, Martyrolohiia, Vol 1,
ûne priest in Poltava is said to
Kirchc, p. 171.
have baptized 2,500 people within thrce months. Heyer,
a i t Il Popolo d'Italia, report of
nWilhclm, "Da SD," p. 84. Cf. E. Vincio, c o ~ ~ ~ ~ p aofdMilan's
11 September 1941, quotecl in Ukrainian translation in Ievhen Onats'kyi, "Ulrraihaochymrr

were of the victims of the NKVD.In Lutsk in August I%l,3,862 shot prisoners werc buried
in five mass graves, in a ceremony conducted by Bishop P01ikarp.m A s i d e r mass burial of
victims tmk place in Rivne on 31 August. As Gmral Kitzinger, who happened to arrive that
&y, looked on. young people at this event c h c d portraits around and chanted, "Ukrainefor
the Ukrainians" and " b n g live Bandera, the Leader of Ukraine."n
The largest religious gathering of the e n t h Nazi period was the celebration in honor of
St Iov near the Pochaïv monastery and church. On 10 Scptember 1941, for the first time in
twenty years, som fifteen thousand pilgrims from the Right Bank gathercd there. (In the
tsarist p e n d tens of thousands used to gather.) The mostly femak pilgrims had been
i n f o d through word of mouth and some had traveled for days. The event was used by
German propaganâists, who instructed the local authorities to put up large posters with Hitler's
portrait and wall newspapets. The Germans thewelves handed out small GmMn flags,
postcards with Hitler's portrait, and copies of the Rivne-based newspaper Volyn'.One poster
was embellished and taken dong in the procession. Most of the pilgrims had never scen a
picture of Hitler before and were impressed, as the propagandists allegcd. An old man smilcd
broadly at the postcard and told others, "That's our father Hitler," while some women even

kissed the portrait. The orderly proceedings were led by Archbishop Aleksii, who prayed for
Hitler and the Gennan Amy. In a speech to the clergy and laity, he "demanded that they
dways remember in their p y e r s the Führer, the m a t brilliant present-day leader, and the
German people. The b l d sacrifice of the Gemuui people should never be forgotten. He and

al1 ükrainians, he said, wanted the intentions and thoughts of the Führer to be realized in
fu11."80
- --

- -

italiis'kykh korespondentiv u dmhii svitovii viini," Sumostiinu U k r a ï ~XVIII,
,
8 (198) (New
York, August 1965). p. 23, about a reburial in Dnipmpetmvst.
'*Leonid D-slryi,

"Pokhoron u Luts'ku." Utopys Volyni, 1. 1 (Winnipeg, 1953). pp. 71-74.

W l a s Samchuk, Na bilomu koni: spomyny i vrazhennia (Winnipeg, 1972). p. 183.

~AùteilungHa,Betr. Bericht ueber eine Kundgebung [...], Rivne, 15 Septembet 1941,
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 41.11.26-27. This report must have been written by one of tht
comspondents of the G e m News Agency who travelled to Pochaïv with UIas Sarnchuk and
Stepan Skrypnyk. Samchulr, Na bilomu ùoni, pp. 204-205. Then w e n .Ise at the gathcring two
bishops who "had been sent [the4 h m Moscow in tbe Bolshevik period, had stayed here and, as

Most cspecidy under the military authorities, but even &ter the introduction of civilian

Gennan nile, the "auxiîiary"native administratiolls gencrally promottdOrthadox Christianity.
A raion chief rnight for example tell village e l h m to =pair chwch buildings.81 The native

administrations aiso returned many traditional C)rthodox holidays and made them official. For
example, Mayor Bahazii of Kiev did so with fourtecn holidays." Celebration of chese hoiidays

according to the Old Style calendar was rtinstated in many places; this meant for example that
Christmas fell in early January.83 In vain, the Gmnan military authorities wamcd the native
administrations against such p t i c e s and against organizing-r

banning-any rcligious

activity.u Ukrainian school inspectors also "completely forgot the democratic principle of the
separation of church and state."85 This way, Orthodox Christianity (ZokonBozhyi-the Law
of the L d )was taught in many schools in the school yeat 1941-1942. In one school in Kiev,
which was probably typical, every class receivcd rcligious instruction once a week." In what
likely was a typical village grade school, fmt--grpdrsduring the 1941-1942 s c h d ycar had a
subject called *'EthicsW
(Moral'). Among the topics wem: 'The Creation of the Universe"; "The
Suffering on the Cross, the Death, and the Resurrection of Our Lord Jesus Christ"; and 'The
Lord's Prayer." The Ethics subject also compriseâ secular topics such as the wodE ethic ond üic

people said, were the eye and ear of the NKVD."asscrts Samchuk in ibid. Dionysii of Warsaw
wanteû to attend but was not allowed to lave the Gcneralgouvemement. Vlasovs'kyi. Narys istorii;
Vol. 9, part 2, p. 208. On pilgrirns during the Nazi period. see also Khurtovyna, Pid n e h m
Volyni, p. 105 and Heyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, pp. 172 and 201-202.

aiNote by raion chief Okhrymenko, 1 January 1942, DAKO. f. r-2210, op. 1. d. 3, 1. 112.
82"Postanova no. 252 Holovy mista Kyieva vid 12.ho hmdnis 1941 mhi," DAKO, f. r-2412. op.
2, d. 2, 1. 72.

uE.g., Onskommandiztur in Iahotyn to rsiw chief, 8 January 1942, DAKO,f. r-2418, op. 1. d.
13.11. 3-3~.
85PavloTemivs'kyi [Ivan Zliyhdlo]. S hady ernigranta," p. 57. Autograph manuscri
and Museum, Ulariaian C u l a & Educational Cena. Winnipeg. Manitoba,
Li-

1945,
&&.

WKIavdiia Islrovlivna Hrymvych (Ukrainian bom in 1930 in Klyntsi [Kimvobnd oblast]), outhor
interview in Russian, 10 August 1995, Kiev, tape recording.

proper way to m a t the eldcriy.87 Any such instruction, usually by Orthodox @CS&,was
everywhere by mid-1942 at the latest. nie Poltava district was an exception. for the=
religious instruction continuecl, due to its influentid school inspector, an ethnic Cierman
woman who lived with the regional military cornmander.88
There is still more evidence which suggests that there existed a generaily pious mood.

In population censuses, the vast majority of natives inâentified thernselves as "Orthodox."
Very few identifiecl themselves as "without religion" or gave no answer.89 Traces of a religious
way of thinking also showed up in expressions which some Ukrainian.s, in particular ptasants.
used to identiQ the Soviet authorities; most notably, dyiavol's'. vlodo or vlada satuny-thc
devirs regime.90 In one village, as the noises h m the fmat becarne louder, a man over eighty
took off his cap, crossed himself, and told his fellow-villagers, "1never thought, children, that

1would live to see the âay, but now you see that the Lord had mercy. Pilate's empire [tsurshto

hemonu] is coming to an end."gl
Upon closer examination, however, popular attitudes in Dniepr Ukraine towatd
c h m h e s and religiosity in general tum out to be more cornplex. For instance, the massive
participation in the reconstruction of the churches in the villages and towns, even by the young

"Records of the village of Pleskachivka (Srnila), DAKO, f. r-2505,op. 1, d. 5.11. 14, 15, 25, 27,
29, 30, and 34; ibid, d. 8, Il. 11 and 24.
88Thewoman, Frigga Tyrel', was a Lutheran who u d to teach the German language kfom
1941. As school inspector, she ailowed only certain laypoplc to do thc tuching. E r h e e hpd
two hours of religious instruction per week, based on a syllabus. At one school in Poltava, a
woman taught religion to al1 fifteen grades d also took classes out to attend church services.
The Gennan commander who allowed al1 of this was one Brodowsky, a Gennan born in the
Russian Empire. Heyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, p 200-201; Halyna VNiun,Pid tn4kOm Ckwonoho
Khrestta v Poltavi 1911-42 m.: spokf-mit &a istonil' ([Nsu-Ulm], 1973). pp. 13, 19. and 29.
W f Kiev's 352,139 legal inhabitants, only 583 people gave no answer (473) or d e c l d
themselves to ôe "without religion" (1 10). The rermining 351.556 tegistercd pr kiag Ortbodox
(338,517). Protestant (3,051). Roman Catholic (8.898). other Christian (233). Muslim (714). or of
"another faithw(143). Maliuzhenko, "Kyïv za 1942 r.," pp. 163-1 64.
90Kh~ovyna,Pid nebom Volyni, p. %; K. T. Turicalo. Tortury: (avtobiohrafiia
bofkhevyts'kykh chasiv) (New York, 1963). p. 192.
,

91Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi,"Vely&a Vitchyrniuna viinu," pp. 5657.

gcnerationP was as much, or pcrhaps even las, motivatcd by piety than by the fact that îhese
buildings w a t the m a t prominent symbol of the bata life that people expectcd. That new life
would include a work-fnc Sunday. In the 1930~~
it was nuie for al1 the mcmbcrs of a pcasant
family to have their w d y "labor-frce day" on the same dry. Moreover, even theh "Wciay
was often designated for "voluntary" labor, so that pcoplels lives were restless and
rnonotonous. When a German a m y chaplain asked male peasants in 1941 about this, they
started cursing. "The women, however, tended to let out a flood of complaints. They often
pointed out that the prescnt âefeat of the Bolshcviks was a just punishment by the Lord for
thcir fight against God and the church, and in particular for the abolition of the Sunday, which

ma& one's entire life miserable."93
Regarding baptisms, there a p p c m to have k e n a certain amwnt of compulsion. A
communist underground activist stated in a report about the Kiev and Kirovohrad regions that
native authorities made baptism mandatory for al1 children up to the age of twelve and that the
village elders summoned up those who refuseci.%Although not confinned by other sources,
this information may welï k correct. The military intelligence agent Hans Koch was surprised
at the sangth of the religious revival, but he thought it was partly a reaction to the Soviet

pcriod-that is, a way to celebrate the demise of the Soviet system. In a postwar interview, he

even said that a peculiar opporainism was involveâ. The ükrainians supposedly wantcù to
impress the Germans, whom they expected to be religious. This sounds rather unlikely.
however.9s
One possible way to meastue the extcnt of the rcügious revival is to wonder whether
believers actuaily cared about the controversy ktwetn the Autonomists and the Autocephaüsts
%etter by Niluanor of 1956, quaed in Vlasovs'kyi. Narys istonï, Vol. 9, part 2, p. 232.
93Ema

Be=, Die religitïse Lob.in &r Ukraine: Erlebnisbericht eines Divisionspfamrs. Ali

Mmuskript gedmckt (Marburg (Lahn). 1942). pp. 15-16 (quotation h m 16).

W k t r Timofœvich Berdnik. "Kharaktcristikapolozhenü na okkupirovannoi territorii," o.p., n.d.,
typewrittcn document. signcd, TsDAHOU, f. 1. op. 22, d. 123.1.64. He adds that rebaptisnis todr
place whenever the pacish pricsts wcm r e p k d .

9sHans Koch,HURIP interview, p. 8.
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Hans Koch found that most faithful had a wait-and-sec attitude and wanted the Germans to

settle the matter, but this is an overstatcment.% T m ,bishops h m both orientations were
besieged with requests for prKstsP7 Oncc people had mare information, however, and
especidly once they had an o p i o n to cha>se because both churches wem representcd in thcir
community, the vast majority pmfemd the Autonomous church. In the faIl of 1W 1,
Einsatzpppe C estimatecl that just under 55 percent of the Slavic population favond the
Autonomous chucrh, while 40percent supporteci the A u t o a p h d i s t s . ~Heceafter the number of
adherents of the Autocephalous church dedined, because, in the words of the former head of
the Church C0uncil,9~in Kiev and beyond "gradually the word got around that the priests of

the Chutch of Mectopolitan Vasyl' Lypkivslcyi [that is, the church represented by Polikarp]
were uncanonical and that they should be namcd Zypkivsky-ites' and 'selfconsecrators'

Wbid., p. I l .
Weyer, Oithodoxe Kirche, p. 206; letter by N i o r , quoted in Vlasovs'kyi, Narys ismriï, Vol. 9,
part 2, p. 218.
9*Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 117 (18 October 1941). p. 8. The remaining 5 percent were
Protestants or people affiliated with the Synodal church (Renovationists).
m i s was a body based in Kiev and named in full Church Council of the Holy Autocephalous

Orthodox Church in Ukraine (Tsetkovna Raâa Sviatoi Avtokefal'noï Pravoslavnoï Tsetlcvy v
ükraïni). It was created on 17 October 1941 and was dominated by Autocephalous priests and
their sympathizers. It proved unable to contml developments in church life in Kiev after the
arrivd of an Autonomous bishop (Panteleimon) on 18 December 1941. nie SD disbanded the
Council on 11 Febmary 1942. Dublians'kyi, Ternystym shliakltom, pp. 31-32. On the council, see
also the letter by Archpriest Mykhailo Ivaskiv, Panteleimon's secretary, 4 January 1942, to Dr
Boss, Personalchef German translation of a Russian original, TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 1, d. 50.11.
1-2; and Ereignismeldung UclSSR, 191 (10 April 1942). p. 41. nie record of one of the council
sessions is in Zinkevych and Voronyn, Martyrolohiia, Vol 1, pp. 693-705. The version in Iu.
Boiko-Blolchyn, "Vazhlyvyi dokument Tserkovnoï Rady UluaSns'koï Avtokefal'noï Tserkvy z
1941 mh,"Ukruiirs'kyi istoryk, XXIV, 1 4 (93%) (New York, 1987). pp. 128-136 scems
orthographically closer to the original, but lacks the final part, which discusses Ilarion's artival.
The councii's first president was Mykola Mykbailovych Rybachuk, a former emigré who
was a lieutenant-colonel in the new city police. He writes in a memoit that one of his goals in Kiev
was "to work in the ocganization of the Ukrainian police," aad that he and his wife (Lesia
Rybachuk, the h e d of the civilian aid section of the ükrainian Red Cms) d v e d tberie on 29
September 1941, at 6:00 p.m. Thetc is no evidcnce placing him at the site of the Babyn Iar
massacre which started that &y. His memou does express the view that the "Jew-Bolsheviks"
(zhydo-bol'sIrovyky)had "âenationalized" îhe ükrainian masses. Rybachuk, "Vidrodzhennia," Il.
1-2, 12-13, and 18. He eventually becamc a pdest in the Autocephalous chwch, accordhg to
Zidcevych and Vomnyn, Martyrolohiia, Vol. 1, p. 737.

['sarnomiaty~."1~
The former head of the short-lived Section of Denominations of the Kiev

city administration coofinaed this trend in a 1942 memoir. He recalled that the "overwhelming"
(kqwrechna)majority of Ukraine's Orthodox faithhrl supported the Autonomous church.101
The Autocephalous Bishop Nianor lamented in a letter that the parishioners of the supposedly

Autocephalous Pokrov church in Kiev "loathe us as 'selfconsecrators' and yearn for
M o s c o w . " ~In~ the Poltava region, an estimated eighty percent of all churchgoers attended

only Autonomous services.1~

In fairness, them are some reports about a continued strength of the Autocephalous
orientation. According to GeneruIkommissorMagunia, by the fall of 1942 both Orthodox
churches were equally represented in the Kiev Generalbezirk, with the south being "strongly
German report, based on conversations with Nazi officials in
a u t ~ c e p h a l o u s . "Another
~~

August 1942, said the Autocephalists were "dominant" in the Cherkasy and Kirovohrad
regions.lo5 Presumably both reports refer to the distribution of parishes.

WCorovyts'kyi, "Vidrodzhennia Tserkvy," 1. 33. The author, Ivan Ivanovych Korovyts'kyi, was
born in Volhynia in 1907. He held the degree of Master of Theology and before the war taught

Church Slavonic at Warsaw University. The Section of Denominations (Sektsiia viroispovidan')
which he headed for some time was part of the city administration's Section of Culture and
Education (Viddil kul'tury i osvity). Komvyts'ltyi's successor as section head was one Ostryts'kyi,
until January 1942, when the position was eliminated by the Gcnnan authorities.

102N'ianor arrived in March 1942. Letter by Nikanor to Polikarp, Kiev, 2 1 April 1942, published
"with some (unindicated] abridgments" in Zinkevych and Voronyn, Martyrolohiia, Vol 1, p. 71 1.
lo3Heyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 189.
104"Auszugaus dcm Lagebericht des Generalkommissars," Kiev, 1 September 1942, USNA
microcopy, T-84,roll 120, fiame 419181.
1~"TeilberichtPolitik (...]," TsDAVOV, f. 32M, op. 1, d. 26.11. 3Ov, 31v, 32v, 33v, 36.37, and 38.
The =port found the Autocephalous church to "dominatewthe Oleksandrivka district; to be
"somewhat stronger" than the Autonomous church in the Oleksandriia district; to have "the most
adherents" in Kirovohrad; and to be "stronger representedwthan the Autonomists in the
Zvenyhorodka and Uman' districts. In April 1942, Generalkommissar Oppermann of the
Mykoldv Generalbezirk wrote to Koch that he feared that the Autocephalous church was
becoming a "national" church, by which he presumably meant that it was "dominant" there.
Annstrong, Ukruiniun Nationalism, p. 154.
Regarding the Dnipropetrovs'k Generalbezirk, the "Teilbericht" noted the following: "The
large masses support the autonomous-Orthodox orientation, whose churches are always mllattended. In tbc autoce halous-Orthodox church, the intellipentsia assembles. It has less a &sire
for spiritual care than
urge to rrrliEc its political objectrves with the he1 or under the cover of
tbe church." "Tcilbericht Pditik [...I," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26. 1. 39v.

t&

The evidence deaihg with changes of denominations by entk parishcs is SC~I~CC,
but it
seems c k a r that most such changes werc moves toward the Autonomous church, as for
example in the Mykolaïv region in la& IW2.14 In contrast, when Volhynia bccpmc a p P t j ~ ~ n
zone in 1943, parishes started to aôandon îhe Autonomous church and to join the

Autocephalous church. There is Rpoon to doubt whether this was actudly according to the will
of rnost Orthoâox, for considerable pressure was exerted by the ükrainian Insurgent Amy, the
leaders of which were hostile toward the Autonomists.
Most Orthodox faithful had two problems with the Autooephdous church. One was
their conviction that it was uncanonical. At least as important was that church's insistence on
the use of the Uluainian language, which proved to k very unpopular in Dnieper Ukraine. On
this matter, the Autonomous church was more f l e ~ i b l ~ u r Slavonic
ch
was its liturgical
langage, but a bishop could dlow the use of Ukrainian if most parishioners p r e f e d i t F As

a result, it w u not unusuai for Autonomous parishes in westem Volhynia to have officially the
service, in part or even entireIy, in Ukrainian, and to have any Church Slavonic pronounceci in
Ukrainian.l@ In Dnieper Ukraine, however, any pnest who tried to intrduce Ukrainian in the
liturgy faced, sooner or later, dissatisfaction and resistance from parishioners.l@ In

lo6Letter by Mylchall of 1%4, cited in Vlasovs'kyi. Nurys istoriï, Vol. 9, part 2, p. 261.
1°7Heyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, pp. 193-194.
I~Velychkivs'kyi."Sumni chasy [...]," Vyzvol'nyi shlilrW. W.6 (1965). p. 801. Nazi intelligence
reported in August 1941 from Zhytomyr that Orthodox faithful wanted the liturgy in Church
Slavonic and the pricach in Ukrainian, and that the priests were "little interestad in national issues."
Ereignismeldwtg UdSSR,52 (14 August 1941), p. 14. According to Bishop Panteleimon's
secretary, Mykhailo Ivaskiv, "al1 parishes in Volhynia [were] saying prayers in Ukrainian."
Z i e v y c h and Voronyn, Murtyrolohiia, Vol 1, p. 698.
'opnie opposiie view is in Armstrong, Ukrainiun Naionufisnt, p. 191: "...As mon: Autoaphalous
priests were consecrated, and more of the older pnests carne to accept the Ukrainian language
service, they evidtntly won the support of the pcasantry." This is based on two articles in
Krakivs'ki visti and one article in the Prague-based wctkly Nustup.
Before the suppression of Ukrainian nationalist activity in Kiev, services the= werc
generally conductcd in Church Slavonic with U)rrainian pmnunciation. Rybachuk,
"Vidrodzhennia,"1. 24, rieferring to the Holy Trinity Church in V.-Vasylkivs'ka Street. Cf. Leontii
y
Aires, 1952). p. 59, who mites, with
Fomstivs'kyi, Kyïv pid vomzhymy o ~ t s i i a m (Buenos
much exaggeration, that the Autonomous c l e w in Kiev's churches "was forced to ponounce
semons and even to conduct the [enthe] service in ükrainian and demonstrate its indcpendence
h m the Muscovite Church, while hidig under 'autonomy.'"

Sviatoshyn, a western suburt, of Kiev, an Autoccphalous priest asked the choir to sing in
UbPinian. As he rtported in Dccember 1941, "thecongrcgation did not want to do this, and
when 1hold srvice, the former choir singas plant thcmsclves ont0 the rood-loft [krylos]and
start to sing in Slavonic. and d l behave as they sec fit..."llo In Kiev's PoklOY church, s w n
moming services in Church Slavonic had to be allowed.11~In Dnipropetrovs'k, unidentified
activists even placed a bomb un&r the cathedrpl w b m Ukrainian-laquage services were
conducted. The explosion caused little damage, but it apprently set in motion a stniggle which
invotved vandalism against both Orthoâox denominations.ll*
The xesistance against Ukrainian in the church was no less in the Dnieper Ukrainian
countryside. A glimpse is provided by the record of a 20 November 1941 regiond conference
("Synod) in Bucha, a village about 25 kilometers West of Kiev, of forty-tive faithful and
priests fiom thktecn villages (or five parishes). Most dcltgates wexe laypeople (thirty-five),
Ukrainians (forty; the othcr five were Russians), and wornen (probably). An autocephalous
archpriest (mytrofomyi protoiierei) frwi Kiev iirged eveyone to build "one single Ukrainian
Orthoclox Autocephdous Church, with ont language, spirit, and administration." It was
important to "liquidate al1 hostile lefbvers of gnnips that were artificially created under the
influence of Jew-Bolshevik propaganda." The minutes note that this speech was "debated
vividly."

'Ukraine must be independent and the church Utrainian,' says Synod àelegate Mr.
Zhovkivs'kyi, Bucha.
lloRybachuk, "Vidrodzhennia," 11. 21-22, quoting han original letter by Fathcr Myron
Karpan located at ibid., 11. 107-108. This priest had b a n consecratecl in the UAOC in 1921.
1Wetter by Nikanor to Polikarp, Kiev, 21 April 1942, in Zinkcvych and Voronyn, Martyrolohiia,
Vol 1, p. 711
11rFhis involvcâ the Transfiguration Cathcànù (Roobrazhens'kyi Sobor), when Bishop Hennadii
(Shyprykevych) of Sicheslav was based afkr his arrival in June 1942. (A month later, the
Autonomous bishop Dymytrii (Mahan) of DnipmpetrovsZ arrivd.) The G e b i e t s h i s s a r
participated in a public ccremony in which be handcd Henndii a bishop's staff ancl granmi him
the use of the building. Hennadii got dong well with both factions of the OUN.Mykola
Pavlovych Kostiuk (Ukrainian-Canadian, 1915 [p~esentdayDnipmpetri,vsk]-1997). author
interview in Uluainian, 1 March 1996, Downsview, Ontario, Canada, tape riecording; Vlasovs'kyi,
Narys istorii; Vol. 9, part 2, p. 233; Heyer, Orthodoxe Ki&, p. 218; Armstrong, Ukminian
Nationalism, p. 157.

We want the divine service to be in Old Church Slavonic,' says Mrs. Bomkovskaia
h m the village of Bucha. a Russian womsn and a very pious person who devoad her
life to saving the church in Lychansk [Kyievo-Sviatoshyns'kyi d o n ] h m Bolshevik
destruction.
'In Hostomel' the divine service is in Ukrainian, that's why the people don't attend it,'
say delegates who arc uneducatcd womai h m the village of Shybenc, Bomdianka
raion.

The Autocephalais priest countcred that Church Slavonic was not accessible enough. But,
t y p i d y , he was f o r d to make a concession. Until printed Ukrainian translations of the
service would becorne available, he said, services should at the very Ieast be pronounced with a
Ukrainian accent. Aftcr some more discussion the deïegatcs resolved to reject al1 "schismaîic

agitation."113
To the Autocephalous minority, it was hard ta face the fact that most Ukrainian
Orthdon opposed them. Therefom they callcd al1 of them "Russians" or even "Muscovites"

(mskali),a by thtn antiquateci term for Russians.114 But contrary to the belief of the
Autocephalists, the popular distaste for the vemacular language in the church did not signify

any cornmitment to a Russian national identity. Most Orthodox faithful simply felt strongly that
to contact the Almighty, one should use the mwt elevated language they b i e w - a s one western
Volhynian peasant put it, "the language which God spoke."l1s There was possibly aiso a
subconscious reason. The archaic Slavonic language kept the message at a distance, which

seemed to rnake the comrnanâmcnts less compelling. 116
~~3"Protokoll
Nr. 1 des kirchlichen Or anisations-Sobor im Kiewer Beziric, der am 20. Novembet
1941 in der Peter-Paul-Kirche im Do Butscha-Lisna stattfand," TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 1, d. 50,
11. 12-20. This is a translation of the original minutes in Ukrainian typcâ by the Church Council
in Kiev that was sent to h Boss, the Perso~lchefof Kiev, as an appedix to a letter by Bishop
Pantcleimon's secrem, on 4 January 1942. The archpriest in question was Ivan Potapenko, a
man consecrateci before 1920, that is, not in the UAOC.He reprcsented the Kiev-based Chucch
Council.

d

114Korovyts'kyi,"Vidrodzhennia tsedcvy." 1. 52. A trace of this mentatity can also be found in
Vlasovs'kyi, "Iait bulo," p. 28, which States that tbe Autonornists wantcd to use Ilarion to "hide ...
their Muscophilism and spFtad the agitation that they were also Ukrainians."
11~Khurtovyna.Pid nebont Vdyni, p. 99.
"6Based on commcnts by P. H. van der Plank about the prefereace of Frisian churcbgoers for
services in Dutch, citeci in Jan W. de Vries, Roland Willemyns, and Pcter Burger, Het v e r h l v a
een taal: negen eeuwea Nederlrurdr (Amsterdam, 1993). p. 233.

The strongest basis of support for the Autocephalis& was arnong the s d l ükrainian
nationaüst intelligentsia117 But even here support for the W n i a n language was not a given.
Kiev's Ukrainian OrihoQx intelligentsia fqucntly attcndcd the Greek Cathok services which

from January 1942 were held in the f o m r l y Roman Catholic St Olcksandtr churrh. In

accordance with Greek Catholic practice, these services wem in Church Slavoaic with

Ukrainian pronunciation, and with a Ukrainian sermon. Father Iurii Kostiuk's success annisecl
the envy and ire of the local AutocephalisB. who Lnew nothing about church life in Galicia.

The head of the Ukrainian National Council, Mykola Velychüvsïcyi, even asked Kostiuk to
change to Latin-rite services, in exchange for a paymnt. The "problem"solved itself in June
1942, when the priest nceived a German order to retum to the Generalgouvemement. 118

To determine the extent of the rcligious revival more fully, it would be useful to employ
figures. Unfortunately, most administrative records were lost or are dinicult to access. For
instance, the records of the Church Counciî in Kiev and its Autocephalous suCCessor, the

Supreme Church Administration, were almost certainly destmyed.119 There exist figures on
denominations and clerics at the parish level, copies of originals which the raion chiefs sent to

1""The intelligentsia everywhere is streaming toward the autocephalous Orthodox church."
"Teilbericht Politik [...]," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26,l. 40v. See also, regarding cities, Heyer,
Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 189.

118According to Korovyts'kyi, "in connection with the popularity of the Greek Catholic divine
service among Kiev's Ukrainian Orthodox intelligentsia, Mctmpolitan A. Sheptytslryi's pastoral
letter for church unification [of 3 March 1942, which was actually for "reconciliation"] found
resonance there." Korovyts'kyi, "Vidrodzhtnnia tserlrvy," U. 62-63. See also Nykon Nemyron
[Mykola Andrusiak], "U zbudzhenii v ohni stolytsi Ukta'iny (Slavnii pamuiati muchenykiv za
Ukraïnu v Kyievi v l 9 4 l - U m.)," in Mykhailo H. Marunchalt, cd., V borot'bi ra ~&ruihs'ku
àerthmiu: es& spohady, svidchennia, litopysannia, dokumenty Druhoï svitovol viiny (Winnipeg,
1990), pp. 811 and 817. Velychkivs'kyi's antipathy against the Greek Catholic church is
confvmed by his mcmoirs: Velychkivs'kyi, "Sumni chasy [...]," Vyzvol'nyi shliukh, XII, 4 (1965).
p. 399. On Sheptyts'kyi's letter "To the ükrainian faithful ûrthodox intelligentsia," sec
Armstrong, Ukrainiun Nationalism, p. 152. A copy of this letter is at DAKO,f. r-2412, op. 2, d.
199, 1. 97.
IlThe SD confiscated the Church Council's records and never rctumed them. The records of the
Supreme Church Administration (Vyshche Tscrltovna Upravlinnia) were evacuated by car, but
Gcrmans who wanted space for thcrnselvts t k w the bags on the road. The personal records of
the manbers of that adminstration were b u d in Kiev, so as not to let them fa11 into the hands of
the NKVD. Letter by N i o r in Z i e v y c h and Voronyn, Martyrolohiia, Vol 1, p. 714;
Dublians'kyi, Temystym shliakhom, p. 4 ln32.

the Gebietskoinmissare. Unfortunatcly, &se documents arc "hidden" arnong mountains of

others.120 The records from Polikarp's administration werc taken into the emigration in 1944

and are still not available to outside researchers. As a nsult, the only figures available corne
h m published primary and secondary sources.
According to its fnll 1942 Syn&

the e n t h Autocephalous church in both the

Reichskommissatiat and the regions to the east of it had a total of 5 13 parishes. Of t h e r
parishes, 298 were in the "Kiev region" (Kyïvshchyna), that is, pmbably what was considered
the Eparchy of Kiev.121 A littie over fiw hundrcd parishes in such a large territory does not
srrike one as a very high number. No such general figures are available for the Autonomous
church.
Friedrich Heyer, a former soldier who met many h i e m h s and priests in Ukraine,
estimated after the war that when parishcs fmm both Orthodox churches are adâeû, by the
summer of 1943, about two thirds of the prc-1917number of parishes had been restored in the
Kievan epaidiy and about half of them in the Eparchy of Zhytomyr. When counting only
Autonomous parishes, a third of al1 pn-1917 parishes in the eparchies of Podolia and
Vimytsia came back to life.12 The following table contains actual numbers of Orthodox
parishes as proviàed in the literature. Unfortunatcly, there are no such numôers whatsoever for
five Autonomous and five Autocephdous eparchics (to ôe sure, some of which were small in
size).*B Unless indicated otherwise, the information cornes from Heyer's work.ia
120An example is the handwritten "Rekstraîsiia pravoslavnylch p a d i Rokymianslroho r-nu,"

DAKO,f. r-2292, op. 1, d. 2,11. 13-15, pre!pareâ in response to an order of 5 August 1942 h m

the raion chief. It also includes information about Protestants.

IziLetter by Polkarp of 1956, quotcd in Vlasovskyi, Narys istoril; Vol. 9, part 2, p. 234. These
figures, for 1 Septcmber 1942, are also in Dublianskyi, Ternystym shliukhom, pp. 44-45, with the
comment that they origine from Nikanor's speech at the unofficial October 1942 Synod. Heyer.
Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 206, has the number of 298 parishes for the Autocephalous Kievan eparchy
and the number of 226 for the Kiev region.
lZHeyya; Orthodo~Kirche, pp. 206208.
123These eparchies m. in the Volhynie-Podolia GeneraIbezi&: the Autonomous Eparchy of
Volhynia (Aleksii) which had four vicariates (tu&%,
Rime. Pochaïv, and VolodymyrVolyns'kyi); the Autonomous Eparchy of Brest (Ioan); the Autocephalous Vicariate of Dubno
(Viacheslav); the Autocephalous Eparchy of Polissia and Pin& (Oleltsander), which included the
Vicariate of Brest; in the Zhytomyr GenerolbczirrL:tbe Autonomous Eparchy of Mazyr ("Nikolai")
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298 on 1 September 1942126
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Umm' (Autocephalous; Ihor, K GB)
Poltava (Autocephalous;
K GB)
..Potul'nyts'kyilsy!kstr,l'ves,
....- ...

1 60by Septernber 1942127
150 in 1943, excluding the Lubny region128
.a-. . . . . . .-

".........--"........."

and the Autocephalous Eparchy of Podolia (Fotii); in the Kim Genemlbezirk: the Autocephalous
Eparchy of Perciaslav (Mstyslav); in the Mykoiuïv Generalbezirk: the Autonomous Eparchy of
Mykolaïv (Antonii); the Autonomous Eparchy of Kherson (Serafym); and in the C m
Generalbezirk (Le., the Taurida Partiai District): the Autocephalous Eparchy of Melitopol'
(Serhii).
124FriedrichHeyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, pp. 189 and 20620s.
lZJAnnstrong, Vkrainian Nationa4sm. p. 1%.
126Report from NiAcanor at the unofficial Octobcr 1942 S p o d cited in Dublianslryi, Temystyn
letter from Polikarp (1956). quoted in Vlasovs'kyi; Narys istorii:, Vol. 9,
part 2, p. 2
i27Annstrong, U k r a i n h NatioMiism. pp. 2ûû.
128Lettcr h

234.

m Oleksii Potul'nyts@kyi of 196). cited in Vluovs'kyi. Narys istorif, Vol. 9. part 2, p.

--

Ielysavethrad (Autoœphaious; Mykhd. M
GB) incl. the vicariate
Dnipropetrovs'k (Autonomous; DymYffii. D
GB)
Sicheslav (Autocephalous; Hemadii, D GB)

over 100until Christmas 1942; evcntually
over 150130

When the maximum numbers h m this table arc addecC-which may count twicc parishes that

changed allegiance-the total is 3,500. In addition. it may be estimated that the unlisted

eparchies covemi about a thousand parishes. Thus, the total estimted number of autonomous
or autocephalous parishes in the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, a territory which officially had
16,910,008 inhabitants on 1 January 1943,131 was 4,500. This means that to every 3,750
natives, there was only one church. This shows that &spite al1 the efforts to revive church lifc,
the number of parishes remaineci rather low.

The figures which exist for certain cities con-

this general impression. In Kiev,

churches were basically confincd to the outskirts and suburbs. To k sure, a i s was also pPrtly
because the Soviet authorities had destmyed most of those located in the center. The Germans

did not agree to hand over the St Sophia cathedra1 for services.~32The Donnition Cathcdral
(Uspens'kyi Sobor), dating back to the eleventh century and the ccnterpiece of the Monastery
of the Caves, could not be uscû cithcr, for it was dcmolished by dynamite on 3 November
1941. It is still unclear who set off the expl~sion.~"Only one large cathedra1 was open for

'*%etter from Mykhall of 1964, cited in ibid., p. 235.
'%etter from Hennadü of 1964. cited in ibid., pp. 234-235.
131"Uebersicht Uber die Verwahngseinteilung des Reichskommissariats W n e nach dem Stand
vom 1. Jan- 1943," TsDAVOV, f. 32M, op. 2, d. 231.1.45.
132Intenriew with Mstyslav in Zinkcvych and Vomnyn, Marfymlohiia, Vol 1, p. 739. Cf. PihidoPravoberezhnyi, "Velyko VitcIry~~icuro
viina," p. 149, which says then wcre (at fmt) services in its
small church.
133'ïitus D. Hewryk, me Last Atchitecmn of Kim (New York, 1982). pp. 5&5 1.

smicts, St AnQrw Cathedtal (Andn'ivs'kyi S b ) . Besides this church, îhe Autocephalists

had two other church builâings at their disposll.lw AU twnity-five othër chwches w a e
Autonomous by the spring of lW3.lu The large St Volodymyr Csthedrrl had its fmt
(Autonomous) seNice only on 19 Septcmber 1943, the second annivemary of the OmMa
arrival.1~Thus, altogether rather few parishes existai in Kiev. Dnipropetn,vs% evcntuaily had
ten working chwches, ail Autonomous, but as in the case of Kiev, this was littic comparecl to
the pre-19 17 situation, when the city h a .h d twenty-sevcn churches.137 Poltava also had ten

Orthodox churches,l38 Vinnytsia only stven (al1 but two Autonomous).~39
Another way to memure the religious n v i v d is by studying church attcndaace. nie= is
strong evidence that many people showed up for major religious events. Large numbers of
citydwellers went to the D n i e p r in 1942 for the Water Blessing (V&khreshchi).140

The next

year, as many as 60,000 people came for the sarne occasion to Dnipropetrovs'k's
Transfiguration Cathcdral (Preobrazhenslryi Sobor) d made the two-kilometer procession to

134Vlasovs'kyi, Natys istorrl, Vol. 9, part 2, p. 233. niese were the P o h v church in îhe
So1om"ianka district and the Ascension (Voznescns'ka) church in the southern Dcmi'ivka district.
Until at least early November 1941, thece were also pritsts h m Lyplcivs'kyi's UAOC in the
P o h v church in the (Priors'ka-)Kurenivka district and in the Ascension (Vomcsens'ka) church
on the Baikove cemetery. Rybachuk, "Vidrodzhennia," 1. 23. They must have left of their own
accord or were forced to leave.
13SHeyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 209. Cf. Zinkevych and Voronyn, Martyrolohiia, Vol 1, p. 71 1.

!mebuilding, which had been a museum beforie 1941, was made available by the Gennan
authorities only in the spring of 1942, to the Autonomous church. Restoration took much tirne.
Letter by Nikanor in Zinkevych and Voronyn, Martymlohiia, Vol 1, p. 716; Heycr, Orthodoxe
Kirche, p. 209; Dubîians'kyi, Temystym s h l i a k m , p. 51; Taî'iana Fesenko, Povest' krivyWI let
(New York, 1963). p. 90.
i37Heyer,Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 208.
138According to ibid., p. 207, four churches w e n Autocephalous, while six were Autonomous.
According to Vlasovs'kyi, Narys istonl; Vol. 9, part 2,
233-234, who perhaps &scribes an
earlier state of *airs, six churches, including two in suElWbs, wem Autocephalous, while t)iriee
others wem Autonomous. Because Heyer visitad the city, his figurits appear more reliable.
13!%eyer, Orthothxe Kirche, p. Un.

the nver.141 Easter was a festive occasion everywhere in 1942 and in 1943. In the last year it

drew a m w d to I)nipropetrovs'k which was so large that the procession amund the cPmtdnl
could be carricd out only once, instead of the prescribed thne times.142 in the countryside,
almost the entire population psnicipatcd in Easter. In the evenings, as cudews were lifted for
the occasion, the people enjoyed choirs, bandura music, and amateur t h e ~ t e rThe
. ~ ~festivity
~
of

Thanksgiving (Spaur) ais0 retumed, as did carolling by small childm.lu
One wonciers, however, how much of al1 this participation proves more than a
widespreaâ desire to use legitimate occasions to celebnte.14s It secrns Are important to focus
on church life on regular days. According to Hans Koch, the number of churchgoers kept
increasing "until 1943."146 As for the ~easants,the meager evidence does not quite confirm
this. In a village in southem Ukraine in 1942, a Gennan visitor saw "old women, graybeards,
but also wornen, young girls, and many children crowding amund the entranct" of a srnail
church. He saw no boys or young men, and assumcd they were harvesting and perhaps not
interested.147 According to Heyer, "theenormous market of Poltava was filled every Sunday
moming with many thousands of pesants, who came the= singing and laughing on their sleds
and carts to trade. Few of them failed to visit the market church, which, white and newly
plastered, rose above the bustle."l~It is unknown if this describes the-situation bcfon or after
I4lAccording to the Autonomous bishop Dymyuii, who by then held services there. He told
Heyer that censorship allowed the Dnipropetrovs'ka k e t a of 23 January 1943 only to speak of
20,000 people. Ibid., p. 208.
142Ibid. Dymytni saw similar crowds during his visits to Pavloluad and Zaporizhzhia.
143Forexample in the Baryshivka raion in 1942. Raion chicf Spodoba to the Feldkommundutur
in Iahotyn, DAKO,f. r-2418, op. 1, d. 13.1.64. Cf. Ortwin Buchbender, Dus tOnende En:
deutsche PropagOndO gegen die Roten Arwwe im Zweiten Weltkrieg (Stuttgart, 1978). p. 278.
144Heyer,Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 172.
I4%e same comment is in Wilhelm, "Der SD," p. 91, citing Meidungen, 2 (8 May 1942). p. 9,
which reporteci k m Belanisan temtoties north of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine.
laHam Koch, HURIP interview, p. 9. He felt certain that not al1 werc actually believers.
147Siegfriedvon Vegesack, Als DoImctsckr im Osten: ein Erlebnisbcn'cht aw &n Jahren 194243. Mit 12 Bildcrn nach Aufiiahmcn &s Ve@hssers (Hannover-Dohrcn, 1965). p. 121.

the introduction of civilian Nazi d e . A Ge-

report bascù on statements by Ukrainian

ppagandists noted that in mid-f 943, church attendance in several regions was "very high."l49
But a man h m a village in the Kiev region recalled in an interview that "nobody" went to
church.ls0 Altogether, the evidence regarding the villages is arnbiguous.
Regarding the major cities, the evidence on church attendance or regular days is more
straightforward. In 1941 and early 1942, Kiev's St Anârew's Cathedral, where a "State Choir"
sang, was generally filled.lsi But thne were savices in the city which not a single person
attended, as Heyer discoverai. To his mind, secularism remaineci predominant in Kiev, and a
local actor told him: W h a t do Kitvans b e k v e in? A picce of bread, that's all!"ls2 Similady,
according to a comrnwiist report of a t o k r 1942, church attendance in Dnipmpetrovsekwas
"insignificantdssed on the very old."'" In Vinnytsia, the churches in mid-1943 had bishops,
clergy, and choirs, but, as Mykhailo Seleshko found, "none had a large number of faithful,
and the churches wem deserted.... Even the oldest people m l y went to church."l~Whatever
the attendance by city-dwellers in 1941 and 1942, by 1943 it was certainly not more than
modest

.

14sReport ôaseû on Ukrainian propagandists. Berlin, 30 Novemkr 1943, TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op.
4, ci. 161, 1. 55, on the Dnipropetrovslr, Mykolaïv,
I', and Kirovohrad districts. It notes in
general "very high church attendance. Everywherc
church weddings."

l%Jilü;olai[Mykola] Sdata (Ukninian bom in 1914 in Medvyn), author interview in Ukrainian,
17 July 1995, village of Medvyn, Bohuslav raion, Kiev oblast, W n e , tape recording.
"'Letter by Nilunor in Zùikevych .ad Voronyn, Martyrolohiia, Vol 1, p. 717, which says that

those attending werc members of the Ukrainian intelligentsia. Cf. Hartymiv. "Zemleiu

ukraïns'koiu...," p. 126; Paul Werner, Ein Schweizer Jouniolist sieht Ruflland: auf den Spuren der
deutschen A r n e mischen San und Dnjepr (Olton, 1942). unnumkred page in bsek with pictun;
Italian joumalist F. Berlotti, quottd in Onats'kyi, "Ukraïna [...]," Sumostiina U k r a ï ~Xvm,
,
2
(192) (February 1%5), p. 20; uwl Fcdir Haiovych, article in t h Prague-bascd w e d y Nustup in
1941, r e p ~ t e das F. H. (Fedir Haiovych), "Kyïv u zhovtni 1941,"in Mef nyk et. al.. Na zov
Kyieva, p. 163. n e choir was conducteci by Petro H. Honc&rov, according to Dublianskyi,
Ternystym shlhkhm, p. 36.
lS2Heyer,Orthodoxe Kircire, p. 2û9.
l%avcba*o, VRIO NKVD USSR to N. S. Khmsbchev, "Razvcdsvodlu No 33/68 O polozhcnii v
okkupirovannom rotivnürom g. Dne ropctrovske. Po sostoianiiu na 20. 10. 42g.," 21 O n o k r
1942, Engel's, Ts AHOU,f. 1, op. 2 ,d. 124,l. 97.
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'%eleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 102. He got an unfavorable impcssion of the Orthodox priests he ma;
they werc m l y more ducatcd than the average person and only sctmad to know the rituals.

The= were severai reasons why attendance was not as high in the countryside, and
particularly the cities, as it oould have bem. In the cainüyside, one raison were the occasional

Gcnnan bans during the h w e s t period. Such local bans mcant that attendancc was forbidden
on holidays which feu on weekdays, or on Saauday evening (vespers), in middle of the
Sunàay, and sometims even on the entire Sunday. Gcrmans who caught transgressors chased
them out and ordered the @est the lock the building. nie Gebietslanmvirf might lash the
people out with his whip.1" Riests could be beaten up for ignoring ôans on mid-Sunday mass

and were often forcd to participate in the harvesting.is Fear of k i n g appehcnded at the
church and depoited to Germany also diminished attendance, as did a fear of exposing oneself

as a Christian, in light of a possible rttum of the Soviet authorities.1" The latter applied only to
city-dwellers, however, for villagcrs already knew such things.
But the main rcasons for staying away from the church wem indifference and
aknation. Seleshko was told that, as before 1941, people carcd only about the baptisrn.158
People also felt alicnateâ h m their priests. They quickly found out that "the Gestapo" used the
clergy for various political tasks. AN new priests had to sign a vow to spy on their
communities.1~9Moreover, likc ail bishops, they were themselves closely monitored by the
Gerrnans and their infonners. Among other things, this was to verify whether the priests
lssHeyer, Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 209. Heyer mistakingly calls such cases exceptional.
l%Vlasovs'kyi, Narys istoriï, Vol. 9, part 2, pp. 237-238; Berdnik, "Kharaktenstika polozhenii

[...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123.1. 64.

ls7Feat of exposing oneself as a Christian may also explain why priests who went door to daor in
Poltava in 1942 during the fortyday fast before Christmas were m l y let in, cven though they
had been welcomed the year befote. Heyer, O~hodoxeKirche, pp. 208-2û9.

lSaSeleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 103.
15Ssther Kovtun of th village of Moshoryae (Nova m a ) , quoteû in a postwar report: Mîkhail
Mikh. Skirda [et. al.], "Otchet O
pol'noi partiinoi rabote i partizanskoi bor'be v
Kirovogradskoi oblasti (avgust 1 1 goda mart 1944 goda)," n.d., typewritten document,
signed, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391.1. 24.
Priests were supposcd to -ive
a salacy from the parish, which would then be taxecl. in
practise, this Gennan regdation was ignored and they were paid in kind, usually with a loaf of
brcad. "Ausaig aus dem Lagebericht des Generakomrnissars," Kiev, 1 September 1942, USNA
microcopy T-84,roll lu), fiamc 419181; Armstron ,Ukruinian Nationalism, p. 191; Vlasovs'kyi,
Narys istoriï, Vol. 9, part 2, p. 235; Hans Koch,
interview. quoteci. in Ereside, lfon unà

Er'

Swastika, p. 154.

-

&

the rrpcated ordas h m Gebieîsltosnmissumta incite the parishionas to assist them in
every possible way.160 On Hitlck birthday, 20 April 1942, ail priests had to p a y f a the
Führer in special services, and thcy npoasdly did so "in part.'161 The priests w a c diivcn to do

al1 this by mortal fear. Father N. P. Stukalo of Oleksandriia, a town east of Kirovohmd, is

known to have received weekiy instructions, and pmbably threais to his life; undoubtedly, his
case was typicaIP Another (or perhaps the same) priest in the ssw town once in early 1942
suggested in a homily that the Ge-s

might leave. He was ludry to bt let go after fi@

birchblows. '63

Popular revulsion against priests was the grieatest in central and eastem Ukraine,
particularly its cities. As early as October 1941, those Kievans who were still shaken by the

Babyn Iar massacre undoubtedly became disgustcd with Autocephalous priests who praised the
Gemians and apparently cailed them "light-haW knights."lm Very important was the f a that
people's husbanâs, sons, and bmthcrs had bocn drafted into the Red Army and were hoped to

bc still alive. When the above-mentioned Father Stukalo asked his congregation to help defeat

*
' or
example, in August 1942 al1 the clergy of the Vinnytsia district were summoned for a
meeting. Present were sixteen Autonomous pries&, eleven Autocephalous priests, Bishop Fotii
(Tymoshchuk), and four Protestants. (The reprcsentative of the Roman Catholic church in
Hnivan' did not show up.) Here the regional Kirchenreferent H6hn ordercd these ieprcsentatives
to incite the faithful to collaborate with the Gennans. "Teilbericht Politik über die Bereisung des
Reichskommissariats mit Pmf. v. Grlinberg in der Zeit vom 13.8. bis 3.9.1942," Kivne, 10
September 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26,l. 28. Stt also "Erklaning des orthodoxen
Kuchenrates von Cherson," TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 1, d. 50,l. 27.
~6~Announcemcnt
in Poslehie novosti, 20 April 1942, p. 4. The quotation is from a September
1942 report on the "eastem territories" authorcd by Dr Eberhard Taubert, the head of the Eastern
section of the Pmpaganda Ministry and Eugen Hadamowsky, the director of Radio Berlin, quoted
in Fireside, Icon and Swmtih, p. 112. Of course this rieport is self-serving. It also says that the
posters with the text "Hitler, the LiberatorHhave becorne " s a c d possessions in al1 peasant and
wodcer shacks throughout the east."
i62Skirda,"Otchet [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391.1. 24.
163Bcrdnik,"Khivakteristika polozhenii [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123,l. 64.
,@A. Khoroshunova, "Kievskie zapiski. 1941-1944" [photocopy of selccied pages of typecl
manuscript], in Erhard Roy Wiehn, comp., Die Schdh von Babij Jac dos Massakcr àeutscher
Sonderkommtanâos an der jüdisckn BevOlkenurg von Kim 1941 fSinj2ig Jahre àànach zum
Gedenàen (Konstanz, 1991). p. 304. K)ramshunova was herself not a Christian.

the "enemy," the parishioners got angy and attendsace dropped. Old people said the pl-

of

worship haâ becorne "dcbauchcâ." 1"
It is also instructive to look for gcnerational ciifferences. Andotal evidence provides
no surprises about young femaies in western Volhynia: they were generdly pious. When the

Red A m y retumed to the region, one of its soldiers asked a local Ukrainian girl to sow a
button on his clothes. It was a Sunday, so that the request brought ihis f r i g h t e d reaction:
"Hn'kh!"-That's

a sin! 166 In Dniepr Ukraine, however, there existed a deep generational

divide regarding religion.167 The "Komsomol generation," those bom in the 1920s and 1930s.
was clearly little interested in going to church. In fact, the vast majority of males, and many

females, h m this generation did not attend church at dl. In the countryside they helped
reconstruct the churrhes, but that was mainly out of solidarity and because they had never seen

a mass.1" As early as the fail of 1941. the SD estimeted that half of the young generation was
atheist.169 The young people quicWy found that to them. masses were far less interesting than
movies. They stopped attending or went "as if to a thcatcr,"as Seleshko discovered. "They
listened for a whik how the choir sang and left. Young people said that the liturgy meant
nothing to hem, it was a nothing but a nice show. They complained that it was boring, for
every week the performance was the same."l70 Young people also frequently behaved as if in a
165Skirda, "Otchct [...],"TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391.1. 24. S a also: "At first even the yourh
reached out to the church, mainly out of curiosity, but it quickly became disappointai. Heceafter,
gradually adults also started to cool down and to losc respect for the church, especially in
comection with appeals by the priests to [G]od to help defeat the Red Amy and to let the
Gennans win." Berdnik, "Kharaktcristika polozhenii [...],"TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22. d. 123, 1.64.
l%Uchail Koriakov, 0swoboLMC.ie d d i (New York, 1952). p. 197. For a similar observation in
Polissia. sa Maksym Skoni~s'lcyi,U nastupakir i vidrtupoAh: (spohady) (Chicago 1961). p. 52. A
supposedly new increase in interest in the church among young people, particularly fernale ones,
in the Luulr and Pinsk districts, is noted in a Gennan report h m Berlin, 30 Novcmber 1943,
located at TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 4, d. 161.1. 48.
16observation hm been mdc kforr. but with little suppocting documentation; sce
Armstrong, Ukrainian Nationtalism, pp. 156 and 189.

r~EreignismeldungUdSSR,37 (29 July 1941). p. 6; ibid.. 81 (12 September 1941). p. 15.

17%eleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 102. Additional evideace ngarding young city-dwellers is in
Ercignismcldwrg UdSSR,52 (14 August 1941). p. 14; in "Teilbericht Politik [...],"TsDAVOV, f.

circus, for example by touching the priests' g o ~ n s Altogether,
. ~ ~ ~ church anadanceby the
young was "significantly less than in the pre-Soviet periadWln

The lack of internt even extendcd to the middle-a@. Einsatzkormnando 6 of
Einsatzgruppc C reportcd as early as August 1941 from the Vinnytsia countryside mat "a
rejation [of the church] could not be observecl, but unambiguous support comcs only h m
some women and elderly men. The y a n g generation and the middle-aged [peasants] appear to
be inditferent on this issue, but also willing to participa& once asked."ln A Gcnnan chaplain

who spoke Russian and spcnt much tim in the countryside arrivecl at die same conclusion. In
his words, "religiais Me" only existeci "thercwtien it aiready existed before the Communist
period, namely [among] the older gentration, that is, those older than thirty-five." Those up to
twenty-five wem almost all "completcly aîienattd and indiffemnt."l" The lack of intexest in
religion was particularly pronoullocd among young and middle-aged peasants in the industrial
regions. The SD found "a marked inciifference" thcre in the fa11 of 1941.fi75
After civilian nik was introduced and the Soviet scparation of church and state was
declareci still in pl-r,

more prccisely, restored-young

peasants starteci to express

objections to, or otherwise disrespect, people's piety. The administration of the Autonomous
Eparchy of Vinnytsia even complained to the Germans about the phenomenon.1" Evangelical
-

-

3206, op. 1, d. 26, 1. 3 lv, regarding Kirovohrad; and in a ~ ~ p ofrom
r t the Supreme Command of
the Gennan A m y , dated 6 A ri1 1943, on the treatmcnt of the civilian population in the entire
"east," published in Buchbencrer, Das tonen& Erz, p. 319.
171Heyer. Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 201, referring to church life in Poltava.
17tQuotation k m the Autocephalous Archpriest Demyd Burko in Vlasovs'kyi, Nurys

9, part 2, p. 232.

istorii:, Vol.

~73EreignismeldungUdSSR, 45 (7 August 1941). p. 6.
17'Benz, Die religiOse Lagc, pp. 3637. See also "Suchasne uhaïnslre se10 (Vid vlasnoho
kore~pondenta,~
Vkraïi'kyi visnyk (Berlin), 4 April 1943, pp. 6-7, rcgarding a village in the
Berdychiv district.
175EreignismcldungUkSSR,81 (12 Sepîcmber 1941). p. 1S. Similar evidence is providal in
"Teilkricht Politik [...Jew TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26, ll. 3ûv, 32v. and 33v. According to this
source, in the Oleksandnvka district "the youtb as little interestcd in religion"; priests in the
O l e h d r i i a district "have the people behind them, but the youth only to a small extent"; and in
the Dnipropetrovsl Generalbczirlr "the youth is extremely indiffercnt about the &nominations."
176Heyer. Orthodoxe Kirche, p. 218.

missionaries held public meetings in villages (and citus). niese meetings were appartntly well
attende& a Comrnunist report even spoke of a "large pull" in the Right Bank t o w d the
Evangelists. But the audience invariably includcd people who shifted in their seats and asked
each oiher, "Who aliowed t k m to p a c h hac?"lnThere were also militant atheists, who werc
momentady powerless. According to a former missionary, their faces-were"distorted with

maJjw."178
Only one report, based on intelligence g a t h e d by Ubainian propagandists, found that
by the rniddle of 1943, young people in the Zhytomyr and Kiev districts participated in the
supposedly "abundant" chu*

attendancc.1" But the many testirnonies to the contrary cast

grave doubt on this finding. Indced, even the fact that rnany young males with a higher
education became priests docs not rncan as much as it might scem. At least in part, these males
had "negative" motives for joining the priesth0od-d lack of other proper cmp10yment and a

wish to evade manual labor.i@

This survey of religious life should conclude that the religious revival was in many ways a

failure. As tirne went on, German authorities intedemi and oôstmcted church life more and
more. Most importantly, among the young and even the middle aged, particularly in the cities,

there was little or no genuine interest in or respect for the Orthodox church. This was because
cf ~fficialGerman obstruction, but also because of evcnts in Soviet Ukraine before 1941, in
particular the officia1 campaigns against church life and in-

any religiosity.

'%iubomyrenko, Z Khrystom v Ukralhi, p. 51; Berdnilr. "Kharakteristika polozhenii [...),"
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123.1.64. niete were ttportedly by 1943 east of the former pre-1939
border 713 Evangeücal communities with a total of 32,000 members. H. Domashovets', Narys
istoriï ukraïhs'koï icvanhelNx&aptysts'kokitserkvy (Irvington and Toronto, 1%7), pp. 222-224.

17%

the

n Berlin, 30 Novemôer 1943, TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 4, d. l61,ll. 51 and 53, regardhg
8ytomyr
and Kiev districts.

lmTcilkricbt Polit& [...]," TsDAVOV, f. 3206. op. 1, d. 26.1. 40v. Generalkommissar Magunia
also rcported in 1942 tbat youn people in the Kiev Generalbezirk wcfe "not very interiestedmin
the chuch and merely "use[dJ
service to evade work." "Ausnig aus dem Lagcbcricht des
Generalkommissars," Kiev, 1 September 1942, USNA microcopy, T-84,roll 120, b m e 419181.
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cHAPTER7

Popufar Culture

Reichskomrnissar Koch was very much opposed to any vibrant cultural life for the native
population of his Reichskommissariat. This was in keeping with Hitler, who had nothing
against music for the Slavic masses, but thought that the Germans "should not allow anything
to be published."l At a speech in Rime in August 1942,just retuming from Hitler's
heaàquarters, Koch insisted as usual on a hard line vis-à-vis the "inferior" Ukrainians
Naturally, this also had implication for cultural policies. He put it as follows: "As for culture,
we have given [sic!] the Ukrainians b t h churches. Further cultural work is out of the
question."* This was overall an accurate description of the general line of the Nazi German
administration. Ail the same, cul-

activities that were alternatives for religion did exist in the

Reichskommissariat Ukraine. Here follows a discussion of: (1) movies; (2) reaàing; (3)
performances and exhibitions; (4) political gatherings; (5) sports; and (6) pnvate socializing.
The main question is to what extent these matters were available and how popular they were.
Cornparisons with the Soviet period will be made as far as the meager state of knowledge about
cultural life in prewar Ukraine allows.
Cinema enjoyed popularity, if only because it seemed a way to get to know other
countries. Apart from the many films showing for Germans only, the numbers of movies and
newsreels playing never reached the scale it had in the prewar Soviet Union. By February
1942, there were only fi@

movie theaters open to the native population of the

'Adolf Hitler, Monologe im Führerhauptquartier 1941-1 944: die Aufieichnungen Heinrich
Heims herausgegeben von Werner Jochmann (Hamburg, 1980). pp. 31 1-312, statements of 3

March 1942.

*Report by an unknown author on a speech by Koch at a conference which took place in Rivne
from 26 to 28 August 1942, in Nortbert Müller, et al., eds., Die foschistische Okkuputionspolitik
in den zeitweilig besetzten Gebieten der Sowjetunian (lWI-l94#) (Berlin, 1991), p. 321. For a
different translation, see Harvey Fireside, Icon ond Swcrstih: Thc Russiun Orthodox Church
undcr Nazi and Soviet Control (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1971). p. 94.

Reichskomrnissariat, and they were mostly in large cities.3 There was also an unknown
number of itinerant "movie wagons."
Movies were often preceded by Germany's weekly newsreel. This so-called

Wochenschau,in a Ukrainian o r Russian translation, was reportedly watched with great
interest? Lack of supply was a persistent problem, however. For example, in August 1942
Dnipropetrovs'k's single Ukrainian movie theater was still showing newsreels from the
previous winter.5 As for movies, they were generally German situation and love comedies,
with subtitles or dubbing in Ukrainian or Russian.6 Nazi intelligence found that initiaüy the
spectators were "stunned that they completely lacked agitation" or only included the fascist

greeting.7 In early April 1943, Kiev's movie program for non-Germans was typical:
Aïioriia (fomerly 'October'; 26 Konstiantynivs'ka St): 'Between Hamburg and Haiti'
Liuks (95 L'vivs'ka St): T h e Queen's Hem*
Orion (79 M. Volodymyrs'ka St): 'Ms. Luna'
Lira (40 V. Zhytomyrs'ka Si): 'Hawk Girl'
Ekho (61 V. Vasyl'kivs'ka St): 'He's cn His Own, There Are Seven of Them'

3"Lagebericht für Februar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15.1. 262. By late November
1942, there were reportedly about three hundred permanent movie theaters in use in the
Reichskomrnissariat Ukraine, apart from intinerant projectors on cars. "Rik pratsi fil'movoho t-va
v Ukraïni," Dmin voli, 27 November 1942, p. 3. Most of these facilities were likely meant only for
Germans.
4"Lagebericht" for December 1941, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 27,ll. 5-6; Meldungen, 25 (16
October 1942, p. 15. The last source adds, "Here it should be noted that in the Soviet film
industry the so-called chronicle-similar to out Wochenschuu-was the weakest part. The
spectator considered it a necessary evil, which one had to watch. Many spectators made sure that
they entered the theater only after the showing of the chronicle, as it was often downright
monotonous."
~"TeilberichtPolitik Uber die Bereisung des Reichskommissariau mit Prof. v. GIWiberg in der
Zeit vom 13.8. bis 3.9.1942," Rime, 10 September 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1. d. 26, 1. 33v.
6Mykhailo Seleshko, Vinnytsia: spomyny perekùuhcha Komisiï doslidv zlochyniv NKVD v 19371938 (New York, Toronto, London, and Sydney, 1991). p. 45; "Lagebericht" for Decembcr 1941,
TsDAVOV, f. 3206. op. 2, d. 27.11.54; "Lagebericht für Febniat 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op.
5, d. 78,l. 30; "Rik pratsi fil'movoho t-va v Ukraïni," Dzvin voli, 27 November 1942, p. 3; Dain
voli, 26 August 1943, p. 4; Ukraiins'bi holos, 26 March 1942, p. 4; Vaicntyna Pavlivna
Kravcheniro (ükrainian bom in 1922 in Kiev), author interview in Russian, 10 August 1995, Kiev,
Ukraine, tape recording.
7hfeldungen, 25 (16 October 1942), pp. 14-15.

Titaniia (22 Vasy l'kivs'ka St): 'Hi, Janine!'a

The= were also showings of pure propaganda movies, such as ''The Life of the Omnan
Farrner and Workers and the Life of the People under Stalin's Yoke," as well as anti-Semitic
films ("SüB the Jew," "The Jews and the NKVD'7.9 Apolitical Soviet movies which had been
displayed also retumed to the screen.10
The smaller the town, the more likely the native population was allowed to go to
untranslated showings for Germans. A glimpse of the situation in the provinces is provided in
a German report about the Oleksandriia district in August 1942.

In the villages the film equipment is generaily bad. The movies shimmer and break
often, the beam is too weak. Many movies am not synchmnized. Wochenschauenare
often not supplied. Thus, a constant phenomenon is that movie visitors leave the room
before the end. There should also be showings of cultural movies and movies about
German crafts and Gennan industry. The people are interested in this.11

The village population had been introduced to movies on a significant scale during the 1930s
and had loved them.12 The peasants were very dissatisfied with the decline in showings. As a
very popular rhyme said (in one of many versions), "There were the Soviets [soviegJlWho

8Nove ukraïns'ke slovo, 1 April 1943, p. 4; Anatolii Kuznetsov (A. Anatolii), Babii iar: romandokument (New York, l986), p. 337.
9Savchenko, VRIO NKVD USSR, to N. S. Khmshchev, "Razvedsvodka No 32/67. O deiatel'nosti
ukrainskikh natsionalistov na okkupirovannoi nemetsko-fashistskimi zakhvatchikami temtorii
USSR. Po sostoianiiu 1. 9. 42g.," 19 September 1942, Engel's, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 115, 1.
54; Ulas Samchuk, Na bilomu koni: spomyny i vrazhennia (Winnipeg, 1972). p. 230. A list of
propaganda movies is in Ortwin Buchbender, Dus tonenàe Erz: deutsche Propaganda gegen die
Roten Annee im Zweiten Weltkrieg (Stuttgart, 19781, pp. 338-339, but it remains unclear to what
extent these movies were actually displayed.
1OPetr Timofeevich Berdnik, "Kharaktenstika polozhenii na okkupirovannoi temtorii," n.p., n.d.,
typewritten document, signed, TsDAHOU, f. 1, O 22, d. 123, 1.61. This source mentions the
following titles: Muzykal'naia istoriia, Pesn' O f!iu vi, and Bol'shoi val 'S.

.

1lnTeilberichtPolitik I...],"
TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26, 1. 32. For similar comments about the
Oleksandrivka district, see ibid., 1. 3ûv.
12SheilaFitzpatcick, Sralin's Peasants: Resistance und Survivul in the Russian Villuge afier
Collectivization (New York and Oxford, 1994), pp. 27 1-272.

gave us xnovies and a â i l o g m of grain/The liberatm came4 And gave us a church and a
hundred grams."l3
Newspapers, to which one could subscfibe, wem available, at least in t o m s and cities.

In the Reichskommissariat according to its January 1942 borden, there were forty-five
newspapers in the Ukrainian language. The circulation of each was at most 20,000 and they
generally appeared at most four times per week.14 By late 1942, after the inclusion of the
Poltava and other Left-Bank regions, the total of newspapers was amund sixty.15 No single
newspaper was available in al1 Generalbetirke,but Volyn 'fiom R i m e was arnong the k s t known. In the countryside, newspapers were hard to obtain, often only when a villager took

some dong on the way back from the city.16
There was also the German-langage Deutsche Ukraine-Zkitung.When one of its
articles in March 1942 discussed a plan to have German veterans colonize Ukraine, it provoked
anxious discussion.~7German newspapers h m the Reich were eagerly bought at markets
(although they were supposeci to be sold in kiosks)-not for reading, but to roll cigarettes.'*
Ukrainian-language newspapers from the Generalgouvemment and the Reich were usually

13"Buly sovietyl To davaly nam kino i khliba po kild Ryishov vyzvolytell/ To dav Bozhyi lchram i
khliba po sto hram." (Berâychiv, 1942). IMFE, Prytula collection, f, 14-3, od. zb. 24, 1. 35. Cf.
"Koly my khodyly v kind Bu10 u nas khliba kilo/ A teper khodymo v khram/ 1 maiemo muky
iashnoï [iachnoil sto hram"; "Pry Stalini khodyly v kind Poluchaly khliba kilo/ Pry Hitleri
khodym v bozhyi k h r a d Poluchaiem khliba 300 hrarn." "fi dnevnika uchitel'nitsy gor. Kieva L.
Nartovoi FJartova diary]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 347, 1. 20, note of 3 January 1943; IMFE,
T. Krasyts'ka collection, f. 14-3, od. zb. 20, ark. 216 (also on ark. 11l), from the
Dnipropetrovs'k region in 1943.
14The total circulation was 1.5 million. "Lagebericht für Januar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1,
d. 78.1. 31.

15Calculatedfrom "Die Fremdsprachige Zeitungen und Zeitschriften im Reichskommissariat
Ukraine," TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 4, d. 97, 11. 63-80. This document dates h m the time when
Poltava was already but Berdians'k and Ktemenchuk were not yet under civilian Nazi rule. It
mentions some titles from localities which were never part of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine;
they were excluded from my count.
I6As was the case in the Rime region. Meküungen, 24 (9 Octobcr 1942). p. 13. See also the Rpon
from Zhytomyr in ibid., 32 (4 December 1942). p. 12.
17Ereignismeldung UclSSR, 187 (30 March 1942), p. 8.
'8Seleshk0, Vinnytsia, pp. 78-79.

confiscated by the mail censors.19 Apparently easier to obtain was a Russian-language
newspaper from Berlin, Novoe slovo. One could even subscribe to it at a Kievan bookstore
until mid-November 1942, when Germans closed the store.Z0

After a brief period of some editorial fieedom under the German military, once the

German civilian authorities were in place the newspapers were thin and almost entirely filled
with articles supplied by Gennan agencies, especially Wkraiins'ka Korespondentsiia in Rime, a
branch of the German News Agency (Dcutsches Nachrichtenbiito). They were full of anti-

-

Semitism, sometimes with a "national" slant. One article claimeci, for example, that "Ukrainian
society" was becoming more diverse, for UIcrainians were "retuming" to professions
previously dominated by Jews and other "foreigner~."2~
Articles on history were rare. One that
dealt with the famine of 1933 remarked: "Onlyone section of the population did not feel
famine. These were the Jews. They quietly used the services of "Torhsin," in the stores of
which was every product you could want. But one could buy them only for gold and foreign
currency. And the Jews lacked neither gold nor dollars."22
The population initially read the newspapen with great interest. Al1 12,000 copies of
the f i n t issue of Volyn' (1 September 1941) sold out in half a day.23 The OUN-M-controlled

Ukraïm'ke slovo (Kiev, 1941 , initially printed in Zhytomyr) went on sale the day after the

German arrivai. A correspondent of a m e - b a s e d OUN-Mnewspaper reportcd several
weeks later that "Ubaürr'keSlovo is literally tom from one's hands, although as many as
l91bid., p. 138; Arkadii Liubchenko, Shchodennyk: h y z h persha (Toronto, 1951), p. 105.
20nie store sold Russian ernigré literature. Its orner, a man called Kovalenko, apparently
frequently visited Berlin. He was arrested when the store was closed. Nikolai Fevr, Solntse
voskhodit na zapade (Buenos Aires, 1950), p. 76; Pavel Negretov, Vse dorogi vedut na Vorkutu
(Benson, Vemont, 1985). p. 47; AIeksei Mikhailovich Bashkulat (Ukrainian bom in 1909),
interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 28 F e b ~ a r y1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f.
166, op. 3, d. 243.1.40; Arkadii Liubchenko. "Shchodarnyk," Novi dni III, 30 (Toronto, July
1952). p. 2.
21"Rozsharuvanniaukcaïns*kohosuspil'stva," U k r a i i i ' ~holos, 25 Octokr 1942, p. 3. The item is
unsigned, but Ulas Sunchuk very likely wmtc it. Cf. Ulas Samchuk, Na koni voronomu: spomyny
i vrathennia (Winnipeg, 1975). p. 7 1.
~Vidrodzhennia,6 December 1942, p. 4. an article supplied by Ukraïns'ka Korespondentsiia.
23Samchuk. No bilomu koni, p. 181.

50,000 copies are pnnted. People start lining up already an hw b e f m the appearance of the

periodical in the kioskd9*4Memirs confirm that Kievans were v e y eager to r d anything
which had not passed Stalin's censors. They indeed startcd reading the newspapers as soon as
they obtained a copy.8 Peasants also nad the newspapers with interest and passed them
around.26
But for the population the newspapers h d two major flaws. One wu the lack of
interaction with the readers. In the Soviet Union, people distrusted the press, but had also
gotten used to writing letters to the editor about their life, requesting things and denouncing

people. Even if they àid not see these letters published, they believed that such letters were
talcen seriously. In short, the main flow of information was not to, butfiom the readers.27
Under the Gtrmans, readers also sent letters and submissions to the papers. Volyn' was
apparently flooded with nquests and badly wntten poetry, and an article criticizing the Russian
poet Rishkin for defcnding the Russian Empire provoked protest letters from far and wide.28
Berlin's Novoe slovo is said to have received hundreds of submissions h m the formerly
Soviet regions.29 But very few such materials were printeâ (usually requests for information

24F. H. (Fedir Haiovych), "Kyïv u zhovtni 1941," in Kost' Mei'nyk, Oleh Lashchenko, and Vasyl'
Veryha, eds, Na zov Kyieva: ukraïhsibyi natsionalizm u II Svitovii Viini: zbimyk stattei, spohadiv i
dokumentiv (Toronto and New York, 198S), p. 164, a reprint of an article published in Prague on
1 November 1941. People waiting in lines for newspapers are also rnentioned in Katrin Boeckh,
"Die deutsche Propaganda im 'Reichskommissariat Uluaine'," Studien tu deutsch-ukrainischen
Beziehungen, 2 (Munich, 1996), p. 8.
ZTatiana Fesenko, Povest' krivykh let (New York. 1%3), pp. 72 and 77; F. P. Bogatyrchuk, Moi
rhiznennyi put' k Vlasovu i Prazhkomu manifcstu (San Francisco, 1978), p. 137; Halyna
Lashchenko, "Povorot," Samostiina Ukraïna, XI, 7 (115) (New York, July 1958), p. 12.
*6"Lageberichtwfor December 1941, TsDAVOV,f. 3206, op. 2, d. 27, 1. 4; "Lagebericht für
Januar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 78,l. 3 1; Meldungen, 32 (4 December 1942), p. 12;
Ol'ha Mykolaïvna Kutsenko (Ukrainian bom in 1926 in the village of Poberezhka), author
interview in Ukrainian, 18 July 1995, Bohuslav, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording.
Z7As fonnulated in Fitzpatrick, Stalin 's Peusants, p. 27 1.
28Samchuk, Na bilomu h i , p. 218; Samchuk. Na koni voronomu, pp. 145-146.

q e v r , Solntse, p. 182.

about missing persans). Soon smding in materials was believed to be useless or even
dangerous. It devalued the press enomuwisly in the eyes of the people."
The second major flaw, from the majority perspective, was the language of the
newspapers. Most city dwellers disliked reading Ukrainian. Nove ukraïm'ke slovo sold badly
for k i n g in Ukrainian; thmfore those buying the Russian-language Poslehie novosti (the
only Ruuian-language periodical in the entire Reichskommissariat) had to buy a copy of the

former as well.3' In the cities of central Ukraine, the vast majority used not Ukrainian but
Russian as their daily language (as had been the case for centuries). When the first OUN-M
activists arrived in Kiev, only "sorneintellectuals" spoke b a i n i a n . Most Kievans spoke
Russian, while still othets spoke a mixed language.32 To be sure, in October 1941 sorne

Kievans tried to speak Ukrainian in public, mainly because Clkraïns8keslovo wameâ them to
do ~ 0 . 3 3But afkr the suppression of the Ukrainian nationaiists in late 1941 and early 1942, al1
but Kiev's leading uprava officials reverted back to Russian. In late 1942 or early 1943, the
editors of the newspaper in military-mled Kharkiv fleà westward and anived in Kiev. Their
fmt visit was to a barber, who said, "What, you speak Ukrainian? Well, such brave people are

here no more."w In early 1943, a man wanted to provicie a young child in Kiev with a

Min contrast, Berlin's Novoe slovo did publish readers' submissions. Ibid.

[m,

15-1 7 [sic;= 3-41 (1 11-1 13) ( ~ a r c h - ~ a y
32Lashchenko, "Povorot," Samostiina Vkrai:na,
1958), p. 12; ibid., XI, 11 (1 19) (November 1958), p. 13.
Radzevych [Osyp Vynnyts'kyi], "U somkarichchia Kyïvs'koï pokhidnoï hmpy OUN,"
Kalendar-al'manakh Novoho Shliakhu 1982 (Toronto [n.d.]), pp. 78-79; 0. Dniprova, "O.
Oi'zhych u Kyievi: Spohad," in Mel'nyk et. al., Na zov Kyieva, p. 167. Every day, Ukraiins'ke slovo
contained the slogan "In ükraine. [speak and write] in Ukrainian." Kuznetsov. Babii iar, p. 218.
The language shift in this period shoutd not be exaggerated. Halyna Lashchenko, like some other
nationalist authors, does so, by asserting that "already after a month [afker her arrival in late
September 19411 half of Kiev spoke Ukrainian!" Lashchenko, "Povorot," Samostiina Ukraïna,XI,
11 (119) (November 1958), p. 13. In f a t , already at that time the SD reported that Kievans spoke
Russian and that only visitors from the countryside spoke Ukrainian. Ereignismeldung UdSSR,
125 (26 October 1941), p. 4.
3%

%urii Shevel'ov, "Iuni Shetelch (1941-1 956) (Materiialy dlia biohrafïi>," in Iurii Sherekh, Ne dlia
ditei: literatumo-ktytychni starti i eseP (New York.1964), p. 11. Other sources regardhg the
Russian language in Kiev are Liubchenko, Shchodrnnyk, . 76 and 95; Ivan Maistrenko, Istoriia
noho pokolinnia: spohaùy uchasnyka revoliutsiinyûh d
v Ukraïni (Edmonton, 1985). pp. 339

Ukrainian-spealung envinniment. Only one daycare centcr met this condition, the one pi the
Sugv Central (Tsulcrotsmtral'), where many "western" Ukrainians worked. Everywhere else,
children spoke Russian or a mixed language, even though instnctors talked to them in
Ukrainian.3s
Similarly, some Ukrainian could be heard in Vinnytsia in mid-1943, but mostly fmm

peasants and people talking to h e m at the market. In the village-like Vinnytsia suburb of Stare
Misto, young people spoke Ukrainian to their parents but switched to Russian once among
themse1ves.M In the Left-Bank town of Lubny, the "auxiliary" officiais spoke Russian, and
teachers and children at schools in Khmel'nyts'kyi did the same.37 In contrast, tite cities of
western Volhynia apparently saw a rnarked increase in Ukrainian-language use?
Paradoxically, it was ris@ to speak Ukrainian, for one might be considered a
nationalist, but any written communication with the authorities had to be in it. The
bureaucracy's records were in Uktainian as well, and even the courts conducted affaits in
Uluainian.39 Al1 this was based on unpublisheâ orders by Rosenberg and Koch (of 13January

and 2 Febmary 1942)" Indeed, if one considers only the language in which people nceived
and 341; Leontii Forostivs'kyi, Kyïv pid vorozhymy okupatsiiamy (Buenos Aires, 1952), p. 52; and
Sarnchuk, Na b n i voronomu, pp. 35 and 205.

3sPavlo Temivs'kyi yjvan Zhyhadlo], "Spohady emigranta," pp. 58-60. Autograph manuscript,
1945, Library and Museum, Ukrainian Cultural Bi Educational Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada.
"Seleshko, Vinnytsia, pp. 45, 85, 155, and 160.
37Temivs'kyi, "Spohady emigranta," p. 28; Ukraïns'kyi holos, 5 November 1941, p. 3. The same
view is in John A. Armstrong, Ukrainian Nationalism, 3rd cd. (Englewood, Colorado, 1990), p.
181.
38Samchuk,Na koni voronomu, p. 71.
3gNikolas Laskovsky, "Practicing Law in the Occupied Ukraine," m e Amcrican S h i c and EaPt
European Review, X, 2 (New York, 1952). p. 126. According to a broadcast by Radio Bratislava
on 15 May 1942, people were dismissecl k m institutions and schools for spcaking Russian. It is
unclear whether this report deals with the Reichskornmissariat ükrainc, the military zone, the
Distrikt Galizien, or perhaps a combination of the k e e . Savchenko to Khmshchev,
"Razvedsvodka No 32/67," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 115,l. 16.
4Qocument by Rosenberg, published in Blanka Jcrabek, Dus Schuhvesen und die Schulpditik im
Reichskommissariat Ukraine 1941-1 944: im Lichte deutscher Dokumente (Munich, 1991), pp.
208-209; Der Reichskommissar fuer die Ukraine -IIc/IIima -,In Verîrctung, gez. Schreiber,
Reichstreuhaender der Arbeit, Rowno, 2. Febniar 1942, "Vertraulich!An den Hem

printed news and corresponded with the authorities, the Nazi period saw the most thorough
and most successful Ukrainianization campaign in the history of Ukraine. Koch noted about it
in a report in early 1942:
To me and each of my GencmUonmis~areit is a selfcvident political principle that the
Ukrainian language and culture shall always get preferential treatment over any other
Slavic language and culture. This pre-eminena exists in most cases, with virtually no
exceptions.

It cannot be denied, however, that the Ukrainian cities and also Kiev have a population
which to a very great extent consists of Russians [sic]. According to the estimate of the
Generalkontntissar in Kiev, in the city of Kiev about 85 96 of the population speak
Russian and 15 % Ukrainian.

My efforts to push through the Ukrainian language and culture in Kiev-for exarnple
through the appearance six times of a Ukrainian and single appearance of a Russian
newspaper per week, as through the granting of the best church to the autocephalous
Ukrainian church, etc.-find only little support among the Ukrainians themselves. For
example, Ukrainian artists in Kiev create pmblems when they are ordered to produce
themselves in the ükrainian language, and declare that Russian is the language of the
educated and Ukrainian the language of the peasants.
Nevertheless, it is a matter of course that despite the conditions in Kiev, and despite the
lack of cooperation from the mass of the Ukrainians, everything is being done to give
ükrainianness [Ukrahertwn]in Kiev and in the other Ukrainian cities a controlling
position [beherrschende Vorrangstellung] over Russianness.41

Even in the countryside, the use of Ukrainian in printed communications led to
dificulties. People with little education had trouble understanding the Ukrainian languege
k i n g used in official publications because it was composed by Galician journalists, who spoke
and wrote in a Ukrainian which differeâ sornewhat h m literary Ukrainian.42 A lack of
knowledge of literary Utuainian was much less of a problem, for most "Soviet" Ukrainians

Wehrmachtbefehlshaber Ukraine Rowno d.d. V.O. H e m Hauptmann Dr. Schafferdt, den
Befehlshaber des rueckwaerigen Heeresgebiets Russland-Sued, den Hoeheren SS- und
Polizeifuehrer Russland-Sued in Rowno, den Genetalmstkomrnissar Ukraine in Rowno. die
Haupteisenbahndirektion-Sued in Lemberg. Betr.: ~prachengebrauchin der Ukraine,"
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 41,ll. 62-63.
*

41"Lageberichtfür den Monat Apnl 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15, II. 350-351. This
was one of the rare occasions when Koch wrote somcthing regarding Ukraine himself, instead of
letting a subordinate write and sign in his name.
42Fevr,Solntse, p. 265; Meldungen, 21 (18 September 1942). p. 18; "Teilbericht Politik [...],"
TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26,l. 36.

had leamed it at school.43 Still, Koch's deputy Dargel once told Ukrainian leaders from the
Generalgouvemement that the Gebietskommissare were telling him that the population did not
understand Ukrainian announcements. The Russian language they understood, he added, but
that language could not be allowed for political ruis0ns.U
There were several magazines to read, al1 of them little more than newspaper
supplemnts, that rarely found their way far h m the place of publicaîion. For adults, the main
ones were Ukraiitka (Ukrainian Woman, Kostopil'), Sil's'kyi hospu&ar(Agrarian Master,
Rivne), and Ukraïis'kyi khliborob (Ukrainian Farmer, Kiev, though apparently printed in
Rivne).45 For children, there were Orlenia (Young Eagle, Rivne), Ukraïî'ka dyfyna
(Ukrainian Child, Kostopil'), and Shkoliar (F'upil, Vasyl'kiv). Their content was similar to the
newspapers, although nmarkably Orlenia refemd to the Third Universal of the revolutionary

period, a document which proclaimed the existence of a Ukrainian republic, even as late as
November 1942.46 Shkoliar containeci bloodtthirsty lang~age.~7
Directly from the Reich came

43In western Volhynia, sorne peasants spoke a language situated between Polish and Ukrainian. In
central Ukraine, because of their Soviet ducation, people spoke a Ukrainian which was closer to
the literary standard. In the north of the Volhynia-Podolia Generalbezirk, the population spoke a
Polissian dialect. Seleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 15; Hptm. [Hauptmann] Prof. Hans Koch, "Der SowjetNachlass in der Ukraine. Stimmungs- und Erfahmngsbericht. Abgeschlossen 30. 9. 1941,"
TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 26, 1. 15.

"Dargel then mused that using only Gennan might be a good idea. His guests were Volodymyr
Kubiiovych, the head of the Cracow-based Ukrainian Central Cornmittee, and Iaroslav Kal'ba, the
head of that committee's very short-lived Volhynian branch. When Kubiiovych objected that
using only German would make it impossible for people to follow his orders, Dargel allegedly
proclaimeci, "Then I'll shoot them." This meeting was in the fa11 of 1941. Volodymyr Kubiiovych,
Meni 85 (Munich, 1985), p. 102.
45Arrnstrong, Ukrainian Nationaiism. p. 193; IUia Chaikovs'kyi, Ukraïhs'ùi periodychni vydcnnia
v druhii svitovii viini, 1939-1945 redaiktsiio i dopovncnnia M. Kravchuùa (Philadelphia, 1976).
p. 17.
460rlenia: c h o p y s dlia ditei, II, 11 (Rivne, November 1942). p. 16.
For example. in November 1942 it had the following short story. 'lbe tceacherous partridge. A
hunter caught a partndge and wanted to kill her. She starteû to plead: 'Don't kill me, and 1 will
thank you by luring my cornrades to you.' The hunter got angry and said: 'No, it's better that 1
kill you, so that you won't destroy your c o d e s thnwigh treason.'" Shkoliac misiachnyi
chasopys dlia slrkoliariv, 2 (Vasyl'kiv, Novemôer 1942), p. 8.
47

brochures about Hitler (distributed at schools)" and colorful posters, and leafiets printed in
Ukraine were also distributed.
Few books appeared, almost al1 undei the military administration.49 Writers who had
lived under Soviet rule were almost never allowed to publish, not even a man like Arkadii
Liuôchenko, who was vey anti-Semitic and (until 1943) vey prdjrrman and antiCornmunist.~The authorities did not import books and confiscated Ukrainian books at the
border.5'
Nevertheless, books,at Ieast in Kiev, were readily availabte in large numbers at
second-hand bookstores and commission stores. (It had been difficult to buy any before 1941.)
These books often came from the libraries of scholars and party leaders. Most popular were
books from abroad, however. People kept asking for them in stores and bought any at once

regardless of the price. Particularly popular were novels and mernoirs by White Russians.
People also b m w e d them from each other. The Novoe slovo correspondent Nikolai Fevr
knew a person who was number 137 on a waiting list for one such nove1.52 Books could dso

4BBerdnik,"Kharakteristika polozhenii [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123,lI. 6 2 4 3 . Initially,
"several" brochures were also published in Kiev, according to F. H. (Fedir Haiovych), "Kyïv u
zhovtni 1941," p. 164.
49Among them were Ulas Samchuk's novel Mariia (Rivne: Volyn', 1941; 15,000 copies);
Mykhailo Pronchenko, Kobza (poetry, Kryvyi Rih: Dzvin. 1941?); Ivan KrypUiakevych's book
Istoriia Ukraïny (History of Ukraine. Kryvyi Rih: Dzvin, 1941?); and two collections of
Ukrainian poetry published in Vinnytsia. Samchuk, Na bilomu koni, p. 188; Samchuk, Na koni
voronomu, p. 109; Ievhen Stakhiv, "Kryvyi Rih v 1941-1943 m.," Suchasnu Ukraïna (Munich),
22 January 1956, p. 10; Seleshko, Vinnytsia, pp. 156157.
In Febmary 1942, the publishing house "Volyn'" announced the publication of two series
of books, the "Libmy 'The Anti-Communist'" and the "Theatrical Library." Arnong the former
were the following titles: "Jewry and Its Role in the East of Europe," "History of the Struggle with
the Jew-Commune," and "The Tmth about Our Past." It in unclear whether these books or
booklets actuaily appeared. "Oholoshennia," Volyn', 12 February 1942, p. 3.
SoSomehow the Gennan authorities had become convinced that he had received a Lenin Prize. As
a result, he was most of the tirne unemployeâ, and only allowed to prepare subtitles. Liubchenko,
Shchodennyk, pp. 61, 109, 141, and 146.
SISeleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 98. He writes chat the Gennans did import Russian books, which is not
confinned by other sources. Ibid., p. 125.
52Fevr, Solntse, p. 135 (regarding Krasnov's novel From the Two-Heaàed h g l e to the Red
Banner); Fesenko, Povest', p. 86. The existence of antiquarian bookstores in Kiev in November
1942 is confinned in Nartova diary, 1. 19.

k read at libraries, after an initial period of looting and systcmatic purging? Some people
probably hesitated to ask for Ukrainian-language books, fearing being considered a
nationalist.9

There were cultural performances of various kinds. Amateur drama existed in every region,
although not in every single town or village. Where they did exist, they started immediately. to
the arnazernent of the Gerrnan military. The civilian authorities did not ban such theater, but
proclaimed that it had to be in Ukrainian." According to Reichskommissariat reports in early
1942, "in large sections of the Ukrainian population there is a strong need for cultural activity.
Teachers and intellectuals are giving new life to drama and song, even in the smallest towns."
"In the provincial cities as well, cultural Life is back to life. Here there are numerous theaters
w ith amateur actors."56

Performances were coordinated by local societies, usually called Promita
(Enlightenment), which were apparently under close German s u p e r ~ i s i o nThey
. ~ ~ also
involved choirs and ensembles of bandura players. Two Communist reports state that the
Prosvita activists were mainly children of people working in offices and the police-that is,

531n Kiev's one functioning library, only 26,000 of its 170,OO books were allowed to be given out
to readers. M. V. Koval', "Dolia ukraïns'koï kul'tury za 'novoho poriadku' (1941-1944 m.),"
Ukraïns'kyi istorychnyi zhurnaf, 11-12 (Kiev, November-December 1993), p. 32. In the Illintsi
district, neither libraries nor individuals were allowed to possess any Soviet ("Bolshevik")
propaganda; any works by Marx, Engels, LRnin, Stalin, Lamarck, Rousseau, or Darwin; any books
based on them; any "anti-Ukrainian literature printed before 1917," any "so-called Soviet belles
lettres"; or any Soviet textbooks. The libraries were not supposed to give out Russian-language
literature, "but scientific non-Bolshevik litetahire and the works of the Russian pre-revolutionary
classics are not removed." Order from Iampil's'kyi, school inspecter of the Illintsi district, to al1
school inspectors, 29 March 1942, DAKO, f. r-2412, op. 2, d. 37, 1. 2. The chief of the Academic
Library stole costly books, according to Professor N. A. Shepelevskii, "Prebyvanie nemtsev v
Kieve," Typewritten document, signed, TsDAVOV, f. 4620, op. 3, d. 243a, 1.61.
54Seleshko, Vinnytsia, pp. 98-99.
% t t o BHutigam, uberbfick Iibcr die besetzten Ostgebiete wahrend des 2. Weftkrieges (Tîibingen,
1954), p. 76.
%"LageberichtRlr Januar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 78,l. 30; "Lagebcricht für Februar
1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15,l. 262.
57Armstrong, Ukruinian Nationalism, p. 172.

people with some paranteed income and not liabk for deportation for work in Germany-and
that non-Ukrainians were barred from participating.58 Neither of these statements could be
confirmed, however.59 The performances brought in money.60 Gennans also attended and in

small towns even sat among the Ukrainian spectators.61
The plays were Ukrainian classics62 as well as old vaudeville-like plays with titles such

as "They Were Duped" (Poshylys' u dumi). The quality of the performances was high.63 HOW
the prograrns were established remains unclear. In Khmel'nyts'kyi, where there was
apparently no Prosvita society, the local newspaper complained several times in late 1941 and
early 1942 that the plays k i n g performed were not patriotic. The mayor himself told regional
theater leaders in person, "Enough vodka on the stage." Such pressure pmbably had little
effect, however.64

58Berdnik, "Kharakteristika polozhenii [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123, 1. 60 (adds that "in
the countryside. any [such] work is completely absent"); Savchenko to Khrushchev,
"Razvedsvodka No 32/67," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 115,l. 46.
5That such reports neeü to k handled with special case is shown by another report, also written
at the highest level of the CP(b)U, which claims rnistakingly that the Promita societies in RightBank Ukraine were created by the Germans, and that ""through the 'Prosvita's' the Germans
engage in propaganda and agitation among the Ukrainian population and especially the youth."
D. S. Korotchenko to N. S. Khrushchev. "O sostoianii partizanskogo dvizheniia na
pravoberezhnoi Ukraine," 22 July 1943, n.p., TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 6, 1. 20.
60Savchenkoto Khrushchev. "Razvedsvodka No 32/67," TsDAHOU. f. 1. op. 23. d. 115.11.48 and
50.

61Mykhailo Demydenko (ULrainian bom in 1928 in the village of Tmsivtsi near Chyhyryn),
author interview in Ukrainian, 18 July 1995. Bohuslav, Kiev oblast, Ukraine. tape recording.
62Such as Natalka-Poltavka and Svatannia na Honcharivtsi. Berdnik, "Kharakteristika polozhenii
[...]." TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123, 1. 61.
63Kravchenko, author interview (regarding Kaharlyk in 1942); Demydenko, author interview.
the city of Khmel'nyts'kyi, eventually Mykola Kulish's play M ~ MMazuilo, about the
Ulrrainianization campaign in Soviet Ukraine in the 1920s, was performed. Ukraïns'kyi holos, 3
December 1941. p. 4; ibid., 2 1 December 1941. p. 1; ibid., 22 January 1942, p. 4; ibid., 30 Apnl
1942. p. 2. In the fa11 of 1942, the d k t o r of the music and drama theater in Zvenyhorod
submitted a pmposed program for 1942-1943. which eventually even ended up at the highest
level in Rivm. TsDAVOV. f. 3206, op. 1. d. 74.11. 1-lv and 17-23v. The school inspector of the
Illintsi district, Iampil's'kyi, instructed raion school inspectors to wam eldtrs and cultural m u ~ s
that his permission-was riaded for any public p e r f o k e . Undatecl order [early 19421. b~fi0,
f. r-2412, op. 2, d. 37. 1. 8.
1 f&nd no evidence to support John Armstrong's view tbat the actors were "genedly
amateurs interested in using this medium of expression of their nationalist feeling," and that

There was a h a Kievan Ensemble of Bandurists (Kyïvs'ka Kapela Bandurystiv),
consisting of seventeen players-singers directcd by Hryhorii Kytastyi, who had done the same
for Soviet Ukraine's ensemble. In June 1942 this group made a tour dong with several opera
singers. It started with three shows for Nazis in Rivne (Koch was out of town), who then gave
permission for a month-long tour of towns and villages in western Volhynia But Ukrainian
audiences spontaneously burst out in what was generally considered the Ukrainian national
anthem (Shche ne vmerla Ukraïnu). The ensemble w u speeâed back to Kiev and in rnid-July
1942 sent to the Reich to perform for Ostarbeiter.65
The countryside saw the appearance, or more precisely reappearance, of the traditional
blind minstrels, who sang songs while playing a small plucked lute (kobza)or hurdy-gurdy
(lira), for which they were rewarâeû with food. They traveled on their own from village to
village. It is hard to reconstmct what they acnially sang and when they did so (as is the case
with songs sang by "ordinary" people.) They were colofil figures. One blind "Uncle Levko"

bom around 1860 toured the villages of the Kirovohrad region. A Soviet journalist was told
later that this man "in a wom Risset overcoat and home-woven trousers used to feel his way
with a long lime pole. On his head was a large stmw hat, h m his shoulders hang the bandura,
locally called lira,just as old as him, and a canvas bag in which he put his charity. His face
was stem, wrinkled. He shavexi his bcard, but wore a long mustache, yellowed €rom tobacco."
Among his songs were new compositions about contemporary life, which his audience quickly
picked up. After about a year, he was denouncexi and hanged as a "partisan.""
therefore they gave performances which were "nationdist in content as well as language."
Armstrong, Ukrainiun Nutionalisrn, p. 172.

6%amchuk, Na koni voronomu, pp. 197-198; MUshCDko, Istoriia moho pokolinniu, pp. 341 and
344-345; Liubchenko, Shchodennyk, p. 82. According to Samchuk. the performance in Rivne,
on 15 June, was announced as the "Kyïvslka Kapela Bandurystiv i solisty KyYvs'koï Opery." The
chapel's foundation is noted in "Lagebericht für Febmar 1942," TsDAVOVI f. 3206. op. 5, d. 15,
1. 262.
66He was amsted in the village of Zhovtm'. Boris Polevoi, Sobmnie sochinenii v deviati tu-.
Vol. 7 (Moscow, 1984). pp. 444 and 4U)-451. This work, by a Pmv& correspondent, is partly
quoted in O. A. Ravdiuk, "Skhidnos1ov"ians'ki patriotychni pisni u roky Velykoï Vitchyznisnoï
viiny," in O. K. Fedon* et. al., cds., Khdozhniu kul'tum kraïn skhidnoï ta pivdennoï Ievropy v
borot'bi proty farhyunu: zbimyk naukovykh prats' (Kiev. 1990). p. 26. This minstrel does not
appear to be the same person as the blind minstnl Mykola Hrabamiuk who is nientioned in
Skirda, "Otchet [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391.1. 12.

The countryside south of Kiev also had such a rninstrel; he is said to have stmted
singing satirical songs about Hitler when the Red A m y was almost back.67 Old or young
~ could earn much money. Seleshko saw
minstrels also penormed at city markets, w h e thcy
them at the market in Vinnytsia in September 1943, where he also encountered vagrants who
sang Russian songs and chastushki (two- or four-line rhymes) with topicd texts that audiences
really enjoyed.68

There was also a circus group ("Demon")of the "Kievan theater of the Section of
Ropaganda of Ukraine," which even tourcd regions where there was partisan activity? A
final category of itinerant perfonners were actors and opera singefs. In late 1942, the western
Volhynian village of Derman' was visited by artists calling thernselves the Kievan Happy
Theater (Kyïvs'kyi Veselyi Teatr). First a meno soprano sang arias from Madame ButterjZy,
then there was dance and satirical songs to the âccompaniment of an accordion. The reception
was very good. The chastushki, however, fell flat (perhaps they were pro-Soviet?)?

In the major cities, many perfonning artists continued to work in their profession. In
Vinnytsia plays were performed in the fall of 1943, rnostly in Russian. 'fhe first few
performances were always for Germans only. These actors were at most second-rate and made
little effort when performing for the l ~ c a l s . In
~ l smaller towns, scenes such as the following,

from a suburb sorne fifteen kilometers from Kryvyi Rih, could be observed by the summer of
1943:

With no self-consciousness at al1 and with their heads held high, the people danced
with the verve and c a r e h ease of millionains on the huge wooden stage in the center
of the park where a harmoshka accordion quartet, accompanied by flute, guitar and
67Pavlo Varlaamovych Nosach, bon in 1890 in the village of Bovhn in the Tarashcha region. F.
1. Lavrov, "Radians'ki ukraïns'ki narodni spivtsi-kobzari (Porirety i kharakterystyky)," Mystetsrvo.
1-II (Kiev, 1947), pp. 163-1 65.
Fol 'klor. Emohrarfiia: ~ u k o v urpysky,
i
68SeleshIc0, Vinnytsia. pp. 139 and 151.
69Ivankivs;ki visti, 29 June 1943, p. 4.
70Samchuk, Na koni voronomu, p. 291.
7ISeleshk0, Vinnytsia, p. 151.

violin, played waltzes, fox-trots and sentimental tangos. We both met in life
coincidentaily - thus by chance we palted. We were not aware of each others'
happiness, thus by chance we parted.'
A young mezzo-soprano in a fine silk gown and high-heeled shoes crooned with
professional know-how and feeling to much applause from the audience. There were
no ice-cream booths, no chocolate bars, no candy, and no lollipops. Everyone
munched sunflower seeds and elegantly spat out the shells into their han& so as not to
litter their beautiful park."

Several plays were peifonned in Kiev for the population, plthough it is unclear where e x r t l y

and which 0nes.~3
The opera-and-ballet theater in Kiev was accessible to locals, if they had some way to
get tickets. For example, a woman's Geman boyfiiend could obtain them. The woman would
have to use the separate "non-GermanWcloakmom. From late November 1942, officially only

Germans and allied nationdities were allowed in, supposedly to ensure soldiers a seat. (In fact
most visitors were German officiais.) Kievans felt hurniliated.74 That theater's first artistic
director was a man called Sheremet'ev, replaced aher several months by Wolfgang Brückner,
who directed a radio orchestra in Konigsberg and was the brother of the well-known German
composer. The building, now renamed the Large Opera Theater, had 140 musicians (including
two Jews with Ukrainian passports, one of them called Iasha Goldberg). Brückner, somehow

72The place was Dovhyntseve (Dolgintsevo). Amnon Ajzensztadt, Endurance: Chronicles of
Jewish Resistance (Oakville, New York, and London, 1987), p. 63.
73111 Match 1942, Reichskommissariat oficials reporteci that Kiev's ükrainian drama theater
would start performances soon and chat the "Kievan Theater" (Kiewer Bühne) was already
perforrning plays and concerts, in Ubainian and German. "Lagebericht fïir Februar 1942,"
TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15,l. 262. In early Febmary 1943, Kiev's Stadtkommissar ordered
the creation of a UInainian drama theater, according to Liubchenko, "Shchodennyk," Novi dni,
IïI, 32 (Toronto, September 1952), pp. 4-5. According.to Bashkulat, CHPWU interview, 1. 40, the
Drama theater performed the Ukrainian plays Shevchenko and Denshchyk.

74Source"Gewahrsmann," in a report by Auswiirtiges Amt, Berlin, 31 December 1942, USNA
microcopy T-120, roll 2533, frame E292536;Bashkulat, CHPWU interview, passim (he was
before and after 1941 photogtapher there); Bogatyrchuk, Moi zhizhnennyi put*, p. 136; Nariova
diary, 1. 18. The opera theaters were "packed,"according to Friedrich Eieyer, Die orthodoxe
Kirche in der Ukraine von 1917 bis 1945 (Cologne and Braunsfeld, 1953), p. 205.

related to Ench Koch and therefore confident that he c d d not be removeci, tended to strike the
musicians physicdy and generally nnriUy thcm as slaves.75
On the other hand, the entire staff of a thousand (!) received Gerrnan food rations. The
soloists (although not the best, who had b a n evacuated in 1941) lived particularly well, as
Germans delivered additional food to their homes? Arnong the shows were Italian variations
and syrnphonic concerts (Beethoven, Tschaikovsky, Brücknern), ballet (Tschaikovsky's
Queen of Spades78). and operas (Aï&, Lohengrin-in

Ukrainian, for the actors knew no other

version79). The building closed altogether in January 1943.80
Small-scale performances of song and music were particularly numerous in western
Volhynia. For example, on 28 June 1942 Rivne's movie theater saw a celebration of Song

marking the 1 0 t h birthday of the Ukrainian composer Mykola Lysenko.*l in early i 9482, a
show featuring popular songs (estrada), produceci by "the well-lnown entertainer Moshinskii,"

opened in Kiev!*

This may be the place identified by Arkadii Liubchenko as the "Vafiete,"

which had shows in Russian until early September 1942, when the Stadtkommissariat ordered
it to perfonn in Ul~rainian.~3
Particularly popular also were choir concerts in the building of the

75Der Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD in Kiew, report, Kiev. 29 January 1943,
TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 4, d. 101, Il. 1-8; Bashkulat, CHPWU interview, passim.
7 6 0 f the one thousand staff members, about two hundred received every ten days five breads, 700
g. butter, 600 g. sugar, jam, and various groats. Bashkulat, CHPWU interview, 1. 38v.

771bid., 1.40; Nove ukraiiis'ke slovo, 4 September 1942, p. 4.
78Poslednie novosti, 2 January 1942, p. 6 (photopph); ibid., 8 January 1942, p. 6.
79Had they known a Russian version. they could not have performed it, for Koch had ordered that
al1 theater and opera performances had to be in Ukrainian. Bashkulat, CHPWU interview, 1 . 0 ,
Briiutigam, vberblick uber die besetzten Ostgebiete, p. 76.
800petas were also performed elsewhere, such as in Vinnytsia hving the performance there of
the opera Rigoletto, some singers sang in Russian while others sang in Uluainian. Few people
noticed this difference. Seleshko, Vinnytsia, pp. 148 and 153-1 54.

81Samchuk, Na koni voronomu, p. 197.
82Berdnik,"Kharalcteristikapolozhenii [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123.1. 61.
SgLiubchenko, Shchodennyk, pp. 57 and 120.

Kiev city administrati~n.~
As this discussion of the performing uts has shown, Russian music
and Russian-language culture were not completely eradicated. (Indeed, classicai Russian

composers were ais0 played on the radio.85)
There were some places where the conditions for cultural performances were relatively
favorable. The Shevchenko theater in Kamianetd-Podil's'kyi received financial support from
the Gebietskommissar.~Apostolove souheast of Kryvyi Rih apparently had the
Reichskommissariat's only conservatory with qualified instmctors in Song, piano, and wind or
string i n s t r ~ m e n t sShows
. ~ ~ in Kherson were attended by Gennans and non-Germans at the

Altogether, however, few "official" cultural performances took place once civilian mle
was in place. A western Volhynian writer and journalist,

Ulas Samchuk, traveled through

several cities as a reporter. When he arrived in Poltava in August 1942, he was stunned by the
contrast with the Reichskomrnissariat. The population seemed happier and able to get almg
well with the Germans; movie theaters, restaurants, and bars were open; and a great variety of
shows was being performed.89
Kiev had an Academy of Painting (Akademiia maliarstva) headed by Professor Fedir
Krychevs'kyi and a painters' association with some sixty members.90 In the summer of 1942,
84For example, on 31 January 1943 about seven hundred people, mainly Galicians, attended a
concert there of "epiphany carols [shchedrivky] and historical songs" directed by N.
Horodovenko. Ternivs'kyi, "Spohady etnigranta," p. 56; Liubchenko, "Shchodennyk," Novi dni,
III, 32 (September 1952), p. 4.
85Bashkulat, CHPWU interview, 1.40.
86Dmytro Kyslytsia. Svite iasnyi: spohady: vid r. Vovchi z Naddniprianshchyny do r. Sv.
Luvrentiia na Ottavshchyni (Ottawa, 1987)- p. 216. 'Ihe theater was led by Mykhailo H.
Bilychenko, a native of the city who had retumed fhom emigration.

871ur. Semenko, "Pamniati Mykhda Ronchenka," Novi h i , W.39 (April 1953). p. 11.
EsReport by a Stdtoberinspektor from Rime. Novemkr 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 76,
1. 43v.
89Samchuk, N a h i voronomu, p. 255.
%id., p. 210; "Lagebericht für Febniar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15, 1. 262. Cf.
Samchuk, Na &uni voronomu, p. 204, about the painter Vasyl' Hryhorovych Krychevs'kyi, also in
Kiev.

Kievan painters and milptors sold w o b for an exhibition organized by the Gebietskmnmissar
in what was called "the former Museum of Ukrainian Art." The prices offered by the
organizers were so low that some withdrew their work. Most of the paintings on display were
bnght landscapes, many barely finished. According to Samchuk, Kievan visiton were
"impressed by the absence of the socalled socialist themes and also of portraits of leaders."91
In September 1942, Magunia and his Gebietskommissare issued a cal1 for another exhibition,
this time in "support of the best artists of the Kiev Generalbezirk," to be opened in December.92
The only other rnuseum open to Kievans was the short-lived Museum-Archive of the
Transitional Pend (Muzei-Arkhiv perekhodovoï d&y/Museum-Archiv der
Üûergangsperiode). Funded by the city administration and headed by the historian and former
mayor, Oleksander Ohloblyn. it existed fkom April 1942 until the next winter. Its exhibition
was called "The Ruination by the Bolsheviks of the Cultural Treasures of the City of Kiev."93

The countless propaganda meetings to which the population had been subjected in the
Soviet period essentially were not replaced by German equivalents. This had a big impact and
one that was not in the Germans' favor. As before 1941, most people trusted orally transmitted
information far more than any printed information. The few political lectures and meetings held
at or outside the workplace were not enough to satisfy the demand for information? Some

QlLiubchenko,Shchodennyk, p. 114; Samchuk, Na koni voronomu, p. 266.
92Ukrainian-language leaflet from Generalkommissar Magunia, 6 September 1942, in file of the
editors of Vasyl'kivs'ki visti, DAKO,f. r-2359, op. 2, d. 2, 1. 118; appeal by the Gebietskommissar
in Tarashcha, in Vidrodzhennia, 26 November 1942. This Gebietskomrnissar apparently issued the
cal1 very late, so that he could organize instead his own exhibition, marking the first anniversary
of his own rule. Vidrodzhennia, 3 December 1942, p. 2.
93Ihor Verba, "Sproby vidnovlennia Ukraïns'koï Akademïi Nauk u Kyievi (Kinets' 1941 seredyna 1942 m.), Ukrains'kyi istoryk, XXXII, 1-4 (124-127) (New York, 1995), p. 98. 1 fear
that Verba does not cite the title in fiill, for according to another source, Ohloblyn proposed in
July 1942 to create an exhibition called "The Liberation of Kiev from the Jewish-Bolshevik Yoke
by the German Amy." Patricia Kennedy Grimsted, "The Fate of Ukrainian Cultural Treasures
During World War II: The Plunder of Archives, Librarics, and Museums under the Thirâ Reich,"
Jahrbücherfir Geschichte Osteuropas, XXXIX, 1 (Stuttgart, 1991). p. 64. Verba's source is
DAKO, f. 2412,op. 1,d. 32, 1. 9.
94Meldungen. 21 (18 September 1942). p. 17-1 8; ibid., 25 (16 October 1942). pp. 12-1 3. As
Fitzpatrick, Stalin's Peusants, pp. 268-2 9 States, the very frequent meetings, wherc attendance
was mandatory, had been "the corn of the new Soviet culnixe in the village."

f

villagers even continued the Soviet tradition on their own. Thus, in the village of Cherepivka

(Khmel'nytsakyüRoskurow-land),
peasants-pmbably only males-spent

winter evenings at

the elder's office for talks and coliective readings of the newspaperP5
Before the Battle of Stalingrad, basically the only kind of oral propagandists were

Ukrainians who retumed from a socalleci "tour of Gennany" and told organized gathenngs
that they liked what they had seen and that the Ostarbeiter were doing we1l.M There were also
occasional official celebrations, such as May Day (rnadced as in the Reich on 2 May). By 1943
there were m m propaganâa meetings: by associates of the defected Soviet Russian general
Vlasov and his German-sponsored "Russian Libration Movement," by the former mayor of
Kharkiv, and sometimes even by the Generulkommissar.*
Secular comrnemorations other than those marking the death of Taras Shevchenko
(March 1942 and March 1943)98 were very rare, at least in the cities. Poltavans soon felt the
impact of civiiian nile when it arriveci. In September 1942, they organized a large requiem at
the grave of the father of modem Ukrainian literature (Ivan Kotliarevs'kyi), with the

permission of the Gebietskommhsar. Thousands were ready to participate in the ceremony, led
by the Autocephalous Bishop Syl'vestr. Just minutes before the start, however, a ban was

95Ukraïns'kyi holos, 1 Febniary 1942, p. 4.
%"TeilberichtPolitik [...IVw
TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26,11. 33v and 37; Ivankivsiki visti, 27
December 1942, p. 2. ,
97Seleshko, Vinnytsia, pp. 101, 122-123, and 129; Ukraïfis'kyi holos, 6 May 1943, p. 1. The latter
source includes an announcement of a speech by the Generalkommissar in the park of
Khmel'nyts'ky i.
g*Heyer, Orthodoxe Kinhe, p. 1% (on R i m in 1942); Ukmïns'kyi holos. 21 March 1943, p. 4
(on Bishop Platon in Rivne); Dwin voli, 7 Marich 1943, p. 4 (on Bila Tserkva); Mitmfan
Vasii'evich Rcutovskii (Ukrainian boni in la%), interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 28
Febmary 1944, [Kiev?], stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 246,ll. &8v (on Bishop
Nikanor in Kiev).

issued." Many villages had their own local cornmemorations. The village of Medvyn, for
example, had a requiem for those Ukrainians who hPd died in an "uprising" in 1920.rm
Kiev held a commemoration for the writer Lesia ükraïnka (Pedagogical hstihite, 23
August l942)iOl as well as a Writers' Day (city yprava, 18July 1W 3 ) F Lectures on topics in
the humanities, linpistics, and social sciences w e n allowed to be held in the dark and
unheated House of Scientists. Word of mouth made people gather then on 24 November 1942
to commemorate Ukraine's major historian and first president, Mykhailo Hrushevs'kyi.~O3
A striking ceremony took place in 1943 in Kiev on the occasion of a Soviet air raid. In

the early hours of 1 1 May, as daylight was breaking, Soviet airplanes, assisted by bright lamps
on parachutes, carried out a three-hour-long bombardment of the city. They targeted bridges,
factories, and hospitals. Afterward, they flew over the district of Lukianivka, at a low altitude,
which they could afford to do because Kiev still haà few anti-aircraft guns. Many residents ran
outside, shouting enthusiastically: "Our people have come!" (Nahi prileteli!). However, for
unknown reasons, the pilots opened firc and killed dozens of them. The German authorities
eagerly exploiteci the event. On 15 May, a mass burial procession for the non-German

991van Vlasovs'kyi, Narys iston'i Ukraïns'koii Pravosùzvnoï Tserkvy, Vol. 9: (XX sr.). part 2 (New
York, [South] Bound Brook, 1966), p. 239.
l%ykola Iosypovych Syn'ohub (Ukrainian bom in 1924 in Medvyn), author interview in
Ukrainian, 22 July 1995, Medvyn, Bohuslav taion, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording. The
newspaper of Bohuslav carried a rnemoir by an unidentified participant of what was called the faIl
1920 "upnsing" in Medvyn. Several times, according to this memoir, the "Bolsheviks" had to flee,
shouting in Yiddish, "We're done for." Then the "uprising" was suppressed, and "the best sons of
Ukraine fell in the fight against Bolshevism and Jewry [thydova]." Zvil'nerzu Vkraiira, 22 October
1941.

Io1Thepresidium consisted of ten people: Mayor Forostivslcyi, deputy mayor Volkanovych, the
head of the Section of Culture Solodovnyk, Solodovnyk's deputy Mykoh Prykhod'ko, Vasyl'
Zavitnevych, ükraïnka's sisters Ol'ha and Izydora (one of whom was called Borisova), ükraïnka's

cousin Svitozor Drahomanov, Ulas Samchuk, and Arkadii Liubchenko. Liubchenko,
Shchodennyk, pp. 114-1 15; Samchuk, Na koni voronumu, p. 269; Lashchenko, "Povorot,"
Samostiina Ukraïhu, XI, 10 (1 18) (October 1958), p. 11.
1"Drvin voli, 1 August 1943, p. 4. This report says that "several hundred" intellectuals
participated, which seems exaggerated. The meeting was not reportecl in the Kievan press.

lo3Nikolai Kuz'mich Gmn'skii [sic] (Uktainian bom in 1872), interview in Russian by the
CHPWU, 19 Febmary 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243.1.4;
Liubchenko, "Shchodennyk," Novi dni, III, 30 (July 1952), p. 2 and ibid., 32 (September 1952).
p. 4.

casualties assembled in front of the university at 2:00 p.m F i t Mayor Forostivslkyi
addressed the crowd. He probably spoke dong the lines of an article that he published the day
before: seeing the dead childrm, "we recognize the mug of Jewry [nwrda iudeistvu] which
hates us ükrainians so much." T k n Bishop Nikanor spoke and a church choir sang. Nikanor
and his Autocephalous clergy direfted the coffuis and the people to St Sophia Square, where
the procession was taken over by Bishop Panteleimon and the Autonomous clergy. At the
LukWianivka
cemetery, the dead were buried in a common grave. The memorial, made of
materials from the destroyed Jewish cemetery, had this text: "For the Victims of the Air Raid of
the Jew-Bolsheviks." On no occasion did Panteleimon condemn the air raid, however.
Forostivs'kyi, according to his own memoir, then askeâ the Germans to "deport" the bishop

by way of sanction. At that stage, Panteleimon issued a printeâ ~ o n d e m n a t i o n . ' ~
Sports played a small role in people's lives. Initially, OUN-Mactivists in Kiev created

an organizational groundwork in the form of the "Sich," a sporting organization whose
secondary aim was the promotion of nationalism. Consequently, the German authorities
suppressed it.lO5 Even swimming in the Dnieper River was banned in Kiev as of 4 September

104Forostivs'kyi,"Do hromadian m. Kyieva," Nove ukraïi'ke slovo, 14 May 1943, p. 1; article in
ibid., 16 May 1943, p. 3; Komtchenko to Khmshchev, "O sostoianii partizanskogo dvizheniia
[...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 6.1. 30; Iu. N. Kvitnitskii-Ryzhov, Nekropoli Kieva (Kiev, 1993),
pp. 2627; A. Dublians'kyi, Ternystym shliakhom: zhyttia Mytropolyta Nikanara Abramovycha:
do 20-littia arkhypasîyrs'koho sluzhinnia, 1942-1 962 (London, l962), p. 49; Forostivs'ky i, Kyïv,
pp. 33-36; Fesenko, Povest', pp. 88-89. Among these authors, Kvitnyts'kyi-Ryzhov is the only
person who lived in Kiev at the time and stayed behind during the Gennan retreat, and the only
one who mentions that people tan outside and were shot. According to another man who was also
in Kiev at that tirne, but who left in 1943, thece wece over a thousand casualties; this seems
exaggarated. See Temivs'kyi, "Spohady emigranta," p. 63.
The pilots may have shot at the people because they considered the population under
Nazi rule to be traitors, as Kvitnyts'kyi-Ryzhov suggests. They may also have been under orders
not to retum with unused ammunition. The Soviet authorities after their retum to Kiev removed
the inscription plate h m the memorial, which still existed without it in the late 1990s.
There were also bombardments on 2 May 1943 and in the night of 2 to 3 June 1943. In
the former attack, a bomb hit the Opera theater. It did not explode but killed about seven
Germans and caused a panic. The June 1943 bombardment was apparently more extensive than
the 10-1 1 May bombardment and hit military targets. Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 374; Nartova
diary, 1. 22, note of 8 June 1M3.
Io50UNu viini 1939 1945 [n.p., n.d.1, pp. 6243; Mildiail Nikolaevich Sviridovskii
([Svyrydovsltyi], bom in 1908), interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 3 Match 1944, Kiev,
stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 246, Il. 9-14. Cf. Savchenko to Khmshchev,
"Razvedsvodka No 32/67," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 115,1.57, which says mistakingly that the
"ZaporizkaSich" was created by Gennans.

l942.1O6 Apparently the only sport which was allowed som organizcd development was
soccer. In the summer of 1942, several teams compew( in Kiev's Zmit stadium.lm One of the
teams was "Rukh," apparrntly the successor to "Sich," and possibly composed of native
policemen. Two other teams, "Almaz" and "Statt," consisted of people with jobs ai,
respectively, the kwelry factory and the Bread factory. Many of "StartW'splayers had been in
the leading m e r team of the Utrainian SSR,"DynamoKicv." "Start" played against a
Hungarian team and in matches-how many and on which dates is unknown-against German
teams.1" The German players were anti-aircraft gunners,1m pilots, and railroad employees.
Aside fiom Gerrnan and Hungarian spectators, al1 matches attracted local Kievan spectators.

The natives and the Hungarians paid three karbovantsi to get in.
"Start" played its last match on Sunday, 16 August 1942, against "Rukh." "Start"
routed the latter 8:0.11° Two days later, eight of its players were arrested and accused of being

NKVD agents. The SD's accusation was correct in the sense that Ukraine's NKVD had
sponsored "Dynamo Kiev," while other People's Commissariats had sponsored other tearns.1I1
Moreover, afkr the Germans attacked the Soviet Union, at least one player worked briefly for
the NKM) as a car mechanic.Ii2 After twenty-four days. al1 the antsted players, except for
IOsLiubchenko, Shchodennyk, p. 92; Nove ukraïnsnkeslovo, 4 September 1942, p. 4.
WJnless indicated otherwise, the following information about soccer cornes h m Sviridovskii,

CHPWU interview. The stadium, at 28 Sholudenko Street, is now called "Start."The "Dynamo"

stadium was not ailowed to be u d .

'O8The players of "Start" included Makar Honcharenko, Oleksii Klymenko, Mykola Korotkykh,
Ivan Kuz'menko, goal keeper Mykola Trusevych, and the trainer Mykhailo M. Svyrydovs'kyi.
"Start" beat "Rukh" four times (2:0,4: 1,6:2, and 9:O). "Start" played three tirnes against the
Hungarian team "GZ SZERO"(2:O. 4:0, and 1:2). Nove ukraïns'ke slovo, 16 August 1942, p. 4.
109Announcement with the following text: "Stadion 'Zenit.' 9 serpnia futbol. Revansh. 'Starte
/khlibzavod/ 'Flakelf himets'ka chast." Scholarly Reference Library, collection "Afishy ta plakaty
okupatsiinoho periodu," Items 729ca through 732ca. The word "Flakelf" is a combination of the
words Flugzeugabwehrkanone and Elf.
lloNove ukraïns'ke slovo, 18 August 1942, p. 4; ibid., 19 August 1942, p. 4.
~~~Oleksander
Skotsen', Zfutbolom u wit: spomyny (Toronto, 1985). p. 258
" m a t player was Svyrydovs'kyi, who fell later into German hands as a soldier. At his
interrogation by the SD, he saw what he called later a "traitor" sportman. That man, "Viachkis,"
may have been the initial denouncer.

one who had not been in "Dynamo"(one Balakin), were sent to the Syrets' concentration camp
near Babyn Iar. "Almaz"played a benefit match and with the p-oceeds pas& on brcad and
lard to these soccer players, but four were cventually shot.113 The three other players managed
to escape, two because the pdice pards at the shoe factory where they worked during the day
looked the other way.114
Finally, people also gathend for private socializing. To be sure, the workload and (in
the cities) the curfew impeded parties and the me. Still, city dwellers vied to assemble for

birthdays and impromptu aftemoon meetings. Gmup activities ranged from dancing (to a
piano, a record player, or radio music) to staging charades (by young people) and playing
cards or dorninœs.11S At an engineef s name-day party (imnyny) in Vinnytsia in 1943,
It is also worth mentioning that as soon as word got out in Kiev in 1941 that some western
Ukrainians had fired shots at the cetreating Red Amy, the goal keeper Trusevych and other
players denounced their Galician teammate Oleksander A. Skochen' to the NKVD as a spy,
sabotage agent, and nationalist. The NKVD amsted Skochen', but quickly released him. Skotsen',
Z jùtbolom, pp. 277-280.
H30ne&y, the commandant gathered a hundred prisoners, twk out the "specialists," and shot
every fifth one of those remaining. Among those shot were Klyrnenko, Kuz'menko, and
Tmsevych. Korotkykh was also killed, or died at some later stage. He is not mentioned in
Sviridovskii, CHPWU interview, but he is mentioned by Makar Honcharenko, as quoted in H.
Levitsky, Kiev: A Short Guide (Kiev and Moscow, 1980), p. 116. Cf. Kuznetsov, Bubii iar, p. 310.
l14Tiutchev escaped first. The other two were Svyrydovs'kyi and Honcharenko, who escaped on
19 September 1942. The accepted notion is that the arrests and executions of the "Start" players
were the result of a so-called "death match" (match smerti) between "Start" and the Germari pilots'
team. The "Start" players supposedly did not heed an open threat that they would be killed if they
would win, and proceeded to win the game at 5 3 . This story can be found in Soviet publications,
such as Ukraïhs'ka RSR u Velykii Vitchyznianii viini Radians'koho Soiuzu 1941-1945 rr., Vol. 1
(Kiev, 1%7), p. 362; tevitsky, Kiev: A Short Guide, p. 115; and A. V. Kudritskii, ed., Kiev:
entsiklopedicheskii spravochnik (Kiev, 1982). p. 611. The former publication even says that the
players were inmates of the Syrets' camp already before the game. The "death match" account cm
aiso be found in Ukrainian diaspora publications; see N. N. [very likely Nykon Nemyron. i.e.,
Mykola Andrusiak], "Likvidatsiia zmahuniv 'Starni' v Babynomu Iari," in Maninchak, V borot'bi
za ukraïns'ku de&vu, pp. 904-906, and its slightly different version [Anon.], "Trahichna podiia
v istoriï Ukraïnskoho sportu," in Mel'nyk et. al., Na zov Kyieva, pp. 3 12-3 14. The "death match"
version is not confinneci in the above-mentioned articles in Nove ukraiirs'k slovo or, more
importantly, the Sviridovskii [Svyrydovs'kyi] CHPWU report. Thus, it appears to be a case of
postwar mythmaking.
To be sure, the valuable Sviridovskii report is itself not entirely clear about the affair. It
says that the score after the first round against the pilots was 2:l for the pilots. Then "Start"
kicked two Germans off the field, and a German "general" observing the game got angry. The
report is also unclear about the outcorne. On the one hand, it says it was "StartW-pilots,8:10, while
on the other hand it says, "We won the last match 8:O." Cf. Kuznetsov, Bubii iar, pp. 292-297.
lLSEvgeniiaDimer, Ogliaàivaias' nuzad (New York, 1987), pp. 35-36 (on dancing); Fesenko,
Povest', p. 87 (on chatades); Jacob Gerstenfeld-Maltiel, My Private War: One Mun'sStruggle to
Survive the Soviets and the N a i s (London, 1993). p. 219 (on a card game called dura&);Walther
Bienert, Russen und Deutsche: wcs pir Menschen sind dm? Berichte, Bilder unà Folgcrungen aus

Seleshko to his surprise fwnd everybody talking in Ukrainian. Moreover, the people "behaved
as if in a solid bourgeois home. There was music and singing, and a sociability in an unfoxced
Soviet fom. It was something totally opposite to the street, where everything had been
dragged down to the looks and manners of the proktariat and where everything was coarse,
shabby, and badly dressed. At home, everything was beautiful and in a form of which could be
the envy of any European."ll6
Once it got dark and people were back in their own honie or perhaps merely visiting the
neighbors, there were other simple ways to enjoy onerlf. Fevr describes Kiev in the early fa11
of 1942 after start of the curfew at 10 p.m.

In those evening hours, Kiev's wounds [destmyed buildings] are not visible, neither
are its beggarly rags, and it appears to be the beautiful city it once was. Sitting on their
balconies, in the dark, the Kievans cal1 out to each other. 'Svetlana, hi!' someone
shouts from the neighboring balcony. 'Cuckoo!,' answers Svetlana from the other side
of the Street. 'Cuckoo, how old are you?'...From the dark, 'cuckoo' resounds, sixteen
times.n7

Fevr also noted that "from the [open] windows, besides gramophone melodies and the radio,
come the sounds of the piano and singing. The central blocks of the city then seem to be a

The noise must have annoyed the authorities, for the mayor at some
gigantic conser~atory."~~~
stage ordecd al1 gramophone discs with "compositions with Jewish and Soviet content" to be

handed in.119 In the counûyside, sociaiizing, certainly of men only, inevitably was
accompanied by or consisted of nothing but bouts of hard chinking, to be discussed in the next
chapter.

d m Zweitrn Weltktieg (Stein am Rhein, 1990). p. 70 (ondominoes); Kravchenko, author
interview.

"6Seleshk0, Vinnyrsia, p. t 54.
1 lvevr, Solntse, p.

161.

119Noveukroïdke

slovo, 12 August 1942, p. 4.

Like religion, cultural events played only a srna11 d e in the lives of rnost natives. Movies,
performances, exhibitions, and political gatherings existeâ, but on a much smaller scale than

before 1941. Such events were unable to saîisfy the âemand. As for the printed media, they
were felt to be non-responsive to the readers. Al1 of this made the natives understand that the
rulers did not take them senously. In this regard, they were nostalgie for the Soviet period. The
foilowing chapter deals with people's thinking in more detail.

CHAPTER 8

Ethnic Identity and Political Loyaltirs

Life in the Reichskomrnis~atUkraine consisted of more than working, acquiring food, going
to chwch or the movies, and generally trying to survive. This chapter aims to reconstmct the
mental attitudes and loyalties of those Ukrainians who had lived under Soviet rule before 1939,
identified here as Dnieper or "Soviet" Uluainians. Similar information about Ubainians in
fonnerly' Polish-ruled western Volhynia is scarce nt the present stage of the rrsearch, but it is
added wherever possible for the sake of cornparison. The main thesis which will be proposed

is that the Nazi pend had little or no impact on the thinking of the vast rnajority of Dnieper
Uluainians, with the exception of the emergence of hatnd of the Gemians. The discussion will
also deal with the future people expected. Ultimately, the viability of any political system may
depend largely on the expectations of the populace, including in a time of war.

In order to address the typical Dnieper Ukrainian mental attitudes and loyalties, they
will be analyzed from five perspectives. What was Dnieper Ukrainians' level of mutual
(mis)txust? What was their primary identity? What did they think about "Europe"?What future
did they expect? Were there any generational âifferences?
The Soviet Union of the 1930s had been a society virtually without trust.' In the
Reichskommissariat Ukraine, public tmst and public solidarity were similarly scarce, and
perhaps even absent altogether. Baptist rnissionaries found in Khmel'nyts'kyi in July 1942 that
the population saw "an enemy in every person."2 In Vinnytsia in mid- 1943, Mykhailo

'This is shown by the existing scholarship. Two more testirnonies to this effect are Jacob
Gerstenfeld-Maltiel, My Private W a c One Man's Struggle to Survive the Soviets and the Nazis
(London, 1993), p. 34; and Arkadii Liubchenko, "Shchodennyk," Novi dni, IiI, 31 (Toronto,
August 1952), p. 10.
2Bohdan Liubomyrenko, Z Khrystom v Ukrdni: zapysAy viruiuciroho zcr roky 1941-1943
(Winnipeg and Toronto, 1973). p. 60.

Selesbko's acquaintances wamed him not to take any former Soviet citizen's word. He hinaself
frcquently heard about and experienced bmken p r ~ m i s w . ~
The culture of mistrust is shown strikingly in the memoirs of Ivan Maistrenko, a leftwing and patriotic intellectual h m eastem Ukraine. When in 1943he arriveci in L'viv, the
capital of the Distrikt Galizien, he noticed how streetcar passengers had a habit of paying
money to the driver without asking or receiving a ticket. Only when a conductor entered the car
to check did the driver quickly hand out tickets. Thus the mostly Polish L'vivans boycotted
"the systern," while supporting one of their own. This solidarity arnazed Maistrenko. He
frankly says that in such a situation, most "Soviet" Ukrainians would make a huge iùss and
accuse the driver of living off their backs.4

The larger a city, the less its inhabitants seemed to trust each other. Chapter 1 noted that
spy-maniz+the surest sign of misûust-had b&n

out in Kiev irnmediately and on a large

scale. The writer Arkadii Liubchenko noted in July 1942 that "in Kiev, almost everybody
appears to be either afraid, evil, or completely disillusioned." Even the non-Soviet Galicians in
the city were convinced that Liubchenko was a Soviet agent? The photographer Oleksii
Bashkulat, in an interview in 1944, demibed the atmosphere among the Ukrainians working at
the Kiev opera-and-ballet theater, where he worked as well. "Somebody would corne and s t m

to curse Soviet mle. To object was impossible, for you wouldn't know him. Or, in contrast, he
would start to praise it. We did not know the people surrounding us. One could not m s t
anyone, one could not Say a word to anyone."6

3Mykhailo Seleshko. Vinnytsia: spomyny perekod<rcha Komisiï doslidiv zlochyniv NKVD v 19371938 (New York, Toronto. London. and Sydney, 1991), p. 152.
41van Maistrenko. istoriia moho pokolinnia: spohaày uchasnyka revoliutsiinykh poàii v Ukraïni
(Edmonton, 1985). p. 365.
5Arkadii Liubchenko, Shchodennyk: knyzhku p e r s h (Toronto, 1951), p. 80; Liubchenko,
"Shchodennyk," Novi dni. m.30 (Toronto. July 1952). p. 4; ibid., III. 31 (August 1952). p. 10.
6Aleksei Mikhailovich Bashkulat (Ukrainian bom in 1909). interview in Russian by the CHPWU,
28 Febmary 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3. d. 243, 1.42. See also [O.
P. Shiuandachcnko], Reiestratorka &su: (iz shchoàennyka Ayianky) (Kiev 1960). p. 121.

"Western" Ukrainians were always smick by this rnentality. Drnytro Myron, the
Gaiician leader of the OUNSD underground in Kiev, wrote in a leüer on 18 October 1941 that
he found that Kievans had a Soviet heritage of "slyness, scrutinizing, and distrust."7 The
Autocephalous Orthodox Bishop Nikanor (Abramovych) found that parishioners in the Pokrov
church in the SolomWiankadistrict, and indeed ail Kievans, had "some kind of persecution
mania: they fear one another, everybody thinks the other is a spy and traitor, and each accuses
the other of dishonesty, theft, and venality ."His parishioners invited a stenographer to record
and distribute his outspoken sermons!
For anything said or done, there was sooner or later somebody who was prepared to
report it to the authonties. A native Kievan recalled laîer that there was "extraordinary
treachery" in the city.9 Those who had been "repressed" by the NKVD for some unknown
reason were particularly motivated to denounce others or even to become officiai German
informants (sing. : V-Mann, from Vertrauensmarrn)-they wanted revenge. ' 0 The Germans
generaily took denunciations seriously and meted out punishment to the "offenders."l1 Among
matters reported were acts which could be consmicd as Ukrainian nationaiism. For exarnple, in

1943 Bishop Nikanor celebrated Epiphany (Zeleni Svùzta, 13-15 June) in Kaniv with a sermon
on the local Cossack graves. He also held a sermon on the grave of Ukraine's national bard

7Zena Matviichuk, "Drnytro Myron-Orlyk v lystakh pro Kyïv ta revoliutsiinu borot'bu," in
Mykhailo H. Maninchak, ed., V borot'vi ta ukraïns'ku derzhavu: eseg spohady, svidchennia,
litopysannia, dokumenty Druhoi' mitovoï viiny (Winnipeg, 1990). p. 843.
8Letter by Nikanor, quoted in Osyp Zinkevych and Oleksander Voronyn, eds., Martyrolohiia
ukraïm'kykh tserkov u chotyr'okh tomakh, Vol. 1: Ukraiiis'ka pravoslavna tserkva (Toronto and
Baltimore, 1987). p. 717.
91urii Mikhailovich Markovskii (Uloainian bom in 1904), interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 12
March 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 244.1. 19v.
IOA. Kabaida, "1941," Kalendar-al'monakh Novoho Shliakhu 1991 (Toronto, [n.d.]), p. 53.
11Pavlo Ternivs'kyi [Ivan Zhyhadlo], "Spohady crnigranta," p. 31. Autograph manuscript, 1945,
Library and Museum, Ukrainian Cultural & Educational Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
While discussing events in Lubny, Zhyhadlo puts it as follows: "The Gennans blindly believed
denouncers and punished merely on the basis of denunciations, not taking into account that
denunciations had k e n a daily phenornenon in the Land of Soviets and had almost always been
based on lies and deceit."

Taras Shevchenko, and had a cross plsced on it. The event was denouncd afterwards, some
180participants of the event were arrested, and 37 of these were killed.12
Interestingly. the misüust under the Gcrmans coexistexi with remnants of the traditional
hospitality, apparently even in Kiev (moreon this below).l3 A young Kievan emigré reports
something else about behavior. She was stnick in October 1W 1 by "the strange sentimentality

of the Kievans, that is, [among] the men. The women seerned to be stronger. In the City
Administration I witnessed several times how old quaintances ran into each other. They
'cned, sobbed bitterly,' and publicly embraced each other for so long that it was embmassing
to watch. These were old people."I4
Terminology on how to address people became confused. In public people no longer
called each other "comradc" (tovarishch,rarely in Ukrainian: tovarysh).But which term should
replace it? Even the word "citizen" (grazMMkalgruzhdanin, rarely in Ukrainian:

hromuàianka/hrOYnadianyn)was rejected in places.15 Peasants visiting the Kiev administration
apparently addriessed the female officiais there as "lady" (damochko)or "madam"
(baryshen'ko, pannochko).'6

'*A. Dublians'kyi, Ternystym shliakhom: zhyttia Mytropolyta Nikanora Abramovycha: do 20-littia
arkhypastyrs'koho sluzhinnia, 1942-1 962 (London, 1962). pp. 50-5 1.

13Halyna Lashchenko, "Povorot," Sumostii~Ukraïi, XI, 7 (1 15) (New York. July 1958). p. 9.
141bid., XI, 11 (1 19) (Chicago. November 1958). p. 12.
1SNikolai Fevr, Solntse voskhodit r u tapade (Buenos Aires. 1950). pp. 174-175, based on
observations during a train ride from Bila Tserkva to Dnipropetrovs'k in the faIl of 1942. He
adds, "1heard the word 'cornrade' only once, said by habit, and immeciiately ridiculed in the
words of one of those present: 'Hear that, he remembercd the comrades; they were here, but
they're al1 gone...'" Haiyna tashchenko was told by a wornan who stood with her in an unruly
line-up at an ofTice in Kiev in the fa11 of 1941: "Observe the line up, citizen (grazh&nh]!" The
burieacrat in charge objected: "There am no citizens anymorc!" Lashchenko, "Povorot,"
Samostiim Ukraïna, XI, 11 (1 19) (Chicago, November 1958), p. 10.
161sharandachenko], Reiestratorka ralisu, pp. 1 14-1 16. Among themselves, peasants addressed
middle-aged peasant women as "aunt" (titko or t'oto). and tlderly ones as "grandman(babo).
Antonina Khelemendyk-Kokot, Kolhospne dytynstvo i nimets'ka nevolia: spohady (Toronto,
1989), p. 140.

People discovered the sudàen importance of nationality and generplly registered as

"Ubainian"(ukraïnetsïukraïhku, ukrainer). Einsatzgmppe C also found that when it asked
about people's nationality, the answer was aîmost aiways "Ukrainian" and rarely "Russian."~7
But people's actual self-identity remained often based on something other than eth~cityprofessional status or religion. The typicai peasant considered him- or herself foremost just
that-khliborob (peasant or fanner, literally a "grain-maker"). Women of Polish descent in the
Vinnytsia region in mid-1943, when asked for k i r nationality, answered "Catholic." Once the
concept of nationality had been explained to them, the answer became "Ukrainian."l8

By far the most popular fonns of self-identification, however, were the traditional (but
. words
strikingly unstudied) adjectives-tumed-nouns moï(in Russian moi) and ~ s h iBoth

meant "out people," or literally "one's own" or "ours."For example, a Ukrainian-speaking
woman from the t o m of Bohuslav was in her mid-tans in early 1944 when the front passed
her. She survived by hiding. A Red A m y soldier who saw her called out, "Who's there?" She
and the others answered, My, moï-us,

Our people.19 Even one person might say "ours" ( d i ,

in Russian: svoi) when asked to identify him- or herself.

SvoZ and nashi were rather intangible tenns, which was precisely why they were so
popular. In Dnieper Ukraine, "our people" almost certainly included Russians and perhaps also
local assimilated Poles. A man found in the Vinnytsia region that even nationally conscious

Ukrainians considered Russians (Ulrr.: rosiùzny) to be svoi'. In fact, these Ukrainian speakers
called them russki. When Seleshko asked instead about katsapy, an old derogatory word for

L7Ereignismeldung UciSSR, 88 (19 September 1941). pp. 14-15. To be sure, there were many
Russians who called themselves Russian. This was the case with al1 those whom the SD interpreter
Mykhailo Seleshko met in Vinnytsia. Seleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 132.
18Seleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 132.
19NadiiaFedomvna [Fedorivna] Bondarcnko (Ukrainian bom in 1930 in Bohuslav), author
interview in Ukrainian, 20 July 1995, Bohuslav, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording. The Russian
cry moi! was also used among Red A m y soldiers who could not sec each othcr, in order to
identiQ oneself as "friendly forces." Peter Repa, A Foohu,te to My Epitaph (Singleton, NSW,
[Australia], [1992?]), p. 90.

Russians, people said that these were not russki, and unpleasant people? k w s . however,
were probably generaily not considered to be svoï or Mshi.
One fin& the same preference for vagueness in the way peuple referred to the former

authorities, in public and among acquaintances. Ther authorities were thoroughl y unpopular,
but they controlled the lives of those d a t i v e s who were still s w i n g in the Red A m y , or were
otherwir living in the Soviet hinterland. Nationally conscious Ukrainians who eventually fled
westward spoke of "the Bolsheviks" (the traditional Russianism bol'shevyky, rarely the Soviet
Ukrainian bil'shovyky), "the Soviets" (soviety), or "the Reds" (chervoni).21 Some Russianspeaking city-dwellers used "Soviet d e " (soverskaia vlast'). "the Bolsheviks" (bol'sheviki)

and, if fearless, "the tramps" (bosiakî).a Most "ordinary" people, however, apparently simply
did not name the former authorities whenevet they could be overheard. Merely mentioning
Stalin, they feared, could result in one's execution.23 They rnight Say "those" (ri, in Russian:
te), while adding a sign of the hand toward the east, or "the former g~vernment."*~
"Ordinary"

people did speak of "the Reds" (krasni, in Russian krusnye, in western Volhynia more likely
chemni).*s This usually meant simply the Red Army .
2oSeleshk0, Vinnytsia, pp. 150 and 152.
2lE.g., Temivs'kyi, "Spohady emigranta," pp. 23-24. Likewise. the official style sheet for the
German-controlled media spoke of "Bolsheviks" (bol'shevyky), "Jew-Bolsheviksn (zhydobal'sh.yky), "Soviets" (soviety), and "Muscovites" (moshli, not rosiiany). Ulas Samchuk, Na
bilomu koni: spomyny i vrazhennia (Winnipeg, 1972). pp. 196-197.

"Anatolii Kuznetsov (A. Anatolii), Babii iac roman-dohment (New York, 1986). pp. 26, 28, 60,
and 195. The pun also existed as an adjective-as in, for example, "Slava tebe, Gospodi,
konchilas' eta bosiatskaia v1ast'"-and as a verô, bosiakovat'. ïbid., pp. 28 and 53.
23Nina SerhiiYna Zozulia (Ukrainian boni in 1929 in Oksaverivka [Vasyl'kiv raion, Kiev oblast]),
author interview in ükrainian, 21 July 1995, Bohuslav, tape recording.
UHptrn. [Hauptmann] Prof. Hans Koch. "Der Sowjet-Nachlass in der Ukraine. Stimmungs- und
Erfahmngsbericht. Abgeschlossen 30.9. 1941," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 26'1. 9; Kumetsov,
Babii iar, p. 279.
U"lt dnevnilu uchitelhitsy gor. Kieva L. Nartovoi [Nartova diy]"
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22. d.
347,lI. 5 and 8 (Kiev, March-April 1942); "Foltlor Velykoï Vitchyznianoï viiny," typed
manuscript (Kiev: lMFE Akademiii nauk Ulrra'inslrdi RSR, 1945), cdited by M. T. Ryl's'kyi,
IMFE, f. 14-3, d.zb. 56, ark. 496, mproduced h m IMFE,T. Krasyts'ka collection, f. 14-3, od.
zb. 20. a&. 39 ("Doshchyk ide. bude slyz'ko.. J Tikai fiytsiu, ltrasni blyz'ko." Dnipropemvs'k
region, 1943); Alexander Werth, Russia at War, 1941-1945 (New York, 1%5), pp. 717 and 728

(in the Uman' region shortly after its rccapturc by the Red Army; he also heard peasants refer to

As the violence of the Nazi regime went on, the word ri disappeared fmm use and was

more and more replaced by the openly used d i . This d œ s not mean that people could not
have thought the latter tcmi befofe then? The newly public t e m irnmediately divided people,
however. The Kievan Tat'iana Fesenko (bom around 1915)met a friend who had just spent
months in a prisoner-of-war camp. T h e young man, full of h a a d of the Germans, was
impatiently awaiting the retum of those he called nushi. She recalls: "We could not connect; to

me, neirher the Soviets nor the Germans were mine [mor) anym0re."2~At the tirne of a Red
Army offensive, some people in the Poltava region started saying, "Smn nashi will corne!"

Others questioned h e m : what good could those nushi of theirs b r i n g - n o t their sons, who haà
been killed in battle long ago. Instead, these objectors said, what would come was "that same
devii's regime which oppressed us," perhaps even a famine like the one of 1933.28

Of course, by the time the Red A m y retumed, such objections were no longer
expressed. In Kiev there were happy shouts in the Street: "Why are you sitting inside, ~ s hare
i

ahady at the Jewish Bazaar!"29 In contrast, in western Volhynia in August and September
the Red A m y as "the Bolsheviks"); Mariia AIekseevna Novitskaia (Ukrainian bom in 1896),
interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 22 Febmary 1944, Kiev, stenogtaphic report, TsDAHOU, f.
166, op. 3, d. 244, 1. 1 1 (says the krasnye arriveci); Oleskii Satsiuk, Smertonostsi: opovidannia (na
tli perezhytoho) (Buenos Aires, 1947). pp. 121 and 140 (Dubno region, 1941).
26niose who supportecl the Soviet system wrote this way in diaries. A. Khoroshunova, "Kievskie
zapiski. 1941-1944" [photocopy of selected pages of typed manuscript], in Erhard Roy Wiehn,
comp., Die Schodh von Babij Jar: d a Massaker deutscher Sonderkomrnandos an der jüdischen
Bevc3lkerung von Kiew 1941fünfzig Jahre danach zum Gedenken (Konstanz, 1991), pp. 276 and
305.

27Tat'iana Fesenko, Povest' krivykh let (New York, 1%3), p. 86.
2801eksanderBykovets', "Case History LH33," in James E. Mace and Leonid Heretz, eds., Oral
History Project of the Commission on the Ukraine Famine, Vol. 1 (Washington, 1WO), p. 409.
Bykovets' says that this particular Red A m y advance was led by General Timoshenko and took
place near Lozova and Barvinkovo. This was in May 1942.
Z9Klavdiia Iakovlivna Hrynevych (Ukrainian bom in 1930 in Klyntsi [Kirovohrad oblast]), author
interview in Russian, 10 August 1995, Kiev, ta recording. Sirnilarly, the Jewish Holocaust
survivor Evgeniia Gurai'nik (bom as ~ i l i k i c v s in
~ sor around 1928) shouted in lanuary 1944,
"You can come out! These are nashi! Do you understand! Nosiri, the Reds [krasnye] have come!"
[Evgeniia (Zhenia) Gural'nik], "Iarna v Pavlovychakh," in David Zil'berrnan [comp.], I ty eto
videl (New York, 1989). p. 30.
It is worth mentioning the w o d s usad by the peasant women and men interview4 by this
author in Kiev and the Bohuslav region in 1995. The word nushi cornes up al1 the tirne: nashi
arrived (Moskovs'ka); nushi came (pryishly nashi, Iakiv Vasylcnko); krasni came, nashi came
(zaishly krasni; nashi zakhoàyly, Marïia Vasylenko); nashi started to attack (staly nastupat' nashi),
Bondarenko); nushi, ruski came (Kutsenko); nashi krasni (Rylipko); nashi came, nashi, nache zh

1943 people o h asked the writer Uias Samchuk what wouid happen after the r
e
m of
"those" (ri)." In this region, the equaiiy cumnt nushi rartly meant the R

d -y,

for few of

people's relatives were sewing in it. More likely it meant the rank-and-file of the nationalist
Ukrainian Insurgent &y?

The next question is to what extent Dnieper Ukrainians were patriotic. If they were, of
what were they patriots-Ukraine,

the Soviet Union, or perhaps both? Or were they even

nationalists? John Armstrong's 1955 study of Ukrainian nationalkm during World War II was
the first scholarly work to addnss these issues. He found that there existed a certain patriotism.
There also was a Ukrainian nationalist "movement," but he concluded that "the essential mass
remained uncornmitteci." Armstrong provided no sources for this last statement, however. This
largely explains why his view rarely found acceptance among the few other scholars in the
West who studied wartime Ukraine?
Bohdan Krawchenko proposed the entirely opposite in 1985. His main sources were
interviews with former Soviet citizens conducted by the Harvard Project on the Soviet Social

System in 1950 and 1951. Krawchenko's premise-based

on other research data as well-was

that a Ukrainian "national consciousness" had developed in Soviet Ukraine in the years 1921 to
1941. In his view, this at least partially explained why local administrations, schools, and

krasni (Oksana Sarapuka); nashi returned (Hohulia). Note also one response to the author's
question: "When did you live better, in the 1930s or during thé Germans (za nimtsiv)?" "We lived
better under nashi" (Pry narhy&h luchche zhylos', Oksana Iatsenko).
The sarne applied in the interviews that were conducted in Russian: nashi troops retreated,
~ s hpartisans
i
cut water hoses, and nashi blew up the Donnition Cathedra1 (Uspens'kyi sobor) in
Kiev (Kravchenko); noshi came to Kiev (Hrynevych). See also Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 371:
"Menia drozh' bila pri odnoi mysl', chto nastupaiut nashi ..."
30Ulas Samchuk, Na koni voronomu: spomyny i vrazhennia (Winnipeg, 1975). pp. 339 and 349.
"One rnemoirist recalls that in 1941, a group of isolated Red Army soldiers asked him in
Russian: "Where are our people?" [Gde nushi?]. The western Volhynian man responded, "Your
people? [Vashi?] Your people are alreaây far away ... Do you hear the grenades exploding over
there? Thateswhere your people are alrtady." Satsiuk, Smcrtonostsi, p. 113. To Satsiuk, nashi
were the people who lived in this western Volhynian region, or at least the Ukrainians. He
identified himself as svii. Ibid., pp. 60.79, 81, 92, and 99.
32John A. Armstrong, Ukrainian Natiorrafism, 3rd cd. (Engiewood, Colorado, 1990). p. 218. At
the time of writing, the sources on which he based this statcmcnt, probably the SD reports, were
largcly classified.

newspapers were estaMished so soon pRer the Germans arrived.33 But Krawchenko' causality
actually scemed to work both ways, for in tum. "al1 this rtivity led to a strengthening of
national consciousness."~Even after this brief "period of national mvivd." which ended in his
view with the executions of OUN-Mactivists in Zhytomyr on 31 August 194, the conditions
remained conducive to nationalism. This was because Gennan actions provoked hatred of the
Germans, which "exprssed itself in an affirmation of a Ulurainian national identity."" In other
words, whatever the Gennans did in Ukraine, it had to strengthen Ukrainian national
consciousness.
Cleatly, the issue still demands thorough investigation. The following discussion
provides an answer, but it should be noted thaî it remains preliminary until nationalist and
communist sources have been studied to a much larger extent than could be done for this
dissertation research.
First of d l , it needs to be emphasized that the first phase of the war with Gemany had

an overwhelmingly hurniliating impact on the Dniepr Ulcrai~ans.Desertion was a major
reason for the rapid advance of the Gemans and their allies, but the local population also
considered that the advance was the result of their own failure to resist. Not surprisingly, few
have actually recordeci the painhl memory for posterity. A Russophone Ukrainian notes in his
memoirs that during the first weeks of the war with Gemany, in the Kirovohrad region
"everyone as in concert cursed the government for the loss of the war without any glory, and
that it was lost, nobody doubteâ, including myself. Old people recalled the previous war and
said that then the Gemans came to us only in the fourth year of war. Now, &er al1 Our fiveyear-plans, in the second month."%

33Bohdan Krawchenko, "Soviet ükraine under Nazi Occupation. 19414," in Yury Boshyk, cd.,
Ukraine during World Wur 11: History and its Aftcnnath: A Symposium (Edmonton, 1986). pp.
17-18.

%id., p. 21.
W'bid., p. 29.

"Pave1 Negretov, Vse dorogi vedw M VorkWu (Benson, Vermont, 1985). p. 27.

Soon the humiliation was overshadoweà by new expectations. Many people, in
particular the higher educated or intelligentsia, came to think that some kind of serniindependent Ukrainian state led by a Ukrainian govemment would be created. Kiev had barely
been taken by the Germans, when small groups of people talked in the street about who was
part of the Ukrainian govemment that would anive. Some mentioneà Symon Petliura, the
Ukfainian nationalist leader of the revolutionary period, but others c o m t e d them. These
others were sure that the Soviet media had not lied when reporting his murder in 1926. The
socialist and former leader Volodymyr Vynnychenko was mentioned as the premier.37 In Kiev
and elsewhere, former Soviet citizens also often asked Galician Ukrainians and others who
came from the West about Vynnychenko and sometimes Petliura.38 A Galician who interpreted
for the Gennan m y redis that he was often asked whether there was already a Ukrainian
authority and, after Kiev's capture, why no instructions were forthcoming from there.
Moreover, in Kirovohrad it was rumored that a Ukrainian anny would be created. Nobody was
interesteci in emigré politicians, however.39
The origin of these rumors is not clear. Nazi intelligence (SD), which reported from the
Zhytomyr tegion in mid-August 1941 that "the more intelligent Ukrainians in the area under
discussion are strongly convinced that a free Ukraine under Gennan leadership is k i n g
created," ascribed the perception to Soviet propaganda, that is, the pre- 1941 carnpaign
regarding the tictitious Union for the Likration of Ukraine.40 Robably more important,
37Mykola Velychkivs'ky i, "Sumni chasy nimets'koï okupatsiï (1941-1944 roky )," Vyzvol'nyi
shliakh, XII, 1 (London, 1965). p. 44 (says that they spoke Ukrainian). See also Khoroshunova,
"Kievskie zapiski," pp. 273-274 and 276.
38Mykhailo Hartymiv. "Zemleiu ukraïns'koiu. ..," in Kost' Mel'nyk, Oleh Lsshchenko, and Vasyl'
Veryha, eds., Na zov Kyieva: ukmïns'kyi natsionalivn u II Svitovii Viini: zbimyk stattei. spohadiv i
dokumentiv (Toronto and New York, 1985). pp. 125 and 147; Kost' Pan'kivs'kyi, Vid derrhrtuy do
komitetu (New York and Toronto, 1957). p. 106; F. Pihido-Ravoberezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchytniana
viina" (Winnipeg, 1954). p. 45; Lashchenko, "Povomt," Somostiina Ukraïna, [XI]. 15- 17 [sic;=
3 4 1 (1 11-1 13) (New York, March-May 1958), p. 14.

- voiakom (Prodovzhennia)," Ky&, IV, 3 (Philadelphia, May-lune
1953), p. 151. The author passed through the Uman', Kirovohrad, and Oleksandriia regions. He
says the rumor "spread quickly and was teceivecl very well."
390.
Horodys'kyi, "Iurii Klen

40Ereignismefdung UdSSR, 52 (14 August 1941). p. 11. An old priest in Dnipmpetrovs'k told an
Italian comspondcnt in Octoôer 1941 that "Ukraine can now h o p for some fonn of

however. were Soviet media reports aôout the proclamation of statehood by the OUNSD in
L'viv on 30 June 1941.41 (Interestingly, some Ukrainians simply spoke of "Ukraine" when
they meant "a Ukrainian state." Thus, a prisoner of war might ask a civilian: "Whatabout that
Ukraine which was declared in L'viv?*'42) In some regions, the Gennans themselves are
known to have planted the rumor. In the Left-Bank town of Lubny, Volhynian German
soldiers told locals in fluent Ukrainian that Ukraine would becorne a German protectorate and
that it already had its own govemment. They also rnentioned names of those in it.43

In Kiev, most of the expectation seems to have dissipated after a swastika flag was
placed next to the Ukrainian blue-and-yellow flag on St Sophia cathedra1 on 13 October
1941.44 But elsewhefe many people continued to believed for months that a Ukrainian
govemment would arrive. An activist of the Mel'nyk faction of the OüN continued to meet
many people in December 1941 who expected the arrival of a Ukrainian governrnent.4s
The above suggests that people not only expected, but also wanted some kind of
regional Ukrainian government. They do not, however, prove the presence of the ultimate
nationalist demanà-a Ukrainian semi-independent or fully independent state. From the very
beginning, al1 Ocman agencies were concemed with the demand for independence. They
found it only among the OUNSD and the small Ukrainian intelligentsia. In January 1942, the
Reichskornmissariat leadership noted "national Ukrainian aspirations [Bcshebungen]"among
the latter9 The nationalism of some of these intellectuals was of a particularly radical kind. AS
independence, which will liberate her from the Muscovite yoke and mbkry." Ievhen Oaats'kyi,
"Ukmïna ochyma italiis'kykh korcspondentiv u druhii svitovii viini," Sumostiina Ukraïhu, XVIII,
1 (191) (New York, January 1965). pp. 31-32.
41HryhoniStetsiuk, Nepostavlenyi puml'iatnyk: (spohndy) (Winnipeg, 1988). p. 33.
ulbid. Cf. the statement by a Volhynian policeman in 1941: "Now then is a ükraine" (teper b
Ukraïna). Panas Khurtovyna Wykhailo Podvomiak], Pid nebon Volyni: (voienni spomyny
khrystyianyna) (Winnipeg, 1952), p. 102.
43Temivs'kyi, "Spohady ernigranta," p. 22.
%horoshunova, "Kievskie zapislti," pp. 304-305.

""Lagebericht fiir Januar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 78, 11. 29-30.

was noted in chapter 2, the Ukrainian National Council in Kiev rejected al1 Russians and Jews.
The Ukrainian intelligentsia in Vinnytsia in mid-1943, according to an OUN-M rnember who
interpreted for the SD, hateci Ukraine's cities because they were Russophone. They wanted
them destmyed dong with their populations, so that new ones should be built exclusively for
Ukrainians. by which they rneant Ukrainian-speaking Ukrainians.47
The majority of the population thought otbewise. Military intelligence agent Hans

Koch wrote on 30 September 1941 that "the Ukrainian state concept [Stuutsbegnm is at the
moment very muted.... Only the very few intelleztuds and the illegally ntumed emigrés îhink
about larger organizations on a regional or even national [gesumtstoatlich]scale. The
population's interest does not rise above the village, raion, and the nearest rnarketY8 The SD

reported the sarne lack of interest, or at least a lack of precise political notions. Because such

reports can easily be misinterpreted, the relevant passages will be quoted at some length.

In the Vinnytsia region in August 1941, the SD found that in pre-194 1 Ukraine, "the
concept [ G e h k e ] of a united Soviet Russia with annexation of the Ukraine and led by Stalin
could not win over the youth. Rather, up thmugh the last yem. especially with the more
mature youth, the idea of a Ukraine compktely separated h m Russia has always been present
to a cenain extent, although there were no more forces actively wodcing toward this goal."@

Al1 other reports contradict this, however. The Einsabkommando near Zhytomyr found that
dunng the Geman arriva1 "national state tendencies" ( n a t i o ~ l s t ~ t l i cTendenzen)
he
"didno<
exist."m It elaborated in early September 1941 on the issue as follows:
Throughout it could be observeci that there can be no question of the presence of some
kind of political national trends, and that not even the spiritual bteeding ground for such

47Seleshko, Vinnytsia. p. 164. The s n m sentiment is in Liubchenko. Shchodennyk, p. 25 (a note
written in Kharkiv in December 1941). Armstrong also found that Ulrrainian nationalism
"attracted a large proportion of the intellechiais [Le., the intelligentsia] and technicians."
Armstrong, Ukrainian Nationalism. p. 218; cf. ibid., pp. 91 and 215.
MKoch, "Der Sowjet-Nachlass in der Ukraine." 11. 10 and 17.

49Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 45 (7 August 1941). p. 10.
ascribed this to the purges of the 1930s. Ibid., 52 (14 August 1941). p. 9.

movements is present. nie only wish is to work and to impove the economic situation
at the least in the most g e n e d ways. Thought inclined towad the d o n of an
independent ükrainian state could not be obsefved anywhere. Without exception, the
wish was found to go about the reconstruction of the country with the Germans and
under Geman leadership. To be sure, it =mains to be seen whether this will stay this
way in the long run.sl

Traveling OUN activists, the SD found, "did not leave behind a lasting impression."" This
must have been because they stayed only b M y . In some regions, however, peasants are

reported to have worked less hard after OUN activists visited them, and there is even one

&man report of "considerable support"for the OUNSD in the Vinnytsia region by August
1942.53

Nazi intelligence even found that those Kievans who had wanted a Ukrainian
govexnment actually opposecl the idea by November 1941: "The idea of an independent
Ukrainian state fin& little support. Immediately after the amival of the Geman troops in Kiev,
very ofien the question for Ukrainian self-government was r a i d . Now the desire is more and

more expresseci that a Ukrainian self-government should under no circumstances be
introduced, as the Ukrainians were by no means capable of goveming themselves."" This
must in part have been caused by their distaste for the OUN-as the SD put it in a report about

81 (12 September 1941). p. 17. Also, regading the Volhynia-Podolia Generalbezirk:
"During the invasion of the German ttoops it could be observeci that the idea of independence of
the Ukraine in the regions which earlier had not belonged to Poland was hardly present [ h u m
verbreitet] and only was irnported by the Western Ukrainians arriving from Galicia." Ibid., 191
(10 April 1942)- pp. 20-21.
Likewise, regarding the Berdychiv region: "The non-Jew ish population is politically
largely indifferent. Particular ideas about the future political shape of the country are not present
in the broad mass, disregarding the natural exceptions. There is only the wish that the Gennan
occupation leave the little which the Bolsheviks did not destroy to the population. Cohesive ideas
[Ein ideenmüiiger Zusammenhalt], also in the smallest communities, do not exist, so that it should
be very easy to win the population [over] thmugh skilfiil pmpaganda and appropriate measures."
Ibid., 40 (1 August 1941). p. 18.
5' Ibid.,

521bid., 112 (13 October 1941), pp. 4-5.

S3Ibid., 129 (5 November 1941), p. 15; "Teilbericht Politik über die Bereisung des
Reichskommissariats mit Rof. v. Grünberg in der Zeit vom 13.8. bis 3.9.1942," Rivne, 10
September 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26.1. 27v (on the Vinnytsia region).
s4Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 135 (19 November 1941), p. 17. The report thought the reason was
the corruption of the work- and housing bureaucracy.

the Kiev region in early 1942: "the rejection experienced by Western Ukrainians and reemigrés."55 The latter constituted a large part of what the SD called in mid-1942 the "national
extremist elements" in al1 administrations.56 In the fall of that year, it repeated that "in the oldBolshevik regions the national consciousness has moved very far into the background or is
overshadowed by the comrnunist ideals."n
Nazi intelligence considered westem Volhynia to be an exception, but only in part. To

be sure, by early 1942 it reporteci that "Ukrainian nationalism," particularly the OUNSD, was
"the strongest political movement" there.58 But even this rneant little:
Again and again one can corne to the conclusion that in the people itself the
ousness on the whole is
present.... A
of the native
population in this space wishes-as a consequence of the observations [it] has rnadea &velopmepl of the Ukraine under German leadership until the day when the Ukraine
is viable as independent state. These ükrainians are counting on a purge [Bereinigung]
of their ruling strata by Gemany, as they an convinced that the party discord among
the Ukrainians would bring about the collapse of any irnrnediately founàed Ukrainian
..
state. Bv far the
of thewhich . . less ~ l l t l c
is also concemed with acauinnpri
.of.the.CO,erwise I i v i n e e
1

-

This seems an accurate description for that period. By the fa11 of 1942, the SD modified the
picture: "In Podolia, so far one has managed every time to uncover prepared attempts at
rebellion, but in contrast in [western] Volhynia, the national nsistance movements until today
have not been completely uncovered. This testifies to the fact that the Wkrainian in [westem]
Volhynia has a much stronger political will to live, and that again and again enough forces are
found who are pnpared to put their life on the lim for their work and idea."60 The agency also

SsIbid., 187 (30 March 1942), p. 9.
56Meldungen, 13 (24 July 1942). p. 9.
S71bid.. 24 (9 October 1942). p. 15.
58Ereignismcldung U&SR, 191 (10 April 1942). p. 18.
5gMeldungen. 13 (24 July 1942). pp. 4-5. Undedined as in the original.
%id.,

24 (9 October 1942). p. 15.

~

found that Soviet written propaganda in the Reichskommissariat as a whole was still
supporting a "naiional tendency," "in or&r to accommodate îhe national endeavors present in
the Ukraine."61 This was the SD's 1 s t own estimate of the strcngth of Ukrainian nationlism.62

Ukrainian sources provide very little additional evidence. The folklore that has been
preserved, particularly songs of those being deporteci to Germany, o k n mention "Uknine,"
but in a patriotic, not nationalist w a y . The Dniepr Ukrainian Fedir Pihido says that peasants
continued to h o p for a govemment of their own in 1942. Peasants "often" asked him with
despair, even as late as the fall of 1942, "so where are our leaders, who is going to lead us, so
that we can defend our borders with our own lives [moïmy hrud'myJ?"64 Although this may be
tme, it is a shallow basis for generalization.
Another anecdote of Pihido's suggests that a provincial Ukrainian patriotism existed
from the start-that is, a patriotism of Ukraine as part of the Soviet Union (what used to be
called Landespatn'otismus in the Habsburg Empire). Soon aftcr the Gerrnan arriva1 in Kiev, it
was announced that those whose passport showed that they were Ukrainian were allowed to
pick up a radio. Pihido's Russian friend "S.," a doctor who had been telling him for years that
only the Germans could get rid of Stalin, reacted as follows: "What do they want from us? We

are al1 citizens of Ukraine, d l of us are anti-Communists!"65 Al1 Ukrainians in Vinnytsia with
whom Seleshko, a leading OUN-Mmember, spoke called themselves Ukrainians, but "this
conriousness was territorial, not intemal, spinniai." They spoke of "our rich country" (na&

611bid., 25 (16 October 1942). p. 9.

ah one of its last Meldungen, the SD reporisd that the intelligentsia of western Volhynia believed
that a desire for independence had taken mot in central b i n e . Ibid., 54 (14 May 1943), p. 11.

"Sec for exampk "Nadpysy radiadskykh hromadian, iakykh nimtsi vidpravlialy, pidchas
okupatsii' Ukraïny v Nimechchynu," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 601, 11. 97-105.

6sOn 21 Septemkr 1941. the masure was rescindeci and ail radios had to be nturned. Ibid.. p.
131; Khoroshunova, "Kievskie zapiski," p. 274; Vasilii Ivanovich Iablonskii (Ukrainian bom in
1908), interview in Russian by the CHPWU.22 Febniary 1944, [Kiev?], stenographic rieport,
TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 246.1. 3; Fesenko, Povest', p. 76. According to Nartova diary, 1. 3, al1
radios had to be handtd in on 30 November 1941.

bogotaia SR-)

w k n they meant the Soviet Union, and of "Poland" when they meant Galicia

(and sometims also westem Volhynia).e

P m of the reason why the h w p c r Ukrainians were very linle interesteci in nationalism
was the way they rernembed things. The following evidence about remembrana does not
show that "the Russians" were collectively blamed for anything. The famine of 1933 was a
frequent topic of conversation. At least at first, it was discussed much more than Gennan
policies. Finally people could get the homws they had seen in 1933 off their chest. Any visitor
from Galicia, westem Volhynia, or anywhere else West of the former Soviet border was told
about the Great Famine. The Volhynian evangelist Bohdan Liubomyrenko found that
"anywhere we visited people [in 19411, without fail every one of them mentioned, as
something very terrible, the days of famine they lived through. It was not at al1 new to us (after

a while] when our hosts told us al1 night about the h o m r s they lived through during the
artificiai farnine."67
Hans Koch saw and heard eyewitnesses address public gathenngs in the counüyside
about the total starvation of villages in the Zhytomyr and Berdychiv regions. "The neighbors of
these villages confinned the tmth of these events with great d m , as if a matter of course.
Cases of cannibalism certainly occurred then, at least several times 1was told about or shown
men and women who in the villages are openly accused of cannibalism, without those involved
protesting against it. The population considers these cases as consequences of extreme
adversity and does not condemn thern98 Peasants who had written diaries of the events of
1929-1933 took them out of hiding and submitted them to the local newspapers. (They were

66Seleshk0, Vinnytsia, pp. 132, 144, and 153. Armstrong was the first to suggest that in some
regions, particularly the south, patriotism was more pronounced than nationalism, but it rernained
unclear what grounds he had for making the statement. In this regard, he spoke of "the
northwestem area around the see of Kirovograd." Armstrong, Ukrainian Nationulism, pp. 205
and 210.
67Liubornyrenk0, Z Khrystom v Ukrai'ni, p. 97. S o m of stories he was told are in ibid., pp. 16 and
98-101.
68Ko~h,"Der Sowjet-Nachlass," 1. 6. Set also Hartymiv, "Zemleiu ulrai'ns'koiu ...,"pp. 128-129
and 144, regarding the Kiev, Kryvyi Rih, and Apostolove regions.

never actually published.)a Older Kievans also invariably raiscd the topic with visitors h m
"abroad."70 None of the sources Say that ordinary people blamed "the Russians" for the
famine.
Other events of the past were talked about less o k n . There was still an unselfconrious
knowleàge of follûoric songs and customs.71 Older people did not necessdy speak badly of
the tsarist periocî, and they rnight even praise it. In the fa11 of 1942, the Russian joumalist
Nikolai Fevr visited the sugar factory between Bila Tserkva and Kiev and stmck up a
conversation about its former owner, Count Bobrinskoi.
'He owned this factory and still four others, and had 30,000 desiatyns of land,' says
one of the pesants who work at the factory.
That was not fair,' 1Say, 'that one person had so much.'
'Of course it wasn't fair,' he answers, 'but there was order! That man understood the
business, the enterprise really prospered! And he was not the only one to eat from it.
Thousands of people lived from this business and how!'

Another peasant added that everything had worsened after 1917. "The Bolsheviks chased these
we
Bobnnskois away, so that everything fell apart! Would you believe that [in the 1930~1
worked in the sugar industry, but often had to travel to Kiev and stand in line there for sugar?
Everything up to the last particle they todr away h m us, and nobody knew whereto. In Kiev
there was still sugar, but in Bila Tserkva there wouldn't be any for months. . Y 2
Another kind of nostalgia was felt by people of noble or well-to-do descent. Their
hopes were also r a i d when the Germans invaded In Kiev, a woman called Vira Andriïvna
Levyts'ka disclosed her big secret to her friends. She was a "former person"; that is, from a
despised social and political background. She had mamed a worker in order to save herself.

6901eksa Voropai, V Dev'*iatim Kruzi ... (London. 1953). p. 24.
70A. Kabaida, '1941,"Kafenàar-al'ma~ùhNovoho Shliakhu 1991 (Toronto, [n.d.]), p. 53.

"Koch, 'Der Sow'et-Nachlass," 1. 16. Another view, ôased on observations in the Vinnytsia region,

rd

is in Ereignisme ung UclSSR. 45 (7 August 1941). p. 6. It says that "al1 these things are only
known to the older generation, which experienced the tsarist period."

'*Few, Solntse, p. 1 7 1.

Now shc stsrted talking about the elegant balls she attended in the old days and snticipated a
claim to her family's nationdized propnty, which had eight houses, the Pioneers' Palaoe, and
the electricai power station on it.?'

Recollections of the revolutionary period were often vague, and rarely expressed. Many
people considered Petliura to bt just one of many warlords of that time7' m e r s talked about
the persecution of Christians in the Soviet Union? There were large public burials in western
Volhynia of those killed by the NKVD in 1941. Monover, al1 villages and towns there seem to
have had large symbolic grave mounds with a cross and texts like "To the Memory of Those
Who Fe11 for the Freedom of Ul~raine."'~At the cumnt state of research, there is no evidence
of similar ceremonies and sites in east-central Ukraine.
At first, it appeareà that the NKVD t e m r of the late 1930s would be allowed to become
a topic for public remembrame. As soon as Einsatzkommando 6 of Einsatzgnippe C arrived in

Vinnytsia, it forced Jews to dig up twenty-eight bodies in the backyard of the former NKVD
building. (These Jews were probably shot afterward.) The SS men then organized an autopsy
and identification of several bodies, after which al1 victims were buried in a ceremony in which
thousands of city dwellers, mostly women and children, participated. One of the

EinsahkommQndo members wrote about the victims: "Who were these people? Intelligentsia,
capitalists, former land owners, officers? Nothing of the kind-instead,

without exception,

[they were] working men, laborers, and peasants of the smallest and most modest rank."This
he fwnd out by talking to the relatives at the ceremony.
When one started a conversation, immediately dozens and hundreds gathered around,
who wanted to tell their fate. This fate is almost dways the same: one day &r 1937,

73EvgeniiaDimer, Ogliadivaias' nazad (New York, 1987), p. 22.
"Koch, "Der Sowjet-Nachlass," 1. 14; Seleshico. Vinnytsiu, p. 146. In Kam"ianetse-Podil's'kyi.
however, people vividly remembered the time when the Directory of the Ukrainian National
Republic had resided there. Dmytro Kyslytsia, Svite iasnyi: spolrady: vid r. Vovchi z
Ndniprianshchyny do r. Sv. Lavrentiia nu Ottavshchyni (Ottawa, 1987). p. 221.

75Liubomyrenko, Z Khrystom v Ukruïni, pp. 13 and 18.
76Khurtovyna, Pid nebom Vofyni, pp. 107-108.

the NKVD appeated at the home. The man~fauier/bcother/~~~ancé
w u taken away.
The next day, or a bit later, a printed card anived: cithen X was s e n t e n d to 10 yof forced labor for anti-Soviet views. Correspondence is not ailowed. When was
that?' In 1938. Where is he? A shmg. Since then, no more news. Amazingly, almost
every one of the thousands of old and young women always camies the pnnted card
with the creaseà and soileû message from the N K W

But only in 1943would the SD dlow the Vinnytsia graves to becorne a public affair.

In Kiev the Red Cross section on aid to "repressed" people prepared a card catalogue of
Soviet camps, under the direction of the historian Nataliia Polons'ka-Vasylenko.78 Both the
centrai city aâministration and that of the district of Damytsia asked the German civilian

authorities to publicize an NKVD mass grave seven kilometers east of the city, near the hamlet
of Bykivnia. Nat surprisingly, considering the Babyn Iar massacre, the Nazis refused any
publicity about that site and gave no permission for the installments of the memonal objects
which the city administration had prepared. The "discovery" of the Bykivnia site apparently
still becarne a topic of conversation in Kiev. so that the SD felt compelled to place a guard
around the terrain?

1would conclude for now that Armstrong had it right.m There is simply no evidence to
support the notion that the many depnvations under Nazi mle made the Dnieper Ukrainians
more conscious of their ethnicity. They were, and continued to be, very little interestecl in

nEreignismeldung UdSSR, 81 (12 September 1941). p. 11. That those who dug up the bodies

were Jews is not mentioned here, but is very likely considering what is known about the

Einsatzgruppen in general.

78Liudmyla Ivchenko, "ükraïns'kyi Chervonyi Khrest u Kyievi (1941- 1W!),
in"Modest
Ripeckyj, ed., Medychna opika v UPA.Litopys UPA,Vol. 23 (Toronto and L'viv, 1992). p. 40.
7 m e wooden wall placed by the NKVD had been removeü earlier. Leontii Forostivs'kyi, Kyïv pid
vorozhymy okupatsiiamy (Buenos Aires, 1952). pp. 75-78.
W n the other hand, Amstrong exaggerateà when saying that in the cities, the depnvations
, 189-1 90.
mainly "promate[d] passivity and nsignation." Armstrong, Ukrainian N o t i o ~ l i s mpp.
Hans Koch took note of passivity already in the faIl of 1941, but added that once people's
suwival was at stake, they acteû "smartly, inventively, and consistently." By way of examples,
Koch mention& the looting of machine parts, thc rest~ationof churches, the opening of schools,
and "al1kinds of clanâcstine activities, which [the population] thinks should it do, and has done,
vis-&-vis the new order." Koch, "Der Sowjet-Nachlass," 11.9-10.

ethnicity, let alone nationalism. As a nsult, fmm a Ukrainim nationiùist point of view, they
were not "real"Ukrainians.

What did Dnieper Ukrainians think of what they cailed "Europe" and the "Europeans," that is,
the world West of the Soviet Union and the people who came from there? Here we shall

discuss the view of the Germans, of Adolf Hitler, of the "western" Ukrainians, and of the
exnigrés who retumed. (Public perceptions of native policemen and officials, who could be
relatives or acquaintances, is a complex issue which needs a separate study.81)
Attitudes were evident already in forms of address. German and other soldiers and nonnative officials were addressed as pan (Sir) by Ukrainian and Russian speakers!*

People

thought a lot about what Ukrainian speakerscalled the nimtsi or hennantsi. (Russian speakers

calleci h e m nemtsy or perhaps, more circumspectly, "them"-eti.a3) First of d l , people were

amazed that the officers received the same food as the rank and file (unlike the situation in the
Red Anny), and yet maintained a disciplinary distance. Equally stunning was the living
standard of the common German soldier, with his daily shave, tooth brushing, boot cleaning,
and dishwashing.84 It made people feel al1 the more sorry for the Red Army soldiers.85
Peasants frequently believed the German officers were landlords or rich nobles. When shown a

81Sorneexamples of antipathy h m peasant folklore: "Vid mashyny shum i hul/ 1 obdaie parom/
Ide starosta-kurkul'l Z nimtsem-komisarom." "Nimtsi stamsti-chortovi/ Khochut' orden datyî
Shcho prymushuvav selian vinl Den'-nich pratsiuvaty." "Politsaï khiba liudy?/ Zaprodantsi kliati!l
Pomahaiut' nimtsiam-iudaml Selim hrabuvaty !""V tserkvi hosti - nimtsi, Politsai vinchaiet'sid Na
tsiluiu nichicd Benket pochynaiet'sia." IMFE, Tot'chennikova collection, ark. 59 and 63-64. It
should be realized, however, that those who had nothing against such people pmbably did not
sing about them or, at the very least, would have hesitated to provide the songs to people
collecting folklore.
82Letter of 17 July 1943, printed in Leo Meter, Bd&e un Barbara: mit einern Nachwort von
Barbara Meter (Cologne, 1988), unnumbered page; Hrynevych, author interview.
83Kuznetsov,Babii iar, p. 279.
a4Koch, "Der Sowjet-Nachlass," 1. 12.
85Khocoshunova,"Kievskie zapiski," p. 274.

picmm of a Ge-

f m t e a d , few of hem believed that the inhabitant was an ordinary

farmer.86
Kievans considered the f m t soldiers to be incredibly trustfiil. A young woman recalls
the first days in Gerrnan-mled Kiev: "Because we were used to Soviet suspiciousness, we
were simply stunned by the German's amazing trustfulness. They entered completely unknown
ap-nts

without fearing [booby] traps, were very sociable with the population, and did not

case at all about their weapons, which they just threw anywhere while unbuttoning."*7 Another
young woman was "horrified" to see a twelve-yearsld boy caught with a stolen sub-machine
gun and merely told, "Dumm, dumm!" (stupid).88
Besides words, there were of course also actions. The peasantry first generally
supportcd the Gcnnan a m y and Hitler, as will be recalled from earlier chapters, and
spontaneously placcd flowers at German graves. In the winter of 1941-1 942, the
Reichskommissariat authorities o r g m h d a drive for winter clothing. In its report for January
1942, the leadership noted that "again and again, it has been shown that the Ukrainian
population generally donated very willingly. Besides the winter clothing, in places spontaneous
huid-raising actions were held by the Ukrainian population."" Old and also many young
peasants had what may be tetmed a "pre-modern"sense of compassion. At first they

disregPrded nationality and frequently cried over the kath of falkn German soldiers, simply
out of a sense of human tragedy.gOThe Kievan Anatolii Kuznetsov heard about a village w h e ~
two very young German soldiers were killed by partisans-a

woman whose own son had

86Koch, "DerSowjet-Nachlass," 11. 12-13.

88LiudmylaStanyslavivna Khmilevs'ka (Ukniinian bom in 1923 in Kiev), interview in Russian by
author, 13 July 1995, Kiev, tape recording. Her phrasing is that they were "awhlly [do uthasa]
trustfiIl."
89"Lagebericht für Januar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 78, 1.49.
goErnst Benz, Die religiik Lage in àer Ukraine: Erlebnisbericht eines Divisionspfamrs. Ais
Manuskript gedruckt (Marburg (Lahn), 1W2), p. 19.

faIlen during the Soviet-Finnish war cried over hem?' Such human sentiments did not entirely

disappear, even when the locals had becom "numb by witnessing many more tragedies?
What was gone by 1942, however, was the mazement and affection. By then most
city dwellers hateâ the Gemans as a people. One Kievan wrote in her diary on 21 March 1942:
"1never thought 1could hate this much, as 1have corne to haîe these barbarians. Everything

about them is npufsive-their well-groomed mugs, so smug and arrogant, they always look at
you as at something wretched, good-for-nothing, they don't c m about the basic niles of
decency."93 The looting by Gemuuis, whether official or illegal, also causecl great rerntment.

A saying had it that "Among the little people. then is called mania, among the nobles
kleptomania, and among the Germans Gernuinii~.*'9~
The mood in Kiev changed such that by late 1942, according to an informant "about 90
percent" of Kievans were "dissatisfied with the German administration, even though "again
and again one hears very positive and favorite opinions of individual Gennan officiais and
bosses." Kievans constantly complained that before 1941 they were not beaten at the
workplace. "With the increasing darkness, there are said to have been already several murders

*Typically, some peasants in Medvyn later gave food to hungry German prisoners of war, simply
because they were human beings who needed it. Mariia Khtodosïivna Hohulia (Ukrainian born in
1927 in Medvyn), author interview in Ukrainian, 22 July 1995, Medvyn, Bohuslav raion, Kiev
oblast, Ukraine, tape tecording. In May 1943, the SD found out about independent pilgrimages
in the countryside south of Kiev by about forty wornen and children. These had been going on
since at ieast March 1943. The pilgrims prayed for peace, distributed "holy" bread to the p r ,
and moved toward the front, convinced that their action could end the war by June. They prayed
for the dead and the prisoners of war of both the Red and the German armies. Meldungen, 55 (21
May 1943). pp. 9-10.
93Nartovadiary, 1. 6. See also Chepumoi, zam. zav. orinstruktorskim otdelom TsK KP(b)U,
"Inforrnatsiia O sostoianii raboty kievskoi podpol'noi organizatsii KP(b)U," Starobil's'k, 26 March
1943, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 11,l. 10, according to which "the overwhelming majority [of
Kievans] sees in every German their enslavor, robber, and murderers." It is aiso instructive to
observe the transformation of the thinking of the writer and ultra-nationalist Arkadii Liubchenko.
After an extended pro-Gennan period, in August 1942 he wrote in his diary that the Gennan
attitude regarding the famine in Kiev bordered on "crirninality." Still he kept hoping for a
change. Only in December 1942 did he admit in his diary that he had been wrong to believe that
the Gennans would change their ways. Liubchenko, Shchodennyk, p. 106; "Shchodennyk," Novi
dni, ïiI, 30 (Toronto, July 1952), p. 3.
94Himmlerat a 17 August 1942 meeting, quoted in Ingeborg Reischhauer, Das Drine Reich und
die Deutschen in der Sowjetuniott (Stuttgart, 1983), p. 173.

of Gerrnans in Kiev. At the moment a Bolshevik major Kdashnikov, who knows German and
acts in German uniforni, is doing his evil deeâs. Al1 of Kiev speaks about him as a legendary

hero. A year ago he would generally have been considmd a bandit."gs

The peasant women who came to a hospital in Kiev in late 1942 and early 1943told a
woman teacher who worked there some of the songs they were singing with lyrics like: "The

âamned Germans have fat lipd Swollen/ Yet they say we are coarse/ Uncivilizcd" "Duringthe
&y we are in the fields/ At night we tend to the horses/ Only the darnned lnaut [kliatyi

nimchuray Plays the gramophone." "hiring the civil war the Ukrainiand Chased away the
bourgeoisid But the darnned Germans a p p @

And became lords [pany]."%

By early 1943, after another hungry winter, Kiev was seething with hatred of the

Germans. German (and native) policemen felt compelled to w a k only in groups and armed
with rifles.97 The mood was captured in D n i e p r Ukraine by expressions such as: "You have a

German conscience" (Sovist'u tebe nimets'ka) or in rhymes like: "You sow, the G e m a n takes
it. You don't sow, the German fleeces. May the devil take hem! " (Posiiav, nimets' bere. Ne
posiiav, nimets' dere. Khai ikh chort zabere!).* The derogatory wordfjts' (from the German

name Fritz) was also used. In letters people sent to relatives who worked in Germany, censors

9sReport based on a source ("Gewahrsmann"), in Auswartiges Amt, Berlin 31 December 1942,
USNA microcopy T-120,r d 2533, frame E292538.

%"V kliatykh nimtsiv tovsti huby/ Nakopyched Pro nas kazhut', shcho my hrubii Neosvicheni."

"My uden' na lanakh/ Pasem vnochi koni/ Lyshe Irliatyi nimchurd Hra na patefoni." "U
hrazhdans'komu uluai'ntsü Burzhuïv prohnaly/ A zNiavylys'kliati nimtsi/ 1 panarny staly."
Collected by Kateryna Mykhailivna Tolchennikova from peasant women h m the Kiev region in
a Kievan hospital from late 1942 to early 1943. IMFE, Tolchennikova collection, f. 14-3, od. zb.
25, ark. 41, 44, a d 49.
97Kuznetsov, Babii iar, pp. 369-37 1.
9'J"Fol'klor Velykoï Vitchyznianoï viiny ,"ark. 49 1 (copied from IMFE, Krasyts'ka collection, f.
14-3, od. zb. 20, ark. 125 and 227); ibid., arlc. 488 (copied from Krasyts'ka collection, a&. 108
and 216). See also: "The haughty behavior of the Germans and the utter neglect of the needs and
desires of the Ukrainians is said [by the population] to have heigbtend [the morale of the Red
Army] and to have brought about much hattcd." Meldungen, 47 (26 March 1943). p. 12.

found that they generally called the Gmnans "worsc than the Bolsheviks; they had prornised a
lot, but had not kept any of it."99
Hitler was first considered a great leader, and his portrait (with the text "The Liberator")
was in great demand.100 At the officia1 celebrations of his birthday on 19 April 1942 (which

becarne a holiday), the population "embellished the portrait in its [own] way."101 It was still
displayed in people's homes as late as August 1942.14 but that did not necessarily mean they

adrnired him. ( A k d l , peasants had earlier displayed Stalin's portrait in order to appear
loyal.) By that time, there were people who ventureci saying things like, "That'liberator*thinks
[only] of himself, not a word about us," or even, "Have you ever seen that a good borshch
was made from a dog's tail? No, this 'liberator' is one of a kind with Stalin. ..[na odyn kopyl iz

Stalinym shytya ."103
Songs and rhymes began to mention Hitler by name more and more. For example, in
Berdychiv some time in 1942, people said, "Hitler wants to rule the world/ But he is going to
die like a dog."lw In the Kiev region (not later than early 1943). peasant women sang, "nie

tsar in Russial Already long ago abolished serfdom/ But here Hitler ordered/ To install

%e lettea expressed this disappointment "many times." They containeci numerous cornplaints
a b u t the "auxiliary" and German authorities (the issues were thefi, embezzlernent, corruption,
injustices, string-pulling, and alcoholism), and more cornplaints than ever about bad treatment,
hard work, and round-ups for work in Gennany. There were only "isolated" expressions of hatred
of the Soviet system and of gratefulness for its rernoval. "Stimmun sbericht auf Gmnd von
Bnefen. die irn April und Mai 1943 ausgewertet sind,t-ébii
aus und nach der
Ukraine)," by Auslandbrie@rlifstelle Berlin ("Im Entwurf gez. Tornau"), Berlin, 18 June 1943,
TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 4, d. 161, 11. 31-31v.
100Ereignismeldung UdSSR,74 (5 September 1941). p. 9 (regarding peasants in the Uman'

region).

Io1"Lagebericht fiir den Monat April 1942." TsDAVOV. f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15. 1. 351.
102"Teilbericht Polit& Uber die Bereisung des Reichskommissariats mit Prof. v. OrUnberg in der
Zeit vom 13.8. bis 3.9.1942," Rivne. 10 September 1942, TsDAVOV. f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26. 11. 3 IV
and 33v (regarding Kirovohrad and Dnipropetrovs'k).

lO3Pihido-Ravoberezhny i, "Velyh VitchyuUoM viina, " p. 162.
lwhimaie Hitler vsim svitom kemvatyl To pryidct'sia iomu sobakoiu zdykhaty." IMFE, Ryhila
collection, f. 14-3. od. zb. 24. uk. 30. Set also the long song "Hitler do Ukraïny zaiytsiavsia,"
recordai from children-shepherds in the village of Slobodyshche, twenty-four kilometers from
Berdychiv, in July 1942. Ibid., a&. 18.

slavery."lM The KamWianets-Podills*kyi
region knew this saying by the surnrner of 1943:
"Down with Hitler the liberator, long live Stalin the oppressor." (Het'Hitler-vyzvolytelia,khui

zhyve Stalin-hnobytel3.106 People in the Dnipmparovs'k @on rnight cal1 somebody "as

crazy as Hitler," (dumyi iuk Hitler), which rnay have happened even k f o r e the Red Amy's

retum.IO7
One group of soldiers received a particularly hostile reception h m the inhabitants of
Dnipropetrovs'k in 1941. Because their green unifomis had white five-pointed stars on them,
they were believed to be Whites from the revolutionary period. Soon this rumor was overtaken
by the news that these were Italians-and thus s u p p o d y womanizers little inclined toward

cruelty.lo8 After the Battle of Stalingrad, the Italians withdrew h m the war. Through the next
summer, Ukrainians saw them pass westward from town to town. The Italians looked and
acted like beggars. The G e ~ n a n refused
s
h e m food, causing them to l w t Geman supplies if

they could. They o f f e d to work for food and also sang for it, earning them in Kiev the

nickname of "running tenors" (begushchie tenora). They even sold or bartered their arms and
machine-guns to locals. They were not even averse to distributing Soviet propaganda

material.'O9

~05"Tsar
v Rosïi skasuvavl Vzhe davno kripatstvof A ot Hitler nakazavf Vstanovyty rabstvo." W,
Tolchennikova collection, f. 14-3, od. zb. 25, ark. 20.
'0%. Oleksenko, secretary of the Communist party cornmittee of the Karn"ianets'-Podil's'ky i
oblast, report "po sostoianiiu na 1 avgusta 1943 g.," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 10, 1. 74.
107"Fol'klorVelykoï Vitchyznianoï viiny,"1.490, copied from IMFE, Krasyts'ka collection, f. 143, od. zb. 20, ark. 40 ("1944").

'W.
G. Sahnov, Ital'iamkie voiska na sovetsko-germanskomfionte, 1941-1943 (Moscow,

1990), p. 41, quoted in B. N. Petrov, "Kak âclili Uktainu Gitler i Mussolini," Voenno-istoricheskii
zhuntal, 8 (Moscow, 1993). p. 15.
lOgPn>paganda-Abteilung Ukraine, "Stimmungsbericht fiir Monat M b 1943," 1 April 1943
(USNA micmcopy T-77, roll 1035, fiames 5076936%). partly published in Walther Hubatsch,
ed., Kriegstagebuch des OberkomMOndos der Wehrmacht (Wehnnachtführungsstub),1940-1945,
Vol. 3, part 2 (Frankfurt am Main, 1%3), pp. 14244425. cited in Timothy Mulligan, The
Politics of Illusion and Empire: Gennan Occupation Policy in the Soviet Union, 1942-1943
(New York, Westport, Conn., and London, 1988). pp. 64.72n20, and 191. This report rnerely
speaks of "allies" who sold weapons, but clearly the Itdians are meant.

In contrast to the Gennans (and perhaps the Hungarians, about whom Slavic sources
say very littk), Kievans helpeâ the Italians "as îhey could," despite threats h m the city
commander against doing so.1 Io In Dnipropetrovs'k as well, "their unkempt appearana
anwised such pity that the townspeople shared with them whatever they could, although they

themselves did not have much. Secretly, however, everybody felt good at the sight of such
poverty afflicting the allies of Germany."
"Soviet" suspiciousness notwithstanding, peasants received returning emigrés from the
revolutionary period with the traditional hospitdity. This applied both to former Ukrainian
inàependence fighters and former "Whites." A former officer of the Ukrainian anny of the
revolutionary period, bom in Pemiaslav-Khmel'nyts'kyi and employed by the German
Organisation Todt, which built CO&,

arrived in Bila Tserkva in the spring of 1942. Pihido

witnesscd how many people sumunded him, asked him many questions, and pulled him by
the sleeve, begging to "please drop by Mr.stanhynu, have some bread and salt, you won?

regret it."Il* The former White Russian Nikolai Few also was in the Bila Tserkva region and
had gnat difficulty convincing his hosts that one week was plenty for a stay at somebody's
place. 113

The nile of hospitality also was applied to legally or illegally arriving Ukrainians h m
"Polish" Volhynia and Galicia. These people almost invariably had to refbte the Dnieper
Ukrainians' belief that they were Gemans, who somehow were able to speak "like us" (POnashomu). In large part, this was because the western Ukrainians were dressed much b e r

W. P. Bogatyrchuk, Moi zhbennyi put' k Vhsovu i Prazhkomu manifestu (San Francisco,

1978). pp. 153-154.

'Gerstenfeld-Maltiel, My Private War, pp. 222-223 (quotation from 222); Liubchenko,
"Shchodennyk," Novi dni, III, 32 (Toronto, Septembcr 1952). p. 6; [Der Generalkommissar in
Kiew), Kiev, 4 March 1943, USNA rnictocopy T-84,roll 120, frame 419260.

112Pihido-Pnivobirezhnyi,"Velyka Vitchyzniana viinu," p. 145.
113Fevr. Solntse, p. 171.

than Dniepr Ukrainians.114 The d e scerned to k that someone not poorly dressecl could not

be one of "our people." In Poltava, the western Volhynian Samchuk was lwking ai a statue
when he heard a young girl suggest to her fncnds. "That German probably doesn't know who
it is. Let's tell him!"lls Galicians in particular, who were often referred to as "westerners"
(zapadniki), were not expected to speak the svnc Ukrainian. They were also eventuiüly fearwl,

for people knew that Germans persecuted them.116
As a result of years of isolation and indoctrination. the things the "westerners"
(Ukrainians and others) and former emigrés said about their life in "Europe" were met with
disbelief or, at the very least, arnazement. Slovak soldiers were asked by peasants to teIl about
life "at home" (u vas).
They readily struck up conversations and told how workers, peasants, and intellectuals
in their country lived; how much, and what, each of them could buy for their monthîy
earnings. They said that in their country, almost every peasant and worker owned a
radio receiver, a bicycle, and thme or four suits. Every citizen could work where he
wanted, in agriculture or somewhere in the city. When something was not to his
liking, he was free to move to another city or village, or to go to work in another
factory.
The peasants were captivated, but now and then they shook their heads in disbelief:
according to Our Soviet standard, this life was a fairy-tale.117

The joumalist Fevr traveled by train h m Bila Tserkva to Dnipropetrovs'k in the fall of 1942.
His fellow-travelers, a large group of people. asked him about ration cards in "Europe," the
darkening of cities, curfew times, and whether people's radios had been confiscated when

I4Hartymiv, "Zemleiu ukraïns'koiu," pp. 129 and 138; Orest Zovenko, Bezimenni: spohad
uchasnyka novitnikh vyzvol 'nykh vnahan ' (In-p.], l946), p. 65.

ll%amchuk, Na koni voronomu, pp. 254-255. He was lwking at a statue of the father of modern
Ukrainian literature, Ivan Kotliarevs'kyi. The girls spoke Russian.
If people did not think better dressed people wcrc Germans, then they considered them
Jews h m "Poland."Gerstenfeld-Maltid, My Private War, pp. 212-213; Barbara Baratz, Flucht
vor dem Schicksal: Holocawt-Erinnerungen o w der Ukraine 1941-1944 (Darmstadt, l984), pp.
103 and 110.
H6Seleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 90.

IltPihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyh Vitchyuiiana v i k . " pp. 81-82, These Slovaks were guarding
prisoners of war, in 1941.

Gemany attacked the Soviet Union. When he answered the last question in the negative, "they
could in no way rccover from their amazement.""*
Did the populace have sharcd expectations about the future and, if so, what were they?

The firsi thing to mcntion is that the vast majority of the native population were never fully
convinced that the Soviet regime would not retum. Hans Koch found the peasants in the fa11 of
1941 to be fearful and passive. Their main fear, in his view, was "for the return of the Soviet

system."
People are definitely i m p r e d by the German tanks and planes. But have the rulers
not changed about fifteen times within three decades, including two times the Germans?
And dont the Jews whisper about the great Anglo-Saxon-Soviet coalition against
Gennany? People want the German victory with al1 their hearts, but are hundreds of
thousands of Ukrainian men still not in the Soviet army, in Soviet labor battalions,
concentration camps, and prisons? Are they not hostages in the hands of Moscow?119

The observation also held me for city-dwtllers. Many Kievans thought in the first days of the

German prescnce that the G m n a n s would leave the city again.'Z0 To k sure, an unknown
number of others thought the opposite. A pro-Soviet woman estimated on 11 October 194 1 in
her diary that at most five percent of her acquaintances doubted that the Germans had won the
war.'*l Another Kievan recdled later that as the Germans continued to advance, many of his
fellow-Kievans "expressed satisfaction and a radiance in their &meanor."122 The SD noted in
November 1941 that there was "generally" an "impatient hope for the fa11 of Moscow and
Leningrad. The population [of Kiev] expects fn>mthis an extraordinary acceleration of the war

18Fevr,Solntse, p. 177.
l I9Koch, "Der Sowjet-Nachlass," 1.9. For a different view, see Kost' Pan'lcivs'kyi, Vid derzhvy do
komitetu (New York and Toronto, 1957). p. 104.

120EreignismeMung[/&SR, 106 (7 October 1941). p. 13; Lashchenko, "Povorot," S u m o s t i i ~
Ukraiira, XI, 7 (1 15) (New York,July 1958). p. 9.
~21Khoroshunova,"Kievskie zapiski," p. 300.
122Vladimir Mikhailovich Artobolevskii (Russian h m in 1874). interview in Russian by the
CHPWU, 22 and 25 February 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243,I.
AI.

and an early peace. Here one cannot spealr of a rcal wu-weariness. Indicative of the wishes
regprding the quick end of the war are in the f m t pl=

economic considerations, and secondly

the hope for the retum of the exiled and conscripts."l*3 The Reichskommissatiat leadership
noted in its nport about the month of December L 941 that events at the front "led in part to
unrest among the population, as it fears a retum of the Bolsheviks. The slogan of the Soviets
during their retreat, according to which it was for strategic reasons, is also still believed by a
considerable percentage of the population, so that-the more to the east, the more-the attituàe
of the ükrainians toward the Gennans is one of wait-and-see."l24
The uncertainty continued in 1942. In Febniary of that year, there were many rumors
about successes of the Red Army and a quick return of the Soviet regime.125 From August to
November 1942, rumors persisted that the Germans would soon be chased out of the Left

Bank and Kiev. Meanwhile, the entire Right Bank was to be handed over to the Romanians. In
some versions, areas in Podolia had already been taken over by the Romanians. The Romanian
authorities were now demanding that the Gennans retum al1 the "eastern workers" (Osrarbeiter)
and prisoners of war who onginated from those regions.126 Meanwhile, in Dnipropetrovs'k,
the Red A m y was believed to have retaken KhariUv, the Germans were believed to be

retreating. and the British had supposedly captured several Gennan cities.Iz7 By the end of the
1*3Ereignisrneldung VàSSR, 135 (19 Novernber 1Wl), p. 17.
124"Lagebericht"for December 1941, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 27, 1.4.
12sNartova diary, 11. 5 and 8; "Lagekricht Alr Febmar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15. 1.
260; Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 177 (6 Match 1942), pp. 2-3;
126Nartovadiary. 1. 15; Liubchenko, Shchodennyk, p. 118; AuslandbrieQtüfstelle Berlin, Berlin.
11 Novembet 1942, Stimmungsbericht, USNA rnicrocopy T-120, roll 2533, frame E29254Wl7.
There was also the more modest rumor that Kiev or Vinnytsia would be handed over to the
Romanians. According to the SD, "this mmor is said to have been receiveû lively in the widest
circles, as people expected to get from the Romanians b e r living conditions, as for example in
Odessa." Meldungen, 25 (16 October 1942), p. 8.
The author of an undiable report, based on talks with Nazi officiais in August 1942,
noted that the population of the Oleksandriia district was "not entircly frec from the thought that
Bolshevism could still retum." On the other hand, in the MykolaYv Gentralbezirk officiais thought
that "the successes of the German tmops in the southern section of the ftont have contributcd to
an irnprovement of the mood of *e population. The UInainians have become fiendlier and
more tmsting." "Teilbericht Potitik [...]," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26, 11. 3 1v-32 and 36v.

year, people in Dnipropetrovs'k mmored haî the Gennans w e n almost defeaied and that there
would be a cea~efire.12~
At noon on 9 Febniary 1943, the radio officially announceci the defeat of the G e m

Sixth A m y at Stalingrad.'= OnIy by that stage did the vast majority of the population becorne
convinced that the Gennans would not stay because they would lose the w a r P Nevertheless,
the SD did manage to find people who ihought o t h m i s e . "It was nported fmm the
countryside districts of the Kiev rtgion that because fresh Germa.troops passed through with
their entirely new and technically advancecl equipment, the population got the impricssion that
the present breakthrough of the Soviets would soon be cast back."131 In Kiev and Rime the SD
found a lack of belief that the German would lose among people as well, especially among the
(small) intelligentsia and what it called "the middle classes."~3*Any such thoughts must have
evaporaîed dunng the rest of 1943.The situation at the front was actually not discussed that
often .133
There were many fortune-tellers and palm readers, particularly at markets, whose
popularity increased constantly. They predicted for example that the war would be over "when
the potatoes corne into flower."lw The pesants d l e d later that "under the Germans we
found our way back to the fortune-teller" (Za nimtsiv do vorozhky/Znov proterly

12%bid.,32 (4 December 1942). p. 9.
12%iubchenko. 'Shchdennyk," Novi dhi, m.32 (Toronto. Septcmber 1952). p. 4.
lMMe&fungen.47 (26 March 1943), pp. 12 and 16 (regarding Kiev, Dnipropetrovs'k, and Rivne).
WIbid., p. 12. This report adds that the lesser access to Soviet radio broadcasts in these districts
may have been the cause.
IXIbid., pp. 13-14.
133Gerstenfeid-Maltiel, My Private War,p. 2 18.
134Kuznetsov,Babii iar, p. 174.

dorozhky)P Besides fortune-telling, chah letters and the acnilt were very popular in Kiev by
late 1942.1" An old witch held seances at 17 Dmytrivs'ka 31-eet.1"

The popularity of foitune-tellem can be an indicator of despair or agonizing insecwity
about one's future. Kievans in particulat realized that the hunger they were experiencing was
artificial, and that it was meant to kill them or at least drive them to Germany. One version of a
saying said to have been popular among them was: "The Jews are done for, the Gypsies tao/
And you, Uluainians, we will get later." (Iudani kaput*tsyganam t o M A van. ukraintsy,
p o u h e ) P J In late 1942 (not eartier than late Oaober), it was rumoreci that the inhabitants of
the Pechers'k and Sophia districts would be evicted to make space for thousands of German

families from bombed-out German cities. If they refused to go to Germany to work, those
evicted would be killed at Babyn Iar.139

In this situation, it is not surjwising to find persistent cornplaints From the Nazi
leadership that the Ukrainians had linle "enthusiasm to work."140There was widespread

135"Fol'klor Velykoï Vitchyznianoï viiny," 1.489, copied fmrn IMFE, T. Krasyts'ka collection, f.
14-3, od. zb. 20, ark. 46 (Dnipropetrovs'k region, 1944).
136Liubchenk0, "Shchodennyk," Novi dni, III, 27 (Toronto, April 1952)- p. 4 (regarding
November 1942); Meldungen, 47 (26 March 1943), p. 12.
137Liubchenko,Shchodennyk, pp. 62 and 68.
138Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 157. A different version, in a mixture of Russian and Ukrainian, is as
follows: "Nimtsiam 'hut,' ievreiam 'kaput'/ Tsyhanam tozhe, ukraïntsiam pozhe." "Foi'klor Velykoï
Vitchyznianoï viiny," 1. 488. supplied by M. Rodina, Kiev region, "1942." Cf. ibid., 1. 623, where
the same text appears under the month September 1943. The phrase was probably recorded from
Soviet partisans near Kiev, whom the woman who recorded it joined at some stage.
139The mmor started when house custodians were ordered to have a hundred apartments ready,
with heating and not located higher than the second flmr. "Misstande und Schwierigkeiten in der
Wohnungsfrage in Kiew. Lagebericht Material." USNA microcopy T-84,roll 120, frame 419083.
14Q"Thedesire to work [Arbeitswille] of the Ukrainian population is little." "Lagebericht für die
Zeit vom 1.-M. Okt. 1941,"TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15, 1. 204. "The desire to work
[Arbeitswilligkeit] of the Ukrainians is again considered to be little." "Lagebericht für die Zeit von
16.-3O.lO.l941," ibid., 1. 191. "The desire to work [Arbeitswille] of the Ukrainians is as before
little. In part, the necessary labor forces could only be supplied forcibly." "Lagebericht" for
November 1941, ibid., 1. 2 12. "The desire to work [Arbeitsficudigkeit] of the population bas
remained little." "Lagebericht" for December 1941, ibid., 1. 236 (a second copy of this report is at
f. 3206, op. 2, d. 27, 1. 7). "The enthusiasm for work [Arbeitslust] leaves as before much to be
desired, especially in the cities; among other things, the bad food situation is the cause."
"Lagebericht îür Januar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 78, 1. 30.

akoholism, which was particularly common arnong maies in the counüyside, where the
materials for home-brew were found. Home-brewing (sumohon) and its conspicuous
consumption at parties had dready existeci in the countryside in the 1920s and 1930s,141but
now it reached a tmly spectacular scale. Home-brewing was easier than making bread, for the
mills were controlled by the authorities. Peasants crushed the grain in small grind-stones
(zhomy), or they soaked and grounded it in pots. Also employed were sugat beets, onions,
horseradish, and elder. 142
Especially in the beginning, the rnilitary and civilian authontes issued bans on the
practice, arguing that it was a waste of resources and waming of severe punishment. The
. ~ ~this
~ had litde effect,
native Gendarmerie was supposed to prosecute the p r a ~ t i c eAU
however, and by the spring of 1942 in the Novi Sanzhary raion "home-brew was prepared in
every village and nobody was banning it anymore." Morale was MI low, according to raion
chief Hryhoni Kariak. that "harddrinking became a general phenomenon."l" Village women
generally gathered not for dnnking, but for spinning, weaving, and sewing (during what were
traditionally called vechornytsi), while singing newly composed songs.145 But a man who was

in a village in the Left Bank in November 1941 found not only that "it was rare to find a hut
where people did not make home-brew," but aiso that "everybody drank, even girls leamed to
drink during the war."l46

I4lSheila Fitzpatrick, Stalin's Peasants: Resistance Md Survival in the Russian Viflugeafier
Cofletivization(New York and Oxford. 1994). pp. 208 and 271. Cf. ibid., p. 216.
142Hartymiv,"Zemleiu ukraïns'koiu," p. 132; "Suchasne ukraïns'ke se10 (Vid vlasnoho
korespondenta)," Ukraïns'kyi vistnyk (Berlin), 4 April 1943, pp. 6-7.
143Germancommander in Bohuslav in Zvil 'nena Ukrai'iua*16 October 1941 (announces a
sanction of 300 roubles or forced labor); raion chief A. Tyshchenko of the Borodianka raion,
passing on to al1 villages an order from one Hmmov of the Kievan Oblast Administration, 11
November 1941, in DAKO, f. r-2145. op. 1, d. 1, 1. 34.
luH. Sova [Hryhorii Walc1, Do istoriii bol 'shevyts*kofdiis'nosty: (25 rokiv zhyttia ukraïnsZoho
hromadianyna v SSSR) (Munich, 1955). p. 91.
145Zozulia,author interview.
Weonid Volynskii, "Skvoz' noch': k istorii odnoi kzymiannoi mogily," Novyi mir, XXIX, 1
(Moscow, January 1963). p. 134 (dealing with the village of Brovarky).

The resounes spent on home-brewing were significant. Pihido found that at least one
of every four peasant households was distilling its own vodka.147 A magazine edited by a priest
said a teacher had calculated that in his village in western Volhynia, at least three hundred

poods of grain h m the 1942 harvest had been used for home-brew. Volhynian boys aged 15
to 18, the magazine added were not only avid smokers, but also "often" drank themselves
"senseless."
This is especiaily notable in places where [the youth] works in offices or enterprises
and already has its 'own' money. In the countryside, the means for it are obtained in a
different way. The woman of the house loses eggs and chickens, grain disappears from
the bins, sometimes also money is 'somewhere' misplaced, and al1 of this is spent on
tobacco and vodka
Everybody drinks: the spirituai and secular intelligentsia, peasants, workers. and even
the school youth. They drink 'for an occasion' and 'without any reason.' There used to
be one inn for the entire village; now there is an inn in every third hut.

Meanwhile, "often in one and the same village îhe poorest people [had] not a crumb of
bread. "
The picaire of people's expectations would not be complete without a discussion of
what they believed to be happening on the Soviet side of the front or, as some said. "in the
Soviet Union."149Little is known for the years 1941 and 1942. however. A
Reichskomrnissariat report for February 1942 States that people believed that radical reform had
taken place: Stalin re-intmduced digious frwdom, abolished the state obligations and the
collective fanns, and l i b e r a l i d the economy as a whole.150

147Pihido-Prav~berezhnyi,
"Velyka Vitchyzniana viina," p. 158. Set aiso Maismnko. Istoriia
Pennar. "Selbstverwaltung in den wahrend des Zweiten Weltkrieges
besetzten Gebieten der Sowjetunion." Sowjetstuûien. W (Munich, August 1962). p. 68 (quoting
one Ivan Senko about the Pyriatyn raion); and Samchuk, Na koni voronomu, p. 74.

moho pokolinnia. p. 337; Iaan

-

1~Unsignedarticle [probably written by the editor, Father Danylevych], "Skhamenit'sia liudy
bo lykho vam bude," Ukraiinh: zhinochyi dvoty~ewyk,
II, 21 (Kostopil'. 5 Novemkr 1942). pp.
7-8. Cf. "Do vsikh amatoriv samohonu. spyrtu. horiky ta insh.." Volyn', 15 Febmary 1942, p. 2.
~49Khoroshunova,"Kievskie zapiski," pp. 298 and 300, notes from 8 and 11 October 1941.
lmLagebericht Air Febuar 1942." TsDAVOV. f. 3206. op. 5. d. 15.1. 260.

By at kast January 1943, as shown by various sources, a conviction s p d of even
greater changes. Aithough Stalin and the Politburo were still in charge, Communism had been
discarded. The USSR had becorne officially Russia (Rossiia), with the tsarist flag. The Red
A m y had bemme the Russian army, and officea had theû old rights and decorations back.
Jews had lost any Soviet medals and h d k e n placed into a separate a m y unit. Because of the

retum to Russian nationalism. the former persefution was now nally a thing of the past.Is1 A
variation of the rumor held that Stalin had stepped down and that Russia was k i n g led by
Molotov (premier), Shaposhnikov (minister of defense), and Zhukov (supreme
commander).I52 Kuznetsov's grandfather, an anti-Communist who had also becorne anti-

German, heard at the market that not only were w h i going to defeat the Gennans, but "now
the Bolsheviks have learned." Once back they would allow pnvate agriculture, property, and
business.153 Gennan propaganda did not deny the introduction of ranks in the Red Army, but
claimed it made no difference. 1%
The role of propaganda from the Soviet hinterland in the formation of such notions of
radical change has not been property studied. But it appears that radio broadcasts in particular
encouraged them and may, indeed, have been their main place of origin. Soviet broadcasts
apparently even said that Stalin had not been aware of the famine of 1933 and would punish
those responsible. 155
lSlLiubchenko, "Shchodennyk," Novi hi, ïIï, 3 1 (Toronto, August 1952), pp. 11 and 31, notes of
18 and 27 January 1943; Meldungen, 47 (26 March 1943), pp. 12 and 17; Kuznetsov, Babii iar,
p. 369. According to Generalkommissar Magunia, rumors that the Red A m y had been refonned
and that the churches were treated differently were "believed by large parts of the population [of
the Kiev Generalbezitk]." He ascribed it in part to Soviet radio broadcasts. Report by the
Generalkommissar, Kiev, 1 Match 1943, USNA microcopy T-84,roll 120, Frame 419253.
152Meldungen,47 (26 March 1943), p. 18.
1S3Kuznetsov,Babii iar, p. 3 15 ("Teper' bol'sheviki uchenye").
"'A poster said: "A new gigantic deceit [Novyi gtandiomyi obmun).The latest deceit: Colored
stripes must facilitate victory. But this time it is too late, cornrade Stalin." Scholarly Reference
Libtary, collection "Afishy ta plakaty ohpatsiinoho periodu," item 396sp.
lS5E. Pavliuk [Ievhen Stakhiv], "Bomt'baulosrnsltoho narodu na skhidnoukraïns'kykh zemiiakh
1941-1944 (Spomyny ochevydtsia i uchasnyka)," Kalenààr provydinnia Stovaryshennia
Ukruïntsiv Katolykiv v Amerytsi na Svychaivnyi rik 1947 (Philahelphia [n.d.]), p. 56. According
to this source, Soviet radio also promiscd Ukrainian independence.

There were by early 1943 also fightfùl rumors, stveral of which were based on reality.
People found out that in the regions recaptud by the Soviet authorities, they wrote "Was in
Occupied Temtory" in people's passports.1~(Tbe full meaning of this mesure is not known.)
The German-controlled press informed its readers in mid-1943 correctly that when the Red
A m y retook the city of Kharkiv, large letter-boxes were placed for denunciations, which
became full.157 There were a h , partially because of German propaganda, significant numbers

of people who feaced that Stalin would have them hanged.158
Considering al1 of this, it is no easy matter to interpret reports about popular opinion
about "Soviet rule" (the phrase used in Cornmunist intelligence reports) or "the Bolsheviks"

True, it does
(the texm used in German intelligence reports and Ukrainian emigré rnemoirs).~~9
seem clear that by 1943, the vast majority of Dnieper Ukrainians looked forward to the arriva1

of "the Russian Amy," "the Reds," mshi, or whatever else they might cal1 them. For example,
the SD reported from Mykolaïv, still before the end of the Battle of Stalingrad, "a certain
indiffennce of the population about a possible or suspected retum of the Bolsheviks." The
number of people who wanted "the Bolsheviks" back had grown, "as the conviction is
spreaâing m o n and more that the population could not fare worse under the Bolshevik
regime."l60 More specifically, al1 Ukrainian "echelon regions" (Stuflelgebiete) reported that in
January and February 1943,70 percent of the population tried to evade the westward

According to a contemporary German report, Soviet propaganda promised that the
collective farms would be dissolved after the war. Propaganda-Abteilung Ukraine,
"Stimmungsbericht für Monat Mikz 1943," 1 April 1943 (USNA microcopy T-77, roll 1035,
frames 507693496), partly published in Hubatsch, Kriegstagebuch des Oberkommandos, p.
1424, and cited in Mulligan, Politics of Illusion, pp. 64,72n20, and 191.
156Liubchenko,"Shchodennyk," Novi h i , iII, 32 (Toronto, September 1952). p. 5.
157DrvUi voli, 11 July 1943. p. 3; Werth,Russia ut War,p. 567.

15sIhis fear existed at the Institute of Hydrobiology, according to Markovskii, C H P W interview,

1. 18.

1Vor instance, as d y as late Novemkr 1941, members of the Fourth Division of NKVD tmops
who escaped encirclement by the Gerrnan army reported that the entire population of the Poltava
region wanted "Soviet power" to retum. TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 122.1.77.
'%feldungen, 43 (26 February 1943). p. 11.

evacuation.161 A Communist report noted in the middle of the year that in the Right Bank, al1
but "the most inveterate enemies of Soviet power" wanteà the Red A m y to retum and
supported the Soviet partisans.162 Gennan propaganda officiais reported in the late sumrner of
1943 that about sixty percent of the population of Kryvyi Rih "at the moment waits for the Red
Army as liberators." (It estimateci that initially 94 percent had k e n pro-Gennan.)163
Some of the folkloric materials later submitted to the Acaâemy of Sciences of Soviet
Ukraine-itself

a process of s e l e c t i o n ~ x p r e spro-"Soviet"
s
attitudes, as evidenced by the

following aphorisms from the period: "Oh, oh, how can we live without Soviet power?l Who
has been to the Gestapo hurts al1 over" (Kiev region, late 1942 or early 1943);164 "Give us the

regime with the star, even if with only nisk and water;" and "When Stalin mled us, the kolhosp
knew no trouble/ But when the Gerrnan rule came,struggle appeared in the kuihosp"
(Berdychiv and Chudniv regions, 1943).165A saying held, "A bad mother is still better than a
step-mother who makes many prornises."l~With jokes, as with other folklore, the extent to
which people passed them on is hard to establish. By 1942 the following "joke" was

I6lHubatsch, Kriegstagebuch des Oberkommandos, p. 1425.
162Korotchenko to Khmshchev, "O sostoianii [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 6, 11. 28-29.
163Ortwin Buchbender, Das tonende Erz: deutsche Propaganda gegen die Roten Annee im
Zweiten Weltkrieg (Stuttgart, 1978). p. 329.
164"Okh. okh, iak the naml Bez radvlady zhyt'?/ Khto v Hestapo pobuvavl V toho tilo vse bolyt'."
IMFE, K. Tolchennikova collection, f. 14-3, od. zb. 25, ark. 26.
16%hoch sukhvi z vdoiu, aby vlast' u zvizdoiu." "Iak Stalin namy kemvav, to kolhosp bidy ne
znavl A nimets'ka vlast' znaishlasia, v kolhospi triastia zavelasia." "Fol'klor Velykoï Vitchyznianoï
viiny," adc. 486, copied from IMFE,Ie. 1. Prytula collection, no page indicated. With these
rnaterials, it seems certain that they were composed and recordeci under the Germans.
In general, the dating of the fokloric rnaterials that were preserved and submitted to
(fonnerly Soviet) repositories is no easy matter. Consiâer, for example, the following items,
written d o m afterwards, and possibly composed af'tewarâs, and thus possibly describing p s t Nazi conditions: "In the kolhosp there was enough b W Now we have become naked;" "Before
the Gennan there was meaU Now there's emptiness (botb from the Boryspil' raion, August 1944).
In the original: "U kolhospi khliba bu10 dovolif Tepcr staly holi"; "Do nimtsia bu10 boroshnd
Teper porozhno." ""Fol'klor Velykoi' Vitchyznianoï viiny," ark. 487488, seltctions from IMFE,
1. Adamets' collection. Also: "Life is good in the kolhospl There is something to eat and
something to drink"; "In order to live welY Sialin teaches how to wodc well. " In the original: "U
kolhospi dobre zhyt'l Ie shcho ïsty, ie shcho pyt'"; "Shchob u dobri zhyty/ Stalin uchyt' chesno
robyty." IMFE,T. Krasyts'ka collection, f. 14-3, oâ. zb. 20, ark. 188.
166Armsttong,Ukrainian Nationalism, p. 87.

circulating: "Whatwas Stalin unable to achieve in twenty yeam what Hitkr achieved within one
year? That we starteù to like Soviet n>k."l67
Intelligence reports, however, do not support the view that people became pro"Soviet." For most, h o p and fear about "Soviet mlehhe Bolsheviks" appear to have existed
side by side. One informant of the Germans "often" h e d Kievans Say in laie 1942, "Let the
Bolsheviks retum. They will shoot hdf of US, but the others at least will live and the m i r r y
wiîl be over."l" The Leafiet Propaganda Group of the German air force reporteci in September

1943about the eastern temtories, and Ukraine in particular, that "staîements from natives such
as, T h e red terror was succeeded by the Gennan terror and if we have to be terrorized, then

rather by people who at least understand our language' -are of the order of the &y."l69 The
lack of love for "Soviet rule" is even confimicd by a British joumdist. Alexander Werth visited
the Umm' region just after its recapture by the Red Army and found that "many peasants were

aloof and seemed indifferent to what was happening; it was clear that the Soviets-or 'the
Reds.' as the peasants here called them-would

have a job to develop a proper 'soviet-

consciousness' among these people."170Thus, there is doubt whether the Nazi period
prompteci more than a limited fond rernembrance of "Soviet nile." There is no such doubt,
however, regarding perceptions in western Volhynia. A Baptist Christian passed the front
westward and told villagers that he had seen "the Bolsheviks." "The people were temfied. The
women started to cry. To hem, the Bolsheviks were the worst of all."i71

167Negretov,Vse dorogi, p. 50. Slightly different was: T h e Gennans achieved within one year
what the Bolsheviks were unable to do in 23 years. niey implanted love for Soviet nile
(pryshchepyly liubov do sovietsekoi'vlady)" Undated note, probably from late 1942, rendered
from one of Arkadii Liubchenko's notebooks in Marko Tsarynnyk Marco Carynnyk], "Nashi
taiemnytsi," unpublished typewritten manuscript ([Toronto, 1996]), p. 95nlll.
168Report based on a source ("Gewahrsmann"), in Auswartiges Ami, Berlin 31 December 1942,
USNA microcopy T-120, rol 2533, frame E292538.

171Khurtovyna,Pid nebom Volyni, p. 179.

There was one grwp in east-central Ukraine for which the sources leave no doubt
about its views regarding the future and "Soviet rule."This was the young generation; those

bom in the 1920s and 1930s. These people not only believed in Soviet Communism, but rarely
lost their faith dunng the Nazi period. Pavel Negretov, who was bom in 1923 in Kirovohrad,
notes in his memirs that the famine of 1933had not affected the loyalty of his generaîion to
the political system.
We were not b l d h i r s t y , but when Western Ukraine and the Baltic republics were
annexed, we were glad about the successes of our policy. 1remember that at that time,
one of my schoolmates said: 'So, now the NKVD will clean things up there...*And
none of us said anything against him. Our Staiinjugend was molded just as successfully
as our peers in Germany were molded in theu Hitlerjugend.172

Einsatzgruppe C, reporting in the fa11 of 1941 about the Kiev, Poltava, and Dnipropetmvs'k
regions, noted that only young people believed in Communism, aithough among them were
"very few fanatics and really convinced f i g h t e r ~ . "Hryhorii
~ ~ ~ Kanak also found the youth to

be "completely on the side of the Bolsheviks." Two young women around 27 came from
nationally conscious families and had not been in the Komsomol. Nevertheless, they were
"under the influence of Soviet literature and had a romantic notion about the revolution." Thus
they were "committed[ideinq patriots of the Ukrainian SSR."l74

Young people's Soviet consciousness by no means implied sympathy for Stalin. In
fact, hatred of him could go hand in hand with respect for Lenin. An Italian newspaper
correspondent, reporting on his talk with young women in Zaporizhzhia in May 1942, stated:
"They praise Lenin, for they know him only h m the official biographies, which render him a
radiance of holiness. But they hate Stah as much as they can-in

a subdued voice, for they

InNegretov, Vse dorogi. pp. 24-25; similarly about that generation in Temivs'kyi, "Spohady
emigranta," p. 7.
'73Ereignismeldung UdSSR,112 (13 October 1941). p. 2.
174Sova, Do istoriï, pp. 95-96. The big exception in the Reichskommissariat Ukraine was western
Volhynia. Here the young intelligentsia supportad the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists and
wamed the peasants against the ol&r intelligentsia. Ereignismeldwig UdSSR, 191 (10 April
1942), p. 20.

arr surtounded by a permanent fcar. which never l a v e s them."l75 This does not change the
g e d picture that young people, unlike adults, werc not merely against the Germans from the
beginning, but were loyal to the basic tenets of Cornunism.
Like most adults, the young generation was not at ail interested in national identity and
even had trouble understanding what it rneant. n i e y al1 used the ambiguous tenn nushi to
describe îhernselves and others. A Ukrainian frorn western Volhynia asked a young male
student h m the Kharkiv Construction Institue, who was living in the Poltava region in
August 1942, what he thought of the Red Anny. His answer: "They let us down (Podkuchahi'l.
The Germans were bombing like hell, but nothing from nashi! Maybe something was missing.
Not enough technology? No! We have a lot of technology. But there's no spirit, no culture.
Under the tsar things functioned better. Then both the French and the English were against us
[proty nus], but still they didn't reach the Volga ..."176 (This young man obviously mixed up

World War 1with the revolutionary period.) Seleshko "often" spoke to young people in
Vinnytsia and found that they "completely lacked a feeling of national hatred and did not wish
to delineate national diffemces." He "tried to stem their thinking back to national rails, but to
no avail: they did not understand. National ideals were foreign to them. To them, the stomach,
that is, social affairs came firstY7
What were the reasons for the pro-Soviet attitude? Without a doubt, indoctrination was
a major factor. Young people thought that Moscow was the center of the world.178 Diriectly
relateâ to this wap a lack of knowldge of the outside world that was even p a t e r than among
the older generation. A Kievan who retumed from the emigration found that young Kievans

17s0nats*kyi,"ULraïna [...IVn
S a m o s t i i ~Ukraiii. Xvm, 8 (198) (New York, Augw 1%5), p. 24,
a translated section of an article by Manero Luddi in La Stampa (Turin), 25 May 1942.
176Samchuk, Na koni voronornu, pp. 260-261.
'77Seleshko. Vinnytsia, pp. 146 and 164.
n81bid., p. 150.

simply "understood nothing about either the West or the events there."179 The Italian joumaiist
in Zaporizhzhia who was just mentioned discovered the same about the young women:
Most striking of al], almost aH the girls know aigebra and some trigonometry, but they
dont know where Rome, Berlin, or Paris are. A complete lack of knowledge about the
outside, forcign world. They say that the s t e m engine was invented in year x by a
Muscovite worker. They solve technical problems, write about machines, and can t a k
about the construction of the Dnieper s u t they are starving and donethave, and
never had, anything to put on. When they see a handkerchief or some piece of
[Western] fabric or linen, they stare [at it] as if at a rniracle.180

Seleshko also noted that the youth "generally did not consider the situation in Ukraine under
the Soviet m g i m to be abnormal, as did the otder people, for [it] did not icnow any other life

and had nothing to compare it ~ i t h . " ~
In~the
' fall of 1943, "People [in Vinnytsia] were no
more hiding their sympathies for the Bolsheviks. especially the youth. 1talked to some of them
then, and they said that the old system-that is the Bolshevik one, for they did not know any
other-was

k t t e r than the new one. The new one had brought them disappointment. Fascism

had tumed out to be much worsc than even the Bolsheviks had preswited it in their
propaganda."l" Al1 this does not exclude the pssibility that certain youths in Dnieper Ukraine
may have joined or sympathized with one of the two factions of the OUN.183
Among the strongest cornplaints were the round-ups for work in Gemany, which
targeted young people. Another was sheer boredom. As the SD noted when it was already t a ,
late, "several reports stress that it should be taken into account that the young lack an

179Lashchenko. "Povorot," Samostiina Ukraïna, XI, 10 (1 18) (Chicago, October 1958). pp. 1 112.

l80gnats*kyi,"Ukraina [...IVw Sarnostiina Ukraïi. XVIII. 8 (198) (New York, August 1%5). pp.
23-24.

181Seleshko,Vinnytsia, p. 146. Also Lashchenko, "Povomt," Sanwstiina Ukraïna, X 11 (107)
(New Yoik. Novemkr 1957), p. 18; ibid., X, 12 (108) (DeCernber 1957). p. 15.
1*2Seleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 144.
183Haiyna VWiun,Pid znakom Circrvonoho Khresta v Poltavi 194142 rr.: sphad-mit dlia istoriï

([Neu-Ulm],1973), p. 41. She says that rnany young people in Poltava were arrested as OUN

activists.

organization of their leisure time and are too much lefi to themselves. They are said to be
incapable of doing really something in the evening. There is no light for reachg, few visits can

be made because of earlier cwfews, and movie and theater tickets are allegedly hard to get."lB4
The main grievance of the young, however, especially in the cities, was the sense of
having no hiture. The Gemans offered hem no chance to get ahead in life. which the Soviet
system did at l e s t promise. The following werc typical complaints. "When 1 was at school,
my biggest wish was to h o m e a doctor. But now 1must leave the tenth gnde and see that 1
make my living somewhere else. My life is niined" (a girl). "1sit at home and help my mother
in the household. 1cannot g o to school because it's far away and 1don't have any shoes. In the
past 1wanted to be an engineer" (a sixteen-year-old boy).lgs

This brings us to the issue of the schwls. In accordance with an order from Rosenberg
of 12 December 1941, al1 grades d e r than the first four were abolished.186 One month earlier,
Rosenberg had already instructed Koch not to allow the Ukrainians to l e m the German
language.187 Only western Volhynia apparently had a gymnasium (in Kostopil').188 The school
buildings, many new and with modem equipment,lg9 were often destroyed or occupied by
soldiers after the locals had repaired them.Iqo There were basically no textbooks, for the Soviet
IB4Meldungen,54 (14 May 1943). pp. 15-16.
Wbid., p. 16. Gennan propagandists were most concerned about young city-dwellers, for the
same reason. Buchbender, Das tonende Erz, p. 268.
l ~ o l o d y m y Kosyk,
r
"Nimets'ka shkil'na polityka v Raikhskomisariiati Ukraiina (1941-1944),"
Vyzvof'nyi shliakh, XLVII, 3 (352) (London, March 1994), p. 354. An exception was the
KamWianets'-Podil's'kyidistrict, due to its relatively liberal Gebietskommissar. Its teachers' college
was upgraded to a university, there were ten grades, and new textbooks were pnnted. Kyslytsia,
Svite iasnyi, pp. 207-1 14 and 216.
'"Kosyk, "Nimetdka shkil'na polityka," p. 358. In contrast, Rosmberg did aîlow Oecman
instruction in the Reichskomrnissariat Ostland.
'B81aroslav Haivas, Koly kinchalasia epoklur ([n.p.]. 1964), p. 7 1.
1s9Both Italians and Gennans were stmck by this. Onats'kyi, "Ukraïna [...)," Samostiina Ukraïi,
XViII, 1 (191) (New York, January 1965), p. 32; True to Type: A Selection fiom Letters and
Diaries of Gennan Soldiers and Civilians Coliected on the Soviet-Cetman Front (London, New
York, Melbourne, and Sydney, [1945]), p. 20.
19°Velychkivs'kyi, "Surnni chasy," Vyzvol'nyi shliakh, XII, 2 (London, 1965). p. 155. He writes. "It
was interesting to observe those Gerrnan soldiers who, for no rieason, destroyed propcrty. While

ones were banned or became useless a f r r references to the Soviet Union and its leaders had to

be removed. (According to a Cornmunist report, "essentially in the textbod;s nothing
remained. ")191
Even the schools that remained were generally closed during ihe winter b s e of lack
of heating, or because of Gennan orders. Attendance in the few months of instruction was
low, especially in the countryside. This prompted the "auxiliary" authorities to impose fines on
the parents of children who did not atknd.192 The mood at school was soon anti-German. At
schools in Kiev (54 by November 1942, with 12,377 childrenl93), the children and the teachers
were very little motivated, and Hitler's portrait was offen vandalized.1" One teacher rccalls:

"The children were against the Germans. Almost ail of them hacl their mum taken away, they
were al1 hungry, al1 of them felt a permanent fear that the police would corne and drag them

away somewhere, that their mum would be taken to [the "recniitment" office at] 24 L'viv
Street, and sent away. Al1 of us experienced this grief.'*'195

In the Kiev and Kirovohrad regions, children were very unruly at school already in
early 1942. They refused to adopt local innovations (crosses on their necks, the answer of
"Glory" to the teacher's greeting, "Glory to Ukraine"), and argued during religious instruction.
As a Cornmunist report noted, "In the high school in Chyhyryn, during a dictation lesson,
-
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-
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-

-

-

.

---

-

they were breaking and smashing everything, their faces were swollen. Moreover, the Germans
executed this vandalism with great pleasure." Cf. about the town of Korosten': Ol'ga Sergeevna
Pominchuk ([Ukrainian?], interview in Russian by the CHPWU,20 January 1946, Kiev,
stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 245, 1. 53.
I9l01'ga Sergeevna Gudzenko-Tyshkova (Ukrainian bom in 1901), interview in Russian by the
CHPWU,14 March 1944, Kiev, stenographic report (signed on 5 June 1944), TsDAHOU, f. 166,
op. 3, d. 243,l. 46; Savchenko, VRIO NKVD USSR, to N. S. Khmshchev, "Razvedsvodka No
33/68 O polozhenii v okkupirovannom protivnikom g. Dnepropetrovske. Po sostoianiiu na 20.
10. 42g.," 21 October 1942, Engel's, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 124,l. 93.

I9*Meldungen, 13 (24 July 1942), p. 8; Berdnik, "Khiuakteristika polozhenii [...]." TsDAHOU, f.
1, op. 22, d. 123,l. 60; Ukrahs'kyi holos, 4 June 1942, p. 3; letter from Okhrimenko, chief of the
Polis'ke raion, 30 April 1942, DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 1, d, 50, 1. 10.
Ig3'ïhat was at the end of a German-santioned period of instruction which lasted h m 18 May to
1 November. Report From Kokot of the School Section (Sektsiia shkil) of the Section of Culture
and Education, 10 November 1942, DAKO, f. r-2356,op. 2, d. 20,ll. lû-20.
194Kyslytsia,Svite iasnyi, p. 219; Gudzenko-Tyshkova, CHPWU interview, 1.46~.

i9%udzenk~Tyshkova,CHPWU interview, 1 . 4 6 ~

while wnting the sentence, The workers of our city very happily p t e d their libttatar, the
German Amy,' one pupil threw the piece of chalk at the woman teacher and shouted, 'Liar!'
[Breshesh!]As a result, he and his father were arrested, their fate is unknown. There are many

such cases, but the teachers are afraid to raise the issue outside the ~chool."~%
Meanwhile, the older children had no school at d l . They might be put to work instead:
joining the harvest, cleaning parks, digging up mots. and collecting chestnuts.lw In
Melitopol', in the surnmer of 1942 even the fourth grade was closed. The children were
supposed to help demolish buildings so that the materials could be sent to Germany.198
The generation gap in attitude persisteci until the very end of the German presence. By
1943 it was common within a single farnily for the older people to w o q or k sad, but the
young to be glad about any Red Anny advances. Diaries show that in Kiev in late Febmary
1943, "many fear[ed] the coming of the Bolsheviks,"~99but that the wish for the arrivai of the
Red Amy was increasing, "especially among the youth."2m According to the SD in May 1943,

"It is said to happen fnquently that parents rcject the Soviet system, whik the children long for
its retum."2°1 Seleshko noticed the same in September and October 1943 when visiting his
acquaintances. AI1 of h e m wanted the Germans to leave. but "the older people were ail sad,
while the youth made merry. The= was a divide between the mood of the older and the
younger ones. The older people feared the Bolsheviks, but the youth wanted them."*~

lWBerdnik,"Kharakteristika polozhenii [...]." TsDAHOU. f. 1, op. 22. d. 123, 1. 60.
197Nartovadiary. 11. 12-13 and 17; Temivs'kyi, "Spohady emigranta," p. 27.
198NikolaiMakarovich Kharchenko ( m n i a n ? ] born in 1906). interview in Russian by the
CHPWU, 22 January 1946, (Melitopol'?], stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166. op. 3. d. 246. 1.
92.
l%Jartova diary, 1. 21.
2qiubchenko, "Shchodennyk," Novi dni, m.32 (Toconto. September 1952). p. 5. He put it as
follows: Wastrii u Kyievi M i napruzhmishyi. Vsi zhdut' bombuvannia i evakuatsiï.
Bol'shevytslke sspillia pratsiuie intensyvno. Rostut' rusotiaps'ki sympatiï, osoblyvo sereâ molodi."
mlMeldungen, 54 (14 May 1943). p. 16.
2mSeleshko. Vinnytsia. p. 146.

Hence, one might say that there was such a thing as a typical Dnieper Ukrainian mental
outlook, which existed already bcfore the Germans arrived. It was marked by mutual misüust,
a vague sense of national or even ethnic identity, a need to talk about the famine of 1933,

arnazement and disbelief about the "Ewopean"living standard and way of life, and a sense that
guests should be welcomed. Al1 these features remained in place under the Germans. From a
Ukrainian nationalist point of view, the Dnieper Ukrainians were not "real"Ukrainians. The
one proven significant change in their mental outlook was that the Germans, who initially were
not disliked, were eventually hated as a people.
FinaIly, a sense developed that one had no future under the Germans. This was
expressed prirnarily in an unprecedented rise in alcoholism, particularly in the countryside,
even though people felt throughout the Nazi period that the Germans rnight be driven out. But
there is no conclusive evidence that Dnieper Ukrainians who had disliked the Soviet system

now started to like it. Even regarding the young generation, there is no conclusive evidence for
a change of mind. Before 1941, it had been successfully indoctrinated with Cornmunism.
Under the Germans, it simply felt its opinions confirmed.

CHAPTER9

The Prisoners of War

Countless soldiers and officers of the Red Army were imprisoned by the Germans. This
chapter attempts to provide a sense of what it was like to be a captive member of the Red A m y
in that part of Ukraine which became the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. The existing literature
does not discuss this subject. The main reason is that reswchers have been unable-because
Ukrainian archives were closed and because of the linguistic demands-to integrate Gerrnan
with nonGerman sources. Moreover, most German sources that have been presewed âeal
with those prisoners who were taken to the Reich; few deal with those who remained in
Ukraine. The following discussion also airns to integrate the civilian population into the tragic
story of the prisoners.
Existing accounts, most notably the work of Christian Streit (1978),focus on policymaking. These studies have shown that the Nazi leadership was responsible for millions of
deaths arnong the "Soviet" prisoners. Their treatment was a campaign much like the campaign
to starve Kiev. Historians have al1 but neglected the role of the civilians, however. I will argue
that taking the actions of civilians into account shows that the prisoners were treated even
worse than scholars have thought. From the very beginning, al1 over the temtory which

became the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, sadistic treatrnent and "indifferent" shootings during
marches toward the prisoner camps and in those camps were common. Moreover, the civilian
population was rarely ailowed to Save the prisoners h m starvation.
Although the primary concern here is not to explain why so many Germans treated the
prisoms badly. it is hoped nmetheless that this discussion will initiate a N I &boite about the
causes of massive prisoner mortality. Despite somt excellent restarch, such a debate barely
exists at present. 1am convinceci that the German authorities believeâ that the more prisoners
died the bettcr.

The problem of nomenclature needs close attention. The capaved Red A m y soldiers
(kraslu~nneitsy)
and comrnanders ( k o d i r y ) , as these military were officially calkd in

Russian, were labeled "Bolshevik" prisoners of war in German propaganda. h a l s called
them "Red Army soldiers" or simply pfenni, "prisoners."l Most Germans cailed them "Russian
prisoners of war" (russische Kriegsgefmgenen), and much of western historiography dots the
same or uses the adjective "Soviet." The first adjective imposes an identity upon the prisoners
which would have sounded offensive or strange to many of them. In this study, the generic
term "the prisoners of w u " will be used, with the addition of an ethnic designator when
necessary .

As the German armed forces pushed deeper into the Soviet Union in 1941, defeatist attitudes

were widespread, which explains why such huge numbers of Red Army soldiers and officers
fell into German hands. German Army Group South counted 103,000captured near Umm'
south of Kiev (early August); 665,000 near Kiev (by 26 September); 100,000near Melitopol'
and Berdians'k near the Sea of Azov (by 10 October); and 100,000 at Kerch on the Crimea.2
By the tirne these men-and

a number of women-surrendered

or were taken captive, they

were hungry and under severe physical strain.3 Among those who survived the Kiev
encislement were people who had becorne old; some crieci al1 the time.4 The prisoners quickly

realized that things were going to be difficult. In the Right Bank, the Mies of fallen Red A m y

'Or, in the rarely spoken Ukrainian standard, poloneni; in Russian, plennye.
2Christian Stnit, Die Wehrmacht und die sowjetischen Kriegsgefangenen J 941-1945 (Stuttgan,
1978), p. 240.

'Haris Koch, a veteran of the Galician üluainian A m y of the revolutionary period. even found
that "they have been undemourished for years. To a layperson, they seem to be on average half a
head shorter than their countrymen during the [first] world war." Hptm. [Hauptmann] Prof. Ham
Koch, "Der Sowjet-Nachlass in der ükraine. Stimmungs- und JMahmngsbencht. Abgeschlossen
30. 9. 1941," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 26,l. 6. Cf. Alfred Streim, Sowjetische Gefmgene in
Hitlers Vernichtungskrieg: Berichte und Dokmente I W l - J 9 6 (Heidelberg, l982), p. 14.

4A. Khomshunova, "Kievskie zapiski. 1941-1944" [photocopy of selecicd pages of typcd
manuscript], in Erhard Roy Wiehn, comp., Die S c M h von Baùij Jac dus Massrrkcr deutscher
Sonàerkommandos an der jüàischen Bcvdlhrung von K i m 1941 jhfiig Jahre danach zwn
Gedenken (Konstanz, 1991). p. 279.

soldiers were apparently not allowed to be bwied for two months.5 The prisoners also became
aware of the utter mthlessness against those who did not hand themselves over to the
Germans. That mthlessness was in accordance with a 10July 1% 1 "Fiihrer order" to the
acmed forces which stated that "soldiers in civilian clothes, [who are] generally recognizabk by

their short haircut, after it has been found that they are Red soldiers, are to be shot (except for
deserters)."6 In the Vinnytsia region, Einsaezkornmando 4B shot al1 "Asians" and civilians who
could not give details about the region. Arnong the latter were former prisoners of war who
earlier had been released after saying they were Uluainians7 Einsatzgruppe C shot al1
"prisoners of war roaming the country roads" who had no identity papers and whom it
suspected of planning sabotage. Undoubtedly, they were arnong the "about 8,000 persons who
could be found on the basis of investigations to be engaged in anti-Gennan or Bolshevik
activity," whom the unit shot, besides the tens of thousands of Jews, by early November
1941.8

In the L& Bank,many soldiers tried to flee eastward at night, but were caught al1 the
same. For example, ten were caught in the small village of Zabridky. The Gennan rnilitary
Kommandantur shot them on the spot. One female soldier survived with a face wound and was

saved by the l ~ c a l sSuch
. ~ cases were common at that stage of the war (mid-September to early
November 1941). At the same time, local civilians generaily helpeâ individuai soldiers in every

SPetr Timofecvich Berdnik, "Kharpkteristika polozhenii na olkupimvannoi temtorii" n.p., nA.,

typewritten document, signed, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123,l. 68.

6Emst Klee and Willi h e k n , "Gort mit uns": der deutsche Vemichtungskt-iegim Osten 19391945 (Frankfiirt, 1989). p. 29.
7Ereignismeldung UdSSR. 47 (9 August 1941), p. 9.
~EreignismeldungUdSSR, 128 (3 November 1941). p. 3, published in N o h n Miiller [et al.], ed..
Die fmchistische Okùupationspolitik in den zeitweilig ôesetzten Gebieten der Sowjetunion (19411944) (Berlin, 1991). p. 210.

9H.Sova [Hryhorii Kariak], Do istoriï bof 'shevyts'kddiis'nosty: (25 rokiv zhyttio ukraïns'koho
hromadianyna v SSSR) (Munich, 1955). p. 79.

possible way. They told them how to evade the Germans, hid them. provided food and water,
and treated wounds.10
The Red A m y soldiers who became prisoners were treated by the anny in coopeation
with the SD on the basis of two instructions, a so-called "Commissar Order " of 6 June 1941
and "Guidelines for the Conduct of the A m y in Russia" of May 1941 (the precise &y is
unknown) with a supplement dated 25 July 1941. The first order, entitled officially
"Guidelines for the Treatment of Political Cornmissars," concemed the komissary in the Red
-y,

who reported directly to the NKVD and who, while officially sharing command, often

even issued orders on their own. The guidelines transferred some the tasks of the
EUrsangmppen to the German army. The comrnissars were not to be considered as soldiers but
taken aside whiie stiIl on the battlefield and simply sh0t.I The army's propaganàa staff
justified the measure in bloodthirsty language which called them sub-humans and "to a large
percentage Jewish."l2 It is unclear to what extent the army acîually p e r f o d the shwtings
itself or "mercly" passed them on to the SD.

Had the death verdict been limited to comrnissars (officially called voennye
kmissar)è-military commissars), then, contrary to what historians have assumed, it would
have found ample support arnong the Red A m y rank-and-file. Most military commissars were
hated. Risoners capturecl near Kiev made this clear to Fedir Pihido in their account of what
they had done to a military commissar who opposed their effort to surrender. One of them said:

In our riegiment, the commissar of the division gathered the privates and commanders
and started to incite the people to get going, in order to force our way east. He assured
us that there were very few Germans and that it would be very easy. The Red Army
men frowned and said nothing. So did the commanders. Then the commissar issued an
IOA. S. Koziura and V. R. Drolle, "Kopiia. Zarn. nachal'niku 4-go Otdela NKVD USSR maioru
tov. Kniazevu," 12 November 1941, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. t 17,l. 33. This is a report by two
Soviet partisans about the Kiev, Poltava, and Kharkiv regions.
"Streit, Wehrmacht, pp. 47-48. A photo reproduction of the order is in Streim, Sowjetische
Gefangene, pp. 222-225.
12Streit, Wehrmacht, p. 86.
W f . ibid., p. 94, which assumes that they were carried out by the SD a d o r the police alone.

order to line up. The Red A m y soldiers becam agitaied. Our regiment commander
cal14 out to the privates: Who do you obey? Away with the damned chekist!' (GM~'
prokliatogo chekista!)The commissar instantly ckcw his revolver and shot. The
commander fell down. Our second lieutenant and a group of Red Army soldiersjumped
on the comrnissar-in less than a minute, he was tom to pieces...

The soldier added by way of conclusion, "You see, the men of our regirnent dont let
themselves be deceiveci." Others joined in, "That's right, we killed the darnned Stalin-dog." "A
dog gets a dog's death !"l4

In practice, the Gerrnan anny or Nazi intelligence also shot al1 Jewish soldiers and the
socalled "political leaders" (pfiticheskienrkovditeli or politrukr). Like the military
commissars, these were the Comrnunist party's "political workers" (pliticheskie rabotniki).

Like the commissars, they shared command, but only wiuiin small units (companies, batteries,
and squadrons). Although members of the Communist party, they were often reasonable and
by no means fanatical.l5The Gennan Supreme Command of the Armed Forces, however,
explicitly stated that the polimrki should be considered comrnissars.16 In late September 1941,
the Supreme Cornmand asked Hitler if any changes should be made; he gave a negative

answer.17

'4F. Pihido-PraYobetezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyznianu viinu" (Winnipeg, 1954), p. 85. That the
commissar shot the "deserting" commander on the spot was in accordance with an order from
Stalin of 16 August 1941. This order also said that the family members of deserting officiais
would be arrested, while the family members of soldiers who "[gave] themselves into captivity"
would be ineligible for any state benefits. It is published in O. A. Rzheshevskii, ed., Velikaia
Otechesîvennaia voina, 1941-1945: sobytiia, liudi, dokwnenty:kratkii istoricheskii spravochnik
(Moscow, 1990). p. 423.

"The Russian tenns for the units which had politnrki were rota, batareia, and eskadron. The
voennye komisary senred at the regiment @olk),division (diviziia), and staff (shtab) level, and in
military offices and organizations.
Before 19 July 1941, the Red Anny only had "political workers" (politicheskie rabotniki),
who did not share cornrnand with the military. From 19 July, when the system of "military
comrnissars" and "political leaders" was inttoduced, the terms "political workers" and "commissars"
became informal terms, designating "political leaders," "military commissars," or both. On 3
October 1942, the pre-1941 situation was restored, and the term "political wodcers" became
officia1again. Rzheshevskii, VeIikaia Otechestvennaia voirur, pp, 420 and 437.
16Smit, Wehrmacht, p. 84. A photo repmduction is in Streim, Sowjetische Gefangene, pp. 226228.
%treit, Wehrmacht, p. 87.1 disagree with Streit's view that afkr this request, the order was less
frequently implemented. Cf. Sova, Do istoriï, p. 80, about a case in November 1941.

Meanwhile, the Einsatzgruppen received orders in mid-July 1941 for the killing in the
POW camps of even mid-level Soviet civilian oficials.~*In the second week of September
1941, these orders were made more specific. A meeting of offkials defined the "eggbeads"
(Intelligenz1er)-Le.,

eâucated people-as "professional revolutionaries, writers, editors,

Comintern officiais, etc."i9 This again was a death sentence.

The Germans also had "Guidelines for the Conduct of the Troops [Tmppe] in Russia"
By what pmcess they were established is not known, but the Supreme A m y Command sent
them to Army Group South on 23 May 1941. German soldiers were told they were fighting
"Bolshevism" and that this demanded "ruthless and energetic drastic masures against
Bolshevik rabble-rousers, irregulars [Freischürler]. saboteurs, and Jews and the total
elirnination of any active and passive resistance." Regarding Red Amy soldiers, including
imprisoned ones, this meant "umiost resnve and the s h q s t attention." "Psrticularly the
Asiatic soldiers of the Red h y , " the Guidelines said, "are devious, unpredictable, eager to
ambush [hinterhaltig],and callous."20 Several weeks into the campaign, on 25 July 1941. the
Army Supreme Command (OKH) issued an elaboration on the guidelines.2' The fvst part dealt
with reprisals against civilians. Al1 civilians were responsible for keeping order in their region
of residence at al1 times. The anny should consider former Red Army soldiers who did not
make themselves known as "imgulars." They had to be "treaicd accordingly." along with al1
civilians who somehow assisted them.

The second part of the instruction dealt with the prisoners of war. Already one month
before (1 6 June 1941), ruthless orders had destroyed the tenns of the 1929 Geneva treaty

IgIbid., p. 98. The meeting also noted that the Einsatzgruppem were shooting al1 "Asians," dong
with thousands of Muslim POWs (the latter rnenely because they were circumcised). The meeting
wamed against killing al1 Ukrainians, Belamsans, Azerbaijanis, Annenians, North Caucasians, and
Turkic peoples.
2oIbid.,pp. 49-50 and 318n128.
2'Miiller. Die faschistische Okkupationspofi!ik, pp. 169-17 1; Streit, Wehrmacht, p. 106.

(which stated that it also applied to states who had not signed it, such as the Soviet Union).*
Now, in the supplemntal instructions of 25 July, every German soldier was orâered to trait
the POWs in ways "which bear in

the efirce-

gf the RRllSSign

19

The feeling of pride and superiority must remain visible at ail time.... Where it is
f o q must be employed
necessary to overcome insubordinations, revolts, etc.,
,without
.Especially fugitive prisoners of war must be shot
-c
a danger.
even first ordering them to halt Any delay in the use of armsm
On the other hand, any arbitrariness is prohibited.

To those Gemians inclined to treat the prisoners as human beings, the order had the following
to say: "Any Ieniency or even chatting [with the prisoners] must k punished severely."23
The Red A m y veteran Leonid Volyns'kyi has provided a rare memoir about the
implemntation of the Commissar Order and of the general conditions during and afkr his
capture. On 18 Septernber 1941, Volyns'kyi and other soldiers were captured in a Len-Bank
village. First they al1 were katen hard in the face. Then they were chaseû into the yard of a
collective farm in the nearby village of Kovaii. This provisional camp quicldy filled up and
eventually held around ten thousand prisoners. On 19 September, an SD commando arrived. A
uniformd interpiwr ordered ail commissars, "Communists," and Jews to step aride. This
selection lasted for about an hour. Then the interprcter announced that anyone giving up a
remaining commissar, Communist, or Jew could take possession of his things. Somebody
denounced Volyns'kyi. who was a member of the Communist Party. But when the interpter
found out that he was not a commissar. he tumed him back after consulting with a German.
Then al1 those who had been taken out, some four hundred people. werr counted, and shot.
They were taken away in groups of ten, past the trees. There, the fint ten men dug
themselves a cornmon grave (the required amount of shovels had been amuiged), and
22Bemd Bonwetsch. "Die sowjetischen Kriegsgefmgenen zwischen Stalin und Hitler," Zcitschr@
fur Geschichtswissenschaji, XLI. 2 (Berlin, 1993). pp. 136-1 37.
uMüller, Die fachistische Okùupationspolitik, pp. 169-1 7 1;Strcit, Wehrmacht, p. 106. Emphais
in the original.

a brkf volley of automatics rang out. The next ten were ordmd to cover the grave with
earth and to dig a new one. Thus it went on tiil the end. Al1 died in silence, only one
suddenly fell down with a heartrending cry. He crawled acmss the ground to the legs
of the soldiers [SD men] who were coming to get the next ten. He screamed, Pon't kill
me, my rnother is Ukrainian!' They kicked him hard, kicked h i s teeth out, and dragged
him away under his a m . He fell silent, his bare feet dragging.Z4

The number of casualties of such SD shootings can never be established. b i s e recordkeeping started only in December 1941. afker the shootings had reached their peak (between
August and that month).25
Among those killcd were commanding onicers (in Russian: komundiry or komostav).
It is worth mentioning that they were shot simply because they held such positions. Their fate
was apparently sealed after Einsatzgruppe C heard from a Soviet official that officers from the
first lieutenant rank were al1 Communist party members.26 On 6 May 1942, Hitler agreed to lift
the Comrnissar Order "on a trial basis" (versuchsweise). But this did not mean that the SD
actually stopped shooting those prisoners it disliked. It merely refrained from doing so near the
troops. In any case, Hitler's decree reveals an awareness on his part of the shootings of
commandeis, for it speaks of "Soviet commanders [Kommanàeuren], commissars, and

Gfter the initial "purges," the remaining prisoners were marched westward to
permanent camps (in German, sing.: Stalag). The marches lasteci very long. Those captured at
the Kiev encirclement walked in September and October 1941 for over four hundred

24LeonidVolynskii, "Skvoz' noch': k istoni odnoi bezymiannoi mogily," h v y i mir, m, 1
(Moscow, January 1963). pp. 1 19-1 24 (quotation from 124).
DStreit, Wehrmacht, pp. 104-105.
26Ibid., p. 100. In the open-air POW camp at the outskirts of Kremenchuk, it was nimorecl in
March 1942 that officers would be taken to another camp. Several officers made themselves
known as such, hoping for better conditions in that other camp. Al1 were shot, however. Vera
Fedorovna Bogdanova ([Russian?] bom in 191l), interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 20
January 1946, [no place], stenographic report, TsDAHOU. f. 166, op. 3, d. 243.1. 116 (a former
inmate). In the Darnytsia camp in Kiev. officers were starved to death in an inner enclosure along
with Jews and politdi. Anatolii Kuznetsov (A. Anatolii), Babii iac roman-dokuntcmr (New York,
1986), p. 179.
27Streit, Wehrmacht. p. 254. Cf. Streim, Sowjetische Cefangene, p. 96n49, which incorrectly
ascnbes the use of the word "commanders" to an e m r by the person writing down the order.

kilometers.2~Risoners who arrived ai the camp in Kovei' in western Volhynia had walked
"several hundred kilometers."29 Although historians have noted the brutaiity that occurred
during these marches, neither Stmt nor any other scholar has ever called h e m what they really
were-âeath marches. The direct cause of the brutality were the army oràets, including those
mentioned above. Volyns'kyi was in a convoy which walked from Kovali to the Stahg in
Kremenchuk, via the transit camps (in German, sing.: Dulag) in Lubny, Khorol, Semenivka.
and Hradyz'k. This is how the prisoners got going: "Having finished what they were doing,

the black-uniformed men handed us over to guards who wore ordinary gray-green uniforms.
Four of them stcxxi at the exit, shooting and brandishing sticks. Almost every person who
went out received a hit on the back, head, or arms if he tri4 to cover hirnself."30 The convoy
was guarded by guards on horseback.

They moved dong the sides, constantly riding toward the marchers, flapping whips
and shmting in the air with pistols and cabines. But soon the shooting took on another
character. A column of several thousands of prisoners is not a homogeneous organism.
Among us were people of varying age, health, endurance, spirit, or persistence. By the
rniddle of the first day [19 September 19411, the first stragglers appeared. The further
we went, the more often one heard shots from the tail of the column. Swn we found
out what each shot h m there rneant.31

Indeed, not only "fugitive" soldiers were shot. Stragglers, that is prisoners too tired and
emaciated to walk, wene shot on the spot. As German army intelligence reported on 3 1 October
1941, "the 6th A m y [that is, its leader von Reichenau] has ordered al1 collapsing prisoners of

war to be shot."32

28Streit, Wehrmacht,p. 164.
29"Recordof the interrogation of [the soldier] Wilhelm Sudbrack," in Ilya Ehrenburg and Vasily
Grossman, d s . , me Bfack Book: The Ruthless Murder of Jews by German-Fascist lnvaàers
throughout the Temporarily-Occupied Regions of the Soviet Union and in the Dcath Camps of
P o W During the War of l94l-N#5 (New York, 1981), pp. 546-547.
MHe discovered later that "this tactic was employed everywhere." Volynskii, "Skvoz' noch'." p.
125.

32Smit, Wehnnochr,p. 171 ; Klee and D n k n , "Gortmit uns," p. 140.

Because this issue has not been discussed by historiaos in detail, it is worthwhile
reproducing several other eyewitness aaounts. Fedir Pihido wntes that "the weakened and
enfeebled ones were shot on the spot. Some time in early December [1941], on the
embanlunent, not far from the landing place, 1personally saw a German escort shoot an utterly
exhausted prisoner because he lagged about ten steps behind... Later, during my stays in the
Kiev and Chemihiv regions, 1often heard stories about mass shootings of prisoners on the
march, during transports."33 Mykhailo Podvomiak wntes: "On the road fkom Kiev to Rime
and L'vIv walked countless new rows of voluntaq prisoners. Now they saw that the Hitlerites
did not give them fmedom but it was too late....Many of them fell on the road, and the escorts
shot them dead. Therefore aside the road were many graves, embellished by our people with
bluebottles and red field p0ppies."3~Ulas Sarnchuk saw a column of emaciated POWs near
Korets' in October 1941. Some fell and were "nonchaiantly" (baiduthe)shot on the Street and
left behind.35
Shooting also took place during pauses. In Volyns'kyi's march, each stretch was about
forty kilometers, with one or two ten-minute stops. At those stops, the guards fed themselves
and their horses. Then the command to move on would go out.
One had to get up quickly, in order not to incur a blow with a whip, b o t , or rifle butt.
But many had no strength to get up, and after every stop there were those who
continued to lie. That was the easiest way to put an end to one's suffering. An
exhausted person would be sitting on the side, an escort would corne on his horse and
lash with his whip. The person would continue to sit. with his head hanging. Then the
escort would take a carbine from the saddle or a pistol from the ho1ster.M

33Pihido-Pravoberezhny i, " Velyka Vitchyuriana viinu,"p. 138.

HPanas Khurtovyna [Mykhailo Podvomiak], Pid nebom Vdyni: (voienni spmyny
(Winnipeg, 1%2), pp. 105- 106.

khrystyianyna)

3 5 ü l p ~Samchuk, N a bilomu koni: sponryny

i vrazhennia (Winnipeg. 1972). p. 242.

MVolynskii, "Skvoz' noch'." 125-126 (quotation from 126). He adds, "The road to Kremenchulc

was paved with dead Mies. They were buried by the people from the nearby villages."

That the order to shoot stragglers was implemented is also evident from many Geman sources.
The above-mentioned atmy intelligence report about the order said that the shootings were
taking place "by the roadside, [and] even in towns [Ortschqften]."In October 1941, a
reprerntative of the Gerxnan steel industry reported from the Kryvyi Rih and Dnipropetrovs'k
regions that pnsoners who were unable to walk were shot.3' On 8 Dccember 1941, the head of
Wirtschaftsstab Ost, General Wilhelm Schubert, mported callously on what he saw: "the Soviet
prisoners are beaten with sticks, and il1 ones unable to match remain lying and have to be
shot.'*38Even Rosenberg mentioned these shootings, in a letter of protest to the Chief of the
Supreme Comrnand of the Armed Forces (GeneralfeldmarschllKeitel) on 28 February 1942.
The letter, probabl y composed by Otto Briiutigam, spoke of "many " such cases.39 Streit has
estimated that in the entire "east" tens of thaisamis were shot during these marches?
The main cause of prisoner exhaustion was hunger and thirst. The lack of food and

drink was not the msult of the large number of prisoners, but because of Omnan policy. The

Gennan m

y refuseci to feed them properly and prevented the local populationfiom giving

themf o d and water. Volyns'kyi received daily only one scoop of watery lentil or pea soup
during his march.4' "Along the roads strctched the abandoned auturnn fields. m e n there was
something to eat in them, no force could hold us back. The escorts skirted us on the left and
right, k a t us with sticks. and opened fire. but it was d l in vain. Leaving behind those killed
[as a result] in the dogged-through and trampleci field, the column moved on, crunching on

37Streit, Wehnnacht, p. 152.

391bid.. p. 98. The full text is in Trial of the Major War Criminals before the htt!nt4tio~f Military
Tribunal [TMWC], Vol. 25 (Nuremberg, 1949). pp. 156161; Klee and Drekn, "Goa mit uns,"
pp. 142-147; and Gerd R. Uebersch*, comp., "Ausgewahlte Dokumente," in Gerd R. Ueberschiir
and Wolfgang Wette, eds.. "Unternehnun Barbarossa? der deutsche Oberjbll ouf die Sowjetunion
1941:Berichte, Analysen, Dokumente (Paderborn, 1984). pp. 399-400.
'%reit, Wehrmacht. p. 167.
4~Volynskii,"Skvoz' noch'," p. 126.

mangel-wune1 [fodder beets], c m t s , or potatoes.*'4Once prisoners grabbed s o m
pumpkins. A young man about eighteen yuus of age ran far into the field and came back with a
pumpkin. "He was mnning as fast as he could to the road when an escort [aged around 301
shot him with a pistol .... At the sight of water, the column simply lost its mind. We were ready
to drink from any dirty pool, but they did not allow us to drink, not even from a river?

As if

this were not enough, some German military engaged in sadistic teasing.

in a village a Gennan unit was stationed. The yards under the trees were full of cars,
[and] half-naked Germans were pouring each other with water from wells. An officer
in ironed breeches with lowered suspenders was standing in the shadow in the hurdle,
with his arrns behind his back. A soldier standing next to him had taken a bundle of
concentrated buckwheat fiom an opened case, and was throwing one package in the
air, like a bail. This was our anny concentrate, very tasty, soft-boiled, with fat and
fried onions. When somebody h m the column leaped to catch the packet, the officer
whacked him with a stick.44

The population avidly tried to fecd the prisoners. The belief was that if everybody did
this, somehow one's own relatives would be saved. Volyns'kyi is rnerely one of many
witnesses who have described these efforts. "Sometimes. fearless old women brought rusks
[sukhri) or bread to the road. They were instantly knocked down and a scuffle would ensue.

The escorts became enraged and broke into the swarming heap witb their hor~es."~s
It was
indeed very risky for the locals to get involved. The doctor Vera Bogdanova was taken captive
on 23 Septemôer 1941 in the Poltava region. For a month, she was marched to a camp on the
outskirts of Kremenchuk. "On the way we received nothing to eat, and when the population
tried to give us something, they were chased away and baten. But the women sent their
children, and some of these managed to throw a piece of bnaû,potatoes, or groats."" This
4*Ibid.
431bid., p. 127.
abid., pp. 127-128.
4sIbid., p. 127.
"Bogdanova, CHPWU interview, 1. 114. On civilians throwing food, sec also Srni<.Wehrmacht, p.
152.

account is typical. Podvomiak saw that the convoy guards "did not allow any person on the
road, did not ailow the wornen to give the poor prisoners even a cupful of cold ~ a t e r . " ~ '
Gennan onlookers might want to help as well, but faced ostracism if they actually did. One
German soldier who saw such a transport responded to the pleading for bread ("Khleba,
khlebu") and gave away a loaf, but was "roared"at by the column guard.48

The f m t Gerrnans who arriveci in the Podolian village of Nove Selo brwght prisoners
of war with them. An old peasant tried to give h e m water, but, as a local girl saw, the guards
blocked bis way. This is the only rnemoir which mentions popular hostility against the
prisoners, whom its author, a Ukrainian-American woman, calls Russians. "People threw
sticks and clumps of dirt at them."49 Such behavior was unusual. however. Most civilians tried
to help.
One account by a former prisoner of war reports that those who tried to pick up bread
which locals deliberately left on the ground were sh0t.M In the village of Bobryk in the Romny
region, which never became part of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, a girl in the sixth grade
wrote the following in a school essay in early 1W4:"Once the Germans bmught Our cqhued
soldiers. They were veiy hungry. One came to ask for something to eat. 1brought him
something to eat, but a Gennan came and started to beat the soldier with a butt and to shout at
him. Out[side] the village, the German shot the soldier and kicked [bshepnw; sic] him

47Khurtovyna. Pid nebom Vofyni, p. 1W. Lücewise. Rosenberg complained on 28 Febmary 1942
in a letter that "during the march[es] toward the camps, the civilian population was not allowed to
give food to the prisoners of war." TWMC,Vol. 25 (Nuremberg, 1949). pp. 156161; Uebersch*,
"Ausgewphlte Dohimente," pp. 3 9 9 4 ;Klee and D&n. "Conmit uns," pp. 142-147.
48Walther Bienert, Russen und Deutsche: wasfür Menscicn sind das? Berichte, Bildcr und
Folgerungen taus dem Zweiten Weftkrieg(Stein am Rhein, 1990), pp. 57-58.
*%lia Alexandrow with Tommy French. Flight fiom N o v a Mow: Autobiography of a
Ukrainian Who Escaped Stawation in the 1930s Unàer the Russians and Then Suffered mi
Enslavement (Jefferson. North Carolina, and London, 1995), p. 56.
mShaïva Georgievich Gordeladze ([Oeor@n?] barn in 1905). intewicw in Russian by the
CHPWU, 11 June 1945. Kiev, stenographlc report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243.1.65 (a
former POW).

away."Sl Halyna Lashchenko, refemng to 1941, provides the most disturbing account. She
saw the usual, how the prisoners were chascd "without food or drink" and how stragglers
were shot. But she ad& that "when civilians gave the prisoners food, then [the guards] shot

both those who gave and those who took." In response, "Ukrainian p e s a n t women started to
place bread, potatoes, com, cabbage, and beets on the roads across which the prisoners were
being driven."n
Events were much the same in 1942, although it is possible that by then people who
tried to help were treated less harshly. In the villages dong the way to Poltava, the local+

mostly women and children-threw pieces of bread and boiled potatoes at the POWs passing
through. This caused crowding. "The Germans shot in the air and chased the women away,
but they did not l a v e until they had given away everything they had."s3
Feeding the prisoners while a convoy was at rest was somewhat easier, as Iryna
Khoroshunova's diary shows. While looking for a relative who was in the Red A m y . on or
after 24 September 1941. she came across a transport east of the Dnieper. The estimated
35,000 prisoners of war were pausing on their way from Brovary to Darnytsia.

They are sitting. They look so temble that our blood tums cold. It is very clear that they
don't get food. The women bring them food, but the Germans don't allow them to
approach. The women are crying. There are heartbreaking scenes at every tum. The
women throw themselves toward the prisoners. The pnsoners throw themselves like
animals on the offered food, grab it, and rip it apart. But the Germans beat them on the
head with rifle-butts. They beat them and also the wornen."

Some time later at this site, when wornen saw relatives and threw themselves toward hem,
some Germans again chased them away and beat them. But others "allowed them to approach

s~"Pis'movarobota z uLraYns'koï movy uchenytsi 6 kl. Bobrytslroï shkoly Iukhno V. P.,"
TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3. d. 254, 1. 5.
52HalynaLashchenko, "Povomt." Samostiino Ukruïnu. XI. 11 ( 119) (Chicago, Novemkr 1958).
p. 13.
"1. A. Lugin. Polglotka svobody (Paris. 1987), p. 174. niese pnsoners hpd been capaurd in the

Kharkiv encidement.

YKhoroshunova, "Kievskie zapiski,' p. 284, note of 28 September 1941.

and even talk." Khoroshunova was hersclf able to give her relative the food. He said they had
not eaten for nine days.55

So far, only scenes in the countryside have been provided. But the very same scenes
took place in the rniddk of cities. Chasing prisoners of war through cities was meant to
intimidate the locals and to convince them that, as Hitler announced on the radio on 3 ûctober
1941, the Soviet Union had been defeated. On almost every &y in early October 1941, there

were several marches of POWs through Kiev. The length of these convoys was enormous.
Gerhard Kegel, a Berlin-based official ai the Foreign Office (Auswaniges Amt), wmte in his
rnemoirs that on 3 or 4 October he waited in Kiev for two hours at a pontoon bridge-that was
the time it took for one POW convoy to march across. Afterwards, "in the two-part street,
which had a green strip in the middle and d o n g which the prisoners of war had been driven,
lay dozens of dead Soviet soldiers....The escorts shot with their submachine guns any
prisoner who displayed signs of physical weakness or wanted to answer the cal1 of nature on
the green strip. 1 saw for myself how the Nazi escorts approached them from behind, murdered
them, and moved on without deigning a further glance at the victims."
Hans Koch confirmed to Kegel that this happened ali the tirne. At the Kommandantur,

an offlcer told Kegel that they were responsible for arranging wagons to collect the bodies.
Sometimes the Koltunandcultur found out about such transports only aftenivards, in which case
the bodies, "dmost always dozens," remained in the streets for hours.56 Kievans, in diaries
and recollections, also note the horror. "Those who could not walk were shot. And when the
colurnn passed, bodies were lying on both sides," recalled one woman.57

56Gerhard Kegel, In den Stürmen unseres Jahrhuderts: ein deutscher Kommunisr über sein
ungewohnliches Leben (Berlin, 1984). pp. 302 and 305-307. The wide street must have been the
present-day Lesia Ukrsiinka Boulevard or Taras Shevchenko Boulevard.
"Valentyna Pavlivna Kravchenko (Ukrainian bom in 1922 in Kiev), author interview in Russian,
10 August 1995, Kiev, Ukraine, tape recotdig (the quote); Klavdiia Iakovlivna Hrynevych
(Ukrainian bom in 1930 in Klyntsi [Kirovohrad oblast]), author interview in Russian, 10 August
1995, Kiev, tape recording.

As in the countryside, the perds tried to prevent the locais from helping. On 5 October

1941, over the course of an hour thousands of prisoners from Darnyîsia passed through the
Street where Khoroshunova lived. As she noteci in her diary: "The women brought water and
msks. The prisoners hurled thernselves toward them, knocked over each another and the
women, npped the rusks from their hands, and fought over them. Everybody around was
crying. But the German guards with their brutal faces beat the prisoners with sticks and ~ b b e r
batons.... We stayed behind and six bodies remained."s* Two male Kievans confimi that ùoth
the prisoners who wanted to accept food and the Kievans who tried to give it were beaten. One
says, "Whenever 1saw prisoners of war, the population tried to help. Most of the time, the
Germans did not allow it and beat the people."sg

The Kievan professor of medicine Nikolai Shepelevskii also w i t n e s d the almost daily
pnsoner parades through Kiev. He later did not recall stragglers k i n g shot. This, he said was
done outside the city. (Perhaps by that tirne an order to such effect had been issued.) But he
saw everywhere beatings of prisoners who were barely alive. "Obviously the loss of svcngth
was so great that the people quickiy lost consciousness, which also explained the loss of
sensitivity. Remarkably, even during the very worst punishment, there were no moans. At the
end of the row, hanging on the shoulders of their cornrades, somehow dragging themselves
dong, were those who already expected to die from hunger....These living dead broke
everybody 's heart ."60
It is worth mentioning the Hungarian escorts of these transports through Kiev. They

appear to have behaved much like their Gexman colleagws. "Regarding the treatrnent of the
prisoners there was no difference between the Germans and the Hungarians," the Red Cross

~*Khoroshunova,"Kievskie zapiski," p. 295.
SgIurii Mikhailovich Markovskii (Ukrainian bom in 1904), interview in Russian by the CHPWU,
12 March 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 244.1. 22; Aleksei
Mikhailovich Bashkuiat (Ukrainian bom in 1909), interview in Russian by the CHPWU,28
Febmary 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243, 1 . 4 3 ~
(the quote).
60Professor N. A. Shepelevskii, "Prebyvanie nemtsev v Kieve." Typewritten document, signed,
TsDAVOV, f. 4620, op. 3, d. 243a, 11. 58-59. Cf. Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 176.

leader L i u h y l a Ivchenl<o malkd later. "When a prisoner fell, they beat him with a rifle butt to
get him up, and when he had no strength to do so, they shot him right there on the spot. Both
Oemuuis and Magyars did this. When women pedestnans trie.to throw bread ai the prisoners,
the soldiers-Gennan and Hungarian-threw themselves with rifles ready-to-fire [na pereki.]
at the women, who dispersed in al1 direction^."^' 1have no information regarding the behavior
of Romanian guards in 1941.6*
Oleksandra Sharandachenko's diary confirms that the patrols beat and shot those who
stayed behind or who throw themselves at food. It is the only source which adds that people
were not afraid of the guards and snapped at them. What they really feared, she writes, was
recognizing a relative. They handed out bread, boiled potatoes, apples, peaches, melon slices,
and baked beets.63 She also writes that she and some others quickly grabbed several prisoners
who fainted and took thcm into a yard-the guards "were not nearby."w Later, when prisoners
were again marched through the city ,Kievans again "gave them what they could."65
There are many testimonials from other cities and srnaller towns. Soon after the
Geman arrival in Novi Sanzhary, a column of hungry prisoners of war passed through. "The
population met them with various kinds of food aid," Hryhorii Kariak recalls. "Theguards did
not allow that group to make a stop. The people threw the food at the crowd of prisoners. This
caused the marching order to be bmken. On this arasion, before my eyes, one captive Red

6iLiudmyla Ivchenko, "Ulrraïns'kyi Chervonyi Kiirest u Kyievi ( 1941-1 942)," in Modest
Ripeckyj, ed., Medychna opika v UPA.Litopys UPA, Vol. 23 (Toronto and L'viv, 1992). p. 39.
She writes that these Hungmians arrived in Kiev "shortly after the Germans."
620ne former prisoner captured in the Kharkiv encirclement in 1942 was erorted by Romanian
soldiers. First they robbed him and the other prisoners of al1 valuables. but hereafter they were
"very friendly."Lugin, Polglotka svobody, p. 172.
P. Sharandachenko], Reiestratorka zahsu: (iz shchodennyka kyianky) (Kiev 1960). p. 20,
note of 20 October 1941.

6310.

uiôid., p. 21, note of 20 0*.1941. For a similsr episode in late November 1941, see ibid., pp.
29-30.
6sArkadii Liubchenko, Shclrodennyk: knyzhku pershu (Toronto. Ontario, 1951). p. 120, note of 3
September 1942.

A m y man was shot."66 Many POWs passed through Poltava, most of them westward to the
camp in Khorol. According to the former leader of the local Red Cmss, they were chased
"literally like cattle." Although in captivity for only a few weeks and mostly Young, they had
"lost even their human appearance."
When a civilian looking at this sad sight threw something to eat into the cmwd of
wretched ones, they threw themselves at it with such senselessness, of people mad
with hunger, that they threw each other off their feet. Then the Gemians beat them and
even fimi shots, in order to get a hold of the disorder. Sometimes the Gerrnans even
shot prisoners dead in front of the latter's own countrypeople. In particular, they shot
those who were too weak to walk any further. This was something which even we
found unbelievable. We had seen somcthing similar only in the behavior of the Soviet
peoplecatchers of the NKVD, when they drove masses of Ukrainian detainees toward
slave camps in the 1 9 3 0 and
~ ~ befom their flight from Ukraine during the war.67

Everywhere, helping prisoners and thus "causing unrest" carried grave risk. In September or
October 1941, a major "disorder" occurred in Vinnytsia. The mayor. Sevastianov, announced

in the newspaper ihat thousands of prisoners would pass through the city on a particular &y.
He called on the population to feed them. because they had not eaten for days. Immediately,
city-dwetlers and villagers s p d the word and prepared food. When the day came, they were
waiting for kilometers on end. It was a hot day. Villagea had carts. women carried pots and
pans with food, and there were heaps of apples and bread. When the prisoners (arriving from

Umm') saw the reception, they quickened their pace. The par& stopped them however,
while some of them tried to disperse the locals. Then the prisoners broke through. Upon an
order from the convoy officer, shots rang out at the prisoners. The civilians fled, or tried to
flee, leaving everything behind. Because of the shooting and squeezing. several of them were

killed as well. Some guards trampled on the food and threw it from the vessels. When it was

all over, many locals concluded that the mayor and the Germans had wanted to trick them9

67Halyna VWiun,Pid u14kom chervonoh0 Khresta v Poltavi 1941-42
([Neu-Ulm,] 1973). p. 8.

W.:

spohaà-Nt dlia istoriï

"Mikhail Ivanovich Sokolov, interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 20 January 1946 [Vinnytsia?],
stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 246, 11. 29-30.

Qiildren were less likely to suffer from helping, but they were not safe either. When
prisoners of war were chased dong Zhytomyr's Khlibna Street on 14 October 1941. Ms. M.
A. IPkivs'ka sent her ten-year-old daughter Nina out with a piece a bread. A Soviet

investigation later found that "when the girl wanted to give the bread to a prisoner, one of the
guaràs shot her twice and killed her on the spot.'"

Nothing changed even weeks later. In the city of Oleksandriia, word got out in
November 1941 that many prisoners would be passing through. Despite the min, thousands of
people went to the city outskirts to look for any relatives and friends and to give them food.
They witnessed the spectacle of human rnisery which is by now familiar to the reader. A
witness recalls the following about a prisoner who remained. "With a whip lash on his head,
he is knocked h m his feet by a German. The escort-butcher takes aim. The Oleksandriians
froze. He won't ...? A shot. The blood of prisoner Knvoshapko covers the ground, the
inhabitant of Oleksandriia is dead." This witness also saw how those grabbing the unharvested
corn dong the road (the Kremenchuk road, from Poltava to Kirovohrad) were shot. In general,
"the entire path of this tragic procession was paved witb the bodies of murdered and dead

prisoners. They were not removed. Cars drove across them, crushing extremities and
squeezing out intestines."70
During the transports, any Jewish prisoners of war who had survived were treated the
worst of dl. Often they walked only in underwear, for those who "exposed" them were usually
allowed to steal their clothes. Several days before the Babyn Iar massacre, Khoroshunova saw
in the Left Bank Jewish "prisoners [who were] dressed in only undewear, in a tight convoy of
German soldiers. Al1 columns which we had seen so far were guarded by ten to twenty

[Germans]. But here the Germans were al1 around. When they approached buildings, one
prisoner asked for water. He went to the building and started to run. Two shots rang out and

6%lee and Drekn, "Gort mit uns," p. 37.
7('Fo~nerpartisan Rybalko. quoted in Mikhail Milch. Skida [et. al.]. "Otchet O podpoPnoi
partiinoi rabote i partizanskoi bor'be v Kirovogtadskoi oblasti (avgust 1941 goda mart 1944
goda)," n.d., typewritten document, signed, TsDAHOU. f. 1, op. 22, d. 391, 1. 16.

-

he was killed on the spot. The Germans did not allow anybody to appcoach this p u p of

prisoners. n i e y were even more temfying than those we had seen before."71 Of the prisoners
she saw being marched through Kiev in early October 1941. she noted that the Jews were
k i n g chased d o n g "without clothes" and were "killed when they ask for water or bread."n
These Jews were part of an estimated three thousand Jewish POWs who were marched
through the city toward Babyn Iar in those days.73
Equally mernorable was a large group of sailors of the Dnieper flotilla who were also

chased through Kiev. Nartova, perhaps herself a witness, wrote in her diary: "Itwas already
very cold, it was freezing, but they were chased in nothing but shorts and shirts. They were
blue, their faces were bitter, but they were staunch [stoikie]. Passers-by expressed their
sympathy and threw bread and potatoes at them, but some of hem threw the tips aside while
saying: 'Feed your deliverers [izbavitelq, the Germans.' Then they al1 together sang the
International. "74 Two other Kievans also recalled that the sailors declined bread and
cigarettes.7s Still another says that she witnessed how sixty to seventy sailors were shot at
Babyn Iar.76

7~Khoroshunova,"Kievskie zapiski," p. 288. note of 28 September 1941. Cf. Stmit, Wehrmacht, p.
109.
72Khoroshunova, "Kievskie zapiski," p. 294, note of 2 Octokr 1941. A Soviet underground agent
saw on 25 October 1941 how around 1,500 POWs were transported from the Darnytsia camp to
the Syrets' camp in Kiev. Although his report does not Say so, these were very likely Jews: "Al1
POWs were dressed only in underwear. The Gennan guards beat them with mbber batons. S o m
stayed behind because they had frostbite; they were shot. There were up to 200 executed
prisoners on the road from Darnytsia to Boryspil' on 26 October." Evtikhii Alekseevich
Sidorenko, 13 December 1941, "Kopiia. Nachal'niku politicheskogo otdela 2 1 armii brigadnomu komissaru tov. Mikhal'chuk," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 118, 1. 66.
73FeliksLevitas and Mark Shimanovskii, Babii ioc strmitsy tragedii (Kiev, 1991). pp. 33-34.
quoting a CHPWU interview.
74"Izdnevnika uchitel'nitsy gor. Kieva L. Nartovoi [Nartova disry]." TsDAHOU. f. 1, op. 22, d.
347, 1. 6, note of 21 March 1942.
75Bashkulat,C H P W interview, 1.43; Shepelevskii. "Prebyvanie nemtsev v Kieve." 1.59.

76BogdPaA. Mactinenko, "Tragediia Bab'ego Iara: rassekhennye dokumenty svidetel'stwiut."
in Wiehn, Die Schodh, p. 367. Cf. Kuznctsov, Babii iar, p. 203. On Black Sea sailors in
Kirovohrad with a similar fate, see Berdnik, "Kharakteristika polozhenii [...]," TsDAHOU,f. 1, op.
22, d. 123,l. 68.

It took the Gennan defeat at Stalingrad to put an end to shootings during the POW
marches. or at least to decrease their frequency. According to Mykhailo Seleshko, those
marching through Vinnytsia in mid-1943 were "ghosts who barely resembled people." If they
collagsed, they were "immcdiately g a t h e d on to carts which were riding at the back. The
Germans tried to chase d o n g those who fell, but if they saw that people were really exhausted
and could not walk any further, they t w k them on the carts and &ove them."77

It is impossible to determine the n u m k r of prisoner-of-war camps. Many were likely fonner
Soviet camps. The Right Bank was particularly full of camps, mostly unheated wooded
sheds? The treatment of the inmates was based on secret orders of the Supreme Command of
the Arrned Forces (8 September 1941).79Army intelligence objected to them. but

Generarfeldmarschall Keitel dismissed this, saying that what was at issue was "the destruction
of a world view."m The orders said that the camp guards were liable for punishrnent if they did
not use their weapons, o r simply not enough.81 Most guards seem to have complied. They
were mostly reservists, men who had been trained during or even before World War 1.82
Besides the Gennan guards, there was also a Lagerpolizei (camp police) of former prisoners,
who were anned with sticks and whips. These men seem to have acted even more c~elly.83
T7Mykhailo Seleshko, Vinnytsia: spomyny perekladacha Komisiï doslidiv zlochyniv NKVD v
1937-1938 (New York, Toronto, London, and Sydney, 199 1). p. 1 13.
78Pihido0Pravoberezhnyi," Velyka Vitchyzniana viina," p. 141.

79Reinhard Riirup, ed., Der Krieg gegen die Sowjetunion: eine Dokumentation (Berlin. 1991). pp.
110-1 11; Streim, Sowjetische Gefangene, p. 32.
qtreim, Sowjetische Gefangene, p. 34.

*%id., pp. 16 and 145; Iaroslav Haivas, Koly kinchalasia epokhu (n.p., 1964). p. 54. Haivas
probably observed the camp in Zhytomyr. He writes that "worst of al1 was that the executioners
and mass murdecers were not Young, unreasonable soldiers, but that the camp guards were old
men over the age of fifty."

83Streit. Wehrmacht, p. 181;Streim, Sowjetische Gefangene, p. 145. The camp police of the
Damytsia camp was apparently led by Konstantyn Mykhailovych Tyshchenko, a fonner Red
Army lieutenant. He is said to have been crueler than any Gennan guard. Kumetsov, Babii iar, p.
182.

D is worth mentioning that the camps included civilians-or to k more p i s e , males
in civilian clothes. In the Zhytomyr camp, for example, a former inmate recalls seeing many of
them, "old men and teenagers."@ The Jews again were singled out. The SD simply visited the
camps and took them out for shwting. The military authorities overwhelmingly cooperated and
were also themselves involved. To be sure, there were some exceptions. The camp commanâer
in Vinnytsia initiated a court-martial in late 1941 against his deputy and two others for shooting

362 Jewish prisoners.85 In the Zhytomyr camp, "Russian" doctors did a "medical"check on al1
newcomers. Those found to be circumcised were taken away and sh0t.W In the camp in
Khorol, in early October 1941 a Volga German interpreter asked Jews to corne forward. He
assureci them that nothing would happen to them. A few believed him and were shot. Hereafter
ethnic Germans in the employment of the camp authorities continued to look for Jews. In this
particular camp, those caught were publicly murdered in various ways, for example by setting

German shepherds on them. "The dogs would chase the people, who ran in al1 directions,
lunge at them, rip their thmats open, and drag dead or near-dead victims to the commandant's
feet.

"*'
One principle behind al1 camp policy was that feeding the prisoners amounted to

stealing from the German people. Thus, the camps were treated the same as the major cities.
Any feeding of thc prisoners had to be specifically rep~rted.~S
Under such conditions,

starvation started immediately. On 16 September 1941, Goring himself became involved and
demanded that the "productivity" of the "Bolshevik prisoners of war should decide how they

@Motelle,'O m m partizanskom otriade "Pobeda ili smen'," ceport written f i e r 16 Onober
1941, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 122.1. 84. Motel'e was taken prisoner in late August 1941, was
taken to the POW camp in Zhytomyr, and somehow got out. Cf. Ereignisrneldung UâSSR. 37 (29
July 1941), p. 7. niere were also civilians in the POW camps in the Kirovohrad region. according
to Skirda, "Otchet [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391, 1. 35.
8sStreit, Wehrnrrcht, pp. 101-103. Cf. Streim. Sowjetische Gefungene. p. 12.
16Motel'e, "O m a m partizanskom otriade [...]," TsDAHOU. f. 1. op. 22. d. 122, 11. 81-82.
87"'In the Khorol Camp.' Report of A[bram] Remichenko, Prepared for publication by Vasily
Grossman," in Ehrenburg and Grossman. Bhck Book. pp. 385-387.

88Streit, Wehrmacht,p. 143.

could be fed. The result was a M e r reduction of food rations.89Even ordinary German
soldiers were frequently warned to give the prisoners only minimal amounts of food. Thus
starvation continued, despite attempts by some lower-rank military to alleviate the situation.In late October 1941, German policy changed. On 31 October, Keitel ordered that the

food made available should be enough to en&

people to work. Goring followeâ with a

similar order on 7 November.9' Streit has concluded that those responsibk for the starvaîion
had initially assumed that the supposedly primitive "Russian" took longer to die than more
"civilized" people. While this is iikely correct, Smit is mistaken when he adds thpi Goring,
Keitel, and the other policy-makers had underestimateci the threat of famine. He argues that the

German leaders "did not anticipate the rapid increase in mortality."92 The fact is that starvation
was deliberate.

It is tme that the Gemian rnilitary were faced with a difficult situation and were
surpriseci to find that the Red Army units lacked field kitchensF But far more important was
the view which prevailed in the German military hierarchy. As late as 20 Novemkr 1941, von
Manstein, the chief of staff of the Army Group South, banned the "release" of food to citydwellers and prisoners "as long as they are not in the service of the Geman Wehrmacht." mat
would be "wrongheaded hum an en es^."^ What Streit and other historians have not considered
is the role of the civilian population. Study of this aspect shows that there was plenty of food
available for the camps, al1 supplied by the locals. Unless a Red Cross branch was active,
however, almost invariably this food was refused by or largely confiscated by the guards.

891bid., pp. 143-144.
%id.,

p. 161.

glIbid., p. 145.
=Ibid., p. 154.
93Ibid.. p. 150.
941bid.,pp. 161-162.

Thae is evidence from various localities. Up to 20,000 prisoners of war were crarnrncd
behind barbedwire in the camp in Rime. The head of the local Ukrainian Red Cross told OIE
author in 1941 that peasant women who brought food had to flee because they were shot at by
the guards. T k r e was also plenty of food in storage that had remained intact after the Red
Army 's m ~ t . 9 5In July 1941. a delegation of Ukrainian women asked the commander of the

POW camp in Zhytomyr for permission to feed the prisoners. He said this was impossible.
The Ukrainian who interpreted recalls that the man added: "1have to follow strict directives.

The Führer has decided to exterminate Bolshevism, including the people spoiled by it." The
"visibly shaken" Austrian commander added. "May God Save you from the worst."% In July
1942, the commander of the camp (possibly another man) announced that food could be given
on Mondays and Thursdays between 9:00 and 11:OO a.m. This did not help much, however,
for the guards tended to keep the gifts for thern~elves.~~

In August 1941, the population of the town-like village of Onufriïvka, south of
Kremenchuk, brought much food to the local camp. The Germans rarely allowed it to be
delivered.98 Around the Darnytsia camp, in the woods near Kiev, were €am fields with
potatoes and beets which had not been dug and they could easily have been given to the POWs.
Moreover, the guards stole al1 or part of the food which women brought. As a 1 s t resort, the
women started to bring only potatoes, canots, or moldy bread. If they threw it over the fence.
the guards find shots.99 Peasant women told Lashchenko, probably in 1941, about a transit

camp in a village some fifty kilometers from Bila Tserkva. The prisoners there only received
100 grams of bread per &y and sometimes soup. "Ukrainian women came up to the wire in

95Nataiia Iakhnenko, Vid biwa do Brygidok: trokhy spohadiv z l93%l9#l rokiv, L'viv (Munich,
1986), p. 249, based on a conversation with Kharytia Kononenko.
%Theinterpreter was a member of tbe OUNSD: Borys Lewytzkyj, Die Sowjetukraine 1944-1963
(Cologne and Berlin, 1964), p. 398n9.

*Klee and DreBen, "Gortmit uns," p. 37.

981. Kuzenkos [sic?] (Ukrainian born in 1916), interview in Ukrainian by the CHPWU,29 October
1946, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 244.1. 56.
99Kuznetsov, Babii iar*pp. 179-1 80.

order to give bread to the prisoners through the wire. A German who saw that started shwting.
The prisoners threw themselves at him and confiscated his weapon. By way of punishment,
the German authorities quickly assembled the prisoners in the square in front of the barracks
and shot every tenth one."l00 The woman who headed the Red Cross in Poltava, Halyna
VWiun,
visited the local camp and concluded that the prisoners were king deliberately starved
to death. Io'
Even Rosenberg wrote a statement about blocking attempts by civilians to Save lives. In
his above-mentioned letter of 28 February 1942, he wrote that he had seen reports which
showed that the civilians wanted to feed the prisoners. "Some reasonable camp commandants
have indeed allowed this with success. In the most cases, however, the camp commandants
have forbidden the civilian population to provide the prisoners of war with food and have
preferred to have them starve to death."I02Considering the above-mentioned evidence, this
statement should be taken seriously by scholars.
The camps had both written and unwritten rules. In the Zhytomyr camp, there were

many beatings every day, at the very least in the period before mid-October 1941. One of the
pretexts guards used for beating inmates was relieving themselves ôeyond the totally
inadequate numôer of toilets. When such beatings faikd to produce the line-ups at the toilets
that the guards wanted, they shot some prisoners. The inmates onicially received daily raw
(non-grounded) millet, and on Sundays boiled horse-meat. Only the lucky or most aggressive
ones actually got a hold of it. A former inmate who escaped described soon afterwards in a
Soviet report how sadistically the food was distributed.

Food is given out in the evening. We are standing in formation, but instead of leading
us into the kitchen in an organized way, they shout, T o the canteen,' 'Run.' Al1 the
hungry people rush to the kitchen, where there are several dirty bards with a millet
l%hchenko,

"Povomt," Sumostiim Ukruïna, XI, 11 (1 19) (Chicago, Novemkr 1958), p. 13.

She identifies the village as "Kh."

lolV"iun,Pid wkom Chervonoho Khresta, p. 16.
lmTMWC. Vol. 25 (Nuremberg, l949). pp. 156-1 61;Ueberschiir, "Ausgewiihlte Dokumente,", pp.
399-400,Klee and Dreûen, "Gott mit uns," 142-147; Streit, Wehnnacht, p. 98.

slop. Everybody knows that there is not enough food and tries to get at it first.
Jostling starts. Now the 'order supervisors' appear and start to establish order, a lineup. They use sticks, cleaning rods [shampola],rubber truncheons, and anything one
can beat with. The results are usually a cut in the head, an d l but broken m,
or the
murder of an emaciated and weak prisoner. The beatings last for hours. Meanwhile,
half of the prisoners dready don't want to eat anything at ail. and abandon the carnage.
They lie down on the damp ground-for there are not enough sheds for ail-and sleep
until5 a m .

The day started as follows: "At five in the moming, a hirious whistle, shouting, and h n g
rpsound al1 over the camp. This is the reveille. The hungry. tired, and still sleepy prisoners
slowly start to get up. They are incited again by sticks, rubber truncheons, and rods.
Moreover, some Gennans have German shepherds and chase the prisoners into formation by
setting them upon them. " 'O3
A similar sadistic and deadly waiting game was employed with the bread which was

actually distributed in the Darnytsia camp, as a man who escaped told Kievans.1" The situation
was at least as bad in the Left Bank. In late 1941 in the Khorol camp, "drnost every day, and
sometimes several times a day, the camp commandant came to watch the food k i n g
distributed. He would spur his home and cut into the line. Many people were killed under the
hooves of his horse."'OS Officially a transit camp, Khorol was on the premises of a former
brick factory. Once dunng a hard rain fall, a Geman "shot with an automatic pistol at anyone
who tried to get under the o ~ e r h a n g s . "In~ the
~ ~ camp in Poltava, imprisoned doctors told
visiting Red Cross workers about the sadism of some of the guards, equally unrelated to food
distribution. One guard enjoyed setting his dog on weak prisoners and seeing them k i n g tom
to death. Another practiced rifle shooting by using prisoners as targets.107

103Motel'e,"O moem partizanskom otriade [...]." TsDAHOU. f. 1. op. 22, d. 122, 1. 83.

104Kuznetsov,Babii iar, p. 181.
10S"Inthe Khorol Camp [...]," in Ehrenburg and Grossman, Black Book. p. 386.
'OdVolynskii, "Skvoz' noch'," p. 128.

'07V"iun, Pid uiakom Chervonoho Khresta, p. 17.

In d l camps, the starvation was overwhelming. In the rnany camps in Bila Tserkva and
Kimvohrad, by early 1942 the prisoners were receiving only a thin balanda (flour swp), even
though they worked from dawn till dusk. According to a Communist report, every moming six
to ten caris loaded with corpses w e n taken out of the camp.'" Pihido confimis this, for he saw
that "in the Bila Tserkva camp, for example, where conditions were piuticularly harsh, every
moming several cars went out, loaded to the top with dead and frozen prisoners."lm The camp
at Khorol was a particularly notorious death trap. Meanwhile in Kiev, al1 shuddered when they
thought of the forest camp they called Babii Iar (Babyn Iar), near the ravine of the sarne name.
(It was officially called Syrets', even though the na1 Syrets' district was much hirther

away.)l1° On the outskirts of Kremenchuk was the Staiug, an open-air camp overcrowdeà as
the others. Its inmates in the fa11 of 1941 received at most 200 gram of bread made of bumecl
grain. Every moming new bodies were thrown into a pit. The survivor Bogdanova, one of 49
female prisoners from this camp, stated in 1946 that sometimes even living people were thus
discarded.

ll

Amng the immediate causes of death were dysentery and typhus.112

The

dinctor of Kiev University's Zoological Museum advised Gemans how they mi@ deal wih
the typhus, but he quickly realized that they did not want the prisoners to survive.~~3

laBerdnik, "Kharakteristika polozhenii [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123, 1. 68.

lospihido-Pravoberezhnyi,"Velyko Vitchyzniana viina," p. 141.
"%ter Soviet historiography also designated the site with the official German name.
Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 305. An extensive account of the conditions there, apparently based on a
conversation with a Jewish survivor, is in ibid., pp. 300-314.
ll'Bogdanova, CHPWU interview, 11. 114 and 1 16.
W'housands died of dysentery every day in the Khorol POW camp in 1941, according to "In the
Khorol camp [...]," Ehrcnburg and Grossman, Black Book, p. 387. Cf. "Record of the
intemgation of [the soldier] Wilhelm Sudbrack [captured on 24 June 19441," in ibid., pp. 546547.
113Vladimir Mikhailovich Artobolevskii (Russian bom in l874), interview in Russian by the

CHPWU,22 and 25 Febmary 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243, 1.
18.

The âesperate prisoners, who were ais0 tonnented by lice,ll4 ate anything. In a camp in
Rime, a German noticed, on 7 September 1941, how a tree was virtually without bark up to
the highest branches. "On top two prisoners try to mach the lest remaining bark. in order to
alleviate their h ~ n g e r . " In
~ lsuch
~ conditions, cannibaiism oocumd and even murder for the
spccific p u p s e of cannibalism. A representative of the German steel industry reported in
October 1941 from the Kryvyi Rih and Dnipropetrovs'k regions. Not only did he note that
those FQWs unable to walk were shot, but also that in one transit camp, "at night the prisoners
roasted and ate their own comrades." They were shot for doing so.'

l6 A

German diary writer

noted in late September 1941 that the "doctor" of the camp in ~hepetivka"reports that cases of
cannibalism occur in which prisoners overpower their comrades, in order to consume human
flesh." The "doctor" t w k the trouble to film the spectacle.117
Before prisoners were driven mad by hunger, they had plenty of time to think about
their predicament. Anger against " t h e m " 4 e NKVD, the commissars. and the Communistscompeted with fnistration and regret of having given oneself up. There was aiso anger at the
Germans and the OUNSD. In mid-October 1941, the prisoners of Stalag no. 365 in
Volodymyr-Volyns'kyi were almost ail Dnieper Ukrainians, and mostly officers. One officer

asked a local about the state which had been declared in L'viv. The local responded that
nobody was talking about it. Two other officers said that they had heard about it while still in
the Red Army. They were now convinced it had been a German trick to have them surrender

and then starve them to death. "NOWwe curse UUs proclamation, which dragged us into this
captivity and we are dying from hunger and cold like flics in the fall."l1*

lisKlee and Drekn, "Gott mit W."p. 141.
1Whe inmaîes of this camp, mainly prisoners from the Kiev encirclement, received only potatoes,
supplied by the local population. They rcceived at most two potatoes per day. Streit, Wehmcht,
p. 152. For anoher example of cannibalism, set Klee and Drekn, "Gott mit uns," p. 141, quoting
from a May 1944 Soviet report about the camp near Novoukraïnka.
1%lee

and Drekn, "Conmit uns," p. 142.

11sHryhorii Stetsiuk, Nepostuvfenyi p d i o m y k : (spokridy) (Winnipeg, 1988). p. 33.

News of the starvation of the prisoners poissed through the front with the specd of light,
by word of mouth and active Soviet ptopaganda (emaciated prisonen who were displayed to

the Red Army soldiers). The population of Ukraine was convinced that this knowledge
increased the Red Anny's fighting spirit and caused a drop in the rate of sumnder and
desertion, and they were right.119
It is important to note chat not ail prisoners remained in captivity. Many were released,
especially in the fvst months of the war. For two months, release specifically of Ukrainians
was sanctioned by the highest level of the German authorities. On 8 Septernber 1941, the
Supreme Command of the Armed Forces or&red that Ukrainian, Belanisan, and Baltic
prisoners of war (Russians were not mentioned) were eligible for imrnediate release.120 On 29
September, in a meeting with Rosenberg, Hitler person-

spoke out in favor of large-scale

releases of Ukrainians.121 Several weeks later, however, on 7 November, Goring told a
conference of officials that Hitler had ordered an end to the release of Ukrainians. (He did not
give Hitler's reason, which remains unknown.)l22 Still, this did not put a complete end to the
releases. Reichskommissar Koch noted five weeks later that his Gebietskomrnissare
"frequently" gave documents to natives which were addressed to POW camp cornmanders and
requested the release of named prisoners. Koch remindeci his subordinates that this practice

I l m e SD did not report about this belief until after the Battle of Stalingrad. See Meldungen, 47
(26 March 1943), pp. 12 and 19. But there can be no doubt that the conviction came about much
earlier. See for example Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyvrianu viinu," pp. 9 1 and 141;
Iakhnenlro, Vid biwa do Brygidak, pp. 25&251; and Mykola Velychkivslcyi, "Sumni chasy
nimets'koï okupatsïi (1941-1944 roky)," Vyzvol'nyi shliakh, XII, 4 (London, 1965). p. 396.
12ORaul Hilberg, The Destruction of the European Jews, Vol. 3, rev. ed. (New York and London,
1985). p. 898n23. As early as July 1941. the Supnmt Command of the-Genrian Army planned
to release the W n i a n prisoners after a brie€ check in their occupied home regions. This was in
view of the need to get the harvest in. ErcignismeIdung UdSSR, 37 (29 July 1941), p. 6.
12iM~ller,Die fachistische Okkupationspolitik, p. 200.
1Z2Ibid., p. 216; Norbert Milller, cd., OkAupartion, Rad, Vernichtturg: Dokumente zut
Besanungspolitik &+ farchistischen Wehrmacht auf sowjetischem Territorium 1941-/944,2nd
cd. (Berlin [El,1980), p. 284; Ucberschiir, "Ausgewahlte Dokumente," p. 385.

should be en&d, for "the release of prisoners of war is presentiy fofiddenw1uNonetheless,

some releases continued to take place.

Tbre were "random" and "orgPnized" ways of release. Initially, in western Volhynia,
the Right Bank, and the Lefi Bank, "random" relcases occurred on a very large scale. Russian
prisoners simply had to pretend to be Uluslnian. In the Zhytomyr camp, long-tem inmates told
a newcomer in late August 1941 that initially relcases occurred through announcements such
as: "Zhytomyr oblast, Chemiakhiv raion, get out." Thcse people received passes and were not
asked any questi0ns.12~Pihido confimis that in the Right Bank, at f m t a prisoner m l y had to
call himself Ukrainian, or else a local wornan mcrely had to call a prisoner her husband,
brother, father, or son.'= Another local confinns that in the f m t few weeks prisoners in a field
camp near Chyhyryn could be taken out by local peasant women who claimed that they were
relatives, even if they were Russiand26 After this initial "random" stage, the camp authorities
started demanding that local Ukrainian authorities-a mion chief or at least a village elder (and
usually several other villagers)-submit a statement, which vouched for the prisoner's loyalty.
Such statements were dernanded perhaps because some of those released earlier starteâ partisan
activity.127 That is hard to confirm; most may simply have tried to cross the front line, and
therefore have given the impression of being partisans.

If a prisoner's village of ongin was near the camp, the elder might be called in. The
elder would select those he wanted and take them with him after signing for their loyalty.
123Der Reichskommissar fuer die Ukraine, II c 4, Im Auftrag gez. Schreiber. Beîrifft: Entlassung
von Ukrainern aus der Kriegsgefangenschaft. Rowno, den 15. Dez. 1941; TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op.
1, d. 111,l. 53.
'24Motel'e, "O rnoem partizanskom otriade [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 122.1. 84.
)-hido-Pravoberezhnyi,

"Velyka Vitchyzniana viina," pp. 83, 123, and 129.

1XMykhailo Demydsnlco (ULrsiaian bom in 1928 in the village of Trusivtsi near Chyhyryn),
author interview in Ukrainian, 18 July 1995, Bohuslav, Kiev oblast, W n e , tape recording.
12rIhis is the nason pmvided in Moet't, "O mocm partizanskom otriade [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1,
op. 22, d. 122.1. 84 and in F. P. Bogatyrchuk, Moi zhiznennyi put' k Vlàsovu i Pmzirkamu
manifestu (San Francisco, 1978). p. 132. Natives called such a loyalty statement a spravka or
pryitovor. E.g., sec the letter to a camp commandant by a woman from the village of Stebiy about
her son, 15 December 1941, and the accornpanying spravku about the man's character, written by
the elder and five other villagers, in DAKO,f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 2, 11. 119-120.

Those who came h m mon distant raions were apparently taken to their place of origin under
guprd and shown to the elder.128 Elders also visited camps to "recognize" l o d s on their own
initiative, at least in the Zhytomyr region. Thcre is similar evidcnce regarding the iclease of

many local pesants in the Poltava region.129 even from the Khorol camp.lm

In and around Kiev, releases were also initially rather common. Ukrainian POWs at
Brovary in late September 1941 were promiscd rtlease if they found 15 signatures vowing for
them.131 An unknown number of men in the Darnytsia camp whose wives found them there
were released. n2In general, it seemed that female POWs (if Slavic), hM the least difficulty

getting released. 133
"People's mail" (nuruchaposhta. ~

r

h pochta)
h
was an important tool for locating

one's imprisoned relatives. Women avidty collected notes ftom ail soldiers they met and pas&
them on to the addressees. Khomshunova for exarnple received in this way a note from her
relative, and she distributed herself eighteen such notes in Kiev on 27 and 28 September 1941.
"Wheever we went with the notes, other people had preceded us and told about the prisoners.
Now al1 were unitcd in surprising solidarity. Everybody felt exactly the same-we

must tell

and we must help."lw

i*8Motel'e, "O m a m partizanskom otriade [...]."TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22. d. 122, 1. 84, describing
events in the Zhytomyr region.
i29Pavlo Temivs'kyi [Ivan Zhyhadlo], "Spohady etnigranta," p. 24. Autograph manuscript, 1945,
Library and Museum, Ukrainian Cultural & Educational Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
(regarding Lubny); A. S. Koziura and V. R. Drolle, "Kopiia. Zam. nachal'niku 4-go Otdela
NKVD USSR rnaioru tov. Kniazew," 12 November 1941, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 117.1.33.
13'J"Inthe Khorol Camp [...]," in Ehrenburg and Grossman, Black Boak, pp. 387-388.

131Khoroshunova,"Kievskie zapiski," p. 287.
132Kunietsov,B d i i iar, p. 180. According to a Kievan doctor, until the late fdl of 1941 "all"
Ukrainians were m l d from this camp. Shepclevskii, "Prebyvanie nemtsev v Kieve," 1.59.
13-e
woman in Kiev saw how female prisoners wem rclured and two of them told ber tbat they
had bcen fed twice daity, while the men rcceivcd nothing. This was in late September 1941.
Khoroshunova, "Kievskie zapiski," p. 281.

l%id.,
183.

pp. 282, 285, and 291 (quotation hom 291). Sec also Kuznctsov, Bobii ior. pp. 182-

As late as 1942, prisoners cppund in ihe Kharkiv encirclernent heard and passed on

nimors that those who lived in Gerrnan-occupied Ukrainian regions would be released. One of
these prisoners thought, probably comctly, that the mmor was planted to dissuade them from
escaping, but he also saw how "those in civilian clothes and those whose relatives came" were
released.135 In the Lukiv raion in western Volhynia, appeds to release Ulcrainian prisoners of
war met with success as late as the "early spring of 1942." In this particular wave, many others
who pretended to be Ukrainian came out as weil. Many of these f o m ~prisoners
r
starteci
working in local villages. The Gebietskommissar in Kovel' probably was reprimanded for
these releases, for some time later, he ordered al1 of them to report. Nothing appears to have
corne of it, however. It is unclear to what extent such late releases also occuned in other
districts. 1%
There were also "organized," semi-official ways of release. One option was to join
recruitment drives for the local police. Frequentîy OUN-Mactivists were involved in these
campaigns, particularly in the camp in Zhytomyr, the city which was the first base of OUN-M
activity in Dnieper Ukraine. In July 1941, an OUN-Mactivist, Bohdan Onufryk (pseud.:
Konyk), who was probably an army interprcter, visited this camp for this purpose.137 The
recniitment drive lasted for weeks. Al1 newly aniving prisoners were subdivided. Jews were
taken out duting the "medical" exam and shot Russians and those belonging to "national
minotities" were placed into the camp. Meanwhile, the Ukrainian newcomers would be
addresseci by a Ukrainian nationaiist, who proposeci they join a "Ukrainian national militia"
which would "defend Ukrainian interests: defending the rights of Ukrainian prisoners of war
and even serve not only in the camp, but also in some villages and cities." He emphasized his

lMMykhniloLcbid', "Chasy nimcts'koï okupatsïi v Mat3ivs9komuraioni na Volyni (Spohady kol.
holovy raionovoï upravy)," Litopys UPA,Vol. 5 (Toronto, 1985). pp. 209-210.
13'John A. Armstrong. Ukminian Nutio~lism.3rd cd. (Englewd, Coloraâo, 1990), p. 67;
Vasyl' Veryha, Vtraty OUlV v chasi D h f Svitovof viiny abo "Zdobrcdeshuktaïw'ku &tthm,u
abo zhynesh u borot'bi za ml*' (Toronto, 1991). p. 149.

wo& by pointing at the emeciaîed long-term inmaîes. New militiamen were allowed to stcal
clothes and fmtwear from the latter, which they did.138
How many policemen and incieed police units were organized in this way in Zhytomyr
is unclear. XII any case, many secm to have moved on to Kiev. The earliest group was
apparently taken there by a veteran of the Ulaainian army led by Petliura, the OUN-M
sympathizer R. Zakhvalyns'kyi.lf9 Another (or the same?) unit of former prisoners created by
the O U ' - M was initially called Battalion Kyiv (Kurin' Kyïv). The one source which mentions
this battalion, a memoir by an OUN-Mactivist who joined after its arriva1 in Kiev, says that it

."

arrived there "in October or in early November 1941 It was disbanded in laie 1941 by the
civilian German authorities and undoubtedly merged into the Schutzpolizei.140
Another little-known category of former POWs were the so-called *'FreeCossacks"
(Vil'ne kozatstvo or Vil'ni kozaky). They were a semi-legal category. Such "Cossacks"
reportedly fought Soviet partisans between Novomoskovslc and Pavlohrad, and by early 1942
worked in Dnipropetrovs'k.141 In the second half of March 1942, a similar group was formed
in the Vinnytsia region, also to fight Soviet partisans. Ln fact, they joined the partisans as soon

lf8Motel'e, "O moem partizanskom otriade [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 122, 11. 82-83. Cf. the
second-hand account, "The Story of M. Sheynman, Fonner Prisoner of War," in Ehrenburg and
Grossman, Bhck Book, pp. 514-515, according to which prisoners who aniveci in this camp in
September 1941 were told that "by order of camp headquarters," Ukrainbs would be released if
they pointed out the Jews and cornmissius among them. But Motel'e's first-hand account seems
more accurate.
13mere he was soon replaced by the Galician Uluainian Roman Bi&. Armstrong, Ukrainian
Nationalism, p. 67.
l"It was stationed at the fonner Soviet militia building on Bohdan Khmel'nyts'kyi Square. K.
Radmvych [Osyp Vynnyts'lryil, "U sorokarichchia Kyïvs'koï pokhidnoï hmpy OUN," Kalendaral'manukh Novoho Shliakhu 1982 (Toronto, [n.d.]), p. 77. The editors of this memoir add the
information that its leader was one captain (soznyk, i.e., Hauptmunn) Omelianiv.
I4l The group was led by a (former) lieutenant-general called Korneev. Savchenko, VRIO NKVD
USSR, to N. S. Khmshchev, " R a z v e s v ~
No. 32/47. O dciatel'nosti ukrainskikh natsionalistov na
okhipùovannoi nernetsko-fashistskimi zakhvatchikami territorii USSR. Po sostoianiiu 1. 9. 42g."
19 September 1942, Engel's, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 115.1.28; Savchenko, VRIO NKVD
USSR, to N. S. Khshchcv, "Razvcdsvodka No 33/68 O polozhenii v okkupirovannom
protivnikom g. Dnepropetrovske. Po sostoianiiu na 20. 10.42g.," 21 October 1942, Engel's,
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 124, 11. 76-77.

as they r#xived weapais.l4 (Having one's own weapon was oftcn a precondition for joining
the partisans.)
The most conmion "organized" escape h m captivity was rrcnlitment by the German
m y as a H i ~ ~ i i l l i g(hi
er
"voluntary helper." Because Hitler hated the notion of
"Russians" in a m y service, the Hiwis remained an open secret. onicially without duties or
rights, until as late as October 1942. They perfonned various iasks, ranging from carrying
ammunition, blacking bots, cooking, driving trucks, healing, and interpreting. A probably
small pemntage consisted of those who had "really" volunteered. since they had not been
prisoners. The number of m i s in the Reichskommissariat or in Ukraine as a whole is
unknown. In the entire "east," there were by the spring of 1942 perhaps around 200,000 and a
year later about 310,ûûû. Thereafter, their number probabiy continued to increase.143 Finally,
some ten thousand ükrainians, pmsumably former POWs, constituted an actual military
formation. This was the so-called Sumy, or Ukrainian, Division, about which virtually nothing
is known. It was apparently fonned in late 1941 and early 1942, probably in the Sumy region
(which never joined the Reichskornmissariat), and was virtually obliterated at the Battle of

Stalingrad.'44
The Red Cross played a major role in many releases. In Kiev, the Red Cross had a
special section for prisoners of war (Viddil dopomohy viis'kovopolonenyrn), led by Liudmyla
Ivchenko. First it sent out pairs of young women to find out the location of the camps and to

142Savchenko,VI10 NKVD USSR to Khnishchev, "Razvedsvodka No. 11: O polozhenii v
okkupirovannoi protivnikom Vinnitsoi oblast po sostoianiiu na 30. 9. 42g." 16 October 1942,
Engel's, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 124, 11. 27-28.
143AlexanderDallin, Gertnan Rule in Russia. 1941-1945: A Stildy of Occupation Policies, 2nd
ed. (Boulder, Colorado, 1981). pp. 535-536 (the estimate of 200,000); Timothy Mulligan, The
Politics of Illusion and Empire: Gennan Occupation Policy in the Soviet Union, 1942-1943
(New York, Westport, Conn., and London, 1988). p. 148 (the estimate of 3 10,000). Dallin
estimates that there were at least 500,000 "Soviet* Hiwis by the spring of 1943. Bonwetsch, "Die
sowjetischen Kriegsgefangcnen," p. 138, writcs incorrcctly that al1 releascd prisoners joined
Gennan service.
luPetcr J. Potichnyj. "Ukrainiansin World War II Miliîary Formations: An Overview," in Yury
Boshyk, ed., Ukraine during Worki War II.=History and its Aflermath: A Symposium (Edmonton,
1986)' p. 63; Mark R. Elliott, "Soviet Military Collaborators during World War II," in ibid., pp. 92
and 95.

compile lists of the interneci. These emissaries, who wore a m bands and traveled by train, also
questioned the caxnp inmates about theii matmnt. As a result, by W b e r 1941, the Red
Cross in Kiev had forty thousand names at its disposal (and by February 1942, when the SD

banned this activity, about sixty thousand). The niunes were posted outside the office.i4-'
Kiev's Red Cross also answered requests from relatives for the location of prisoners.
By January 1942, if not earlier, one mailed request to locate a prisoner cost fi@ roubles.1" If
the organization received a statement signed by a group of people, vowing that a particular
prisoner of war had not k e n a member of the Communist Party (VKP(b)) or an NKVD
informant, it tried to get the person released, presumably also for a fee. It also ran a canteen (at

the city administration) and a 24-hour shelter, where released prisoners could delouse, wash,
eat, and sleep.147 A subsection organized fund-raising concerts (two or three times per week)
attended by German soldiers.1~Finaily, the Red Cross delivered food to camp inmates. Its
large arnounts of food were PU apparently gifts from peasants, who had b a n approached by its
emissaries.149

14Yvchenko, "Ukraïns'kyi Chervonyi Khresf" pp. 43 and 45; Ercignismeldrrng UctSSR, 191 (10
April 1942). p. 39. Al1 Red Cross materials were later confiscated by the SD and have not been
found since. Ivchenko, "Uluai'ns'kyi [...],"p. 50.
146ProfessorBohatyrchuk to the Gebiets~mmissurin Polis'ke, letter in German, 16 January 1942,
DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 22, 1. 132; raion chief Okhrirnenko to d l elders of the Polis'ke raion,
letter, 29 January 1942, ibid., 1. 131. In his memoirs, Bohatyrychuk writes incorrectly that the Red
Cross searches for named POWs were "completely free of charge." Bogatyrchuk, Moi zhiutennyi
put', p. 132.
147Bohatyrchuk to Mayor Bahazii, letter, 26 November 1942, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 1, d. 58, U.
33-34; Lashchenko, "Povorot," Surnostji~Ukmïnu, XI, 11 (1 19) (Chicago, November 1958). p.
13.
la"Dopovidna Zapyska," 15 Mmh 1942, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 15. d. 21.1. 1.
14%anirchuk, chief of the Kaharlyk taion, to elder of Sloboda, handwtitten letter, 17 December
1941, DAKO, f. r-2679, op. 1, d. 1.1. 26; Liashchcnko, chief of the Borodianka raion, to elder of
Nemishaivo, letter, 23 Deceniber 1941, DAKO,f. r-2145, op. 1, d. 1.1. 17. The first letter is an
announcernent of the amival of two emissaries of the ükrainian Red Cross, who will help
gathering gifts for the wounded and the POWs. Aftemards, this village elder is supposed to report
to the raion "aid inspecter" (inspekfor opiky). The second letter tells an elder that food and money
should be sent directly to the Red Cross in Kiev, while seorch requcsts regarding POWs should go
to the Red Cross branch in Borodianka.

Red Cross chief Bohatyrchuk was convinaxi that the first and main reason why the

Geman authorities started to dislike its work was "the succes of our voluntary collections."
He raalls thatin "late 1941" camp authorities started to obstnict Red Cross workers and
"sometimes" to expropriate the food deliveries.1~Thus, in late November 1941, Bohatyrchuk
felt compelled to ask Mayor Bahazii to help. Many people, he wrote, had asked him to do
sornething about the matment of the "Ukrainian"POWs. He asked Bahazii to demand
improved conditions; a ban on random executions and theft of clothes; a transfer of al1
emaciated prisoners to hospitals; Red Cross access to al1 prisoners; a list of POW camps in
r prisoners.Is1 It is
Ukraine; and a German order to the raion authorities to collect items f ~the
unknown how Bahazii responded, but the= is eviàence that the city administration tned to get
prisoners released on its own.152

In late December 1941, Bohatyrchuk, Ivchenko, and other Red Cross activists visited
high-plad Geman rnilitary authorities. Bohatyrchuk recalls that he visited the head of the

camp administration in Rivne, an old general he does not identiS, by name. This man showed
him the secret starvation orders, but claimed to be &Qing them. "At the end of the meeting,
General Ch. promised to issue (which he did) an order to the camps, regarding obstruction-free
supply to Our plenipotentiaries of any n

u information, and banned the confiscation of

parcels." Whether the German actually did so must be doubtedP Ivchenko, apparently

lS~ogatyrchuk,Moi zhiznennyi put', pp. 132-1 34; Ivchenko, "Wkraïns'lcyi Chervonyi Khrest," p.
41. Besides the Red Cross, schools ais0 raised money and collecteci food for POWs and wounded
soldiers. Handwritten note regarding elementary school No. 68 in Kiev, 13 November 1941,
DAKO, f. r-2275, op. 1, d. 1.1. 14.
15iBohatyrchukto Mayor Bahazii, letter, 26 November 1941, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 1, d. 58,ll.
33-34.

'SrIhe city administration received many letters h m relatives who dready h e w the camp
holding the petson in question but naded help to secure a release. In response, the city
administration might sent a short note to the Kommandantur of the city closest to the camp. It
indicatod the pnsoner's name, nationality (never "Russian"), and the names of those who
dependeci on him. In addition, such a note stated that the petson in question was not a rnernber of
the Communist party and had not wo*d "in the NKVD." These letters do not mention the Red
Cross at all. DAKO,f. r-2356, op. 17, d. 1, passim.
laBohatrychuk, somewhat naively, calls him a "deant" man. Bogatyrchuk, Moi rhiuiennyi put',
pp. 134-135.

&aling with the same occasion, writcs that thcy visitcd "Major-General Feichrnayer," who she
says promised to allow disabled and hospitalized POWs to be released, ordercd Ukrainian

prisoners to be placcd in a separate camp section, and aiîowed the Red Cross to mediate in the
delivery of food and clothes by civilians.1~Kiev's Red Cross did indeed distribute clothes,
underwear, and medicines.1" ~ltogether,however, it seems that these appeals had little or no
effect.
By December 1941, the impact of the Red Cross was bound to be limited. This was
because the freezing cold in the camps alone constituted a mortal threat which no parcel could
alieviate. Frozen bodies were piled up in stacks. "And although dunng every transport of
prisoners h m Darnytsia or Kiev to Zhytomyr the URC and [local] women brought to the
station warm food, tea, and al1 the warm covers [nakryvaly]they could find, half of the
[prisoners] froze to death in the unheateû wagons (tepiushky) and were thrown out and piled
up like firewood."l~

In the Poltava region, the German authorities made it known that they could not deal
with the large number of prisoners because they hed their own soldiers to worry about. Then
Poltava's mayor (Borkivs'kyi) appointed a woman to organize and lead a Red Cross unit,
which he, like many males, thought was women's work. The person chosen was Halyna
Ivanivna VWiun,an energetic woman who got dong well with both factions of the O U N P In

1s41vchenko,"ükraïns'kyi Chervonyi Khrest," pp. 4749. In early 1942, she apparently even
spoke with the Arrny Commander for Ukraine, Kitzinger.
1s5"DopovidnaZapyska," 15 March 1942. DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 15, d. 21,l. 1. This anonymous
report, presumably written by a ükrainian, also says that "undet the permanent care of this D W
aid] section wen 12,000 prisoners of war, held in Kiev and vicinity." It is unclear what this exactly
means.
1561vchenko,"ükraïns'kyi Chewonyi Khrest," p. 47.
lS7V"iunwas bom as Hryshko in Dubno in 1912 and dicd in the United Sîatcs in 1972. She and
her family lived in Soviet Ukraine bcfore 1941. Hcr brother and her father, a veteran of the
Ukrainian anny l d by Pctliura, wcrc arrcsted in 1929, and again in 1937 or 1938. Tbe brother
was pmbably Vasyl' Hryshko. Vcryha, Vtraty OUN, p. 114n82. Tha Vmiunheaded the Poltavan
Red Cross is confivmed by ibid., pp. 91-92 and by Riasnov, NPrOdnyi komissar vnumnnylrh del
USSR, to D. S. Korotchenko, "Dokladnaia iska O vskrytoi "Organizatsii ülcrainskikh
Naîsionalistovn v gor. Poltave," 26 Octobcr 1 3, Kharkiv, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 527,ll. 910.

%

early November 1941, she set up the Society of the Ukrainian Red Cross of the Poltava Region
(Tovarystvo Ukraïns'koho Chervonoho Khresta Poltavshchyny). Unlike the Red Cross in
Kiev, it received officiai status. It had two departments, one to aid prisoners of war and the
other to aid victims of Soviet persecution.158 LikC their Kievan colleagues, the Poltavan
activists-over a hundred by the end of the year-visited

camps and posted lists of names. ls9

Fmm the very beginning, what V i u n called Little Russians and Soviet agents ûied to sabotage
her work through slander and denunciations. They supposedly hated the organization "simply

because it was Ukrainian."l60
The Poltavan activists quickly realized that the camp authorities were s w i n g the
pnsoners to death and issued c a s for food donations. They, and later also imprisoned doctors.
tried to ensure that the food deliveries actually reached the prisoners.161 The regional
KomMCUtdQttt,one Brodowsky, allowed them to repair a schwl and use it as a "hospital,"

which proved valuable even though it was little more than a heated place with food.162 In
addition, western Ukrainians who worked for Brodowsky secured permission for trips to the
countryside to collect food;because Poltava itself was going hungry, there was no lack of
volunteers. Peasants also brought food on their own initiative. In contrast to civilian-ruled
Kiev, none of the transports were barred, and on the whole Red Cross activities were rather
successful.~63

WTniun, Pid vuakom Chervonoho Khresta, pp. 9-10 and 12-13. The departments were led by 2.
Potul'nyts'ka and A. Kushnir-Burko, respectively. These people were very likely married or
otherwise related to two prominent Autocephalous pnests in the region, Oleksii Potul'nyts'kyi and
Demyd Burko.
ls?Ibid. pp. 14-15.

Wbid., pp. 2W23.
'63Iôid. pp. 24-25. V"iun estimates that daily moriality in the camps near Poltava dropped h m

the initial hundreds to "twcnty-two."

The Poltavan Red Cross was able to secure rcleases in the winter of 1941-1942 of
-nian

pri~oners-thosedisabled or sick who dso had local relatives. Even som healthy

pisoners who were Ukrainian and who wen consided in VWiun*s
words, "valuable and
worth saving," were released. For the same purpose, a Red Cross "hotel" for prisoners opened
in December. mcially,

those with higher education were not eligible for release, but the two

Gennan doctors who were involved in the rnatter ignoreci the rule (one in exchange for vodka,
the other simply because he wanted to Save lives).'" When the ban on releasing prisoners was
issued in early November 1941, it still did not put an end to the releaxs. Now a buyout of
prisoners in exchange for furs and coats started. "Although this trade was unofficial (even
'secret'), [the Red Cross] could inform interestecl families. and rather many of hem, especially
peasants who had homemade lambskins, were able to buy off their sons, brothers, fathers, etc.
from German captivity. nie Gemans asked one larnbskin for each prisoner."l6s
Like the Red Cross in Kiev, this organization was not aîlowed to release Russians.
LiJce Ivchenko's memoir about Kiev.166VNiun*s
memoir did not clarify the Red Cross's stand
on the issue. She says she disobeyed the KommMdants demand that they help only Ukrainian
camp inmates. But otherwise she speaks only of helping Ukrainians. and later the same
Kormnandant accused her of helping only rlected Ukrainians.167 Here as in other places,

Russians and other non-Ukraïnians almost certainly could not expect help if they were unable
to conceal their nationality.

Local OUN activists werc m t e d in the late spring of 1942, but the Poltavan Red
Cross continued to exist, in large mcasure due to Hans Koch and another officer. It was a
remarkable achievement, for members of both OUN factions had used the homes of the Red
Cross leaders to assemble and had been traveling al1 ovcr Uluaine with papers from the Re6

1641bid,pp. 17 and 26-27. The doctors were Senior Staff doctor Braun and anny doctor F i s .
I6sIbid, p. 28.
lMIvchenko, "ükraïnslryi Chetvonyi Khrest," p. 44.
167VWiun,
Pid znakorn Chervonoi, Khresta, pp. 14.26, and 36.

Cross. Only on 1 August 1942, one month before the officiai introduction of civilian nile, was
the organization replaceâ by the city Social Aid Department (Viddil suspil'noï opiky)."
It remains unclear to what extent the Red Cross for "the Poltava region" was telated to
the Red Cross which operated in the Novi Sanzhary raion. It t w k much effort to get
permission for its work. It was led by a group of women headcd by a ieacher (Tkachenko) and
it haâ branches in al1 villages. The network gathercd money, clothes, shoes, and food (mostly

nisks), and went to the camps in Poltava and Kremenchuk. This Cross also ran a hospital.
Using the pretext of a lack of hands for threshing, it rnanaged to free "over a thousand"
prisonen, including non-locals. Raion chief Turik "only had to bnng the camp commander
butter and eggs to guatantee his s u c ~ e s s . " ~In~F9 e b ~ a r y1942, the new raion chief was
ordered to disband the organization and to ban al1 further food ârives. People were "stunned

Little is known about the Red Cross in western Volhynia. In Rivne, which had three
camps holdings tens of thousands, the Red Cmss apparently obtained the release of several
thousands of prisoners.171 It was quickly forced to renamc itself the Aid Cornmittee
(Dopomohovyi Komitet), in which women were particularly active.172 The impact of this
organization on those who were not released was lirnited, however. The then editor of the
newspaper Volyn', Ulas Sarnchuk, subsequently wrote that food was delivered from several
organized kitchens, but that this was like a "&op in the sea" which could not avert the mass

'6*Ibid., pp. 32-36 and 41. The other officet was Oskar Wagner.
169Sova,Do istoriï, pp. 8&8 1.

171Samchuk,Na bilomu koni, pp. 206-207.
I7*Among them werc Kbarytia Kononenko (a retumcd ernigd), Halyna Varvarova, and Nadiia
Pashlrivs'ka. Ibid.; Ivchenko, "Ulrraüis'kyi Chervonyi Khrest," p. 46 (also mentions one Dr A.
Burko). The fmt head of the R d Cross in Rivne was Lieutenant Lconyd Stupnytslryi, according
He was succecded by one Dr M. Komyliv, "who then
to Samchuk,Na bilomu koni, pp. 2-207.
worked under the name of Vasyliv." Ivcherko, "UkraSiis'kyi [...]," p. 46 and Lashchenko,
"Povorot," S a n i o s t i i ~Ukraïi. XI, 11 (1 19) (Chicago, Novembcr 1W8), p. 13.

s-ation.173

Mykhailo Podvomiak wrotc ihat the cornmittee g a t h e d dothes and food which

cwld have fed "ail the prisoners." Then "the Gennans disbandeci the Committee [presumably
in late 19411and confiscated the food. Now it was clear that their aim was to starve all the
prisoners to death, which they indced did Iaîer."174 A Soviet investigation later estimated that at
least 50,000 prisoners of wsr died in Rivne."S
Whether they escaped, were released, or were never prisoners at dl, former Red Army
soldiers lived in large numbers in villages. The phenomenon was particularly widespread in the
Right Bank, even as late as 1943. They worked in the fields or as artisans, and started
f a m i l i e ~rather,
r
joined them. They lived with women whose husbands had been drafted
into the Red Amy, and with older peasants whose sons had been drafted. "Nobody was hard
then on soldiers' wives [baby-soldatkil or even the girls, for 'after al1 it's war'." Arnong
former soldiers living in the Right Bank were many non-locals, including Ukrainians who
originated from east of the Dniepr, Russians (including Sibenans), and peoples from the
Caucasus. Al1 had notes h m the village elder which stated that they were locals.176 Such
credentials were fmt checked in 1941 or 1942. The Ortsbllunanduntur would order the raion
chief to have the elders give him lists of "the former Russian soldiers" (or: "the prisoners of

war"), including data such as the &y they arrived, and whether or not they had been members
of the Communist Party.177 AS a result, when the campaign for work in Germany started, the
173Samchuk, Na bilornu koni, pp. 2û6-207.
174Khurtovyna,Pid nebom Volyni, p. 106.
175Kieeand DreBen, "Gott mit uns," p. 141.
176Volynskii, "Skvoz' noch'," p. 137 (the quotation); Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyh Vitchyvliana
viina," p. 155. That people with small families accepteci POWs as family members is c o n f d by
Ol'ha Mykolaïvna Kutsenko (Uluainian bom in 1926 in the village of Poberezhka), author
interview in ükrainian, 18 July 1995, Bohuslav, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording.
1rrE.g.. Liashchenko, chief of the Borodianka raion to elder of Nemishaivo, letter, 23 December
1941, DAKO, f. r-2145, op. 1, d. 1,l. 16. m i s letter transmits an order h m the
Ortskommundrrntur to provide lists of former Red Army [rosiis'kil soldiers in the villages. One list
had to mention thosc releasad h m camps with a release document; another had to mention those
released without such a document who lived in the village before the war; while a third list had to
mention those r e t d prisoners who neither had a release documcnt nor had livcd in the village
before. Esrch list also had to state whether or not the person was a member of the Communist
Party. Cf. DAKO, f. r-2679, op. 1, d. 4.11. 8697, which is a list, pmbably dating h m late 1941,

former prisoners of war were often the first to be incluâed in the quotas.178 Many likely
volunteered, for they rcmained "outsiders" and w a c easy targets for dcnunciations. Moreover,
the Gennan authonties might murest hem, althaugh it is not clear how often this happened.1"

If one remmind in captivity, the o d y way to survive was to obtain some kind of daytime work
outside the camp. For this, usually a large bribe had to be paid to the native police, such as a
watch. But it was worth it, for civilians eveywhere did try to fced a n d o t h e m i r help
prisoners they came across. A former inmate recalls that "when the prisonen of war went
outside the [Krcmenchuk] camp, the local population always threw food toward them. Even
when [they went] out to work, the prisoners left k i r bags behind. Upon their retum, they
wodd find food in them, and nobody touched [the bags], not even the most desperate little
rascals."l~Officialiy, prisoners were not even allowed to talk to civilians.18l In addition, k i n g
outside offered a chance to escape. This was why in Zhytomyr in late 1941, only those who
still wore a uniform, which identified them as POWs, were eligible to work outside.fi82
There was virtually no limit to the tasks for which the prisoners were employed.

Initially many were used to clear mines; some fifteen thousand were uied this way at the airport
in Boryspil' east of Kiev.183 Other tasks included loading flour, cuaing hop or wood, digging
road ditches, working at a quarry or a mine, carrying Stones, railway parts, or luggage at the

of 225 named "prisoners of waf-that is, former prisoners of war-who
of Sloboda.

are working in the village

17sPihido-Pmvoberezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyuriana viina," p. 155.
179Thishappened in Melitopol' and surroundings in April 1942, for unknown reasons. Nikolai
Makarovich Kharchenko (bom in 1906). interview in Russian by the CHPWU,22 January 1946,
[Melitopol'?], stenographic report, TsDAHOU,f. 166, op. 3, d. 246.1. 92.
ls~ogdanova,CHPWU interview, 1. 115.
Wdotei'e, "O moem partizanskom otriade [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 122 1. 84.

l83Mikhail Nikolaevich Sviridovslcii (bom in 1908). interview in Russian by the CHPWU,3 March
1944, Kiev, stenographic =port, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 246, il. 9-14.

train station, and cleaning horses, cars, or apartments.1" nie sources suggest that duxing this
work, the Gcrman guards often k a t the prisoners. In Piytomyr in the fa11 of 1941. dunng
work-twelve to fourteen hours per &y-"the

G e m a n s urgerdl them m al1 the thne, and beat

them a lot."las A civilian woman sent to work at a bndgc construction in Kiev in March 1942
told Nartova about the prisoners of war who also worked there. "They are beaten tenibly.
They are collapsing fiom exhaustion, hunger, and cold. If a poor sou1 staggers under the
weight of the load on his back, he immcdiateiy gets a hit with a rubber tmncheon. They don't

care where they beat him. Our prisoners sometimes even get m a t , but ...dog's meat, and that
after they have managed to shoot a stray dog."l86 Nartova herself also saw working POWs in
Kiev, on 8 October 1942.
Today 1witnessed how cruelly the prisoners are treated. They had been brought in to
Korolenko Street, the Gestapo, to load peat. They had to cany .it in baskets from the
street into the yard. Next to the peat, politsai are standing with rifles and Gennans with
sticks. When the wretched ones retum with empty baskets, or [enter witw not entirely
full ones, the scoundrels flog them with the sticks, force them not to walk, but to m.
It is a temble sight. Many people stood still with tears in their eyes. The politsai
with the rifles chased them away, while the German animals, without any shame,
wntinued their outrages. And this was happening in the center, for al1 to see.187

Prisoners were also used in large numbers for cultivating fields.188 This provided the best
chance to meet locals. Many peasants girls got to many these men and thus Save them; they
attached little importance to the nationality of these men. 189

lwLagebericht" for Decemkr 1941, TsDAVOV, f. 3206. op. 2, d. 27.1: 26 (about prisoners in
the Volhynia-Podolia and Zhytomyr Generalbezirke breakhg stones for roads); Motel'e, "O
moem partizanskom otriade (...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 122 1. 83. By early 1943, 3,346
WWs wete working in the coal mines of the Dnipropetrovs'k Gcncralbezuk. It may be assumed
that many had died there before this count was made. Meldungen, 43 (26 Febmary 1943). p. 17.
laS~otel'c,"O m m paitizanskom otriack [...]." TsDAHOU. f. 1. op. 22. d. 122. 1. 84.
186Nartovadiary, 1. 6, note of 19 March 1942.

fIir die Monate Sepîember und Oktober 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 32û6, op. 5, d. 15,
~~8"Lageûecicht
1.489; Dr Ackennann, XVACh, for Wihaftsinspektion Siid, Chefgmppe La, to the
Wirischafikommandos, 27 September 1941, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 4, d. 6.1.40.

The conditions of the camps and the places of work were such that many pnsonm
sustained an injury which disallowed th& bosses to continue their exploitation. And there were
of course those who were alrrady disabled when taken into captivity. As said, many disabled
prisoners were taken into hospitais run by the Red C r o s s . 1 ~But no later than the faIl of 1942,
and probably earlier, simply shwting such people bezame standard procedure.191 It s a m s
likely that in the case of Ukraine, a meeting of Himmler with bis subordinates near Zhytomyr
in July 1942 (mentioned in chapter 2) played an important role. On the other hanci, the SD
probably was h a d y shooting disabled pnsoners at that tirne. Whatever the origin of the policy
on them, on 22 September 1942, Keitel secretly ordered that "Soviet prisoners of war who
would have been released according to the previous regdations because they are unable to
work" be handed over to the police. The Higher SS and Police Chiefs (in the case of Ukraine,
Prtitzmann), he said, would "arrange f o r w d n g or employmnt" (für Weiterleihrng b w .
Beschü~gungsorgen). This euphemistic language meant that virtually al1 disabled prisoners

would be killed.lg2
One example illustrates what this meant in practice. In late October 1942, a large
number of prisoners of war unable to work were removed from the camp (Stalag 358) in
Berdychiv and shot. On 24 December, it was the hm of the last remaining 68 or 70, mostly
men with one leg or ann What followed was unusual because many of hem escaped In the
moming, SS men of the S i p and SD took eight prisoners from the police prison in the town

and f o m d them to dig a pit near the village of Khazhyn (Berdychiv), several alorneters away,
on the road to Bila Tserkva. In the afternoon, the main group of pnsoners was taken there in

Ia9S.Slavko, "Het' z 'internatsionalizrnom' v pytanniakh shliubu," Ukrafm'kyi holos
(Khmel'nyts'kyi), 21 December 1941, p. 2.
1 V f . Streit, Wehrmacht, p. 184, who wrïtes that wounded and sick prisoners of war at best were
released without any treatment.

19*According to the dccree, Himmler had complUacd about rclcased prisonen who were traveîing
about, begging and allegedly posing a danger. Himmler's oder, which has not been preserved,
applied to the Reich, the Gencralgouveniement, and the "east." Ibid., p. 185. Regarding an order
of 27 November 1942 about the "üeatmcnt" (Behandlung) of POWs unable to worlt, sa ibid., p.
186.

batches in fastdriving cars. Only four SS men wem at the site. The fim to be shot wcre about
eighteen men who had one leg. Following the sîandard rnethcd, the victims had to lie on top of
those killed before them and then were shot in the back of the head. The second group which
arrive& however, consisted of twcntycight prisoners with only slight disabilities. They were
taken out of the car in pairs. Afkr three of them were shot, the others reacted. They grabbed
the gun from one of the two SS guards standing near the car, shot both guards, and staried to
mn. Two of them were shot dead while fleeing, but twenty-two got away. At the edge of
Khazhyn, locals gave them some food. By way of revenge, the Gendarmerie checked the
political past of al1 previously releascd prisoners in the neighborhood and shot at least twenty
"activists and Communist Party members. "193

The full story of such escapes and resistance awaits M e r research. Escape attempts
appear to have been numerous, however. In the beginning, they usudIy took place during the
marches, especially if at n i g h t Y A soldier caught in the Kharkiv encirclernent in 1942 saw
how many of his fellow-prisoners had planned their flight well in advance.
To my surprise, many had stockeâ up civilian clothes. During the march, 1saw the
following. The prisoner who walked at the front, without halting, took a duffel bag
from his shoulàers and took out a shin. Looking around, he started to change clothes.
Last came a cap. Al1 the rnilitary things he gave to his neighbors. At the next stop near a
well in a village, the German guard saw the civilian person among the militsry ones and
irnmediately chased the one who had changed clothes away. When we moved on, this
man for a long time followed us dong the street.195

193Streim Sowjetische Cefangene, pp. 119-128; TMWC,Vol. 39 (Nuremberg. 1949). pp. 485488, quoted in Stnim, Sowjetische, pp. 123-126, in Streit, Wehrmacht, pp. 187 and 383n413, and
in Klee and Drekn, "Gon mit UJIS." pp. 151-154. A report about the case by a Sipo and SD
Kommandeur says the prisoners unable to work had been h m d d over to him in late October "in
larger [not: large] numbers" (in einer grWren Antahl). In other words, the practise w u not new.

1~Khurtovyna.Pid nebom Volyni, pp. 106.
IgSLugin, Polglotka svobody. p. 173.

Alfred Streim, an investigator of Nazi war crimes, has found that flight attempts were a daily
event in the "east" and that there wem cases of entire p u p s overpowering their guards. Police
organs were constantly looking for particular
Soviet and other partisans apparently released many prisoners. In the village of
Znamenivka (Novomoskovs'k), hundreds were reportedly freed at some stage by a Soviet
partisan unit. By way of reprisal, a Hungarian division shot almost a hundred locals.~97But
partisans were not the only ones who tried to help. In the hospital in Slavuta, the director
somehow helped a number of POWs who came there to escape and join the partisans. Those
Schutzpo1izei leaders whom he could not bribe he apparently tried to kill. Nazi intelligence
arrested him and fourteen fellow-conspirators and undoubtedly shot them.198
Prisoners also attempted to escape from worksites and the camps on their own. As in
the case of help by civilians or partisans, further study is needed to establish the scale of such
attempts. Some examples can be provideâ, however. On 1 June 1942, thirty inmates of the
camp in Volodymyr-Volyns'kyi were working at the cernetexy. They killed a guard, tied up the
others, and fled. Four covered for them with grenades and rifles. Stiil, sixteen were caught and
shot. niree hundred prisoners who had not been involved were shot by way of reprisal.1" nK
Damytsia forest camp based in Kiev had several branches. Because the prisoners were ofkn
transferred between these branches, it was diffcult for them to get organized. Nevertheless, in

'%Streim, Sowjetische Gefangene. p. 161.

'g7Trofim Ivanovich Panchenko ([Ukrainien?] bom in 1899). interview in Russian by S.P. Lauta
of the CHPWU, 22 January 1946. ~ovomoskovs'k?],stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op.
3, d. 245, Il. 60-69.
198Meldungen.19 (4 September 1942). p. 6. The director's name was Mikhailov.
1%.
V. Kovd' and N. M. Lemeshchuk. "Soprotivlenie sovetskikh vomnoplennykh fashizmu na
vremnno okkupirovannoi territorii Ubriny," Istoriia SSSR, 3 (Moscow, May-June 1971). p.
116. These authors, who base themselves on the Soviet postwar investigation by the Extraordinary
State Commission or ChGK. cal1 this a rebellion inside the camp, but until 1 have seen the original
record, 1 assume that the cemetery was outside. This article is one of the few usehl Soviet
publications on the prisoners of war. The fcw &ers th.1 exist in usually of little value, if only
because they overemphasize the resistance. The best introduction to this Soviet literature is
Liubov' Nikolaema Chirkova, Antifmhistskoe àvizAcnie uznikw gitlerovskikh ùagerei smerti M
okkupirovamoi territorii Ukrainy (1941-1944 gg.): avtorcferat na soiskanie uchenoi stepeni
kandiàata istoricheskikh nauk (Kiev, 1992).

the summer of 1942, o v a two hundrcd escaped h m the branch at the wagon repiur factory.
'Ihey were assisteà by civilian factory workers, who also gave them food and
Again, uninvolved remaining inmaîes likely received a death penalty by way of reprisai and
deterrent.
Digging escape tunnels was also practiced, but it rarely seems to have saved many
prisonm. In the Zhytomyr camp, prisoners dug a seventy-meter long escape tunnel in the fmt
three months of 1943. Only four of them were able to use it before it was discovered. Ninety
men suspecteci of k i n g involved were apparentiy shot.201 At the notonous "hospital" camp in
the Podolian town of Slavuta (GroBlazarett Slawuta), prisoners at sorne stage dug a Nnety-

meter tunnel. The tunnel was completed in six months, but only thirteen prisoners were able to
use i t P
Quantifvinghow many Red h

y soldiers and officers fell into the han& of the

Germans and died as prisoners is barely possible. This applies when one is dealing with the
entire "east," and even more for a single section of the eastem European front such as the
ReichskornrnissariatUkraine. Ham-Adolf Jacobsen and Christian Streit have estimateci that in
the "east" and the Reich combined, at least 3.3 million "Soviet" prisoners of war were shot by

Ei11suttkormnandosor died in Gerrnan captivity. This would amount to almost sixty percent of
those considered to have been in German hands at various s t a g e s P One Russian author has
recently accepted this mortality figure."

Alfred Streim considers the estimate of 3.3 million

200Koval'and Lemeshchuk, "Soprotivlenie," p. 118, citing TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 2, d. 221.11.
214-215.
20'Ibid.. p. 116, citing documents in the Zhytomyr oblast archive and in the archive of the Kiev
State Historical Museum. The article States merely that the ninety people were "apprehended by
Gestapo agents."
2mIbid., p. 117, citing documents in the archive of the Kiev State Historical Museum.
M3Hans-AdolfJacobsen, "Kommissarbefehl und Masscnexekutionen sowjetischer
Kriegsgefangencr," in Hans Buchheim et al., eds., Anatomie des SS-Staates, Vol. 2 (Olten und
Fceiburg im Breisgau, 1965). p. 197; Strcit, Wehrmacht, pp. 244 and 405n45; Streit, Wehrmacht,
rev. 3rd ed. (Bonn, 1991), p. 21; Riirup, Der Krieg, p. 108.

Zo4M. E. Enn, "Sovetskie vannoplemye v Germanii v gody vtoroi rnirovoi voiny." Voprosy
istorii, 11-12 (Moscow, 1995). p. 142. Despite its title, W s article also deals with the "east." He
agrees with Bemd Bonwetsch that figuries based on Soviet records arc less diable than those

too hi& for it includes those who were reportcd as having escaped or es havhg b a n handed
over to the SS. In his view, one cannot assume that they al1 died. Indeed, the= is no reason to
assume that no escaped prisoner survived. Strcim also excludcs from his count those who were
executeù not as prisoners, but as the so-called "imgulars." Altogether,.he arrives at a minimum
of 2,545,000 dead.= These are al1 estimates and the d number is unlikely ever to be known.
And al1this does not even taken into account those soldiers who were shot while k i n g tuken

captive, that is, before they were even recorded as king prisoners. On the other hand, many
of the releases were perhaps not officially registered, sa that they rernained on record as being
prisoners.*m In any case, the amount of casualties was staggering.
Statistics are least of all available for the very high starvation in the fmt months of the

war. Kitzinger, the Armed Forces commander for the Reichskommissariat Ukraine,estirnated
in a report to Rosenberg in late 1941that "every day about 2,500 prisoners" were dying.
Mortalitty peaked most especially during the three winters under Nazi d e . General Mansfeld

reported that 134,000 prisoners of war died in the southem rear area (including Ukraine) in
Febmary 1942 alone, or 46.4 percent-almost

h a I f 4 f those in the region.208

Leaving aside the issue of numbers, it is clear that the responsibility for the large number of

dead lies with the Nazi leadership. Hitler and Himmler did not want to kill ali the "Bolshevik"
prisoners of war, but, as in the case of city-dweiiers, they certainly wanted to reduce their
number. For instance. Hitler pemnally overtumed the jail sentence of a major who had
murdered four prisoners of war in the "east." The head of the Army Personnel Office who
-

based on records produced by the "mcciving" si&. Cf. Bonwetsch, "Die sowjetischen
Kriegsgefangenen," p. 136. The official Soviet figure for FOWs who died in camps in the entire
territory of Ukraine was 1,366,588. Kovai' and Lemeshchuk, "Soprotivlenie," p. 114.

207Asnoted in footnote 177, even relased or escapcd prisoners who legdly livcd in villages may
show up in village and raion records unâer the category of "prisoners of war."

=Ibid., pp. 130 and 133.

passedon the news noted what the Fdihnr had said in this case: that one couid not f d t people

who realized that the existence of the German people was at stake and who therefore "reject[ed]
ail principles of humancness vis-à-vis the Bolshevik enemy of the world." This was in October

1942
The issue of the Wehrmacht's rcsponsibility is more complicated, althwgh it may be
discussed within a fiamework which already exists for Holocaust studies. Slightly simplifying
matters, one cm distinguish an "intentionalist" explanation, which considers ideology (in this
case, anti-Slavism) to have been the most important factor, from a "stmcturalist" explanation,

which considers crucial a combination of extreme circurnstances and human nature, which
inured the perpetrators who were in direct contact with the victims and'kept the othea from
intervening.2'0 Regardng the German army leadership, 1take the "intentionalist" view that was

fmt proposed by Streit.211

In my view, the discussion should focus primarily on the lower ranks. Why was the
cornmon Gennan soldier so ext~emelycmel to the POWs? Was a Nazi frame of rnind the
cause? As Rosenberg wrote to Gemrarfelalinarschall Keitel. there were people who said, "The

more prisoners that die, the better off we are."212 Streit thinks that the brutality during the
transports was mainly caused by army orders. Indeed, even relatively "moderate" orders,
which wamed against arbitrariness, called for the "harshest means" ("scM@steMittel").213 But
he also notes that when the Gennan leadership decided to use the prisohers as laborers in the
Reich (in October 1941). this had no impact on their treatment. Even though the prisoners were

mstreim, Sowjetische Gefangene, p. 144.
*loSee Michael Manus, The Hohcausr in History (London. 1989). pp. 3446.
* l b e i t found a statement of 28 November 1941 by Alfred Jodl, the Chief of the Armcd Forces
Comrnand Staff (Wehnnachdührungsstab) of the Supreme Command of the A&
Forces. It
says that one should "süive to bring back as many as possiblew(bestrebst sein, rn&glichst viele
zurückzubringen) "Soviet" POWs. Streit makes the sensible suggestion that this shows that Jodl
wanted to decimate them. Streit, Wehnnucht, p. 188.
212TMWC,Vol. 25 (Nuremberg,1949). pp. 156161; Ueberscb&. "Ausgewiihltc Dohimente," pp.
3994ûû; Klee and Drekn, "Gott mit uns," pp. 142-147.
*l3Streit, Wehrmacht, pp. 169-170.

now supposcd to live, they continucd to be trmted very badly. Repeated official a p p a s in

1942 to improve their traitment had no effm.214 As O m r Bartov has argued, not only were
manbers of the Wehmmcht constantly provided with racist justifications for cruelty, but their
own actions had bmtalized them.215
What seems clear is the fallacy of the traditional interprctation, which holds that a
certain passive obedience prvailed among the Gennan military and that this was the crucial
factor. Although scholars such as Streit and Bmov have challenged this view, sorne serious
scholars still adhere to it, even if in a sornewhat modifieû fom. Bemd Bonwetsch has written
that despite the shootings, "the reai cause for the high mortality arnong the Soviet prisoners
was, however, not to be found in the deeds of the Armeâ Forces,but in the failure to act
[Unterhsung]: the â e ~ aof
i appropriate accommodation and food to the prisoners, especiaily

until the spring of 1942."216
Scholars such as Joachim Hoffmann, who do not seriously discuss the fate of the
"Soviet" pnsoners, do study atrocities commited elsewhere in the "east." Of course these are
legitimate subjects for study. While French, British, and American prisoners of war in German
hands were almost certain to survive the war,2'7 the eastern European theater of war was brutal
everywhere and on al1 sides. On the German-led side, other nationalities may have approached
the level of cnic1ty of the Wehrmacht. We noted the shootings of prisoners by Hungarian
2'4Ibid., pp. 161 and 240. By 1 March 1942, 1,202 POWs had officially been sent h m the
Reichskommissariat Ukraine to the Reich (along with 7,526 civilians). In March 1942, 5,876
P O W s were sent (along with 11,394 civilians). "Lagebericht für Febniar 1942," TsDAVOV, f.
3206, op. 5, d. 15,ll. 26û-269; "Lagebencht fIir M m 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15,l.
319.
*'*mer Bartov, Hitler's Amy: Soldiers, Nais, and War in the Third Reich (New York, Oxford
1991), pp. 86-89.
2I6Bonwetsch. "Die sowjetischen Kriegsgefangenen," p. 138. ALfrcd Streim wrote in the early
1980s that most Gennan military were passive regardhg the "Soviet" prisoners of war, and that
the guards had received their militacy training bcforc or dwing World War 1and had made a vow
of obedience. These two factors supposedly "did not allow them to rcsist opcnly." Streim,
Sowjctischc Gcfangenc, p. 16.
217Of the French P O W s in German hands, 14,147, or 1.58 percent, died beforc 31 January 1945;
of the British POWs, 1,851, or 1.14 percent, died before then; and of the American POWs, 136, or
0.3 percent. Only in the last months of the war did mortality among these pnsoners increase, but
it remainad under 4 percent. Streit, Wehrmacht, p. 246.

escoris. nie behavior of military uni& made up of Hungarians, Itnlians, Romanians, and
Slovaks-those rnost relevant to Ukraina-still must be studied, most especially h m sources
in the languages of those nati0ndities.2~8
Equally homfic must have bcen the conditions of those Germans shijped eastward in

1941 and 1942 as Soviet-held prisoners of war.219 Their rnortality rate remains in doubt,
although there is a Russian count of 357,000 dead FQWs and 66,000 civilians, that is, about

16 percent of the German captivesPODeïberate killings of Ge-

prisoners by Red A m y

soldiers were widespread, at least in part because much of Soviet propaganda condoned them.
Wnters joined in this campaign. Most notorious is nia Ehrenburg's leaflet "Kill" of 9
September 1942, which essentially cdls for genocide: 'The Germens are not human beings....

If there is calm on your section of the front, or if you are waiting before the fighting, kill a
German."nl But however homfic and inexcusable, such calls were ohviously provoked by the
way the Red Army captives were treated and by other Nazi crimes.
An issue which is likely to gain attention in Ukraine is whether the civilian population
did "enough to Save the prisoners. The otganizer of the Red Cross in Poltava has stated that
when she started her work, the population was in the grip of a "bizam passivity" in the face of
the starvation of the prisoners. But then she found many active he1pers.m The same pattem-

2laAlmost a third of the "Soviet" POWs held by the Finnish military died in captivity, according to
Joachim Hoffmann, Stafins Vernichtungskrieg 1941-l945,2nd exp. ed. (Munich, 1995). p. 90.
2'9According to one historian, these conditions were even "just as atrocious as those accorded
Russian [i.e., "Soviet"] FQWs, the death raie in this p e n d possibly being as high as 90 percent."
S. P. MacKenzie, "The Treatment of Risoners of War in World War II," Journal of Modem
History, LXVI, 3 (Chicago, September 1994). p. 511, refemng to a study by K. W. Bohme.
*%onwetsch, "Die sowjetischen Kncgsgefangenen," pp. 135-1 36. Basing himself on German
figures, Streit has estimated that at least 35 percent, or over a million, of al1 German prisoners of
war heid by the Red Army a d o r the Soviet authorities died. Streit, Wehrmacht, p. 246. This
estimate is accepteci in Streim, Sowjetische Gefmgene, p. 178n87 and in Bonwetsch, "Die
sowjetischen Kriegsgefangenen," p. 136.
*lEhnnburg was a Jewish-Russian Mer who had lost his family at the Babyn ïar massacre. In
his memoirs, he later denied that he had written the leaflct. Alfred M. Dt 2hyas, Thc Wehrmacht
War Cn'mcs Bureau, 19394945 (Lincoln and London, 1989), p 168-169; Benjamin Phkus
and Ingeborg Fleischhauer, Die Deutschen in der Sowjetunion: eschich einer nationalen
Minàerheit im 20. Jahrhundcrt (Baden-Baden 1987), p. 3l3n4O.

8.

*VUiun, Pid znakom Chervonoho Khresta, p. 9.

"Soviet" pssivity followed by flantic efforts to save lives-likely prevailed elsewhere. One
should not forget that as in the case of helping scwailed "saboteurs" or Jews, helping prisoners
of war escape, or even fding to report them. c

m the death penalty. The îhreat was

frquently a n n o u n d , such in a June 1942 in a joint announcement by Koch and Kitzinger.m

The extent to which the two political orientations which claimed to represent the
population-the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists and the Comrnunist party-were
serious about rescuing prisoners awaits serious research. The Mel'nyk faction of the OUN is
known to have initiateci a letter to Hitler on 14 January 1942, which five prominent Ukrainians
signeû. It complaimd cautiously about several issues, including "the non-admittance of the
Ukrainians to participation in the a

d struggle against their arch enemy." While noting "the

magnanimous release of Ukrainians from the prisoner camps," it added that "their retum took
place un&r conditions on the way which cost the lives of thousands."~4
With regard to the German guards, there is sunicient evidence to argue that the main
problem was not that they were passive and obedient. Nor were "material" factors the main
cause of the prisoners' suffenng and death. Among such factors were: the fact that the
prisoners were aiready hungry when they fell into Gerrnan han&; the fact that the= were so
many of hem; the fact that road conditions were bad during the winter; and the fact that the
~
important, the& factors were not
winter of 1941-1942 was unusually c 0 1 d . ~Although

WUkraïns'kyiholos, 2 July 1942, p. 1; Ulas Samchuk, Na koni voronomu: spomyny i wuthennia
(Winnipeg, 1975). p. 1%.
mFive prominent Ulrrainians h m five cities si@ the letter: OUN-M leader Andrii Mel'nyk (in
Berlin); retired Gencral Mykhailo Orneliano ch-Pavlenko (former army chicf under Petliura,
and by 1942 leader of the General Council O Uhainian Combatants, in Prague); Andrii
Livyts'kyi (representative of the Ulrtainian National Republic, in Warsaw); Mykola Velychltivs'kyi
(president of the ükrainian National Council in Kiev); and Metroplitan Sheptyts'kyi (president
of the ükrainian National Council in L'viv). The tetter containeci rnany "national" complaints, but
failed to mention the persecution of non-ükrainians. A photocopy of the letter, h m an
unidentifiecl German archive, is in Zenon Hotodys'kyi, Ukmiii'ku Natsional'nu Ru&: istorychnyi
natys (Kiev, 1993). pp. 104-107 (quotations h m 105).

7

22SStreit thinks that fecding the FQWs cap&
ncar Kiev, V'iaz'ma, and Briansk would have been
very difficult even if the Gcrman authorities had wanted to savc th& lives. Unusual mortalitty
(eine erhohte Sterblickit) was "incvitable." This was so, in his view, not so much because of the
large number of prisoners, but because of the bad condition of the roads and the unusuatly cold
winter. Streit, Wehrmacht, pp. 137 and 189.

primary causes. Hoffmnnn belicvcs that they explain everything. He has written recently that

the main cause of the mass starvation in the wintcr of 1941-1942 was "not so much il1 will as

the technical msbility to adequately f d and house millions of o k n already totally emaciated
prisoners of war." There were supposedly "severe shortages" among the German army,
accompanie-d by an "almost total bnakdown of the transport system."226 In fact, the W n i a n
harvest of 1941 was very good, Germans, allied rnilitary, and locais had plenty of food to

spare; and the local population eagerly aKd to pms it on to the prisoners.

226Hoffmann, Stalins Vemichtungskrieg, p. 89. He provides no sources for this statement.
Incredibly, Hoffman even wntes that the German anny at that tirne was engaged in a "defensive
struggle" (Abwehrkarnpfi. He ad&, still without referring to any sources, that the German anny
command and "many camp co~lllllllllders"tried to "impmve the situation of the prisoners of war
and to find certain solutions." niey had "only a vcry limiteci success," however, because of the
difficult circumstances. "In the spring of 1942, however, when the ice melted, many energetic
measures were taken to improve the situation of the Soviet prisoners of war." Fmm then on, "sheer
survival" in the POW camps in the ateas under control of the anmd forces and the army supricrne
command bec"won no longer an issue." ïbid., p. 90. The distortion is complete when the
bibliography of this book fails to mention Streit's standard account. Hoffmann is also ptesumably
unwace of Koch, "Der Sowjet-Nachlass," 1. 11, whicb says that the harvest of 1941, under the
Gennan authorities, was "gigantic"(riesig).

CHAPTER 10

The Jews, the Roma, and the Ethnic Gennans

N d racist policies p l d three nationalities in a position quite different from that of the Slavs.
The nationaiities found themselves on opposite extrernes of the Nazi racial hiermhy. Two of
hem, the kws and Roma (Gypsies), were colleetively exterminated. The ethnic Oermans, the
third group, were treaied better than al1 the others. This chapter will discuss first the Jewish
and Romani experience, and then the fate of the ethnic Germans. Its aim is to view events from

the perspective of those on the rcfeiving end of Nazi policies. Significant attention will aiso be
devoted to the reactions of the "bystanders."
When Nazi Gemany attacked the Soviet Union, its policy vis-à-vis Europe's Jews
changed radically. The war was meant to defeat "Bolshevism," which Hitler and his followers
equated with "Jewry." From June 1941, the Nazis gained control over hundreds of thousands
additionai Jews. The socdled "Russian"temtories became the scene of fast-paced mass
murder by way of shootings and poisonings in gas vans. 1will argue that the Holocaust in the
Reichskomrnissariat Ukraine, as in the other "Soviet" lands, had two main features. First, the
Nazis made no effort to hide the Holocaust, and everybody knew very soon what was
happening to the Jews and Roma. Second, the Nazi killers did not depend on a native
bureaucracy for the implementation of their plans. Combined with anti-Semitisrn and the de&

penalty for obstruction, this fact caused the vast majority of non-Jews and non-Roma to be
bystanders at best. The discussion focuss on Dniepr Ukraine. The population of western
Volhynia will be discussed as well, but separately. Developments there were somewhat
different and most natives there were more than just bystanders.

nie term "Holocaust" is a political concept. In present-day usage, in al1 lanpages, most people
take it to rnean what the Library of Congress calls the "Jewish Holocaust." The connotation is
that the genocide of the Jews, or S h d h in Hebrew, was unique-only the Jews were
399

collectively kiUed because of their emnicity. Inde&

Nazi ideology was o b d with the

Jews. In practice, however, Europe's Roma (sinplar: Rom; djective: Romani) were also
exierminated as a people, even though they roccived far l e s attention in Nazi propaganda or
even Gennan policy documents. This PoioMos or Great Devouring, as the Roma have called
it, was implemented at the same tirne as the cmpaign against the Jews. Like the Jews, the
Roma were k i n g extenninated up to the last p e m n for racist reasons.1 Hence, to discuss only
the Jewish Holocaust in Ukraine would be a distortion, since the fundamentally similar Romani
Holocaust was occurring at the same time.
There is, however, a serious problem-the iack of primary sources. There seems to be
no account by a Romani survivor from Ukraine. Meanwhile, accounts by others rarely mention
their tragic fate, and if they do so, it is generally in passing. This makes it even more
worthwhile to mention those accounts here.
One woman h m Kiev saw Roma in the Kaharlyk region, south of Kiev, in the middle
of 1942. They were fleeing for their lives.2 What happened to those captured is shown by a
rate account in the memoirs of a Jewish Holocaust survivor about the b k a c h i raion. In early

1942, most Jews in this western Volhynian region were still alive and living in ghettoes. But
the Roma were not secluded like this at dl. The Nazis did not bother with such a "transitory"
phase. Instead, the 114 Roma were rounded up. They were promised f d , land, and shelter,
and werr told that they would be "rnled." On 16 April 1942, they were taken to an open site

near a brick factory. The Roma "danced with happiness, singing and playing their violins al1
through the night, dong with their children who were dressed in new clothes." But meanwhile,
the Jewish council (Juàenrat)of the ghetto of Lokachi was orâered to provide thirty s m g men
with shovels for the next day. On 17 April, at 5 : O em.,these men were taken away by the

'Wolfgang Wippennann, "Nur eine FuBnote? Die Verfolgung der sowjetischen Roma:
Historiographie, Motive, Verlauf," in Klaus Meyer and Wolfgmg Wippennann, eds., Gegen dus
Vergessen: der Vernichtungskrieg gegen die Sowjetunion 19414945 (Frankfurt am Main, 1992).
p. 90. See also Brcnda Davis Lutz and James M. Lua, "Gypsies as Victims of the Holocaust,"
Holaioust and Gemcide Studies, IX, 3 (Cary, North Cardina, 1995), pp. 346359.
2Valentyna Pavlima Kravchenko (Ukrainian boni in 1922 in Kiev). author interview in Russian,
10 August 1995, Kiev, Ukraine, tape rccoding.

local Gemw police onieer (W~chnncister)and ten native policemen. It appears that the author
of this memoir was among them.

In the morning when the militia came, al1 the Gypsks were aslcep. They were quickly
awakened and a s k d to linc up near the mwntpin, presumably to be counted. When al1
of them were standing, the Ukrainian militia's commanding officer ostensibly went to
tum the command over to the Wachtmeister, but when he walked far enough away, the
shooting by the Wochmieisterand other hidâen militia startecl. The Gypsies could not
escape; they were against the wall. Small chiidren trying to get away, hid under their
mothers' dresses and this was how îhey were killed. Babies were shot by the killers,
going from crib to crib. Immediately after the slaughter, the militia ransacked the bodies
for valuables. We dug large holes, collected the bodies and threw them into a m a s
grave. Some were still alive.'

Similar open-air massacres of Roma occurred everywhere in east-central Ukraine. The SD did
not even bother to mention them in its rrports. For exarnple, five Romani families arrived in the
Novi Sanzhary raion in the Left Bank at sorne stage. In December 1942, the G e n h e r i e
m t e d and killed them, twenty-five people altogether, including babies.4

The lack of sources about the Rorna actually raises new questions. Does it mean that
virtually none of the many Roma surviveci? Might it mean that none of them-unlike in the case
of the Jews, as we shall see-were

saved by others? 1s it a reflection of the illiterate status of

most Roma, or the lack of a tradition of written records? These questions cannot be answered
here. In any case, it deserves to be repeateù that because the fate of the-Roma is generally
unlcnown, the following discussion of the Holocaust, like those in other works, is inherently

The literature on Jews is, by contrast, much more developed. That literature is not,
however, able to be precise about the number of Jews in prewar Ukraine. According to the
unreliable census of 1939, before the annexation of eastem Poland, 1,533,000 Jews were

3Michael Diment, ï k Lone Survivor: A Diaty of the Lukacze Ghetto and Svyniukhy, Ukraine
(New York, 1992), pp. 76-78. Diment was born in 1915. He wrote his memoir in Yiddish on the
basis of a diary and other information and finished it in 1947. It was translated by Shmuel

(Diment) Yahalom.

'H. Sova [Hqyhorii Kariau, Do istorïï bol'shevyts'br diis'nosty: (25 mkiv zhyttia ukraïhs'koho
hromadianyna v SSSR) (Munich, 1955). p. 96.

living in Soviet Ukraine.' We do know something Pbwt Ukrainian-Jewish relations in pre-

1939 Soviet Ukraine. In the countryside, the= were both Jews who spoke Ukrainian, and
even becsme peasants, and Jews who did not assimilate linguistically and continucd to speak
Yiddish. The latter p u p frequently disdained the peasants, blaming them for the pogroms of
the revolutionary period.6 In the cities, where most Jews lived, many had Ul<rainian as their
official nationaüty and called themselves Ukrainians, even though like other citydwellea they
mostly spoke Russian in their daily Lives.'

In the Soviet Union, anti-Semitism was officially banned. But in the 1930s, the media
paid linle attention to it, because it was not supposed to exist in a saialist society. Instead, the

media emphasizcd the allegai fnendship beiwccn d l nationdities. Thus, cases of anti-Sernitism
in the Soviet Union were rarely publicized. On the d e r hand, anti-Sernitism in Gennany did
get attention.* Befuise of its similarity to the derogatory Russian word zhid (kike), the

traditional Ubainian word for Jew, zltyd, that had no negative connotations, was banneâ.
Public use of cithcr thyd or zhid carried a prison term of up to a year.9 Ukrainian speakers had
to use the Russianism ievrei. Young Dnieper Wkrainians by and large intemalized the taboo,
even though they might continue to use the word in private. They were to be shocked by its
comeback under the Gennans.10

SYitzhak Arad, 'The Holocaust of Soviet Jewry in the Occupied Territories of the Soviet Union,"
Yad Vashem Studics, XXI (Jenisalem, 1991), p. 7.

6Mykhailo Seleshko, Vinnytsia: spomyny perekladaicha Komisiï doslidiv zlochyniv NKVD v 19371938 (New York, Toronto, London, and Sydney, 1991). p. 87; Pavlo Temivs'âyi [Ivan Zhyhadlo],
"Spohady etnigranta," p. 33. Autograph manuscript, 1945, Library and Museum, Ulmiinian
Cultural & Educational Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
7Seleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 87; Sofiia Parfanovych, U Kyievi v 1940 rotsi (Augsburg, 1950). p. 60.
*Matthias Vetter, Antisemiten und Bolschewii: zum Verhlifntis von Sowjetsystem unà
Juàenfeindschaff 1917-1 939 (Berlin, 1995). pp. 319-324 and 345-347.
?ernivsïtyi,

"Spohady emigranta," p. 36. Imprisonmnt for using the word is also mentioncd in

Ereignismeùiung UâSSR, 112 (13 October 1941), pp. 2-3; and Jacob Gerstcnfeld-Maitiel, M y
Private Wac One Man's Stmggle to Survive the Soviets and the Nazis (London, 1993), p. 218

(speaks of a penalty of five years of forceci labor).
lwitalii Bender, Frontovi &&y

(Toronto and New York, 1987). p. 19.

During

1930%Soviet movie theaters played two films that showed the pcrsecution

of Jews in Germany. Xmmediately after the conclusion of the Nazi-Soviet pact of 1939,
however, these films and any otbcr refexences in the d

a to Nazi anti-Semitism were

removed.li Thus, as with so many other issues, Jews and other Soviet citizens had to depend
on rumors in order to know what was happening in German-held temtories. The rumors varied
from place to place, but the basic facts do appear to have b e n iransrnitteà. For example, in the

smail eastem town of Orikhiv, there was talk in 1940 that the Polish Jews were k i n g
extenninated. l2
As with the number of Jews in Ukraine, thece are only estimates of how many moved

eastward to escape the advance of the German anny. Afier the Germans crossed the Soviet
border, they initially found most Jews still in place. One scholar has estimated that in those
regions east of the pre-1939 border of Soviet Ukraine that saw the change of regimes within
the fust month or so, two thirds of the Jews originaliy living there fell under Nazi rule.13 The
percentage of rnembers of Jewish communities who found themselves under German control
decreased in the east, for from those regions, more than half of ail Jews manage-to flee.
Ultimately, among the refugees and evacuees as a whole, Jews were even relatively numerous
as compareci to their share of Ukraine's total population. This was not due to preferentiai

treatment on the part of the Soviet authorities, but rather because Jews were relatively
numerous in the cities and in urban-based offices and factories.14
"Benjamin Pinkus and ïngeborg Fleischhauer, Die Deutschen in der ~owjetunion:Geschichte
einer nationalen Minderheit im 20. Jahrhundert (Baden-Baden, 1987). p. 202; Mordechai
Altshuler, "Escape and Evacuation of Soviet Jews at the Time of the Nazi Invasion: Policies and
Realities," in Lucjan Dobroszycki and Jeffky S. Gurock, eds., The Holocaust in the Soviet Union:
Stuàies Md Sources on the Destruction of the Jews in the NoU-Occupied Territories of the USSR,
1941-1945 (Armonk N.Y. and London, 1993). p. 84; Vetter, Antisemiten, p. 347.
(Toronto,
12Antonina Khelemendyk-Kokot, Kolhospne dytymtwo i nimets'ka nevolia: spo1989). p. 123. She also wntes that up to the s p ~ ofg 1941, many Jewish (and also sorne nonJewish) teachers migrated eastward because they heani bad ncws from Jews in Poland. That postal
connections between the Soviet Union and the Gcneralgouvemement remained "fairly regular" is
confvmtd in Altshuler, "Escape and Evacuation," p. 85.
13Altshuler, "Escape and Evacuation." pp. 97 and 99.
Wbid., p. 101. Alrrhuler adds that Jews wcre also simply "more mobiie than the population at
large and more willing to mlocate." Nevertheless, be considers the main rtason why Jews moved

It should not be overlooked, however, that many Jews did not want to l a v e and sirnply
swycd M i n & One rcason could be thaî thcy did not want to aôandon elderly parents or il1 or
wesk family mnnbers. Motdechai Altshuler has n o t d that "the close family relations for which
the Jews were legendazy becarne a trap that prevented the escape of no few young people."ls

Another reason might be attachment to belongings.16
But perhaps the most important reason for staying, as in the case of non-Jewish
natives, was the hope for a better life unâer the Germans. In this regard, the evidence about
Kievan Jews is most persuasive. Among many of these Jews, anti-Comrnunism was
widespread.17 When the Ge-

invasion started, the press available in the city stoppeà the

blackout of reporting about Nazi anti-Semitism.18But few Jews believed these or other Soviet
media reports.19 One Jewish man rnanaged to pick up German radio broadcasts and wamed as
many Jews as he could to flee,but he merely obtained the nicknarne "the panicWmonger."20
Other Kievan Jews, former artisans and traders, even put a positive spin on what they
heard about Nazi Gemany. Soviet policies had made them unemployed, and because the
Soviet media described Nazism as an extreme form of capitalism, these Jews believed that their
living standard would improve or at least remain the sarne under the Gennans. As one Kievan

emigré recalls, the Jews said they would not mind wearing a yellow star.21 In late June 1941,
to the east to be the fact that they knew that undet the Germans, they would be treated worse than
non-Jews.

17F. Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyka Vitchyutirna viina" (Winnipeg, 1954). p. 108.
Unatolii Kumetsov (A. Anatolii), Babii iar: rom-dokument (New York, 1986). pp. 141- 142.
lgAltshuler, "Escape and Evacuation," p. 90,also fmds that such scepticism was "one of the most
important reasons" why many Jews did not fice. Disbelief in Soviet reports is also mentioned in
Kuznetsov, Babii iar, pp. 141-142, and in F. P. Bogatyrchuk, Moi zhiutennyi put' k Vlasovu i
Prazhkomu manifestu (San Francisco, 1978). p. 122.
Temtoiy (193920Ben-Cion Pinchuk "Soviet Media on the Fate of Jews in ~azi-0ccu~ied
1941),* Yad Vashem Studies, XI (kni~akm,1976). pp. 23&23 1.

W .Marchenko. "Sovtîskaia vl& i e m i v 194142 g.," Vestnik Instituts po izucheniiu istorii i
kul'tury SSSR, 1 (Munich, 1951), p. 79.

this witness saw "improvised meetings" at the Podil market of "the little Jewish people." "Most
piuiicipants Pgrred that they should not l a v e Kiev and that under the Germans they also would
al1 have a job. The refrain was, What's going to happen to the people [sliud'm~is also going
to happen to us.' n i e y also said, I t can't get worse than this.'"22 A U k r a i ~ a nwoman who
lived in a district (prcsent-day Victory Square) where Jewish (former) artisans lived,

remembers that they talked w l l about the Germans who ~ l e Kiev
d
in 1918. These Jews al1
stayed, and some greeted the Germen soldiers with bread and saIt.23
When the Germans and their allies arrived, there were immediately signs of doom for
the Jews. As soon as soldiers entered a t o m , they might shout Juden kupun! (Down with the

Jews!)."

High taxes, and child-level maximum food rations, were imposed on al1 Jews.

Reichskommissar Koch imposed a special tax on orga~zationsand ofices if they employed
Jews? Such persecution was facilitated by the old Soviet passport, which had an eney on
nationality. Although many Jews officially had Ukrainian nationality, most did not. Thus, the
Nazis did not need to create a new bureaucracy to find them.
Within days or at most weeks, the persecution becarne deadly. The fvst külings of
Jews, carried out mostly by commandos of the Ehsarzgruppen. were usually mess shootings
with machine-guns in the open air. Less common was poisoning in the mobile gas vans. nius,
in countless towns and villages, thousands upon thousands of Jews died within days. The
Holocaust in Ukraine was rather M e r e n t h m the Holocaust in western and central Europe,
where Jews were put into ghettoes and then shipped away. In the Reichskommissariat
Ukraine, few ghettoes were created. The few that did elist were mainly in westem Volhynia,

Wravchenko, author interview.
m i s is reported to have b e n the case with two towns close to each other, Berdychiv and
Khmil'nyk. Xiya Ehrenburg and Vasily Grossman, eds., Tite Black Book: The Ruthless Murdcr of
J m s by Germon-Fascist lnvadcrs throughout the Tempomrily-OccupiedRegions of the Soviet
Union Md in the Death Camps of Poianâ During the War of 1941-1945 (New York, 1981), pp.
14 and 28.
*Ench Koch, order on taxes, 21 October 1941, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 29.11. 1-3.

but they did not 1 s t long. In the summer of 1942, those ghettoes that ckmained were destroyed
as pait of what scholars d
l the "secondsweep" against the kwish population of the "east." At
that stage, viroualiy aü the Jews who had survived until then were killed, so that by late 1942,
the Jewish Holocaust in the Reichskommissariat Ukraine was essentially completed.

If killed by shooting, the Jewish men,women, or child-en died at the edge or inside
th& graves, which were iittle more than large holes in the ground. Often these were anti-tank
ditches, but mostly they were pits dug by prisoners of war, by non-Jewish locals, or by the
Jews themselves. Actual accounts by survivors of these massacres are very rare, simply

because harclîy anyone survived. One such account deals with a typical large-cale massacre in
the eastem Volhynian village of Pavlovychi (Owuch). Its author is Evgeniia (Zhenia)

Gural'nik, who was bom in about 1928 in Novohrad-Volyns'kyi as Evgeniia Kilikievskaia.~
Gural'nik says initiaüy a relatively small massacre of Jews took place, many of whom were
males and Komsomol members. The largest massacre in Pavlovychi occurred much later, on
25 November 1941. At that time, the region also included many Jews from places like Luts'k,
Rivne, Berdychiv, and even Warsaw, who, like the local Jews. were put to various f o m d

labor tasks. In early November, al1 Jews were told to dig a large pit. It was supposedly needed
to store beets over the winter and had to be thme meters deep, foxty meters long, and 2.5
meters wide. Gural'nik's account shows that the Jews were psychologically blocked from fully
facing the facts.
Cold weather haâ h v e d . The ground froze,and in the open field a piercing wind was
blowing. Next to our field was a Polish cemtery. Al1 through the summer, people had
been taken there after round-ups to be shot. 'Somehow 1don't like this pit, it's very
large, and we never used to store beets in the ground, but in a cellar or barn,' mother
said. 'This means no good,' she said while groaning and discarding a shovel of frozen
earth with difficulty .This way we dug the pit without interruption for ten &YS.
Around the 10th of November, the enonnous pit was ready. 'Why did they bring this
new ladder to the pit, are the beetts really not going to be thrown in there? What's the

q v g e n i i a ( P m i a ) Gural'nik], " I m v Rvlov~~hakh.''
in David Zil'bennan [comp. and ed.], I ry
York 1989). pp. 7-35.Zil'berma.n mordcd perhaps on tape but probabiy in
writing, the accounts published in this book in Riga in the penod 1963-1%9, in the first person
singular. Although thete is some doubt about the extcnt to which this reproduces the accounts
faithfully, the text based on Gural'nilr's story does m?ke an authentic impression.
et0 vide1 (New

need to walk there! When will bc finally carry the bects?' The womed women kept
npating the same questions to the d e s s , mustachad ükrainian [policeman] who
usod to take out group into the field. When they teU you, you will carry &m. For
now, do your thing, clean the beas!' With this or that order, he dismisseci them. We
completed that task as well, but basically thcm was nothing to do. For several days, we
wert taken in groups h m place to place. Here thcy found work for us in a barn, there
in a storehouse or a cattle yard.n

Thm came 25 November. Around 400 in the aftemoon, the SS arrived, rounded them al1 up,

and transported them to the pit in three cars. "The entire field was cordoned off by SS men and
Ukrainian policemen [and] with dogs." Under temble beatings and kicks, the Jews were
forced to undress. If they did not, the dogs were set upon them. Then they were shot, most of
them inside the pit. "Before they died, rnany men cursed the butchers and spat in their faces."

Gural'nik managed to evade shooting while in the pit. She pretended to be dead and crawled
out in the evening.28
This account is typical in two ways. Not surprisingly, the Jews were unable to realize
what awaited them. Second, the local politsaï(native Gendarmerie) were present at the
shootings.29 One of the reasons for the latter practice was that the SS, for reasons that are still
unclear, wanted them to share rrsponsibility. For that same reason, the native policemen were
involved in the arrests of Jews and the cordoning off of ghettoes? In the town of
Radomyshl', Einsatzkommando 4a shot the adult Jews on 6 September 1941, and even

Z'Ibid., pp. 11-12.
2*Ibid., pp. 12-14. 1 do not consider it necessary to reproduce the graphic details of the massacre.
in "Soviet" regions it WPS apparently na< uncornmon for victims to tefer to revenge by Stalin just
before they were shot. See Ehrenburg and Gmssman, Bhck Book, pp. 27, 30, and 37-38, on four
localities in Podolia.
*9EinsaaLommando 6 repocted that it ensured as a matter of policy "the presence of militia men
(Ukr. order service) at exceutions of Jews." Ereignismefdung UdSSR, 81 (12 September 1941). p.
13.

Wor example, in Rivne in the evening of 8 July 1941, German soldiers and ükrainian pdiccmcn
entend several Jcwish homes and took out the men, who werc then killed on the city outskirts.
Om ycar later, on 13 July 1942, local policemen helped SS men sumund the ghetto and take
away the Jews toward the killing site. Barbara Baratz, Flucht vor dem Schichal: HolucaustErinnemngen aus der Ukraine 1941-1944 (Darmstadt, 1984). pp. 49-50 and %Ml.

oràered the Uluainian policemen to shoot the childxen.31 Whether this case was exceptionai is
not known.

In several places, native policema arc known to have sctually initiated the prsecution
of the Jews. In Umm*,on 21 September 1941, "membmof the militia with the participation
of many German members of the Wehrmacht" perpctrated **excesses"(Ausschreitungen)
against Jews.32 In Polissia and northem Volhynia, similar pogroms were very likely

perpetrated by the Polissian Sich, a partisan force of Ukrainians which until Novemôer 1941
had legal stahis as a policing unit. Roaming the terrain h m its base in Olevs'k, the Sich caught

and shot Soviet p d s a n s and very likely Jews, or at the very least handed them over to the

German authorities. This seems to be confirmed by a fifteen-year old Sich member, who was
interviewed for a newspaper at the time. The boy, said to have "evil eyes," was asked whether
he was not afraid to be with the Sich "insurgents." His response: "1did everything they asked.

I went everywhere, rode everywhcrc, fought, and shot Jews who had treated me badly
before."33
The municipalities and their mayors initially paid the salary of the native police,
sometimes from money obtaineâ fiom Jews? It seems that many of them were dismayed that

3lRaul Hilberg, The Destnction of t h Europcon Jews. Rev. ed., Vol. 1 (New York and London,
1985). p. 314, citing Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 88 (19 September 1941). The date comes h m
Gerdd Reitlinger, Tlie Final Solution: The Attempt to Exrcnninate the Jews of Europe, 19391945, 2nd rev. and augmented ed. (London, I%8), p. 246.
32Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 119 (20 Oct. 1941). quoted in Ernst Klee and Willi Drekn, "Gort mit
uns": der deutsche Vernichtungskrieg im Osten 1939-1945 (Frankfurt: 1989), p. 8 and in
Christian Streit, Die Wehrmacht und die sowjetisckn Kriegsgefangenen 1941-1945 (Stuttgart,
1978), p. 122. The document speaks of "Angehorige der Miliz unter Beteiligung zahlreicher
deutscher Wehrmachtsangeh6nger."

"In the original: "Ia spovniav vs'o, shcho treôuvaly, - vsiudy khodyv i ïzdyv i byvsia i zhyduf
[sic] striliav, kotoryï z rnene znushchalys*kolys'." "Intewwiuz 'Mizhkoiu'. Piatnadtsiatylitnim
povstantsem z Polis'koï Sichi," Volyn', 21 September 1941, p. 3. The article includes a p i c m of
Sich commander Taras Bomvets*(pseudonym: Otaman Taras Bul'ba) and his staff at a gatc which

had the text, "Ffeedom for Ukraine! Death to Moscow. Long Live the Gennan Army!" and which
cames a trident and a swastika. Cf. John A. Armstrong, Ukrainiun Nationalism, 3rd cd.
(Englewood, Colorado, 1990). p. 71, which says merely chat the Sich "clearcd" the area of
"Communist su porters." nie German military dso called Bmvets*the "Head of the District
[Okruzhna] ~ i i t i in
a Samy." See also note 89.
%Hilberg, Destruction, Vol. 1, pp. 313-3 14, citing Ereignismeldung UdSSR,80 ( 1 1 Scptember
1941), p. Il.

in this way they h e l p d fund the killings. H e m , whcn militia men robbed Jewish homes in îhe
western Volhynian town of Horokhiv in July 1941, it causai, according to a Jewish survivor,
"an outcry by the local W n i a n leadership."3S But therc was Iittle local leaders could do about
the actions of the native police. Morcover, they thcmsclvcs were often forcibly involved in

measurcs affecting Jews. For exarnple, a rnayor might be orderad by SS men to have pits dug
by 1ocals.M

In the major cities, massacres similar to the one in Kiev's Babyn Iar took place, with
the difference that fvst the Jews were publicly humiliateci. The case of.Dnipropetrovs'k can
serve as an example. Gennan soldiers entered the city on 25 August 1941. Immcdiately, all
Jews were ordered at the threat of death to don a white annband with a star, and to pay the city

Kornmandant 30 million roubles.37 Public humiliation also included king forced to pull c m
or to lick soup from a tmugh.38 nien al1 Jews were ordtlrcd to show up at the large "Lux"
department store on Marx Street on 13 October. That morning it was snowing and raining.
Dnipiopetrovs'k had a large Jewish population and thousands, mostly elderly people or
women with childrcn, showed up or were amsted and taken to the store. There the three-day
food supply and any belongings which the Jews had been told to bring were confiscated. Then

they were lined up in columns of six people abreast and marchecl to the Jewish ametery. One
woman who later escaped, Mrs. B. Ia. Tartakovskaia, testifid th-

years later that they heard

shooting h m the anti-tank ditches. That was when they realized that they wcre going to be
lcilled.3 Many Jews who tried to escape at this stage were "shot in the attempt," aaording to a

man who actually got away.4 In the ensuing massacre, an estimated ten thousand Jews or-

3SDiment. Lone Surwivor, p. 19.
%id.,

p. 112, regarding the western Volhynian town of LoLrhi on 1 Septemkr 1942.

37Ehrcnburg and Grossman, Black Book, pp. 59 and 67.
3*Iùid., p. 62.
39Iûid.. pp. 64-65 and 67.
%id.,

p. 60.

very likely-non-Jewish spouses and chilàm of i n t m n ~ a g edied4'
s
By the tirne it got dark
on the first &y, thousands had not yet bcen shot. They w m , accordhg to Mrs. Tartakovskaia,
"driven up against a fence and surrounded on ail sides." She &scribes what happened next,
including her unusual escape.
It was cold, and the people were standing shoulder to shoulder in the icy mud. The sick
and dying were simply lying in the mud. My youngest boy sat on my back, and the
older boy (he was two) stood, leaning his face against my laiees. In this fashion we
spent the long autumn night.
When dam broke, Gennan soldiers appead on the lot with cases of bullets. They
showed us these cases and guffawcd. Then thcy started forcing us toward the pits at the
end of the lot. n i e crowd lurched to one side, the sick feu under the feet of horrorcrazeû people, and everywhere screams, shots, and the cries of children could be
heard. The Germans draggeâ old people who had been crushed by the crowd to the pits
and buried hem together with those who had bcen shot.

1fell to my knees, embracad my two children, and it setmed to me that 1was losing my
rnind. At that moment a man came up to me and said he would take me and the chilâren
out of the crowd. 1still do not understand how he managed that, but in a few minutes
we found ourselves with him next to a road which ran past the cemetery. We saw a cart
king driven by a young peasant. We did not ask him for anything, but he hirnself
stopped and offered to take me and the children to town. 1said'goodbye to my savior,
and we left.42

in early December, another order went out to the Jews of Dnipropetrovsk. About 150
apparently showed up and were killed.43

411bid.,pp. 64-65. The Jews were shot not by an Einsatzgruppe, but by the police chief for
Ukraine, Friedrich Jeckeln, and his men. The number ten thousand apLin Ereignismeldung
UdSSR, 135 (19 November 1941), p. 23, cited in Hilberg, Destruction, Vol. 1, p. 298, and also in
"Teiibericht Politik iiber die Bereisung des Reichskommissariats mit Prof. v. Grünberg in der Zeit
vom 13.8. bis 3.9.1942," Rivne, 10 September 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26, 1. 34. The
last document States that one thousand other Jews "are still working in the city under strict
surveillance." According to Hilberg, Destruction, Vol. 1, pp. 295 and 372 (citing the the SD and a
Gennan newspaper from Cracow), the city had 30,000 Jews when the German anny arrived, but
this figure ap
too high. Cf. Gerstenfcld-Maltiel, My Pn'vute War, p. 218, which speaks
incorrectly O about 35,000 victims.

P""

42Ehrenburgand ~rossrnan,Bhck Book, pp. 67-68.
43Savchenko,VRIO NKVD USSR to N. S. Khmshchev. "Razvedsvodh no. 33/68 O polozhenii v
okkupirovannom protivnikom g. Dnepmpettovske. Po sostoianiiu na 20. 10. 42g.," 21 October
1942, Engel's, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 1 24,ll. 71-72. This report, based on statemcnts by
locals, also says that the childrcn werc poisoned, but this is not confirmed to have happened hem
or anywhen else in Ukraine. (Except for the employment of gas vans, which are not mcant hem)

In othcr places in the Reichskommissariat, some ghettoes were createâ. Koch ordered
their creation in cities where Jews made up a large percentage of the population. They were
ruled by a Jewish Council (Judenrat) and, if considered needed by the Gerrnan authonties, by
an Order Service (Orcbtungsdienst),that is, a Jewish po1ice.U The ghettoes were short-lived,
however, existing at the latest until the f d l of 1942.45 The following discussion of the ghettoes

is based on sources regarding westem Voihynia Whether the observations about them are
correct for "Soviet" ghettoes remains unclear at the present state of knowledge.*

The Jewish councils in western Volhynia made appeals to the authonties or complied
with their &man&. In general, they did not resist in the usual sense of the word. In that sense,
Ukraine's ghettoes c o n f o d to the general pattern in Nazi-ded Europe. As the historian
R a d Hilberg has put it, the Jews in the ghettoes "hoped that somehow the German &ive would
spend itself. This h o p was founded in a 2,000-year-old experience. In exile the Jews had
always k e n a minority, always in danger, but they had learned that they could avert or survive
destmction by placating and appeasing their enemies."

But still the Judenra was far frwi

uncontroversial. Comption and favoritism appeared and caused major disagreements within
the ghettoes9 Moreover, every ghetto seems to have included a minority, or even majority, of

44Ko~hin person to the Generalkommissare, "Hauptkommissare," and Gebietskommissate of
"Generalkommissariat Podolien und Wolhynien," Konigsberg, 5 September 1941, TsDAVOV, f.
3206, op. 1, d. 69, 1. Sv. He adâed ominously, "In places with less than 200 Jews no ghetto is to be
constructed. The location [Verbleib] of these few Jews wilt be decided." An extensive discussion
of ghetto life in western Volhynia is provided in Shmuel Spector, The Holocaust of Volhynian
Jews, 1941-1 944 (Jenisalem, 1990), pp. 116-187.
45See the table, "Known ghettoes in the Nazi Occupied Temtories of the USSR," in Wila Orbach,

'*TheDestruction of the Jews in the Nazi-Occupied Temtories of the [pre-19391 USSR," Soviet

Jcwish Affairs, VI, 2 (London, 1976). pp. 32-34.

46In Khmel'nyts'kyi in late 1941, five Jewish teenagers wanted to avenge the local massacre of

Jews and pcepatcd a bomb in theu home to assassinate the Gebietskommissar. A Ukrainian
woman betrayed them. On 29 November 1941, they were court-marshaled by a German police
court and shot. "Lagebericht" for November 1941, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15, 11. 210-21 1.
47Hilberg, Destruction, Vol. 3, p. 1038.
was the case, for example, in Rivm and Lokachi. Diment, Lone Survivor, p. 80 reports that
"favoritism and not fairness was the dctcnnining factor." The evidence about Lokachi raises doubt
about Spector's statement that "in smaller locdities, when worlrers weric neaicd to be dispatched to
remote places of work, the lists werc drawn up thoughtfully and with the grcatest possible
consideration by the whole staff of tbe Judenrat." Spector, Holocaust, p..159.

Jews who insistcd that open resistance was needed. In several ghettoes (Dubrovytsia, Sarny,
Sosnove, and Volodympts'), people arc known to have planned resistance, only to be forced
to stop by the Jewish Council. In the Dubmvytsia ghetto, young people who worked outside
dunng the &y wanted to disarm their guards and fice. The council wamed them that unless
they abandoncd this plan, it would have them sent to a camp. Likewise, plans for armed
resistance in KoveI' and Dubno came to naught.49
The Order Service consistcd of young Jewish men who were accompanied by Jewish
so-called "strongmen" (Yiddish: voile yungen). They ten&d to use force to fulfill the Nazi
demands for money, taxes in kind, and laborers. T k y even tended to round up more laboters
than the authorities demanded. Not surprisingly, these policemen and "strongmen" were

hated? Mechel (Michael) Diment's mernoirs about bkachi provide vivid examples of the
violence of the Order Service and its strongmen. When the Ge-

authorities demanded

laboren, the Juàenrat of this ghetto compiled a list. When nobody showed up,
The Jewish rnilitia, holding sticks, accompanied by their Ukrainian equivalents, went
lwking for the people. Walking between the homes, the Jewish militiamen would
point out a person to the Ulrrainians, who seized him. Those who refuseci to go were
beaten. Many hid in various places, but the Jewish militia, who knew dl of those
hiding spots, found them and tumed h e m over to the Ukrainians. Loud name-calling
and cursing was heard everywhere. In some cases where they could not find the one
they were after, they would take anyone in the home they could, like a brother or
sister.51

When a German demand for furnitlue in May 1942 was not fully met, the Jewish rnilitia and
fifteen other men "seizeda wagon h m a peasant" and procccded to hot. Thus two of these
men earned the nickname "Gestapo agent."% W n g the grain confiscation campaign of July
1942 in the entire Reichskomrnissariat, the Gebietskommissardemanded scwn tons (!) of

49Spector, Holocaust, pp. 223-227 and 230.
mIbid., pp. 165 and 167.
siDiment, Lone Survivor. p. 80.
SZIbid., p. 85.

grain h m the ghetto. The Jewish police peifomwd anaha violent search and collccted same
1.8 tons. Of this, the council r e p o d only 1.6, but that was no consolation to those who lost
their grain:
At dawn [on 3 July] the [Jewish] militia and the thugs divided into two groups and
entered the synagogue. They w e n followed by a number of people. Upsetting anything
that got in their way, they were obviously looking for sornething. They found the small
'mills,' broke them and seized ail of the grain they could find. This action was npeated
in every house in the ghetto. The scrreming al1 through th iuea was loud, 'Why are
you taking the bread away fmm us?' In the homes that were not yet searched, people
hid everything. The militia continued on their rarnpage, disregardhg the crying and
screaming. They showed no mmy. Everything was taken. Every home suffend
through the march. It was impossible to hide anything h m the Jewish militia; they
knew d l the possible placcs and they knew how to starch."

In generai, on the very eve of ghetto Liquidations open resistance of the Jews came
about. In western Volhynia, this resistance is known to have t a b the form of uprisings in
Kremenets', Tuchyn, and Mizoch (in August, September, and October 1942, respectively).
The ghetto of the small tom of Tuchyn did not include al1 local Jews. When dl of them were

ordemi to move into the ghetto in September 1942, its council planned resistahce with a group
of young men and women. Several rifles and grenades were somehow obtained, and even
twenty-five guns. On 22 September, Gemian and native policemen s u m n d e d the ghetto. In
the early hours of the 24th, shots were exchanged, and an agreeâ sign went out. The ghetto
was set on fue. About two thirds of the inhabitants, some two thousand pople, escaped into
the woods. Council chainnan Getzel Schwarzman remaineci and gave hirnself up on the third
day of the rebellion, while taking full responsibi1ity.s

Aside from the ghettoes, individual and collective acts of mistance t w k place
elsewhen. When the Gebietskummissar visited Liubeshiv (near Kamin'-Kash yrs'ky i) and

nlbid., pp. 96-97. Still anotbu example, h m January 1942 rcgarding a hed t u . is in ibid., p.
65.

aspector, Holocaust, pp. 214-217. This refercncc is part of an entire chaptcr devotcd to m u e
and resistance dwing the ghetto Liquidations in western Volhynia. The uprising in Kremenets' is
aiso mentioned in Panas Khurtovyna [Mykhailo Podvomialrl, Pid nebom Voiyni: (voienni
spomyny Wlrystyianynta) (Winnipeg, 1952), pp. 117-1 18,

told the k w s in their synagogue that they would ali be killcd, a dentist aîtacked him with a
razor blade and badly wounded his throat? A camp in Sarny at sorne time in mid-1942 held
about fourteen thousand Jews and a hundreû Roma. When shwtings started in the camp, Jews

who had eariier bribed a German guard removed the fencc, while Roma set frre to the shacks.
About a thousand inmates managed to escape h m îhe camp."

In Dnieper Ukraine, a number of Jews fled before they could even be registered as
Jews. S o m Kievan Jews with non-Jewish names did not go to Babyn Iar and traveled around

the countryside as late as 1942." Some Jews fled westward during the recniitment for work in
Germany. Kiev's Stdkommissur found out and ordered the city administration to report any
Jewish families h m which members had gone to Germany, ostensibly to cut off the financial

aid which the relatives of "eastm wodcers" received. The Department of Social Aid is known
to have supplied the n a m s of two families?

In this comection, it is worth adding that later, in 1943, a number of Jews actually
arrivedfiom the West in the Reichskommissariat. These were fefugees from the
Generalgouvemement who had assumed a Polish identity. The men worked at firms or at
construction sites of the German army or air force. For instance, in Dnipropetrov'sk, they
worked at the Kuzyk fim under a (Polish) boss who realized they were Jews, but treated them
well.59 Other srna11 groups that arrived included women, who were esc.orted to
T h e incident took place in August 1942 and involved a Gennan called Fritz Michaelis. Spector,
Holocaust, p. 210.
%id., p. 195. The guacds were Geman and native policemen and members of Organisation
Todt.
s7Pihido-Ravoberezhnyi, " V e h Vitchymitana viinu," p. 109 (not based on personal
observations).
SWwo letten, one in German. one in Ulasinian, h m 1. A. Nenadkevych, heaâ of the Department
of Social Aid, to the Stadtkummissar, 4 August 1942, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 8, d. 9,ll. 7 6 7 7 .
Only the Ukrainian version contains the phrase "in accordance with your verbal order." On IO
April. Zinai'da Sydonnko had left (her father, called Meierovych, was Jewish). On 20 April,
Oleksandra Borysivna Voi'fson had left (hcr mothcr was Jewish). O n 7 May, Iakiv Solomonivna
Vernik (b. 1927) had left, and on 15 May Raïsa Solomonivna Vemik (b. 1925). The latter two
had a Jewish father and had lived with the* Ukrainian rnothcr after a divorce in 1929. This source
deals only with one Department, but it may be assumed that othets received similar orders.
59Amnon Ajzensztadt, Endumnce: Chmicies of Jcwwh Resist4nce (Oakville, New York, and

&pn,petrovs'k or Kiev by ten to fiftcen Jewïsh men who woic unifonns and carrieci forged

pspcn, stating they were employees nturning to Ukraine from a holiday. A numba of these
Galician Jews m a g e c i to escape to Romania w h m they survived the war.61
One morie question needs to be addmssed. What did the Jews think about the non-

Jewish bystanders? Or did they even think about them?This question canot k Mly answered
here. In many places, the issue was moot because the massacres starteil so soon. But where
ghettoes did exist, the Jews lived longer and therefore remained in contact with the
surrounding, usually Ukrainian, population. Peasants submitted tasks to craftsmen in exchange
for an i k g d payment, usuaiiy in End? They ais0 passai on letters h m Jews elsewhere.63
Mechel Diment's memoirs suggest that many Jews in western Volhynia tenâeû to
condemn "the" Ukrainians as a whole for not helping them. Sorne even blarned them for their
p d c a m e n t . When Jews were arrested in the village of Ryvitne, then called Svyniukhy, in
August 194 1, a Jewish man blamed "the henians."" When the Star of David am pat& was
replaced by two yellow round labels. Diment believed that this had been "decided" by "the
Ukrainians, with the approval of the Germans.'" Later the inmates of ihe Lokachi ghetto
received a letter h m other ghetto Jews which urged them to fiet. Most Jews eventually agrred
that this was the best option, but othefs wanted to stay in the ghetto and resist h m there. One

man used the argument that "the villages arc the prime source of anti-Semitism."66 The issue of
London, 1987). pp. 5 2 4 3 , 6 5 4 , 98-99, and passim. This author estimates that there were
about two hundred Jews who wore Wehrmacht unifonns. Ibid., p. 58.
aoGerstenfeld-Maltid, My Private War,pp. 243, 271, 275, 278, 288, and passim.
were also local Jews who fled to Romania with the help of non-lews. For expmpk,
Hryhorü Zabashtansekyiof Braïlov helpbd Fira Kaplun (boni as Kohan), her family, and other
Jewish families cmss the border into Tramnistria. Iakiv Suslens'kyi, Spravthni heroï: pro uchat'
hrornadian Ukraïny u riatuvantai ievreïv vid foshysts'koho henotsydu (Kiev, 1993). p. 131.
61-re

Wiment, b n e Survivor, pp. 36 and 98.
63Ibid., pp. 83 and 107.

fîight or resistana from inside was stil &batcd on 4 Septcmber 1942. There wcre those who
claimed that there was nowhcrc to go, because
n i e r e is no one to he$ us. The fates are against us. The possibility of succeeding and
surviving is highly unükely. The Ulwinians are collaborators and they are Iargely
responsible for our ominous predicament. No one would risk his or her life to help
Save a Jew.' Many did not want to lie around in the f o m t hungry, dirty and diseased.
The Ukrainians will makc sure that no Jew survives; othewise, they would be
witnesses to the barbarisrn of the Ukrainians.' Tht arguments were repeated over and
over again, mostly by Moshe Pechomik. Sorneone asked him, 'So, why did your
children escape last week?' He immediately regretteci his statements and declared, '1am
not stopping anyone. You are f a to go, as my children did.'67

The man was wrong about the issue of responsibility and was too pessimistic. Many
Ukrainians in western Volhynia incked denounced Jews, but, as shown below, a small number
tried to save them. In îhis context, it is important to look systematicallyat the attitudes and

reactions of the non-Jewish population regarding the fate of the Jews, both in Dnieper Ukraine
and in western Volhynia

hti-Semitic sentiments are known to have existeci and to have be«i expressed in Soviet
Ukraine during the 1920s and rnid-1930s. in particular in connection with the collectivization
of agriculture.68 It appears that many non-Jews resented the presence of Jews, because of their
higher level of education, in positions of authority and prestige. Jews, like Russians, were
relatively numemus there. For example, amund 1940, about 13.4percent of the CP(b)U

members officially had Jewish nationaüty, whereas the official Jewish percentage of the entire
population of pre- 1939 Soviet Ukraine was 4.9.m Consequently, many Ukrainians and other

67Iôid.. p. 123. "Most people," Diment adds, "were of the opinion that escaping was preferable and
chat fighting without arms would be fatal." Ibid., p. 122.
aVettcr, Antisemiten, pp. 252-253; Amir Weiner (Department of History, Stanford University,
Stanford, California), "Deliiting the Soviet Body National in the Age of Socialism: Ukrainians,
Jews and the Myth of the Second World War," pp. 20-22. Typewriten manuscript of paper
prcsented at the conference, "Modernity and Population Management," Stanford University, 2829 March 1997. Among tht cases mentioned by Weincr is an anti-Semitic speech at a plenary
meeting of the Communist party cornmittee of the Vinnytsia oblast in 1934.
691bid., pp. 23û, 333, 335-336, and 358.

non-Jews assumd that the Jews had somc kind of special relationship with the authoritieslo It
is not supising, thercfore. that the temi "Jew-Bolshevism," which Nazi propaganda
introduced, found fertile gmund. To older peuple, it was actually not the fmt tim they head
the am,for it had corne about in the region itself, in the revolutionary pend and struggle for

independence, both before and durhg pogroms.71 Some anti-Sernites even spoke simply of
"the kike rcgime.''n Once the new authorities werc in place, many people who asked for favors
used such terms.73

Nazi anti-Semitic propaganda repeated over and over in movies, periodicals, and
especially posters essentially one theme: "then is no place for Jews among us! Down with the
Jews!" (Het' zhydiv!)."

The propaganda could be srrikingly explicit. At some stage, probably

in late 1941, the brochure entitled, "Ukraine in Jewish Talons," arrived h m Berlin. One
passage ma.:

The Ukrainian people did not always allow the Jews to send it to the slaughter without
punishment. The history of Ukraine knows many eruptions of national and social anger
against the Jews, the allies of Moscow and Warsaw. The Zaporoxhians, the
Haidamaks, the ükrainian arrny of the recent pst-al1 duly punished Jewry for its
high-handedness in Ukraine.
This stmggle is still not over. In due tirne, the lkminian people will stand before the
Jews with a very large bill for everyoilag. And this bill they will have to pay in full.

70Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi,"Velyko Vitchymiana viina," p. 107.
Vetter, Antisemiten, p. 60.
nPavel Negretov. Vse dorogi vedut na Vorkutu (Benson, Vermont, 1985). p. 27. He passed
through villages near Kirovohtad and heard people speak of the end of "zhidovskaia vlast'." It is
possible that these pcasants actually spoke Ukrainian and said "zhydivs'ka vlada," i.e., "Jewish
mle" or "the Jewish regimt."
73Some examples are: a letter by parishioners in Kiev's Riorka district to the Church Council in
Kiev. 1941, DAKO, f. r-2412. op. 2, d. 199,l. 103 ("bil'shovytslro-zhydivs'ka vlada"); a letter by
parishioners in Polis'ke to the raion chief, 4 ApriJ 1942, DAKO, f. r-2209, op. 1, d. 21, 1. 115
("zhydo-komunisty"); and letters to the authoritics of the Bohuslav raion, eatly 1942, DAKO, f. r2107, op. 1, d. 131.1. 26 ("zhydovs'ko-bol'shovyts'ka vlast'"); ibid., 1. 27 ("zhydivs'ka vlada,"
"dompartiitsi ta inshi zhydivs'ki prybichnyky"); ibid., d. 130.1.5 ("zhydivs'ka vlada"); ibid., 1.
130 ("zhydo-bol'shevyts'ka vlada").
74Scholarly Reference Library, collection "Afishy ta plakaty ohpatsiinoho periodu," item 241sp
through 243sp. S o m of the otbcr slogans werc "Great Britain-it's Israel" and "The Jew is your
etemal encmy! Stalin and the Jews arc a gang of criminals!" Ibid., items 85sp and 231sp through
232sp.

The indictment will k long. The sentence wilJ be short.7s

It is hard to establish what impact such propaganda had. Most =cuit to answer is the
question to what extent the propaganâa caused non-Jews to nact in certain ways to what was
happening to the Jews. At the present state of knowledge, there is no answer.
Contemporary Geman sources provide some information about the extent and nature
of anti-Semitism among the non-Jewish populaîion. This is especially the case with the reports
of those who dirstly implemented the Holocaust, the Einsahgruppen or SD. ( G e m army

records contain very few references to ihe issue?) The SD reports for the f m t few months
suggest that most non-Jewish natives expresscd anti-Semitic views, but that îhey did not want
the Jews killed. In July 1941, Einsaîzgruppe C found in the Zhytomyr region that "the
population, besidcs a small number of exceptions, is consciously anti-Semitic [bewusst

antisemitisch eingestellt]."nSeveral weeks later, it reported that anti-Semitic sentiments were
actually more intense near the Dnieper bend than in the Zhytomyr and Berdyçhiv regions. Near
the Dnieper, it said, discussion of the "Jewish question" was "always gratefùlly received by the

population. "78
But one month later, this same Einsatzgnrppe was less sure about anti-Semitism among
the locals. When sumying the Kiev, Poltava, and Dnipmpetrovs'k regions, it noted that

"Jewry is rejected by the ükrainian dong with Communism, since the Jews were predominant
75Ukraïhav zhydidkykh labetakh, TsDAVOV, f. 3833, op. 2, d. 74.11. 1-12v (quotation from 12,
emphasis in the original). n i e brochure d a s not indicate an author, year, or place of publication.
It metely says, "B6IDie Ukraine in den Krallen der Judenfukr. (1 l)."Since it was sold by the
Ostrninisterium (according to TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 68, 1. 9). it w-asprobably published in
Berlin.
The anti-Semitic propaganda continuecl after most Jews had been exterrninated. Just two
examples are Neofim Kybaliuk, "Zhydivstvo," Ukraïm'kyi holos (Khrnel'nyts'kyi), 13 Dececember
1942, pp. 3-44, by Volynmscorrespondent on ducational affairs, and Shkoliar; 2 (Vasyl'kiv,
November 1942). p. 1, which contains a "liberation song" by M. Sytnyk.

76Tmman Oliver Andeson III, "The Conduct of Reprisais by the German Anny of Occupation in
the Southem USSR, 1941-1943" (Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1995). p. 231.
nEreignismeldung UdSSR,37 (29 July 1941). p. 6.
"&id., 81 (12 Septcmbcr 1941). p. 13 ("...dass die Judcnfiage stets dadcbar von der
Bev6ikemng aufgenommen wird.")

vnong the CP officiais. The Uktainians could sa for themsclvcs thaî the Jews were vimidy
the only ones who enjoyeâ the benefits of the memkmbip of the CP and particularly of the

leading positions. A pmnounced anti-Semitism on racial and ideological grounds is foicign to
the population, however. To pe-ute

k w s using the Ukrainian population is not feasible,

because the leaders and the spiritual drive are lacking; al1 still remember the harsh penalties

which Bolshevism imposed on everyone who proceeded against the Jcws."" In particular,
Einsatzgruppe C reported that "the careful efforts once undertaken to bring about Jewish
pogroms unfortunately have not produced the hoped-for success.

Gennan reports are particularly ambiguous about the opinion of the non-Jews regarding
the massacres of Jews. In September 1941, Einsatzgruppe C repeated its earlier observation
that "almost nowhere could the population be moved to take active steps against the Jews.''81
But it also reporteci that the massacres of Jews were "understood and considered positively
everywhere."8* Regarding Kievans, it spoke of "conversations of the population" full of
"hostility against Comunists and Jews,"83 but it also complained that "the Ukrainian"had "no
real position on the Jewish question. He views the Jewish question as only a religious confiict
and not a racial problem.""
An unnameci Nazi traveled through various places at the height of the "second sweep"

of Jews in 1942. His report, based on conversations with civilian Gennan officials, is
791bid., 112 (13 October 1941). pp. 2-3.
Wbid., 47 (9 August 1941), p. 10. The report continues: "On1 in Temopil' and Khorostlciv [that
is, in eastern Galicia] has it been possible to remove [zur Erie igung bringen] this way 600 and
110 Jews, respectively."

d:

"Ibid.. 81 (12 September 1941). pp. 13-14. This report, üke the one mentioned in the pceceding
note, ascnbes the virtuai absence of pogroms to "the fact that the Ukrainian population is still too
shy because of the Jews' eadier position of power," and supposedly felt an intense fear for a
r e m of the Soviet authorities.
8*Ibid., p. 21 ("Exekutionen an Judcn wcrden Ukrall verstanden und positiv beurkilt"). Similar in
ibid., 125 (26 October 1941). p. 5.
831bid., 135 (19 November 1941). p. 17.
wbid., 142 (5 Dcrember 1941). p. 3. In a r l y 1942, the SD's wishful thi;iking ceappProd, as
Ehsatzgmppe C wrotc in Kiev that "the matment of the Jews is followed with understanding [mit
Verstlindnis]." Ibid., 177 (6 March 1942), p. 2.

inaccurate in many unrelateci respects. Thus, one shodd &O bt skepicd of hk claims
regarding the Jewish Holocaust-that in Berdychiv "the evacuation [i.e., murder] of aU Jews

has k e n nceived by the population wiîh satisfaction"; that in Vimytsia "the evacuation of the
Jews is greeted enthusiastically by the population"; and that the population of the
Oleksandrivka district "considers the evacuation of the Jews to be a generally justified
mesure. "8s
A potentially major source for popular perceptions might have been the letters which

people sent to their relatives working in Germany. Unfortunately, these letters have not been

presewed. There are only two censofs reports based on letters which were checked h m 11
August to 10 November 1942. These reports contain several, supposedly representative,
quotes from letters. But these quotes teli us littk: "The Jews are terribly persecuted. In
Krernenets' the Jews have been beaten already for the third âay"; "One day, 500 Jews were
killed. On 8 August, the Jews were rounded up h m al1 the villages. Soon it will be the end of

the Jews"; "About 3,000 Jews were killed."= Similarly, from the second report: "No Jew is
stilî alive hem. The old, the Young, the childm, the d o c t o r w p to the last they have been

8swTeilberichtPolitik [...]," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26,ll. 27-42. The full title of this source
is in note 41. This source has one author (see 1. 28: "Ichw),but it is unclear who of the participants
mentioned on the fust page this is-Professor von Gdnberg (RKU Department Uï g), Dr Bwau
<m g), Sondemhrer Grosser (Rü In), Dr Blume @NB), or Meinke (iI
a). nie statement
regarding Berdychiv is based on a conversation with the unnamed Gebietskommissar. The one
regarding Vinnytsia is based on "discussions with Stdtkommissar Margenfeld, Gebietskommissar
Halle, and the Church Referent Nachwuchsführer H6hn." The one regarding Oleksandrivka
derived h m a "discussion with Gebietskommissar Lange and the Gebietslanùwirt." The sections
dealing with other places do not mention an alleged popular opinion regarding the Jewish
Holocaust.
Sirnilady unrcliable is a report baseû on about 45 rccorded staternents h m ükrainians
sent to Ukraine as "holiday-holdingwpmpagandists: Der Sonderbeauftragte f. d. Arbeitskrafte aus
den beseîzten Ostgebieten, Berlin, 30 November 1943, TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 4, d. 161.11.4657, which has a section called "Jewish Question." For one, it is unclear whose opinion, and h m
where, is being reproduced. The author describes the document as "vertrauliche Aussagen von in
ihre Heimat auf Urlaub entsandter ukrainischer hpagandisten. Ausweming von Ca. 45
protokollarisch gefasster Aussagen aber Tatigkeit, Eindrücke und Erfahrungen derselben." An
example of its content is the following, samingly contradictory staterncnt about Podolia: "In the
region [an] anti-Semitic attitude of the population [is] particularly strong [besondcrs stark
ausgepraegt]. Constant expression [by the propagandists?] of the wish for a significantly stronger
propaganda against Jewry " (1. 50).

~Auslandsbrie@rllfsteIle,"Stimmungsbericht" about letteus h m W n e to Gcnnany chtcked
bctween 11 August and 10 Septernber 1942, Berlin, 11 Scptcmber 1942, USNA microcopy T120, roll 2533, frames E292555 (compiler's comments) and E292557.

e x t e ~ n a t e d " "And
;
we aie doing very well now, for thete arc no more Jews."" The firsi

npit comments that "several letter-writers express their compassion with the fpte of the
Jewish population in the Ukraine." The second report staks that "the t d extermination of the
Jews is reported h m a large number of cities and villages. Almost always this is done without

an opinion. Only in a few cases do the writers express their satisfaction about it."

In a real sense, one has to wonder how important any anti- (or philo-)Semitic
sentiments could bc in shaping people's behavior. After d l , the Holocaust occumd in people's
home region, and in a situation of allout terrot. The case of Polissia may illustrate this. In this
region alone, 10,844 people were killed in little more than two weeks (27 July to 11 August
1941). The victirns, identified in the SS murderem' report as "plunderers and soldiers in
civilian clothes," were mostly Jewish men, women, and children. Dunng its rampage, the SS

brigade reported that the non-Jewish population "generally spoke well of the Jewish part of the
population." But the author added that "al1 the same, it actively aided with driving the Jews
together." "Ukrainian priests were very helpful and placed themselves at the disposai of every
action."*8 Fear for one's own life was pmbably the major motivation for such behavior, and
not anti-Semitism. Another SS brigade in the region reported, in September 1941, that "the
Ukrainian population showed itself generally helpfui as before regarding the tracing of
partisans. As before, one fin& a great fear."w

87AuslandbriefprüfsteIle, "Stimmungsbericht" about 624 letters and postcards, the vast majority
sent from Ukraine to the Reich, checkcd between 11 September and 10 November 1942, Berlin,
11 November 1942, USNA rnicrocopy T-120, roll 2533, frames E292549113 (compiler's
comments) and E292549/17. The compiler's comments-not the quotes from the letters-have
been published in Norbert MUller [et al.], eds., Die fmchistische Okkupationspolitik in den
zeitweilig besetzten Gebieten der Sowjemion (1941-1944) (Berlin, 1991), p. 359.

88FritzBaadc et. al., comps.. Unsere Ehre heisst Treue: Kriegstagebuch des Kommandostabes
Reichsfiiltrer SS. Tdtigkeitsberichîe &r 1. unà 2. SS-In$-Bngaàk und von SonderkollU114ndos der
SS (Vienna, Frankfwt, and Zurich, 1%5), p. 220; also in Müller, Die fachistische
Okkupationspolitik, p. 185. The figure and the dates corne h m Baade, Unsere Ehre, pp. 219220 and 227-228.
@)Itadâed that "Jews an also arrestcd by the ükrainian militia and hancicd over to the German
military sections." mis was in mid-September 1941 in the region betwecn Ovnich and Polislcc.
Baade, Unsere Ehre, pp. 145-146.

As in the case of prisoners of war, Jewish civilians werc marched through cities befon

they were sha. This was meant to make the non-Jewish population more antiSemitic and to
make it an accompiice in what was about to happcn. To gencralize about the onlwkers is
hazardous. The Rsder will d

l h m chaptcr 1 that in Kicv a significant number of onlwkers

were hostile and glad about what was happening to Jews. Once the non-Jews reaiizcd,
however, that sornething more than "mere"deportation was taking place, many were homfied.
There is an account of the marching of Jews through the city of Zhytomyr after a first round of
mass shootings. An eyewitness, Halyna Lashchenko, writes about it:

'

The remaining Jews who had now ôeen caught walked in a crowd, in silence, and
looked forward with unrnoving eyes. ' i k y knew that they were k i n g taken to their
death. Did they still have some h o p ? German SS men c h a d thcm with bayonets.
Alongside this funeral procession ran, like little devils, ragged street boys The
people in the Street looked in silence at that =ne, full of apocalyptic horror. One could
only hear the hcavy steps of the Gerrnan soldiers and some mixed walking of fect of the
unhappy victims.91

....

In Berdychiv, on 15 September 1941, thousands of Jews were walked to their deaths, aftcr
hundreds of &ers had aiready been shot. Some cdled out for help. Some witnesses who
spoke about it several years later tumed pale and cried.- But at every death march, even after
initial shootings, the= s e m to have been also looters and other rnean-spirited onlookers. This
was ceaainly the case with this death march in Berdychiv. Some locds "walked past the pards
and took scarves and knitted woolen sweaters."

A particulsrly disturbing testimony exists

about onlookers in Pavlovychi, the village in casteni Volhynia where Evgeniia Gural'nik
escapcd. After the initiai shootings (but still before the November 1941 massacre), SS men

e practice is mentioncd for Einsatzkommando 6 in Ercignismeldung [/&SR, 81 (12
September 1941). p. 14.

m

91HalynaLashchenko, "Povorot," Samo~tiinaUkmiii, X , 11 (107) (New York,Novcmbcr 1957).

pp. 21-22.

=Vasily Grossman, "Murder of the Jews in Berdichev," in Ehnnburg and Grossman, B k k Bo&
p. 19.

frequently visiud the village. Ona in the fail, ail the Jews werc gathered and foEccd to shed al1
their clothes One SS man cheo ordacd the local police to march hem to the village center,
where people were just going to church. As Gural'nik recalls, many of the Ukrainians there
were hostile:
With a scream, a crowd of gapers ran over to see this unprecedented sight. There were
laughs, giggles, and cynicai jokes. Suddenly the German stopped us and ordered
everybody to be silent. We cuddled up, as persecuted kings sumunded by a hostile
crowd. The SS man walked up and down before us, carefully looking at the line-up,
aligning our bare fect. He w a M a minute and thcn roand out, Disperse!'
Immediately the column tumed into a naked gathering. We ran to Our homes like crazy,
driven on by the crowd's whoops and whist1es.w

At present, there is no information to answer the question whether this kind of behavior was
cornmonplace in villages in Dnieper Ukraine.
As with so rnany other topics, there is rrlatively abundant information regarding the

Jewish Holocaust in Kiev. When non-kws of the city found out that d l Jews were k i n g
shot-many heard the shots from îheir homes-,

the general reaction was shock, indignation,

and horror. This also applieâ to those who hated Jews. For example, Kuznetsov's grandfather
cned: "Oh Mother of God, Queen of Heaven, what is this, why do they do that to thern?"gs

From the second day of the shwtings, the news was al1 over town, and people spoke of over
sixty thousand dead.% The diary of ïryna Khorroshunova shows how difficult it was for some
to accept the news. At the end of the fmt day, 29 September, she wrote:
We still dont know what they did to the Jews. nKrc are temfying rumors corning
from the Luk"ianivka cemetery. But they are stiïi impossible to believe. They say that
the Jews are shot Some people say that the Jews are shot with machine-guns, al1 of
them. Oüicrs say that sixteen train wagons have been pmpared and that they wiil be sent
away. Whereto? Nobody knows. Probably only one thing is clear: al1 their documents,

....

9sA-Anatoli (Kuzaetsov), Babi Yar: A Document in the Fonn of a Novel (London, 1970). p. %;
Kuznetsov, Bubii iar, p. 96.

9aPihido-Ravobenzhnyi,"Vefyka Vitchyrniana viina," p. 109 ("it was said that in that day [should
be: in those two days] about 67,000 Jews wem shot"); Tat'iana Fesenko, Povest' krivykh let (New
York, 1963). p. 75 ("over sixty thousand people bad gathered at Babyn Iat").

things, and food are confiscated. Thcn thty are chased into Babyn Iar and there... 1
don't know. 1only know one thing: it is something temble, homble, something
inconceivable, which cannot be understood, grasped, or explained.9

Severai days later it was no longer possible to douôt:
Everybody is saying by now that the Jews are murdered. No, they have been murdered
already. Al1 of them, without exctption-old people, women, and children. T ' o s e who
went home on Monday [the 29thJhave also been shot. People say it in a way which
does not leave any doubt. No trains left Luknianivka at all. People saw cars with warm
shawls and other things àriving away fiom the cemetery. German 'accuncy.' They
already sortexi the Ioot! One Russian girl accompanied her girlfiend to the cemetery,
but crawled herself through the fencc h m the other si&. She saw how naked people
were taken toward Babyn Iar and heard shooting from a machine-gun. There are more
and more such rumors and accounts. Their monstrosity is unbelievable. But we are
forced to believe them, for the shooting of the Jews is a fact A-fact which is stacting to
drive us insane. It is impossible to live while knowing it. The women amund us are
crying. And we? We also cried on 29 Septcmber, when we thought they were taken to
a concentration camp. But now? CM we d y cry? 1am writing, but my hair is
standing on end.98

Likewise, the Kievan L. Nartova wmte with despair several weeks afterwards, "1remember
my cornrades, excellent speciaüsts, good workers. Why did they die? And there were so many
of them!" In late October, she saw policemen taking away il1 and disabled Jews. "How terrible
it is to live hem, how hard it is to look at that scene." A little girl in the stmet asked her with
wide open eyes whether thesc were Jews, and whether they would be killed. "Clearly she
cannot grasp this thought. But who of us cm."*

The shock was al1 the greater when, as was ofkn the case, locals saw the shwtings.
Moreover, some were even forced to bury the &ad or still-living victims.lm How fmquently
wA. Khomshunova, "Kievskie zapiski. 1941-1944" [photocopy of selected pages of typcd
manuscript], in Erhard Roy Wiehn, comp., Die S c M von Babij Jac das Massakr deutscher

Sonderkommandos an der jüdischen BevOlkerung von K i m 1941 +Big
Gedenken (Konstanz, 1991). pp. 292-293.

Jahre danach zum

981bid., pp. 293-294, note of 2 October 1941.
9972 dnevnika uchitel'niisy gor. Kieva L. Nartovoi," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 347.11. 1-2, notc
of 29 ûctober 1941.

'=artin C. Dean, "The Gcrman Gendarmerie. thc ükrainian Schutznuannschafi and the 'Second
Wave' of Jewish Killings in Occupied Ukraine: German Policing at the Local Level in the
Zhitomir Region. 1941-1944." Cemm History. XIV. 2 (London, 1996A p. 182; Ehrienburg and

non-Jews appeaîed to savc the liws of the Jews fernains unknown. An exampk is the
following petition by forty-six villagers in Polissia
Verdict [Pryhovor].1941 Octobcr &y 5, village of Fcdorivka [Polis'ke raion)
We, the undersigned citizens of the village of Fedorivka of the Khabne raion are giving
this petition to the Khabnt elder, about the fact that citizen Sluts'kyi Khaïm has been
living in Fedorivka for over 5 years and has cut off al1 relations with the Jewish
nationality. At the age of 61, he is maniecl to a Polish woman, childkss, has a fann,
and is by specialization a cobbler. He mats the population of Fedorivka honestly and
decently [blahosbvesno],we have never see him misunderstand the law. Because he
has been considenxi a Pole by nationality for a long time already, we also sign for that.

An illegible German word on the back undoubtedly means that the request was declined.10' A
woman who lived in Berdians'k in the south recalls that she and other Ukrainian girls realized
that their Jewish classmates w d d be killed. They also appcaled for mercy, to the city

Ko-t,

but it was in vain. Then they "embracedour Jewish girlfriends and said farewell

to them." Some time later, d l the Jews were rounded up and driven out of town.
We stood and saw how ail of hem, both old and Young, were put in a row, ordered to
undress completely and to put the clothes on a pile, while placing elsewhere golden
things such as earrings, bracelets, and chahs. A number of Jews was taken out and set
aside, while the others were ordered to stand dong the anti-tank ditch, which had been
dug before the wu. That ditch had done nothing against the Gennan tanks.Now it
served as the Jews' common grave, for the Germans shot the Jews standing above it
from a machine-gun. Then the Germans ordered the Jews who had been taken aside to
bury those shot. That is how Our girlfriends, bcautiful and good Jews, perished
before our very eyes.lm

She and her classmates cried. Older people, however, tcnded to react differently. After the

German mival, they "recalkd tsarist times and aocuseû the Jews of having served every
regime and having made Me impossible for Our poor people. They had fleeced Our people of
various state taxes and had also occupied high positions under the tsars. Whether this was

....But when the people saw the

d l y so, 1did not know, but thaî is what people were saying
Grossman, Bhck Book, p. 57.

lolDAKO, f. r-2209,op. 1, d. 2, 11.4849.
102Khelernendyk-Kokot,Kolhospne

àyfymstvo, p. 136.

massive extcmiinaîion of the Jews, ihen the old w e n aiso against it and indignant."'*

(nu man

she told about what she had sœn was rathcr laconic: it was likt thc shootings by the NKM),
with the only Merence that those had becn sccrct.1"

The question arises to what extent the non-Jewish natives in eastcentrai Ukraine were more
than bystanders. In other words, to whaî degrce did non-Jews denounce or Save Jews? Again,

it should be emphasizeà that any aid to Jews was strongly discourageci by Nazi death threats. It
was not merely strictly forbidden to have any relationship with Jews.105 Anybody who kept in

touch with Jews on his or her own initiative sooner or later actualiy rcceiveû a personal
waming fmm Gennans that they would be killed if they tried to Save any Jews.106 Posters and
s i p also wamed that helping Jews escape was an offense that carried the death penalty. In

Kiev, such posters appeared on the f m t day of the Babyn Iar massaci. In some cases, death
penalties wert actually imposed on entire families.107
As a result, al1 surviving Jews were ostracized. With regard to the situation in Kiev,

Lashchenko recails that nine old Jews, 90 or older, appeared in the city center after the
massacre and sat down near the former synagogue. They obviously had nowhere to go.
There they sat for days and nights. People went by and clearly felt sowfor them, but
did not dare to walk up to them. For that, one would be executed. Then one of [the
Jews] died h m hunger. How horrible! He died from hunger while a large city looked
on. After a while, a second died, and a third, and a fourth... They were dying and
nobody took away the bodies. But between the bodies two remaineci sitting, who were
dive. Then one Kievan approached a Ocman pard, who was standing nearby at the

1~Ehrenburgand Gmssrnan, BIack B d , pp. 2û-29 (regarding Khmiî'nyk near Vinnytsia).
loaIbid., p. 17 (Grossrnan about two priests in Berdychiv in August 1941).
IarIbid., p. 61; Spector, Hofocuust, p. 203; Khurtovyna, Pid neôom Volyni, pp. 12&121; Wiehn,
Die Schobh, p. 811. The latter is a photocopy of Raisa Dashkevich, "Vospominaniia priada
nemetskoi okkupatsii 1941-1943 gg.," Punorumu Izmiiia, 266 (Jenisalem, 1 August 1990). p.
38.

Street corner. He asked him, whilc pointing at the bodies, to shoot those two. Thc
guard thought about it and did it.Iœ

Thus, clearly the d a t h ihreat was a powcmil detement. Stili.it does not fully explain
the behavior of al1 non-Jews, an unknown number of whom saved Jews; these saviors are
discussed below. It seems, however, that an even larger number of Ukrainians and other nonJews denounced hidden Jews to the authorities. Many sources in Kiev provide testimoïiy to
such ôetrayal.109 Frquently such people were not so much afraid as greedy, and wexe after the
high rewards (ten thousand roubles, a cow, or food) promised for handing over Jews and
other "enetnies" such as partisans, high-placed Communists, and ordinary Communist Party
members who f d e d to register. Several days after the Babyn Iar massacre, the SS starteci a
hunt for bapcizcd Jews and any non-Jewish spouses. Among them were many doctors.
Bohatyrchuk was appmached by many of hem,but he felt compeîled to urge them to fie+ the
city, for there "always could be found informers who might hand them over to be executed."~~o

In the words of a woman whose mother took care of an old Jewish man, until he too was
denounced, "there were plenty of scumbags." 11
Kuznetsov also notes that in Kiev Jews "in hiding were usuaily found, for there werc
many who wished to eam the money or cow." He gives a disturbing example. A fourteen-yeprold boy escaped h m Babyn Iar and talked to people about what he had gone through. When
Kuznetsov's rnother and grandrnother heard about this, they told the young Kuznetsov to go
and get the boy immediately, so that they might save him. But it was too late. Two soldiers
were taking away the boy on a cart. The denouncet was "a Russian woman who livcd on her

IaLashcheaLo, "Povomt," S a t m s t i i ~Ukraiina, XI, 10 (1 18) (Chicago, October 1W8), p. 12.
IOgEinsatzgruppe C initially noted that the population in ükraine did not hand over fleeing Jews.
But by the time the Gennan army capturd Kharkiv, the SD found in Kiev "a strong incrrasc in
denunciations [Anzeigen]" of Jews and Communists. Ereignismeiàung UrlSSR, 127 (31 October
1941). p. 4, citcd in Hüberg, Destruction. Vol. 1, p. 309; bid.. 135 (19 Novemkr lWl), p. 17.
loBogatyrchuk. Moi zhiznennyi put'. p. 131.
~~~Kravchenko,
author interview ("Podonkov bylo skol'ko ugodno"). Across the strcct, sbe says, a
blond girl h m a "mixedud a g e and her baby werc denounced as well.

own on the collective fsrm, working with the cows." Womcn were arguing loudly in the yard.
"Sorne were pmttsting, others argued: 'She did right. Finish with the lot of 'em. That's for the
[NKVD's destruction of the] Khreshchatyk.'"ll2
Denunciations Mer the frst m a s shootings which involved a substantial percentage of
the population appear to have bem common in every locaiity. On 16 October 1942, thousands
of Jews were shot near a village near Lubny in the Poltava region. As elsewhere, it took a
while for Lubny's non-Jewish population to realize what had happened. Most were homfied,
writcs its then-resi&nt Ivan Zhyhadlo. Then, however, "an epidemic of denunciations" broke
out. It hit not only Jews, but also anybody h m "mixed"marriages, however distant.
According to this observer, the denouncers were the same people who themselves were
engaged in denouncing under the Soviet ngime. If mie, it was a very large phenornenon
indeed. Such people were driven by revenge, envy, greed, anti-Semitism, and fear. The latter
motive, writes Zhyhadlo, particularly appiied to members of the Comrnunist party. They
apparently hop& to rehabilitate themselves by blaming &ers for supposedly forcing them to
join the party.113 Thus, denouncing Jews became an inevitaôle by-product of the Soviet culture
of mistrust. It remains to bc seen whether these denouncers of Jews constituted a small or a
large minority.114 But the above strongly suggests that anti-Semitism did not always play a
major d e , or even any at dl, in the decision to denounce a Jew.
Probably more widespread than denunciation was lwting of empty Jewish homes. It
was a kind of repeat of the looting during and shortly after the retreat of the Red Amy.

I1*Anatoli (Kuznetsov), Bubi Yar, p. 98; Kuznetsov, Babii iar, p. 98. Cf. Khomshunova, "Kievskie
zapiski," p. 307.
113Temivs'kyi, "Spohady emigranta," pp. 35-36.
1140n this matter, 1fmd confbsing Mordechai Altshuler, "nie Unique Feahins of the Holocaust
in the Soviet Union,"in Yaacov Ro'i, cd., lews anà Jewish LifG in Russia and the Soviet Union
(Ilford, Essex, 1995), p. 178. On the one hand, "informers constituted a srnall minority within the
general population." On the other hand, "extrcmely large numôers of people contributcd
i n d i ~ t l yto the murder of the Jews, taking a position somewhcm ktwccn active participation and
passive acquiescence. Many of them did not infonn on the Jews who lived in their buildings or
neighbourhoods, but whenever they could purge themselves of Jews, tbey did so. If Nazis
appcared in the yard or near th& house and askd where the Jews lived, they wodd gladly point
out theu homes."

Frequently the goods obtained this way showcd up at mukets.lls In Berdychiv, those Jews
who were massaad in mid-Septeanber 1941actuaily themselves w i & d the start of the
lwting.116 Again, the main motive could just as easily have been gr&

as anti-Scmitism.

Afta the Holocaust was essentidy completcâ, people still talked about the Jews. But
their murder was only r a d y the topic of conversation. Instead, this WCconsisteci mainly of
mti-Semitic gmmblings. This is shown convincingly in the memoirs of Jacob GerstenfeldMaltiel, one of the Galician Jews who fled eastward. In early 1943, he and a fellow-Jew
arrived in Dnipropetrovsqkwith forged documents. As "Polish" employees of a fictitious
Company, the two young men rented a room in a workers' district. in the aftemoons, îhey had

many visitors. "Theattraction of Our 'salon' was quite strong. Two young men coming from
afar, from Europe. Our guests were usudly of the fair sex. There w e k sisters-in-law and
nieces of the landlndy, workers' wives who were fiiends of hers, [and] a teacher." These
people hardly ever talked about events at the fmnt. Mostly they discussed current events, or the
Jews, who were "an endless subject for discussion." To be sure,most thought the murder of
the Jews was "a loathsome, provocative and inhuman crime.... It seemed that nobody here was
happy about this." The landlady was "decidediy not anti-Jewish. The Comrnunist Party had

decreed that the Jews were as good as d l the others, so for her it was a self-evident tmth,
which should not be criticiztd."lfi7 She was not typicd, however.
Others took advantage of the first opportunity to cnticize the party's àecisions, and had
the time of their lives complaining in a hostile manner about the Jews. Their
pronounced hostility to the Jews was mainly motivated by envy: these had acquired, by
1ISIurii Mikhailovich Markovskii (Ukrainian boni in 1904). interview in Russian by the CHPWU,
12 Mamh 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166. op. 3, d. 244,l. 14 (regatding
Kiev). On the looting of Jewish homes, sa also Hptrn. [Hauptmann] Prof. Hans Koch, "Der
Sowjet-Nachlass in der Ukraine. Stirnmungs- und Erfduungsbericht. Abgeschlossen 30. 9.
1941," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2. d. 26.1. 5; Ehrenburg and Grossman, Black Book, pp. 28-29;
and Mordecai Paldiel, T i Path of the Righteous: Gentile Rescuers of Jews During the Holocaust
(Hoboken. New Jersey, 1993). p. 286. Accordhg to Khurovyna, Pid nebom Volyni, p. 112,
pcople shied away fmm clotbes of murderad Jews.
116Ehrenburg and Grossman, Black Book, p. 19. This information cornes fiom Grossman. who
identifid the looters as "policemen, members of their families, and the mistresses of the
Germans."
117Gerstenfeld-Maltiel, My Private War, p. 218.

various stratagems, positions which werc or sctmed to be betta, than those held by the
non-Jews. The granting of qual rights to Jews was their only cause for complaint
had been s p n t in the glow of f k s
against the Soviet authorities. Their youthfbl yfrom the pogroms of Pctliura [sic], and this had starnpeù their souls for life.
They had a grudge against the Jews, because they were teachers and taught Ukrainian
schoolchildnn, were employed in govemmmt offices, and so on.
Then, a moment later, someone would remark that it was the Russians [actually, the
speaker more Iikely said "we"] who had the ill-paid jobs of teachers and office
workers, while the Jews grabbed the juiciest positions in the state grocery shops and
restaurants.1'8

Gerstenfeld-Maltiel thought that "there was not much logic in these gnimblings, but they
gained force h m the fed that îhey cwldn't have k e n aired during the years of Soviet le."

He concluded that "as far as the subject of Jews was concerneci, there were so many grounds
for persona1 grumbling against them chat theV murder, though a crime crying out to heaven, did

not hold pnde of place among the locals."l~9One may counter that there are never "grounds"to

dislike d i members of an ethnie community, but otherwise the observation likely appkd
everywhere in Dnieper Ukraine. Whether or not non-Jews considered the Soviet regirne
legitimate and "theirs," anti-Semitic sentiment was samethhg on which many of them agreed.
By the time the Red A m y retwned in 1943, anti-Semitic sentiments were widespread

in Kiev. A particular mle played the retwn of many Jews, whether they were soldiers or
civilians. Many Kievans, especiaily those who had appropriateci Jewish pmperty, were
unhappy to see so many Jews renini. Even more than a year later, a Western visitor "kept

11Sbid. Gerstenfeld-Makiel, bom in L'viv in 1907 and deceascd in Israel in 1990, knew Russian
and wrote his mernoir about a year afkr these events. His father was arrested by the UIrrainian
police in L'viv in 1941 and mver seen again. niis helps to explain why Gerstenfeld-Maltiel hates
al1 ("the") Utminians. He writes about the victims of the NKVD massacre in the city jail of L'viv
that the bodies had been "supposadly left by the Russians." Ibid., p. 54. Regarding the killings of
Jews in L'viv in 1941 after the discovery of the bodies in the jail, he writes that "almost al1
Ukrainians were suited to this task. They found theu metier and satisfaction in this noble calling,
and fully develo
their talents for murder and carnage." Ibid., p. 55. Gerstenfeld-Maltiel also
spcaks of "the d&iansV b s t Ulaits: murdcr and massacre of the lews" and calls "the
Uluainians" "a nation with a very thin venter of civilization, rough, without a tradition or culture,"
with "a primitive way of thinking." Ibid., . 56 and 161. None of this hatreâ, however, invalidates
on" in Dnipropetrovs'k.
the information he provides about his
Cf. Meùiunge~,47 (26 March 1943). p. 17, which says how people in Dnipmpctrovs'k
were cornplainin of their treatment as slaves. "In the pst, Ukrainians and Jews had robbad the
state, but while oing so, they s h a d among each other. Today, however, the Gennans wece
claiming everything for themselves."

"2

d

hearing undercuc~cnt[s]of ialk 'thcse Jews arc hem again.'"lmSuch open complaining about
Jews, as under the Gennans. was a repetition of the situation of the 1920s.121 But the level of
anti-Semitism appears to have bcen more intense, and in Kiev the result was an m a l
pogrom. 122
Al1 this cvideax raises the possibility biat neither the Nazi ppaganda nor the
Holocaust itself brought about any major changes in non-Jews' prewar perceptions of Jews.

Apparcntly, most non-Jews in Dnieper Ukraine who had k e n a d S e m i t i c did not change their
thinking at dl. The difference was that they felt no longer compelled to hide their prejudice, as
most had done before 1941. Once the Red A m y rctumed, however, and with it many Jews,
the level of anti-Sernitism seems to have surpassed the pre-war level and even the level of antiSemitism that existed under Geman mle.
Now that the stance and behavior of the Ukrainians and other non-Jews of Dnieper
Ukraine has k e n discussed, our discussion should tum to western Voihynia Accoràing to
German military intelligence, Jews in the temtories of former eastem Poland were by 1940
eagerly awaiting the G e n n a n s P Whether or not this is tme (and it seerns unlikly), the Jews
immediately suffered persecution after the retreat of the Red Army, mainly at the hands of

Gerrnans, but also of locds. Pogroms erupted in several larger towns and in the countryside
(see chapter 2). The pogroms carne about because of a thirst for revenge for the deeds of the

12OM. Philips Price, Russià, Red or White: A Record of a Visit to Russia qfkr Twenîy-Seven Years
(London, n.d.), p. 60. The sentence, based on a visit in 1945, is preceûed by this: "1found them
[Jews] in large numbers worlcing in Govemment offices as junior civil servants, as clerks in
municipally-ownd businesses or State factories. In fact, they seerned to be the backbone of many
of the institutions. But 1donetthink this was making them any more popular." On this issue, see
also Morcechai Altshuler, "Antisemitism in Ukraine toward the End of the Second World War,"
Jews in &tent Europe, 3 (22) (Jenisalem, Winter 1993). pp. 40-81 (an article on pp. 40-51,
translated documents thercafter) and 2.Serdiuk, Sekretar Kyïvs'koho obkomu KP(b)U,
"Politinformatsïi Po Kyits'koX oblasti na 10.XïI-1943 roh,"
TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 633,l.
30. According to the last source, by December 1943 therie was a m m r in the countryside of the
Kiev oblast that "the Jews will again taLt power," supposedly s p d by former village eiders who
were in hiding.
i i 1Vettcr, Antisemiten,

p. 160.

l w e i m , "Delineating the Soviet Body National in the Age of Socidism," p. 3û and passim.
According to this source, several Jews were killed and hundreds werc injurad in the pogrom.
l*sHilberg, Destruction, Vol. 1, p. 315.

NKVD and because of a popula anti-Semitism, which was pcrhaps more intense in wtem
Poland than in Soviet Ukraine.
Conclusive answcrs about the gencral lcvcl of antiSemitic sentiments in westem
Volhynia cannot be provideci at the -nt

statc of researr:h. A rathcr bleak picturc of the city

of Rivne does e m r g e h m the nxolkctions of Barbara Bara&. After an initial massaxe of
Jewish men on 8 July 1941, al1 mnaining Jews of the city had to hand in their gold and
silverware. While they were standing in line, non-Jews "stood there with sinister srniles, as if
it were a funny show ."124 Just before the major massacre of 5 November 1941, a man placed
his son and mother-in-law in the care of his Polish former maid, and, upon the latter's advice,
also handed over al1 the family valuables for safekeeping. Then the maid reported her guests to
the authorities. This was not an exception, according to Baratz (who heard this story h m the
man himself). "Many people in those days enriched themselves with Jewish property and

In mid-1942, Baratz found Rime's
helped the Gemans to destmy our relatives."~~
Ukrainians to be "mostly very dangerous enemies of the Jews." Even without a yellow star,
she and other Jews feared showing themselves at public places such as the train station.,
"Although the Germans would not have recognized us so easily as Jews, the Ukrainians
distinguished us very well from themselves and would have handed us over to the Gennans
imrnediately."126

As in the case of the towns and cities of western Volhynia, the present state of
knowledge prectudes generalization about the perception and treatrnent of Jews by locals in the
countryside. But it is clear that there were a great number of young Ukrainian peasants who
enjoyed mistrcatting Jews. In mid-July 1941, gmups of Jews from the village of Pryvitne were

124Baratz. Flrccht vor dem Schickral, p. 51.
1251bid.,p. 71. Similar reports are mentioncd in Philip Friedman, "Uktainian-Jewish Relations
during the Nazi Occupation," YIVO Annual of Jnvish Social Science, XII (NewYork, 1958-59),
p. 276, although these are not specifically about tbe year 1941.
126Batatz. Ffucht vor &m Schickral, p. 84. In this city, looting of Jewish homes starrad after
Gennan invitations to such action on 4 and 23 Match 1942, according to Spector, Holocaust, pp.
239-240n 13.

put to w o k As îhey told Diment, pcsssnts came to watch and bat them. In late August 1941.
the situation woçscned for the Jews when al1 native poliamen werc nplsced. "Evey evening a
large crowd of young Ukrainians gathcred in the club house to amuse themselves by mocking
Jews."l*7 In early November 1941. al1 Jews had to movc to Lokachi, into a newly estabtished
ghetto. "As we were leaving, the peasants followed us, screatning happily, We're finished
with the Jews."'l** Jewish homes wert Iooted. Diment himself was one of six Jews h m the

Lokachi ghetto who were sent bsck to Ryvitne to work as craftsmen. "Thcmwas plenty of
work from the peasants. Every time we met them, the usual themes were insults and
laughter." 129
Such hostility was encowaged by an unsigned article in the newspaper Volyn' about
the "fall of Jewry." It stated that "the fate of wodd Jewry was sealed at the very moment when
Adolf Hitler vowed to combat it, up to final extermination [ah do ostatochnoho
vynyshchennia],and [when he] directed the attention of the peoples of Europe at this

danger."lM By mid-June 1942, a total of 2 5 0 inmates of the Lokachi ghetto were working on
the outside. Again they met a hostile audience.
One example of theu mindless pranks was an order for us to pile garbage by hand in
one place and i m d a t e l y àemanding that we retum it to its original place. The
Gennans orderrd the dismantling of the Jewish homes outside the ghetto. People were
asked to demolish two homes a &y. Tht peasants appmpriated some wood and the
larger share was delivemi to the town council. Every &y hooligans h m the
surrounding villages came to this work site and inquired of the supervisors: 'So!
Where are out two men?' presumably for work. They then tmk them into an empty
home and orciend thcm to dance,kiss their behinds and do other humiliating things too
shamefùl to describe. A rchisal eamed a terrible beating The situation worsened
as the Ukrainians became the bosses. More and more Jews returned h m woric ôeatcn
and blceâing. The craftsman centers were visited fkquently by the town cwncil
presidcnt, Yakim [Iaiqm]. When he entered a enter. anyone sitting or talking was
irnmediately beaten with his rubber club.131

....

'*'Diment,

Lone

Suruivor, pp. 13 and 35.

128Ibid.. pp. 4 1-42.
12%id., p. 52.
1 3 0 " E ~ pmil'niaiet'sia
a
vid zhydiv," Volyn', 12 March 1942, p. 2.
I3lDiment, Lonc Survivor, pp. 94-95.

In eady Scptemôcr 1942, on the very eve of the liquidation of the ghetto and the murder of its
remaining inhabitants, the place was surroundcd. Both Ubainian poli&mn and some civilians
paiicipated. Diment, who at the t i m was visiting a fricnd, writes: "A few Jews were gaihereà
at the gaie near his home, looking out of the ghetto, pointing to the hilly uniformed and

equipped fue fighters [Feuerschuma, KB],who surroundcd the ghetto, observing every
corner. Peasants with wooden sticks, iron bars and pitchforks were stationed wherever there
was a gap between the militiamcn."~32

A year later, some time in late June or early July 1943, Diment was being hidden by

two Ukrainian peasants. Several other peasants came to visit and he overheard their words
h m the next room.
The entire discussion centered around Jews interspersed with vitriolic and anti-semitic
expressions like,There are still too many alive in Amnca and in England.' They
mentioned who was killed at the mass graves. As saon as they left, Czajko and his wife
came in, embarrassed that 1haâ ovcrheard aü this. He stated that t h o r were typical
conversations, and mntioned that the murderem @ad]poisoncd the atmosphere. For
evil people the poison needed only a short time to take effwt.133

Such attitudes still need to be fully explained. Already at the time, many western
Volhynian Jews "could not understand why the gentiles, who. afkr so many generations of
living together peacefully, became such hateful ami-Semites."tw Undoubtedly. one reason why
there were so many anti-Semitic words and deeds was the popularity of radical nationalism. A
supplementary naJon was the fact that many western Volhynian Ukrainians found a
justification for the Jewish Holocaust in their Orthodox Christian world view. As one peasant
told a Jewish acquaintana who had escapd from the Dubcovytsia ghetto: "Hitler has
conquemi almost the whole world and hc is going to slaughter al1 the Jews bccause they had
-

--

13*Iûid., p. 128.
lj31bid., pp. 200-201.
IuIbid., p. 52.

crucifiad our Jesus. You think you cm get away h m this fateYi35 In this regard, however, it
should be nacd that not d l peasants who employcd such an interprietation did it in a such a
msn-spirited way. This is suggested by the memoirs of a Ukrainian woman fiam Podolia.
When she was a girl. she insisted that her mother tell hcr what was happening with the Jews
she had seen in the wood. Her mother finaUy did: German SS men and Ukrainian policemen
were forcing the men and women to bury their own children dive, and then the adults would

be taken to Germany and tumed into soap. To her daughter's anguished why?, this pesant
woman said, in a monotonous voice, "The Jews kiiled Christ." Al1 the while, she had the sarne
stony look as during the famine of 1933, when she saw her son die of starvation.lw

The Ukrainians and other natives in western Volhynia and the rest of the
Reichskornrnissariat Ukraine had no leaders who wamed them against anti-Semitism. As for
the Communist underground, the Soviet partisans, and the Soviet hinterland, there is little

information available. On the one hand, Einsatzpppe C noted in March 1942 that

"[air]dropped leafletsvv
told the Jews to remain in hiding and thatened those sssisting the
Gemuuis with death.137 But Communist underground and partisan reports mention aid to Jews
very rarely, in wntrast to aid to prisonen of war and to people unâer threat of being deported
to Ger1nany.138 This may reflect the fact that the= were hardly any Soviet partisans in the
Reichskommissariat during the cmcial years 1941 and 1942.139 But even after these partisans
emerged on a signifcant d e , rnany of them were apparently anti-Semitic.1" No doubt this
l 3sSpector, Holocaust,

p. 24 1.

1-is
was in the village of Nove Selo in the fil1 of 1942. Julia Alexandmw with Tomrny French,
Flight fiom Novaa Salow: Autobiogra hy of a Ukrainian Who Escaped Starvation in the 1930s
Under the Russians and Then Su#ere Nazi Enslrrvement (Jefferson, North Carolina, and London,
1995). pp. 62-63 (quotations h m 63).

i'

137EreignisnicldungUdSSR. 187 (30 March 1942). p. 7.
l38M. V. Koval', "Natsysts'kyi henotsyd shchodo ievrcïv ta ukraïnslrc naselennia (1941- 1944
m.)." Ukraïm'@i istotychnyi zhcrrnuf,2 (Kiev. Febmaq 1992). p. 29. Koval' offers as a possible
explanation that "for some rieason," they had not received instructions to aid Jews.
139Volhynia at that timc only had Dmitrii Mcûveckvvsgoiip and several srnaIl other gmups. as
noted in Spector, Holocaust. p. 228. nit Communist underground was likdy simply in disarray.
140Friedman. "ükrainian-Jewish Relations," p. 287. An associate of Tymofii Stmkrh, the NKVD

WPJ

in part becaw many of them were f a m r policcxmn and hdactively participated in the

Holocaust.

Both factions of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists were anti-Semitic as well,
but in a systcmatic way-in

ideology. propaganda, and desd The matter canna be fully

discussed here. Sunice it to refer to the discussion of the Babyn Iar massacre (chapter 1) and to
say that these nationalists had l e a d exactly the wrong lesson hom the smigglc for
independence at the beginning of the antury.

In striking contrast to Metroplitan Andrci Sheptyts*kyi,who hesdcd the Greek
Catholic church in Gaücia, the leaders of the Autoccphlous Orthodox church were very antiSernitic and under the delusion that Communism was a Jewish matter. Thcy condemncd **Jew-

Bolshevism," but not the Holocaust. In June 1942, the Autocephalous Aschbishop Polikarp's

name appeared under a statement which dealt with what it called the "nimors"that the
Ostarbeiter were living in miserable conditions. It said that al1 Ukrainian Orthdox had a "holy
duty and honor" to oppose that "tenible enemy of humanity and European Christian culturew"Muscovite-Jewish communism."~4~
ûne week aftcr the German defeat at Stalingrad, amther

a p p d said to be from Polikarp urged Ulaainians to go work in Germany, for this would help
defeat the "communist Muscovite-Jewish state."142 No longer relateû to the issue of work in
Germany, but particularly mean-spirit& was another published statement. apparently issued
by Polikarp on 25 March 1943. It was filled with anti-Semitism. The Gemans were fighting
the "Jew-communists" and their ally, "the Jewish plutocracy of America and England."

"Victory over Jew-Bolshevism is a matter of life or death for the ükrainian people." That many
people were fleeing with the Gennans, even though they had relatives in the Red Army, was

officiai who headed the Ukrainian Staff of the Partisan Movement, in existence h m 1942, told
German interrogators that Strolrach constantly tanted against the Jews in gemd. "Sc!ected Soviet
Sources on the World War II Partisan Movement," in John A. Annstron ,ad., Soviet Partisuas in
World War II (Madison, 1964). p. 668. mis is an English translation O a document the location
of which is not mentiod.

f

I4l"Sviatyi oboviazok uluains'koho narodu," Ukmiii'kyi holos, 21 June 1942, p. 3.

logical, "for they know that afkr this army coms the NKVD, Icd by the Jewcomrnunists."

But to Polikarp's dismay, many others did not flce. He asked them:
Have you forgotten what kwry looks like, so vindictive and fwious in its revenge,
which so destroyod our people during the twenty years of its nde in Great Ukraine and
had siaited to destmy it in Westem Ukraine? Do you d y have the umshval desire for
the destruction of your own people? No, this cannot be. This is a blinding of the mind,
clouded by blind leaders.143

Such sentiments dmost certainly reflected Polikarp's own views, and werc not inserted by

somebody else. After d l , during his January 1942 visit to the Reichskommissariat
headquarters, he emphaticaliy gave thanks for "thelibration of Ukrainian lands fiom
Muscovite-Jewish rule."lu Several other Autocephalous leaders are laiown to have propagated
the notion of "Jew-Bolshevism" as well. In a letter to Hitler on the occasion of the first
Pnniversary of the Gennan attack on the Soviet Union,the Autocephalous Bishops Nikanor,
Mstyslav, and Syl'vestr assured him that they were praying to God "to give You the strength
and health to finish with success the great Cause starteci by You: the defense of the honor of the

German People and the liberation of humankind h m atheist-Jewishcommunist enslavement
[zvil'nennia liudstva vid bezbohnyts'ko-zhydivs'ko-komunistychnoho ponevolennic]."l4~
Metroplitan Dionysii, in Warsaw, wrote in a private letter to Polikarp on 13 November 1941:
"Already since 1919 Uluaine finds itself in an armed struggle with the kw-Communist power
of Moscow [iudo-komunisîychna vlada Moskyyl."l46

143bid., 6 May 1943, p. 3.
leiThe full text of Polikarp's speech is in "Osvidchennia Vysokoprcosviashchenishoho
Administratora Sv. Pnivoslavnoï Tserkvy v Ukroïni u Raikhskomisariiati," Volyn', 12 Febniary
1942, p. 1. A slightly diffemnt text apptared earlier as part of a report: "Vizyta
Vysokopreosviashchenishoho Administratora Sv. Pravoslavnoï Tserlcvy v ülcraïni u
Raikhskornisariiati," Volyn', 29 January 1942, p. 1. These texts speak of, respectively, "zvil'nennia
ukraïns'kykh zemel' vid moskovs'ko-zhydivs'koho panuvannia" and "zvil'nennia zhadanyldr
zemel' vid moskovs'ko-zhydivstoï vlaây."
'"Kiev, 22 Jum 1942, copy, DAKO, f. r-2412, op. 2, d. 199, 1. 74. nit letter is unsigned, but its
ptestnce in the collection of the then official Museum-Archive of the Transition Period makes its
authenticity virtually certain.
"%etter, 13 November 1941, DAKO, f. r-2412, op. 2, ci. 199.1. 87.

.

No souias documenting such anti-Semitism have been fauid regarding the leadership
of the Autonomous church linked to the Moscow Orthodox Patnarchate. These hierarchs are
not hown to have issued statements speaking of "kw-Bolshevism." This may k due to the
general neglect of this church in the press. Stiil, it is telling thaî Bishop Panteleimon's seeretary

Ivaskiv wrote in a letter to the Gcrman authorities: 'The brilIiant Führer of the great heroic
[German] people and his victorious anny are giving the UkraUiian people the chance to
resurrect itself. The Ukrainian people is the culnired and noble people grateful for this and will

constantly pray to the Lord for victory of German 'light' over Jew-Bolshevik 'darkness.'
Lord, bless the Germans and help thcm!" 147
The anti-Semitic statements by Polikarp and the &ers can only have had a detrimental
effect on popular morale At the very least, such talk dissuadtd people from saving Jews.14
Of course, the clergy with whom ordinary people had the most contact were of lower rank. The

evidence about the stance of the Orthodox priests is ambiguous. There were certainly those
who adhered to the concept of "Jew-Bolshevism" and uscd it in public. For example, Faîher

Mykhail Kovalenko of Vasyl'kiv inviteci the population to an evening service on 31 July 1942.

The service would mark the anniversary of the town's "liberation h m .the Muscovite-Jewish
yoke [moskovs'ke-zhydivs'ke iamo]."l49 According to a Jewish mernorial book, a Jewish

man hid in a house adjoining a church in Kovel' and overheard the following from a sermon in
late May 1942: "Dearand mercihl people! 1ask you and 1warn you: Don't give a s l i a of

147Letterby archpriest Mykhailo Ivaskiv to Dr Boss. Persodchef and Oberbürgenneister [sic], 4
January 1942, Kiev, Gennan translation of Russian original, TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 1, d. 50,ll.
7-8.

148According to Spector, Holocaust, p. 243, the stance of "the Ukrainian Orthodox Church" can
This stance "exerted a
powertbl influence on the faiîhful, who in th& overwhelming majority were illiterate peasants."
But Spector provides no cvidence of this "powerful influence." Moreover, he is unaware of the
fact that the= were two ûrthodox churches in ükraine; sec ibid., p. 242..
Spector also provides the following cvidence h m the notebook of Master Sergeant Alois
Kdutle, who worked for the army in Lutslr: "The membcrs of the church [i.e., ordinary faithful]
are rotten to the core and they express joy when Jews are shot." When this Gennan wrotc this
statement =mains unclear. Ibid., p. 243n29; full citation to location at ibid., p. 75n36.
be described as "full identification with the Nazis and their d d s . "

149"Oholoshennia" DAKO, f. r-2329, op. 2, d. 2.1. 78; pre-publication text of the announcement
in the mords of the editors of Vasyl'Aivs'ki visti, DAKO, f. r-2329, op. 2, d. 2,l. 78.

brrad to a Jew! Don't give him a dmp of watcr! Don't give him sheltcr! A person who knows
of a Jew hiding, wght to fmd hirn and turn hirn over to the Gcrmans. No trace must be lefi of
the Jew. We must erase the Jews fiom the f w of the carth. Only after the last Jew is gone,
shall we win the war!"lm
On the other han& the= were priests who, togeher with th& families, did everything

they could to Save Jews. One priest in Vysots'k in western VoIhynia saved Jews h m the
pogrom in 1941.151 In the t o m of Poryts'k, Father Piereviezov and his family (including his
daughter, who was a member of the OUNSD)hid a Jewish woman. At some stage, in the
neighboring village of Liakhiv about 10km away, OUNSD activists who discovered that a
priest was hiding a Jew. surroundcd the house and killed ail the inhabitants. At that moment,
Father Piereviezov arranged for the Jewish woman's admission to a convent.152

In Kiev's Podil district, Father Aleksei Aleksandrovich Glagolev and his wife Tatiana
Pavlovna took an active stand to Save Jews. (Glagolev's father, also a priest, had testified in
favor of the defense at the anti-Semitic Beilis trial of 1913.) They staxteû rescuing Jews
immediately. This case of aid to Jews is worth discussing in some detail, for it shows how
extremely dangernus it was.
Afier the Babyn Iar massacre, the relatives of the Russian husband of a Jewish woman
who was still at home appeaied to the Glagolevs for help. Fathcr Glagolev tumed to Mayor
Ohloblyn, who knew these people. Ohloblyn went to the German commandant (Eberhardt),
but retumed looking "very troubled and pale" and with bad news. He had been told to stay
away from Jewish affairs. Thcn Mrs. Glagoleva gave the Jewish woman, Izabclla Naumovna
Egorycheva-Minkina, her own passport and bhth certificate, dlowed her to replace the pic-,

and advised her to flee to a village (Ukraïnka, then caüed Zlodi'ivka) w h c Egorycheva~
Minkina knew people. This she did. During a subscquent house-tehouse search in Kiev, MIS.

'SoSpector, Holocawî, p. 243, citing a Yiddish-language mernorial book about Kovel'.
151Friedman, "Uluainian-Jewish Relations," p. 294180, citing a Hebriew source.
lSzIbid., p. 2941180.

Glsgoleva h l y evaded pmst because of ber lack of identification papers; only statements by

otbm s a v d her. Meanwhile in the village, the el&r ordercd Egorycheva-Minkina to confjm
her identity, and she fled back to the Glagolevs. For the two y«us that followd, she and her
ten-year-old daughter lived with them as f d y membm in their apartment or in hiding in the
bel1 tower of the Pokrov church. The woman not only had to hi& as a Jew but also a person
subject to mobiüzation for work or even deportation to Gennany. In the fa11 and winter of
1942-43, she lived with the Glagolevs in viilages on the other si& of the Dniepr River.

AIeksei and Tatiana Glagolev also hclped other Jews. Among them were Tat'iana
Davydivna Pasichna (28 years of age) and her mother Evgeniia Akimovna Sheveleva). This
came about after an appeal by Tatiana's Ukrainian husband. Father Glagolev wrote on an old
blank baptism record the fake name Polina Danilorna Sheveleva, "bomin 1913in an Orthodox
Russian family." Mr.Pasichnyi somehow had it stampcd. With the new record, "Polina" and
her mother hid in a small house on the estate of Glagolev's Pokrov church, which was

manageci by mmeone who also saved Jews (and potential Ostarbeiter), a former associate of
the Academy of Sciences (Aleksandr Grigor'evich Gorbovskii). In August 1942, Father

Glagolev tobk Pasichna and Sheveleva to a safer place in Kam"ianets'-Podil's'kyi,where they
survived. The Glagolevs dso trieci to save the family of the teacher Mykola H. Hennaize.
These were Ukrainians of Jewish descent, people who had adopted Ctiristianity before 1917
but looked Jewish. At one stage, the SD visited the Glagolevs and forced Mrs. Glagoleva to
sign a statement which said that if Mrs. Hermaize tumed out to be Jewish, both would be shot.
She lied that she had known the woman for a long time. For three months, this saved Mrs.
Hermaize's life.153 The Glagolevs themselves seem to have survived the war.

The total number of people who saved, or tried to save, Jews will probably never be
known. It was pmbably a small minority,because of anti-Semitism, the culture of
denunciation, and the virtual cenainty of the death penalty if one were caught hiding Jews. The
lS3Statementby 1. MiMn-Yegorychev [sic; = 1. N. Egorycheva-Minkina], edited by R. Kovnator.
published as "nie Orthodox Riest Glagolev," in Ehrenburg and Gmssrnan, B k k Book, pp. 373380. The account is contraclictory in places. Some additional information cornes fmm Lev
Ozemv, "Kiev, Babi Yar," in ibid., pp. 10-1 1.
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wish not to put one's Iife on the line-needs to be strcsscd. It is instructive

to point out that in the Nethedands, a "Germanie" country, the w o m who hid Anne Frank
was not even arrcsted. By contrast, in the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, n a only the accused
but even the childrcn of those who hid Jews could be and were killed (usually by public
hangings)F The following are some more examples of the things people did to Save Jews.
Although various tactics were often employed simdtaneously. they can be d i s c d here
separately accordhg to the following cetegories: "legaüzing" Jews; hiding them; and taking
them elsewhere.
Initially, a frequcntly tntd tactic of "legalization" was baptism, even though it was
explicitly forbidden. According to an SD report of early 1942, Mayor Zenytsia of Krcmenchuk
"authorizedarchpriest Romans'kyi to baptize Jews designateci by him [Zenytsia] and to give

them Christian or Russian fmt narnes." This apparently saved some Jews, but then Zenytsia
Othec non-Jews tried to give Jews a new identity by manying
was arresteà and executed.l~~

them. Ol'ha Svitnyts'ka in Uman' was hanged for doing ~ 0 . 1 %But the most frequently used
tactic appears to have been the adoption of Jewish babies and young adults and the provision of
false identity papers for them. For example, in Rivne, Mariia Babych adopted the one-year-old

daughter of the Jewish family where she had b a n a maid. Other wornen gossiped whether
Babych, who was advanceci in years, r d l y had been prcgnant.lfl In Kiev, Raisa Geruikhovna
Dashkevich (born in 1916 as Riva Kogut) fell unconscious during the Baôyn Iar massacre.
When she regaincd consciousness, she was lying in the ravine but was unwounded. An old
woman in a nearby house c a d for her in a cellar for three days, even though the houses near
the ravine were k i n g searcheci. Then Dashkevich visitcà several scquaintances. Some of thcm

1MTestimony by Ruvin Hrosser about a western Volhynian village. transiatcd in Suslens'kyi,

Spravzhni heroï, pp. 107-108.

15sEreignisnteldungUdSSR,177 (6 March 1942). p. 3. This is the only case of aid to Jews
anywhere in the "east"mentioned in any of the Einsattgruppen reports.
1Welürs Lcvitas and Mark Shimanovslrii, Bobü ùac stmnitsy tragedii (Kiev. 1991). p. 41. citing
TsDAVOV, f. 4620.

gave her some food or clotbcs, but nonc asked her to stay. But when she anived at the home of
her former colleague, Liudmyla Ivanivna Bondamiko, that f d y adopted her, gave her a mw
document, and thus savcd her life.158
Placing Jews in a hiàing place was Pwmcr and equally ris@ tactic. Vitold Fomenko, a

Ukrainian boni in 1905 in Warsaw, is known to have been particularly active in this regard. He
had Jewish fnends in Chehn and Lutsk ever since his childhood and knew the Yiddish

lanpage. In Lut& under the Germans he found jobs for Jews, including at his barkrshop.
After the Luts'k ghetto was createâ in Deœmber 1941, he provided food,medicine, and
ultimately false papers. For this he was a m s t e d but released. After the ghetto was destroyed,
he hid Jews in his home and with friends. Thus thirty-six of them survived.i~9Equally notable
was Iasha Sukhenko, a man from Dniepr Ukraine who was proud of his Cossack heritage.
Sukhenko had been sent to Rime in 1939 to work as an engineer. For some transgression, he
was sent to a Soviet camp, h

m which he escaped in 1941. Under the Germans, he worked as

an accountant at a factory in Rime and taught at a technical college. He spent much timc in the
ghetto and, as Barbara Baratz, whom he savcd, recalls, "a relationship developed which was
so wann that he was nicknamed 'Yankele."'l60 Sukhenko's tactic was to take Jews eastward
with false passes. For example, Baratz and her daughter became his mother and Polish-bom
wife. Immediately after the Rivne ghetto was destroyed, in mid-July 1942, he took both of
them by train to Zdolbuniv, Novyi Buh, and fucther on to Kirovohrad and Pervomais'k.
Ultimately he was anestcd and was likely executed.161
Whether in a city, t o m , or village, it was virtually impossible to prevent others from
finding out that one was hiding Jews. Thenfore, many saviors built underground shelters.162
1S8Bondmenkoand Dashkevich had both worked at the riecrcation resort "Berezovaia roshcha."
Wiehn, Die ScMh, pp. 8tM12.For more about Dashlrevich, sec ibid., p. 251.
is9Spactor, Holocausr, p. 245.
'608aratz, Flucht vor dem Schichal, pp. 8243.

'6'Ibid., pp. 84, 113-1 14, and 121. A friend of Sukhenko's, Ivan Shevchenko, made similas trips.
16-

example: in the village of Lopavsbe in western Voîhynia, Vera Iosifovna Krasov and her

if one did not do so, it was essential to makt &ers share responsibili~,or at least to &tain
their passive agreement. In Bohuslav, the ultimaîe f o m of sharing mponsibility evolved. One
Jewish woman and her four children were hidàen and fed by various households in a rotation
system, and thus dl survived.163 Evgeniia Gural'nik's account is a source which illustrates
how difficult it was to survive in the countryside and how vitaï it was for Jews to have not just
people who came to the rescue, but also others who were sirnply "on side." Afkr crawling out
of the pit in Pavlovychi in November 1941, Gurai'nik f h t came upon a forester and his wife.
These were kind people who took care of her. The next day, she rnoved on to another village.
Here she had to flee very quickly, for a man-a policeman?-wanted to have her killed.
Arriving in the small village of Verbivka (Luhyny), she ceacheci a house whose inhabitants
helped her. Again shc could not stay, however, for they were themselves under surveillance.
The man of the house, a communist before the war, had been told to go to the raion
administration the next day. He predicteû he would not corne back alive, and pmved to be
right. Gural'nik then spent several days in a young woman's home, until the woman asked her
to leave, for "the people everywhere are chattering that 1am hiding a Jewess in my home."
GuraI'nik spent the remainder of the winter wallring around begging for f s o n c e n t r a t i n g
on poor homes, where people seemeû to k more helpf'ul-and sleeping in the woods.
Recalling thai her farnily had given winter clothes to a woman for safekeeping,
Gural'nik retumed to Pavlovychi. But that woman was hostile and chased her away. For a
while, she joined up with two Jewish children, aged 11 and 3, who had been elsewhere during
the November massacre and were now living in a hole. At one stage, Germans saw the two
and shot them. Back in Verbivka, Gural'nik stayed at a woman's place, until she was chased
out in the summer. Then she was taken in by others (relatives of this woman's husband), who
--

- -

-

16-year-old daughtcr Itinka successfully hid ten Jews in two underground shelters. Letter by two
Red Army captains and one lieutenant, in Ehrenburg and Grossman, Black Book, pp. 355-357.
Cf. Paltiel, Path of the Righteous, pp. 277-279, about Ukrainians hiding Jews underground in two
villages in western Volhynia.
I63Nadiia Fedorovna [Fedorivna] Bondarcnko (Uluainian bom in 1930 in Bohuslav), author
interview in ükrainian, 20 July 1995, Bohuslav, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape reconling. This
woman's family was involved. The Jewish womm was Liza Petrusenko (Rllllfied to a Uktainian
who was at the front); het chilhn were called Emma, Sveta, Tamara, and Lena.

trePtcd kr well. Again, "although the Batralrovs told na-one about me, the people in the villase
evidently found out."
At that crucial stage, a tall, dderly man came upon Gural'nik in a field. The man, with
"a large, luxuriant mustache which covered hdf of his checks, like Taras BulWs," invited her
to live at his pl-.

She became the adopted daughter of the childkss Marlco and Oksana Now

the village elder assured them that he would not denounce hem, even though everybody in the
village realized what was going on. Gural'nik bec-

a "kgal" villager who went out to work

in the fields. Once, in the fa11 of 1942, a car with Germans and politsaïarrived. They asked the
peasants about "Jews or partisans." The w o m n and the brigade leader did not give her up.lw

Of al1 Ukrainians, the Baptists and Evangelical Christians seem to have helped Jews the
most. A scholar has estimated that in Volhynia alone they saved "several hundred" Jcws.la

These Protestant groups felt motivated by their Christian faith and were assisteci by the f u t that
they constituted a close-knit cornmunity where people tmsteû each other. In this way Jews
could be quickly passed on h m one locality to the n e x t Y Among the non-Ukrainians, Poles

and particularly Czechs in Volhynia are also known to have actively engaged in rescue
efforts. 167

There was only one "privileged nationality in the Reichskornmissariat, the ethnic Germans.
Most lived as peasants in eastern Volhynia between Korosten', Novohrad-Volyns'kyi, and
Zhytomyr, and in the Dnieper bend ncar Kryvyi Rh,Nikopol', and Zaporizhzhia.
Intermarriage with non-Germans had not taken place in large numbers, least of al1 in the

la[Gural'n&]. "Iama v Pavlovychakh," pp. 15-26.

Evangelical Christian, Mykhailo Podvomiak, was involved in such a îransfer. See his two,
slightly dflerent accounts, M. P.. "Vid srnerty do zhyttia (Spohad)," Litopys Volyni, 7 (Winnipeg,
1964)).pp. 91-96 and Khurtovyna, Pid nebom Volyni, p 111-1 13 and 118-123. Cf. S tor,
H o l o ~ t ~ t l spp.
r , 244 and 371; Fricûman, "~tniaian-~eaiist
~t1ations,~
p. 294n82; and
Path of the Riglucous, pp. 273-277.

PX~I,

167Spector, Holocaust, pp. 249-250 and 252.

Dniepr bend, wherc îhe ethnic Germans were Cstboiic, Lutheran, and, in particular,
Mcnnonite.168 After the conclusion of the NaziSoviet pact in 1939, as part of that agreement
Uknûnians were deported eastward to the expandcd Soviet Ukraine, and about 6 4 . m western
Volhynian Germans werc âeported westward, to the Gedgouvemement for the Occupied
Polish Temtories.1" According to Soviet figues not older than September 1941, and probably
valid for the time up to the German invasion, there were 392,458 "Germans" (nemtsy) in the
temtory of Soviet Ukraine s~cordingto its pre-1939 borders, of which 36,356 in the Zhytomyr
oblast, 89,389 in the Zaporiztizhia oblast, 4 1,682 in the Mykolaïv oblast, and 26,159 in the
Dnipropetrovslc oblast, apart h m many others in the Odessa region and in the Donbs.170
When the German Army invadcd, many ethnic Gennans already had bcen drafted into the Red
A m y , not as a collective, but dong with non-Germans.171 As a result, in 1941 many became

prisoners of war of the Gerrnan army. Most of them were quickly released and many became
interpreters in the Wehrmacht or the Ei)1sattgnrppen.172
It appears that Stalin's dccision of 28 August 1941 to deport the Volga Germans was
considered to apply to the ethnic Gennans of Ukrainc.173 The decree rnentioned only the
former, but according to an NKVD document of September 1941, those ethnic Germans in the
oblasts of Zaporizhzhia, Stalino, and Voroshilovhrad were "due to be exiled according to the
168Ingeborg Fleischhauer, Das Dritte Reich und die Deutschen in der Sowjetunion (Stuttgart,
1983), pp. 90 and 92-93.
169Pinkusand Fleischhauer, Die Deutschen in der Sowjetunion, p. 233.
1 7 9 . L. Milova, comp., Depomtsii narodov SSSR (1930-e-1950-e go&),
Vol. 2: Deportatsiiu
nemtsev (sentiabr' 1941 -fcvral' 1942 gg.) (Moscow, 1995). pp. 22-23.1 thank Amir Weiner for
bringing this publication to my attention. Cf. Pinkus and Fleischhauer, Die Deutschen in der
Sowjetunion, p. 306, which mentions the number of 420,000 for al1 of Uluaine in June 1941.

171Meir Buchsweiter, Volksdeutschc in der Ukmine
Vorabend und Beginn des Zweiten
Weltkriegs ein Full doppelter Loyalitdt? (Gerlingen, 1984). p. 354. Cf. ibid., pp. 363-364,
which says that most ethnic Gennans were rcmoveâ fmm the anny in 1941 and sent to the Soviet
hinterland to work in labor battalions, popularly lmown as "the labor army" ( t d o v a i a amiiu).
This is based on "very, very many" press articles, which are not rnentioned.

-

1721bid., pp. 356367; Leonid Volynskii, "Skvoz' noch': k istorii odnoi bezymiannoi mogily,"
Novyi mir, XXIX, 1 (Moscow, January 1963). p. 129.
1 7 9 h e decree is

publishcd in O. A. Rzheshevskii, cd., Velikaio Otechestvennaia voina, 1941-

1945.- sobytia, liudi, dokwnenty: kratkii istoricheskii sprmochnik (Moscow, 1990). p. 425.

decision of the Statc Otfence Committee." nie document aAArA that dre ethnic Gemians of the
oblasts of Odessa and Dnipropttrov'sk were not c o v d by the decision; clcarly because these
regions were already taken by the Gemuni Ar1ny.17~Thus, when the war with Germany broke
out, ethnic German males agcd 16 to 60 still living in villages were de facto subject to
deportation. Two authors have estimated that 100,,û(Xl euuiic Gennans were evacuatcd from
Ukraine as a whole h m July to October 1941, leaving an estimated 320,000 behind.17S Both
these figures appear to be too high, however. Even h m the Zaporizhzia oblast, where 53,566
ethnic Germans had been "registered," on1y 31,032 were actually deported.176 One author has

provideci data which lead one to conclude that by the time the German army arrived, 140,466
pesons of German nationality were in the temtory which became the Reichskommissariat
Ukraine.in
Only to the east of the Dnieper was the vast majority of German villages deported as a
whole. F i t came the males, dong with cattle and machines, and then the women and girls hod
to build fortifications or collect the harvest. This was followed by total deportation.178 In the

'74Milova, Deportatsii narodov SSSR, Vol. 2, p. 119.
17?inkus and Fleischhauer, Die Deutschen in der Sowjetunion, p. 3û6.
176Milova,Deprtatsii narodov SSSR, Vol. 2, p. 54.
177Buchsweiler,Volksdeutsche, p. 287, provides the following population figures for 1941 a h r
the Soviet deportations which. when ad&d, lave the number 147,803: Volhynia (including the
Zhytomyr region)-t3,988; the Mykolaïv region except for the Kronau region-14,359; the
Ktonau region-12,719; the Dniptopetrov'sk region except for the Khortytsia and Halbstadt
regions (but apparently including the Grunau region near Mariiupol', which never joined the
the Khortytsia regionReichskommissariat, and for which the numbcr was 7,337)-31,140,
15.4 18; and the Halbstadt (Molochans%)region-7,337.
It is unclear whether the followin deportation figures, also mentioned by Buchsweiler,
apply only to the 1941 deportations, or so to earlier ones. They are: Volhynia-3,288 (7
percent of the total inhabitants; as said, unclcar at wbich stage); Mykolaïv region without
Kronau-1,83 1 (12 percent); Kronau451 (5 rccnt); Dnipropetrovslc region without
Khortytsia and Halbsridt-1.989 (6 percent); Ifbortytsia region-2,691 (15 percent); and the
Halbstadt region-20.475 (41 percent). If this applies only to the 1941 deportations, this wou1d
mean that 30,925 were deported. This final figure is bascd on my assumption that the Grunau
region, for which Buchsweiler mentions the figue of 12,500 (64 percent), is includeâ in
Buchsweiler's figure for the hipropetrov'sk region.

d

"%id., p. 278; Fkischhauer, Dn'ne Reich, p. 104.

case of the Mennonite villages in the LeA Bank, the deportation of the maies startcd on 5
September 1941. One woman recalls:
One hundmi fifty men from our village [ofl Gnadenfeld wece driven out like criminals.

They darcd not JO much as look bxk, or they wcn shouted at by their captors. They
were required to wak 60 km. a day. niose who could not keep up were Ieft to perish
on the road or were shot. For days they were deprived of a warm meal or water. They
almost died of thirst. What dreadfkl -nt
th- men had to endure! Only a few
escapeû, and returned to tell us.1'9

On 2 October 1941, the 8,500 mmaining Mennonites h m this village received the same Soviet

order and were told to be ready in two hours. They were taken to the train station by the

NKVD and militia (one NKVD man for every five militiamenls0). where they waited for two
days. Then they were ordered to move into a field, whüe the reaating-RedA m y blew up
railway tnrks and bumed al1 the large granaries.181 They were convinced that a Soviet plane
planned to throw fue bombs on them. Whether this was truc or not, Gerrnan planes shot the
Soviet plane down.182 Altogether, the Gennan army prevented the deportation of about half of
the villages in this region.183
Hei~ch
Himmler not only led the SS as a whole, but dso the Reich Ministry for the
Consolidation of German Nationality. It is true that the Ostministerium for sorne time had its

own fact-finders in place, fifty men working in the socallecl Kommando Dr. Stumpp. This
organization had geneaiogical offices in Zhytomyr and Dnipmpetrovs'k. It was disbanded on
31 DeCernber 1942, however.184 The official authority over the ethnic Gennans mmained in the

IfgSusannaToews, Trek to Freedom: The Escape of Two Sistersfiom South Russia d u h g World
War II (Winkler, Manitoba, 1976). p. 17.
'Wilova, Deportatsii narodov SSSR,Vol. 2, p. 86.
181Toe~s,
Trek to Freedom, p. 17.
182Ibid., pp. 17-18.
Wlf the 57 Mennonite villages in îhe Gnadenfeld and Halbstadt districts, 27 wete deporied in
1941, white 28 were not because of the arriva1 of the German army. Ibid., p. 20.
184Fleischhauer, Dnttc Reich, pp. 97-99 and 157; Buchswciler, V~l~deutsck,
p. 325. The
commando was lad by Karl Stumpp.

han& of the SS, specifically the Seventh Deparbmnt (Amt VII)of the SS Main -nt

d&ng with the so-called "national Gennans" or V o l k d e - c U Volksdeutsche Mittelstclle
or VoMi. Its head, SS-Brigad@her

and Generd der Polizei Horst HonmCyer, crrated thirty

commandos (Icd by a B e r e i c h s k o d l è i t e r ) which moved to the east and took over
authonty over each ethnic German village frnn the German Konrmumht, a memkr of the

Einsattgnrppen who had held it until thcn. Among other things, Hoffmeyer's commandos
evicted or killed any mnaining Jews or Slavs.18S
The male ethnic Geman peasants were organized in a socalleci Self-Defense Force
(Selbstschutz), which was immcdiately armed with rifles if available. Like the politsaï, these
men participated in the Holocaust by arresting and guarding Jews (and presurnably Roma),
translating at the shaating pits, and covering the still-moving badies.lw Whether any ethnic

Gcnnan saved Jews is unknown.1" But it should also bc noted that, as in the case of the
Slavs, numrous ethnic Gennans were dso shot on thcse occasions, aftcr k i n g à e n o u n d by
fellow-villagers. The shootings of these "spoiled clements" was explicitly demanded in
"Guidelineson the Treatment of the Ethnic Germans" (13 April 1942)-issued

not by the SS,

but by the very ministry led by former ethnic Germans such as Rosenberg.188
To what extent were the ethnic Germans similar to or distinct h m the Ukrainians and
other nonGerman inhabitants of Ukraine? Initially, Ukraine's ethnic G e m s had reservations
about or even feand the ThVd Reich.189 In large part ihis was because they knew very liwe

185Fleischhauer. Drim Reich, pp. 118 and 121-122. Still another organization of the VoMi that
was present in Ukraine was Special Commando "Rn (Sonderkommando "Ru),led by Hoffmcyer
himself. Although it was based in Transnistria, it had sections in Nikopol'and Halbstadt.

Buchsweiler, Volksdeutsche, pp. 325-326.

186Fleischhauer,Dritte Reich, pp. 11G112.
~87Buchsweilcr,
Volksdeutsche, p. 368. says such cases were "apparently...even m e r than cases of
help by Ukrainians or Russians," but this statement appears based on just one postwar account by
a Jewish Holocaust survivor.
laabid.. p. 315; Fieischhauer, Drim Reich, pp. 115 and 159. The guidelines, authond by Otto
Brbtigam, s p d c of separating the "chafP h m the "grain" and demand the "exclusion" of
"spoiled elements" ("Belastete Elmente sind ausnischeiden!").
*8Tieischbauer,Dine Reich, pp. 105-106,

about it.190 Those in the cities lacked a German self-identity, while most of those in the
countryside were more distinct and more pious as Chnstians.191 Reports about ethnic German
opinion of Jews are just as contradictory as in thc case of the non-Gennand*
More important is the question whether the Nazi ideology, which elevated the ethnic
Germans above the Slavic majority, had an impact on them. There were Mennonites who
humanely agreed to vow for the reliability of Ukrainian prisoners of war, and thus helped them

be released.193 M n g the formation of agricultwal cooperatives, the ethnic G e m s in the
Khortytsia region reportedly considered it unfair that their non-German neighbors were
discriminated in this regard. Acconding to the Gebietskoltvnissarof the Khotytsia district,
these people had even initiaily "cried over Russia" whcn the war broke out. He told them

several times thaî they hsrd ôeen liberated and should be glad.1"
But, as in the case of the Dniepr Ukrainians, there existeû a generation gap in

mentality among the ethnic Germans. The young generation-ur at l u t the younger malessympaihized with Nazism. Strange as it may sound, this even applied to the traditionally
pacifist Mennonites. As one of them recalls in a memoir, "We admired ail things German
uncritically and were unable to distinguish between good and bad. We had k e n under the
Communist whip too long."l9s His generation adopted the fascist salute (Weil Hitler!"). Thus,
hundreds of Mennonites, ranging in age from seventeen to forty, volunteered for administrative
lgoPinkus and Fleischhauer, Die Deutschen in der Sowjetunion. p. 251; Buchsweiler.
Volksdeutsche, p. 345.
191Fleischhauer,Driîte Reich, pp. 106- 1OS.
192Buchsweiler, Volksàeutsche, pp. 242-243; Fieischhauer, Drim Rcich.'pp. 92-93 and 108.
1 9 3 G a h dLohrcnz, nit Lost Genemtion Md Other Stories (Steinbach, Manitoba, 1982). p. 48.

lwFleischhaucr, Drim Reich, p. 181;Gebietskommissur Rehm. referred to in "Teilkricht Politik
[...]," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26,L 35.
l9%ohrenz. toJt Generation, p. 46. The person quded is not Lohrenz, who lived in Canada sincc
the 1920s. Lohrenz writes in the prcface that he wmte the b k in the fvst person, but as "the mie
story of one of these young Mennonites," namely a grandson of "a well hown leader among the
Mennonites of Russia," Lohrcnz gave him the pseudonym Eduard (fonmrly Jacob) Allen. &id.,
p. 7. This man came from Liebenau, a Mennonite village near the Molochna River southeast of
Khortytsia (i.e., in the second Mennonite colony; tbe first Mennonite setthnent was near
Khortytsia). This region is the Lefi-Banksection of today's Zaporizhzhia oblast.

and policing tasks. As one who joined the F i t Ethnic Gemw Cavaîry Regiment d s , "the
Wnciple of non-nsistance was fotgotten, and the men felt it th& duty to assist in the stmggle
against the f e d oppression we had been subjectcd to for so long."l% These younger
Mennonites acted arrogantly vis-à-vis the Uluainians, whom they called Russians. As the

poiice veteran just mentioned puts it,

W e Mennonites had been suppresscd for many years and Our ethnic background had

been made a matter of reproach. We had been cailed ugly names, had been oppressed in
untold ways and our young people very stldom had been admitted to the institutions of
higher learning. It was thetefore not surprising that under the Germans our people were
inclined to be somewhat domincering towards those who had for so long oppressed
and rebuked them.

There were "some,but very few" acts of revenge, but this veteran adds that the Swabians were
worse in this regard and "exceptionaily cruel and vengeful."l97
Along with changes in mentality among the younger generation came changes in the
ethnic Cieman standard of living. The ethnic Gennans were the p n m w beneficiaries of w d ,
building materials, and Jewish property, including clothes.198 For them it was easier than for
Slavs to receive permission to creak an agricultural cooperative or to de facto introduce
individual cuitivation.199 Still, many ethnic German peasants migrateci to the cities. This was
the opposite direction of the migration of most non-Gennans. From 4 March 1942, leaving the
collective farm was punishable for al1 by a year of impnsonment or a fine (as high as the Reich

Gennan involveci wanted it to be). But life in the city, with its jobs in the civilian
lMiûid.,p. 48. "Allert" was in its third squadron, stationed in the village of Waldheim in the
Zaporizzhia region. His brother joined the SS, in which he himself was forcibly emlled later.
Ibid., pp. 55 and 58. Pictures of Mennonites in German uniforms are on pp. 51 and 55. The
Gebietskommissar in Khortytsia ceporteci that he had "handed over" two thousand ethnic Gerrnan
males to the arrny and Gennan offices. Fleischhauer, Drim Reich, p. 183.

197Lohrenz, t o s t Generation, pp. 48 and 52.
198Fleischhauer,Dritte Reich, p. 109; Ereignismeldung UdSSR, t 87 (30 March 1942). p. 9. In
October 1942, Himmler ordercd the SS to provide every ethnic Gennan in Ukraine with clothes
obtaincd at Auschwitz and elsewhere. Buchsweiler, Vofhdcutsche, p. 373.
Weischhauer, Dritte Reich, 180; ûtto Briiutigni. Oberblick liber die. besetzîen Ostgebiete
wdhnnd des 2. Weltkn'eges &bingen, 1954). p. 79. Briiutigam adds thst Reich Gecmans

pretencîed not to notice when ethnic Germaas introduccd individual cultivation.

administration, the -y,

Organisation Todt, or the Centrai Trade Corporation East (MO),
had

a great appeal. if they worked in the civilian administration, ethnic O m M n s could i n d a d hold
positions at al1 levels, ranging from k i n g a mar translator and interpretcr to ruiing an entire
district.200 Theu salaries there were usuaüy menly a tenth of what Reich Gemans

(Reichsdeutsche)holding the same jobs earned, but the 30 to 60 Reichsmarks-300

to 600

roubles or kurbuvmtsi-were more than most Slavs tarncd.~' To ethiic German peasants,
city life also lost Little of its appcal because the ethnic Germans thcre did not -ive

the Reich

German food rations.202 In the cities, as in the cwntryside, the ethnic Gennans did not pay
income taxes and paid less of the other taxes.2"
The ethnic Gerrnans did not enjoy any more religious freedom than the Slavic
population. In fact, if they were Roman Catholic they were rarely atlowed to hold services.204
Unlike the Slavs, the ethnic Gemans were supposed to rtceive an ducation longer than four
years. Schools exclusively for ethnic Gennan children were o p e n d m Teaching rnaîerials
from Gemany were distributd,2= although in rnany places this happeneci only in May
1942.207 In the large cities, the teachers for these schools were re-educitted, in part in special

2eGebietskommissar of the Korosten' district was an ethnic Geman called Lon and a former
local high school tacher. Ol'ga Sergeevna Pominchuk ([Wnian?], interview in Russian by the
CHPWU, 20 January 1946, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 245.1.45.
*OlFleischhauer. Dritte Reich, p. 183.
2wnTeilberichtPolitik [...],"TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26,l. 37v (regarding city-dwellers in the
Mykolaïv Generalbezirk).
Z03M. V. Koval' and P. V. Mcdvedok, "Fol'lrsdoichc v ükraïni (1941-1944 m.)," I/ktaïns'kyi
istorychnyi zhurnal, 5 (Kiev, May 1992). p. 22.
2WThe Roman Catholic church in Mykolaïv was closed, even though most members of the

congregation were ethnic Germans. "Teilbcricht Politik [...]," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26, 1.
37.

m m e Kiev Generalbczirk had two such schools, in Kiev and Bila Tserkva. Fragment of
"Lagebericht des Gemralkommissars in Kicw fUt den Monat Mai 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op.
4, d. 97.1. 60.

=In Febmary 1942, ethnic Germans meivecl 48,000 nmcrs, 10,000 school notebooks, and
many books. "Lagebericht Rlr Febniar 1942," TsDAV V, f. 3206, op. 5, d. t 5.1. 266.

8

meischhauer, Dritte Reich, p. 165. Fleischhauer assumes that May 1942 was ordinary in this
regad, but a fragment of the "Lagebericht des Genctallrommissars in Kicw für den Monat Mai

camps in Gcnnany.m By the summcr of 1W2, however, Koch had the ethnic Oemws
schools clod.209
To the dismay of the SS leadership, most Reich Gcrmans did not treat the ethnic
Gemans with respect and, in fact, many rnistreated them. One Gebietskommissar, in
Novohrad-Volynskyi, even thought many of hem wem less willing to wodc and deliver
produce than the Uloainians. Thenfore, he admitted to dispmsing "harshpenalties,"
presumabiy imprisonment.210 Likewise, the Reich Gennan who was in charge of Kiev's about
five thousand "ethnic Germans"41 of whom s p o k littk or no Germarr-is said to have
treateà h e m bodly.211 Beatings with whips were applied to ethnic Gemuui peasants,212 and

corporal punishment was also introâuced at the schds.213
From the outset, the= was confiision as to who was an "ethnic German"

(VoIksàèutscher).Officially, the rule of the Reich Ministry of the Interior in 1941 detnanàed
that an individual have at least three grandparents who were "pure Germans" in order to

qualify. But Vokdeutscher status could also te conferred by the SS after "racial review."
Moreover, it was even allowed to be granteci to those who had no German ancestors at dl, but
who felt and acted as "rnembersof the German nation" and about whom there were no "racial
concems."21* But the army officially deniecl that those of "foreign blood"could receive

1942," at TsDAVOV,f. 3676, op. 4, d. 97,l. 60,cornplains that the two ethnic Geman schools in
the Kiev Generalbezirk had still not received teaching materials.
*rnFleischhauer, Dritte Reich, p. 165.
*@Ibid., p. 173; Buchsweiler, Volksdeutsche, p. 322.
2lWinkus and Fleischhauer, Die Deutschen in der Sowjetunion, pp. 271-272.
2ilPmfessor N. A. Shepelevskii, "Prebyvanic nemtsev v Kieve," Typewritten document, signed,
TsDAVOV, f. 4620, op. 3, d. 243% 1. 62 (calls the man Humbert).nie figure of 5,000 cornes
h m "Teilbericht Politik (...]," TsDAVOV, f. 32û6, op. 1, d. 26.1.29~.Initially, the SD had
"faund"(e&sst) in Kiev around thme thousand ethnic Gcrmans. Ereignismeldung UrlSSR, 125
(26 October 1941). p. 5.
21if;leischhauer. Drim Reich, p. 180.

214Fleischhauer, Dlinc Reich, pp. 8û-89.

Volksdeutschcr status.2ls On 29 April 1942, Koch Otdercd, and Rosenberg agrcod, that it wps
T C S ~for
Nthose
~ ~ whom the VoMi or a Gebùtskommissar recognized

as such.216 Koch also

benned any intcrmaniage betwetn ethnic Gemans and &ers (30 June 1942).217

In the second half of 1942, Himmler pefsonally becamc involved with the matter. In
early September 1942, he ordemi Koch to introduce an officiai registry which already existed
in the Reich, the German Nationality List (Deutsche Volhliste).218 To be included in the
registry meant that one took the f m t step toward German citizenship. But Koch was in no
hurry and only issued guidelines to this effect on 7 December. Compaoed to the rules more to
the West, they were broad, for reasons that rernain unclear considering Koch's stated dislike
(shared by most Ukraine-based Reich Gcrmans) of the local ethnic Germans. The guidelines
stated that even "carriers of German blood" who did not care about,or even rejected,
"Germanness" should be put on the list. This, Koch said, was because Ukraine's ethnic
Germans were particularly "pure," by which he rneant they had intermarrieci less than those he

knew better, in East Pmssia. Even the spouses of ethnic Germans should be listed, unless they
were Jewish, in which case they should be k i l l d (meive "the special matment"), d o n g with
any children h m such marriages.219 When people were placed on the list, or at a later stage

during the granting of Gennan citizenship, "alien" fmt names were altered.2" On 19March
1943,those on the Reichskommissariat list were made German citizens whether they wanted to
or not.221

217"National'na spravedlyvist'," Varyl'fivs'ki visti, 18 October 1942.
2Wleischhauer. Drizte Reich, p. 166.
ZlSbid., pp. 162-1 63 and 186187; Buchsweiler. Volksdeutsche. p. 367.

=*or an account of a ceremony in Uytomyr in February 1943, chaircd by the
Gebietskommissar, sec Fleischhauer, Dntte Reich, pp. 18û-189.
nllbid., p. 188. Category 1 (those with two Gcnnan parents a d a German identity) and category
2 (those lilte category 1 but manieci to a non-Gcmm, and the children resulting from such
marnages) teceived citizenship without strings attached. Those in category 3 (people of "pure

question arises what the Ukrainians and other Slavs thou@ of the eihnic
t &finitely answed, it is aimost certain diat they did
Germans. Although the question c a ~ obe

not consider them "our pople," w h i . On the otha hand, it is clear that many-"evaybody, "
as one Kievan recalls-wanted

to receive the status of Volksdeutscher.2~
For this there were

cl= material reasons. Aside h m lower taxation, being "ethnic Germin" ailowed one to enter
the "Gerrnansonly" stores.= Remarkably, many civilian ûennan administrators seem not to
have reaiized bat there were many "fake"cases among îhose who reported their German
ethni~ity.~~~
Acquinng the status of a VoIks&utscher was not that diff~cult,especially in the fint

.

year of German nile. This is something which the existing historiography which tends to

focus on the slow work on the German Nationality List and on the Berlin-based "experts" who
objecteci against Koch's December 1942 order, has not taken into a c c o u n t . ~According to one
Kievan, a briôe of 5,000 roubles did the j o b 9 Various memoirs show that many became
"falsely" Voküsdeutsche,even though both the Gennan army and Koch officially barred those
of "foreign blood," or at least "foreigners" who had no ethnic German spouse.227 Such cases
included a Finnish family and a Georgian professor and his Ukrainian wife whose mother had
one ethnic German parent?

According to Fedir Pihido, most of these pseudo-Germans were

[German] blood" who had adopted the identity of their non-Getman spouse, and the children
ftom such m a g e s ) received Gennan citizenship for a ten-year probation period.
mShepelevski, "Rebyvanie," TsDAVOV, f. 4620, op. 3, d. 243a, 1. 62.
u3Pinkus and Fleischhauer, Die Deutschen in der Sowjet~ion,p. 268.
%id:,
pp. 268-269; Fleischhauer. Drim Reich, p. 164. These authors do not consider this
possibility eithct.
~Fleischhauer,Dritîe Reich, pp. 187-188 and 190-191.
=Alehi Mikhailovich B a s W a t (ükrainian born in 1909). interview in Russian by the CHPWU,
28 February 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243,l. 43.
utFIeischhauor, Dritte Reich, p. 89.
~WikolaiKuz'mich Grun'skii [sic] (ükrainian born in 1872). interview in Russian by the

CHPWU, 19 Fehary 1944, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243.1.

.
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(refening to one professor Khokhutov); Kuznctsov, Babii iar, p 164-165. The henomenon
was not specific to the Reichskornmismriat Ukraine.M
y be ore 1941, many &a inians who
trained in the Oeneralgouvemmcnt as army interprcters and the like did so as alleged "ethnic

?

"the samc people who also hsd not felt badly un&r Soviet

&. A

g them were many

fornier members of the Comrnunist party and thosc who had b&n m i s i e d That is, they were
the so-cslled Soviet activists, the vcry reprcsentativts of thst 'new sociaiist society' who b d

bccn cherished by and k e n the @de of the Soviet regim."mIn Vinnytsia it was mmond in
1943that many of the locai "ethnic Gennans" were communists and NKVD agents. Because
the ethnic Germans had significant medom of movement-for

example, they were legally

allowed to used the train-they were deeply involved in the black market. When Seltsbko
asked "ethnic Germans" what they were, their apparent answer was "Russian." Others were
"rcaiîy" Poles; locals or those who d v e d during the war.230 In western Volhynia, Ukrainim
nationdisis were enraged that hose whom they considcred Poles were registemi as ethnic
GerrnansP

In July and August 1942, Himmler told his colleagues in the SS and the Ostministerium
that he planned to "mttle"and concentrate the ethnic Gennans. The plans were elaboraîe. The

approximately 45,000 eîhnic Gemians in the Zhytomyr Generalbezirk were to bc concentrated
in an area around Rivne, Zhytomyr, and Vinnytsia The 20,000 ethnic Gertnans in the
Mykolaïv GeneralbeWk would bc moved some place near the city of Mykolaïv. Those near
Kryvyi Rih would be joineû with those living around Zaporizhzhia and Dnipropetrovs'k (the
Halbsiadt district, centtnd in present-day Molochansk, and the Khortytsia district). The ethnic

Gerrnans in Kiev were simply to be "disperseci." Himmler's ultimate goal was to have, within
twenty years, Gman-only cities, each with a maximum of 20,000 inhabitants, that would be
sumunded by Gennan-only villages and located at the intersections of highways and
railroads. a 2
Gennans," and prcsurnably were grantcd that status. Stepan Huliak, "Poik im. Kholodnoho Iaru v
Rivnomu," Visti Bratstvo W . Voiukiv 1 UD UNA, ïIï, û-9 (22-23) (Munich, 1952), p. 7 .

uspihido-Pravoûcrczhnyi, "Vefyka Vitchy~~ùma
viina." p. 131.

230Seleshko,Vinnytsia. pp. 124 and 133.
~lFleischhaucr,Dritte Reich, p. 168.
a2Ibid.. pp. 170-172.

The implementation of these plans sccms to have started only in the two westenunost
Generalbczinkc.233 In the Piytomyr Gemralbezirk, it was som timc dwing the late fail of 1942
that many Ukrainian peasants were deported to the bft Bank. They were rcplaced by ethnic
Germans h m the infertile north, peasants who looked much like Ukrainians but spoke
German. Both groups apparently received only a few hours' notice. By the end of the yea.a
new district c d e d Hegewald had corn into being, with 481 square kilometers and officially

8,000 inhabitants (including non-Germans who were still in the towns). Then the process was
halteci? The operation was accompanied by a 15 September 1942 decree by Koch, which

granteci these ethnic Germans u s e - m t o w n e r s h i v f land and farm houses equivalent to
what they had owned years ago, on 1 January 1914.235 Through word of mouth, the twofold
deportation k a m e widely known in Ukraine. Both Slavs and ethnic Gennans who heard
about it were deeply disturbeda
Beginning in August 1943, the ethnic Germans of Ukraine fled or were deported
westward. They moved by trains or with their own carts.237 Later some ethnic Gennans who
had been deported eastward by the Soviet authorhies in 1941 returned to Ukraine. But the
ethnic Gennan comrnunities in the countryside, existing since at least the late eighteenth

=Professor Iu. Iu. Kramarenko, handwritten document, 30 November 1943, TsDAVOV, f. 4620,
op. 3, d. 243a, 11. 103-104, a photocopy h m the original at the GARF (Moscow), f. 7021, op.
65, d. 5, 11. 84-84v;"Uebersicht Uôer die Verwaltungseinteilung des Reichskommissariats Ukraine
nach dem Stand vom 1. Januar 1943," TsDAVOV, f. 33206, op. 2, d. 231.1.46. Kmmalenko
arrived in Troianiv in December 1942 and spoke to a doctor in the local hospital. "Usually they
were ordeted to get ready within several hours to hop with two families on one carkmAs a result,
he adds, it was not possible to talrc one's winter supplies dong. 1 have concluded that this refers to
both the Ukrainians and the ethnic Germans.
~~Buchsweilcr,
Volksdeutsche, p. 332. Cf. B-tigam, vberblick, p. 79 and Fleischhauer, Drim
Reich, pp. 174-175, which both state incomtly that the ethnic Gemws rceeiveü it as pmperty.
~ A l e x a n d c Ddlin,
r
Gemwa Rule in Rwsia, 1941-1945: A Sndy of Occupnrion Policies, 2nd
ad. (Boulder, Colorado, 1981). p. 286; Der Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD in
Kiew to Dr. Thomas,Kiev, 4 December 1942, USNA microcopy T-84, roll 120, frames 438929930.

S'Pinhis and Fkischhmer, Die Deutscircn in &r Sowjcunion, pp. 284-286; Fieischhauer, Dritte
Reich, pp. 206222, 231, and 242.

century, ceaseû to exîst. Even more than in the case of the Jews and Roma, the war put an end
to ethnic Gennan Iife in Ukraine.

It is still hazardous to genetalizt about the perceptions and behavior of the non-Jewish
population regarding the Jews during the Holocaust. Those Ukrainians and others who were
anti-Sernitic beforc the war, remainecl so, evcn after the massacres, and rcgardless of their
opinion of them. It seems rcasonable to assume that Nazi propaganâa tumed a number of
people into anti-Semites. (As did the confrontation with Jews after the retum of the Red
Arrny.) As for behavior, there is evidence of denouncing of Jews by large numbers of people.
but there is also evidence of a small number who saved Jews. Both of these g r o u p were
minorities. The vast rnajority were simply bystanders.

In general, it is important to distinguish sentiments about Jews, whether positive or
negative, from acts. The connection between thern is by no means obvious. In a situation
where it was possible to obtain quickly property or a reward, or to prove one's "reliability"
despite a past membership of the Cornmunist party, anti-Semitic sentiments frcquently played a
minor role in people's behavior. Moreover, that same situation was one of dl-out terror and the
death penalty for any subversive act. Thus, having Jewish friends by no means paranteed that
a person would help them.238 FinaiIy. we saw that the so-calleù Volksdeutsche were pnvileged
over al1 other natives, but that (his did not mean that they were ûeated well. Even they were at
the risk of being denounced and shot.

D W e can also ut it more chiuitably in reverse order. Many ople who did nothing to help
Jews did sympa&c
with them. For example, when the Jews O the Vinnytsia ~hcttowere ordered
in April 1942 to assemble at the stadium, they were "surroundad by a large crowd of the local
population. Some had family tics, there were also those who simply felt sony for thcm and
sympathized." Mikhail Ivanovich Sokolov, interview in Russian by the C m , 20 January 1946
[Vinnytsia?], stenographic teport, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 246, 1. 32.

P"

ui early 1942, after many mass shmtings of Jews and Roma and the first winter of hunger for
city-dweliers and prisoners of war, the Gemian authorities launched a campaign to obtain

laborem for factories and f a m s in the Reich. By late June 1943, a million people had alreaây
been sent to Germany, as the campaign continued. This chapter aims to establish who directai
and decided who was to be part of this massive and rapid migration, and describes how the
potential candidates teacted. Initiaily, there was enthusiasm for going to work in the Reich.
Then a radical mood swing occurred, dunng which most Ukrainians and other non-Gennans
became convinced that by going to Germany this was tantamount to death. From then on, the
potential "eastem worlers" (Ostarbeiter)resisted in every imaginable way. The authorities, for
their part, responded with violence in order to fulfill the "recruitment" quotas. 1also propose
that the escalating violence related to the deportstions was the main reason for the emergellce of
large-scale partisan activity in the Reichskommissariat Ukraine.

Few workers went to the Reich d u h g the fvst months of the German p s e n c e in Ukraine. On
17 December 1941,760 miners embarked on a train to Germany from Kryvyi Rih. As
Reichskommissariat officiais noted, recnliting these men was not easy.1 Some 6.400
unemployed metal workers left Zsporizzhia for Gexmany in the same rnonth. They were
volunteers in the sense that they wanted to escape the famine in the city.2 But it was only in

'"Lagekricht" for December 1941, Rime, 14 January 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 27.1.
8. Cf. Rolf-Dieter Miiller, "Die Rehtierung sowjetischer Zwangsarbeiter für die deutsche
Kriegswirtschaft," in Ulrich Herbert, cd., Europu unù der 'Zeichscinsrrtz":ausIandischc
Zivilurbeiter, Kriegsgefmgene und KZ-Hailinge in Deutschlmd 1938-1945 (Essen, 1991), p.
235, which States incomtly that 1,200 werc sent away on this occasion. In fact, the "Lagebericht"
notes that about half of those initially mcant to be on the transport were taken out, because of
poor health or because of "defense" rcasons, which probably rneans that the Gerrnan Army
wanted to employ them.

zMiiller, "Die Rekrutitning." p. 237.

w l y 1942, when a massive propaganda campaign starkd, ihat the number of people
transported westward assumed a large scak.
The propaganâa appeared mainly in the p i n t media: mwspapers, leaflets, brochures,

an itinerant exhibition, and a gruit number of large, brightly colorcd posters. The newspapcrs
contained supposedly real-life stories about people going to ûermany.3 At work places and as
an opening preview in movie houses, the film T o m e to Lovely Germany" was shown, which
partrayeci young people laughing and singing al1 the way to a w a m reception by a German

f'er.4 The radio broadcast accounts h m Germany by alleged Ostarbeiter (the official term
for "eastem workers" useci in Germany but not in Ukraine)? In general, however, oral
propaganda did not assume a significant scaie until the end of 1942. From that point, the
propaganda carnpaign was spearheadeù by Ulwinians who were supposedly Ostarbeiter on
holiday. As they traveled around Ukraine, they told happy taies of life in Germany, usually in
public speeches at movie showings and at specially arranged meetings in market squares.6
The propaganda campaign stressed rnany supposai benefits of working in the Reich.

One was simply "getting to know Germany."7 Ench Koch promiscd that those working in
Gennany-as

well as those migrating to southem Ukraine to work there-would

be the first to

3E.g., Nina Kaliuzhna, "Divchata ïdut' do Raikhu." Dzvin voli, 17 December 1942, p. 3.

4Anatolii Kuwietsov (A. Anatolii), M i iac roman-dbkwnent (New York, 1986). pp. 338-339;
Vera Filippovna Kal'nitskaia ([Russian?]), interview in Russian by the CHPWU, [no date], [Kiev?l,
stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 244, 1. 85.
SOrtwin Buchbender, D a t&tendc Errt deutsche P r o p a g d gegen die Roten A m c e im Zweiten
Weltkrieg (Stuttgart, 1978), p. 280. More cornmon at that stage were radio talks by native offacials
who had visited German cities and praised them. On talks on 21 September 1942 by the mayors
of Dnipmpetrovs'k and Dniprodzerzhynslc and a peasant, see Savchenko, VRIO NKVD USSR to
N. S. Khrushchev, "Razvedsvodka no. 33/68 O polozhenii v okkupirovannom protivnikom g.
Dnepropetmvske. Po sostoianiiu na 20. 10.42g.,@21 Octobtr 1942, Engel's, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op.
23, d. 124, 1. 75.

6"Ukra'ins'ki mbitnyky z Nimechchyny vidviduiut' ükraïnu," Ukraïns'kyi holos, 29 October 1942,
p. 4 (item fiom Rime about a grou of twenty-one visitors); ibid., 1 November 1942, pp. 1 and 4
(announcement of meetings); Me1 ungen, 32 (4 December 1942). p. 24; ibid., 43 (26 Febxuary
1943), pp. 22-23.
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'"My zholoshuiemos' do pratsi v Nimechchyni. My khochemo pinaty Nimechchynu!" Scholarly
Refe~enceLibrary, collection "Afishy ta plakaty okupatsiinoho pefiodu," item 591sp.

-ive

land once the timc was ripe for land distribution.8 While in Gerrnany, the wotlrers

would earn a good wage and would not have to pay for housing or medical arc. Every month,

part of the wage would be deposited in a personal savings wount, which could be uscd after
one's retum. In the meantirne, &pendent relatives would rcceive financial support? Momver,
the workers would leam skills which would later provide them with good jobs back home.10

Because of ail of these benefits, the workers would be happy. Posters ckpicted those ab&
with the simple text: "Lifein Gennany is great! We arc happy here in Gerrnany!q Anoher
poster had a longer text: "Who of us, Ukrainians, would have thought that we would be asked
whether we would like to work in Germany? Only now do we, who accepted that offer and are
living in Germany, undeniand why Stalin erected a wali amund us and did everything to
prevent us h m finding out what was happening over the last ten years in Gerrnany, which is
the land of me socialism."1*
Besides personal benefits, m a n propaganda strcssed that leaving one's homeland to
work elsewhere was a patriotic duty. Such an approach was very similar to Soviet
propaganda. 13 Simply put, "While Working in Germany, You Defend Your Fatherland!"l*
g"Reikhskomisar Ukraïny Erikh Kokh do ukraïnskykh selian," Filiia, Tsentral'na naukova
biblioteka im V. 1. Vernads'koho, Natsional'na akademiia nauk Ulrrai'ny, Kiev. Viddil starodnikiv,
item no. 1484. Cf. Ukraïns'kyi holos, 26 March 1942, p. 4, which mentions mercly a p d s e by
Koch that work in Gemiany will be taken into account ifgardens will be enlargeâ.
gBuchbender, Dus thende En,p. 28 1.
1oExamples of texts on posters: "Vyïzhdzhaite na rernisnychu pratsiu do nimcts'kykh fabryk.
povemete dosvidcbenymy fplhivtsiamy." Scholarly Refercnce Library, colkction "Afishy ta
plakaty okupatsiinoho wodu," item 87sp; "h
na pratsiu do Nimechchyny! Te chomu Vy tam
navchytes'. pryhodyts'sia Varn piznishe na bat'kivshchyni." Ibid, item 310sp; "My pratsiuiemo v
Nimechchyni dlia myni ta vidbudovy! Koly povemeshsia na bat'kivschchynu, to z nabutym u
Nimechchyni znanniam ty rnatymesh dobn oplachuvanu pratsiu." ïbid., -item S90sp; "On Rborstt
v bol'shom, svetlom pomeshchenii. Gcnnanslcii master dact razuiasneniiai poltazyvact kak
obrashchat'sia s sovremennymi mashinami." Ibid., item 23Ssp.
11"Zhizn' v Gcrmanii p r c b n a ! My shchastlivy zdes' v Gcrmanii! RKzzhai i ty siuda!" Ibid.,
items 244sp and 245 sp. Another example: "V Nimechchyni meni duzhe dobrc!" ïbid., item
180sp.
I2Part of a poster, DAKO, f. r-2519, op. 1, d. 80.1.250~.
~3Kunetsov.M

i ior, p. 258.

Mo= pncisely, it would "help &stroy Bolshevism."~~
Working in Gennany was part of an
plleged collaboration betwccn "westem Europe" and "the liberated East." 'The workm of the

East do their btst in Gennany's factories, works, and fields, while qualifiai German workers
help to get life in the East in order. AU this is donc in order to defept Bolshevism entirely and to
create a better life for all the workers in the liberoted territories."l6 A later message argued that
"at a time when Gennan youth is going to the front and won't corne home until the war is over,
Ukrainian youth must perfonn its duty to work."l'
Church leaders of both orientations wete forctd to join the pmpaganda campaign. In
June 1942, an appeal by Metroplitan PO-

of the Autocephalous church a p p e d in the

press which &ait with the " m o n "about bad living conditions in Gemany. He stressed both
the alleged benefits and the duty to go. His clergy should "explain to their congxegations al1 the
favorable conditions and rewards which surround the work of the worker in Germany, and
which also take care of his family which stays home." In addition, work in Gemany was
considered to be part of the fight against "Muscovite-Jewish communism."~~
Among the
leaders of the Autonomous Orthodox church was Bishop Veniiamyn (Novyts'kyi) of Poltava

and Lubny, who issued a cd1 in late 1942 which was rather different. His statement was
neither antitiSemiticor anti-Russian and mentioncd merely that the Germmrr wanted people to
leave. In fact, this appeal could be taken to mean that Veniiamyn held an entirely different

opinion-"every

Ukrainian worker should understand his indebtedness to those who are

sacrificing their lives at the fiont for the well-being of all."l9

16Brochure. Stvorennio novoho zhyniu bez zhydiv, TsDAVOV. f. 3833. op. 2, d. 751.9.
'7"V toi chas, iak nimets'ka molod' ide na front i ne povernetlsia dodomu do kintsia viiny,
ulrraïns'ka molod' musyt' vykonaty svii obov"iazok za pratsiu." Scholarly Reference Library,
coiiection "Afishy ta plokupatsiinoho periodu," item 575sp. Also: "Druzhe, ia tobi
dopomozhu, ia ïdu do Nimechchyny na robotu!" Iad., items 756sp thmugh 758sp; aad "la
pratsiuiu na poliakh Nimechchyny. Moia pratsia ide [idc] na koryst' nimets'komu voiakovi, shcho
zvil'nyv moiu zemliu." Ibid., item S76sp.

Wviatyi oboviazok ukmïns'koho narodu," Ukmïks'kyi holos. 21 June 1942, p. 3.
voü, 27 November 1942, p. 4. Less ambiguous was Metroplitan Aleksii in Ukraïns'bi
holos, 14 March 1943, p. 3.

Initially the propaganda campaign to work in Gennany met with success. In midJanuary 1942, ~ n x u d1,MO young Kievsns showed up at the Lebor
-

(Arbcitsamt) as

volunteers. Widiin a few days they left by train, to the sound of a bras band at the station?
Two more trains with Kievans left in latt February. The transports were with good food in
cattle cars that were covered with straw, but had no sanitary provisions.2' The motivation of
the volunteers variai, One was a genuinc curiosity about the industrially most 4vanced
country in Europe,which had been "aroused even more by the stories bf ~ e r m a nsoldiers,"
while other reasons were the expectation of a good d a r y and the promise of a quick mturn.22
Among those Kievans leaving in February were many who felt that they had nothing to lose,
for they were starving.m

In the countryside, there were even more volunteers, young people who had essentially
the sarne motivations (except for hunger)? One woman who did not d l y volunteer but

l s "we had a certain h o p that in Getmany we would eam something,
obeyed a d l - u p ~ e ~ a lthat

mposfednie novosti, 12 January 1942, p. 4; "Lagebericht fiir Januar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206,
op. 1, d. 78, 1. 35.

2lAntonina Khelemendyk-Kokot, Kolhospne àytynstwo i nimets'ku nevolia: spohady (Toronto,
1989), p. 145: "WC
were fod well, they gave bnad, butter, sausage, and sameCimes prepared
sandwiches. We had never eaten the kind of sausage which the Germans gave us. Tme, our
sausage, spiced with pepper, garlic, and mustard was also tasty, but the German one n i d out to
be much tastier."
qatliana Fesenko, Povest' krivywt let (New York, 1963), p. 82.
"Kumetsov, Bobii hr, p. 258; Kal'nitskaia, CHPWU intewiew, 1.85. According to one Kievan,
most Kievan volunteers were former inmates of Soviet camps, but this seems doubtful. F. P.
Bogatyrchulr, Moi zhiznennyi put' k Vlasovu i Prazhhmu manifestu (San Francisco, 1978). p.
142.
%lylchailo Lebid', "Chasy nimets'koï okupatsïi v Matiïvsltomu raioni na Volyni (Sphsdy kol.
holovy raionovoï upravy)," fitopys UPA, Vol. 5 (Toronto, 1985). p. 21 1; Ulas Samchuk, Na Aoni
voronomu: spontyny i v r d e n n i o (Winnipeg, 1975). p. 199; Julia Alexanhw with Tommy
Fmnch, Flight fiom N o w a h l o w : Autobiogrophy of a U k r a i n h Who Escaped Starvation in the
1930s Unàer the Rwsians und Thcn SHered Nazi EnsIm,ement (Jefferson, North Carolina, and
London, 1995), pp. 58-59. The Ukrainian archives holds rnany documents preparcd by village
elders containhg signatures of people identifiai as volunteers, but it is conceivable that sottie--or
even 1118ny-signed under dwess. One list, h m the village of Romashky (Rokytne), dateâ 5 Junc
1942, is at DAKO, f. r-2294, op. 1, d. 2.11. S 9 v .

and would get oucstlves some dccent clothes. For we saw that dl Germans werc dritsscd in
quality clothes, maâe h m good faôrics and well sewn."=
Knowledge of the mistreatrnent, killing, and starvaîion of the prisoners of w u , Jews,

and Roma did not dissuade such people fkom going to the homeland of the petpetrators. The
same woman cited above &scribes whaî she, and undoubtedly the volunteers, thought at the

time. "True, we still remcmbtred the shootings of the Jews in Berdians'k, but we also recalled
the good treatment on the part of Gennans during out îrip [in 19411from Berdians'k to our
village. We told each other, maybe it won't be that bad in Germany. The Gennans are
supposecl to be a civilized [kul'mmyi] pople; why, therefore, should they treat us cdly?"26
By mid-1942, however, there wefe hardly any more vo1unteers.n Statistics h m the
Kiev Generdôezirk show a decline fmm 4,030 voluntctrs in June to 425 in August, to a mere

five in September, and thctfafttr none.28 By the end of the s u m r of 1942,153,000 people.
or almost 7 percent of the population of the Kiev ûeneralbezirk, had beeu sent away. At that
stage, the regional SD reporrteâ that the population no longer wanted to go to Gennany,
"clespite" the frantic efforts at propaganda, confiscation of cattle, and death threats.29 The main

ZKhelemendyk-Kokot, Kolhospe ciytynstvo, p. 143.

27In mid-August 1942, the Gebietskommissar in Bila Tsetkva said there were "very few
volunteers." SD report on a conference, Norbert Müller [et aï.], ed., Die foschistische
Okkupationspolitik in den zeitwilig besetzten Gebieten der Sowjetunion (1941-1944) (Berlin,
1991). pp. 314 and 366-367. Cf. also the generally optimistic portraya1 of the situation in
Ereignismeldung UdSSR,191 (10 April 1942). p. 31 and Melàungen, 7 (12 June 1942). p. 12,
with the following subsequent reports: Meidungen, 13 (24 July 1942). p. 12; ibid., 32 (4
December 1942). p. 10; ibid., 47 (26 March 1943), p. 22; and ibid., 54 (14 May 1943), p. 13.
28In April and May 1942,41,900 w m transported from the Generalbezidc; in June 35,978; in
July 17,649; in August 2,178; in September 3,755; in October 19,626; in November 21,4%6; in
December 8,655. Thece arc no figures for January 1943. In Febmary 1943, 8,840 wece deported;
in March 17,904; in April 26,047; in May 41,943; in June 18,633; in July 13,725; and in August
5,045. Muller, "Rekrutie~ng,"p. 240.
According to Generalkommissar Magunia, in Febm
1943 "only" 11,259 people wcrc
deported from the Kiev Generalbezirk. If Magunia's number or the deportations is correct, the
figures in Müller's article rnay be tw low. On the other hand, Magunia may have inflated the
number. He blarned the supposedly low numbet on flights, which in turn he ascnbed to the
unreliability of native policemen and the lack of German policemen. Magunia rieport, Kiev, 1
Marçh 1943, USNA microcopy T-84,roll 120, frame 419294.

?'

%fe&iungen, 21 (18 September 1942). pp. 19-20.. MIIller, Die faschistische Okkupationspolitik,

RpJon why the numkr of volunteers deciincd weie the conditions of iifc and wo* in the
Reich. Particularly mscnted was the fact that Osfarbciter, whether or n a they voluniarrQ had
to Wear a badge with the word "OST."The badge bamd them from entering theaters, movie
houses, and restaurants.30 Those working in factories and living in camps wcre hquently
beaten, had bad housing. and roaived bad food31
It should be said however, thaî the o v e d l rneaning of the Ostarbeiter experience is not
entirely clear. The srnall number who worked for farmers were generally satisfied with their
treatment and payrnent. S o m even wrotc initidly that they plannecl to stay in Gennany.32

(Later they became homesick like the o t h e t ~ .On
~ ) the whole, the Osrmbcter worked much
harder than either western or Balkan foreign wodcers. Already in Ukraine, women generally
used to work harûer than men. As Ostarbeiter they did not slow down and actually worked

harder than any captive males, whatever theu country of origin. As late as 1944, these women
were 90 to 100 percent as productive as German w0rkers.u Why they worked so hard requires

some explanation. A Russian survey of former Ostarbeiter in the 1990s found that many
describeci their tim in Gemany as the best time of their lives.35 Das this explain why they
worked so hard? The hard work was perhaps simply a habit that was dificult to break, or it
p. 313 (the figure, fiom an SD report of August 1942).

30John A. Armstrong, Ukrainian N a t i o ~ i i s m 3rd
, ed. (Englewood, Colorado, 1990). pp. 8 W 9 .
3"ïhere is a substantid literature about îhis, such as Ulrich Herbert, Hitler's Foreign Workers:
Enforced Foreign Labor in Germany d e r the Third Reich (Cambridge, 1997). The SD reporteci
aiso that "very many" volunteers who worked in factories were disappointed. Meldungen, 43 (26
February 1943), p. 25.

321akiv Nestcrovych Vasyledco (Ukrainian boni in 1924 in Madvyn), author interview in
Ukrainian, 22 July 1995, Medvyn, Bohuslav faion, Kiev oblast, ükraine, tape recording (speaks of
a woman who later said her stay at a German famer had been a better life than in Ukraine);
Meldungen, 7 (12 $une 1942). p. 14.

Occupation Policy in the
"Timothy Mulligan, Thc Politics of Illusion and Empire: GeSoviet Union, 1942-1943 (New York, Westport, Conn., and London, l988), pp. 114 and 116;
Müller, Die farchistische Okkupationspolitik. p. 462 (information provided by Fritz Sauckel
during a meeting with Rosenberg on 13 July 1943).

3sBenid Bonwetsch, "Sowjetische ZwangScubeiter vor und nach 1945: Ein doppelter Lcidensweg,"
JahrMeherjZir Geschichte O s t e u p a s , XW, 4 (Stuttgart, 1993), p. 545.

may have lcflCdCd an effort to p v e ollcsclf too valuable to be kilied. The d a t i v e satisfwtion

may have haâ noîhing to do with the working conditions, but with the workers' social life.
Pihido also worked in Germany and has notcd that even though he and his fellow-Ukrainians
were "semi-slaves," they felt free, actuaily frecr than ever. "Wc talked whatever we wanted to

talk about, without fearing that somebody might bc eavcsdropping, that we would be
denounceci, or that we would have to give an account to an NKVD investigaior for some
carelessly expressed thought. "M
Back in the Reichskommissariat, on 19 Febmary 1942, Koch ordered that aid be given
to family members of Ostarbeiter.37 But it frcquently took much tirne before the aid was issued.

nie aid usuaîly was in the form of money, 130 or less roubles (and later hzrbovuntsi) pex
month.38 This family support, released to the native administrations by the Stadt- and
Gebietskommissare. was automatically subtracted h m the Osturbeiter wages, even in cases
when the latter had not at d l supporteci a family in the past, and often in p a t e r amounts than

130 roubles." Although the amounts were very low, at least the relatives received k m . " Late
in 1943. the arnount was inaeased in certain parts of ükraine.41

%He arrived in late 1943. F. Pihido-Pravoberezhnyi, "Velyh Vitchyrnio~viina" (Winnipeg.
1954), pp. 186-187.
37Ukraïi'kyi holos. 29 August 1943. p. 4.
331 March 1942. the Stadtkommissar of Kiev ordmd the city administration to pay the
relatives of Ostarbeiter who depended on the latter-as well as Kievans whom the Labor Office
had recruitecl as car drivers-130 roubles per month and to give them "food rations at hard
priees." m i s involved at that stage the families of 2.912 Kievans who h d gone to Gennany.
ükrainian translation of letter, DAKO, f. r-2356. op. 8, d. 7.1. 68; Nenadkevych and Saiko,
"Proekt kostorysa [sic] Viddih Suspil'noï Opiky Kyïvs'koï Mis'koï Upcavy na vyplatu pnsii ta
dopomoh [sic] za chas z 1.N 1942 r. d. I.IV 1943 r." DAKO, f. r-2356. op. 8, d. 7, 11. 60-62. Cf.
Ereignisrneldung UctSSR, 191 (10 April 1942). p. 32.

3gVicc-miyor Volkanovych to Staàtkommissur, letter. 4 Junc 1942, DAKO. f. r-2356. op. 8. d. 9.
11. 25-26.
m
a
t the amounts wem too low is adrnittcd in Meldungen, 43 (26 Fcbnmry 1943). p. 25.
Evidence that the m t s were collcctcd (ail from 1943) is at DAKO, f. r-2457, op. 1. d. 16, 11.
64-66 and 80; ibid.. d. 80, 11. 208. 219. and 233-234; a d DAKO. f. r-2519, op. 1. d. 8. 1. 5.

Several weeks aftm the deprmirr of the fmt voluntett -,
allowed lettcrs to be sent.** Still later, both Ostrrrkiter and th&

the G«mPn pipthaitia

relatives in Ukraine were wged

to send postcaràs. These cards had an &tachable hdf which could be used to acknowledge
reccipt of the letter.43 Still, many datives had no officid mail cotuiection whatsoever with

Germany.+i Moreover, letters and postcards could take months to be delivered. This even
applieû to the vast majority of l e m (over eighty pafent) that were not opened by the censors
in Germany.45 Nevertheless, considering the conditions of war and the huge volume of the
mail, the system can be said to have worked well and continued to do so until the very end of
the Gennan presence.M

Noxmaliy, Ostarbeiter were allowed one letter per month. Most Cgal0st;crrbeiter letters
were apparently not h l l y candid. As some writers stated, they could not be.47 It is doubtful, as

the Ostatbeifer(and the SD) came to belitve, that most negative letters were confiscatcd48 This
was impossible because of the huge numbers. Inâeed, many other sources say that the letters
rninced no words, and mentioned beatings and other bad conditions, even while noting positive

42Meldungen. 7 (12 June 1942). p. 13. Within and between cities of the Reichskommissariat
Ukraine, there was also a postal service that natives could use, the Deutsche Dienstpost Ukraine.
The word "Ukrainewwas printed on starnps h m Germany which said "Deutsches Reich."
Postcard, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 17, d. 1,l. 88; Liudmyla Stanyslavivna Khrnilevs'ka (Uluainian
h m in 1923 in Kiev), author interview in Russian, 13 July 1995, Kiev, tape recording; A.
Peleshchuk to deputy mayor Voikonovych, letter, Kiev, 19 August 1942, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 1,
d. 108, 1. 21v; Arkadii Liubchenko, Shciiodennyk: knyzhka persha (Toronto, 1951). p. 100,
Arkadii Liubchenko, "Shchodennyk," Novi dni, IiI, 28 (Toronto, May 1952), p. 12; Ukraïns'kyi
holos, 16 Apnl 1942, p. 2.
43Ukr~ïns'@iholos, 17 September 1942, p. 3; ibid, 11 October 1942, p. 3; "Poshta dlia tykh,
shcho ïdut' do Nimechchyny," Dzvin voli, 27 November 1942, p. 3. One such card, sent h m
Gennany to Kiev, is at DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 17, d. 1,l. 87.
% such cases, the Ostarbeitet involved may aciually have diad in Gennany. Meldungen, 21 (18
September 1942). p. 12; ibid., 43 (26 Febmary 1943). p. 22.
'JReport, in Miiller, Die foschistische O ~ t i o m p o l i t i kp., 307. Censorcd lettcrs which h v e d
sometimes had holes in them and crossed-out sentences, notes Kuznetsov, Bobii iar, p. 259.
aMarliefc Fuhrmann, Schneebruch: Geschichte einer Verschleppung (Landau, 1993). p. 64;
Liubchenko, "Shchodennyk," Novi dhi, IV, 43 (August 1953), p. 6.

aspects.49 Mon circumspect writcrs somehow conveyed the tmth about their living conditions

and homesiclmess. This might bc thnwigh coded lmguage which had bten agrrcd upon k f o r e
their deparnim. For example, a waker might write that shc or he l i v d "lilce the Shcvchenkos,"
who would be a particularly poa farnily in the village.m
Relatives werc parnitteci to send letters and packages with clothes, f&

or money-at

least until 1943, when such items staaed to get "lost" in the rnail.51 Pcasants in particular sent
their Ostarbeiter relatives breaâ, rusks, lard, and even butter, so that thousands of packages
piled up at al1 post offices every dayF
The Ostarbeiter quickly faund ways to send lettcrs illcgally. Usually this was done

through a German soldier based in Ukraine, with whom a female Ostarbeiter corresponded. A
letter to this German would include one or more othcr letters, which he then handdelivereds3
Other illegal letters were dclivend by Polish gucst worlcers, apparently in person after
retuming h m holidays."

491bid.; H. Sova lHryhorii Karialt], Do istoni'bol'shcvyts'koïdiis'nosty:(25 rokiv thyttia
ukraïns'koho hromadianyna v SSSR) (Munich, 1955). pp. 87-88; Mikhail M W .Skirda [et. al.],
"Otchet o podpol'noi partiinoi rabote i partizanskoi bor'be v Kirovogradskoi oblasti (avgust 1941
goda mart 1944 goda)," n.d., typewritten document, signed, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391.1.
18; Bogatyrchuk, Moi zhiznennyi put', p. 142; Meldungen, 7 (12 June 1942). p. 13; ibid., 21 (18
September 1942), p. 12.

-

q e t i a n a Ivanima Pyskovets' (Ukrainian), interview in Ufrrainian by the CHPWU, 22 January
1946, village of Bodianka, Kiev oblast, stcnographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 245.1.
74.
S~AuslandbriefPrüfstdleBerlin ("Im Entwurf gez. Tomau"), "Stimmun sbericht auf Gmnd von
Briefen, die irn April und Mai 1943 ausgewertct siad, (Iber: d
d
s und nach der
Ukraine)," Berlin, 18 June 1943, TsDAVOV,f. 3676, op. 4, d. 161.1. 13v.
52"Poshtadlia tyW, shcho ïdut' do Nineçhchyny," Drvin voli, 27 Novemkr 1942, p. 3
(app~mitlyd a s not d d with a s p i f i c region); N i a Serhüvna Zcmilia (Ukrainian bom in
1929 in Oksaverivka (Vasytlriv mon, Kiev oblast]), author interview in Ukrainian, 21 July 1995,
Bohuslav, tape rccording (confinns sending lard). Fmm October 1942, it. was not allowed to add
letters to packages. UkruiiiCyi holos, 8 October 1942, p. 4.
53Meldungen. 21 (18 September 1942). p. 22.

%DerSonderbeauftragte f.d. ArkitsIrrafte ms den beseatm Ostgebieten, report bascd on
ükrainian pmpagandists traveling in Ukraine from June to August 1943, Berlin, 30 November
1943, TsDAVOV,f. 3676, op. 4, d. 161.1.49.

But the most important saua of tmth about the living conditions wen 0st;arbciterwho
retucned h m Gennany in large numbers from i
k middle of 1942. Usually these were young
people who had fdlen seriously ill. sufkred an accident, or had becorne disablai during Allied
bombardments. Among the retuniees were womca who had h o m e pregnant and disabled
people over 65. who had somehow bcen deported to Germany. These people were put on
eastbound cargo trains without any food or medical assistance. According to the SD, many
women dicd on the way?
Hencc, through these various means, news about the conditions of the Osrtrrbeiter

reached Ukraine vcry quickly. Fear spread t h g h word of mouth gradually assumai huge
proportions. A Soviet lcaflet starteâ a nimor that those who left would be put to work in
noithan Afiicas Anothcr nunor held that the deportations were a way to obtain worken for
tmnch digging at the front? People in large cities wem the fvst to know that the Ostzaheiter
were treated worse than al1 other foreign workers. n e y were also the first to exchange stories
of people k i n g "sold" and bad treatment by Gennan farmers.58 Girls and women feared that
they would be put into bmthels.59 Peopk also started thinking and saying that the deportations
were just like the âeportations to Siberia under Soviet r u l e . In one Podolian village, a man
was hanged in the summer of 1942 for saying this out loud at a gathcringbl
15SD report. in MBller. Die farfhistische Oüupationspolitik. p. 315 (about worncn who died); "Iz
dnevnika uchitel'nitsy gor. Kieva L. Nartovoi [Nartova diary]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 347, 11.
13 and 15. notes of 18 July and 4 October 1942; report dated 15 October 1942, in Ernst Kîee
and Willi D e n , "Gott mit uns'? der deutsche Vernichtmgskrieg im Osten 193SI945
(Frankfurt, 1989). p. 174; Meldungen, 21 (18 September 1942). pp. 23-24; ibid.. 24 (9 October
1942). p. 22; ibid., 43 (26 Febmary 1943). p. 24, Iaroslav Haivas. Koly kinchalasia e p o h (n.p.,
19641, pp. 8 6 8 7 ; Pea TimofetvKh Berdnik, "Kharaltteristika polozhenii na oldnipirovannoi
territorii" n.p., n.d., typewritten document, signed, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123, 11. 67-68.

%4eldungen. 21 (18 September 1942). p. 15.
vRussian-language leafïet of unknown date which denies the rumor, DAKO,f. r-22û9. op. 1. d.
85.1.4~;similar leaflet in Uluainian, Filiia, Tsentral'na naukova biblioteka im V. 1. Vemadskoho,
Natsional'na akadcmiia nauk ükraïny. Kiev. Viddil starodrukiv, item no. 1402.
58Meldungen, 32 (4 December 1942). p. 10; Kumetsov. B d i i ior, p. 260.
59~eldungen,7 (12 June 1942), p. 13; ibid., 21 (18 Scpmnkr 1942), p. 22; ibid., 43 (26
Febmary 1943). p. 24; Kuznetsov, Babii iar. p. 260.
soMeldungen, 32 (4 Deccmber 1942). p. 10 (on the Dnipropetrovs'k region); report by

Many people were mortaiiy afhid of going to Germany. They w a e convinoed that in

Gennany they would die h m famine or Allied bombs.62 Some believeâ that thme was a great
famine throughout Gtnnany.63 In the B d y c h i v mgion, one rumor in mid-1942had the
foltowing scenario. Hitler would soon win the war and demand that Stalin relcase Gcmüui
prisoners of war. Stalin, however, would not do this, perhaps because he had killcd them.

Hitler therefore would take revenge by having ail "Russians" killed, arnong whom would be

Ukrainian Ostarûeiter.~People also startd to doubt that Germans were oniy examinating
Jews and Rorna.65 During at least one transport of workcrs from Novohrad-Volyns'kyi (then
called Zviahel') in western Volhynia in mid-1942, it was mmored thaî "n the foreign land" (M

chuzhyni), everyôody would be shot and tumed into soap.66
Deportation to Germany was also the central theme of what might be called the new
folklore.67 Al1 preserved songs and sayings about the topic nveal a deep sadness. A mical
passage nad: "Fmleaving schwV Why should 1study?l 1must become a slavei In a foreign

Generalkommissar Leyser to Rosenberg, 17 June 1943, in Müller, Die faschisrische
Okkupationspolitik, p. 432, also cited in Armstrong, Ukrainian Natio~lism,p. 89; Infomtsiina
sluzhba dlia kraievoho pravlinnia v Hcncral'nii Okrw Volyni i Podillîa (a monthly printed in
Rivne), August 1943, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 688.1.35.
61The order to hang the peasant was issucd by Gebietskommissar Halle of the Vinnytsia district,
not later than mid-August 1942. "Teilbericht Politik über die Bereisung des Reichskommissariats
mit Prof. v. Grünberg in der Zeit vom 13.8. bis 3.9.1942," Rivne, 20 September 1942,
TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 26.1. 28v.
%Iykhailo Seleshko, Vinnytsia: spomyny perekùdacb Komisiï doslidiv zlochyniv NKVD v
1937-1 938 (New York, Toronto, London, and Sydney, 1991). p. 115; Tat'iana Makarovna
Selinchuk, interview in Russian by the CHPWU, n.d., n.d. (typcd on 11 January 1946).
stenographic report, TsDAHOU. f. 166, op. 3, d. 246, 11. J617. Selinchuk was deportcd h m
Kiev in June 1942. People in her wagon cried and screamed, "for the people knew that they wen
going to their death."
63Meldungen. 24 (9 October 1942). p. 13 (regardhg the Berdychiv region).

aAlexandrow, Flightfmni Nowo Iblow, pp. 72 and 79.
ssMcrCrungen, 21 (18 September 1942). p. 15. An "immense fear of deportation to Oemwy"

among young people is notcd in ibid., 54 (14 M a y 1943). p. 16.

67"Vid zbyracha," lMFE,Ic. 1. Rytula collection, f. 14-3. od. zb. 24, adt. 5. Rytula collccted
folklore in the Berdychiv region while the Gennans wete still there.

land."68 'Ihese materials sometimes stated explictly that one would die while in Germany.
s p d c well of us/ We arc going to dKI
"Goodbye, dear friendsl When you sce these m.

*a we d v e in Gcnnany..J We got hem because of the pditsail Who are kissing the
Germans' asses" (a writing on a wdl).@
When there were no more volunteers, Fritz Sauckel, who sincc March 1942 was the
Plenipotentiary Gmeral for the Allocation of Labor, sent out commissions to conduct
deportations, which w m described as "rrcruitmcnt" (Werbung, verbovh, verbuvonnia). His

&man& on the Reichskommissariat Ukraine were high. The target was 225,000 workers in
the 1 s t three months of 1942 alone, and another 225,000 in the first four months of 1943.70

Still later, Sauckel demanded that beginning on 15 March 1943,three thousand and then six
thousand workers be apprehenâeâ each day.71
Sauckel's commissions told the GeneraIkommissur in question the number of people
they wanted and usually aàded that they wanted them quickly. At that stage, the number was
divided again, and each Gebietskommissar and Stadtkommissarreceived a target number. The
Labor Office, which these Germans headed, then divided the number among the raion chiefs
or, in the case of a Stadtkommissa~t,simply passed on the number to the native mayor. In

@"Shkolu ia pokynu.. J Nashcho nieni vchytyts'?/ Doveâet'sia na chuzhynii Raboiu zmbytys'."
Recorded from peasant wornen in the Kiev region, late 1942 or early 1943, IMFE,K.
Tolchennilrova collection, f. 14-3, od. zb. 25, a&. 27.
Most popular of al1 were adaptations of the Russian sailors' Song, Rarkinulos' more
shiroko. There are countiess versions, somc with more than one verse. One example: "Raskinulis'
rcl'sy s h h k d Po nim eshelony Ictiat/ Oni s Ukrainy vyvoziat/ V Germaniiu nashildi rebiat."
Tamara Nikokhenko, "Nevol'nycha pisennist' ukraïns'koho Polissia periodu Velykoï
Vitchynzianoï viiny," Narodna tvorchist' ta ethnohmfiia, 3 (Kiev, 1992). p. 40.
@"Dopobachennia, shchyci dniziJ Iakshcho pobachyte tsi imena, zhaduite tykhym slovomJ My
vyïzzhaiemo na smett'l Iakshcho doïdemo do Nimechchyny...1 Popaly siudy cherez politsaïv,
Aaki lyzhut' sr... nirntsiam." "Nadpysy radian'skykh hromadian, iakykh nimtsi vidpravlialy,
pidchas okupatsTi Ukraïny v Nimechchynu," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 601.1.99 (probably
censorcd by the Communist party officia1 who m t e this down later). Also: "We probably have to
die/ In foreign unknown lands." "Kopii zapisei. Peresyl'nyi punkt po otpravke v Gennaniiu
shlrola-38 po Neluasovskoi ul. 2," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 601.1. 110.
70Letter from Sauckel to Rosenberg, 3 October 1942, in Müller, Die f4schistische
Oùùuputionspolitik, pp. 337-338.
7lLetter ficm Sauckel to Rosenberg, 17 March 1943, in K k and Drr&n, "Gott mit wu," pp.
176-177.

Kiev and d e r major citics, additicmal branches of the Lsbor Onice wcrc set up at esch district
administration. Al1 the native administrators were tbrcatcned with dcath if they would not
supply the requestcd quota of "rccniits.* Sorne timc in late 1942, the procedure changed.
Native officials were no longer told to supply a certain numbcr, but simply to hand over al1
people bom during certain years. Hence, in 1943, everybody bom in 1926 and 1927 was
apprehended.73
Thus, in contrast to the Holocaust of the Jews and Rorna, for the depcxtation of
workers the Nazis needed native-brn local officials. The latter were forced to become closely
involved. It is still too early to generalize about theu msponse until there is detailed study of the
records of each locality. It appears, however, that the mayors of the large cities did not consult
the population at dl. In the countrysidc, the raion chiefs had the luxury of being able to blame

subordinates, the village elders. The chef would &mand fiam each elder that he fil1 a
particuiar quota by compiling a list of names. The el&r had to send that list by a certain date to
the raion center. OfGcially, it went not to the raion chkf, but to newly created Labor off~cesat
the raion level. In reality, however, it is unlikely that these raion Labor Offices amounted to

much. If they did constitute a separate office, it is unlikely that they were headed by a Geman,

as they were supposed to be, because the= was a great shortage of Geman personnel in
Ukraine.74
At conferences in the raion center, village elâers rcccived further instmctions. They
were to exclude certain categories h m the lis& they submitteâ-forest

workers, quarry

worlcers, railroad workers, road builders, and employees of the Machine-Tractor Stations and
the state farms.75 But the el&rs still had some tough decisions to make. They were not obliged

Bdutigam. Oberblick Ubrr die besetrten Ostgebiete wcïhred des 2. Weltkrieges (Tübingen,
1954). pp. 92-93; MUller, "Reluutiemng," p. 239; Fescnko, Povest', p. 82.

70-

'SMliller, "Rekxutiemng," pp. 242-243.
Novi Sanzhary raion, the Labor m c e was headad by a Gennan (a "Nazi")callad Sabin,
according to Sova, Do istoriï, p. 87.

'4In the

mFor example, the letter from chief Ristovit of tbe Rokytnc raion in the Bila Tserkva district to
the elder of Romashky, 29 May 1942, DAKO, f. r-2294, op. 1, d. 2.1. 5, requesting forty more

to consult the local villagers, anâ they may or may not have c o n v e d a village meeting to
decide how the quota would be filled.76 In f a such meetings seem to have ban m by iate
1942.

In order to avoid k i n g put on the list, it was essential to have the right connections.
The fsmily members of policemn and naîive administratom were especially protected.
Otherwise, there was much arbitrariness. From one household, two or more childrcn might be
called up, while h m other homes none? In general, the first to be dratted were "outsiders,"
that is, people who did not live in a given village before 1941. Usually, these wcrc former
prisoners of war? Also among the f h t non-volunteers were people particularly disüked by

the native authorities. These "undesirables" varied from place to place. In many villages, they
might be Communist party membeis and other Soviet aftivists.79 In others, t k y were known

ükrainian patriots or chüdren of victims of Soviet pefsecution.W Still another vulmrabk grwp
were what the Reichskommissariat leadership called "adolescent, undemowished children and
infinn gray-haircd people of both sexes." For these people, who were repotedly "randomly
names by 4 June.

fbnie records of the village administration of the Polissian village of Maksymovychy say the
following: "Upon demand of the raion administration, 156 people were chosen for transport to
Germany to wodc, and thrce people for a commission to deal with this matter." Protokol no. 12, 7
April 1942. At a later meeting, those gathered "talktd about the appointment of people for
transport to greater Gennany, 82 people." "Piotokol n. 17," 3 June 1942, DAKO, f. [r-1215, op. 1,
d. 5,11. 21 and 29.
"Maria Oleksandrivna Vasylenko (Ukrainian bom in 1931 in the village of Huta), author
interview in Ukrainian, 22 July 1995, Medvyn, Bobuslav raion, Kiev oblast, ükraine, tape
recording (regarding policemen's families); T. Iakovkevych, " 1939-1 943 K. na
Volodymyrshchyni (Spohady)," Litopys Volyni, 3 (Winnipeg 1956), p. 115.

'spihido-Pravoberezhnyi, " Velyka Vitchyznima v i i ~ , "p. 155; Mikhail Nikolaevich Sviridovskii
(bom in 1908), interview in Russian by the CHPWU,3 March 1944, Kiev, stenographic report,
TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 246.11.9-14 (regardhg a village in the Kiev tegion); Sova, Do istoriï,
p. 87 (calls them "volunteers").
According to reports ftom Reichskommissariat oficials, 1,202 prisoners of war were
deported to the Reich from the Reichskommissariat by 1 Match 1942, and 5,876 more by 1 April
1942. It is unclcar to what extent thtse figures include fonncr prisoners who had b a n living
legally in the villages. "Lagebericht für Febmr 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 5, d. 15.1. 268269; "Lagebcricht für Miin 1942," ibid., 1. 319.

tsPibido-Pnivobcrezhnyi,"Velyka Vitchytniana viina," p. 156; Lebid', "Chasy nimets'koï
okupatsïi," p. 211.

m i d o says this was done by the leaders of many raions, whom he calls "hiddcn Soviet agents."
Pihido-Ravoberezhnyi, "VeIyAa Vitchyviiuntz viinu," pp. 162- 163.

m i t e d " as early as Apil 1942, there was pppsrently little sympathy or action to p v e n t thur
deportation, althougb in the case of the adolesctnts it is also possible that they "voluntceritd" to

escape from hunger.81
There were also other natives in a position of some authonty who proposcd candidates
for deportation. in cities, house custodians were involved h m the very bcginning. In Kiev,
for instance, custoàians reportai to the Labor Office "many iU people, old people unable to
work, indeed even cripples, and anybody they dislilre[d]."* According to the SD,"formerly
active Comrnunists [in Kiev], who fctl Uittatcntd by their neighbors, report them for work to
Germany, in order to be able to continue their Cornmunist activity without hindrance."83 It is
incorrect, however, to say that such âenunciations were only practiced by Communist party

members. In particular, it was done by supervisors at jobs, who also tended to allow il1 or the
least productive employees be depoxteà if they had to chwse candidates. As a man who
worked at Vinnytsia's housing department put it aftewards, "a shef merely had to point at
somebody and he was sent to Gennany." He recalls a native agricultural official who moved to
another apartment and o&red his employees to carry things. One woman protestai. Soon
hereafter, a car tod< her to the Labor ~ i c cand
, within hours she was on a train to Germany.84

Likewise,when the head of Kiev's Aid Cornmittee heard that a man had refus4 to go to a
certain village to load turf, he had him sent to Germany.85
Mernoirs by former raion chiefs stress that they did their best to prevent the
deportations. Hryhorii Kariak of the Novi Sanzhary raion Wntes that "we" placed Young
people in various offices and organizations, whether they were needed or not. "Such measures

*%agekricht RLr den Monat April 1942," TsDAVOV. f. 32M. op. 5, d: 15.1. 369. The
document does not specify whether this was in cities, the counîryside, or both.
82Meldungen, 7 (12 June 1942), p. 13.

8'Mlchail Ivanovich Sokolov, interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 20 January 1946 (Vinnytsia?],
stenographic rieport, TsDAHOU. f. 166, op. 3, d. 246, 11. 35-37 (quote from 36).
85Letter by H. A. Lahs to vice-mayor Volkanovych about this action by committa head
Nenadlrevych, 23 Septcmber 1942, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 15, d. 22.11. 60-61~.

protected hundnds of people," although he coaadcs chat thousiands of others had to l a v e for

Gennany.'

Mykhailo Lebiâ' of the Lukiv raion writcs that parents begged him not to send

their cbildren. His administration collected data which supposedly showed that rnany
candidates werc naeded for work which the Gebietskommissor considercd important, such as
the constmction of a railroad, work at a sawmill, and worlr in the fields. But this happeneci
after 70 percent of the Ostarbeiter quota for the raion had bœn fulfilled. H e m , the

Gebietskommissaragreed to a lower quota As a resuit, supposedly "not more than 200
persans" went to Germany h m this raion in two yearsn

The actual situation was rathtr different, however. It was the rai011 chiefs and the city
rnayors, who, fearing for their own lives, started arresting people for deportation. They did
this with the help of the Gendarmerie or the Schutzpolizei. At the timc, Sauckel even Mamed
the resulting violence on the native administrators.88 That was unfair, but the fact rernains that
the "auxiliary" administrations wexe deeply involveci in the round-ups, which were inherently
violent.

There is somc good documentation âealing with Kiev. In early April 1942, the head of

the Railroad (ZaIiznychnyi) District was womed. Since the district was more like a village than
an urban area, few people lived in communal houses. Thus, without house custodians it was
difftcult to supervise the population. Aside h m the tact thnt people werc nmly at home, they
could quickly flee to the countryside, where they had connections. Thus, only about thirteen
persons h m the Railroad District signed up aich day as volunteers. Al1 this made the overail

daily target of f@

"recruits" hard to meet. 'Iherefore, this district head asked his suprior,

Mayor Forostivslkyi, to order the district Schutzpolizei to a m s t people. This could be &ne, he
said, on the basis of the police list of "undesireâ elernents," as well as with a similar list which

86Sova, Do istoriï, p. 88.

U b i d ' , "Chasy nimets'koï okupatsïi," pp. 2t 2-21 2.

~Brtiutigam,Oberblick über die besetzten Ostgebiete, p. 93.

his district administration had prcpa1cd.89 Fomstivs'kyi i

d the rcquestd ordcr to the

distria Schukpolizci and also authorized the district hePd to c w y out with the Schuepoluei

large-sale nighttime house searches. As he explained, no order h m Stadtkommissar
Rogausch was needed for such s c a c ~ h e s . ~

The mund-up of laborem was h d y new to Kievans. As Iate as 1920, the Soviet
authorities carried out daytime round-ups of labor "dcserters."9~ In the spring of 1942, L.
Nariova captured the general mood about the deportations (at that stage, mostly of chilchen
aged 14) in her diary: "1am still under 55.1 could aiso be taken and we are al1 very womed

about this.... We arc stuck in a temfying, terrible captivity and al1 thoughts center around one

thing-who

among our acquaintances and l o v d oncs will lose their children, who will not be

...

able to hide them. Liusia, Kostia, Oslochka, Alesha Go& what a temble, insane grief for
parents. "92
The cities experienced massive night-time house seamhes, conducted by native and

German officiais and policemen. Everyone was apprehended, even ovemight guests and
mothers of small children. Only those children were Ieft behind.93 One woman was only caught

after several escapes, in which she ran out into the Street via the attic and the neighbors'
house." Kiev's Poàil district saw one such massive operation one early Sunday moming, 12
July 1942, from 3:O to 11:15 a m . The main aim was to amst people without a job or without

the (recently introduceci) labor card The operation was led by the Schuczpolizei, but ail Kiev-

89he district population included "a significant gnwp of former household workers, who
prcviously worked for the Jews in the city center, but migratcd to the city outskirts after theu [the
Jews'] liquidation and the f h s in the center." Letter by district adminislrator Bokü to
Forostivskyi, 12 April 1942, DAKO, f. r-2356, op. 1, d. 107.11. 21-23.

soForostivs*kyito Bokii, letter, 15 April 1942, DAKO. f. r-2356, op. 1, ci. 107, 1. 24.
91AlexanderBerkman, The Boishevik Myth: (Diaty 192iL1922) (New York, 1925). pp. 232-233.
92Nartova diary, U. 1&11, ndes of 21 and 28 April 1942.
93Kai'nitskaia, CHPWü interview, 1.85. niat even mothers of small c h i l h n werc anicsted and
forced to lcave thcm bchind unattcnded (alîhougb the mothers werc later rclcased). is confinneci
for Berdychiv on 2 August 1942, in Meldungen, 24 (9 October 1942). p. 22.
%clinchuk, CHPWU interview, 1. 16.

bascd mmbers of the Sicherheitspolizeiand tbc Sichemeitsschut~nannschah
(native Sdiuma

membas ôomwed by the Sicherheitspolki) participaîcd. Each squaô consisud of one
Gennan and ninc native Schutzpolizei rnembem, one Sicherheitspoiizci member, one
S i c h e t h e i t s s c h u ~and
, an interpxeter. Despite its extent, this round-up was a failure. Not
only was the timing baà-it
town-,

was the weekend, when many city-dwellem tendeci to be out of

but the neighborhood had received an advat~cewaming. Afbr several seleciion

rounds, the almost random arrcst of some 1,600 people left only about 250 candidates for
work in Germany, the vast majority women.95
Round-ups by Gennans with dogs and native policemen at markets became a f q u e n t
phenomenon throughout Ukraine' cities. AUegedly, the round-ups were conducted to combaî
spenilation, but in fact the hunt was aiways for Iaborws, in pPnicular young villagers, for they
had no labor car& and were thus unlikely to be rescued by employers. In Kiev, "people rushed

about with eyes wide with horror, overturning baskets and stands, but the German policemen
implacably shoved the scnaming women and pale men into the large cargo vans."% On 2 May
1942 alone, some 1,400 young people were munded up this way in Kiev. Their parents were
told to bring them underwear, a coat, and shoes. "It astonished [ubilo]everybody, people are
moving around like dummies," Nartova recordai. "The streets are dead, even the children are
in hiding. They fear that the Germans will take them away."w

9SReport by SS-Oberstumbahnführer Erich Ehrlinger, Kommandcur der Sicherheitspolirri d
des SD, Kiev, 20 July 1942, in Müller, Die f(~~chistische
Okkuptionspolitik, pp. 302-304. This
report States that the native policemen wen o v e d o u s and "partly" amsted evcrybody. A total
of 1,645 people were arrested, essentially anybody who was found. First the detaince wen
marchecl to the precincts (AbscItnittsresewestelIcn),w b about 390 were rclcased. Then they
were taken to the main precinct (Hauptbefehlsstelle, Revier II "Podol"), where Labot Office
officiais d v e d and released a M e r 646. The rcmaining 614 were driven by car to the SD at
15 Korolenko Strat. Here stilll more releases took place, so that only 476 arriveci at the transit
camp. Even therie the releases continuai, on the basis of iltness (about 75) and appeals by
German offices (145). Ultimatcly only 255 people werc le& the vast majority (two hundreâ)
women. Cf. Meldungen, 21 (18 September 1942). p. 21, which is obviwsly based on this report.
%Fesenko,Povest', pp. 8243; Kuznetsov, Bubii ior, p. 331. Kumctsov says that people p used
to the round-ups, which is not confVmad elsewhere and must be doubtcd.
"Nartova diary, il. 11-12, note of 1 [sic] May 1942 (quote h m 12).

Eventually, such post-smst notices to parents were no longer provickd. Persans
simply diseppared without a trace until they might said a letter h m Gemany.9 Round-ups

dso occurrcd in parks and at movie or othcr theattrs. Many p p k thought that nises w m
used, although in reality they probably were net. In R i m , for example, a sale of consumer
goods was held which ended when a round-up startedP

Fmm the middk of 1W2,people were even shot while attcmpting to escape from the
round-ups. One summer Sunday, G e ~ n a nand native policemen cordoncd off nie market of the
town of Oleksandriia and the streets which surrounded it. A man recalls that "thepolitsai beat

with butts and shot anybody who tried to run away. There were many wounded and people
were shot dead."IOl In Kiev in October 1942, people WC= Iistening to a band at the market
when the area was cordoned off. Several people who tned to escape were apparently shot.102
At this stage of the discussion, it should be noteâ that there were several other kinds of
"migration." These includod: (1) agrarian labor in southern Ukraine; (2) work in the
countryside in general; (3) maids for Gennan families; and (4) scientists. The f i t campaign

focuscd on going to southem Ukraine, where there was a shortage of laborers to work the
fields and harvest the crop. The Ger=

authorities aimed to move by f w t 400,000 people,

presumably peasants. The fmt are known to have left on 3 Mar& 1942.la It is unlikely tbat

9BKal'nitskaia, CHPWU interview, 1. 85; requests for infonnation about âisappeared relatives in
and ibid., 22 April 1943, p.
4.

Nove ukraiins'ke slovo. 10 January 1943. p. 4, ibid., 9 April 1943, p. 4,

Wanda Antonorna Volovskaia (Poe bum in 1923). interview in Russian by the CHPWO,
[Dnipdzenhyns'k?], stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243, 1. 150.
1%.
S. Koroichcnko to N. S. Khnishchev, "O sostoianii partizanskogo dvizheniia na
pravoberezhnoi Uluaine," 22 July 1943, n.p.. TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 6, 11. 32-33.

lolSkirda, "Otchet [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391.1. 19, quoting one F. M. Antonenko.
1"rNartova diacy, 1. 16, note of 6 October 1942.
**"Lagekricht flir kbruar 1942," TsDAVOV, 1.3206. op. 5, d. 15.1.268.

thae were many volunteers among them. and they do n a lppcsr to have b a n promisad
anything substantial.1~Othewise, nothing is known about this campaip.

The same applies to the practice of forcing city-dwellers to work in the countryside.
nie plans, made by agrarian officials of the ReichskomrnissSnat, werc arnbitious. Those
onicids were enraged that not al1 land had been cultivated by the time the winter of 1941-1942
atfjvcd, and they planned to send 407,000 city dwellers, including rhool childrcn, to work in
the countryside in the spring of 1942.105 Sorne 50,000 Kievans were to be put to work in the

Kiev region. The officials wanted each worker to dig M y a hundred quart meters under the
supervision of the native police. Groups and subgroups of 5,000,500, and 50 people should

be formed. Salaries were not to be provided, "for such payment would be unprofitable."
Instead, for every hundred square meten dug, a laborcr would receive a note giving him or her
"priority" during supposed vegetable sales and pcnnission to buy dkctly €mm Gerrnan outlets

food worth two roubles.106 It seems that the fields the planners had in mind were those
belonging to the former Soviet state farms (radirospy). The Gebictskommissarin Zaporizhzhia
is known to have sent out ciiydwellers to finish the fall ploughing afkr the deportations to
Gennany endangered it. Thousands of people were separated from their fDmilics in the
process. Many managed to flee back to the city, however.1"
A particularly notorious hunt for additional workers for the countryside involved the

Medical Institute in Kiev, which functioned during the 19414942 academic ycar under the

Reichskommissariat leadership doubted h m the very beguuiing whethcr there would k
enough volunteers for such a large-sale migration. "Lagebericht fUr Januar 1942," TsDAVOV, f.
32û6, op. 1, d. 78, 1. 30. A man asked the raion administration in Bohuslav in Fcbniary 1942 to
free his daughter from king sent to southeni W n e for apicultural wok; see bis letter to the
"BohuslavsZa Volost'," 12 kbmary 1942. DAKO, f. r-2107. op. 1, d. 131,l. 24.
ios"Lagekricht" for December 1941, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 27.1. 21; "Lagebaicht Rir
Januar 1942," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1, d. 78.1.36.

lMRKU Hauptaôteilun m.Abtcilung Esailhning und Landwirtschafk.
Hauptsowchoscnverw tung und Güterbewirtschafhing to the Gcneralkommissar in Kiev, 22
January 1942, Kiev, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 121, Il. la-2.

f

name Polimedykum.lœ In the spring of 1942, applications for entering the program in the ncxt
fa11 were issucd and the number of students incrtased rapiâiy. hiring the summer of 1942, the
G e b i e ~ s ~ i s ssent
a r about 1,500 mcdical stu&nts into the countryside to work. They
actually had a happy time with lots of food, accordhg to one of them.1~That was not the end
of the story, however. Upon r e m in Kiev in the fall, they were wamed to go into hiding, for
they would be deportecl to Germany.110 On 13 November, al1 stuclents were ordercd to gathet

and to meive information about "the guiding principles of the work of the Polimedykum."
Less than one hundred out of 2,500 students showed up.lll They heard that the institue would
not m p e n and that al1 students had to report two &ys later at the "recmitment office" at 24
Artem Street (then called L'viv Süeet) by 2:00 p.m. The same order was issued over the radio
and by GeneralkommissorMagunia in the press.1'2
Then a massive hunt for the mdicai students started. 'The fmt warning to thoc who
did not appear was that the [authorities] would confisute thcir parentst b

d cards. Then [they

t h t e n e d to] exile or even execute them for sabotage."ll3 Accepting medical students as
employees carried the death penalty, while those a M y employing any had to report it.114 In
practice the parents and relatives of those in Ming not only lost their food cards, but were

lo8Hereworked, among others, A. M. Ziukov, Iu. Iu. Kramartnko, F. D. Rumiantsev, M. K.
Ventskovskii, L. 1. Girenko, and S. N. Bogdanovich. Iu. N. Kvitnitskii-Ryzhov, "It istoni
zdravookhraneniia v Kieve vo vremia Veiikoi Otechestvennoi voiny 1941-1945," Sovetskoe
zdravookhranenie, 5 (Moscow, 1990). p. 64.
lo!%lentyna Pavlivna Kravchenko (Ulrninian bom in 1922 in Kiev), author interview in Russian,
10 August 1995. Kiev, ükraine, tape recorâing. n i e figure cornes from Blanka Jerabelr. Dus
Schulwesen unà die Schulpolitik im Reichskamniissariat Ukraine 194-1944: im Lichte deutscher
Dokumente (Munich, 1991). p. 114.
l l°Kravchenko, author

interview.

l1'Of those hundred, only about sixty were not picgnant or not considerrd too il1 to bc deporteci.
Reinhsrdt in Nove ukmïm'ke slovo, 12 Novemk 1942, p. 4; Jerab&, DUSSchulwesen. p. 114.

112Maguniain Nove ukraïhs'ke slovo, 15 Novemkr 1942, p. 4; Liubchenko, "Shchodennyk," Novi
dni, m.27 (Toronto, April 1952). p. 4, notes of 13 and 23 November 1942.
13Nartovadiary, 1. 19, note of 12 Dccember 1942.
114Liubchenko,"Shchodennyk." Novi hi, m,27 (Toronto, April 1952).
November 1942; Jerabek, Dus Schulwesen, p. 115.

p. 4, note of 23

takcn hostage. Only thcn did a number of students give themselves up, while many others fled

Kiev altogethCr.11' Others w m caught in the s e t during the pModic large-sale round-ups
targeting young people.116 Togaher pbout a hundred medical students w a c deportcd by the
end of the 1942, although this was far short of the German goal.11'
During the summer of 1942, Hitler pemnally ordered the additionai "rec~itment"of

400,000 women and children to help in houschold work German women, who were
themselves often working outside the home. By that tirne, Hitler h d becorne convinced, aftet
personaüy sccing "AryanW-lwkingUkrainain pcasants, that Ukrainians had traces of

"Germanie" blood, supposedly because the Goths had lived in the region. He could be
pragmatic and decided that Gennans would benefit by assimilating some Ukrainians.118 The

press d e d on d l "girls" not olcier than thirty-fivc to voluntecr, citing among the benefits the
Whether any girls or women
opportunity to use tap water and to c w k with gas or electricity.~~g
volunteemi is unknown, but by early 1944, an estimateû 50,000 such mai& were working in

Gennan households, most of whom were UkrPinians.120 Finally, a number of scientists and
technical specialists were pressured to go to Germany. Those who went probably worked
under privileged conditions, but little is k n o m about ihis category of "recruits."l21
115Jeraûek,Dus Schulwesen, p. 115; report baseû on a source ("Gewahrsmann") who visited Kiev
and Odessa, USNA rnicmcopy T-120, roll 2533, fiame E292536.
116Liukhenko."Shchodennyk," Novi hi.II& 27 (Toronto, Apil 1952). p. 4, note of 23
November 1942. On 27 November 1942, Liubchenko's neighbor, a student, told him that the
medical students were k i n g looked for everywhere, but those caught had not left Kiev yet,
because there was typhus in the transit camps in L'viv. Ibid., III, 28 (May 1952). p. 11, note of 27
November t 942.
ll'Jeraûek, Dus Schulwesen, pp. 114-1 15.
118AdoYHitler, Monologe im Fdhrerhauptquartier 1941-1944: die Autichnungen Heinrich
Heims herausgegeben von Werner Jochmonn (Hamburg, 1980). p. 331, comment of 6 August
1942; Brhtigam, Uberbfick über die besetzten Ostgebiete, p. 93.
119"UlmYns'kidivchata v nimetsïrykh domuhnikh hospodustvakh," Dzvin vofi, 27 Novanber
1942, p. 4; "Divchata i zhinky! Nimets'Itc khatnie hospodarstvo chelraie na Vas!" Scholarly
Referena Library, collection "Afishy ta plakaty okupatsiinoho periodu," item 3Wsp.

12%erbert, Hitler's Foreign Worùers, p. 439n209. Herbert simplifies the matter by calhg thcm
Russian maidS. Ibid., pp. 187-189.
12'MUller, "Rckrutieruag,"p. 242. la May 1942, Mayor Forostivs'kyi invitcd scholars and their

Every person who was apprchcnded in Kiev evenaially wived at 27 Artem Str&t This was an
assembly point consisting of several houses and a yard fùlly fenced off and un&r heavy guard.
This place, fonnerly part of school pmpmy and in the tsarkt priod a barracks, now
processed thousands of "recruits," partidly under the open air. Doctors, presumably Kievans,
pcrformed a superficial mcdical check. Despite the tight security, there were escapes.
Morcover, some parents were able to bribe the Sdiu(zpo1izci to let theu child out. Otherwise,
the parents simply stood outside and waited for the moment when their child was chascd across

the strieet into the "recruitment office" (biuro nabom) at 24 Artem Street. There personal data
were recorded beforc departure. The "recruits"had to cross the street quickly, and the police
oftea lashed those who wouldn't move. Afkr leaving this office, the prisoners were taken on
foot or sornetimes by streetcar to the train station.lz

Peasants who l i v d in a region where therie was no train station nearby were also held at
the camp at 27 Artcm Street. Almost every moming, the nearby streets ovefflowed with

hundreds of maixüy young people h m al1 parts of Ukraine, who were chased dong by politsui'
toward the camp.

Loaded with bags with warm clothes and with trunks on theu shoulders, they were
swelrcring. Behind them was a whole string of rickshaws, which the exhausteci
'volunteers' had rented with their 1 s t money. Thcy obviously had no more energy to
carry everything they needed on the road and abroad. Among them were also very
young ones, and some of the women had small children in their arms. The Kievans
usually stopped to wetch the extraordinary procession. They lwked sfter it for a long
time, full of surpise and horror. But some of îhe onlookers s a d ironically, 'Ukraine is
k i n g liberated h m the Ukrainians.'ln
-

- -

-

students to Germany, where they were promised worir. Nilcolai Kuz'mich Gcuns'kii [sic = Grunskii
or Hruns'kyi] (Ukrainian bom in 1872), interview in Russian by the CHPWU,TsDAHOU, f. 166,
op. 3, d. 243.11. 1-Sv. Velychkivslcyi gives a p m d account of how he was able to pmvent
scientists king talcen to Germany: Mykola Velychkivs'kyi, "Sumni chasy nimets'koï okupatsii'
(1941-1944 toky)," Vyzvol'nyi shliclkh, XII, 3 (London, 1%5), pp. 297-298.

I t 2 n i e w ~ ~ i t m e office
n t n was the former Military Registration W ~ c (Voenkomat).
e
Another
deportation site @eresyl'nyi punkt) in Kiev was at 2 Nekrasov Süeet. Nartova diary, 1. 22, note of
26 April 1943; Fesenko, Povest', p. 82; Selinchuk, CHPWU interview, 1. 17; Bogatyrchuk. Moi
zhithnennyi put', p. 143; Kal'nitskaia CHPWU interview, 1.85.
li3Pavlo Temivs'kyi [Ivan Wyhadlo), "Spohady emi
ta," pp. 55-56. Autograph manuscript,
1945, Library and Museum, Ukrainian Cultural & ucational Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada. This author was Ur Kiev fiom carly 1943.

E%"

nie muid-ups in the countryside in 1942 werc at least as brutal as those in the cities.

The native Gendarmerie went h m house to house, initially during daylight. The following is a
iypical soenario. On 25 June 1942, W N a n poliamen arrived in the PoQlian village of
Pochapyntsi (Chernerivtsi) to c o l k t 260 young popk. ' h y were mcrcilcss, as a woman who
was then nineteen recalls. "When they arrived at our house and wanted to pick up Ivan and me,

1walked back into the room, and MW
myself on the pillow on my bed. 1didn't want to go. 1

cried, '1don't want to go! 1am not going! I'm staying hem!' 1held the bedstead as tight as 1
could. A militiaman, who had walked af'ter me into the room, grabbed me by the neck, pulied

me up, placed the rifle in my si& and led me away."lu 1t was peculiar to the countryside that
the mothers of those rounded up cried inconsolably, as if they were rnouming a &ad child.lu

The amsted peasants rnight be locked up for the night at the local police station or at the
village administration,~26or they rnight be lined up immediately for transport. The line-up t w k
place in the village square, as the remaining villagers lwked on. The police then sumninded
the group on al1 sides and shouted, "March!" (Rushi!). If the police brought a ôand, it s m c k

up a happy tune. "Women ran dong the column, screaming, sobbing, and throwing
themselves on the ne&

of their daughters," wntes Anatolii Kumetsov. "nit poiitsai pushed

them away and the women fell to the ground. At the back waked the Germans, who chuckled
at the scene."l27 Relatives followed the c o m y at a distance.

By the fall of 1942, threats and beatings of those peasants who did not go
immediately-that is, those who were discovercd in hiding-werc

common. The beatings wece

124Fuhrmann,Schneebruch, p. 53.
12SKuznetsov,Bobii iar, p. 273; Skirda, "Otchct [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391,l. 19; "U
Nirnechchynu divchatal Na poïzd vidpravliaiutVsia/Hirlro plache kozhna wtyI ïak z mcrtvymy,
proshchaiut'sia." Song of peasant wornen in the Kiev region, IMFE, K. Tolchennikova collection,
f. 14-3, od. zb. 25, d .34.
lz6Skirda,"Otchet [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391,l. 19.

12fGennanswen not always present during such round-ups in villages. Kuznetsov. B d i i ior, p.
274, describin evcnts in the village of R y W . Umally the captives weiie marchai away, but
Fuhrmann, Sc necbruch, p. 54, says they w e taken
~ away on catts. For another, rathtr
euphemistic description, sec Seleshko, Vinnytsia, p. 115.

f

administered by bie native police or Germens. For example, girls in the village of St.
Bezradychy (Obukhiv) werc katen rvemly and nlso wem bittcn by a b l o o d h d . In 1942 a
girl in the same village who was discovered in the fields was beatcn with a whip by a

German.128

The round-ups had a great impact upon everyday life of village's. Teenagers and
middle-aged villagers startcd evading the usual roads and pahs and waîking via little-known
ones.129 In the village of Zanibyntsi (Perciaslav), h m the end of 1942 people took tums
standing guard on a hilltop. If the guard left his or her spot, this was an indication to the others
that the politsaï were on their way across the Dnieper. By the time the policemen arxived,
everybody was in hiding and the village was completely abandoned.130 Such devices were

practiced everywhere. Thc deportations may also have made many people work harder, since
they hoped that by doing so they would becorne too valuable to be taken away.131

As in the large cities, movie theatm in the t o m s became unsafc, for they were
occasionally surrounded and those inside deported.132 After a while, the countryside and town

raids were carried out mostly at night. During such raids, huts were s u m n d e d and a warning
went out that anybody who tried to flee would ôe shot. As a result, many peasants-and

in

some regions almost al1 of them-started sleeping elsewhere than at home, in the garden or
perhaps in a hole in the ground.133
Wevheniia Makarima MoskovsZa (Ukrainian bom in Stari Bezradychy [Obukhiv raion] in
1930). author interview in Ukrainian, 29 July 1995, Kiev, tape recording (not derring to
herself).
lZ9As for example in the village of Zambyntsi. Valentina [Valentyna] Maksymivna Liashcnko
[Liashchenko?], (Uluainian bom in 1916), interview in Ukrainian by the CHPWU,8 August
1946, village of Zambyntsi, Kiev oblast, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 249.1.
7v.

131Mariia Khtodosïivna Hohulia (Ukrainian bom in 1927 in Mcdvyn), author interview in
Ukrainian, 22 July 1995, Mdvyn, Bohuslav raion, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape riecording.
132Berdnik. "Khamktcristika polozhenii [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123 report, 1. 67
(regardhg the town of Smila).
133Pyskovets', CHPWU intewiew, 11.72-74 (worlred in the hmmhasp in Borodianlra);
Auslandsbriefprtifste1le, "Stimrnungsbericht" based on letters chcckd between 11 August and 10

Fwtratad by such actions, the German authmities dtmanôeû bat harsher action be
implemented. GcncralkaanmissarSchUnc of the Volhynia-Podolia Gcneralbczirk on 31
September 1942ordercd the burning of the homes of those who rcfi~scdto go, and the arrest as
hostages and îransfer to labor camps of any relatives of such resistas.lY This guideline was
immediately irnplementeû everywhere in the Gcneralbczirk. Evcn entire villages were burned
down. The foiiowing description is h m a local lettcr and describes events in the Kremenets'
region village of Bilozirka (Lanivtsi) in the night of 1 October 1942.

An order had come to provide twenty-five woricers. The people designatcù by the
received nxmitmcnt notices, but none of them showed up, they al1 fled.
Labor
Then the German Gendarmerie arriveci and started to set fire to the houses of those who
had fled. The fire became very big, for it has not rained for twq months. Moreover,
there were hay staclcs in the yards. You c m imagine what happened. nie people who
nished to the scene were not allowcd to put out the fm.They werc beatcn and a m s t c d .
As a result, six farms bumed down.
Meanwhile, the gendamvs [dso] set fm to othm houses. People fell to their loKts and
k i s d their hands, but the gcndanms went wild at them with W o n s and thrieatened to
bum dom the entire village. 1don't know how it would have endcd had [our fellowvillager] 1. Sapurkanyi not intervend. He vowed that the worlcers would be thete by
the morning. During the fin.the [native] miiitia combed through the neighboring
villages, apprehended the workers. and p l d them under amst. Wherever they did
not find workers, they locked up the parents until the children showed up.
In those neighboring villages, the letter continues, "the fires went on day and night," and thoge
slated for deportation who did not appear even then were condcmned to death by shooting.13s It
is likely that the other GeneraIkommLrsare issuecl the same orders. Hostage-taking is known to
have been practiced in the Kiev Generalbezirk in late 1942 by at least one

Gebietskommissur.'"6
September 1942). Berlin, 11 September 1942, USNA micmcopy T-120, roll 2533, frame
E292556; SD report about a confetence on 12 August 1942, in Müller, Die f4schistische
Okkupationspolitik, pp. 313-3 15 (regardhg the Polis'kc district and the Zhytomyr
Generalbezirk).
1-

order appears not to have been pwcmd. Herbert, Hitler's Foreign Workers, p. 280.

l~~Ausluidbnefprllf~telle,
"Stimmungsbcricht" bascd on Iettcrs checkcd ktwcen 11 Septembcr
and 10 Novembcr 1942, Berlin, 11 Novembet 1942, USNA microcopy T-120, roll 2533, frames
E292549/12-15, published in Triol of the Major War Cruni& bcfore the I n t e m a t i o ~Military
l
Tribunal [TMWCJ,Vol. 25 (Nuremberg, 1949). pp. 78-79 and in Miiller, Die farchistische
Okkupationspolitik, pp. 359-360. m i s report says such buming was reported, from early Octokr
1942, in lettcrs " h m a whole senes of l d t i e s . "

1-D

report to Max Thomas, 19 December 1W2, in M(Ukr, Die f~chistischeOkûuputionspolitik,

The boiuding of the îrains, in large citics or at counhyside stations, was yet anothcr
occasion for highly etnotionai sccnes. In the square before Kiev's train station, a brass band
playeâ in April 1942 during dcportations. "Thousands of people witb knapsacks on their
shoulders aie crying and sobbing, bitterly saying farewell to thcù native land."ln Parents were
not ailowed to approach the locked cargo wagons. They were actualiy %hot ai,'' according to a
Communist report of early 1942. "At the station [and village] of Pisky near Lokhvytsia, the=
were casualties among the old men and worncn who ran to the station from where their arrested
sons and daughters were k i n g sent off."lga

Besides the violent "recruitment"masures in cities and villages, the Geman authorities
also introdud medical exams. In Kiev, everybody was called up from October 1942 to be
examinai by a commission of Labor

officiais and a doctor. Such "medical"

commissions eventually existcd everywhere in Ukraine.im Nartova in Kiev was among t h o r
who went.
We suffixeci a good deal. But there wetc also comic moments. One of us fernale
teachers showed up with make-up and we didn't rccognize her. She had painted her
hair (the Germans don't like gray), maâc blue spots under her eycs and elsewhere, put
on large glasses, stooped, and went beforc the c o d s s i o n . The Germans wem sitting
at the tables, acting important and senous. She approached the table. They barely
looked at her. Passport! She gave the passport. '45, nein,' he said. We couldn't help
but laugh to ourselves.

Nartova and the others were also saved by their gray hairs.140 Sometimcs, the city
commissions traveled to the countryside. There was often no mal selection. Although oficially
ineligible, old people and fourteen-year-olds were o k n taken.14i

13'Nartova diary, 1. 10, note of 21 April 1942.
13*Berdnikl "Kharakteristika polozhenii [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 123, 11. 67-68.
13commission in Melitopol' included a "baroness" Diul'fin, who was cruel, also according to
many Germans.Vera Petrovna Rukosueva ([Lithuanian?] born in 1892). interview in Russian by
the CHPWU, [no date, Melitopol'?], stenographic report., TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 246.11.
in
128-131. Rukosueva was a teacher of Gerrnan who worked as a rcgistrator at the Labor
Melitopol'.

1roNartova diary, 1. 17, note of 28 October 1942.

It was in c o ~ e c t i o nwith these cornmissions that papilar resistana assumcd a tnily
large d e . People started mutilating themselves in a d e r to be diqualified. Usudly dicy
provoked a skin di-

like scabies, which could occur by nibbing one's skin with garlic.142

The same result came from applying a yellow spnng tlower (nwlochar')to one's face, which
made it swell,l43 or caustic soda, which roughened one's skin.l** Still others produced skin

s o n s by mbbing themselves with hard bnishes followed by vinegar or paraffin [kerosin].l4S
Some skin afflictions were calculated to be temparary. A micldie-agcd peasant woman in one
village applied grounded "Lylypus" herbs on the skin of her son and nephews. They al1 walked
around for six weeks with swellings and wounds-just

long enough to bc declined by the

commission in Rzhyshchiv, after which the skin could be easity healed by applying potato
leaves and sugar.146 If the German authorities found out, women who used such tricks were
invariably arresteà.
Another cornmon practice was the ingestion of poison. The object was to create a sickly
complexion. Young people s m o k d tea leaves for this purpose.14 Drinking a "tea" made of
14~Rukosueva,
CHPWU interview, 11. 128-131.
14Wl'ha Mykolaïvna Kutsenko (Ukrainian boni in 1926 in the village of Poberezhka), author
interview in Ukrainian, 18 July 1995, Bohuslav, Kiev oblast, Ukraine, tape recording. A saying
h m the Dnipcopetrovs'k region in 1943 said, "1got scabies, so 1 didn't end up in Germany";
"Korosty dostala, v Germaniiu ne popala." IMFE, T. Krasyts'ka coll., f. 14-3, file 20, ark. 61 and
493. See also Kal'nitskaia, CHPWU interview, 1.84.
~43Moskovs'ka,author interview (ad& that these girls were beaten for doing this).
luNilcolai Makarovich Kharchenko ([Ulrrainian?] boni in 1906). interview in Russian by the
CHPWU, 22 January 1946, [Melitopol'?], stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 246, l.
92.
14SKuznetsov,Babii iar, p. 260.
1~Memoirof Fydosia Zakhamvna Masyna, [Velykyi Biilrryn,] 10 August 1946, written d o m by
two tcachers of the Pedagogical School in Pcrciaslav-Khmcl'nytsItyi,TsDAHOU, f. 166. op. 3, d.
249, 11. 28-28~.
14'Meldirngen, 21 (18 September 19421, p. 6, about the anest in the police Kommandeur-Bereich
Rowno of a 68-ycar-old woman who provickd young people with herbs that induced wound-like
rashes.
'Wvgeniia Dosifetnia Ponizovskaia ([Russian] bom in 1899). interview in Russian by the
CHPWU, [date and place unlmown], stenographic report (signed by her on 19 January 1946).
TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 245.1. 30.

tobacco tumed one's skin saIlow.149 Pouring perfhme in one's eyes, or otherwise poisoning

ihun was also practiccd.1" Otha types of self-mutilation included chopphg off a finger or
hand,151 cutthg one's leg and putting dirt in the wound,ln buming one's skia, having oneself
bitten by a mad dog,la or having a fal<eappndicitis aperation.19
Self-mutilation bccame a mass phenoomwn. In the t o m of ZnamWianka(near
Kirovohrad) alone, over a thousand young people mutilated themselv+ ôetween February

1942 and July 1943.Iss It appears to have been particularly m e n t among f e d e deportation
candidates.ls6 This was, of course, risky. In numerous cases, the skin disease or other illness
tumeci out to last for the rest of the person's life.19 S o m people even died h m their self-

mutilation and poisoning.'S8 (Deliberate suicides werie apparently rare.159) Moreover, success

I4Ibid.; Kharchenlro, CHPWU interview, 1.92.
150Rukosueva, CHPWU interview, 11. 128-131; Marüa Vasylenko, author interview.
1SlKuznetsov, B d i i h r , p. 260 (about a woman in Kiev's Kurenivka district); Mariia Khtodosïivna
Hohulia (Ukrainian born in 1927 in Medvyn), author interview in Ukrainian, 22 July 1995,
Medvyn, Bohuslav raion, Kiev oblast, ükraine, tape recording (about a sistes of a former brigade
leader called Dubovyi).
ls*Rukosueva, CHPWU interview, 11. 128-13 1 (about one Vasha Zhivogliadov, who hereafter had
to lie down for two months).
lS3Bothpractises are mentioned in Skirda, "Otchet [...],"TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391.1. 38.
1SNartova diary, 1. 16, note of 6 October 1942. She also mentions that people swallowed
medicine.
issSkirda, "Otchet [...]," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391.1.38.
156"Before the transportation of the workers to Germany the girls mutilate their anns and legs, and
the boys are in hiding. Quite a few escape on the way and rctum to their parents' homes."
Quotation from letter in Auslandsbrie~rIifstelle,"Stimmungsbericht," Berlin, 11 Septembcr 1942,
USNA microcopy T-120, roll 2533, framcs E292556557.
lnRukosueva, CHPWU interview, 11. 128-13 1; Kutsenko, author interview (not refening to
herse1f).
lmKharchenko, CHPWU interview, 1.92; Skida, "Otchet f...]," TsDAHOU. f. 1, op. 22, d. 391.1.
38.
15% Pervomaislt, a girl bom in 1925 cornmitted suicide after visiting an old fortune-tek who
told her that in Gennany famine, beatings, and misery awaitcâ her. The G e m authorities
tracked the fortune-teller down on the basis of the suicide note and hiui her hanged. Viktor
Ivanovich latemcbcnko, interview in Russian by the CHPWU, [no date, no place), stenographic
report, TsDAHOU,f. 166, op. 3, d. 246,l. 138.

WM

not a s s d . Eventuaiiy cvcn an affliction like scabies did not llcotssarily avert one's

deportation. 160
Dodors frequcntly assisted in hdping to disqupüfy people from deportation. To them
this was nothing new, as the mernoirs of the medical doctor Fedir Bohatyrchuk show. In 1941,
during the Soviet retrcat, Kievan doctors had "helpd ail those who wished to stay as much as
they could." They h d given out staternents abait fakc illnesses, which demanded that people
stay in bed; had performed fPkc oprations; h d rcported on non-existing tests; and had used
d e r people's x-ray pictures. Thcy even had cklared somc people insane and placed them in
the psychiatric hospital.161 Now, under the Gennans, doctors again issued fictional statements

of illiaess and made false plaster legs.162 There were apparently cases of doctors who even

induced illnesses.163 In the Vasyl'kivka raion, a doctor in 1942 ptoduced sorcs on people's
arms and legs, apparcntly by arrangement of Cornmunist un&rgroun& activists.la In
Kremenchuk, almost al1 doctors tricd to declare those caught too il1 to go, claims one of these
doctors. She says they suppliecl x-ray picturcs as proof of tuberculosis, and hid their hospital
"patients" in their own homes if they rcceivcd w o d that they would be checkcd by a doctor

fFom the Raion Health Dcpaitment.la In doing this, the doctors p l a d themselves at great nsk.
In Kamianets'-fodil's'kyi, six doctors were arrested for refusing to mat people with typhus
fever and for supplying false medical reports. Their penalty is unknown, but it was probably

160Kutsenk0, author interview.
161Bogatyrchuk, Moi zhiznennyi put', pp. 126-1 27 and 129-1 30. Bohatyrchuk himself was under
treatment in 1941, while pretending to have been bitten by a mad dog. He adds that the fake
psychiatric patients were later shot by the SS dong with the rical patients.
16*M. V. Kovd', Bor'ba naselenika Ukminy protiv fashistskogo nabstva (Kiev, 1979), pp. 75 and
77, cited in Kvitnitskii-Ryzhov, "Izistorii zdravookJuaneniia," p. 64.

163Kvitnitskii-Ryzhov,"Izistorii z c l r a v o o ~ n i i a , "p. 64.
164Tmfirn Ivanovicb Panchenko (&kahian?] born in 1899), interview in Russian by S. P. Lauta
of the CHPWU,22 Januw 1946, [Novomoskovs'k?], sttnogqhic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op.
3, d. 245.1. 65.
165Vera Fcdomvna Bogdanova ([Russian?] bom in 1911). interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 20
January 1946, [no place], stenograpôic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 243, 1. 117.

death.la Thup it is not surprising that the doctas and nurses sought compensation for helping
people in this way." On the othcr hand, the high rcjcction rate by some medical commissions
should perhaps bc explained by a desk to hclp people evadc dcpaubon without cost.lM
Consequently, doctors aquired a good name among the locals, which would bc usefiil after

the r e m of the Red Amy.
There wete also evasive tactics which did not involve di-.

Because initialIy only

single people were taken, many rushcd into a marriage.1" Girls especially tricd to become
pregnant, for those with children up to the age of twelve were oficially ineligible for
deportation. 170 A Gerrnan joumalist reported in June 1943that because pregnancy was the only
legal way to avoid ckportation, population figures in ükraine kept rising."'

By then, however,

ihere were aiso cases where the authontics f o r a d abortions on pngnant womn.17* People a b

eagerly took in and adopted chilchen from childini's homes and day nunciKs.ln Bomwing
chilùren h m neighbors and going to the commission with them was also practid.174

lasMtldungen, 44 (5 March 1943). p. 8.
is71bid., 17 (20 August 1942). pp. 1&11; ibid.. 21 (18 September 1942). p. 6.
16% the Mykolaiv Generalbezirk. rnedical examinations one day rejected 72 percent of those
investigated. Usually, about 35 percent was rejected, in Mykolaïv about 58 percent. About two
fiMs of those declared unfit had tubercuIosis. Meldungen, 43 (26 Febmary 1943). p. 25.

l%aksym Skorups'kyi, (MalceKurinnyi UPA), U nastupukh i vidstupakh: (spoAady) (Chicago.
1961). p. 59; OLsana Sarapulta, 17 July 1995, Mcdvyn, personal communication to the author,
not tecorded on the interview tape.
17%komps'kyi, U nusmpakh, p. 59; Mykola Pavlovych Kostiuk (Ukrainian-Canadian. 1915
[present-day Dnipropetrovs'kJ-1997). author interview in Ubainian, 1 March 1996, Downsview,
Ontario, Canada, tape rccording.
171Hans-JoachimKausch, "Bericht über die Reise," 26 lune 1943, citai in Alexander Dallin,

Gennan Rule in Russia, 1941-1945: A Study of Occupation Policies, 2nd ed. (Boulder,

Colorado, 1981). p. 458.

17ZWhoCameci than out. and in what circumstances, rcmains unclcar. Auslandbriefprüfstelle
Berlin, "Stimmungsbcricht [...]," Berlin, 18 June 1943, TsDAVOV, f. 3676, op. 4, d. 161.1. 13.
173Nartovadiary, 1. 16, note of 6 October 1942.

Five w

k werr anestcd in Kiev on suspicion of making a fakc Lsbor Office stmip,

which &claicd people ineligible.1" Less ris@, and mon cornmon, dthough oftcn cosily, was
paying bribes. A bribe might for example change people's age. AI1 native judges (Schlichter)

heard countkss cases in which parents swore that th& child's b i i date haâ been recordcd
incorrectly. In reality, they said, the child was yaungcr. The parents then producd proof in the
form of a goâfather or godmother. This method was successful if al1 sides p m c e d d quicldy
and agreeâ about the nature and size of the bribe.176 The house custodians ais0 could be bribe&
with money or food, so thaî they would not report people or would warn of upcoming roundups.ln In exchangc for bribes, officials of the native administrations dropped cases, or
provided sorne kind of legal job which lifted the deportation threat. The payments these
officials demanded might consist of two or more liters of liquor, or a large amount of money.
Initially 1,000roubles suffrced, but then 15,ûUl.l78 The native police could bc bnbcd as well,

as cmld Germans who worked in the civilian administrations or the p01ice.l~In exchange for
scxual favors, the latter might supply a statement that a person was employed by Gexmans.1"
At Vinnytsia's Labor Office worked a certain Koval'skaia, who as an officia1 VoJksdeutsche
could afford to accept bribes openly. She apparently demanded gold, foreign cumncy, and
highquality clothes.181

17SMeldungen,17 (20 August 1942). p. 6.
176NürolasLaskovsky, "Practicing Law in the Occupied Ukraine." The Amencan S b i c and Eost

European Review, X, 2 (New York, 1952), p. 137.

177Kravchenko,comment on Klavdiia Iakovlivna Hrynevych (Ukrainian born in 1930 in Klyntsi
[Kirovohrad oblast]), author interview in Russian, 10 August 1995, Kiev, tape recording;
Meldungen, 7 (12 (June 1942). p. 13.
178Iurii Mikhailovich MuLovskii (Ukrainian ban in 1904). interview in Russian by the CHPWU,
12 March 1944, Kiev. stenographic repon, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 244.1. 18; Kal'nitsitaia,
CHPWU interview, 1. 84; Nartova diary, 1. 16, note of 6 October 1942; Kuznetsov, B d i i iar, p.
261.
i79wStimmungskricht,"Berlin. 11 Septcmber 1942, USNA microcopy T-120. roll 2533, tnmc
E292557.

After the Germans lost the Battle of Stalingraâ, the violence surrcsunding the campaign
to obtain Ostarbciter increased in intensity. For the year 1943, the= arë countless reports of
bnitnlity ocfurring during round-ups in the cwntryside.182 The @ce aaed as if they weic
hunting for "wild aninurls."l83 Captives were locked up. The SD described in d y 1943the
conditions in the detention site in Uman', which werc vexy likely typical that winter. Captureci
males and females-pmbably mostly teenagers-werc

placed in separate sections of a school,

pressed together tightly, even though othcr rooms were empty. The only heating came from the
straw on the floor which the inmates burned. Therie were no toilets; fernales who had to go

were takn away by the Schuma guards, wfülc the men were not allowed out at all. The
inmates received daily a thin rneager soup and some bread (one kg. per eight persons) and had
to quench their thirst by eating snow. Every &y, three to four inmates managed to escrpe.lu

On 11 May 1943, about eight hundreâ young people from the village of Medvyn were

marcheci to Bohuslav by the Gendarmerie. During the "medical" exam they werc dcemed
suitable and locked up in the local church. They atc, p l a y 4 cards, and sang songs. After four
days, the group was sent to the train station, s u m n d e d by a thick police cordon. "During
boarding, it was horrible," a witness rccalls. "The screaming of the mothers, who al1 but threw
themselves under the cars, tore one's heart apart. The police chased them away by beating them
with butts."l8s A German lieutenant saw the boarding on 21 August 1943 of hundreds of
teenagers bom in 1926i.e., at most seventeen years of age-in

the small village of ShMvka.

forty kilometers east of Kirovohrad. He described the scene in a letter of protest. In the
aftemoon, childrcn arrived h m the Nova Raha raion under the tight parà of German soldiers
and native policemen, who hcld rifles rcady to fire. They were pushed into the cars and

'$*As also noted for the entire " u ~ t in
" He-

Hitlerk Foreign Wontcrs. p. 280.

lUReport by the Kommandeur of the Sicherheitrpolizei in Kiev, quotcd in Müller, "Rekrutiemg,"
p. 243; revisad tcxt in Meldungen, 47 (26 March 1943). p. 22.

'%rigoni M. LevcbeaLo. "Dnevnür:Puteshestvie v Gcrmaniiu," Meûvyn, 1945, pp. 1-2. This is a
manuscript of a rnemoir by a Russian, located in the Muzei istoriii Bohuslavshchyny im B. M.
Levchenko, Bohuslav, Ukraine.

snnctimes beaten in the process. Relatives who had waited at the station tricd to p a s on
luggage and straw, but the police kept them at a distance. Only a few parents managecl to b d c
through. Then a German labor officia1 drew his revolver and f d shots. "He grabbtd a

Ukrainian who was slower than the others, rcpeatedly kicked him, and shouted, 'Sep back,
you bastards!"' Another civilian official hit a man on the head so hard that hl9 1.5-inch baton
broke in two. 'The Ukrainian made no moverncnt to &fend himself and calmly endurcd this
maltreaîment." Al1 this was "accompanied by temble screaming and chasing about-the
combined howling of about 800 to 1,000persans." After about 75 minutes, at 4:45 p.m., the
boarding was over. The train departed only six hours later.'=
Trying to flee during such boarding meant risking one's life. in the early summer of
1943, a native policeman wamed one fauier in the Podolian village of Nove Selo that his

daughtcr would have to go to Germany, for, as she puts it in her mernoir, the politsaï "were
killing people who refused to go." She was also well aware that thosc who helptd others
escape could be executed. Nevertheless, after consulting her parents, she ran off at the train
station. She escapcd in a hail of bullets, while tripping over something in the wheaî field. The
obstacle tumed out to be a decaying corpse. The field was full of corpses of victims of
unsuccessfbl flight attempts. As the girl who stumbleû upon them realized, the native
policemen were "caughtup in the Nazi madness"and could not be counted on to hesitate to
shoot. Later, while hiding in a forest with help of her parents, only once did she venture out.
Suddenly, she met a German and a local policeman.
1tumed and star&& to dash for the forest. 'Julia! Stop, or I'lI shoot you!' I stopped in
my tracks. 1thought of the body in the field; 1didn't want Marna to find me like tha.
'How did he know my name? 1thought. 1tumed mund: The policeman was holding
a pistol at am's length, pointed right at me. I knew him, he'd gone to school with [my
brother] Ivan! He was Ukrainian. He knew me, my brother and my parents, but 1

sornehow knew he would not hesitate to shoot me.187

'=Report by Lieutenant Adolf Auto the Suff of Eisenbahnbau-Abteilung 513, 27 Aupst
1943, in Müller, Die fachistische OkRupcrtionspolitik, pp. 463464.
1*7Alexandmw, Flightfrom N o v a SaIow, pp. 68.70, and 72-73 (quotations h m 68 and 73). 1
changed the non-existing word "shootsman"in this source into "policeman."

Such encounters occutrcd everywherc in the countryside. A Gcmiaa prapaganda unit nported
in S e p c m k r 1943 about the rccniitmmt of those born in 1926. At one particular train station,

i was hit in the
aaording to this report, people who fled "were shot ai and a ~ k r a i n igirl
stomach and soon died of her scvere w0unds."~8~

Not al1politsaï were so likely to shoot, however. Realizing that G e m w y was losing
the w u , many actually began to warn people of upcoming tbunddups.~89Some poliamen
helped people to escapc. (A m u e n t escape technique frwi trains was to make in hole in the

floor. 190) In the Mykolaïv Genedbezirk, d l "necniitment" commissions complained that "the

Ukrainian Schutzmannschaft again and again attempt[ed] to sabotage the result of the
m i t m c m measmes, by aiding and abetting flight attempts or badly executing round-ups."~9i

This even applied to Gennan guards, if they were of the "part-time" kind. On the train eacL
between Kiev and Kivertsi (in Volhynia). 15,900people were transportcd westward between 2

Fcbmary and 20 March 1943. More than one in four (4,047) managed ta escape. The guards
were native or German policemen, but also Germans (such as soldiers and Organisation Todt
employees) who were themselves going to Germany for a holiday.la Large-scale escapes fiom
assembly camps and during marches also todc place in 1943, and, like the escapes from trains,

can only be explained by some kind of passive or active assistance on the part of the guards.m

I8%Irynevych,author interview (regardhg the village of Kiyntsi); Oksana Sarapuka (Ukrainian
bom in 1927 in Mcdvyn). author interview in ükrainian, 17 July 1995. Medvyn, Bohuslav raion,
Kiev oblast ükraine, tape recoding (about police chief Ivan Fcdorovych Sarapuka, who was not a
relative of this interviewe).
IgOHrynevych, author interview (refemng to a relative).

InSD report to Max Thomas, 25 March 1943. in MUllcr, Die foschistische Okkupationsptditik, pp.
399-400.
Oleksandrivka, 468 captives fld h m a camp which held 1,059. hiring a t r e n s p ~in early
1943 from Urnan' to Kiev of 369 people, more than a hundted escapad. Meldungen, 43 (26
Febmary 1943). p. 23; ibid., 47 (26 March 1943). p. 22.
19%

nK

mens qukkly bccamc the main theme of Ukrainian nationalist a d

Communist propagmda. In the southern h a r k of Mykolaïv, for example, a leaflet was
distributed which describecl the deportations as genocide and urged paople to join the (Soviet)
partisans.lM In Dnipfopctrovslc, the &man poiice uncovcrcd what it called a Communist
organization. Thesc were mainly young people who agitated against the deportations by
writing, for example, "No, no, lies!," on the propaganâa posters. Twelve youngsters were
amsted, but the leader committed suicide during the arrestY" As for the OUN, sorne of its

d

r

s may have initially supported the notion of going to work in Germany, but by mid-

1942 the OUNSD is known to have btcn opposed to the program. According to the SD, that

organization's anti-deportation propaganda was "not without eff&ct."'% In Novo Praha east of
Kirovohrad, a handwritten leaflet "of the Ukminian resistance movement" was posted on 2
November 1942. It said that four days later t

b hundrrd more locais would be nninded up

and "sent iike animals to their death," and it urgcd everybody to go into hiding.l*
Such rtivity brings us to the question of anned n s i s t a a r and of the partisan smiggle
in the Reichskommissariat in general. How extensive was partisan activity, what form did it
usually take, and to what extent was it nlated to the violent deportations to Germany? With the
gmwing realization that Germany wouid lose the war, the deportations, as it were, crcated the

partisan movement. Until latc 1942, partisan activity was insignificant, but h m then on, one
can speak of a movement or, more precisely, several movements. German censors who nad
letters sent from Ukraine concluded that the partisans c o m p r i d âeserted pulitsai', parachuted
Red A m y soldiers, and so-cdled bandits-but most of dl, they were people who evaded the

depoitations.1~One scholar suggests another appmach: that the policy of excessive rrprissls

1951bid., 47 (24 March 1943). pp. û-9.
'%fiid., 7 (12 June 1942). p. 12. Among aher things. OUNSD sctivists said îhat the pcicttiest a d
strongest girls werc sent to German soldiers at the front. Ibid., p. 13. -

~98AuslandbnefPrüfstelleBerlin, "Stimmunnsbericht [...],"Berlin, 18 June 1943, TsDAVOV, f.

against PLI fonns of msistancc, and the g e d temnwhich the OemiM authonties d the
native police were metingout, w m at lmst as important for the rise of partisan rnivity.lm

nie partisans emerged mainly in the fomsts of Polissia and northern Volhynia. Still, as
the SD reported, by the late sumrner of 1942, partisan sctivity bmkc out "everywhere in t&

countryside" of the Kiev Generalbezirk. Aftcr the Battle of Stalingrad such partisan activity
t w k on a large scale.201 Partisan zones emtrgcd, thaî is, regions w h m German authority
collapsed in al1 but name. In northern Volhynia, the nationaikt Ukrainian Insurgent Anny

(UPA) gained control. Near other forts& partisans emerged who should perhaps k called
"Soviet," dthough their precise identity is another issue that needs to be investigated furiher.202

By the middle of 1943, around sixty percent of the temtory of the Zhytomyr Generalbezirlc
was under nationalist or "Soviet" partisan contro1.m

Whenever young people joined the partisans, they put the lives of their parents and
even î k i r e n t h family at risk.m The parents of new partisans were taken hostage and at the
very least katen. Their property was confiscated and thcir houses wim burned. To give just
one exarnple: in April1943 the young people of Buda (Chyhyryn) joined the partisans.
GebietskarnmissarLange,who considerd the village to ôe a partisan base, raiscd it to the

ground and depoited every person who was able to work. Those unable to work-the old, the
3676, op. 4, d. 161, 1. 13.

199Bernd Bonwetsch, "Die Partisancnbtkiimpfung und ihre Opfer im RuBlandfeldzug 19411944," in Klaus Meyer and Wolfgang Wippermann, eds., Gegen dus Vergessen: &r
Vemichtungskrieg gegen die Sowjetunion 1941-1945 (Frankfurt am Main, 1992), pp. 109 and
111-1 12.

~1AuslandbnefprUfstelleBerlin, "Stirnmunasbericht [...)," Berlin, 18 J u k 1943, TsDAVOV, f.
3676, op. 4, d. 161, 1. 13. This report says that letters sent in April and May 1943 mentioned
partisans "extraordinarily" more ofttn than before.
-y

appear to have called themselves simply "partisans" or "the partisan movcment."

~GeneralkommissarLeyser to Rosenberg, letter, 17 June 1943, in Müller, Die foschistischc
OkùupationspolitiA, p. 431.

Wl'ga Sergeevua Pominchuk ([Utaainian?], interview in Russian by the CHPWU, 20 January
1946, Kiev, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3, d. 245.11-4647 (about îhe town of
Korosten' )

.

very Young, and the ül-werc

shot nePr a pit?

Such shootings very much resembleâ the

earlier massacres of the Jews and R o m =

In tum, the panisans killed people as well. In the words of a G c ~ n a nletter censor:
'"Lbey 4

t villages and smill towns; Ml the police. thc village el&rs. p r o - G c m

inhabitants, and some German officiais and soldiers; rtlease the Ukrainians recruited for labor;
and take everything they need. The fcar of their revenge o k n ruins the work of the German
authorities. Thnwgh [the partisans], the Soviet govemment has as it were creatcû a second
front.

"207

Violencc begot violence. Even peaceful villages wem bumed by Germans and native

policemen, so that they could =port to their s periors successes in their "shugglc against
gangs" (Bdenbekampficng).a One example
L aflilustrate the kind of violence employed in

this "struggle." One moming, in January 1943, the village of BorodiPnka in the Kiev region
was attacked by Gennan and native policemen. The Budnik family and several other families, a

total of twenty people including women and children, were burned alive. One witness saw the
killings from her house thirty meters away. She recalled several years later how one woman,
"already almost insane," jumped out. But "the po1itsaY went aAer her and killed her. They tbnw
her into the fire."20g
The partisans, both nationalist and Soviet, still need to be studied in detail, because
many questions still nced an answer. To what extent did the partisans achieve their airns? What
indeed were their airns? Were they driven by a nationalist or cornmunist idcology, or perh~psa
national-co~~~~~lunist
one? Another question is to what degree the partisans obeyed outsi&

m5Skirda, "Otchet [...],"TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 391,1.20,1. 30.1. 38.
msThis point is also made in Dieter Pohl, "Die Holocaust-Forschung und Goldhagens Thesen,"
Vierîe&ahrshefkfsir Zcitgeschichte, XLV, 1 (Munich, January 1997). p. 29.
~AuslandbriefpriifstelleBerlin, "Stimmunasbericht [...]," Berlin, 18 lune 1943, TsDAVOV, f.
3676, op. 4, d. 161, U. 13-14.

mRuth Bettina Bini, Dic Hohcren SS- und Polizei@?hrer: Wiwmlers Vertteter irn Reich und in &n
besetzîen Gebieten (Misseldorf, 1986). p. 229.
-l'ha
Vasyl'evych [Vasyl'ovych] Buhai (Uhainian), interview in Uktainian by the CHPWU, 22
January 1946, village of Borodianlra, Kiev oblast, stenographic report, TsDAHOU, f. 166, op. 3,
d. 243, 1. 164.

orders, wheîher h m Moscow or from the OUNSD leadership. Finaliy, lit& is known about
life in the partisan zones.

As for Volhynia, thcre is a growing body of published accounts describing the kiiling
of Poles in 1942 and espcciaily h m mid-1943. It is unclear what kind of Ukrainians were
nsponsible: the UPA rank-and-fde or its Security Service (Sluzhba Bezpeky), which was the

OUNSD's equivalent of the Soviet military c o d s s a r s . If thcse külings of Poks w m piut of
a planned campaign, was i t - a s argued in one of the few scholarly studies on the subject-one
in which the OUNSD wished to drive all Poles out of Ukraine, but not to exterminate thernFl0
Perhaps such a distinction is false, however, and was this a case of genociâe.

That the deportations to Germany affcctcd Wtually every family bccomcs obvious when the
statistics are studied. By August 1942, it was onicially reported that 500,000workers were
taken away from the Reichskommi~sariat.2~~
That number reached one miilion on 24 June
1943.2'2 One in every forty inhabitants of the Reichskornmissariatand the southcm military

zone combined was depotcd by August 1943.213 Ultimately, there were 1,500,000 workers
from these two Ukrainian regions in the Reich.214 The percentage of villagers who were

depotcd was higher than the percentage of citydwellers with this fate.2'5 W

e the total

number of deportations was a failure by Sauckel's standards, it was still very high, and it

21OJan Cukasz6w m e u s 2 Andnej OlszalSski], "Walki polsko-ukraidskie 1943-1947," Zcszyty
historyczne, 90 (Paris, 1989). pp. 163-164.
2110ral statement h m Koch to Sauckel, in TMWC,Vol. 39 (Nuremberg, 1949). p. 401. In an
interview rnarking his fmt anniversary as Reickùummissar, Koch said that thcm wcrie over half a
million "üknünian" Ostarbeiter, so that the Reich had mom "work force[sJW
h m "Ukraine"that
from anywhere else "abmaci."He pmbably mcant only to those rccmitcd in, or deportecl from,
the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. "Aktual'ni pytannia ukraïns'koï polityky. Svidchennia
Raikhkomisar Erikha Kokha," Dzwin voli, 30 August 1942, p. 3.
212"Lagebericht fUr die Monatc Mai und Juni 1943." Rime, 15 July 1943, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op.
5, d. 15, 1. 666.
2lSbis was an estimate by Sauckel. Armstrong, Ukroinian Nariodism, p. 89.

zisCf. the different view in Mulligan, Politics of llluion, p. 113.

shows that ibe organjzcd mistancc movemcnts fPikd in th& immedUuc a h of ketping people

in Ukraine. Many werc able to stay in the2 homland by joining the @sans,

but these same

arrivecl too late on the scme to prevent most othcr deportees from k i n g taken away.

@sans

Befon then. people were essaitiaiiy on their own and disqualified themselves with varying
degrees of success.

In the final analysis. did the dcportations man anything to the population other than
suffering and de&? The depoçatioons were ficquently taîkcd about, invariably with
indignation216 By 1943,people complained loudly that they were living in pnnanent fea.of
being sent away as "slaves."2~7After the Germans w a e gone. the deportations were still
"almost the sole object of conversation," as a British journalist discovered.218 The conclusion
should probably be that the deportations becarne, as several memoirs emphasize, "the last
straw." They were probably even the niam source of hatred of the Germans. They
"imwdiately severed the still weak bonds between the conquerots and the c o n q u e ~ . " 2 ~"Our
9
people's indignation reached a climax."~oFrom the standpoint of popular opinion. the mund-

ups and deportations were the biggest mistake that the Nazis made in the Reichskornrnissariat
Ukraine.

Even when the Red Army pushed the Gennan army and the Nazi administration out of
Ukraine, the deportaîions continued. In fact, the Nazi goal becarne even more ambitious. For
every single native, the Nazis allowed only two options: to move westward with them. or to be
killed. As Himmler told Wafftn-SS division commanders in Kharkiv in April 1943, any retreat
should be accompanied by Me~)schenvemichtmg-"the destruction of human beings." He
2i6Meldungen. 21 (18 Scptemkr 1942). pp. 12 and 15; ibid., 43 (26 Pebmary 1943). p. 10.

218Alexander Werth, Russia ut War, 1941-1945 (NewYork. 1965). pp. 717 and 719 (in Umm' in
mid-Match 1944).
21vesenko, Povest: p. 82.

asked. "How do we &prive the Russians of as many people as possible, d d or dive? We do
this by killing them or rounding them up and &y

putting h e m to wo*; by mrLing suie that

capturrd terrain is really secure and that terrain which we l a v e to the enemy ha9 no people in
it." The natives had to work in Gennany or "die in ôattle."~lMermwhile, as he told the Higher

SS and Police Chief for Ukraine. any temtory k i n g abandoned should be "completely bumed
and destroyed."222
These directives were implemented. While the llocals were forced to dig ttenches, the
"anti-Bolshevik temr was steppeà up. The village of Obolon*provides just one example.
Five days before the Gerrnans left, 122 registered "Soviet aftivists" were shot."

Al1 villagers

and al1 city-dwellers were ordered to leave. Homes were bumcd and people too weak to go, or
discovered in hiding placees, were shot. In Kiev in September and October 1943, the gas van

operated at maximum speed, dumping about
even four times per &y.=

fm poisoned people at Babyn Iar two, three,

Indiscriminate round-ups wetc held to caphire such victims."

QuantiQing the umatural dearhs in the temtory that became the Reichskommissariat
Ukraine is difficult, for the figures that were established in the Soviet Union are highly
problematic.~But it seems tessonable to estimate that the Nazi regirne cost the lives of at lest

"'Fragment from speech at KharlUv University, 24 April 1943, in Reinhard Rümp, ed., Der Krieg

gegen die Sowjetunion 1941-1 945: eine Dokwnentation (Berlin, 1991). p. 102.

=%etter to Rützrnann, 7 September 1943, in ibid., p. 232.
=3"Akt," 3 October 1943, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 599.1.29.

2Wkrainian translation of the stenographic report of an interview in 1946 with the former
prisoner M. V. Panasyk, in "Babyn Iar (veresen' 1941 - veresen*1943 rr.)," Ukraïns'bi
istorychnyi zhumol, 12 (Kiev, 1991). pp. 63-64 Accodhg to two Soviet interrogation mords
€rom Novembet 1943, of two Jewish pnsoners who escaped h m that site, the gas van eventually
arrivexi eight to ten times pet &y. Ukrainian translations of these reports are in ibid.. pp. 58 and
62.
mpanasyk in ibid., pp. 6364; HXYIICV~C~,
author intenkw. Klavdiia Hryncvych nlated how shc
escaped h m two round-ups for gassings at the Jewish Market. The existence of such round-ups
at that timc is confitmeb, on the same tape recording, by Valentyna Kravchenko. In the interview,
both women were absolutely surit that they saw the gas van at such round-ups and that the goal
was to gas those caught.

2%¶ichaelEllman and S. Maksudov, "Soviet Deaths in the Great Paîriotic War: A Note." Europe-

Asia Studies, XLVI, 4 (Glasgow, 1994). pp. 676-677.

two miilion civiüans or prisonas of war, either in the Reich&ommissariat itseif or-after

dcportation-in thc Reich.

Conclusion

goal of this study has b e n to describe and explain the eveydny life of the naîive
population of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. While focusing on those natives who had lived
under Soviet rule before 1939, thematic chapters discussed the policies of the new authorities,
their impact on the population, and the nactions of the latter. Throughout, the main objective
was to trace any evolution in people's thinking about the Germans, thernselves, or the former
Soviet authorities.
The fmt months of war with Gcrmany revcaied the deepseated hatred against the
Soviet system. The vast majority of the population that was not evacuated or deportcd
welcorned the Gerrnan arrival, simply because it bmught about the disappeanme of what some
calleci "the devil's regime."Desertion h m the R d A m y was widespread. Peasants resisteù

the Soviet destruction of remaining crops, and in every city or town there was lwting by the

local population. Alrnost everywhere the Germans were greeted with relief. Even many Jews
chose to stay, hoping for a better life.
Despite the favorable conditions that the Nazis found in Ukraine, they proceeded to
install a civilian administration that was thoroughly racist. Moreover, it was ultra-violent. The
Nazi goal was to kill al1 Jews, al1 Roma, and, at a slower pace, to kill or deport the vast
majority of the odier natives. Even ethnic Gennans had no right to live if Nazis deemed them
mentally unhealthy. Such terror was meant to make the Reichskommissariat Ukraine

correspond to the Nazi ideal of a clean slate for German settlement. Those natives who were
kept alive were violated, beaten, and hurniliatcd at every tum.
Although the peasants had disbanded the collective farms during or after the German

arrival, they were o r d m d to =store them. This was the last thing they expected, for to them
nothing symbolized Soviet rule more than the hatcdcdlcctive femi system. If this was not bad
enough, conditions under the Nazi regime proved to bc worse than under Soviet d e . The
Nazis perkted the collective fann system by forcing more peasants than ever to join and by
501

s y s t e ~ c a l l aifacing
y
endance and discipüne. Pambxicdiy, the low Living standard of thc
ptasants rose somwhat, in large part bacause tbcy werc diowcd to expand their gardcns and

m cultivate anything they wanted This small gain was overshadowe& however, by the
wntinued forcal labor imposed on the pcasantry and the pervasive and naked violence canied
out against them by thch oversccrs.
The living standard of the city dweliers deterioratad signifkantly, not simply because

there was a war going on, but mostly bccausc the Nazis wishcd to "smash Ukrainian industry
and drive the proletariat back to the country." Those citydwellers who did not migrate to the

countryside were usually unemploydy .

were supposed to get work elsewhere or dse

starvt to death. Kiev he1d a special place in these plans and suffered a major, attificially created
faminc. Very few city-dwellers, mainly artisans and traders, lived reasonably well.

The churiches gaincd giruitcr frcedom in an institutional sense. In contrast to the Soviet
rcgime, the Nazis both in uitory and in practiœ allowed most chmhes to openite. Among the

exceptions were the Roman and Greek Caîholic churiches. Monover, the Nazi German
authorities did not pamit the creation of a unitcd Ukrainian Autocephdous Orthodox church.
Most natives, however, remained inmerent toward religion. This was in particular the case
arnong those bom during the 192th or 1930s. who were little interesteci in going to church,

prefeming instead secular pursuits such as isvies, reading, theater, music, and even political
gatherings. These diversions also pmved to be a disappointment, however. The Nazis, already
feeling genemus for having "given" the natives theû churches, did not allow any active
ükrainian secular cultural life, which they believed would rnake the population nstkss. hiring
the Soviet period, the population had corne to apprcciate certain aspects of the official culture.
Even though the abundant Soviet movies and newspapas wem known or suspcctcd to be
propaganda. they talkcd d o m to the audience fpt l a s than th& German-sponsored
successors. Momver, the Soviet ncwspapers were considercd hclphil because it wrs 8ssumed
that they took rrders' l e m seriously. Most of d l , Soviet citizens hld gotien uscd to

meetings, w h m they could ask questions. In ail these respects, the Gemisn culmai

environment was consi&red meager and infcria. The jmss did not respond to readcrs'
conccnis, while propaganda meetings were rare.
The study of mentai attitudes and politicai loyalties t c v d e d that the Dnieper or "Soviet"
Ukrainians of the Reichskommis~atUkraine s h a d certain traits. Among thosc w m a
general mistrust, a need to tak about the famine of 1933, littk or no knowledge about the
outsidc world, and attitudes toward the Gcrmans that changd fiam cautious optirnism to hate.
It is striking, however, how little thcir thinking changed about other issues. The vast majority

of Dnieper Ukrainians was neither nationalist nor pro-Soviet in 1941, nor did they becorne
nationalist or pro-Soviet over the course of the Nazi period. From a Ukrainian nationdist point
of view, they were not "d"
Ukrainians, while h m a Soviet point of view, they were flaweû
as well. There is very W e evidence to support the view that those Dnieper Ukrainians who had

disliked the Soviet system-the vw rnajority+ventually

changed their views. The only thing

they wanted was the deparhm of the Gcrmans. Whüe it is truc that they wanted "our people"

( w h i - t h a t is, the Red A m y or what was often believcd to be its successor, the "Russian
Army") to come back, they did n d want a retum of the Soviet system. Nor is the= conclusive

evidence for any significant change in the mental outlook or political loyaities of the young
generation. Before 1941, this "Komsomol generation" had bcen successhilly indoctrinated
with Cornmunism. Unâer the Nazi administration, which stole the fiturc that the Soviet system
had promiseâ, the younger generation felt its views c o n f i i .
Certain groups wcre singled out as specid targets of Nazi policies. Prisoners of war
were shot and starved on a massive scde. Those among the civilian population who tried to
save them were usually blocked hwn doing so. The Jews and the Roma, on the other hand,
wcre in a unique situation, because the Nazi regime extenninated alrnost d l of them. This
Holocaust was s e m by or at kast h o w n to G e m s and natives alilte. Although signifiant
numbers of bystanâcrs werc initially pleased to sec the Jews k i n g "deportai,"when the tnith
emerged about what was reaily happening, dmost d l non-Jews wecc horrifiai and qainst tbc

murders. (This d a s not appear to have bcen the case in western Voihynia, however. In that
region, by 1943 a substantial numbcr of natives approved of the Holocaust. The ressens for

this arie scill unclear, although raâicai nationalism must have played a role.) A minority of
natives-its

numerical strcngth is u n k n o r i t n n u n d Jews to the authontics, while another

minority+rtainly

a small one-helped Jews. nie vast majority, fearing for its life, merely

watchcd the Jewish Holocaust unfold. Popular anti-Scmitism existed t h u g h o u t the Nazi

period and was expressecl in conversations even after the murdcrs. But it frequently played
only a small role, or even none at d l , in shaping the bchavior of the non-Jews. Grecd and
(particularly in the case of Communists) anxiety about one's own future were fkquently more
important motivating factors. As for the ethnic Germans, the Nazis were weli on their way to
creating a new generaîions of fanatical adhercnts, even among the purportedly pacifist
Mennonites.
Irrespective of how indignant the population was about the treatment of prisoners of
war and the Jews and Roma, the majority initially did not mject the Nazi regime as a whole.
Most natives concludeû that the Nazi rcgim should go only in early 1942, when they learned
about the living conditions of those who had gone off (voluntarily or forcibly) to work in
Gemany, or at the latest when the mass round-ups of "rrcnlits" started. Only then did the

broad populace realize that the Nazis wanted them to work as slaves or else to die. It was also
in comection with the forced deportations to Germany that resistance against the Nazis
assumeû a massive scale. After the Battle of Stalingrad, this resistance took the form of larges a l e partisan movements.

Overall, Nazi German rule was a trernendous disappointment for dl natives. At no other period

in the history of Ukraine did so many social and ethnic groups suffer so much at more or less
the same tim. Almost al1 Jews and Roma were kiiled. For the others, thm were seemingly
cea~tlessdaily humiliations, m a t notably public beatings, and a permanent sense of danger.
Moreover, people had no sense that things might improve. Young people in particulsr felt with
good mson that they werc mbbed of their hhaealtogether. The Soviet system haâ dso b a n

oppmsive and lethal, but it alîoweû people sorne dignity and some involvement. Thcy could
complain, within strict limits, to joumalists, at public meetings, and during persmal visits to

the superiors of officials who hPrssscd them. With some effort, ordinary poople might find a
prson in a position of authority who took tbeir problems senously. During ihe Nazi prhd,
however, ordinary people were frcqucntly b

d from evcn entering offices. In I n t i o n ,

Soviet propaganda at least ûied to convince people of something. The average pesant or
workcr "had p w n accustomd to people taking him [or h a ] into rcount, if only in words.
People deceiveâ him, but while appcaüng to his stU-esteem, indcpendenoe. and
trustworthiness."l In contrast, Nazi propaganda consistcd of littlc more than deaîh thrcats and
wamings not to be "lazy." Finally, the foreigness of the Nazi regimc was epitomizcd by
language. Even had the Nazis k e n less oppressive, ordinary people would probably still have
prefemd to be oppressed in a familiar language. As they complained, "At least we could

understand the Bolsheviks."*

The natives often described their situation as one of captivity (plen)or slavery
(rubstvo)."We are like slaves," wrote one woman in her diary. "Often the book Uncle Tom's
Cubin cornes to mind. Once we shed tcars over those Negmcs; now obv~Ôuslywe ourselves

are experiencing the same thing."3Although the Reichskommissariat Ukraine was not a
slaveholding society, in the end it was far worse. In the vast majority of past slaveholding
societies for which there are reliable data, slaveholders and other non-slaves treated slaves with
some consideration. This was because they d z e d that incentives were usually more

econornically productive than punishment. Slaves, aftcr d l , were supposexi to be used as

lArlcadii Liubchenko, Shchodcnnyk: knyzhka persha (Toronto, 195l), p. 81, note of 13 July

1942, reproducing another person's view on the peasants.

2Mykhailo Hartyrniv, "Zemkiu ukraüns9coiu...," in Kost' Mel'nyk, Oleh Lashchenko, and Vasyl'
Veryha, eds., Na zov Kyieva: ukraiii;lyi natsiornafivn u II Svilovii Viini: zbimyk stattei, spohadiv i
dokumentiv (Toronto and New York, 1985). p. 147. nie point also appears in a quotation from
the record of a Geinterrogation of a Red Amiy officet: "In the long m.a people chooses
among two tyran&the one who speaks its own language, so we will win the war." Rcport "BUndnis
oder Ausbeutung?," 22 June 1943, published in Thcodor Oberlander, Der Osten und die
Deutsche Wehrmacht: sechs Denùschrifien acrs dcn Jahren 194143 gegen die NS-Kolonirrlthese
(Asendorf, 1987), p. 126. According to the editor, who probably consultcd Oberliinder, the
statement was made by Stalin's son Iakob Dzhugashvili, "in October [1941] during interrogation
near Poltava."
Qlemika uchitel'nitsy gor. Kieva L. Nartovoi," TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 22, d. 347.1. 14, note of
30 July 1942.
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s e r v a n w o t to be disabled, let done killed.4 In the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, however,
the natives were supposed to die.
The concept "Nazioccupation1'does not convey the intensity of the wsnime expcrience
in Ukraine,espcially in view of the vast daference when comparecl with conditions of life of
western Europeans uncler Nazi d e . Mykhailo Marunchak has rcfemd to Ukraine under Nazi
rule as one gigantic concentraîion camp.5 It is me that the Reichskommissariat ükraine shared
some featum with Nazi concentration camps such as Dachau: the all-ptrvasive te-

the c d -

ups to witness public beatings or executions; the happy music during sad occasions; the way

ordinary people were "invisible" or at most observeci with disgust; and the cruelty of the
"privileged" few. As in concentration camps, in the ReichskommissPnat Ukraine there

ptevailed the phenornenon known as "psychic numbing." Eventually, ordinary people, in
particular city dwellers, lived only for themselves and their immediate relatives. (If one were

It is more accurate, however,
less charitable, one couid cd1 this "b~taiization"or "egoi~rn."~)
to follow the suggestion of Jonathan Steinberg, and to cal1 the Reichskommissariat a fbllblown police state.7
Did the natives living in this police state constitute a "saciety"? According to Bernhard
Chiari, in the WeiBnithenien Generalkommissariat (of the Reichskommissariat Ostland), which
consisted mostly of western Belanis, society al1 but disappeared as people became "atomized"
dong social and ethnic lines. He argues that this was a continuation of a development which
started during the imposition of Soviet nile in 1939.8 Such a characterization can aîso be
40tlando Pattemon, Slavery and Social Deah: A Comparative Stuày (Cambridge, Massachusetts
and London, 1982). pp. 198 and 205.
5He indeed uses the tcrm to describe al1 Ukrainian lands, not just the Reichskommissariat Ukraine.
M. Mar.[ManuichakJ, "Ekspluaîatsiina i ehtenninatsiina nimets'ka polityka v Uhïni," in
Mykhailo H. Mamnchak, cd. V bomt'bi ta ukraïi'ku dertlun,~:esci: s p o k l y , svidchennia,
litopysannitz. dokumenty Druhoï svitovoï viiny (Winnipeg, 1990). pp. 88-89.

bThe word "cgoism" is used in MyLhailo Selcshko, V i ~ y t s i asspomyny
:
p e r e k ~ c h aKomisiï
doslidiv zlochyniv NKVD v l!W-I938 (Toronto, 1991). p. 81.
7Jonathan Steinberg, "The Third Reich Rcflected: GeCivil ~dmnii'kation in the Occupied
Soviet Union, 19414," English Historical Review, CX, 437 (Oxford, June 1995). p. 632.

-lied

to the Reichdrommissariat UknÜnek region of western Volhynia. Beyond that region,

however. the pictuie is more cornplex. Thae existed ~

mthe
ypoples of Dnieper Uiuaine a

certain social cohesion, as expresscd in "Soviet" views and manners. Befon June 1941. these
Soviet citizens did not consider themselves at war. C 1 d y they had acceped the official
interprittation that justified the ailisna with Nazi Germiny and the Soviet m

k on M d .

They also felt deeply humiliaîed by the fact that the Germans advanced so fast, "akr al1 our
five-year-plans." They expmsJed a sense of community by talking about "ourown people"
(svor,moi, nushi). Another pnrequisite f
abeing "one of us" was an almost total lack of
accurate knowleùge about the outside world.

Al1 the same, most evidencc still points to social disintegration in the
Reichskommissariat Ukraine. ûrâinary people had only a vague s e n r of national, or even
ethnic, i&ntity. Equally vague werr theh politicai loyalties, with the exception of those born
during the 1920s and l93Os, who by and large had intemalid the Communist ideology. As
for pditical views, then existed a clear gcneration gap? This divide was partly due to the
paxticularly bad treatment and prospects of y a n g people unda Nazi Geman d e , but it had
existed already before 1941. Its main causes werc the Soviet ducational system, Soviet
sociaiization, and Soviet indoctrination. There was also a diviàe between Jews (not to mention
Roma) and non-Jews. in the sense that they tended to consider each other foreigners or
enemies. Although fcw non-ltws approved of the Jcwish Holocaust, there was much antiSemitic gnimbling about how before the war "the Jews" suppogedly had "grabbed"the best
jobs.
Social disintegration also s h o w d itself in p*J which one might cal1 "seIf~stnictive."
Mistrust was endemic, and f d on itself as people denouncd tach other to the authorities. This
was partly due to the thirst for revenge of t h o r who had been pmecutcd by the Soviet regim.

UniversiMt ni ïübingen, 1997), p. 4.
q t existeci also among the Ostarbeiter, even as late as January 1945. F. Pihido-Pravobenzhnyi,
"Velyka Vitchyu~ianaviina " (Winnipeg, 1954). p. 191.

Another "~~If&tmctive"feanire was the close involvenmt of native-bom mayors, raion
chiefs, and policemen in îhe implementaîion of Nazi policies.

Until now, it seemed reasonable to assume that the Nazi period had a great impact on the
thinking of those who survivecl the ReichskornmisPPnat Ukraine. Scholars who until now
studied World War Ii have assurnad that it unifieci the citizens of the Soviet Union m u n d
S u n , whom they came to see as their one and only savior." Another view held thaî the Nazi
e x p r i m a made hiieper ükrainians mon nationally conscious (i.e., nationalist) and eager to
create their own state. Recently, Amir Weiner has gone even further, arguing that the war was
"a watershed in the articulation of political and ethnonational idcntities" in the Soviet Union. In

a sense, Weiner has combincd both earlier views. On the one hand, mythmaking about the
"Great Patriotic WarW-a tenn coined by Stalin in November 1944-unified Soviet citizens as

never before. On the other hand, that same mythmaking "ended up structuring discourses
which articulated piarticularistic identities.""

The results of the research found in this study do not support any of these
interpretations. Instead, this study has argued that throughout the turbulent events, prewar
mental attitudes continued to have a tremendous hold over the "Soviet" population. Those who
fell under Nazi mle wantcd îhc Gerrnans to corne, hoped for a better life, hecame disappointecl,
started to hate the Gennans, and eventually wanted them out. They also k a m e used to living
without Jews. But apart h m these changes, their other views did not change in any significant
way. Once the Red Anny started advancing, people naturally became somewhat more
sympathetic to the prvious systcm. In tirnes of war, winners are generally liked, or at least

respected. But it is very doubthil whether the Nazi pend prompted m m than a limitai
nostalgia for Soviet nile. Nor is there evidence which dtmonstrates that the experiencc of Nazi
loJohn Barber and Mark Harrison, The Soviet Home Front, l94l-fSW: A Social and Economic
History of the USSR in World War II (London and New York, 1991). pp. 72-73 and 208.

U m i r Weber, "The Making of a Dominant Myth: nie Second World War and the Construction
of Political Identities within the Soviet Pdity,"Rwsian Review, LV, 4 (Columbus, Ohio, October
19%), pp. 63û-660. Up to 7 November 1909, the official tenn was "PatrioticWar."

mie made inost natives attach more inrportancC to th& ethnicity. In the final analysis, the Nazi

mgime did little more than k W peopk. It hardy had any impact on the mental outlook of those
who survived.

APmIX

m c i a l population figures for selected cities and towns'

In parentheses: official name in Gcnnan
In brackets: Soviet figures for 1 July 1941, if available2

UV
(Kiew-Sm
[846,300]

[1 ~ u l y1941l3

352,139

1 AM1 1942'

3 15,099 or 293,000

1 July 1942'

305,366

1 Octobtr 1942~

304,599 or 304,570

1 January 1943'

295,639

1 July 1943'

Note:It appears that many ethnic and Reich Gcrmans were not incluâed in these counts?

Dnipmpemvs%(Dnjepropetrowsk-Stadt)
Kryvyi Rih (Kriwoi Rog-Stadt)

Zaporizhzhia(Sapomshje-Stadt)

Mykolaïv (Nikolajew-Stadt)

Dniprodzenhynsk (Kamenskoje-Stadt)
Poltava (Poltawa-Stadt)
Melitopol' (Mclitopol-Stadt)
Kirovobrad (Kiiowograd-Staàt)

Kherson (Cherson-Stadt)

Vmytsia (Winniza-Stadt)
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Zhytomyr (Shitomir-Stadt)
Brest-Litovsk (Brest Litowsk-Stadt)

Rime (Rowno-Stadt)

.

Luts'k (Lu*-Stadt)
Kovel' (Kowel-S tadt)
KamUianets'-Podil's'kyi

(Kamenez Podolsk-Stadt)
Khmel'nyts'kyi (Proskurow-Stadt)
Pinsk (Pinsk-Stadt)
Novohrad-Vol ynslry i (Zwiahel-Stadt)

Pervomais'k (Perwomaisk-Stadt)
Volodymyr-Volyns'kyi

(Wfadinrir Wolynsk-Stadt)
Zdolbuniv (Sdolbunow-Stadt)

'"Uebersicht iiber die Verwaltmgseinteilung des Reichskommissariats Ukraine nach &m Stand
vom 1. Januar 1943," TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 231,11.45-SOv. M e r c n t figures, based on
newspaper articles, arc in Iohn A. Armstrong, Ukminiru, 1Volionalism. 3rd cd. (Englewood,
Colorado, lm),pp. 243-244.
2Bookiet, "U.S.S.R.," in TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 23, d. 3967,I.S.
T h i s is the Soviet figure h m ibid., which also appears in the official statistics of the Kiev city
administration, but as the number of inhabitants "on the eve" of the Nazi-Soviet war. L.
Maliuzhenko, "Kyïv za 1942 r.," Nushe mynule, 1 (6) (Kiev, 1993). p. 157. Although this
republication has b a n censorcd (prcsurnably for anti-Semitic language), it appears that the
figures are reptoduced c o m t l y .
'Maliuzhenko, "Kyïv za 1942 r.," pp. 157 and 161-162.
'Ibid., pp. 161-162; Meldungen, 21 (18 September 1942). p. 20.
6Maliuzhenko, "Kyïv za 1942 r.," pp. 161-162.
'Ibid.; "Uebersicht," 1. 4611.
h n t i i Forostivs'kyi, Kyïv pid voruzhymy okrrpatsiiamy (Buenos Aires, 1952), p. 52.
PEven apart h m the issue of who werie genuim "ethnic G e m s , " it appears that many Reich
Gerrnans in Kiev were not counted altogethet. In January 1942, 20,000 military were living in
Kiev, prcsumably mostly Germans and including the city commander (Stadtkommandant). Letter
by acting Generalkomissar Quitzrau to Koch, Kiev, 21 January 1942, TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 1,
d. 78, 1. 6. A note from the Hauptabteilung Ernahning und Landwirtschaft ïïï E4 n.1 to the
Bezirksleitung of the NSDAP, Kiev, 17 October 1942, gives the following figures for the city of
Kiev: 8,000 Reich Gennans; 5,000 "Deutsche Wehnnachrsgcfolge (Eisenbahn, O. T. usw.)";
10,000 SS and Police units; and 6,000 Volksdeutsche. TsDAVOV, f. 3206, op. 2, d. 121.1.5.
Maliuzhenko, "Kyïv za 1942 r.," p. 157 States that the registered number of Gennans on 1
April 1942-2,797-is
too low. He gives as the rieason that many were not counted as such who
eventuaily fell d e r this nabric. This seems to mean that they were not yet "ethnic Germans" at
the time of the count, and appeared in it as other nationalities.
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1. Primary sources

Tsentraihyi denhavnyi arkhiv vyshchykh orhaniv vlady ta upravünnia Ukraïny (TsDAVOV)
Vul. Solom"ianslka, 24, Kiev.
f. 3206, op. 1-6. Reikhskornissariat Ukrainy, g. Rovno.
f. 3676, op. 1-5. Shtab imperdrogo mkovoditelia (reikhsüaitera) Rozenbcrga dia

okkupirovannylch vostochnykh oblastei, g. Berlin. g. Kiev.

f. 4620, op. 3. Kolektsüa dokurnentiv z istoriï Velykoï Vitchyznianoï viiny 1941-1945 r.r.

Tsentral'nyi âenhavnyi arkhiv hromads'kykh obWiednan'Ukraïny (TsDAHOU)
Vul. Kutuzova, 8, Kiev.
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f. 1, op. 22. Tsental'nyi Komitct Kommunistichcskoi Partii Ukrainy, Osobyi Sektor i

organizatsionno-instniktorskiio<del. Dokwnenty O podpol'n~pPrtizanskom dvizhcnii v pMd
Velikoi Otechtstvemoi voiny 1941-1945 gg.
f. 1, op. 23. Tsentral'nyi Komitct Kommunisticheskoi Partii Ukrainy (Osobyi sektor

-

sekretnaia chaste)
f. 57, op. 4. Koilektsiia dobrnentov po istorü kompadi ULrsiny: Period otechestvennoi voiny
1941-1945 gg.
f. 166, op. 2-3. Komisiia z pytan' istoriï velykoï vitchyzniPa6f viiny pry akaderniï nauk

URSR. Obshchaia chast'.

Derzhavnyi arkhiv Kyïvskoï oblasti (DAKO)
Vul. Fninze, 113 and vul. Mel'nykova, 38, Kiev.
f. r-2275, op. 1. Kievskaia shkola n. SI7 (Kurenevskaia).

f. r-2330, op. 1-2. Editors of Varyl'kivs'ki visti.
f. r-2356, op. 1-1 8. Kyïvs'ka Mis'ka Uprava.
f. r-2412, op. 1-2. Muzei-Arkhiv pcrekhodnogo perioda

The following are records Erom administrations of scven disparate d o n s in the present-day
Kiev oblast, al1 of them west of the Dniepr River, and the villages in these raions. Only cited
inventories (opisi) arc mentioncd.

Raianadminwalîons
f. r-2107, op. 1. Bohuslav [German: Boguslaw]
f. r-2209,op. 1-2. Polis'ke (formtrly Khabnc or Kahanovychy) [Chabnoje]
f. r-2292, op. 1. Rokytne [Rakitno-Gebiet Bila Zerkwa]

f. r-2457, op. 1. Ivankiv [Iwankow]
f. r-2509, op. 2. Skvyra [Skwira]
f. r-3 110, op. 1. Borodianka [Borodjanka]

Vilhge

~~

f. r-2097, op. 1. Dmytrcnky (Bobuslav)
f. r-2145, op. 1. Nemishaieve (BorOdjPnLo)

f. r-2160, op. 1. Nova BU& (Borodianka)
f. r-2167, op. 1. Dnizhnia ( B o d a n k a )

f. r-2210, op. 1. Polis'ke [formerly Khabne] (Polis'ke)
f. r-22 12, op. 1. Steshchyna (Polis'ke)
f. r-2215, op. 1. Maksymovychy (Polislie)

f. r-2293, op. 1. Teleshivka (Rokytne)

f. r-2294, op. 1. Romashky (Rokytne)
f. r-2295, op. 1. Ol'shanytsia (Rokytne)
f. r-25 19, op. 1. KamWianaHreblia (Skvyra)

f. r-2679, op. 1. Sloboda (Kaharlyk)
f. r4760, op. 1. Blidcha (Ivankiv)

Naukovo-àovidkova biblioteka tsentral'nykh denhavnykh arkhiviv Ukraïny
Vu1. Solom"ians'ka, 24, Kiev.

Collection "Aft shy ta plakaty okupatsiinohopendu"

Ukraïnv
Vul. Volodymyrs'ka, 62, Kiev.
-0ld Imprints Department (Viddil starodnikiv):

(1) Unutslogued collection of leaflcts and posters h m die Nazi pcriod
(2) Uncaîalogutd priodicalMàuka i Mystetstvo: literatunio-naukovyi dodcrrok do

"HobsPoltuvshchyny'' (Poltava); Orlcnia (Rime);Sitkoliar (Vasyl'kiv); ükraihh (Kostopil').

-Newspaper Dqartmmt (Hazctnyi v i a ) :

D m h vofi(Bila Tsedcva)
Ivankivs'ki visti (Ivankiv)
Nove ukraïns'k slovo (Kiev)

Poslednie n o v d (Kiev)
Ukraïis'kyi h o h (Khmel'nyts'kyi)
Ukruïhs'kyi visnyk (Berlin)
Vasyl'kivs'ki visti (Vasyl'kiv)
Vidrdzhemia (Tarashcha)
ZviI'nena Ukraïha (Bohuslav)

hstytut Mystetstvoznavstva, FOIWON ta Emohraflï im. M. T. RylYkoho (IMFE)
National Academy Sciences of Ukraine, vul. Hrushevs'koho, 4, Kiev.

Manuscripts Department (Viddil nikopysnykh fondiv)
f. 14-3:

od. zb.20. Tania Krasyts'ka collection. Title on cover: "Fol'klor (Zapysano na
Dnipmpetmvshchyni) 1941-1944 r."
od. zb. 24. Ievdokiia Ivanivna Prytula collection.

od. zb. 25. Kateryna Mykhailinia Tolchennikova collection. Title on &ver: "Pisni (ba
meloâii), chastushky,virshi. Heroila Vitchyzniuioï viiny 1942- 1944 m."

od. zb. 55 and 56. "FolWor Velykoï Vitchyznianoï viiny." typed manuscript, Kiev:

IMFEAkadcmiii na& ükraïnskï RSR 1945, edited by M. T. Ryl's'Lyi.

Vul. Shevchenko, 36, Bohuslav, Kiev oblast.
Mgorü M. Levchenko, "Dnevnik: putcshestvic v Germaniiu." Medvyn, 1945. Manuscript of

a memoir.

Newspepa Vdyn' (Rime), 1, 1-21 and 23-28 (1941) and II, 2, 4-23 (1942).

"Konkursna spohady Osendku UbaYnslroï K u i ' q i Osvity u Vynnypehu dlia ukraïntsiv na
slytal'shchyni v Evropi, 1947-1948. Spysok nikopysiv." Typewritten document.
Pavlo Temivs'kyi [Ivan Zhyhadlo], "Spohady emigranta" Autograph manuscript. 1945.
Photocopy bomwed h m Marco Carynnyk.

s-va
Microcopy T-84,rolls 120and 387. Miscellaneous Gcrman Records Collection, 1892-1945.
Micmcopy T-120, roll 2533. Records of the G e m Foreign Onia Received by the
Department of State.
Micmcopy T-175, rolls 233-236. Records of the Reich Leader of the SS and Chief of the
Gennan Police.

On mil 233 are Ereignismeldung UdSSR, 1-10 (no. 55 is lacking); on roll 234 are
ibid., 101-173; on roll 235 are ibid., 174-195 and M e k g e n a u den besetzten Ostgebieten,
1-15; on roll 236 are MeUungen, 16-55.

c
Alexander Dailin collection

Box 2, folder 14 and box 7, foldcr 6: Rofessor Hans Koch, interview.ADG-20 by the
Harvard University Refuge Interview Projcct, 1 Junc 1941, Salzburg, Austria, typcâ
transcript in English, 20 pp.

I~eshchenie(notification) by Nacltal'nik Kievskogo Obl. Upradeniia S v W Swidov to M.

2.Goshon of 30 kvashivska Street, apt. 19. Photocopy provideci by Miron Semenovich
Petrovskii, Kiev.
Microcopy of Bundesarchiv Berlin, BestMd R 6, file 15. Borrowed h m Dr Ench Haberer
1. A. gez. Dr. Musset. AbschriR Wi Stab Ost. F'/Ia. Za B.

Nr. 6730141, Besondcre

Anweisungen Nr. 44.0. U., den 4.1 1.194 1.,Bundesarchiv Berlin, Bestand R6,file 13, fols.
74-76. Photocopy bomwed from Dr Ench Habexer.

The tapes are in the possession of the author. Al1 interviewees were Ukrainians. (This was not
the result of a decision to this eff-t by the interviewer.) The interviews were conducted in
Ukrainian, unless indicated otherwise.

- Nadiia Fedomvna [Fedorivna] Bondarcnko (bom in 1930 in Bohuslav), 20 July 1995,
Bohuslav, Bohuslav raion, Kiev oblast, Ukraine.

- Mykhailo Demydenko (bom in 1928 in the village of Tnisivtsi near Chyhyryn), 18 July
1995, Bohuslav.

- Mariia Khtodosii'vna Hohulia (bom in 1927 in the village of Meâvyn), 22 July 1995,
Medvyn, Bohuslav raion.

- Klavdiia Iakovlivna Hrynevych (born in 1930 in Klyntsi [Kirovohrad oblast]), 10 August
1995, Kiev. In Russian.

- Oksana Iatsenko (bom in 1919 in the village of Mysailivka), 21 July 1995, Mysailivka,
Bohuslav raion.

- Liudmyla Stanyslavivna Khmilevslra (bom in 1923 in Kiev), 13July 1995, Kiev. In
Russian.

- Mykola Pavlovych Kostiuk (Ulaainian-Cwadian, 1915 [pfcsent-day Dnipropetrovs'k]1997). 1 March 1996, Downsview, Ontario, Canada.

- Valentyna Pavlivna Kravchenko (born in 1922 in Kiev), 10 August 1995. Kiev. In Russian.
- Ol'ha Mykolaïvna Kutscnko (bom in 1926 in the village of Poberezhka), 18 July 1995,
Bohuslav.

- Ievheniia Makarivna Moskovslca (bom in Stari Bezradychy [Obukhiv raion, Kiev oblast] in
1930), 29 July 1995, Kiev.

- Maria Rylipko (bom in 1913 in Mcdvyn), 17 July 1995, Medvyn.
- Hryts'ko

Hryts'kovych Salata (bom in 1909 in Medvyn), 17 July 1995, Medvyn.

- Nikolai [Mykola] Salata (bom in 1914 in Medvyn), 17 July 1995, Medvyn.

- Oksana Sarapuka (bom in 1927 in Medvyn), 17 July 1995, Medvyn.
- Mykola Iosypovych Sydohub (bom in 1924 in Medvyn), 22 July 1995, Meàvyn.
- Iakiv Nestemvych Vasylcnko (bom in 1924 in Medvyn), 22 July 1995, Medvyn.

- Mariia Oleksandrivna VasyltnJco (bom in 1931 in the village of Huta), 22 July 1995,
Medvyn.

- Nina Scrhiïvna -lia

(born in 1929 in Oksaverivka [Vasyl'kiv raion, Kiev oblast]), 21 July

1995, Bohuslav.
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